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P R E F A C E .
Both Christianity and Islam have suffered much at the hands of 
their would-be defenders. In either case apologists have tried 
to make their faith secure for all time by buttressing it with 
vast theological outworks. . Consequently we find, particularly in 
Islam, that while the work done in the field of speculative 
theology and philosophy is of stupendous proportions, very little 
has been attempted in the field of historical research. This 
defect will probably be remedied in time, but for the most part, 
Islamic theology has tended to emphasise the message of the 
Prophet rather than his personality. The modern tendency is to 
explain religions not by studying their massive theological 
accretions, though such study fulfils a useful function, but by 
tracing their historical developments. If the West is ever going 
to understand the Muslim, account must be taken of the historical 
process that has made him what he is. This process reaches back 
behind the era of the Prophet of course, so that we cannot take him 
as the absolute starting-point for the faith of Islam. It grew 
out of conditions long antecedent to him, but without an 
understanding insight into his life and times we shall be unable 
to asses thereal significance of the movement he brought into being, 
This insight into the character of the Founder of Islam we find in 
those portions of Ibn Ishaq’s biography still extant.
In translating the Qur’anic quotations in the Sira I have, in 
the main, followed the renderings of the late Dr Richard Bell. In 
the Isnads I have tried to avoid endless repetition of the phrase 
'on the authority of* by substituting ’from* in all cases after 
the first occurrence of the phrase.
I N T R O D U C T I O N .
The era of the Companions passed away without the Muslims making 
any serious attempt to commit to writing the numerous Traditions 
regarding the life and sayings of the Prophet which must even then 
have been in current use* This may have been due to two reasons, 
the first of which is that the Prophet himself is supposed to have 
said Î-
Write nothing about me; if anyone writes about me 
anything other than the Qur^Sn, let him erase it; you 
may without offence relate Traditions about me, but 
whoever relates of me that v/hichfnot true on purpose, his 
lodging-place shall be the Fire*
That this had its effect in hindering ÿhe Companions from repeating 
Traditions,much less writing them, is shown by a saying off ’Uthman 
'’Nothing hinders me from repeating traditions of the prophet’s 
sayings although I am one of those endowed with the most retentive 
memory amongst all his Companions but that I have heard him say;
'Whoever shall repeat of me that which I# have not said, his 
resting-place shall be in Hell’* At the same time he issued a cornmaiu 
that only traditions which were known in the time of Abu Bakr and 
’Umar should be related^ in an attempt to check spurious traditions 
propagated by his opponents.2
The second reason was that the Companions were afraid that anything 
they wrote might be added to the Q;ur’an, which, presumably, was still 
in a state of considerable fluidity. It was during the first 
century nevertheless that Tradition grew up and assumed permanent 
shape and towards its close all surviving traditions began to be 
sought out and put on record. It was an age when men spent the 
greater part of their lives collecting Traditions from all over 
the Muslim world which were afterwards committed to writing.
1. Muslim, as^Sahzh ii: 393*
2, Muir Introd. p.'xxxviî note.
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Apparently the first to consider seriously the idea of committing 
the mass of Tradition to writing was the Khalifah ’Umar bin *Abd 
aliAaia bin Marwan v/ho succeeded to the high office in the year 
ninety-nine AiH* He realised thAtmany of the men v/Ho passed, on 
the Traditions were dyihg'out and' leaving behind them no permanent 
record.of the knowledge they had been-at Such pains to acquire,and 
he feared that if matters were allowed to rest thus many of the 
Traditions would be lost or seriously mutilated in transmission.
He also, realised that the argument of the Companions against 
recording Tradition was no longer valid, namely the fear, that what . 
they wrote would come to possess Qur’anic authority, since the 
Qur*an was now in, a; permanent form* One of the men whom .’Umar 
called to his aid for this work was Muhammad bin Chihhb az-%uhri, 
who was commanded to record the Traditions connected with Muhammad* 
It has been stated that both ho and his master ’Urwah composed 
regular biographies of the Prophet but the grounds for this are. 
uncertain* But there is no doubt that he did make.separate collect­
ions 6f the Tradition's bearing on the Prophet’s life, especially 
those relating to,his military career, which, more than anything, 
else, would seiae the imagination of the unsophisticatedMuslihi . 
living in the early part of the second century A.H. There is 
nothing of as-3uhx'i extant in independent form but he is largely 
quoted by subsequent biographers, and probably their account of 
Muhammad’s military.operations is in great part the reproduction of 
materials, collected by him* Muir says of him: ’’He lived at the 
court of the, Umayyad Khalifahs, and there is every reason to believe 
that his accounts are as unbiassed as could be expected from any 
Muslim author”*. (Introd* p. Ixxyi).
In the work of the early redactors it is. possible to trace a 
certain process of., development * At first they simply.recorded. 
everything they Could find .without reference to subject matter, 
form, or chronology* There .was no arrangement of the materials 
and in the early books of Traditions there would in all probability 
be an account of the main facts of the life of■the Prophet as part 
of the wider circle of Tradition* The arrangeaient of the materials
, — 3**
which came later, consisted mainly in gathering together all the 
traditions which seemed to refer to the same subject into one 
section* One of these sections bearing the title ”The lars and the 
Life” contained the biographical material handed down in connection. 
with the Prophet. Then came the time when this section was 
considered of sufficient importance to form the subject of a 
separate volume, which included notices of pre-Islamic events, 
institutions, and personages as a background against which the life 
of the Prophet was painted. Some of these authors, indeed, in 
order to explain his significance felt bound to begin with the 
Creation of the world.
Besides ’Urwah and a&-%uhri two other authors are mentioned as 
having written biographies of Muhammad early in the second century, 
Musa bin ’Uqbah, and Ma’mar bin Rashid. The only knowledge we have 
of these early collators of Tradition is that their works are 
referred to, and sometimes quoted by later authors such as al- 
Waqidl, Ibn Ba’d and at-Tabari. Musa is said to have died in the 
year l4l and l*îa'mar in 150 or 155 so that both were contemporaries 
of Ibn Ishaq.
There can be little doubt that Ibn Ishaq’s work was somewhat longer 
than its recension by Ibn Hisham. There is reason to believe that 
the original work began with notices of historical events prior to 
Ishmael. All this is omitted together with the details of the 
descendants of Ishmael who were not connected with the Prophet.
In his introductory note he says he has omitted everything which 
had no bearing on the life of the Prophet, and also passages which 
add nothing to the understanding of the Qur’an. He has also omitted 
those poems which no student of poetry recognises^ though he has 
also included much of this kind^^matter which would distress certain 
people, and reports which aDBakka’i told him were untrustworthy.
He would seem to be verbally correct in his quotations from Ibn 
Ishaq because he. often gives his version only to correct it* It is 
somewhat surprising that he found it necessary to explain so many 
of the words used by Ibn Ishaq, las it perhaps due to Abbasid
- 4 -  ' -
influence and-.environment that the pure Arab prose style of Ibn
Ishaq was no longer understood, and the original meaning of Words
lost? • _ ■ ' • . ■ .
Ibn Ishaq;
Muhammad bin Ishaq is the earliest biographer whose.work is extant 
more or less in its original state. He was born, in Medina about 
85 A.H* His grandfather Yasar was one of several captives brought 
to the city by Khâlid bin al~^alid, after a victorious campaign in 
Iraq in 12 A.H* Here he grey; up , and, it is said, associated with 
the learned men of the day like Ibn Shihab■ az-iSuhri. In the year 
115 we find him in Alexandria where,it seems, he continued his study, 
of Tradition.
According to one account he had already begun his biography of the 
Prophet and after his stay in Alexandria he returned to Medina and 
finished it there. Here he had à quarrel with Malik bin Anas, and , 
went to Iraq in 152* the year that saw the downfall of the Umayyad
Kingdom of Damascus, There he presented a copy of his work to the
- ■ '  ^ - ■ 1 ' ■ ■■ ‘ ' 
Kiialifah al-Mansur. '
* ' .
The second account says that after his stay in Alexandria he
•continued his; travels in the course of which he visited famous
centres like al-Hira and al-Kufahi After this he went to Iraq
where.he was quite happy to settle and where he composed.the Sira
for the son of thé Khalifah al-Mansur/ The story is as follows:-
’’Muhammad -bin Ishaq went in to 'al-Mansur when his son the Mahdi was
with him, and he said to him: ’Do you knov/ this (young man) 0 Ibn
Ishaq?’* He said: ’Yes, this is the son of the Commander of the
believers’i He said: ’Go and.compose for him à book starting with
Allah’s dreation of Adam down to our day’. So hé went, and composed
for him the book* Hé said: ’You have made it long, 0 Ibn Ishaq’,
Go and shotten it’* So he went and shortened it’. 60 it was that
shortened; version, and the longer book was thrown into the treasure
chest‘of the Commander of the believers”?
1. Guillaume, ’Islamic Literature*, March 1950, p. 25*
2. al-Khatib’of Baghdad ‘ quoted by ' Muhammad. Muhy id din ’ Abd al-liamid 
introd. p* 22, “
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If Ibn Ishaq, as seems more likely, wrote his work in Medina and 
afterwards presented it to the Abbasid Khalifah, it is quite 
probable that he revised it, removing or modifying narratives which 
were not to the credit of ’Abbas, the Prophet’s uncle, and portraying 
in darker colours the misdeeds of Abu Sufyan, ancestor of the 
Umayyad dynasty. If it could be shown that he did revise his work 
it would probably be with a view to making it acceptable to his 
princely patron* On the other hand Ibn Hisham may be responsible 
for the modifications which have taken place in the original work.
No definite answer can yet be given to this question. One thing 
seems certain and it is that the atmosphere of Umayyad times was 
more favourable to veracious history than it became under their 
successors in Baghdad.
As a historian Ibn Ishaq occupies a high place in the estimation
of his contemporaries. Ash-Bhaf’I said: ’’Whoever desires to become
versed In the wars is dependent on Ibn Ishaq”. Shu’bah bin al-Hajjaj. .
said that he was the Commander of the believers as far as tradition 
was concerned. As-Zuhrl said: ”A plentiful supply of knowledge will 
not be wanting in Medina so long as Ibn Ishaq is amongst them”. But 
the best proof of his authority is that all subsequent historians of 
the life of the Prophet take him as their authority, except al- 
laqidi who quotes him but sparingly. His chief detractor was Malik 
bin Anas whose enmity was due to bad feeling which is said to have 
arisen when Ibn Ishaq criticised Malilc’s ’Muwatta’i Another reason 
given for it is that Mâlik claimed to belong to the tribe of Asbah 
whereas Ibn Ishaq (and others) maintained that he.was only one of 
their - clients* Their charges, which need not detain us here, since 
they did not really affect his authority, do not seem to have injured 
him in the eyes of his contemporaries. There is one note in his 
narrative which is significant as indicating his trustworthiness. 
Whenever he relates any tradition that seems to him improbable he 
inserts the words: ’according to what they say’.
Ibn Ishaq d.isc^ in 150 or 151 A.H.
ibn Hlaham. • ,
According to Ibn Khallikan, Ibn Hisham was born in Old Cairo. 
According to Muhammad MUhyddin *Abd-al-Hamid, Basrah-was the scene 
of hie birth where he grew, up and afterwards removed.to Cairo. He 
was famous for his learning and possessed superior knowledge in 
genealogy and grammar.' Besides his recension of the slra he 
composed a genealogical work on the people of Himyar and their 
■ prino.ess and it is said he wrote another work in which he explained 
the obscure passages of poetry cited by ibn Ishaq. Since he is 
supposed to.have been born about the time of Ibn Ishaq’s death the 
two men can never have met'. The only link between them was al-r 
Bakka’i, on whose recommendation Ibn-Hisham omitted certain parts 
of the Sira to which allusion has already been made. Al-Bakka’i 
however, cannot' have known any of the early Muslims and so Ibn 
Ishaq is liïc.ely yo be a more trustworthy authority than he* Most 
scholars incline to the belief that Ibn lisham is not so trustworthy 
as Ibn-Ishaq. His work reveals suppressions and alterations made to 
suit.the tendencies of the times. It is quite natural, of course, 
to soften or omit incidents which do not redound to the credit of 
the subject of the biography when he is a religious leader whose 
character has been idealised by the passage of time arid the reverence 
of his disciples, '
Ibn Hisham died either,in 213 or 2l8 A.H.’
The -Bira.
The great value of the Sira is due to the fact that its original ’
author -Ibn Ishaq , who was only two generations removed from the 
. - 
Prophet himself, had the opportunity of meeting many people who
were intimate with the Prophet, and had shared with him the trials
of the early period of Islam. ,H ;is detailed knowledge of the wars
indicates that he was in contact with some of those who had fought
in them. Without the Sira, we should know next to nothing about the
life of the Founder of Islam* It relates in detail his early
struggles against paganism, and the process by which.he established
his political and religious rule over the greater part of the 
Arabian Peninsula « -To unite the warring clans of Arabia into a
unity which succeeded in holding together in spite of the ©trains 
and stresses to which it was exposed after hi© death, was no mean, 
achievement* Ibn Ishaq indicates the stages by which this was done, 
unwittingly perhaps^ he gives us the picture of the ardent 
religious reformer who .at the same time never loses sight of the 
political implications of his work. It would be no exaggeration to 
say that in the later stages of his career, religion has become the 
instrument of politics,, which it has largely remained in Muslim 
states down to our day*. Are we justified, however, in making even 
this criticism when we remember thal^%elationship between these/two 
spheres of human thought and activity has not even yet in tha most 
advanced Western nations been clearjfcydelineatéd or satisfactorily 
adjusted? Besides all this, the Sira indicates for us the 
historical circumstances which called forth many parts of the Qur’^en 
thus showing how it came to pass that the Book was accepted as 
the guide for the conduct of pratloal.affairs in the new community.
The Sira is one of the most important works in the whole range of , 
Arabic literature. One authority even places it next to the Qur’an 
itself* It is the oldest Arabic prose work in existence'and on 
this ground alone is of the greatest importance, despite the! fact 
that all material concerning the pre-Islamic history of Arabia must 
be received with great caution. The author is on surer ground in 
dealing with the life of Muhammad, especially after the Migration 
to Medina, and this part of the narrative may, on the whole,"be"
accepted as reliable* It is hardly possible that Ibn Ishaq’s
' ' * #  .
original work will ever be brought to light, .but should the 
unexpected happen, %t would not only give a fresh impetus to the. 
study of the early day© of* Islam, but be hailed by scholars as a 
most important, contribution to the knowledge of an epoch-which . 
changed the face of history in so many lands,
1, Guillaume, op.cit, p,23*
IK THE NAME OF ALLAH 
THE MERCIFUL THE COMPAESIOKATE 
I S E m  THINE AID 0 ALLAH.
Mention of the line of the noble pedigree from Muhammad and his 
family back to Adam.
Abu Muhammad ’Abd al-Malik ibn Hisham the Grammarian says: This is
the book of the biography of the Messenger of Allah and his family,
Muhammad ibn ’Abdallah ibn ’Abd al-Mutbalib, (the name of ’Abd al- . ..
Muttalib was Shaibah), ibn Hashim, (the name of Hashim was ’Amr),
ibn ’Abd Manâf, (the name of ’Abd Manaf was al-Mughirah), ibn Qusai,
(the name of Qusai was Zaid), ibn Kilâb ibn Murrah ibn Ka*b ibn
Lu’ai ibn Ghalib ibn Fihr ibn Malik ibn an-Nadr ibn Kinânah ibn
Khuaaimah ibn Mudrikah, (the name of Mudrikah was ’Amir), ibn Ilyas,.
ibn Mudar ibn Nigar ibn Ma’add ibn ’Adnân ibn Udd, (also given as
Udad), ibn Huqawwam ibn Kahur ibn Tairah ibn ïa’rub ibn Yashjub ibn
Nabit ibn Isma’il ibn Ibrahim, friend of the Merciful , ibn Tarih
(who was A%ar) , ibn Hihur ibn Saruh ibn Ra’u ibn Falikh ibn ’Aibar
ibn Shalikh ibn Arfakhshad ibn Sam ibn Nuh ibn Larnik ibn Mattushalak.
ibn Akhnukh, (who was the prophet Idris, according to what they say, 
but Allah knows best; and he was the first of the sons of men to be 
granted the prophetic office and the art of writing with the pen), 
ibn Yard ibn Mahlil ibn Qainan ibn Yariish ibn Shith ibn Adam.
*The Old Testament form of these names as given by the Revised 
Version is:- Nabaioth, Ishmael, Abraham, Terah, Nahor, Serug, Heu, 
Peleg, Eber, Hheiah, Arpachshad, Shorn, Noah, Lamech, Methuselah, 
Enoch, Jared, Mahalalel, Kenan, Enosh, Seth, Adam.
^ 2-
Abu Muhammad ’Abd al-MaXik ibn Hisham says: Siyad ibn 'Abdallah
al-Bakkâ’ï related to us on the authority of Muhammad ibn Ishaq 
al-Muttalibi that which I have here given of the genealogy of the 
Messenger of Allah, back to Adam, also the tradition of Idris and 
others contained in it*
Ibn Hisham: Khallad bin Qurrah of Sadus related to me on the authority 
of Shaibah from Qatadah that he said; Isma’il ibn Ibrahim, friend of 
the Merciful, ibn Tarih, (who was Âaar), ibn Nahur ibn Isragh ibn 
Ar’u ibn Falikh ibn ’Âbir ibn Bhalikh ibn al-Fakhshadh ibn Bam ibn 
Nuh ibn Laraik ibn Mattushalakh ibn Akhnukh ibn Yard ibn Hihla’Il ibn 
Qayin ibn Anush ibn Bhith ibn Adam*
Ibn Hisham; , If Allah wills, I will begin this book by mentioning 
Isma’il ibn Ibrahim and those of his children from whom the Messenger 
of Allah is descended, (tracing them back) to their original ancestry 
one by one, from Isma’il to the Messenger of Allah, and sormuch of 
their history as will come to light. But I will forbear mentioning 
other descendants of Isma’il in this way in order to abridge the 
account of the life of the Messenger of Allah# I will also leave out 
some of the things which Ibn Ishaq has related in his book in which 
there is no mention of the Messenger of Allah, and about which nothing, 
has been revealed in the Qur’an, and which supply no reason for any thing 
in this book, or gives any interpretation of it, or bears witness to it, 
for the sake of brevity, as I have before stated. Also poems he gives 
which I have not found any student of poetry recognise, and some other 
things which are distasteful to relate, and still others the recital 
of which would cause harm to some people^, which al-Bakka’i does not 
admit in his^  account. If Allah wills, I shall relate everything 
except these things to the fullest extent made possible by tradition 
and knowledge.
Further genealogies omitted.
The affair of *Amr ibn ’Amir relating to his departure from Yemen 
éhd the story of the Pam of Ma’rlb*
According to what Abu 2aid the Helper related to me, the reason for the 
departure of *Amr iibn ’Amir from Yemen, was because he saw a rat 
gnawing into the Dam of !%’rib, which held back the water for them so 
that they were able to disperse it at will over their lands. He knew 
then that the Dam would not endure and he resolved to move from %emen. 
So he devised a stratagem to hoodwink his people, and ordered his 
youngest son that when he abused him and struck him on the face he was 
to rise and strike him back* His son did as he was ordered* Then 
’Amir said: ”I will not reside in a town in which my youngest son has 
struck me on the face”. - He then put up his property for sale and 
some of the noble men of Yemen said: ”Let us turn the wrath of *Amr 
to good account”, and they purchased his property. So he moved out 
, Vflth his children and grandchildren. Then al-Azd said: ”We will not 
remain behind *Amr ibn ’Amir”, and they sold their properties and 
went away with him. They went on their v/ay till they reached the 
country of’Akk passing through and seeking pasturage in the country. 
The people of^kk fought against them with varying fortunes^ and in 
that connection ’Abbas ibn Mirdas recited the stanza we have quoted’. 
Then they took their journey away from them and scattered to different 
; countries* The family of Jafna ibn ’Amr settled in Syria, the Aus and 
' -Khazraj- settled in Yathrib, Khuza’ah settled in Marr, Azd of Sarat ;
5:5-set tied in BarSt and Azd of ’tJman settled in ’Uman. Then Allah sent
: a flood on the Dam and destroyed it and in connection with it Allah
' . - ' - 
revealed to His Prophet Muhammad:- ■ '
■ ■ * ■- ■  ^ ■
W  There was a sign for Saba in their dwelling-places of two
jQv: gardeneon the right and on the left
Eat of your Lord’s provision and. give Him thanlcs; a good 
land and a forgiving Lord*
But they turned away so We sent upon them the flood of 
: the Dam* (Surah 54; 15,16).
Al-Arim is the Dam; its singular is ’Arimah according to what Abu 
’U^aidah told me.
A^hdîAltk. ibn ’Adnan are they who played with Ghassan till they had 
utterly driven them out*
#4-
Al-A’sha said:-
Herein is a warning to whoever a warning will take
Ma’rib which the great flood wiped out
Himyar built it for themselves of marble
'When the torrents came they did not overflow
When divided out the waters saturated the fields with
who were not able to drink as much 
as a weaned child*
These stanzas are in a poem of his. Ümayyah ibn Abu *s-Balt the 
Thaqafite ©aid:-
The settlers of Saba in Ma’rib built the Dam to contain 
the great torrent*
This stanza is in a poem of his and it is attributed to an*Nabighah 
the da*dite* But it is a long story and what I have said about brevity 
prevents me from recounting it*
The affair of Rabi’ah ibn Naar king of Ymmen and the story of the two 
soothsayers Bhlqq and Satih.
Ibn Ishaq: Babi’ah ibn Hasp king of Yemen was one of the weakest of 
the Tubba* and he saw a vision*'^  which greatly awed and perturbed him.
He did not leave a soothsayer, magician, diviner, or astrologer in all 
his realm that he did not bring into his presence. He said to them:
”I have seen a vision which greatly awes and perturbs me, tell it to 
me then along with its interpretation”. They said: "You tell it to 
us and we will give you the interpretation of it”. He said: "If I 
told it to you I could not be assured that you would give me the 
interpretation, for no one knows its interpretation except him who 
knows it before I tell it to him”# Then one of them ©aid to him: "If 
this is what the king wants let him send for Hatih and Bhiqq, for there 
is none more knowing than these two; they will give the king the 
information he demands”*
Genealogy omitted.
6Ibn Ishaq; So he sent for them and Satih came to him in advance of 
Shiqq and he said to him: ”X have seen a vision which greatly awes 
and perturbs me. Tell rae about it, for if you get it right you will 
get its interpretation right”. He said: ”I will do it.
— 5—
Thou didst see a burning coal + Which came out of the darkness
n
On the Lowlands it alig&ted + Devouring everything in its path*'
The king said to him: "You have made no mistake about it, Satîh*
What have you got now by way of interpretation for it?"* He said:-
8I swear by all the reptiles between the two stony tracts + The 
Ethiopians- will descend upon your land + They will possess 
themselves of all between Abyan and Jurash".
The king said to him; "By your father, SatIh this is indeed distressing 
and painful news. When will it be, in my time or afterwards?". He 
said: "May, after your time, when a period of more than sixty or 
seventy years has passed". He said: "Shall their dominion endure or 
shall it be cut off?"# He said: "Nay, it shall be cut off after a 
period of rather more than seventy years when they will be overcome 
and driven out in full flight"* Ha said: "And who will be responsible 
for their defeat and expulsion?"* He said: "Arira dhu Yazan will be 
responsible for it + He will go forth against them from Aden + And
shall not leave one of them in Yemen. He said: "\Vill that man’s
dominion endure or shall it be cut off?"* He said: "Kay, it will 
be out off". He said; "And who will cut it off?". He said; "A 
righteous prophet to whom will come a revelation from the Most High".
He said: "From whom will this prophet come?". He said: "He will be
one of the descendants of Ghalib ibn Fihr ibn Malik ibn an-Nadr , the 
dominion will remain with his people till the end of the age". &e 
said: "And is there an end to the age?". He said: "Yes, a day in 
which the first and the last shall be brought together * (A day) 
in which those who do well shall be happy + (A day) in which those 
wo do ill shall be miserable". He said: "Is what you tell me the 
truth?". He said: "Yea, by the evening twilight, the midnight and
the dawn when it is full^ + Verily what I have told you is true.
Then Shiqq came to him and he said to him the same as he had said to
Satih but he did not divulge what Satih had said to see whether they . .
would agree or differ. He said:-
— 6—
Yes, thou didst see a burning coal f Which came out of the darkness 
It alighted between Raudah and Akamah + And devoured from there 
every living thing",
Thus he sÿoke, and when he had spoken he realised that the two of them 
agreed and that both had said the same thing except that Batîh had 
said; "On the lowlands it alighted + Devouring everything in its 
path" ; whereas Shiqq had said; "It alighted between Eaudah and Akamah -i 
And devoured from there every living thing".
The king said to him; "You have made no mistake about it, Shiqq* What 
have you got now by way of interpretation for it?"* He said: "I swear 
by all the people between the two stony tracts + The negroes will 
settle in your country f They will surely overcome every tender- 
fingered thing + And extend their sway over all between Abyan and 
Najran".
The king said to him: "By your father Shiqq, this is indeed distressing 
and painful news. But when will it be - in my time or after it?"*
He said; "Nay, some time after it + A person of high rank will 
deliver you + And he will make them taste the bitterest of shame".
He said: "And who is this person of high rank?"* He said: "A young 
man who is neither Beduin nor city dweller + Shall go forth against 
them from the house of dhu Yaaan + And shall not leave one of them 
in Yemen"*
He said; "Will his dominion endure or shall it be cut off?"* He 
said: "Nay, it shall be cut off in a messenger who will be sent + He 
will bring truth and justice + Among the people of religion and 
worth + The rule will remain with his house till the day of the 
dividing"*
He said; "And what is the day of the dividing?"* He said: "A day in 
which the rulers will be requited + In which calls will be uttered 
from heaven + Both the living and the dead will hearken to them +
And the people will be collected for the rendezvous + In it the 
victory and the good things will be for those who have acted piously".
He said; "Is what you say true?". Ho said: Verily by the Lord of
^ 7 "
heaven and earth + And all that is between them of height and depth 
Verily all that I have told you is true, there is no dubiety about it*
\ Ibn Hisham! Al-’Amd means doubt or falsehood.
\
What they foretold befell Babi’ah ibn Naer himself and he fitted out 
his sons and his household with what they needed to go to Iraq and he 
wrote on their behalf to one of the Persian kings called Sabur ibn 
Khuraaaadh and he settled them in Hira. Amongst the surviving 
descendants of Rabî’ah ibn Nasr is Mu’man ibn al-Mundhir
Genealogy omitted,
Abu Karib Tibân .Asdad obtains the rule over Yemen and makes an 
expedition to Yathri.b.
Ibn Ishaq: When Habi’ah ibn Masr died the rule of the whole of Yemen 
reverted to Hassan ibn Tibân As*ad Abu Karib, Tiban As*ad was the 
last of the TUbba'. '- v.hv.
Genealogy omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: It was Tibân As * ad Abu Karib who came to Medina and took
away two Rabbis from the *ews of Medina to Yemen and built the Sacred
House and covered it. His reign was before that of Babi’ah ibn Masr.,
Ibn Hisham: He it is of whom it is said:-
0 that my lot from Abu Karib were 
That his good counterbalance his evil.
Ibn Ishaq: When he advanced from the east he took the road to Medina. 
First of all he by-passed it without disturbing its inhabitants and 
left a son of his amongst them who was treacherously murdered. Then 
he advanced upon it determined to destroy it, extirpate its inhabitants 
and cut down its palm trees. The tribe of the Helpers collected to 
oppose him and their leader was *Amr ibn Tallah*
Genealogy omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: There was a man of the Beni *Adi ibn an-Majjar called
Ahmar who attacked one of the friends of Tubba* when he stttled 
amongst them and killed him. (He did that),because he found him in 
a palm tree belonging to him cutting its fruit, so he struck him
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with his reaping-hook, killed him, and said: "The dates belong only to 
him who has fertilized them". But this enraged the Tubba* still 
further against them and fighting started- The Helpers claim that 
they fought him during the day and entertained him by night and that 
caused him some amazement and he said: "Our people are surely generous 
It was while Tubba* was engaged in fighting them that there came two 
Jewish Rabbi© from the Beni Quraizah (Genealogy omitted) men of deep 
learning, who when they heard that he wished to destroy the city and 
its people, said to him: "0 king, do not do this- Verily if thou wilt 
accept nothing but what thou desirest an intervention will be made 
between the© and the city and we cannot be certain that swift punish­
ment will not overtake you". He said to them; "Why so?". They said: 
"It is the place of refuge of a prophet who in the latter time will 
come forth from the sacred territory, from Quraish; it will be his 
dwelling-place ana his home"- So the king restrained himself for he 
saw that those two men had knowledge and he was ©urprisediat what they 
told him- So he departed from Medina and followed them in their 
religion.
Poetry omitted.
The tribe of the Helpers claim that the wrath of Tubba' was directed 
solely against this Jewish tribe which was living amongst them. He
only wanted to destroy them but they protected them from him till,
he took his departure, and so he said in his poem;7-
What is the meaning of your sleep which is as the sleep of
the sore-eyed?
Unable to sleep, as one sleepy but being kept awake
Rage against two tribes which have settled in Yathrib
More fitting for themj May the vengeance of an evil day 
befall them!
Ibn Hisham: The poem in which this stanza occurs is faked and that
prevents us from confirming it.
Ibn Ishaq; Tubba* and his people possessed idols which they
worshipped. So he set his face towards Mecca which was on the road to
Yemen and when he was between *Usfan and Amaj a party of Hudhail ibn 
Mudrikah ibn Ilyas ibn Mudar ibn Niaar ibn Ma*add came to him and 
said; "0 King, shall we not guide you to an ancient
•*9“"
treasure house which the kings before you have neglected, in which
are pearls and chrysolites, and sapphires, and gold, and silver?’#'
He said; "By all means"# They said; "It is a House in Mecca 
which its people worship and at which they pray"# But the 
Hudhalites merely wished to destroy him thereby because they knew 
that destruction had overtaken any king who desired or coveted it#
He concurred with what they said and then sent to the two Rabbis 
and asked them about it, Thoy said to him: "These people desire
nothing else than youfdestruction and the destruction of your army; 
we know of no house on earth that Allah has chosen for ftiraeelf 
except this# If you do what they invite you to do you will perish 
both you and all who are with you"* He said: "What then would you
bid me do when I get to it?" They said: "You shall do as its
people do, circumambulate it, magnify it, honour it, shave your 
head at it, and humble yourself to it till you go out of it".
He said: '’And vrhat prevents you from doing this yourselves?"
They said: "It is the House of our father Abrahamf and verily it is
as we have told you, but its people have come between us and it by 
the idols which they have set up around it, and by the blood which
they pour out at it: they are unclean; polytheists", or words to
that effect* The king realised that their advice (was good) and 
their account true and he made the party of Hudhalitee approach 
and cut off their hands and feet# Theh he went on till he came to 
Mecca where he circumambulated the House, sacrificed at it and 
shaved his head# According to what is told,he stayed six days at 
Mecca slaughtering camels for the people and feasting its 
Inhabitants and giving them honey to drink. It was revealed to him 
in a dream that he should cover the Housed and he covered it with a 
coarse black and white material* Then it was revealed to him that 
he should cover it with something better than that,and he covered 
it with material from Mu’afir. Then it was revealed to him that 
he should cover it with something better than that, so he covered 
it with sheets and striped Yemenite cloth# According to what they 
say, Tubba* was the first one to cover the House and he charged his 
governors of Jurhum concerning it, and enjoined them to purify it, 
and not to bring near it blood, any dead thing, or any cloth used
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by women at the time of their periods** He also had a door and a key
made for it* Subai'ah who was the wife of *Abd Manâf said to a son
she had by him called Khalid magnifying the sacred territory of Mecca, 
forbidding him to do wrong therein, and mentioning Tubba* and his 
humility at it and what he did for it:-
0 my son do no wrong in Mecca either to great or small
%  son, respect her sacred places, let no deception lead 
you astray
0 ray son whoever does wrong in Mecca shall meet with evil 
%  son, his face shall be smitten and fire shall scorch 
his cheeks
%  son, I have experience of her and found that he who 
wrongs her perishes
Allah has made her safe so no castles are built within 
her bounds
Allah has protected her birds and the antelopes are safe 
on Thabir
Tubba’ did indeed make an expedition against her and 
clothed her House with raiment
%  Lord brought low his dominion in her so he fulfilled 
the vows
He walks to her unshod, in her courtyard are two thousand 
camels
continues to feed her inhabitants with the flesh of 
dromedaries dnd fattened camels
He gives them purified honey to drink with sifted barley 
The Elephant and his array He destroyed, pelted in her 
with stones
The dominion throughout the land (He destroyed), among the 
Arabs and the non-Arabs
Hear then when it is related to you and understand what 
the end(of evil doers) has been.
Ibn Hisham: This poetry is uninflected, which means that it has no
nominative, accusative or genitive signs*
Then he set out with his troops who were with him in the direction of 
Yemen, the two Rabbis accompanying* hira, and when he entered Yemen he 
called upon his people to accept the religion he had embraced, but 
they refused till they should submit it to the ordeal of fire which 
then existed in Yemen.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Malik related to me. He said: I heard Ibrahim
relate that when Tubba* drew near to Yemen to enter it Himyar 
opposed hira and said: "You shall not come in to us here since you 
have abandoned our religion”. So he called on them to accept his 
religion, saying: "Verily it is better than your religion”.
♦Reading of Cairo Text adopted here*
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They said: "Then let us have the ordeal by fire"# He said: Yes". 
According to what the inhabitants of Yemen say, there was in Yemen a 
fire which gave judgment between them in their disputes, which devoured 
the wrong-doer but did not injure the wronged one* Hie people |
therefore, brought out their idols and the oblations they offered in 
accordance with their religion, and the two Rabbis came out with their 
scrolls hung around their necks like necklaces, and squatted down at ' 
the place from which the fire came forth# Then the fire burst forth 
and when it came in their direction they turned away from it in fear, 
but those who were present urged them on and bade them persevere* So 
they held on till the fire enveloped them and devoured the idols and 
the votive offerings they had brought with them, also the men of 
Himyar who carried them* Then the two Rabbis emerged with their 
scrolls round thvir necks, their brows moist with sweat, but the fire 
had not injured them* Thereupon the Himyarites agreed to accept his 
religion and the origin of Judaism in Yemen dates from that time"*
Ibn Ishaq: A narrator related to me that the two Rabbis and the
Himyarites who went out, advanced to the fire merely to turn it back* 
They had a saying that whoever turned it back was more in the right*
The men of Himyar approached it with their idols to turn it back but 
it came on apace to devour them and they turned aside from it without 
being able to force it back. Then the two Rabbis approached it after 
that, and they began reciting the Torah and it receded until they had 
forced it back to the place from whence it came, and thereupon the 
men of Himyar agreed to accept their religion; but Allah knows best 
whether that was so*
Ibn Ishaq: Ri’am was a House of theirs which they venerated and at
which they offered sacrifices and from which they received oracle© 
when they were polytheists* The two Rabbis said to Tubba*: "It is 
only Satan who is seducing them with this so leave it to us"* He 
said: "Your business is with it". According to what the people of 
Yemen say, they brought out of it a black dog and killed it. Then 
they pulled down that House, and, according to what was told me, in 
its ruin© «re traces of the blood which was spilled out upon it.
The reign of his son Hassan Ibn Tibân and (his) murder by his 
brother ’Amr*
When his son Hassan ibn Tibân As*ad Abu Karib beoame king he set out 
with the people of the Yemen in a desire to subject, by means of them, 
the countries of Arab and non-Arab alike* When they were in part of 
the country of Iraq (Ibn Hisham: In Bahrain according to what one of 
the scholars told me), Himyar and the Arab tribes were averse to going 
any further with him for they desired to return to their own lands 
and families. So they spoke to a brother of hie called ’Amr who was 
with him in the array and said to hira: "Put your brother Hassan to 
death and we will make you king and you will bring us back to our 
country". He respdnded (favourably) and to that they all agreed with 
the exception of dhu Hu’ain the Himyarite, who forbade him to do that 
but he would not ]isten to him. Then dhu Ru’ain said:-
0 thou who barters sleep for wakefulness 
Happy is he who passes the night in refreshing sleep 
When Himyar wrought deceit and^aoted treacherously 
Allah’s forgiveness is with dhu Ru’ain
He wrote these two stanzas on a piece of paper and sealed it. Then 
he brought it to ’Amr and said to hira: "Keep this letter for me", and 
he did so. Then ’Amr slew his brother Hassan and brought back to 
Yemen the men who were with him. A man of Himyar said;-
Watch the eyes of him who savf the like of Hasaân 
Murdered in the days gone by
The regents slew hira in the morning in fear of a prison 
Haying: "There is no harm! There is no harm!"
Your dead is the best of us, and your living one is lord
over us - all of you are lords.
His saying: "Labâb, labab" means "there is no harm in it" in the 
Himyarite language.
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as "Libab, libab".
Ibn Ishaq: When ’Amr ibn Tibân reached Yemen sleep was denied hira
and wakefulness took possession of him and when that began to be a
trial to hira he consulted the physicians and astrologers of the
soothsayers and diviners as to what was the matter with him and one
of them said to hira: "No man has ever slain his brother or any
one near of kin to him as you have slain your brother without 
wakefulness taking possession of hira", When he heard that he
began to put to death the noble men of Yemen who had enjoined hira
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to slay his brother till at last he came to dhu Ru’ain who said to 
him: "I have deposited with you that which will clear me". He said: 
"What is that?" He said: "The document which I handed over to you". 
So he took it out and in it were written the two stanza© and he 
spared him when he saw that he had advised him (against it). Then 
•Amr died and thereupon the affairs of the Himyarites fell into 
confusion and they were scattered abroad.
Lakhni’ah dhu Shanatir’s seizure of power in Yemen.
A man of Himyar v/ho was not of the Royal House called Lakhni’ah 
Yanuf dhu ûhanâtir seized the rule over: them, slew their choice men, 
and made a laughing-stock of their Boyal House, so that a Himyarite 
said:-
Him.var slays her sons and exiles the best of them 
And builds with her own hands humiliation for herself 
She destroys her earthly good© in folly
But what she has lost in the matter of her religious
faith is greater ©till
Likewise, in the age© before, through their wrong-doing 
and extravagance evils obtained, and she was the loser.
Now Lakhni’ah was a wicked man doing the deedgof the people of Lot.
He would ©end for a youth of the Royal House and fall upon him in
an upper chamber which he had prepared for that purpose lest he 
should become king afterwards. Then he would look down from his 
upper chamber in the direction of his body-guard and soldiers who 
were there, after he had taken a toothpick and put it in his mouth
to indicate to them that he had finished with him. Then he sent for
Zur’ah dhu Nuwas ibn Tibân As*ad, brother of Haseân. He had been 
a small boy when Hassan was murdered, then he grew up to be a fine 
youth and comely,vd.th a good bearing and intelligent. When his 
messenger came to him he knew what he wanted with him so he took a 
knife, sharp and thin, and concealed it between his foot and the 
sandal and came to him. When he was alone with him he leapt upon 
him and dhu Huwâs did likewise and stabbed him till he killed him,
cut off his.head, placed it in the aperture from which he used to
look down, and put his toothpick in his mouth. Then he went out 
to the people and they said to him:-
—l4w
Was dhu Nuwas tender or tough + He ©aid ’Ask the head* + 
(Xstartaban dhu ^uwas + Istartaban la ba’s
So they looked at the embrasure and there was the head of Lakhni’ah 
cut off. Then they set out after dhu Jfuwas and overtook him and said 
to him; "None other than you shall reign over us for you have given 
us rest from this vile raanV.
The keign of dhu Nuwas.
So they made him king and Himyar and the tribes of Yemen united 
under him, and he was the last of the Himyarite kings. He was the 
author of the Trench and he was called Joseph and for a time he 
continued to reign.
In Kajrân there were survivors of the people of the religion of 
Jesus, Son of Mary, vdio believe in the Gospel, people of worth and 
uprightness. They had a religious head called ’Abdallah ibn ath- 
Thirair. That religion had its beginnings in Najran, which at that 
time was in the midst of Arab territory, and whose people as well as 
the Arabs around, were idol worshippers, because one of the survivors 
of that religion whose name was Phaimiun happened to come amongst 
them and carried them with him into accepting his religious faith*
The Beginnings of Christianity in Najran.^^
Ibn Ishaq; Mughirah ibn Abu Labid a client of al-Akhnas related 
to me on the authori&y of Wahb ibn Munabbih the Yemenite that he 
related to them that that religion had had its beginnings in Najran
because one of the survivors of the people of the religion of Jesus
Son of Mary, called Phaimiun, who was a good man, striving against 
difficulties, abstemious where the world was concerned, whose prayers 
were answered was itinerating and staying in villages» When he 
became known in any village hev.vculd leave it for another where he 
was not known. He ate only what he had gained with the labour of 
his hands, and was a builder working clay. He venerated the Lord’s 
Day and when it came round he did nothing, but went out to the
desert places of the country to pray there till evening.
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He was in one of the villages of Syria doing his work in secret
when one of the people called Salih penetrated his disguise* Salih
• • • •
loved him with a love he had never felt for anything before and 
followed him everywhere he went* Phaimiun paid no attention to him 
till he went out one day on a Sunday to the desert places of the 
country as he was in the habit of doing and Salih followed without
"    I
Phaimiun knowing* Salih squatted down where he had a view of him
but in hiding since he did not wish him to know his coign of vantage*
Phaimiun began to pray, and while he was praying, the dragon (a
serpent with seven heads) approached him. When Phaimiun saw it he
cursed it and it died, .Salih saw it without knowing what had happened
• •
to it and was afraid of it on his account, so he raised a lamentation
and cried: "0 Phaimiun , the dragon, approaches you"* But he did not
turn in his direction and he continued his prayer till he had
finished when it was evening and he took his departure* He realised
then that he was known, and Ballh realised that he had seen his
• •
coign of vantage so he said to him; "0 Phaimiun, you know that I have 
never loved anything with the love I have for you, and so I desired 
your companionship and to be with you wherever you were". He said: 
"What do you want? My affair is as you see, but if you know that 
you are able for it, good!" . So Salih stuck to him* Then the 
people of the village almost discovered his affair . It used to be
that when he returned and a slave who had a malady came to him, that
he prayed fox' him and he was healed. If he was called to anyone who
had an ailment he did not go to him. A man of the village had a son
v/ho was blind and he enquired into the affair of Phaimiun and he was 
told that ho did not go to aijyone who called hira, but he was a man 
who constructed buildings for people for a wage. ■ So the man went to 
that son of his, put him in his room and threw a garment over him.
Then he came to him and said; "0 Phaimiun, I want to do a certain 
work in ray house, come along with rae that you may see it and that I 
may come to terms with you". He went off with hira and when he
entered his room he said to hira: "What do you want to do to this house
of yours?" Ho said: "Such and such a thing". Then the man lifted 
the garment from off the boy and said: "0 Phaimiun, one of the
servants of Allah, there has befallen him what you see, call upon
Allah then for him".
So Phaimiun prayed for him and the boy arose cured of his malady.
Then Phaimiun realised that he was known and departed from the
village with Salih following him. Whilst he was passing through a
certain district of Syria he passed by a huge tree when a man called
to him: "Is it Phaimiun?". He said; "îes"* He said: "I have not
ceased to expect you, and to say: "When will he come?* till I
heard your voice and knew you were he. Do not go away till you have
made the necessary arrangements for me for I am now dying". So he
died and he took charge of all arrangements and buried him. After
that he went away accompanied by Salih, and when they were in some
• *
Arab territory they attacked them, a caravan of Arabs seized them, 
took them away and sold them in hajran. At that time the people of 
Hajran were of the same religion as the Arabs,•worshipping a tall 
palm^%hich was amongst them, which had a festival in its honour every 
year. When the time of that festival came round they hung on it 
every goodly garment they could find, also feminine ornaments. Then 
they went out to it and stayed beside it for a day. One of their 
noble men purchased Phaimiun and another purchased Salih . When 
Phaimiun began to pray by night in the apartment where his master 
had put him, it was lit up by a light till morning came without any 
lamp. Hia master observed that and what he saw of him surprised him 
and he asked him about his religion and he told him all about it#
And Phaimiun said to him; "You are indeed in error. Verily, this 
palm-tree neither injures nor benefits, and if I called down the 
curse of the God whom I worship upon it, He would surely destroy it. 
He alone is God, He has no partners". His master said to him: "Do 
it then; if you really do this we will embrace your religion and 
abandon what v/e now have". Go Phaimiun arose, performed two cycles 
of prayer, then celled down the curse of God upo# it, and to whom 
belongs power and glory seat a wind which tore it up by the roots and 
cast it down. Thereupon the people of Najrân accepted his religion 
and he prevailed on them to adopt the institutions of the religion of 
Jesus, Son of Mary• Then there came upon them the happenings which 
have come upon the people of their faith in every land. So from 
that time Christianity existed in Hajran in the crountry of Arabia.
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ibn Ishaq: This is the account of IVahb ibn Munabbih on the authority
of people of Hajrân,
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The affair of *Abdallah ibn ath-Thamir and the story of the fellows 
of the Trench,
Ibn Ishaq: Ya%id ibn iSiySd related to me on the authority of
Muhammad ibn Ka*b of Quraigah, and some of the people of Najrân 
have also related to me on the authority of its inhabitants, that 
the people of Najrân were polytheists worshipping idols* There was 
in one of its towns near to Najrân Najrân was the largest town 
where the gathering of the people of that country took place - a 
sorcerer who taught the youths of the people of Najrân sorcery*
When Phaimiun settled there - tîaey did nÊt mention him to me by the 
name which Ibn Munabbih gave him - they said: "A man has settled 
here, he has erected his tent between Najrân and the town where the 
Boccerer lives. Then the people of Najrân began sending their young 
men to the sorcerer so that he might teach them sorcery* Ath-Thimir 
also sent his son /Abdallah ibn ath-Thamir along with the young men 
of the people of Najrân. When he passed by the owner of the tent he
was pleased with what he saw of him in his prayer and worship, so he
began to stop with him and listen to him till he became a Muslim and 
asserted his belief in the unity of Allah and worshipped Him* Then 
he enquired about the institutions of %slam and when he was well
grounded in them he enquired about the Greatest Name. He knew it but
kept it a secret from him, and said to him: "My young friend, you 
could never bear it, I fear you are too weak for it"* And all this 
while ath-Thâmir father of 'Abdallah did not suppose that his son was 
doing anything else but coming and going to the sorcerer as the other 
young men were doing. When 'Abdallah saw that his friend was keeping 
it to himself in fear of his weakness in regard to it, he went to 
the divining arrows and collected them in a heap. Then he did not 
leave out a single name of Allah known to him that he did not write 
down on the arrows, an arrow for each name. Then he counted them, 
kindled a fire for them, and began to throw them into it one after 
the other, and when he came to the Greatest- Name he threw the arrow intc 
the fire, but it rebounded and emerged from the fire without suffering
«iS—
any injury at all. So he took it up, went to his friend and told him 
that he knew the Name which he had kept a secret. Ho said: "What is 
it?" He said: So-and-so", He said: "How did you come to know it?",
and ho told him what he had done. He ©aid; "I-îy young friend you have 
got it, so take a firm hold of yourself and I do not suppose you will 
do it". When 'Abdallah ibn ath-Thamir went to Najrân he met no one 
who had a malady without saying to him; "Servant of Allah, will you 
assert belief in the unity of Allah and embrace my religion, and I 
will pray to Allah and He will relieve you of the calamity you are 
suffering?". He would say: "Yes", declare his belief in the unity of
Allah, become a Muslim, and he would pray for him and he would be
healed. And there was not anyone in Najrân who had an ague of any 
kind that did not come to him, follow him in his affair, and he would 
pray for him and he would foe healed, till at last his business was 
brought to the notice of the king of Najrân , who called for him and 
said to him: "You have roused against me the people of my town and 
have done things contrary to my religion and that of ray father© and X 
will surely make an example of you". He said: "You cannot do that".
So he sent him to the high mountain and he was thrown on his head *
but he fell to the earth without coming to any harra-v.- Then ho sent
him to the briny waters of Najrân into which nothing falls without 
being destroyed; he was thrown into them and emerged without coming 
to any harm. When he thus got the better of him, 'Abdallah ibn ath- 
Thârair said to him; "Verily, you will not be able to compass ray death 
till you declare your belief in the unity of Allah, and believe in 
that in which I believe, but if you do this you will gain the mastery 
over me and put me to death". Go the king declared his belief in the 
unity of Allah, and testified the testimony of 'Abdallah ibn ath- 
Thamir. Then he smote him with a staff that was in his hand, gave him 
a slight cut on the head and killed him, and the king died where he 
was* Then the people of Najran unanimously agreed to adopt the 
religion of 'Abdallah ibn ath-Thâmir v/ho was a follower of what 
Jesus brought of the Gospel and its laws. Then there came upon 
them the happenings which came upon the people of their religion.
The origins of Christianity in Najran date from that.
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Ibn Ishaq: This is the account of Muhammad ibn Ka'b of Quraizah and # • •
one of the inhabitants of Najran concerning 'Abdallah ibn ath-Thamir, 
but Allah knows best whether that was so.
The Affair of the Trench*
Then dhu Nuwas came againet them with his armies, called upon them to 
accept Judaism and gave them the choice between that and death* They 
chosedêath so he dug for them the Trench. He burned them with fire, 
slew them with the sword, and mutilated them till he had slain nearly 
twenty thousand of them. And A13^ sent down to Hie Messenger Muhammad 
about Dhu Nuwas and his armies;-
Slain be the fellow© of the Trench 
The fire fed with fuel 
When they sat round it
While they witnessed what they did to the believer©
They took vengeance on them only because they believed 
in Allah the Mighty the Praiseworthy. (Surah : 4 - 8).
Ibn Hisham: Al-Hkhdud means the long excavation in the ground like
a trench or rivulet or something of that kind and its plural is 
Akhadid* Dhu 'r-Suramah ©aid:-
Of those Iraqi sho-camsls before which flows 
A rivulet between the desert and the palm*
He means a stream. This stan%a is in a poem of hi©. Okhdud is also 
used for the mark of ©word or knife on the skin or the mark of the 
whip or something of that kind and it© plural i© 'akhadid',
Ibn Ishaq: Amongst those whom Dhu Nuwa© slew was 'Abdallah ibn ath-
Thârair their Chief and Imam.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Hakr ibn.,Muhammad ibn *Amr ibn Hazm
related to me that it had been related to him that one of the 
inhabitants of Najran had, in the day© of * Umar ibn al-khattab , 
excavated a ruin in Najran for some purpose of his own, and they found 
'Abdallh ibn ath-Thâmir in one of its vaults sitting upright with hi© 
hand placed on a wound in hi© head, holding it with his hand* When 
his hand was removed it gave forth blood, and when his hand was 
released he put it back on it and it held back the blood* On hi© hand 
was a ring on which was inscribed: "My Lord is Allah". Word was sent 
/to 'Umar ibn al-Khattab telling him about his affair and 'Umar replied
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to them that they should leave him as he was aaid put hack over him the 
vault as it had been, and this they did.
The Affair of Paus dhS Tha'laban and the beginning of Ethiopian rule 
with mention of Aryat who occupied Yemen*
Ibn Ishaq: A man of Saba called Dauf? dhu Tha'laban made hie escape 
from them on hie horse. He went through the desert and tired them out 
and then pursued hie course till he came to Caesar, ISmperor of 
Bysantium, and sought hie aid against Dhu u^v/as and his armies and 
told him of all they had done* He said to him: "Your country is far 
from us but X will write to the king of Ethiopia for you for he is of 
this religion and he is nearer your country". So he wrote to him 
commanding him to help him and asking him to avenge him. Then Daus 
came to the with Caesar's letter and he despatched seventy
thousand Ethiopians with him and put one of them called Aryat in 
command of them* Along with him in the army was Abrahah the snub­
nosed, Aryat went by sea and landed on the beaches of Yemen, Daus 
accompanying him, and Dhu Nuwas went out t:-o meet him with the men of 
Himyar and those tribes of Yemen who owned allegiance to him. When 
they met, Dhu Huv/as and his friends were routed, and when Dhu Huwâs 
saw what was come upon himself and his people, he turned his horse 
towards the sea, set spurs and itvwaded in where the water was 
shallow until he took him out of his depth, when he made him plunge 
into the waves, and that was the last of him. Thus Aryat entered 
Yemen and possessed himself of it. And one of the inhabitants of 
Yemen said mentioning ^aue and the Ethiopian occupation which Daue 
had brought upon them:-
Not like Daue and not like the precious things in his 
saddle.
and this is a proverb in Yemen to thie day.
Poetry omitted.
Ibn Hishâin: This is what Gatîh meant when he said: "The Ethiopians
will descend upon your land + They will possess themselves of all
between Abyan and JurashV And what Shiqq the soothsayer meant when
he said: "The negroes will settle in your country + They will
surely overcome every tendor-fingered thing + And extend their 
sway over all between Abyan and Najran.
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17The Affair of the Elephant and an account of those who postponed 
(the months).
Then Abrahah built al-t^ali© in San'a, a church the like of which was 
not to be seen at that time in all the world. Then he wrote to the 
Negus: "0 King* I have built for thee a church the like of which has 
never been built for any king before thee, an(^ g[ will not desist till 
I have diverted to it the Arabian Pilgrimage,
When the Arabs discussed that letter of Abrahah*e to the Negus, one of 
the men who postponed (the months of truce), one of the Beni Fuqaim 
ibn 'Adi ibn 'Amir ibn Tha'labah ibn al-Harith ibn Malik ibn Kinânah 
ibn Khuaaimah ibn Mudrilcah ibn Ilyas ibn Mudar was enraged; The Poet- 
poner^’^ ere those who postponed the months for the Arabs in the Age of 
Barbarism; they made one of the sacred months free, and made one of the 
free months sacred in its place, and postponed that (sacred) month; Go 
Allah, the Blessed the Exalted sent down in connection with that:-
The Postponement is simply an increase of unbelief by which those 
who have disbelieved go astray; they make it free one year and 
sacred the next to agree with the number that Allah has made 
sacred, so they make free what Allah has made ©acred. (Gurah 9*57.
Ibn Risham: Liyuwati'u moans 'that they may agree*; al-Muwatat means 
agreement. The Arabs say: 'Wata'tuk *ala hadhah al-amr*, meaning: *1 
have agreed with you about,this matter*. Al-’ita in poetry means the 
agreement of two rhymes (or the repetition of the same word in rhyme) 
an example of which is to be found in the words of al- 'Ajjaj;-
FÎ uth'uban al-manjanun al mureali 
and Madd al-khalij fi'1-khalîj al-mursali
These two stanaas are in a poera of his in the Rajas metret
Ibn Ishaq: The first one to postpone the months for the Arabs was al-
Qalammas and they made free what he made free and made sacred what he 
made sacred. (He was HudhaifahJibn 'Abd ibn Fuqaira ibn 'Adi ibn 'Âmir 
ibn Tha'labah ibn al-ïïârith ibn Malik ibn Kinânah ibn Khusaimah). Then 
after that his eon 'Abbâd ibn Hudhaifah had charge of that work; after 
'Abbâd, Qala' ibn 'Abbad; after Qala', Umayyah ibn Qala';"after Umayyah 
*Auf ibn Umayyah; and after *Auf Abu Thumamah ibn *Aùf who wae the last 
of them for Islam arose in his time*
When the Arabs had completed their Pilgrimage they gathered to him 
and he made sacred the four sacred months, Rajab, Dhu '1-Qa'dah,
*Baja% originally a disease affecting ca lels in the rtmp causing them 
to tremble after being roused for time and then stretch out; or refers 
simply to a twitching in the hindquarters of a camel v/hèn he stands up 
and then a stretching out of the same. Raja% is the name of a species 
of verse consisting of the measure •^ysaü-i^so called because it begins 
wiÿh a motion followed by a quiescence and so for the other feet, like 
the Rajaa in the ehe-camel which consists in her quivering and then 
being quiet: or so-called because of the contraction of its feet and 
the fewness of its letters. Lane: Arabic-iünglieh Lexicon in loco.
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Dhû and Muharram. If he wished to make any of them free he
chose al-Muharram and they made it free and he made Safar sacred 
instead of it and they did l^ Jcev/ise in order to keep up the number of 
four sacred months. When they were about to return from Pilgrimage 
he rose up in their midst and said: "0 Allah, I have made free for 
them one of the Two Gafars, the first one, and I have postponed the
other till next year". 'Umair ibn C^ ais the thrusting stem, said
about the postponement among the Arabs , boasting about it:-
Ma'add knew that my tribe was the most noble of people - 
that they have noble (ancestors)
What people have excelled us in any one thing?
And what people have we not restrained with a bridle
Are we not the ones who postpone (the month of truce) to
the detriment of Ma'add?
The free months we make sacred.
Ibn Hisham: The first of the sacred months was al-Muharram#
Ibn Ishaq: Then a Kinânite set out, went to al-^alis and squatted
down in it.
Ibn Hisham: Ho means that he left human excrement therein.
Ibn Ishaq: Then he set out and reached his country* Abrahah was
informed of it and he said: "Who has done this?", and he was told:
"One of the people of this House in Mecca to which the Arabs make 
pilgrimage* When he heard what you said: * 1 will divert to it the 
Arabian Pilgrimage', he was enraged and came and squatted down in it, 
thereby indicating that it was not worthy for that purpose". Then 
Abrahah was wroth and swore to march against the House and destroy it. 
Then he gave the order to the Ethiopians and they made preparations 
and armed themselves, and then he sallied forth taking an elephant 
with him. The Arabs heard of that, thought it a terrible thing, and 
were shocked by it thëy realised that his effort was really
directed against them v/hen they heard that he intended to destroy the 
Ka'bah, the Gacred House of Allah. One of the noble men of. Yemen 
descended from the royal house called Dhu Nafar went out against him.
He called his people and those from the other Arab tribes who consented 
to make war on Abrahah and his crusade against the of Allah and
its razing and destruction which he intended to carry through. Those 
who answered his call to that answered it. Then he came out into the
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open and fought with him but Dhu Nafar and his friends were routed 
and Dhu Nafar was captured and brought in a prisoner, and when he 
intended to slay him Dhu Nafar ©aids "0 King, do not slay me, for it 
may be be better for you if I am alive than if I am dead". So he 
spared him and made him a prisoner in bonds, for Abrahah was a mild 
tempered man. Than Abrahah went on his way willing to meet any that 
came against him till when he was in Khath'amite territory, Nufail ibn 
Habib the Khath’amite came out against him openly with two tribes of 
Khath'am, Shahran and Nahls, and those Arab tribes which adhered to 
him. He did battle with him and Abrahah routed him and Nufail was 
made prisoner and brought to him* He intended to put him to death but 
Nufail said: "0 King, do not kill me and I will be your guide in the 
Country of the Arabs and these my tv/o hands I give you on behalf of 
the two tribes of Khath'am, Shahran and Mahis, to hear and to obey".
So he set him free and he set out with him to act as guide till when 
they passed by at-Ta’if, Mas'ud ibn Mu'attib with the men of Thaqxf 
(the name of Thaqif is Qasiy) came out against him. Umayyah ibn Abu 
's-Salt the Thaqafite said:-
My people lyad were they near or were they to rise up 
the camels would be emaciated
A people who possess the plain of Iraq, when they set out
together with their registers and pens.
(meaning) that it was a written agreement.
Ibn, Risham: There is a saying of Allah the Exalted: "May he hasten for
us our pens", Umay^/ah also said:-
If you enquire about my upbringing and about my pedigree 
I will inform you of the undoubted truth ^
Truly we belong to Nabit father of <^siy, to Mansur ibn 
Yaqdum who are of old time.
Genealogy omitted.
Ibn IshaqÎ They said to him: "V/e are merely your servants to hear and 
obey, we have no dispute with you; it is not our* House that you seek - 
meaning al-I»St - you seek the House that is at Mecca and we will send 
with you one who will show you the way", and he by-passed them* Now 
al-Lat was a House of theirs in at-Ta’if which they venerated in much 
the same way as the Ka'bah was venerated*
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Ubaldah the Grammarian recited to me (a stanza) by 
Dirar ibn al-Khattab the Fihrite;-
Thaqif fled to their goddess al-Lat on the overthrow of 
the traitors who had lost.
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This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his*
Ibn Ishaq; Go they sent Abu Righal with him to show him the way to 
Mecca and Abrahah set out accompanied by A W  îîighal and he brought 
him to al-Mugharamas. V-he;a he had brought him thus far, Abu Righal 
died there and the Arabs stoned his grave; hie is the grave men 
stone in al-Mughammas,
When Abrahah reached al-Mughaznans he sent out an Ethiopian called 
al-Aswad bin Mafsud in coiruïiand of his cavalry and he seized the 
cattle of Qhraish and others in Tihamah* Amongst them he took two 
hundred camels belonging to *Abd al-Muttalib bin Haahim who at thatV #
time was the chief and leader of Quraieh* Then Quraish and Kinânah 
and Hudhail and all who were in the sacred territory thought of giving 
him battle but they realised they had not the strength to do that 
and abandoned the idea*
Then Abrahah sent Hunataii the Himyarite to Mecca and said to him;
"Ask for the chief and noblest of the inhabitants of this town and
say to him; 'The King says to you, X have wot come to make war on you,
I have merely come to pull down this House, and if you do not take up
arins in its defence there will be no necessity for me to shed your
blood** If he does not want to go to war bring him to me"* When
Hunatah entered Mecca he enquired for the chief ana noblest of
Quraish and was told ho was *Abd al-Muttalib bin Hashim, and he went* •
to him and told him what Abrahah had ordered him to say* *Abd al- 
Muttalib said to him: "We have no desire to take up arms against him,
we have not the strength foi* that. This is Allah's sacred House, and 
the House of Abraham^.His friend*,' or words to that effect. "If He 
defends it from him it is Hia House and sacred place but if He 
abandonee it we have no mean© of defending it*'* Hunatah said to him;
" Go to him then for he commanded me to bring you to him"* Bo 'Abd 
al-Muttalib went away with him and some of his sons accompanied him 
and he came to the camp and enquired for Dhu Hafar, v/ho was a friend 
of his and found him in his place of detention and said to him: "0 
Dhu Nafar, have you got anything* that will be sufficient to meet what 
has befallen us?" Dhu Nafar said to him; "What sufficiency has a 
man got who is a prisoner in the hands of a king expecting day and 
night to be put to death? I can do nothing at all about what has
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.coine upoïi you, but Umie the elephant driver is my friend. 1 will 
Bend word to 3iim and commend you to him and make the most of your 
claim and ask him to obtain for you audience with tfie King that you 
may Bpealt to him as seemB best to yoUi he will plead with the king 
for you if he can. He said: "That is all I want". Bo Dhu Nafar
sent word to ïïu.aia and told him saying; *Abd al-Huttalib is chieftain 
of Quralsh and maoter of the Meccan well* He feeds the people on the 
plains and the wild beasts on the mountain tops* The King has 
seized two hundred camels of his, so^get permission for him to enter 
the King's presence and help him to the best of your powerV He said; 
"1 will do so". Then llriais spoke to Abrahah and said to him: "0 King^
here is the chieftain of Quralsh standing at your door desiring aud­
ience. He is the master of the Mecoan well, he feeds the people on 
the plains fiiid the wild beasts on the mountain tops. Grant him 
permission, to come into your presence and he will toll you what he 
wants". Abrahah gave hl.m leave to enter. How 'Abd al-Muttalib was 
the comellest, the handsomest, and the greatest of men, and when 
Abrahah saw him in respected and honoured him too much to put him 
on a lower seat, but he was averse to lotting the Ethiopians see him 
giving him a seat beside him on the royal throne, so he stepie d down 
from his throne and squatted on the carpet and made him squat on it 
by his side. Then he sqid to his interpreter; "Ask him what he 
wants". The interpreter did so and iie aaid: "What I want is that the 
king return to me the tv/o hundred camels ho has seized". When he
said that to him, Abrahah said to his interpreter; "Say to him, You
did indeed please me when I first saw you/but I grew weary of you
when you spoke to me. Do you talk to me about two hundred camels I
have seized from you and omit to speak of a house which is the centre 
of your religion and the religion of your fathers which 1 have come 
to tear down?" 'Abd al-Muttalib said; "Veri3-y, X am lord of the 
camels but the House has a Lord who will protect it". He said;
"vhiat is Hb to put up a defence against me?" He said: "It rests 
between you and Him".
According to what some scholars say, Ya'mur bin Hufathah who was at 
that time chief of the Beni Bekr and Khuwailid bin Wathilah who was < 
at that time chief of Hudhail, went with *Abd al-Muttalib to Abrahah
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when he sent Hunatah to him, and they offered Abrahah a third of the
wealth of the Tihamah on condition that he leave them alone and not
pull down the House, but he refused, but Allah knows best whether
that is true or not. Then Abrahah restored to 'Abd al-Huttalib# #
the camels he had seized.
When they took their leave of him, 'Abd al-Muttalib went away to
Quraish, gave them his news and bade them evacuate Mecca and take
refuge on the mountain tops and in the ravines because he was afraid
the army would show them violence. Then 'Abd al-Muttalib seized the% *
ring of the door of the Ka'bah, and a group of Quraish were with him
praying to Allah and beseeching His help against Abrahah and his
army. And 'Abd al-Muttalib said as he grasped the ring of the door
of the Ka'bahi-
0 Allah, the slave defends his gear, defend Thou Thy people 
Let not their cross and cunning defeat Thy power
al-Waqidi added t
But if Thou leave our Qiblah to them that will be what 
seems be st to Thee.
Ibn Hisham; This is all of it that can with accuracy be ascribed 
to him.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Ikriraah said:
0 Allah confound Aswad bin Mafsud who took a detachment of 
camels which includedthose set apart for sacred slaughter. 
Between Hira and Thabir comes the desert which contains* 
them and*they are the instruments for driving them out 
Include them among the stammering blacks, break with him 
0 Lord, Thou art to be praised*
Ibn Hisham: This is all of it that can with accuracy be ascribed 
to him.
Ibn Ishaq: Then 'Abd al-Muttalib released the ring of the door of* ..
the Ka'bah and he and the Quraishites who accompanied him went av/ay 
to the mountain top and took refuge there while they waited to see 
what Abrahah would do in Mecca when he entered it*
ll'hen morning came, Abrahah made preparations for enterinjMecca; he 
made ready his elephant and lined up his troops. The elephant's 
name was Mahmud, Abrahah was determined to pull down the House and
♦Cairo Text used here.
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then return to Yemen. When they turned the elephant in thé direction
ofMecca, Nufail ibn Habib came up and stood beside him, took him by
the ear and said to him; "Kneel down Mahmud, and go straight back
whence you came, for you are in the town that is sacred to Allah",
Then he let go his ear, the elephant knelt down and Nufail ibn Habib
set out at a ruh and climbed, the mountain. They beat the elephant
to make him rise but he refused* Next they beat him on the head with
hatchets to make him rise but he refused* Then they thrust their
hooks into the under part of hia belly and drew blood with them to
make him rise but he refused. Then they turned him round the ,other
way, in the direction of Yemen and he ambled off nimbly enough* They
turned hira in the direction of Eyria and he did the same thing; they
turned him towards the east and he did the same thing. Then they
turned hira in the direction of Mecca and he knelt down* Then Allah
sent upon them birds from the sea like swallows and starlings every one
of which carried three stones like chick peas or lentils, one in the
bill and two in the claws and everyone who was struck by them died*
Not all of them were smitteà and those turned in full flight and raced
back along the road by which they had come enquiring for Nufail ibn
Habib to guide thorn on the road back to Yemen* When Nufail saw the 
«
vengeance which Allah had sent down upon them he aaid: -
Where is the refuge when Allah is the Seeker 
The shUb-nosad the conquered not the conqueror,
Ibn Hisham; His words 'not the conqueror' are on the authority of 
other than Ibn Ishaq*
Ibn Ishaq; Nufail also ©aid:-
Budainah we greet you
With the morning may Allah bless you
Rudainah, if you will see, but may you not see
What v/e have seen by the Huha;jsab
You would have excused me and"&een grateful
And you would not have regretted what has transpired
between us
I thanked Allah when I saw birds 
And feared stones which were cast upon us 
All the people were asking about Nufail 
As though I owed the Ethiopians something*
Thus they went away, falling down one by one on every wayside, and 
perishing at every desert water spot. Abrahah too was smitten and
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and as they took him away with them he disintegrated bit by bit and
as often as a piece (of his flesh) fell away suppuration followed and
it exuded pus and blood. They brought him to Gan*a’ in a state of 
weakness like a young chicken, and he did not die till his breast 
bone fell away from his heart, according to what they say.
Ibn Ishaq; Ya'qub ibn ’Utbah related to me that it was related to hia 
that scarlet fever and small-pox were seen for the first time in 
Arabia that year, and that bitter plants such as Rue, and Colooynth, 
and Asclepiae made their appearance for the first time that year.
Ibn Ishaq: The attack of the Ethiopians which Allah turned aside from
Quraish for their preservation and advancement was part of the mercy 
and favour which Allah had in store for Quraish (and which He 
fulfilled) when He sent Muhammad. He, the Blessed, the Exalted, said;
Didst thou not see how thy Lord de&lt with the men of the 
elephant?
Did lie not make their stratagem miscarry;'
And sent against them birds in flocks which cast upon them
stones of naked clay
And He made them like chewed blades of corn 
For the uniting of Quraish
Their uniting in the caravans of summer and winter
Let them worship the Lord of this House who hath given them
food against famine
And hath made them secure against fear (Surahs lOp, 106)
That is, lest they should chaiQge any of their circumstances on accouht 
of the good which Allah wished to send them, had they accepted him.
Ibn Hisham: Al-Ababil means flocks and the Arabs have no singular for
it that we know of- As for as-Bajll, Yunus the Grammarian and Abu 
♦Ubaidah told me that,in the opinion of the Arabs, it means hard like 
whetstone. Hu*bah ibn al-*Ajjaj said:-
There came bo them what came to the men of the elephant 
Bbones of clay fell down upon them 
Flocks of birds made sport of them*
Those stanzas are in a poem of his in the Hajaz metre. Some of the 
commentators say that they are two Persian words which the Arabs have 
made into one. They ai'e *Sinj* and *Jill', meaning by ae-sinj * the 
stone* and by al-jill * the clay *, meaning stones of these two 
substances stone and cle.y, Al-*Asf is the leaf of plants which have 
not sent forth their stalk and its singular is 'asfah
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and Abu 'Ubaidah told me the it is also called al-*Usafah and
alfVAsifah and he recited to me from (a poem) by 'Alqamah i^n
• ' • '■
•Abadah one of the Beni Kabi'ah ibn Malik ibn Said Manat ibn Tamlra.
Brooks have disappeared as the dried leaves filled them ■' 
Their courses are filled with strewn weeds and dried shrubs.
This stanza is in one of his poems# A rhymer said:- 
Bo they were made like chewed leaves.
There is a grammatical explanation of this stanza. The uniting of 
Quraish was their bringing together the time of their departure oh 
their mercantile journeys to Syria* They had two times for setting 
out, one in the winter and the other in the summer.
Abu Said the Helper told me that ühe Arabs say: *Alift us-Shai ilfan* 
and *Alaftahu llafan* both with the same meaning and he recited to 
me from (a poem by) Dhu *r-*Rummah;«
A free born maiden resembling a gazelle
In whose complexion the rays of the glowing sun are revealed^
This stanza is in a poem of his which I shall mention in due ccurse
if Allah wills. Ilaf is also used of a man who possesses a thousand 
camels or cows or sheep ar anythin© else in that line and is is said: 
*Bo-and-so has got a thousand*. Al-Kumait ibn %aid one of the Beni 
Asad said:-
In a year when the possessors of a thousand camels say of it 
'This is a year of dearth and scarcity*.
This stanza is in a poem of his* Xlaf also means that a people who
number a thousand are said to be "the people who have reached the
thousand*. Al-Kumait ibn 3aid said2-
The people of Muzalqiya found the Beni Su'd in their 
thousands in the morning*
This stanza is in a poem of his. Ilaf also means that one thing is
joined to another; it unites with it and adheres to it. Thus it is
said; *I brought them together, I joined them*. Ilaf also means
to bring up to a thousand that which is below it. Thus it is said:
* I brought it up to a thousand*.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Abdallah ibn Abu Eakr related to me on the authority of 
'Ararah bint 'Abd ar-Rahraan ibn As*ad ibn Burarah from 'A'ishah,
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She said: "I saw the driver of the elephant and the groom in Mecca
blind and lame begging for bread,
(Poetry omitted^.
The departure of Saif bin Dhu Kazan and the reign of Wahriz over 
Yemen.
When this time of misfortune had continued long in Yemen, Saif bin 
Dhu Yazan, who was surnamed Abu Hurrah, the Himyarite, set out and 
went to Caesar the Emperor of Byzantium and laid before him the 
circumstances in which they were placed, requesting him th deliver 
them, and either become their ruler himself or else send any of the 
Byzantines he pleased and he should have rule over Yemen, but he paid 
no heed to him. Then he set out and went to an-Nu*man bin al-Mundhir 
who was the Governor of Konroes in Hira and of the 'Iraqi territories 
which adhered to it and laid the matter of the Ethiopians before him. 
An-Nu'min said to him: "I go as ambassador to Kosroes every year, so 
stay here till that time"* He did so and then set out with him and 
procured for him an audience with Kosroes. Kosroes was sitting in
zo
his council chamber where was his crown which was lilce a great 'cone* 
according to what they say, with sapphires, chrysolites and pearls 
set in gold and silver and suspended by a chain of gold from a 
skylight in that council hall of his. His neck was not able to carry 
the weight of the crown, and so it was covered with robes till he 
should take his place in the council hall, when he put his head in 
the crown, and as soon as he was seated in council the robes were 
withdrawn* No man who had not previously seen, him ever beheld him 
without kneeling down in awe before him. When Saif bin Dhu Yazan 
came into his presence he knelt down.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Ubaidah related to me that when Gaif came into his 
presence he lowered his head and the king said; "This ignorant 
person enters ray presence by this high door and then bows his head". 
When this was reported to Gaif he said: "I did that merely because 
of what was on ray mind for all else is insignificant compared with it" 
Ibn Ishaq: Then he said: "0 King, the negroes have conquered us in
our country", Kosroes said; "Which negroes, the Ethiopians or the 
Indians?" , He said: "Nay, the Ethippians, and I have come to you to 
get your help and you shall have the rule over ray country". He said;
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"Your country is far away, its good things also are few, and I am not 
going to hurl against Arabia an army from Persia, I do not require to 
do that". Then he granted him ten thousand dirhems in full and gave
him an outfit of good clothes * As soon as Gaif got hold of the money
he went out and began to distribute it to the people and when the king 
got word of that he said: "Surely this is a person of some consequence" 
Then he sent for him and said: "You obtained the king's gift to
distribute it to the people!". He said: "What else can I do with it?
The mountains of the country from which I come are nothing else but 
gold and silver" - to make him desirous of it. So Kosroes gathered 
his satraps together and said: "What do you think of this man's affair 
and what has come to him?". A spokesman said: "0 King, there are men 
in your prisons whom you have shut up to await death, if you were to 
send them off with hini now and they perished, the very thing you desire 
to do to them would bo accomplished, and if they are successful you 
will have gained a kingdom". So SosroGs sent along »vith him all who 
were in his prisons, eight hundred men, and put Wahriz, an old man, 
the best of them in pedigree and family, in command of them. They set 
out in eight ships but two of them foundered and six reached the 
shores of Aden. Saif collected for Wahriz as many of his countrymen as 
he could and said to them: "Foot to foot till we either diir together 
or overcome together". Wahriz said; "Fairly spoken". Then Masrûq 
ibn Abrahah, ruler of Yemon, came out to oppose him when he had 
collected his troops, and Wahriz sent a son of his against them to 
fight them and gain experience of their methods in fight, but his 
son was slain and that increased his rancour against them. When the 
people were drawn up in array, V/ahria said: "Show me their king".
They said: "Do you see a man on an elephant with a crown arching his 
brows and a rod ruby between his eyes?". He said: "Yes". They 
said; "That is their king". He said: "Let him be". Then they stood 
still for a long time and he said: "On what is ho mounted?". They 
said: "He has changed over to a horse". He said: "Let hira be". Then 
they stood still for a long time and he said; "On what is he mounted?". 
They said; "On a she-raule". Wahriz said: "The ass's offspring! He is 
brought low and his kingdom is brought low". I will smite him and if 
you see his friends keep their places keep still till I give you word 
for I shall have missed my man. But if you see the people gathering 
around him
I shall have hit my man so attack them". Then he strung his bow, and 
according to what they say, none but he could do it because of its 
strength. He gave orders to his two chamberlains and they bound on 
his turban and he shot at him and struck the sapphire which was 
between his eyes and the shaft pierced his head and came out behind 
and he fell backwards off his mount and the Ethiopians gathered 
around him and the Persians attacked and routed them, So they were 
slain and were fleeing on every side. The V/ahris advanced to enter 
Gan'a, and when he reached its gates he said: standard shall .
never enter the city lowered, pull down the gate". It was pulled 
down and thereafter he enterfed the city with standard upraised,
Gaif ibn Dhu Kazan said:-
Men suppose the two kings have become united 
Whoever hears of their union, truly a momentous affair 
increases in improtancc
V/e slew the king Masrûq and watered the desert with blood 
Surely the king of men, Wahriz, has sword an oath 
That he will not quaff a goblet till he restore the 
captives and camels.
Ibn Hisham: These stanzas occur in some poetry of his, but Khallid
ibn Qurrah of Sadus recited the last stanza of it to me as belonging 
to A'sha of the Beni Qais ibn Tha'labah in a poem of his, but- other 
scholars of poetry deny that it belongs to him,
Pootry omitted
This is what Satih meant when he said:-#
Arira (ibn) Dhu Kazan shall follow him + He shall go forth against 
him from Aden -î* And shall not leave one of them in Yemen
and what Shiqq meant when he said:-
A young man who is neither Bedouin nor city dweller * Shell go 
forth against them from the house of Dhu Yezan,
Mention of how Persian rule in Yemen came to an end,
Ibn Ishaq; Go Wahriz and the Persians remained in Yemen and the Abni 
who live in Yemen to-day are the survivors of the Persian army. The 
period of Ethiopian domination in Yemen from the time Aryat entered 
ij: till the Persians put Masruq ibn Abrahah to death and drove out 
the Ethiopians was seventy tv/o years, Four of them inherited the 
throne in succession, Aryat, Abrahah, Yaksura ibn Abrahah and Masrûq
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ibn Abrahah*
Ibn Hishâüi! Wahriz died and Kosroes made his son Marzuban ibn Wahriz 
ruler of Yemen. Then Harzuban died and Kosroes appointed hi© ©on 
at-Tainujan ibn rlarsuban rulei’ of Yemen. Then at-Tainujan died and 
Kosroes appointed hi© son ruler of Yemen. Then he deposed him and 
appointed' Badhân and he was still ruling over it when Allah sent the 
Prophet Muhammad,
X heard that az-Luhri said: Kosroes wrote to Badhân saying that word 
had reached him that a man of Quraish had appeared in Mecca claiming 
to be a prophet. "Go to him then and ask him to repent. If he 
desists, good, but if not ©end me hi© head". So Badhân sent Kosroes* 
letter to the Messenger of Allah and the Messenger of Allah wrote 
back; "Allah ha© promised me that Kosroes, will be ©lain on such a day 
in such a month". When the letter reached Badhân he waited to see 
what would happen, saying; "If he is a prophet, what he ha© foretold
will come to pass". Then Allah ©lew Kosroes on the day the Messenger
of Allah had said,
Ibn Hisham: By the hand of hi© ©on Ghiruyah, Khâlid ibn hiqq
of Shaiban ©aid:-
And Kosroes, when hi© ©on© hacked hira to pieces 
with their ©word© as meat is cut up
^Rto matured for him on a certain day just as there
is a term for every pregnant woman who has travailed.
A%-&uhri ©aid.I Go when news of that reached Badhan he sent word of 
hi© own acceptance of Islam and that of the Persians v/ho were with 
him to the Messenger of Allah. The envoys of the Persians said to 
the Messenger of Allah; "Whose are v/e, 0 Messenger of Allah?’*. He- 
said: "You are of us and belong to us, the people of the House",
Ibn Hisham; I heard that az-huhrl ©aid: Therefore the Messenger of 
Allah said: "Salman i© one of uo, the people of the House".
Ibn Hishajfi: This is what Satih meant when he said;-
A righteous prophet to whom will come a revelation
from the Most High.
and what Shiqq meant when he said:-
■ "33"
Nay, it shall, be out bff in ai messenger v/ho will be sent
He Yilll bring truth and justice
Amongst the people of religion and worth
The rule will remain with his people till the day of the
dividing#
Ibn Ishaq: According to what people say, there was an inscription 
on some stones in Yemen which had been engaved in early times:-
V/hose is the rule over Dhlmar? Himyar, the excellent
Whose is the rule over Bhimar? The Ethiopians, the evil ones
Whose is the rule oyer Dhzlmar? The Persians* the liberal ones
Whoso is the rule over Phimar? Quraish, the merchants,
Ibn Hisham: Dhamar, according to what Yunua tlm Grammarian told me.
Ibn Ishaq; A'sha of the Beni Qais bin Tha'labah said in connection, )f
with the fulfilment of what Satih and his friend foretolds«
Never has eye seen the like of the man of Dhi*b who spoke
the truth when he used his rhyming prose#
The Arabs oallle d Gatîh ? the Dhi*blte* because he was Gatîh bin 
Babi'ali bin Mas'ud bin Mazin bin Dhi*b.
Ibn Hisham: This stanza is in a poem of his.
The story of the Prince of al-Hadr#
Ibn Hisham: Khallad bin Qurrah bin Khâlid of Badus related to me
on tîae authority of Jannid or one of the inhabitants of Kufah who
was a scholar in genealogy, that it was said that an-Nu*man bin
al-Mundhir was a descendant of Satirun, Prince of al-Hadr, and al-Hadr
* • # • *
was a fortress great as a city on the banks of the Euphrates. *Adi 
bin &aid refers to it v/hen he says:-
Ihen the owner of al-Hadr built it and the Tigris and 
Chebar filled its reservoirs*
He reared it up with marble and beautified it with plaster 
and on its apex the birds have a nesting place 
The fear of Fate held no terrors for him, his kingdom 
departed from him, his gates are deserted.
These stanzas are in a poem of his# Ab% Buv/ad also mentions it in 
his saying;
I see death has come down from al-Hadr upon the lord cf its 
people Batirun,
This stanza is in a poem of his but some say it belongs to Khalaf- 
al-AInnar and others say it belongs to Hami/iad ar-Eawiyah#
Now Kosroes Babur of the broad shoulders led an expedition against 
Satirun, Prince of al-Hadr, and beseiged him for two years. Then one 
day the daughter of Batirun looked down from above and noticed Babur 
who was wearing silken clothes and had a golden crown on his head 
studded with chrysolites, sapphires and pearls# He was handsome and 
so she entered into a secret intrigue with him: "Will you marry me if 
Ï open to you the gate of al-Hadr?" He said; "Yes". When evening 
came Hatirun drank till he was drunk, i# fact, he always passed the 
night in a state of, drunkenness, so she took the keys of the gate of 
al%adr from under hie hèâd and sent them by one of her clients who 
opened the gate. Thus Babur Entered, killad Satirun and destroyed 
al-Hadr, left it in ruins, took her away with him and married her#
. # I
Then at night while she lay in bed she began to fret and could not
sleep so he called for a candle and the bed was searched and a myrtle
leaf was found in it. Babur said to her: "Is this what has kept you
awake?". She said; "Ygs'*. He said: "iVhat was your father in the
habit of doing for you?" She said; "He used to spread for me a bed
of silken materials, he clothed me with silk, he fed me with marrow
and gave me wine to drink"# He said; "And was your father's reward
what you did to him? You will be quicker where I am concerned". Then
he gave orders for her tresses to bo bound to a horse's tall and the
horse was made to gallop till it had kiX3s A her. à'sîm of the Beni k
Qais said of her;-
Hast thou not beheld al-Hadr when its people enjoyed prosperity?
But is he who is prosperous immortal?
Bahaburjset his army in array before it 
For two years the axes beat against it 
When, he calls d upon his lord
He eagie back to him but did not take revenge (?)
These stanzas are in a poem of hia. 'Adi bin Eaid said about that*-
Al)Hadr, grievous calamity fell upon it from above though 
strongits defenders
A girl who was reared there did not spare her father to her 
undoing when he failed to watch her
When she gave him the red clear wine to drink at even 
Wine is a weakness because ha v/ho drinks it is bewildered 
That night she betrayed her people, supposing that the conqueror 
would become her bridegroom
The fate of the bride at break of day, with blood her tresses stream 
Al-Hadr was destroyed and demolished, and her clothes-stands 
wore burned within her chambers.
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Nizâr's descendant© omitted
21The story of 'Anir ibn Luhai and an account of the idols of the Arabs»
Ï
'Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn *Amr ibn liazm related to me 
on the authority of his father. He said: It wae related to me that
the Messenger uf Allah said: ’*X saw *Amr ibn Luhai trailing his 
intestine in the Fire", and 1 asked him what people were between him 
and me and he said; "They perished".
Ibn Ishaq! Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn al-Karith the Tairaite related to 
me that Abu Salih the grocer related to him that he heard Abu 
Murairah (Ibn Hisham; The name of Abu Hurairah was 'Abdallah ibn 'Amir 
and it is also given as *Abd ar-Hahman ibn Gakhr) say; I heard the 
Messenger of Allah say to âktham ibn al-Jaun the Khuza'ite: "0 Aktham,
I saw *Amr ibn bubal ibn Qama*ah ibn Khindif trailing his intestin© 
in the Fire and I have never seen one man resemble another so much as 
you resemble him and he resembles you". Aktham said: "Perhaps his 
resemblance to me will work me mischief, 0 Prophet of Allah". He 
said: "No verily you are a believer and he was an unbeliever. He was 
the first one to change the religion of Ishmael: be set up idols, 
slit the Bahirah's ear, setvfree the Sa'ibahv joined the ^asilah (to 
her twin) and placed the Kami out of bounds.
Ibn Hisham! Some scholars related to me that *Anir ibn Luhai went out 
from Mecca to Syria on business and when he reached Ma'ab in the 
country of al-Balqa, which the Amalokites inhabited at that time 
(they are the descendants of * l.mlaq also given as ' Iwliq ibn Lawidh 
ibn Sam ibn Nuh) he found them worshipping idols and said to them:
'hvhat are these diols which X find you worshipping?"* They said:
"These are the idols we worship; we ask for rain and they give us rain, 
we ask for help and they grant us help". He said: "'Jill you not give 
me one of them to take to Arabia that they may worship it there?". So 
they ü,ave hira an idol called Hubal which he brought to Mecca and set 
up and bade the people worship and venerate it.
Ibn Ishaq; They say that th© worship of stones amongst the descendante *
of Ishmael originated when those who left Mecca because of hard times 
seeking relief in the country, each of them carried with Üim one of 
the stones of the sacred territory in veneration for it, and 
wherever they went they set it up and circumambulated it just as
they circumambulated the Ka'bah, and that led them on to worship 
every stone that seemed good to them and pleased them, till the 
generations succeeded one another , they forgot what they had 
followed and exchanged the religion of Abraham and Ishmael for 
another, worshipping idol© and inclining towards the error© of the 
nations who were before them. Amongst thorn are survival© from the ■ 
time of Abraham which point to that « survival© to which they adhere, 
such as the veneration of the House and the circumambulation of it, 
the Greater and Lesser Pilgrimages, the standing on 'Arafab and 
Muzdalifah, the sacrifice of victims, the recitation of the Talbiya 
in the Greater and Pilgrimages, together with the innovations
they introduced which did not belong to it. When Kinânah and Quraish 
recited the Talbiya they said: "Here I am 0 AllahJ Hare I am! Here I 
am! Thou h.a©t no partner except a partner which boloiugs to Thee, and 
Thou possesses! him and all that is his". Thus they asserted His unity 
in the Talbiya but then along with Him they introduced their idols and 
placed what they possessed under Hi© power. Allah, the Blessed, the 
Exalted ©ay© to Muhammad:-
The most of them do not believe in Allah without giving 
Him associates.. (Lurah 12: IO6)*
That is: They do not assert My unity by the knowledge of My truth 
without giving Me a partner from My creation.
The people of Noah had idols to which the resorted, and Allah, the 
Blessed the Exalted, gave His Messenger Muhammad an account of them 
when He ©aid:-
They said: 'Do not leave your god©, do not leave Wadd and 
£uwa% and lagiiuth and Ya'uq and Naer- And they have led 
many astray. (Surah ?1: 23» 24}*
Those of the descendants of Ishmael and others who chose these idols 
and gave them their names when they abandoned the religion of Ishmael 
were Hudhail ibn Mudrikah ibn Ilyas who chose Suv/d’, while they also 
had Burhat. And Kalb ibn Wabrah of Quda'ah chose Wadd in Dumat al­
ia ndal*
Ibn Ishaq: Ka*b ibn Malik the Helper said:-
Al-Lat and al-'H%za and Wadd shall be forgotten 
We shall despoil them of necklaces and ear-rings.
Ibn Hisham; This ;stanza is in a poem of his which 1 shall mention in 
due course if Allah wills.
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Xbyi Ishâqt And An'ura of Tayy and the people of Mudhij in Juraah chose 
Yaghuth in Jurash.
Ibn His,hamÎ It is also given as An*am.
Ibn Ishaq: Haiv/anj a sub-tribe of Hamclan ohoae Ya'uk. in the country
of Hamdan in Y e/iion,
Names omitted
Ibn IshaqÏ And Dhu al-Kala’ of ^imyar chose Nasr in the country of 
Himyar and lhaulan had an idol called •Ainm Anas in the country of 
Khaulan to which they gave a part of their cattle and grain; a part to 
him and a part to Allah, according to what they say- But if some of 
the portion allotted to Allah got into the portion which they had set 
apart for *Amm Anas, they left it with the idol; but if any of the 
portion allotted to *Amm Anas got into the portion allotted to Allah
it was given back * These were a sub-tribe of Khaulan called al-Adim* 
According to what they say, Allah sent down about them:-
They assign to Allah from the crops and cattle He has produced
a portion and say: "This is for Allah", as they assert, "And 
this is for our associate-gods, but that which is for their 
associato-’gods never reaches Allah, yet what is for Allah goes 
to their associate-gods - ill do they judge, (ëûrah 6: I36).
Ibn Ishaq; The Beni Milkan ibn Kinânah ibn Khuaaimah ibn Mudrikah had 
an idol called Ga'd a high rock in an arid plain in their country.
A man of the Beni Milkan came to it with a train of camel© belonging to 
him and stationed them beside the idol to beseech its blessing, 
according to what he says. But when the camels, which were fresh from 
pasture and had not been ridden, saw the idol over which blood had 
been poured, they broke away from him and went off helter skelter.
Then the owner, the man of Milkan was enraged, took up a stone, cast it
at the idol and said: "Kay you receive no blessing from Allah, you 
have scared away my camels". Then he set out in search of them and 
gathered them together and when that was done he saidî-
We came to Ga*d in the hope that he would unite our ranks 
But he broke them up, so v/e will have none of him 
Is Ga*d anything but a rock in a barren land 
Deaf both to evil and to good?
There was an idol in Daus belonging.to *Amr ibn Humamah the Dausite*
Ibn Hisham: I will give an account of it in due course if Allah wills.
Names omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: Quraish chose an idol over a well in the interior of the
Ka'bah called Hubal.
Ibn HisHani: I will give an'A account of it in due courae^^if Allah wills,
Ibn Ishaqs They chose Xsaf and Na'ilah over tho place of Samzam and
offered sacrifices at them# Isaf and Na'ilah were a man and a woman
of Jurhum, Isaf was the son of Baghi and Na’ilah the daughter of Dik^
^ and Isaf lay with Na’ilah in the Ka'bah and Allah turned them into 
two stones#
Ibn hisham; 'Abdallah bin Abu Behr bin Muhammad bin *Amr bin Hazra
#
related to me on the authority of 'Amrah bint 'Abd ar-Bohman bin
' As'ad bin J5urarah that she had heard 'A’ishahjsayï "We have always
#e'ard that Isàf and Nailah were a man and woman of Jurhum v/ho committed
sacrilege in the Ka'bah and Allah turned them into two etonesV But
Allah knows best.
Ibn Ishaqs Abu Talib saidi- 
• «
%ea$ where tho Bona ’l-Ash'ar^^halt
Where the valleys meet amd Isaf and Na’ilah stand.
This stanza is in a poem of his and I will mention it in clue course
if Allah wills#
Ibn Ishaqs The people of every tribe ohoso an idol in their tribe 
which they worshipped. If one of them wanted to go on a journey he 
rubbed himself with it before he mounted his beast and that was the 
last thing ho did before setting out* When he returned from his 
journey he rubbed himself with it and that was the first action he 
performed before he joined his family* When Allah sent His Meusenger 
Muhammad with the message of the unity cf Allah, Quraish said; "Has he 
made all the gods into One? Verily, this is an amusing thing!" Besides 
the Ka'bah,the Arabs chose other idols and they were the Houses which 
they venerated In the way they venerated the Ka'bah, they had their 
attendants and doorkeepers; they sent offerings to them just as they 
did in the case of tho Ka'bah; they circumambulated them in the way 
they circumambulated the Ka'bah; and they performed sacrifices at them* 
But with all that they recognised that the Ka'bah was superior to them^ 
for they knew it was the House <f Abraham the f*riend and his place 
of worship#
Quraish and tho Beni Kinanah had al-'Hzza in Nakhlah and its ..y.
attendants and doorkeeper© were the Beni Bhalban of Gulaim, allies
•*4l—
of the Beni Hashim.
Ibn Hisham: Allies of the Beni Abu Talib in particular. Sulaim
v;as Gulaim ibn Mansur ibn 'Ikrimah ibn Khàeafah ibn Qaie ibn 'Allan.
Ibn IshaqI An Arab poet said;-
Asraa'was married to (or for the sake of) a small cow 
Vvhich one of the Beni Ghanam offered in sacrifice 
He noticed some defects in its.,eyes 
As he drove it to the Ghabghab of al-'Uaza 
Bo ho was generous in hia distribution of it.
This is what they did when they offered sacrifices, they divided
them up amongst those who were present. Al-Ghabghab wae the place
of sacrifice where blood wae shed*
Ibn Hisham: These two stanzas belong to Abu Khirash the Hudhalite 
whose name was Khuwailidibn Murrah (and occur) in some stanzas of 
his. The attendants were those who had the oversight of the Ka'bah. 
Pu’bah ibn al-'Ajjaj said:-
No by the Lord of the pigeons of Mecca who make their homes 
in the place where the sacrificial victims are confined and 
in the house of the custodian of the Ka'bah.
These two stanzas are in a poera of his in the Hajaa metre, and I will
give an account ox it in due course if Allah wills.
Ibn Ishaq: Al«Lat belonged to Thaqlf in at-Ta'if and her attendants
and custodians were the Beni Mu'attib of Thaqif.
\
Ibn Hisham; I will give an account of it in due course if Allah wills.
Ibn Ishaq; Manat, situated on the sea-coast in the vicinity of
al-Mushallal in Qudaid, belonged to the Aus and the Khagraj, and 
those of the people of Yathrib who followed their religion.
Ibn Hisham; Al-Kumait ibn Baid said:-
Tribes who did not turn their backs on Manit took the oath
This stanza is in a poem of his.
Ibn Hisham: The Messenger of Allah sent Abu Gufyân ibn Harb to
it and he pulled it down , but it is said that it was 'All ibn
Abu Talib.
Ibn Xshaq,; Dhu ai-Khulasah belonged to Dane, Khathàam and Bajilah 
and the Arabs who were in T&balah their country*
Ibn IlishSm: It is also given as Dhu al-Khalasah* One of the 
Arabs said:-
If you were the wronged one like me, 0 Dhu al-Khulasah, 
and your father buried^you would not forbid to slay the 
enemy by treachery*
His father had been killed and he wanted to exact blood-revenge and
he came to Dhu al-Khulasah and drew lots with the arrows that
*
were there, Q?he • forbidding* arrow turned up and he recited these
stanzas. Some people attribute them to Imru*l-Qais bin Hujr
*
the Kindite*
ïhe Messenger of Allah sent Jarir bin *Abdallah the Bajalite 
and he destroyed it*
Ibn Ishaq: Fils, which belonged to Tayy and those who adhered to
them, was in the mountains of Tayy, that is to say, Salma and Aja*.
Ibn Hisham: Some scholars related to me that the Messenger of
Allah sent *Ali bin Abu ITalib to it and he pulled it down and 
found two ©words inside it one of which was called ar-Eusuband 
the other al-Mikhdham and he brought them to the Messenger of 
Allah and made him a present of them. ïhu© they were the swords 
of 'All,
Ibn Ishaq: Himyar and the people of Yemen had a house in 8an*a~# #
called Ri'am.
Ibn Hisham: I have given an account of it in what has gone before*
Ibn Ishaq: Ruda was the House of the Beni Rabl*ah bin Ka*b bin
Ba'd bin %aid Manat bin $amim and al-Hustaughir bin Rabi*ah bin
Ka*b bin Sa’d bin 2aid Glanât says of it when he destroyed it;-
I treated Ruda with the utmost severity
And left it a blackens d ruin in a hollow place
Ibn Hisham; His saying, *And left it a blackened ruin in a hollow
place* is on the authority of one of the Beni.Ha*d. It is said v-
that al-Mustaughir was three hundred and thirty years of age; he
attained to a greater age than any of the tribe of Mudar and it was
he who said:-
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I have grown weàry of life and length of days
I have lived several hundred years
A hundred I have reached after that two hundred
And have gained from the number of the months more years
Does anythin g remain save that as the day has passed
So it will pasa and so night follows.
Some people attribute these stanzas to %uhair bin Janab the 
Kalbite*
Ibn Ishaq: Dhu al-Ka*abat, which belonged to Bekr and I'aghlib,
the two sons of Wa*il, and to lyad, was in Sindad, Of it A*sha
of the % n i  Qais bin l’àa*labah says:-
Amongst al-Khawarnaq and as-Sadïr and Bariq 
And the House of Dhu al-Ka*abatin Hindad.
Ibn Hisham: ïhis stanza belongs to al-Aswad bin Ya'fur the
Hahshalite in a poem of M s  and Abu Muhriz Khalaf al-Ahmar#
recited it to me thus :-
The people of al-Khawarnaq and as-Sadîr and Bariq 
And the House with battelments in Sindad*
The Affair of the Bahlrah* the Ha’ibah, the Wasilahand the Hamif^
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Ibn Ishaq: The Bahxrah is the daughter of the Ha'ibah, and the
8a*ibah is a ehe-camel which, when she has had ten female foals 
in succession, without a single male amongst them, is set free.
Her back never has a rider, her coat is never clipped, and none 
but a guest may drink her milk. Then whatever female foals she 
brings forth after that have their ears slit and are set free with 
their mother# Their backs never carry a rider, their coats are 
never clipped, and none but a guest may drink their milk - the 
same thing as happens in the case of the mother camel. They are 
Bahlrahs,daughters of the Ba'ibah#
The Wasilah was a ewe which when she had brought forth ten females^
two at a time in succession on five occasions without a male
amongst them becaiue Wasilah. They said; '*qadwasalat". Anything♦ #
she brought forth after that was for the men but not for the 
women except when it died, in which case both^ men and women shared 
in eating it.
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Ibn Hisham: It is also related; Whatever she gave birth to after
that was for the males of their sons not for their daughters*
Ibn Ishaq: The Hami was a stallion who, when ten mares had been
brought forth to him in succession without there being a male amongst 
them, had hie back placed out of bounds* He was not ridden and his 
coat was not clipped. He was let loose amongst the camels to mix 
with them, apart from which no benefit was derived from him.
Ibn Hisham: All this, in the opinion of the Arabs, took place in a
different way, with the exception of the Hami, In regard to which it 
was, in their opinion, as stated by Ibn Ishaq: In their opinion the
Bahxrah was a she-camel'whose ear was slit, whose back was not ridden, 
whose coat was not clipped, whose milk was not drunk except by a guest,
otherwise alms should be given, and ahe was left for their gods*
The Ba’ibah was the camel which a man vov?ed to sot free when he was 
cured of his sickness or when he obtained something he wanted, in 
which case he set fres a sha-camel from his herd, or a camel for one 
of their gods* She was thus set free to graze and no benefit accrued 
from her*
The Wasilah was the one whoso mother had tv;ins at each time of birth 
and her owner set apart the females for the gods and kept the males 
for himself. When her mother gave biith to a male along with her 
they said; ''She is joined with her brother*', and her brother was set 
free along with hex' and no benefit accx'ued from him. Yunus and others 
related this to me; some have related things that others did not 
.relate.
Ibn Ishaq: When Allah,, the Blessed, the lixalted, sent His Messenger
Muhammad He sent down to him:-
Allah has not, appointed either Bahlrah or Ba’ibah or 
Wasilah or Hami, but those who have disbelieved devise 
lies against .Allah, and the majority of them have no 
intelligence. (Surah 3: 103).
Allah, to Whom belog $ power and glory, also sont down:-
‘fhey say ; "T-hat which is in the wombs of these cattle is 
reserved for our males and forbidden to oulT wives but if 
it be dead they are sharers in it. He will recompense
\.i ; them for what t^ey have been saying. He la knowing,
wise* (Surah vi: 139)*
He also sent down to him;-
Say: **Have ye seen the provision which Allah hath sent 
' down'to you and of which ye have made come allowable 
and some forbidden?** Say: **Hath Allah given you 
permission or do yè devise lies about Allah?*'(Surah 10; 59)#
He also sent down to him;-
Of sheep a pair and of goats a pair. Say; "Hath He 
forbidden the two males or the two females, or that 
which the wombs of the tww females enclose, or were ye 
witnesses when Allah gave you this injunction? Who then 
does greater wrong than he who devises lies against 
Allah in order to lead astray people who have no 
knowledge? Verily Allah guidoth not the people who do 
wrong. (Surah vi; l43, 144).
Ibn Hisham; Tamim bin Ubai bin Huqbal one of the Beni *Amir bin ^
Sa'aa'ah said;- 
* •
In it there is a grumbling noise from the two-coloured 
beasts pasturing on the spring grass 
■ The growling of the stallion of Diaf amongst the BahiraWî 
This stanza is in a poem of hiq# The poet said;-
Around the lasïlahs in Bhuraif are four year old camels 
Also Hamis and Ba^ibahs,
The plural of Wasilah is Wasa*il, the plural of Bahlrah is Baha’ir 
or Buhur, and the plural of 8a*ibah is generally Bawa’ib, and the
plural of Hami is generally Hawam
■ , ■
Genealogies omitted.
The Affair of Samah,
Ibn Ishaqs, ^amah bin Lu*ai went away to $Hman and lived there.
They say that •Amir bin Lu*ai expelled him and that because of 
something that was between them* Bamali had put out * Amir *8 eye 
and "Amir threatened him so he went to •Hman, They say that whilst 
Samah bin Lu*ai was travelling on his she-camel she put down her 
head to graze and a snake fastened on her lip and made her lean over 
till she fell on her side when it bit Bamah and caused his death. 
According to what they tell, Barnah, when he felt that death was 
near, said:-
* Gairp Text used here.
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Weep 0 my eye for Bamah ibn Lu * ai
A snake caught hold of Bamah
:c have not seen the like of Bamah ibn Lu*ai
On the day they alighted by him - slain for a she-camel
As a mensonger tell *5mlr and Ka'b
That my soul yearns for them both
i'ven though my abode be in Mhn&n
I am a Ghalibilo, I departed not because of povei'ty
Many a cup have you poured out 0 Ibn Lu*ai
In wariness of death, which (otherwise) had not been poured out 
Thou didst desire to keep death away 0 Ibn Lu*ai 
But not he who desires that has the power(to do it)
Th'D dumb beast on the night journey jaded thou didst abandon 
After its endeavours^ keenness, and elegance
Ibn HishamÏ I have heard that some of his descendants came to the 
Messenger of Allah and claimed descent from Baraali ibn Lu*ai and the 
Messenger of Allah said: ''The poet?", Borne of his friends said to 
him: "0 Messenger of Allah, it seemed as if you were referring to
his words:"
Many a cup have you poured out 0 Ibn Lu’al
In wariness of death which (otherwise) had not been poured
out
He said; "Yes".
The Affair of *Auf ibn Lu*ai and his defection,
Ifon Ishaq: As for *Auf ibn Lu * ai ho went away at the head of a party
of v^uralshite horsemen and when he was in the country of Ghatafân 
ibn Ba*d ibn Qais ibn • Allan he was delayed and those of his people 
who were with him went on their way. Then Tha*labah ibn Ba'dcame to 
him ihe was his brother according to the genealogy of the ^eni 
Dhubyan: (Tha’labah ibn 6a*d Ibn Bhubyan ibn Bagh.ld ibn Eaith ibn 
Ghatafân), took charge of him, got him married, united him with the 
tribe and treated him like a brotheri Thus his pedigree stemmed out 
among,the Beni Bhubyan , It was Tha'iabah, according to what they 
tell, who said to *Auf when he was delayed and his people forsook him: 
Tie up your camel wibh me 0 Ibn Lu’ai
lour people have abandoned you and there is no plaCe left 
for you,
Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad ibn Ja'far ibn a&-%ubair related to us, or
Muhammad ibn *Abd ar-Rahm%& ibn 'Abdallah ibn Husain that *Umar ibn
■ * '
al-Khattab said: "were I claiming an Arab tribe or uniting them with
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us X would claim the Beni Murrail ibn *Auf. We recognise in them 
similarities, along with what we know of the place where that man 
was domiciled", meaning *Auf ibn Lu’ai*
Ibn ïehâq: In the genealogy of Ghatafan he was Murrah ibn *Auf ibn
Ba’d ibn Dbubyan ibn Daghid ibn Raith ibn Obatax’an, and when this 
genealogy is mentioned to them they say: "We neither deny nor dosov/u 
it, and verily it is our best loved genealogy", Al-Harith ibn 
iSalim (Ibn Hishcm: One of the Beni Murrah ib,n *AuD said when he fled 
from aiiSWu'man ibn al-Mundhir and joined '^uraishï-
%  people are not Xha'le.bah ibn 3a*d 
Nor io the relationship with Fazarah of the long hair 
If you enquire, my people are the Beni Lu’ai 
Of Mecca, v/ho taught Mudar how to fight 
. We were foolish to follow the Beni Baghid 
And abandon those near of kin to us
With the foolishness of the water-drawer, who when he has 
quenched his om\ thirst
Pours out the water and follows the mirage
Had I submit tod to your religion I would have boon one of them
And^would not have been found seeking rain
RawShah of quralsh increased my gear
By a ‘swift sit e-camel and did not ask for reward*
Ibn Hislihm: This is what Abu 'ITbaldah recited of it to me,
Xbn Ishaq: Al-Hueain ibn al-Humam the Murrite and of the sub-tribe of 
the Beni 3ahm ibn Murrah said in reply'to al-Harith ibn %alim and 
he traces his origin back to Ghatafan:-
You do not belong to us and we are not related to you 
We are quit of you through (or from) Lu’al ibn Ghalib 
We were over the best part of the Hijaz
While you arc in the level place, in the river-bed between 
the two mountains,
meaning Quraish* Then al-Uusain repeated of what he had said when he 
knew what al-harith had said* Bo he traced his genealogy to Qpraish, 
contradicted himself and said:-
I have repented of a saying which went out - I said it 
I make it clear that it is a false statement 
0 that my tongue were in two parts, one of them dumb
And the other in the courses of the stars
Our father was a HinSnite, his grave is in Mecca 
In the level place of the torrent-bed between the two mountains 
We have as inheritanoe a quarter of the House
And a quarter of the torrent-bad by the house.of Ibn Hâtib
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That moans that L-u*ai had four sons, Ka'bg'Amir, Bamah, and 'Auf
Ibn Hisham; One who is above suspicion related to me that *Umai‘ 
ibn al-Khattab said to som. of the Beni Murrah; "If you desire to 
return to your line, do so"*
Ibn Ishaq; This people were the nobility of Ghatafân, they were
their lords and leaders and amongst them were Harim ibn Binan*
ibn Abu Harithah, ibn Murrah, ibn Husbah, and Khârijah ibn Binan
ibn Abu Harithah, and al-Harith ibn *Auf, and al-Iiusain ibn • * * #
al-Humam, and Hashim ibn Harmalah of whom one said;- 
* *
Hashim ibn Harmalah ^
Yjiu see that with him kings are but refuse
He slays alike the wrong-doer and hi* who has done no
wrong.
Ibn Hi.ehami Abu 'Ubaidah recited these stanzas to me as belonging
' to *Amir the Khasafite, Xhasafah ibn Q^is ibn *Allani-
* •
Hashim ibn Harmalah avenged his father
On the day of al-Haba*at and the day of aI-Ya*malah
You see that with him kings are but refuse ^
He slays alike the wrong-doer and him who has done no 
wrong i
He ,also related to me that Hashim said to 'Amir: "Recité a good
/stanza of poetry about me and I will reward you for it"$ 'Amir 
recited the fitst line but it did not please him; then he recited 
the second and it did not please him; then he recited the third 
and it did not please him; but when he said: "He slays alike the 
wrong-idoor and him who has done no wrong", it pleased him and he 
rewarded him for it.
Ibn Hisham: That was what al-Kumait ibn Said meant when he said:-
Hashim of Murrah the destroyer of kings
Those v/ho have done him ncxi wrong a© well as those who have
This stanza is in a poem of his. The saying of 'Amir: "The day of
ai-Haba'ât is on the authority of another than Abu 'Ubaidah.
r*
Ibn Ishaq: A people of fame and renown amongst all Ghat^ f-.&^  
qais, and they adhered to their genealogy, and amongst them the .
Eael was observed.
Reading of Cairo Text adopted here.
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The Affair of the
According to what they aay^the Baal wa© eight months of each year 
held sacred by them alone amongst all the Arabs# The Arabs 
recognised that that belonged to them# they did not deny or 
repudiate It# and during this period they could travel to any 
Arab territory they wished and fear nothing from them* Suhair bin 
Abu Sulma said In reference to the Beni Murrah;»
Consider, for if al-Maraurah be depopulated 
While its houses are not emptied of them, it is Nak&l 
A country where I drank with them and was their friend 
If then they both are emptied of them they are forbidden.
He says they travelM during their sacred months.
Ibn Hisham5 These two stanzas are in a poem of his#
Xbn Ishaq; A*sha of the Beni Qaie bin Tha’labah said: k
Is your neighbour woman forbidden to us 
While our neighbour woman and her husband are allowable 
^for you.
Ibn Hisham; This stanza is in a poem of his#
Genealogy omitted.
The sons and daughters of *Abd al-Muttalib bin Hashim#
Ibn Hisham; *Abd al»Muttalib bin Hashim had ten sons and six#.
daughters; - Al-*#’Abbas# Hamaah# ’Abdallah, Abu Talib, (his name was
*Abd Manaf), as- Bubair# al-Harith, HajlE, al-Muqawwam, Dirar,
Abufe Lahab, (his name was *Abd al»*H%za), Baffiyyah# Umm Hakim« .
al-BaidS# ’Atikah, Hmaimah# Arwa, and Barrah*
#
Genealogies omitted#
Ibn Hisham: ’Abdallah bin *Abd al*Muttalib was the father of the 
Messenger of Allah, lord of the children of Adams Muhammad bin 
’Abdallah bin *Abd al»Muttalib* His mother was Aminah bint Wahbi* *
bin ’Abd Manâf bin fmhrah bin Kilab bin Murrah bin Ka’b bin Lu’ai 
bin Ghâllbbin Fihr bin Malik bin an-Hadr*
Genealogies omitted*
Thus the Messenger of Allah was the most illustrious of the sons of 
Adam in the nobility of his lifteage and the most excellent of them 
in pedigreejon both his father’s and mother’s side.
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An Allusion to the Digging of Zemzem.
Muhammad Ibn Ishaq: Whilst 'Abd al-Mubtalib ibn Hashim was asleep in 
his chamber a visitant came to him and commanded him to dig Zamzam 
which was a filled-in well between the idols of Quraish, leaf and 
Ka’ilah at the spot where Quraieh offered their sacrifices. Jurhum 
had filled it in before they took their departure from Mecca. It was 
the well of Ishmael son of Abraham which Allah provided for him when 
as a small child he was thirsty. His mother besought water for him 
and did not find it so she took her stand on as-8afa and prayed to 
Allah beseeching His aid for Ishmael. Then she went to al-Marwa and 
did the same thing and Allah sent Gabriel v/ho made a mark with his 
heel in the ground and the water appeared. His mother heard the cries 
of the beasts of prey and feared for his safety and came running fast 
towards him to find him scraping the ground underneath his cheek for 
water with his hand, and drinking, so she made a email hollow.
The Affair of Jurhum and the filling in of Zamzam.
Ibn Hisham: The account of Jurhum, their filling in of Zamzam, their 
departure from Mecca, and those who had charge of the affairs of Mecca 
after them till 'Abd al-Muttalib is that given to us by Ziyad ibn 
'Abdallah the BakkS’ite on the authority of Muhammad ibn Ishaq the 
Muttalibite. He said: When Ishmael son of Abraham died his son
Habit ibn Ishmael succeeded to the superintendence of the House for as 
long as Allah willed. Then Midad ibn 'Arar the Jurhumite succeeded him 
as guardian of the House*
Ibn Hisham; He is also given as Mudad ibn 'Amr the Jurhumite.
Ibn Ishaq: The Beni Ishmael and the Beni Habit with their grandfather
Mudad ibn 'Amr and their relatives from Jurhum (Jurhum and Qatura*
# « #
were at that time the inhabitants of Mecca and they were cousins), 
had departed from Yemen and come as a caravan, Mudad ibn 'Amr being 
the leader of Jurhum and Sumaida', one of themselves, the leader of 
qatura*. When they set out from *emen it was not without a king to 
direct their affairs and when they got to Mecca they saw a town which 
had water and trees and it pleased them and they settled there. Mudad 
ibn 'Amr and the Jurhumite© who were with him settled in Upper Mecca 
in Qu'aiqi'an and what belonged to it, and Gumaida* and Qatura'in 
Lower Mecca in Ajyâd and what belonged to it. Mudad exacted toll
* 5 1 "
of all who entered Mecca from the upper regions and Sumaid* took
toll of all who entered it from the nether parts; each^of them
remained with his people; neither of them went to the other. Then
Jurhum and Qaturah began to act wrongfully towards each other and
vied with each other for supremacy in Mecca. The Beni Ishmael and
the Beni Nabit were at that time on the side of Mudad and he had• #
the guardianship of the House in which Sumaid* did not share. So
they advanced against each other, Mudad sallied forth from
qu'aiqi’an at the head of his squadron against Suraaid'* His
squadron had its panoply of spears# shields, swords, and quivers,
and with these they came clashing forward. It is said that
qu'aiqi'an got its name from this very fact. Sumaid* also sallied
forth from AjySd accompanied by cavalry and footmen. It is said
that Ajyad got its name just because the fleet coursers set out
from it with Bumaid'. They met at Fadih and a bitter fight followed
in which Sumaid' was slain and qaturah were crushed. It is said
that Fadih got its name from this (defeat), Then thé people made
overtures for peace and they retired to al-Mutabigh, a ravine of
Upper Mecca where they made peace and put their affairs in the
hands of Mudad* When Mecca was united under him and he had gained . •
supremacy he made a sacrifice for the people and gave them to eat*
Bo the people cooked and ate and it is said that al-Mutabigh was
so called for this very reason* But some scholars claim that it
was called al-Mutabigh because of the sacrifices which Tubba*.
offered there and the feasts he provided for it was his stopping 
place. That which took place between Mudad and Bumaid' was the 
first wrongdoing ever perpetrated in Mecca, according to what they 
say.
Then Allah increased the descendants of Ishmael in Mecca and their 
Jurhumite uncles were the guardians of the House and the rulers of 
#bcca which position the descendants of Ishmael did not dispute with 
them because they were near of kin to them and out of veneration for 
the sacred territory lest there should be wrong committed or blood 
shed within it. When Mecca became too small for the descendants of 
Ishmael they spread themselves ,out into the country and they were 
opposed bygone but Allah gave them the mastery over them by means 
of their religion so that they subdued them.
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The Occupation of the House to the tribes of Kinanah and Khuza'ah
and the Emulsion of, Jurhum.
Then Jurhum wrought evil in Mecca and made free some things which 
were by nature sacred* They also oppressed those entering it who 
were not of their own people and appropriated the gifts donated to 
the Ka'bah and so their position was weakened. When the Beni Bekr
bin 'Abd Manat bin Kinanah and Ghubshan bin Khuza’ah saw that they
resolved to fight them and expel them from Mecca* They declared war 
on them, a fight took place and the Beni Bekr and Ghubshan defeated 
and expelled them from Mecca* In the Age of Barbarism Mecca did 
not admit wrongdoing or oppression within her borders; none who 
acted wrongly in Mecca escaped expulsion and she was called 
An-Hassah* Ho king ever came to her with the idea of making her 
sacred territory free who did not perish where he stood. It is said
that she was called Bakkah because she used to break the necks of 
the giants when they committed sacrilege within her bounds.
Ibn HishamÎ Abu 'Ubaidah told me that Bakkah was the name of a sub­
tribe of Mecca because they were coowded together in her and he 
recited to ine;-
When great heat has overcome the companion of the cup 
Let him alone till he squeezes into G^ccah.
That is, let him crowd his camels together; let him free them to go
to the waterand they will crowd upon him. It was the site of the
House and the place of worship* These two stanzas belong to 'Aman
bin Ka'b bin 'Amr bin Sa'd bin Zaid Manat bin Tamîm*
Xbn Ishaq: Then 'Amr bin al-Harith bin Mudad the Jurhumite took 
* * » .
out the two gazelles of the Ka'bah and the stones of the pillar, 
buried them in Zamzam and departed to Yemen along with the Jurhumites 
who accompanied him. They were greatly grieved at having to leave 
Mecca and give up possession of it*
Poetry omitted*
UsurpaGion of the Guardianship of the House by a faction of the 
Khuza'ites.
Ibn Ish^q: Then Ghubshan of Khuza'ah became the guardians cf the 
House without the Beni Bekr bin 'Abd Manat and the one who got it
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was 'Amr ibn al-Harith the Qhubshanite. When that was taking place 
quraish were only collections of houses, small communities scattered 
here and there amongst their people the Beni Kinanah# Thus Khuza'ah 
became the guardians of the House inheritihg it from father to son 
till the last of them who was Hulail ibn Habashiyyah ibn Salul
ibn Ka'b ibn 'Amr the Khuza'ite,
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as Hubaehiyyah ibn Galul
Marriage of Qusai ibn Kilab to Hubba bint ftulail •
Ibn Ishaq: Then Qusai ibn Kilab asked Hulail ibn Habaehiyyah for
his daughter Hubba in marriage and Hulail found him desirable and gave
her to him. She bore to him 'Abd ad-Dar, 'Abd Manaf, 'Abd al-'Uzza
and 'Abd* When his descendants had branched out, his wealth increased
and his fame grown great, Hulail died, and Qusai considered himself
better entitled to have the guardianship of the Ka'bah and the rule
over Mecca than the Khuza'ites and the Beni Bakr, and Quraish were
the best of (the descendants of)Ishmael son of Abraham and of pure
stock. So he talked to some men of Quraish and the Beni Kinanah and
induced them to drive the Khuma'ites and the Beni Bakr out of Mecca
and they consented. Rabi'ah ibn Haram ibn 'Udhrah ibn Ba'd ibn Said
had come to Mecca after the death of Kilab and had married Fatimah
bint Ga'd ibn Sail* Zuhrah was a grown man at that time but Qusai was
a child newly weaned. He took her away to his country and she took
Qusai with her but Zuhrah remained behind. She bore Rizah to Rabi'ah,
• *
When Qusai grew up and became a man he came to Mecca and dwelt there 
When his people complied with what he .askedothem to do he wrote to 
Rizah his brother by his mother ibn Rabi'ah asking him to help him and 
stand in with him* So Rizah ibn Rabi'ah set out accompanied by his 
brothers Hunn ibn Rabi'ah, Mahmud ibn Rabi'ah, and Julhamah ibn 
Rabi'ah (they wore by a mother other than Fatimah), at the head of 
those of Quda'ah who followed them in the Arab pilgrimage who had 
agreed to give help to Qusai. The Khuza'ites claim that Hulail ibn 
Habashiyyah enjoined and commanded Qusai to do that, when through his 
daughter his descendants spread themselves abroad as they did and said: 
"You are more entitled to the guardianship of the Ka'bah, to superin­
tend it and to be ruler over Mecca than Khuza'ah* Then Qusai made his
Mt^4 —
demand. But we have not heard this from any other source and Allah 
knows best which of these took place.
The Superintendence of the '^eople on Pilgrimage which. al-Qhauth 
obtained.
Al-Ghauth ibn Murr ibn Udd ibn Tabighah ibn Ilyas ibn Mudar obtained 
the office of superintending the people on pilgrimage from 'Arafah 
and his desdendants held it after him. He and his descendants were 
called Sufah . Al-Ghauth ibn Murr succeeded to that (office) merely 
because his mother was a Jurhumite woman who had no children and who 
vowed to Allah that if she gave birth to a son she would dedicate him
27
to the Ka'bah as its servant to serve it and care for it. Then she 
gave birth to al-Ghauth and he looked after the Ka'bah at first in 
conjunction with his Jurhumite relatives and so he obtained the office 
of superintending the people from 'Arafah because of his position at 
the Ka'bah, and his descendants after him till they were cut off.
Murr ibn Udd said of the fulfilment of his mother's vow:-
Verily, 0 my Lord, I have made one of my sons a devotee 
in Mecca the Lxalted
Bless him then for me and make him the best of all people.
According to what they say, al-Ghauth ibn Murr said as he moved the
28people forward:-
0 Allah I am following a custom
If it is a sin, Quda'ah is responsible
Ibn Ishaq; Yahya ibn 'Abbâd ibn 'Abdallah ibn az-Zubair related to me 
on the authority of his father 'Abbad. He said: Sufah moved the 
people forward from 'Arafah and superintended them when they left 
Mina till when on the day they broke up they came to throw the stones
one of the Sufah would throw for the people, who did not throw till
he had thrown. Those who had business to do and were in a hurry 
would come and say to him: "Gome on, throw the stones that we may do 
it with you", and he would say: "No, not till the sun is past the 
zenith"* 80 those who had business and wanted to hurry would keep
on throwing stones at him trying to hurry him up thereby and saying 
to him: "Out upon you! Come on! Throw!" But he would refuse them 
till the sun was on the decline, and then he would throw and the
people would do it with him.
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Ibn Ishaqî When they had finished throwing the stones and wanted to 
get back from Mina Sufah took hold of both sides of the mountain path 
and held the people prisoner* Then they would say: "Make way, Sufah!" 
but none of the people would pass till they had gone on, and when 
Sufah took his departure the people were free to go their way and 
went after them. In such manner they functioned till they were cut
off. Then the Beni Sa'd ibn Zaxd Manat ibn Tamîm obtained it being
near of kin, some of the Beni Sa*d being in the family of Safwan ibn 
al-Harith ibn Shijnah.
Ibn Hisham: Safwan ibn Janab ibn Shijnah ibn 'Utarid ibn 'Auf ibn 
Ka'b ibn Sa'd ibn Zaid Manat ibn Tamim*
Ibn Ishaq; It was Safwan who superintended the movement of the people
on pilgrimage from 'Arafah, then his sons after him till the last of 
them at the rise of Islam who was Karib ibn Bafwan. Ibn Maghra* the 
Sa'dite said:-
As long as people have made the pilgrimage to their appointed 
places
They have not departed till it is said: "Make way 0 family 
of Safwan.
Ibn Hisham; This stanza is in a poem by Aue ibn Maghra*.
'Adwan's superintendence of the movements of the pilgrim host from 
al-Muzdalifah.
Here are the words of Dhu *1-Asba* the 'Adwanite whose name was
*
Hurthan ibn 'Amr:-
The advocates of the tribe from 'Adwan were the life of the earth 
Some of them acted unjustly and did not care for others 
Some of them were leaders who fulfilled their obligations 
Amongst them were those who superintended the people 
according to the law and the precept
Some of them gave judgment and the judgment they gave was not 
set aside. ' .
These stanzas are in a poem of his. The movement of the pilgrims from 
al-Muzdalifah was in the hands of 'Adwan according to what Ziyad 
ibn 'Abdallah the Bakka’ite related to me on the authority of j
Muhammad ibn Ishaq and they inherited the office from father to son ;. . .  -j
till the last of them when Islam arose was Abu Sayyarah, 'Umailah ibn 
al-A'zal. Of him an Arab poet says;-
... /
We averted evil from Abu Bayyârah
And from his clients the ^eni Fazârah
Till he passed his ass through in safety
Facing the Qiblah he calls on his Protector.
Abu Sayyarah used ti0 superintend the people on a she-ass of his and 
so he says: "Baliman himarah".
The affair of 'Amir ibn garib ibn *Amr ibn 'lyadh ibn Yashkur ibn 
'Adwan*
Ibn Ishaq; His saying "a judge v/ho gave judgment" refers to 'Amir ibn 
Zarib the 'Adwanite. There did not arise amongst the Arabs any 
scandal or knotty question for judgment that they did not refer to him 
and they accepted the judgment he gave. They brought to him a dispute 
over a matter about which they disagreed, namely a hermaphrodite who 
had what belongs to a man and also what belomgs to a woman (and said) 
"Do you account him a man or a woman?". They had never brought him a 
more difficult question than this, so he said: "Wait till I look into 
this matter of yours for never have you brought me anything like this 
0 Arab people". Bo they granted him time and he spent the night in 
wakefulness turning the matter over in his mind and having due regard 
to its importance, but no way out of it presented itself to him. He 
had a slave-girl called Sukhailah who tended his flocks for him. He 
used to reprimand her when she took them out to pasture in the morning 
and would say: "You are early, Bukhail", and when she brought them 
back in the evening: "You are late, Sukhail". That meant that she had 
delayed pasturing them till some people gbt in in front of her, and 
that she delayed bringing them back in the evening till some people 
got in in front of her. When she observed his wakefulness and the 
small amount of rest he got on his couch she said: "May you have no 
father! What is the matter? What has upset you to-night? He said: 
"Out upon you! Leave me alone! it is a matter that does not concern 
you". Then she repeated much the same as she had said and he said to 
himself: "It may be that she will bring relief to me from that which 
vexes me". , He said; "Out upon you! A dispute about the inheritance 
of a hermaphrodite has been referred to me. Shall I account the 
being a man or a woman? I do not know what to do. I see no way out 
of it". She said; "Allah bo praised! May you have no father! Follow 
the decision of the urination. Make it sit down; if it urinates like 
a man then a man it is, but if like a woman then a woman"
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He said: "Let Sukhail come in the evening or in the morning, you have 
taken a weight off my mind". Then he went out to the people and gave 
hie verdict as she had indicated to him.
Qusai ibn Kilab gains the mastery over Mecca with the help of 
Quda'ah and gathers Quraish together*
Ibn IshaqÎ When that peaaon-.came rouhdCSufah did as they had been wont 
to do, the Arabs acknowledging that that was their prerogative; it was 
a religion amongst them in the age when Jurhum and Kinanah exercised 
their rule. Then Qusai ibn Kilab came to them with those of his people 
who accompanied him, of Quraish and Kinanah and Quda'ah, at al-*Aqabah 
and said: "We are surely more entitled to this than you are". They 
fought against him, the people waged a bitter strife, Sufah was 
routed and Qusai by his victory, wrested from them all they controlled.
Thereupon Khuza'ah and the Leni Bakr withdrew from Qusai for they 
realised he would obstruct them as he had obstructed Sufah and that 
he would stand between them and the Ka'bah and the rule over ^ecca.
When they withdrew from him he manifested hostility towards them and 
resolved to fight them. So Khuza'ah and the Bakr came out against
him and they met and fought a fierce engagement in the river-bed till 
many were slain on both sides. Then they made overtures for peace and 
that they should choose as arbiter one of the Arabs. They appointed 
ïa'mar ibn 'Auf ibn Ka'b ibn 'Amir ibn Laith ibn Bakr ibn 'Abd fianat 
ibn Kinanah arbiter and he gave as his verdict that Qusai was more 
entitled to the Ka'bah and the rule over Mecca than Khuza'ah, and that 
all the blood of Khuza'ah and the Leni Bakr that Qusai had spilled be 
laid aside, he could crush it beneath his feet; but the blood of 
Quraish, Kinanah and Quda'ah which Khuza'ah and the Beni Bakr had 
shed would be recompensed, Qusai was to have a free hand in the 
Ka'bah and Mecca. Ya'mar ibn 'Auf was called "The Smasher" because 
of the blood he crushed underfoot and put aside.
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as as-Shuddakh.
Ibn Ishaq: Thus Qusai gained possession of the House and became
ruler of Mecca and he gathered his people together from their
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places of abode into Mecca and was. made king of his people and the
inhabitants of Mecca, They made him king but he confirmed to the
Arabs that which they followed and that because he knew it was a
religion in its own right ,snd must not be changed. He also confirmed
the families of Safwan, 'Adwan, the Nasa’at and Murrah ibn *Auf in*
their former positions, (and thus they remained) till the advent of
Islam by which Allah overthrew all these things. Qusai was the first
of the ^eni Ka'b to obtain a position of sovereignty which commanded
the allegiance of his people. He had the custody of the keys, the
administration of the water, the supervision of provisions for the
pilgrims, the presidency of the Council, and the right of mounting the 
29standard. He gathered together the nobility of Mecca and divided it 
up into four amongst his people. He settled each tribe of Quraish in 
the houses which they got. People claim that Quraish were terrified 
of cutting down the trees in the sacred territory amongst their houses 
so Qusai and his helpers cut them down with their ov;n hands.
Quraish called him "The Gatherer" because he had gathered them 
together and they regarded it as a good omen for his reign, No 
woman of Quraish was given in marriage and no man of theirs was 
married but in his house. They held no consultation on any matter 
that arose, they did not mount the standard for one tribe to make 
war on another, except it were in his house where some of his sons 
would mount it for them. No slave girl was clothed when she reached the 
age when she should be clothed by Quraish except in his house where 
her robe would be cut for her and then she would put it on after 
which he would take her away to her people. His rule among his own 
people Quraish during his life and after his death was like a 
religion which is adhered to, none other being practised. He took 
for himself the Hall of Assembly and made its door communicate with 
the place of worship belonging to the Ka'bah, and in it Quraish 
conducted their affairs.
Ibn Hisham: A poet said:
By my life Qusai was called The Gatherer 
By him Allah collected the tribes of Fihr.
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ïbn Ishaq; *Abd al-Halik ibn ^âshid related to me on the authority 
of his father. He said: I heard as-8a’ib ibn Khabbâb the keeper of
the private apartments, relate that he heard a man relating to 'Umar 
ifon al-Khattab when he was Caliph the story of Qusai ibn &ilab , how 
he gathered his people together and expelled Khuza'ah and the 
J3akr from Mecca and his mastery over the House and Mecca and he gave 
no answer,
Ibn Ishaq: When Qusai brought the war to an end his brother Rizah
ibn Rabi'ah went back to his own country with those of his people 
who accompanied him.
Poetry omitted
When Rizah ibn Rabi'ah settled in his own country Allah increased him
and he increased Hunn also -they are the two tribes of 'Udhrah to-day -
There was something between Rizah ibn Rabi'ah when he got back to his
country and Nahd ibn %aid and Hautikah who were sub-tribes of Quda'ah
• •
and he threatened them till they went to %emen and emigrated from
the country of Quda'ah, and to-day they are in Yemen. Qusai ibn
* *
Kilab said - and he liked that Quda'ah should increase and gather
together in their country - referring to the close relationship that
was between Rizah and himself and the trials they had endured with him
when they had complied with his request for help and he detested what
Rizah had done to them.
*
Is there no one who will tell Rizah about me 
I have put you to shame about two matters
I have put you to shame about the *enm %hd ibn 2aid
As you caused dissension between them and me 
And Hautikah ibn Aslum, verily any people who have 
ill-treated them have ill-treated me.
Ibn Hisham: These stanzas are attributed to %uhair ibn Janab the
Kalbite.
Ibn Ishaq: When Qusai grew old and he became weak - 'Abd ad-Èiâr was
his first-born son, 'Abd Manâf had grown illustrious in the time of 
his father and had followed every way, and there were also 'Abd al« 
•Uzza and 'Abd - he said to 'Abd ad-Dar: son, I will indeed
affiliate you with the tribe and if they grant you the honour, not one 
of them can enter the Ka'bah till you open it for him, none but you 
by your own hand can mount the
')
standard for Quraish in time of war# none can drink water in Mecca 
except under your superintendence# and none of the people of the 
Pilgrimage can obtain food except through you# an Quraish cannot 
transact a ©ingle item of business except it.be in your house. Then
he gave him his house, the Hall of AssMambly outside of which 
Quraish settled none of their affairs. He gave him the custody of 
the keys# the right of mounting the standard# the administration# 
and the supervision of provisions for the pilgrims#
These provisions were a contribution which Quraish gave out of their 
possessions to Qusai bin Kilab every pilgrim season and with it he 
provided food for the pilgrims and those who had no means or food 
received it# That was a duty Qusai imposed oA Quraish and said to 
them when he commanded them to carry it put; "You are the neighbours 
of Allah# the people of His HOuee and the people of the sacred 
territory. Pilgrims are the guests of Allah an^ visitors to His 
House and they are the guests most worthy of honour, so give them 
food and drink during the Pilgrimage# till the^^epart from you".
This they did# and they set apart every year for that purpose part 
of their possessions which they gave to him and he provided food 
for the people during the days they wore at Xîina. That went on from 
the time he instituted it in the Age of Barbarism till the rise of 
Islaîû and it has continued in Islam till our day. This is the food 
which the ruler provides every year in Mina for the people till the 
Pilgrimage is over.
Ibn Ishaq: My father Ishaq bin Yasar on the authority of al-Hasan
#  e  »
bin Muhammad bin *Ali bin Abu Talib related tills to me about the 
institution of Qusai bin Kilab and what he said to 'Abd ad»Dar 
about the offices under his control which he handed, over to him.
He said: "1 heard him say to one of the Beni 'Abd ad»Dar called
kubalh bin Wahb bin 'Amir bin 'Ikrimah bin 'Amir bin Hashim bin 
•Abd I'ianaf bin 'Abd ad-DarV A1 Hasan said: "Qusai made over to
him all the offices of his tribe that were in his hands and nothing 
that Qusai did was questioned or reversed.
Ibn Ishaq: Then Qusai bin Kilab died and his sons upheld his
îiis Institutions amongst the people after him* They drew the
boundaries cf Mecca dividing in quarter© what he, had given of it to
his people. They gave it out to their own people and others who
were allies of theirs and sold it. Quraish continued to do that
along with them without any diasgreement or wrangling. Then the
Bejfii 'Abd Manâf bin Qusai# 'Abd Shams# hashim# al»Muttalib and
# #.
Mufal agreed thàt they would take over what was under the
jurisdiction of the Beni 'Abd ad&Rar bin Qusai# the custody of the
keys# the right of mounting the standard# the administration of the
water and the superintendence of provisions for the pilgrims which
Qusai had given over to 'Abd ad*Dar. They considered themselves #
more entitled to it than the otliera because of their superior
dignity and worth among the people. Thereupon Quraish was divided#
a faction talcing sides with the Beni 'Abd Manâf in their contention#
considering that they were better entitled to it than the'^eni *âbd
ad»Dar because of their position amongst the people. Another faction
sided with the Beni #Abd ad»Dar who thought that they should, not be
deprived of what Qusai had handed over to them. The leader of the
cause of the Beni 'Abd Manâf was 'Abd Bhams bin 'Abd Manâf because
he was the senior of the Beni *Abd Manaf. The leader of the Ban!
'Abd ad-Dar was 'Amir bin Hashim bin 'Abd Manaf bin 'Abd ad*Bar*
The Beni Asd bin 'Abd al*'tJzza bin Qusai# the Beni #uhrah bin
Kilab# the Beni Taim bin Murrah bin Ka'b and the Beni ’l-Harith
bin Pihr bin Malik bin an-Hadr were on the side of the :&eni 'Abd
*
Manaf* The Beni Makhaum bin Xaqathah bin Murrah# the.#eni Bahm bin
Husaie bin Ka'b# the Beni Jumah bin 'Amr bin Husais# and the Beni • • . . .
'Adi bin Ka'b took the part of the Beni 'Abd ad-Bar* But 'Âmir
bin Lu’ai and Muharib bin Fihr stood aloof from it and did not side
"
with either party* Then each side made a compact for the prosecution 
of their claims which stipulated that they would neither desert 
each other nor betray each other for as long as sea damped wool.
Then the Beni 'Abd Manaf brought out a vessel filled with perfume »
they say that some women of the jBeni 'Abd Manaf brought it out to
them - and set in the place of worship beside the Ka'bah for their 
oaths. The people then dipped their hands in it and made a compact
and covenant# they and their allies. Then they wiped the Ka'bah
with their hands as a confirmation for themselves# ao they were 
called 'The Perfumed Ones'* ./
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Then the Beni *Abd ad-Dar entered into a compact and covenant, they 
and their allies at the Ka'bah, a sworn engagement which stipulated 
that they would neither desert nor betray one another. They were 
called "The Confederates". It then got the support of the tribes and 
they stood by e^ch other. The Beni 'Abd Manaf were arrayed against 
the Beni Sahm, the Beni Asad against the Beni 'Abd ad-Dar , Zuhrah 
against the Beni Jumah , Taim against the B^ni Makhzum, and the Beni 
'l-Harith ibn Fihr against the Beni 'Adi ibn Ka'b, Then they said:
"Let each tribe destroy those assigned to it".
While the people were thus engaged they resolved to go to war but 
overtures were made for peace on condition that they gave the Beni 
♦Abd Manâf the administration of the water and the provisioning of the 
pilgrims, and that the custody of the keys, the mounting of the 
standard, and the presidency of the council remain with the ^eni 'Abd 
ad-Dar as it had been heretofore. This they did therefore and both 
sides were satisfied with the arrangement and the people refrained 
from fighting* Bach tribe remained steadfast in loyalty to those to 
whom they had sworn to be loyal and thus they continued till Allah 
brought Islam, The Messenger of Allah said: "There was no league in 
the Age of Barbarism whose bonds were not strengthened by Islam,
The League of the Fudul,
Ibn Hisham: With regard to the iSeague of the Fudul Ziyad ibn 'Abdallah
the Bakka’ite related to me on the authority of Muhammad ibn Ishaq.$ *
He said: Certain tribes of Quraish called for a league and they
assembled for that purpose in the house of 'Abdallah ibn Jud'an ibn 
'Amr ibn Ka'b ibn Ba'd ibn Taim ibn Murrah ibn Ka'b ibn Lu'ai because 
of his dignity and seniority and they took the oath at his house.
(They were): the ëeni Hashim, the Beni ’l-Muttalib, %sad ibn 'Abd 
,al-'Uaza, Zuhrah ibn Kilab and Taim ibn Hurrah. So they entered into 
a compact and made a covenant to the effect that they would come upon 
no oppressed person in Mecca, be he one of its inhabitants or an 
outsider from another tribe who had entered it, without taking their 
stand by him in opposition to whoever oppressed him, till that in 
which he was wronged be restored to him, Quraish called that league 
"The League of the Fudul".
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Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad bin Zaid bin Muhajir bin Qunfudh the Tnimite 
related to me that he heard Talhah bin 'Abdallah bin *Auf the 
Zuhrite saya The Messenger of Allah aaid; "I witnessed an oath in 
the house of 'Abdallah bln Jud’an which I would not wish to annul 
even if the choicest of the flock were given to me, and had a claim 
been made in the Islamic era invoking it, I would have granted it?
Ibn Ishaq: Yazid bin 'Abdallah bin Uaamah bin al*Hadi the Laithite 
related to me that Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin al*harith the Taimite 
related to him that there was between al-Husain bin 'All bin Abÿ 
Talib an al-^alid bin ’lltbah bin Abu Gufyân, (al-Walad was at that 
time governor of Medina, iiis uncle Mu'awiyah bin Abu Sufyan having 
put him in charge of it), a dispute about some property which they 
shared in Dhu Fiarwah* Al-Walid, because he possessed the power, had 
treated al-Husain unjustly where his rights were concerned and. 
al-Huaain said to him: "Iswear by Allah that you will either restore 
to me my rights or else I will take my sword and stand up in the 
mosque of the Messenger of Allah, and invoke the League of the Fudul? 
♦Abdallah bin aa*lSubair who was with al*Walid when al-.Husain said 
what he said, said: "And I swear by Allah that if he does invoke it,
I will take my sword and stand along with him till his rights are 
restored to him, or else we will die together# The al-Mswar bin 
Makhramah bin Naufal the Zuhrite heard of it and he said the same 
thing; 'Abd ar^Bahman bin ’Uthman bin MJbaid Allah the Taimite heard 
it and he said the saraè thing# WheÜ Walid bin 'Utbah heard cf that 
he did What was ^ight by al?#daain and he was satisfied*
Xbn Ishaq: Yazid bin 'Abdallah bin Usamah bin al»Hadi the Laithite 
related to me on the authority of Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin al-harith
the Taimite, He said: Muhammad bin Jubair the most scholarly man
*
in Quraish came to 'Abd al-Malik bin Marv/an when Ibn az-Zubair was 
slain and the people had gathered together to 'Abd al-Malik* When 
he went in to him he said: "0 Abu 8a'Id, are we not you and we - 
meaning the Beni 'Abd Shams bin 'Abd Manâf and the Beni Naufal bin 
'Abd Manâf in the League of the Fudul?" He said: "You know better" 
(than that), 'Abd al-Malik said: "You will certainly tell me the 
truth about that Abu 8a*Id"* He said: "Ho, both you and we
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withdrew from it". He said: "You are right". The account of the 
League of the Fudul is finished.
Ibn Ishaq: Then Hashim obtained the administration of the water and 
the provisioning of the pilgrims. That happened because 'Abd Bhams 
was a much travelled man who seldom resided in Mecca. He was a 
poor man, the father of a child. Hashim, on the other hand, was a 
wealthy man, and according to what they say, when the pilgrims came 
at the Pilgrimage he stood up and said: "Men of Quraish, ye are the 
neighbours of Allah and the people of His House. Verily there come 
to you at this season Allah's visitors and the pilgrims of His House. 
They are Allah's guests and His guests are most worthy of honour. 
Collect then for them the wherewithal to make them food during the 
days they must remain with you, for I swear that if my wealth had 
been sufficient for this I would not have laid it upon you". So they 
set aside for that purpose a part of their possessions, each man 
according to what he possessed and therewith he provided food for the 
pilgrims till they took their departure.
According to what they say, Hashim was the first to inaugurate the 
two mercantile expeditions far Quraish, the summer and winter 
expeditions. He was also the first to provide crumbled bread in 
Mecca. His name was 'Amr and he was called -Hashim merely because he 
crumbled the bread for his people in Mecca. A poet, either from 
Quraish or some of the Arabs said:4
'Amr who crumbled the bread for his people 
A people in Mecca, destitute, emaciated .
For him both the expeditions were established 
The expedition of summer and that of winter.
Ibn Hisham: A scholar in poetry of the people of the Hijaz recited
«
to me: "a people in Mecca, destitute, emaciated".
Ibn Ishaq: Then Hashim ibn 'Abd Manaf died at Gaza in the country 
of Syria while on a mercantile journey and al-Muttalib ibn 'Abd 
Manâf obtained the administration of the water and the provisioning 
of the pilgrims after him. He was younger than 'Abd Shams and 
Hashim, and a man of dignity and worth amongst his people. Quraish 
called him "The Generous" merely on account of his liberality and 
worth. Hashim ibn 'Abd Manaf had gone to Medina and married Salma 
bint 'Arar, one of the Beni 'Adi bin an-Najjâr. Before that she was
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the wife of Ühaihah ibn al-Julah ibn al-Harish. (Ibn Hisham:
also given as al-Haris) and she bore to him 'Amr ibn Uhaihah .
Because of her dignity amongst her own people she would not marry
any man till he accpeted her condition that her affairs be under her
own management: if she detested a man she separated from him* She
bore 'Abd al-Muttalib to Hashim and called him Shaibah, and Hashim 
* *
left him with her till he was a young lad or more. Then his uncle
al-Muttalib went for him to get possession of him and bring him back
to his city and people, but Salma said to him: "I will not let him
go with you". Al-Muttalib said: "I will certainly not go away till
I take him with me* My nephew has grown up a stranger in another
tribe and we belong to an illustrious family in our tribe and have
charge of much of their affaire, and his own tribe and kindred and
town are better for him than residing amongst others", or words to
that effect. According to what they say, Shaibah said to his uncle
al-Muttalib: "I will not leave her unless she allows me to do so".
*  #
Then she gave him leave and handed him over to him. So he mounted 
him on his camel and entered ^ecca with him riding behind him and 
Quraish said: "The slave of al-Muttalib whom he has purchased"and for 
this reason Shaibah was called *Abd al-Muttalib. Al-Muttalib said: 
"Out upon you! He is the son of my brother Hashim whom I have 
brought from Medina?
Then al-Muttalib died in Radman in the country of Yemen and one of 
the Arabs said as he mourned for him:-
The pilgrims went thirsty after (the death of) al-Muttalib 
After the large porringers (of food) and the plentiful 
supply of flowing water 
0 that Quraish after him had affliction
Matrud ibn Ka'b the Khuza'ite said as he mourned for al-Muttalib and
#  *
the Lgai 'Abd Manaf all of them, when the news of the death of Naufal 
ibn 'Abd Manaf came to him, and Naufal was the last of them to die*
0 night, thiu hast disturbed my nights
One of those cruel nights
The cares which I have endured
The terrible calamities of fate that I have contended with 
When I remember my brother Naufal 
It reminds me of days gone by
—6 6 »
It reminds me of the red waistband©
And the new saffron cloaks 
Four, each of them a chieftain 
Bone of chieftains mf chieftains ^
One dead in Uadraaa another in Balman 
And another at Gaza
And one of them the tenant of a niche
In front of the covered place east of the buildings
The choicest of them was 'Abd Manâf
They have escaped the blame of those who blame do impute
Vorlly # al-Mughiî»ah and their sons
Aico amongat the best of the living and the dead
The name of 'Abd Manaf was al-Hughirah# The first of the Beni *Abd
Î4a.uâf to die vjaa Hashim in Gaza in tlio country of uyz'ia, then 'Abd
Shams in Mecca, then al-Muttalib In Hudman in the country of Yemen« #
then Haufal la Salman in the direction cf Iraq#
Poetry omitted:
Then 'Abd al-Muttalib bin Hashim obtained the administration of the 
water and the provisioning of the pilgrims after his unclecallMutbalib 
and fulfilled it for the people. He also filled the offices which 
his fathers before him had filled fœ his people and he had ,dignity 
in his tribe which none of his fathers over had and the people 
loved him and he was held in high esteem amongst them.
The account of the digging of Zarazam and the disagreement that 
took place p VO I' it*
*=##1 I II H u — rm
While 'Abd al-Muttalib lay asleep in his private apartment a
visitant came to him and commanded him to dig Zarazom and that was
when 'Abd al-Muttalib first began to open it according to what
Yazid bin Abu Habib the Egyptian related to me on the authority of
Marthad bin 'Abdallah the ïazanite on the authority of 'Abdallah bin
Zurair the Ghafaqite, that he heard *Ali bin Abu Talib relate the
account oC Zamaam when 'Abd al-Muttalib v/as commanded to open it.» #
He said: '"Abd al-Muttalib said, 'Iwas asleep in my private 
apartment when a visitant came to me and said DIG TAIBAH. I said;
WHAT IB TAIBAH? Then he departed from me, When the next day came 
X returned to my room and slept in it and he came to me and said:
DIG BÂHMH. I said: WHAT IS BAHRAH? Then he departed from læ *
When the next day came I returned to my room and slept In it and he 
came to me and said DIG MADhOm h . I said! K M T  IS MADKÜHAHÎ,
- 6 ? -
Then he departed from me* When the next daj came I v/ent back to 
room, slept in it and he oame to me and said: DIG 2AM8AM, I said:
WHAT IS ZA^BAM? He said: ’’Its water will never be exhausted nor will 
it decrease + It will provide water for the Great Pilgrimage +
It y is between the offal and the blood -i- Beside the nest of the 
speckled crow + Beside the village of the ants’*. ,,
When its significance was made p&ain to him and he was shown its 
position and realised that it was genuine, he set out in the morning 
with his piok-axe, accompanied by his son al-Harith ibn 'Abd al- 
Muttalib* At that time he had no other son. He started to dig and 
when the casing of the well appeared to 'Abd al~Muttalib, he utterëd 
a Takbir and Quraish realised that he had obtained what he wanted, so 
they wont to him and said5 "Truly, 0 'Abd al-Mubtalib, this is the 
well of our father Ishmael, and we have a right to share in it, so 
make us partners with you". Ho said; "I will not do so. This matter 
was specially reserved for me apart from you and it was given to me 
from amongst you all". They said; "Do what is right by us, for verily 
we will not leave you alone even though we should quarrel with you 
over it'*. He said; "Appoint then whoever you please between us that 
to him I may refer my case with you". They said; "A Female soothsayer 
of the Beni Sa'd of Hudhaim". He said; "I agree". She was in the 
highlands of Syria so 'Abd al-Muttalib rode out accompanied by a group 
of his brethren from the Beni 'Abd Manaf, and from each tribe of 
Quraish a group rode out. The country at that time was barren and 
they went on till they were in one of those desert places between the 
Hijaz and Syria, when the water of 'Abd al-Muttalib and his companions 
failed, and they went thirsty till they were certain they would die. 
They asked water of those of the Quraishite tribes who accompanied 
them but they refused, saying; "We are in a desert place and we fear 
that what has befallen you will befall us". When 'Abd al-Muttalib saw 
what they did and what was to be feared for himself and his companions 
he said; "What do you think?". They said; "Our opinion cannot be 
otherwise than in agreement with yours, give us any command you will". 
He said; "X think that each man of you should dig a trench for 
himself with whatever strength you now possess and whenever a man
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dies letvhis companions put him in the trench he has dug and bury him
till at last one of you only is left* Thus the loss of one man will
be easier than the loss of the whole party together". They said;
"What you command is very good"* Then each man started in and dug
his trench and squatted down expecting to die of thirst* Then *Abd
al-Muttalib said to his companions: ">Surely the fact that we have
given ourselves up to death and do not khep on our way and fend for
ourselves is weakness. It may be that Allah will supply us with
water in another part of the country. Let us be moving". They set
forward till they were exhausted and those of the Quraishite tribes
who accompanied them watched what they were doing. Then *Abd al-
Muttalib went up to his beast and mounted it, and when it was urged
forward with him there burst forth from beneath its hoof a spring of
sweet water. 'Abd al-Muttalib and his companions uttered a Takbir
and then dismounted and drank both he and his friends and drew water
till they had filled their skins. Then he called the Quraishite
tribes and said; "Come to the water. Allah has given us water.
Brink and fill your water skins. They came, drank, filled their
skins and said: "The verdict has been given in your faviur against
us 0 'Abd al-Muttalib, we will never more quarrel with you over 
• •
Zamzam, Verily He who hath given you water in this desert hath 
given you Zamaam. Return then, as one guided to your office of 
administering the water". went back and they went back with him
without having reached the female soothsayer and they troubled him 
no more about her.
Ibn Ishaq; This is what has come to us of the account of 'Ali ibn
Abu Talib about Zamzam and I heard someone tell that it was said to
'Abd al-Mubtalib when he was commanded do dig Zamzam;-
Then call upon the plentiful supply of water which is not
turbid
Which supplies the pilgrims of Allah in every place of 
pilgrimage
Nothing is to be feared from it however much it is 
frequented.
When that was said to 'Abd al-Muttalib he went out to Quraish and 
said: "Know that I am commanded to dig Zamzam". They said; "Has
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its whereabouts been made known to you?". He said: "No". They said; 
"Go back to your room whore you saw what you saw, if he be truly from 
Allah it will be made plain to you but if he is from Satan ho will 
not return to you. So "Abd al-Muttalib v/ent back to his room and 
went to sleep there and a visitant came to him and said: "Dig Zamzam
if you dig it you will not repent + It is an inheritance from 
your great ancestor -K Its water will never be exhausted nor will 
it decrease + It will provide water for the Great Pilgrimage *
Like ostriches in panic (?) ic has never been divided + Thereat 
they will make vows to a benefactor + It shall be an inheritance 
and a compact undisputed + Not as some you may know + It is 
between the offal and the blood.
Ibn Hisham; These words and those which have gone before in the 
account of 'All about the opening of Zamzam from the saying: "Its 
water will never be exhausted nor will it decrease" down to "Beside 
the village of the ants"a±6, in our opinion, rhyming prose and not 
poetry.
Ibn Ishaq; They say that when ho was told that he said; "Where is it?" 
and ho was told; "Beside the village of the ante where the crow will 
peck to-morrow", but Allah knows best which of these took place.
So *Abd al-Muttalib went out in the morning accompanied by his son
al-Harith - he had no other children at that time - and found the
village of the ants and the crow pecking beside it between the two
idols Isaf and Na’ilah at which Quraish offered sacrifices. He brought
an axe and started to dig where he was commanded, but when Quraish
saw his serious endeavour they came to him and said to him: "We
will hot give you leave to dig between these two idols of ours at
which we sacrifice". 'Abd al-Muttalib said to his son al-Harith:* # •
"Protect me so that I may proceed with the digging for I swear I 
am going on with what I have been bold to do". When they realised 
that he would not desist they left him to his digging and said no 
more. He had only dug a little way when the casing of the well 
appeared and he uttered a Takbir knowing that he had been told the 
truth. After digging operations had been somewhat prolonged 
he found in it two golden gazaelles. They were the two gazelles
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gazelles which Jurhum had buried in it when theydeparted from Mecca.
He also found in it aworde from Aal'ah and some suits of armour* 
Quraish said to him; 'Abd al-Muttalib, wo have the right to a share 
in these things along with youJ He said: *Hay, but lot us reach 
an équitable arrangement between ourselves; we will cast lots for 
them with the arrows'. They said; *How shall we do it?' He said:
'I will designate two arrows for the Ka'bah, two for myself, and
two for you, and he whose arrows draw anything will get it, and he
\ -
whoso arrows are blank gets nothingI They said: 'That is fair
enough'. Then he took two yellow arrows for the Ka'bah, two black
arrows for *Abd al-Muttalib, and two white arrows for Quraish, and
gave the arrows to the man who was in charge of them and who casts
them beside Hubal. (Hubal was an idol in the interior of the
Ka'bah. It was tlie greatest of their idols* It v/as this idol to
which Abu Sufyan referred when on the day of Uliud ho said: 'Be
exalted 0 Hubal, that is, Help thy religion)* 'Abd al-Muttalib
stood praying' while the man in charge cast the arrows. The two
yellows drew the two gazelles for the Ka'bah, the two blacks drew
the swords and the suits of armour for 'Abd al-Muttalib, but the
two arrows of Quraish drew a blank. Then 'Abd al-Muttalib beat the
swords into a door for the Ka'bah and fixed to the door the two
golden gazelles. According to what they say, it was the first gold
with which the Ka'bah was adorned* Then 'Abd al-Muttalib assumed*.
the administration of #amzam for the pilgrims.
Mention of the wells belonging to the tribes of Quraish in Mecca*
I
Ibn Hisham: Before the digging of Zamzam Quraish had sunk wells in
Mecca according to what Zeiad bin 'Abdallah the Bakkâ'ite related
to me on the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ishaq. He said: 'Abd Shame
bin 'Abd Me.naf dug at-Tmviyya which is the well in Upper Mecca at
* *
Baida, the house of Muhammad bin ïüsuf the Thaqafite. Hashim bin 
'Abd Manaf dug Badhdhar which is the well at al-Mustandhir the 
extremity of al-Khandaniah at the opening of the crevice of Abu Talib. 
They say that when he dug it he said; ' I will indeed make it a 
sufficiency for the people'*
Ibn Hisham: The poet said:-
Allah provided waters whose positions I know 
Jurab, Malkum, Badhdhar, and al-^hamra
.-71- .
Ibn lehâq; ffe also dug Sajlah which is the well of al-Mut'am ibn 
'Adi ibn Naufal ibn 'Abd Manaf from which they get water to-day.
The Beni Naufal claim that he bought it from Aead ibn Haehim , but 
the Beni Ilashim say he made a present of it to them when Zamzam 
came into being and through it they became independent of those 
wells. Umayyah ibn 'Abd Shams dug al-Hafr for himself. The Beni 
Asad ibn 'Abd al-'Uzza dug Shufaiyyah which is the well of the Beni 
Asad. The Beni 'Abd ad-Dar dug Umm Ahrad. The Beni Juraah dug 
aa-Sunbulah which is the well of Halaf ibn Wahb. The Beni Sahm 
dug al-Ghumrâ which is the well of the Beni Sahm.
There were also wells dug outisde of Mecca in olden times in the
days of Murrah ibn Ka'b and Kilab ibn Hurrah and the great men of
Quraish of old , from which they got water. They were; Runun, which
was the well of Murrah ibn Ka'b, Khumm which was the well'of the
Beni Kilab ibn Murrah, and al-Hafr. Hudhnifah ibn Ghanim brother* <
of the Boni 'Adi ibn Ka'b ibn Lu’ai said: (Ibn Hisham: He was the
father of Abu Jahm ibn Hudhaifah)
Of old we acquired wealth a long time before that 
And did not drink from any well but Khumm or al-Hafr.
Ibn Hisham: This stanza is in a poem of his which I will mention
in due course if Allah wills.
Ibn Ishaq: Zamzam was a great improvement on the well which existed
before it at which the pilgrims drank, and people resorted to it
because of its position relative to the sacred place of worship and
its superiority over all other waters, and because it was the well
of Ishmael son of Abraham. By means of it the Beni 'Abd Manâf
excelled in glory all'Quraish and the rest of the Arabs. Musafir
ibn Abu 'Arar ibn Umayyah ibn 'Abd Shams ibn 'Abd Manâf said
exulting over Quraish about the administration of the water and the
provisioning of the pilgrims which they had and what they did for
the people in these days, also about Zamzam when it came into being
for them. The Beni 'Abd Manaf were simply the people of one family:
the dignity which each displayed to the other was dignity indeed, and
the generosity which each showed the other was generosity indeed.
We inherited glory from our ancestors
But in us it grew to its height
Did we not provide water for the pilgrims
And sacrifice the fat slow-moving she-camele which fill
a porringer at a milking.
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At the change of fate we tha^ mv ourselves valiantly into 
the fight
If we die we shall not he ruled over
And who is the one v/ho is always immortal
Zamzam is one of our original possessions
And we will put out the eyes Of those who are envious*
Ibn Hisham; These stanza© are in a poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq; Hudhaifah ibn Ghanim brother of the B^ni 'Adi ibn Ka'b 
ibn Lu’ax said:-
Hashim was the waterer of the pilgrims and a man of good 
(deeds)
And 'Abd Manâf that Fihrite chieftain 
He dug Sam aam at the standing place 
And his intendence of the water became a boasting matter 
more excellent than what people boast about.
Ibn Hisham; refers to 'Abd al-Muttalib ibn Hashim. These two
«  *
stanzas are in a poem of hie which I will mention in due course if 
Allah wills.
The account of 'Abd al-Muttalib*s vow to sacrifice his son.
Ibn Ishaq: According to what they say, but Allah knows best, 'Abd 
al-Muttalib had vowed when he encountered what he encountered from 
Quraish at the time he dug Zamzam, that if ten sons were born to him 
and they grew up to protect him, he would sacrifice one of them to 
Allah at the Ka'bah. When his sons were ten in number and hb knew 
that they could afford him protection, he gathered them together, 
told them about his vow, and called on them tc fulfil it. They>were 
agreeable to this course and said: "Hov/ shall we do it?". He said: 
"Let each of you take an arrow, write his name upon it and bring it 
to me". They did so, and when they came to him he took them to Hubal 
in the interior of the Ka'bah. Hubal was over a well in the interior 
of the Ka'bah, and it was in that well that gifts for the Ka'bah 
were collected. There were seven arrows belonging to Hubal, each 
of which had an inscription on it. One had 'Blood Wit* inscribed 
on it. When they disagreed about who should pay the bloOd-wit, 
they cast the seven arrows and if the one with 'Blood-Wit' on it 
tunned up, he against whom it turned up had to pay it. There was 
also an arrow with 'Yes' for any matter. If they desired a certain 
matter they cast for it with the arrows, and if 'Yes' turned up 
they acted accordingly. There was also an arnow with 'No'. If 
they desired a certain matter, they cast for it with the arrows and
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if that arrow turned up they did not do that thing. There was an
arrow with 'Beloning to You', an arrow with 'Adherent' and one
with 'Belonging, to Others*. There was also an arrow with 'Water'.
If they wanted to dig for water they cast the arrows amongst which
was that one, and wherever it turned up they acted accordingly. If
they wanted to circumcise a boy, marry anyone, bury a corpse, or were
in doubt about the genealogy of anyone of themselves, they took him
;
to Hubal along with a hundred dirhems and a camel for slaughter and 
gave them to the man in charge of the arrows who cast them. Then 
they brought forward their friend for whom they wanted what they 
wanted and sa'id; "0 our God, this is So-and-so, son of So-and-so, 
we want such-and-such a thing for him; send forth what is right for 
him". Then they said to the man in charge of the arrows: "Throw".
If the one with 'Belonging to You'on it turned up he belonged to them 
and wae of pure pedigree. If the one with 'Belonging to Others' 
turned up ho was an ally. If the one with 'Adherent' turned up he 
remained as he had been amongst them without pedigree or alliance.
If any other thing they were doing turned up 'Yes' they did it, but 
if it turned up 'No' they postponed it for that year and brought it 
up another time, and held up their affairs till that time because 
of what the arrows had brought forth.
'Abd al-Muttalib said to Ihe man in charge of the arrows: "Cast lots 
for these my bons with their arrows", and he told him of the vow he 
had made. Bach of them gave him his arrow on which was his name.
Now 'Abdallah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib was the youngest of his father's 
s one. Ue and Jubair and Abu Talib were sons of Fatimah bint 'Arar 
ibn 'A’idh ibn 'Abd ibn 'Amrân ibn Makhzum ibn Yaqathah ibn Hurrah 
ibn Ka'b ibn Lu*ai ibn Ghalib ibn Fihr.
Ibn Hisham: 'A'idh ibn 'Amrân ibn Makhzum*
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah, according to what they say was 'Abd al-*
Huttalib's best loved son, and 'Abd al-Muttalib knew that if the arrow• •
rgissed him he would be spared. He was the father of the i^essenger 
of Allah.
When the man in charge of the arrows took them to make the cast 
'Abd al-Muttalib stood beside Hubal praying to Allah. Then the 
man in charge cast the arrows and the lot fell on 'Abdallah. Then
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*Abd al-Muttalib took him by the hand, took his knife and led him 
forward to leaf and Na’ilah to sacrifice him when Quraish came to 
him from their assembly hall and said: "What do you intend to do,
0 *Abd al-Muttalib?" He said: "I will sacrifice him". Then both 
Quraish and his other sons said to him; "You shall not sacrifice him 
to absolve yourself. If you do this men will keep on bringing 
their sons to be sacrificed and how can people go on like this!" 
Al-Mughirah ibn 'Abdallah ibn *Amr ibn Makhzum ibn Yaqathah said - 
'Abdallah was a son of a sister of the people - "You shall never 
sacrifice him in order to absolve yourself from the oath regarding 
him. We will ransom him even though it be by the sacrifice of our 
possessions". Quraish and his own sons said to him: "Do not do this 
but take him to the Hijaz where there is a sorceress who has a
familiar and ask her. Then you will be at the fountain-head of the
v/hole issue; if she bids you sacrifice him, do it; if she bids you 
do something that will provide deliverance for.ihira and you, you can
accept it". Then they set out and went to Medina, and found her in
Khaibar according to what they say. They rode on till they came to 
her and put their question to her. 'Abd al-Mubtalib related to her 
the story of himself and his son, what he wanted to do with him and 
his vow in connection with him. She said: "Leave me alone to-day 
till my familiar spirit comes and I will ask him". So they went 
away from her. When they went away 'Abd al-Muttalib began to pray 
to Allah. They returned to her in the morning and she said to them:
"I have it! What is the blood-wit amongst you?" They said; "Ten 
camels", which was the case. She said; "Go back to your country 
and present your friend together with ten camels then throw the 
arrows for him and for them. If the lot falls on your friend 
increase the number of camels till your Lord accepts. falls
on the camels, sacrifice them instead of him, for your Lord has 
accepted and your friend is saved". So they set out and came to'Mecca 
and when they had agreed on that method of settling the matter, 'Abd 
al-Muttalib began praying to Allah. Then they presented 'Abdallah 
together with ten camels, while 'Abd al-Muttalib was beside Hubal 
praying to Allah and they cast their arrows and the lot fell on 
'Abdallah. They thon added ton camels which mads the number twenty, 
'Abd al-Muttalib began praying to Allah, they cast the arrows and
f'
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the lot fell on 'Abdallah. They increased the number of camels by
ten making thirty, 'Abd al-Muttalib began praying to Allah, they
cast the arrows and the lot fell on 'Abdallah. They increased the
number of camels again making forty, 'Abd al-Muttalib began praying
to Allah, they cast the arrows and the lot fell on 'Abdallah. They
added ten more camels making fifty, 'Abd al-Muttalib began praying
to Allah, they cast the arrows and the lot fell on 'Abdallah. They
added ten further camels making sixty, 'Abd al-Muttalib began
praying to Allah, they cast the arrows and the lot fell on
'Abdallah* They added ten more camels making seventy, 'Abd al-
Muttalib began praying to Allah, they cast the arrows and the lot
fell on 'Abdallah. They added ten more camels making eighty, 'Abd
al-Muttalib began praying to Allah, they cast the arrows and the
lot fell on 'Abdallah. They added ten more camels making ninety,
'Abd al-Muttalib began praying to Allah, they cast the arrows and the 
* «
lot fell on 'Abdallah* Then they added ten more camels making one
hundred, 'Abd al-Muttalib began praying to Allah, they cast the
arrows and the lot foil on the camels. Quraish and those who were
present said: "It is finished, your Lord has accepted, 0 'Abd al-
Muttalib". But they claim that 'Abd al-Muttalib said; "No,not . * *.
until I cast the arrows for them three times". So they cast the 
arrows for 'Abdallah and the camels, whilst 'Abd al-Muttalib prayed 
to Allah, and the lot fell on the camels. They repeated it a second 
time while 'Abd al-Muttalib prayed to Allah, they cast the arrows
and the lot fell on the camels* They did the same thing a third time
while 'Abd al-Muttalib prayed to Allah, they cast the arrows and the 
lot fell on the camels. So they were sacrificed and left there
and no man was debarred or prevented from (feasting upon) them,^^
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as 'neither man nor beast'.
Ibn Hisham; Between the repeated parts of this account there is 
poetry in the ‘Rajaz metre which, in our opinion, is not genuine, 
not having the authority of any scholars of poetry*
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The account of the woman who offered herself in 
•Abdallah ibn *Abd al-Muttalib#
#r-iT— rrri. J ‘rrrr^i-^r f#- u l._, ...i t u U. j , j_iu ■j t t h «.«^u j
Ibn Ishaq; Then *Abd al-Muttalib went away holding 'Abdallah by 
the hand, and according to what they say, he took him past a 
woman of the Beni Asad ibn 'Abd al-*Uasa ibn Qusai ibn Kilab ibn 
Murrah ibn Ka'b ibn Lu’ai ibn Ghalib ibn Fihr, She was the sister 
of Vlaraqah ibn Naufal ibn Asad ibn 'Abd al-'üzza and she was at the 
Ka'bah* When she looked at his face she said to him: "Where are 
you going 0 'Abdallah?"# He said: "With my father". She said: "The 
same number of camels as was sacrificed for you will be yours, lie 
with me now". He said: "1 am with my father and cannot disobey or 
leave him"* Then 'Abd al-Muttalib took him away and brought him to 
Wahb ibn 'Abd Manaf ibn Zuhrah ibn Kilab ibn Murrah ibn Ka'b ibn 
Lu'ai ibn Ghalib ibn Fihr who was at that time chief of the Beni 
Zuhrah in seniority and dignity and ho married him to his daughter 
Aminah bint Wahb who at that time was the most excellemt woman of 
Quraish in pedigree and position.
They say that he went in to her as he was when he took her to wife, 
consummated the marriage and she became pregnant with the ^^ssenger 
of Allah. Then ho wont out from her and came to the woman who had 
offered what she had offered and said to her: "What is the matter 
that you do not offer me to-day what you offered me yesterday?".
Bhe said: "The gleam which you had yesterday has departed from you , 
GO I do not require you to-day". She had heard from her brother 
Waraqah ibn Naufal who had become a Christian and followed the Books, 
that a prophet would arise amongst this people.
Ibn Ishaq My father Ishaq ibn Yasar related to me that it was 
related to him that 'Abdallah only went in to a woman he had along 
with Aminah bint %ahb, and he had been working in mud, marks of which 
were still upon him. He called her to him but she delayed (to come to) 
him because of the mud marks she saw on him. So he went away from 
her, purified himself and washed it all away, and then set out to go 
to Aminah. She called on him to come back to her but he refused, went 
off to Aminah, went in to her, knew her, and she became pregnant 
with Muhammad. Then he passed by that other woman and said to her:
"Is there anything you wish?". She said; "No, you passed me by with 
a blaze between your eyes* I called you but you refused and went
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in to Aminah and it has gone away with her*
Ibn Ishaq: They say that that woman of his related that he passed
her by with something resembling the blaze of a horse between hie eyes 
She said: "I called him hoping that it would be mine but he refused 
me, went in to Aminah , and she became pregnant with the Passenger of 
Allah. Thus the Messenger of Allah was the best of hi© people as 
regards pedigree and the greatest of them in dignity through both 
his father and mother.
An account of what was said to Aminah when she was pregnant with 
the Messenger of Allah.
They claim, amongst the things that people relate, but Allah knows 
best, that Aminah bint VJahb mother of the Messenger of Allah 
related that a visitant came to her when she was pregnant with him 
a/id said to her: "Verily thou art pregnant with the lord of this 
nation. When he drops on the ground ©ay: *I invoke the protection of 
the Unity for him against the evil of every one who envies*, then call 
him Muhammad". When she was pregnant with him she noticed that a 
light went out from her whereby she was able to see the castles of 
Busra in the country of Syria. It was not long after that till 
•Abdallah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib the father of the Messenger of Allah 
died while his mother was still pregnant with him.
The birth of the Messenger of Allah and his upbringing by a foster- 
mother .
Ibn Ishiq: The Messenger of Allah was born on Monday the twelfth of
the month of Rabi* I in the Year of the Llephant.
Ibn Ishaq: Al-Muttalib ibn 'Abdallah ibn Qais ibn Makhramah
related to me on the authority of his father v/ho had it from his
grandfather Qaid ibn Makhramah. He said: "The Messenger oi Allah and 
I were born in the Year of the Blpphant so we were contemporaries".
Ibn Ishaq: Salih ibn Ibrahim ibn 'Abd ar-Haiiman ibn 'Auf related to
« « * *
me on the authority of Yahya ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Abd ar-Hahmân ibn 
As*ad ibn Zurarah the Helper* He said: "Any of my people I wished 
related to me on the authority of Hassan ibn Thabit. He said: * I was 
a tallish boy of seven or eight years of age, understanding all I 
heard, when I heard a Jew call at the top of his voice on a 
stronghold in Yathrib:/^ "0 Jewish people',*, and when they gathered
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to him they said: "Out upon you! What is the matter with you?".
He said: "The star under whioh Ahmad is born has arisen to-nightV
Ibn Ishaq; I asked Sa'id ibn 'Abd ar-Rahman ibn Hassan ibn Thabit: 
"How old was Haasan when the Messenger of Allah went to Medina?"
He said: "Hixty, eind the Messenger of Allah went to it when he was 
fifty-three". So Hassan heard what he heard when he was seten 
years of age.
Ibn Ishaq; When his mother had given birth to him she sent word 
to his grandfather 'Abd al-Muttalib , saying: "A boy has been born 
to you, come and see him". Ho came to see him and she told him what 
she had seen when she was pregnant, what had been said to her and 
what she had been commanded to call him* They say that 'Abd al- 
Kuttallb took him and brought him into the Ka'bah and began to pray 
to Allah and thank Him for what He had given him. Then he took him 
back to his mother and handed him over to her. Then he sought a 
nursing-woman for the Mea^enger of Allah.
Ibn Hisham; Also al-Maradi' (the nursing women). In the Book of 
Allah at the story of MosesCit is said):-
We banned for him the nursing women (Surah 28: 12)
Ibn Ishaq: A woman of the Sa'd ibn Bakr called Hallmah was
• ' • .
found for nurse for him.
Genealogies omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: Jahm ibn Abu Jahm a client of al-Harith ibn Hatib the
*  .  •
Jumahite related to me on the authority of 'Abdallah ibn Ja'lar ibn 
Abu Talib or on the authority of whoever related it to him. He 
said: ""Halimah-bint Abu Dhuwaib of Sa'd the foster mother of the 
Messenger of Allah who nursed him related that she left her village 
accompanied by her husband, a small son of here whom she was nursing, 
and some women of the Beni Sa'd ibn Bakr who were seeking children 
to nurse. She said: It was a year of drought and nothing was left.
I set out ofi a moon-coloured she-ass of mine and we had with us an 
ancient she-camel of ours which did not yield a single drop of milk 
and we did not sleep at all at night because of the crying of our boy 
who accompanied us from hunger: there was nothing in my breasts to 
satisfy him, nor was there anything in our old she-camel to give him 
his breakfast.
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ïbn Hisham; It is also given as *to feed him*.
But we hoped for abundance of rain and relief* 0o I set out on that 
donkey of mine and I continued with the party till matters became 
critical with them because of weakness and want of food and we came to 
Mecca in our search for children to nurse* There was not a single 
woman amongst us to whom the Messenger c£ Allah was not offered 
and refused when they heard that he was an orphan and that was 
because we hoped for payment from the father of the boy, and we said: 
'An orphan! What will his mother and grandfather do?', and we 
desteated him on that account* There was not one of the women who 
oame with me who had not got a child to nurse with the exception of 
myself and when we decided to take our departure I said to my 
husband: 'I hate to return home with my companions the only one who 
has not obtained a child to nurse* I will surely go to that orphan 
and take himl. He said: 'You are under no obligation to do it 
perhaps Allah will give us a blessing with him'. So I went and took 
him and the only thing that induced me to do so was the fact that I 
did not find another* When I got him I took him back with me to our 
tent, and when I had put him in my lap I gave him the breasts with 
all the milk he wanted and he drank till he was satisfied, and his 
brother fed with him till both were satisfied* Then they both went 
to sleep and previous to that we had not slept with him* Then my 
husband went to out old she-*camel and lo, her udder was full of milk. 
He milked all he wanted to drink and I drank till be were both replete 
We had an excellent night* The next morning my husband said: 'Know,
0 Hallmah that you have got one with whom there is a blessing*. I 
said: 'Indeed, I desire that'* Then we set out, I riding my donlcey 
and carrying him with me and she travelled at such a rate in the 
company that none of their donkeys were able to keep pace with me.
Then my companions said to mes'O bint Abu Dhuv/aib, Out upon you, 
wait on us! Is not this the same do?$key upon which you set out?'
1 said: 'Certainly, it is the same'. They said: 'Verily, it has 
some great matter!*. Then we came to our encampments in the country 
of the Beni Ba'd, and I know of no country on Allah's earth that 
suffers so much from barrenness* My flocks came to me with full 
udders when we brought him* We milliied and drank at a time when no
—So­
other person got a drop of milk or found anything in their udders 
till those of our people v/ho witnessed it said to their herdsmen:
"Out upon you, pasture your flocks where the herdsmen of bint Abu 
Dhuwaib pastures his". But their herds still returned hungry in the 
evening and did not yield à drop of milk whilst mine came home with 
overflowing udders. \Ve did not cease trying to understand from Allah 
(the meaning of)the increase and the good (He had given us) till his 
two years were up and X weaned him. He grew up to be a boy but did 
not resemble other boys: he was a sturdy boy when he was barely two 
and we brought him to his mother when the thing we hakkered after 
most of all v/as to have him remain with us because of the blessing 
he brought us. We talked it over with his mother and I said to her: 
"If you would only leave my little son with me till he grows hardy 
for I fear on his account the pestilence of Mecca". We did not 
desist till she sent him back with us and v/e returned with him. But 
some months after our return he was with his brother amongst some 
lambs of ours at the back of the tents when his brother came running 
and said to his father and me: "That brother of mine, the Quraishite, 
tv/o men in white clothes have taken hold of him, opened his inside, 
and are mixing it up". His father and I want out to him and found 
him standing up changed in face. My husband and X took hold of him
and said to him: "What is the matter with you my little soA?" He
said: "Two men in white clothes came to me, laid me down, opened ray
inside and sought there for something I know not what". Bo we took
him back to the tent. Then his father said to me: "0 Halimah , I 
fear that this boy has been smitten, taJ<r.e him back to his people 
before he shows signs of it". Bo we took him away and brought him 
to his mother v;ho said; "lYhat has brought you here, foster-mother, 
since you were so set on him and so anxious to have him stay with 
you?" I said; "Allah has made my son grow up, I have fulfilled my 
duty and as I am afraid of something happening to him I am
restoring him to you as you would lii^ e (it to be)% She said: "It
is not so, give me the truth of the matter", and she did not desist
till I had told her. She said: "Were you afraid that he is
possessed of Batan?" I said: "Yes". She said; "Not at all! Batan 
cannot reach him, my son has'a.great destiny. 8ha%^ I tell you
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his story?"* I said; "By all moan©". She said; "When I heoame 
pregnant with him a light issued from me which illumined for me the 
castles of Basra in the country of Syria* Then pregnancy advanced 
and I have never known one lighter or easier than this* When I gave 
birth to him he fell, and verily he put hie hands on the ground and 
lifted his head to heaven. Leave him here and depart forthwith".
Ibn Ishaq; Thaur ibn ïazid related to mo on the authority of some 
scholar whom I cannot think v/as other than Khâlid ibn Ma*dan the 
Kala'ite that a group of friends of the Messenger of Allah said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, tell us about yourself". He said: "I will. ,
I am the prayer of Abraham and the good tidings of îfesus, and when 
my mother conceived me she saw a light which lit up for her the 
castles of Syria, and I was nursed amongst the Beni Bold ibn Baler. 
%&ilst I was behind the tents with a brother of mine herding a lamb 
belonging bo us, two men wearing white clothes came to us with a 
golden basin filjs d with snow. They, book hold of me, opened ray 
inside and took out my heart, opened it and extracted a black clot 
which they threw away. Then they washed ray heart and my inside with 
the snow till they had made it clean. Then on© of them said bo the 
other; "Weigh him against ten of his people"* He weighed me against 
them and I balanced them* Then he said: "Weigh him against a hundred 
of his people"* .H© weighed me against them and I balanced them. Then 
he said; "Weigh him against a thousand of his people". He weighed me 
against them and I balanced them* Then he said: "Desist, even if you 
weighed him against his whole people he would balance them"*
Ibn Ishaq: Tiie M^^senger of Allah said; "There has been no prophot 
who has not been a shepherd of sheep"* They said; "And you, 0 
Messenger of Allah?". He said: "I too". The Messenger of Allah 
used to say to hisQfriends : "I am the best Arab of you all; 1 am a
Quraishite, and I was nursed amongst the Beni Sa'd ibn Bakr".
People claim in what they relate, but Allah knows best, that when
his Sa*dite mother*brought him to Mecca she lost him amongst the
people as she v/as taking him to his family. She searched for him
but did not' find him and came to *Abd al-Muttalib and said to him;* *
"I brought Muhammad to-night and when I was in Upper Mecca he 
wandered from me and I do not know where he is. So *Abd al-
Huttalib stood praying at the Ka'bah that Allah would return him and
they say that Waraqah bin Naufal bin Aad and another man of Quraish
found him and brought him to 'Abd al-Huttalib and said: ''Here is
your son whom we fouhd in Upper Mecca"* So *Abd al-Muttalib took#' #
him and placed him on his shoulders while ho circumambulated the 
Ka'bah invoking Allah's protection for him and praying î œ  him*  ^Then 
he sent him to Aminah his mother*
Ibn Ishaq; A scholar has related to me that what imi^ elle d his 
* - ,
Ha'dite mother to return him to his owj>i mother, along with what, she
told his mother about him, was that a company of Ethiopian Christians
saw him when she brought him back after he had been weaned, They
looked at him, asked questions about him, and handled him and then
said to her; "le will surely take this boy and bring him to our king
and country for he has a high destiny* We recognise his affair*
The one who told me this said that it was with difficulty she got
him away from thorn*
The death of Aminah and the passing of the ^easengor of Allah into
the care of his grandfather 'Abd al-Muttalib thereafter*
£ *  *
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah along with his mother Aminah bint 
Wahb and his grandfather 'Abd,al-Muttalib was under the safe keeping 
and care of Allah while Allah was causing him to grow up a goodly
plant to the honour f or which he had destined him. When the 
Messenger of Allah was six years of age his mother Aminah bint Wahb 
died,
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Bckr bin Muhammad bin 'Amr bin Haam
# *
related to me that the mother of the Messenger of Allah died when 
he was six years of age in al-Abwa between Mecca and Hedinah. She 
had taken him on a visit to his maternal uncles of the Beni 'Adi bin 
an-Hajjar and died when she was bringing him back to Mecca*
Ibn Hisham; The mother of 'Abd al-Muttalib bin Hashim was Salma
' * *
bint 'Amr a woman of Najjar and these uncles of the Messenger of 
Allah whom Ibn Ishaq mettions were amongst them.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah passed into the care of his
grandfather 'Abd al-Muttalib bin Hashim* A mattress was laid for
'Abd al-Huttalib in the shade, of the Ka'bah and his sons were in the *.
habit of squatting abound that mattress of his till he should come
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out to it. None of them would sit on it out of reverence for him. The 
Messenger of Allah came forward to squat on it - he was a sturdy lad - 
and his uncles took hold of him to keep him back, but when *Abd al- 
Muttalib saw them do that he said: "Leave go my son for he indeed has 
a great destiny". Then he v/oukd maiie him squat beside him on the 
mattress rubbing his back with his hand and observing with pleasure 
all that he did. VUion the Meaaenger of Allah was eight years of age 
'Abd al-Muttalib ibn Hashim died and that was eight years after the 
Elephant.
The death of *Abd al-Hut talib and the elegies v/hioh were composed 
for him,
Ibn Ishaq: Al-'Abbas ibn 'Abdallah Ibn Ma'bad ibn al-'Abbas ' I a
related to me on the authority of some of his people that 'Abd àl- 
Muttalib died when the Meyoenger of Allah was eight years of age.
Ibn Ishaq: Miihammad ibn Ha'îd ibn al-Musayyab related to me that when 
de&>fch came to 'Abd al-Hut talib and he knew he was dying he gathered 
his daughters who were six, Safiyyah, Barrah, 'Atikah, Umm Daklm ■ ■'*
al-Baida't Umaimaii and ^rwa and said to them: "Y'eep for me so that I 
may hear what you say before I die",
Ibn Hisham: I have not found any scholar of poetry who knew this
poetry who did not attribute it to Muhammad ibn al-Musayyab as v/e 
have given it.
Poetry omitted
Ibn Ishaq: When 'Abd al-Muttalib died al-'Abbaa ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib 
obtained Zamzam and its administration, was the youngest of his 
brothers* It was still in his possession when Islam arose and the 
Messenger of Allah confirmed him in possession of on the basis of his 
past administration of it, and because al-'Abbas administered it, it
remains with hie family till this day.
Abu Talib*s guardianship of the ffessonger of Allah,
After the death of 'Abd al-Muttalib the Messenger of Allah lived with 
Abu Tali]D. According to what* they say, 'Abd al-Muttalib had charged 
his uncle Abu Talib with his care and that was because 'Abdallah, 
father of tne Messenger of Allah, and Abu Talib were brothers who had 
the same father and mother* Their mother was Fatimah bint 'Arar
Ibn Ishaq: It was Abu Talib who got charge of the Messenger of Allah
after his grandfather so he belonged to him and stayed with him.
Ibn Ishaq: Yahya ibn 'Abbad ibn 'Abdallah ibn az-Zubair related to
me that his father related to him that a man of Lihb was a diviner 
and when he came to Mecca some of the Quraishites brought him their 
boys that he might inspect them end give them an augury about them*
So Abu Talib brought him along with those who were coming to him 
when he was a boy, and he inspected the Messenger of Allah. Then 
something distracted his attention and when he finished he said:
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Where is the hoy? Bring him to me". When Abu Talib saw his 
hankering after him he hid him away from him and he said: "Out upon
you! Bring back to me the boy I saw just now for he indeed has a
high destiny". Then Abu Talib took him away.
Ibn Ishaq; Then Abu Talib set out with a party on a mercantile
journey to Syria. When he was ready to mount his camel and was
about to start, the Messenger of Allah showed his tender feelings for 
him, according to what they say, and Abu Talib had compassion on him 
and said: "I swear that I shall surely take him with me, he shall not 
part from me nor I from him for ever, or words to tha^'effect. He 
took him away with him and when they party arrived at Busra in the
1 52
country of Syria where was a monk in his cell called Bahira 5 who 
possessed the knowledge of the Christians. At no time had there 
ceased to be a monk in that cell to whom came their knowledge from a 
book in it, which they inherited, one ancestor from another according 
to what they say. When they stopped with Bahira that year - and often­
times before that they had passed by him and he had not spoken to them 
or made contact with them till that year. When they stopped with him 
near his cell, he made a great feast for them, and according to what 
they say, that was because of something he sav/ ip his cell. They say 
that while he was in his cell he saw the Messenger of Allah with the 
party as it approached and a. white cloud overshadowed him alone of the 
company. Then they came up and dismounted in the shade of a tree near 
him and he looked at the cloud when it threw its shade on the tree 
and the branches of the tree were so inclined over him that he was in 
the shade underneath. When Bahira saw that he came down from his cell 
ordered the food, and it was prepared. Then he sent word to them sayingi 
"Men of Quraish, I have prepared food for you and I wish you all to 
come, great and small, freeman and slave'.' One of them said to him;
"0 Bahira, you have surely some business on hand to-day, you have not 
been in the habit of doing this for us, and we have passed by 
you many times, what is this business of yours to-day?". Bahlrah 
said to him; "You are right, it is as you say, but you are guests 
and I wished to honour you and make a feast for you that you may 
all eat of it". So they gathered together to him, but the Messenger 
of Allah remained behind alone of the party with their gear beneath 
the tree because of his youth. When Bahira looked at the company
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ho did not see the characteristic he would recognise and find with 
him and he said: "Men of Quraish, let none of you remain away from 
my feast". They said to him: "0 Bahira, no one has stayed away 
from you who should have come to you except a boy who is the 
youngest of the company, and he has remained behind with the gear".
He said: "Do not do this, call him, and let hin come to this feast
along with you", A man of Quraish with the party said: "By al-Lat 
and al-'Uzza, if there is really a matter of meanness on our part it 
is that the son of 'Abdallah ibn 'Abd al«Muttalib was left out of 
the feast". Then he went to him, took him in his arms, and seated 
him with the party* When Bahira saw him, he began to scrutinize him 
closely out of the corner of his eye and to examine certain features 
of his body which he found to correspond to the description he had. 
When the party had finished their food and had separated Bahira went 
to him. and said: "0 youth, I ask you by the truth of al-Lat anKal- 
'IJzza that you will inform me of what I ask you". Bahira said that 
to him merely because he had heard his people swear by them. They 
5ay that the Messenger of Allah said to him; "Do not ask me by al­
lât and al-'Uaza for I hate nothing else with the hatred I have for 
them. Bahira said to him: "In the name of Allah then, will you 
tell me what X want to know?". He said; "Ask me anything you like". 
Then he began asking him about matters connected with his condition 
when asleep, his form, and his affairs, and the Messenger of Allah 
started telling him, and that tallied with the description of him
that Bahira had. Then he looked at his back ànd saw the seal of 
*
prophecy in it5 place between his shoulders according to the descrip­
tion of him that he had.
Ibn Hisham; It was like the mark of a cupping-glass.
Ibn Ishaq; When he had finished, he went to his uncle Abu Talib and 
said: "What is this boy to you?", He said: "My son". He said: "He
is not your son and for him it is essential that his father should 
not be living. He said: "He is my brother's son". He said:. "What
about his father?". He said: "He died while his mother was
pregnant with him". He said: "You have spoken truly, take your
nephew back to his country, but guard him against the e^v/s, for if 
they were to see him and recognise what I have recognised, they 
would surely work him evil, for a great destiny is in store for
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your nephew. Take him back then with all speed to his country. His
uncle Abïï Talib, when he had finished his business in Syria took him 
. •
away with all speed and brought him to Mecca.
According to the stories people pass on they say that Zurair and 
Tanimam and Daris, who were a few of the people of the Book also saw
in the Messenger of Allah the same thing as Bahirah did when he was
on that journey with his uncle Abu Talib and they wanted to do him
harm but Bahlrah diverted them from him and he reminded them of Allah
* ''iand the mention and description of him which they had in their Book. 
But if they were bent on carrying out what they wished to do to him 
they would never get to him till they recognised what he said to them 
and believed what he said. Bo they left him and went away.
Bo the Messenger of Allah grew up while Allah kept him safe, guarded 
and protected from the vices of the Age of Barbarism for the prophetic 
office with which he designed to honour him, until he grew up to man's 
estate, the most excellent of his people in manly qualities, the best 
of them in character, the most noble in lineage, the best of them in 
affording protection, the greatest of them in forbearance, the most 
truthful of them in speech, the greatest of them in faithfulness, the 
farthest removed of them from excesses and those ways of life which 
defile men, keeping himself apart and holding himself aloof, till 
the only name by which he was known amongst his people was 'The 
Faithful', because of all the good elements that Allah had united 
in him.
According to what was toi^ d^  me, the Messenger of Allah was relating 
the evils from which Allah had kept him in his youth and the manner 
of his life in the Age of Barbarism. He said; " I saw m,y self 
amongst the boys of Quraish carrying stones fo^ a game in which the 
boys were engaged. Each of us had divested himself of clothes, taken 
his girdle and put it round his neck to carry the stones. I was 
going to and fro in this manner with them when someone I did not see 
struck me a painful blow and said; "Put on your girdle". B o t o o k  
it, put it on and began to carry the ©tones' on my shoulder wearing ^  
my girdle amongst my companionsV
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■egious War.
Ibn Hisham; When the Messenger of Allah reached the age of 
fourteen or fifteen, according to what Abu 'U^aidah the Gramna rian 
related to me on the authority of Abu 'Amr al-'Ala, the Sacrilegious 
I'Var broke out between Quraish and their allies on the one hand, and 
Qais 'Allan on the other. The thing that started it all was that 
•Urwah the Wanderer ibn *UTbah. .had afforded protection
to a caravan of perfumes belonging to Wu'man ibn al-Mundhir, and 
al-Barrad ibn Qais, one of the Beni Damrah ibn Bakr ibn 'Abd Manât 
ibn KinSnah said to him; "Are you protecting it against Kininah?".
He said: "Yes, and against everybody". So 'Urwah the Wanderer 
sèt oütwwithiit, and al-Barrad also set out seeking to catch 
him off his guard and when he was in Taxman Dhu Tilal on the 
uplands, 'Urwah relaxed his vigilance and al-Barrad surprised and 
slew him during the sacred month and for that reason it was called
"The BacriiegeH. . Al-Barrad said about that^i
And a great calamity which exercised the people before me
For it I braced the Beni Bakr - my sides
In it X pulled down the houses of the .Beni Kilab
And I suckled the clients at the breast^
X raised my hand against him on Dhu TilSl
And he fell down quivering like a palm stem prostrated
Labid ibn Babi'ah ibn Malik ibn Ja'far ibn Kilab said:-
Tell, if you meet the Beni Kilab
And 'Amir - and disasters have clients
Tell, if you meet the Beni Humair . „
And the uncles of the slain man, the -^ eni Bilal
That the one who is on his way, the traveller
Has come to rest at Taiman Dhû Tilal
These stanzas are amongst some stanzas of hie according to what 
Ibn Hisham says.
Ibn Hisham: Then some one came to Quraish and informed them that
al-Barrad had slain 'Urwah during the sacred month whilst they were 
in 'Hkaz. So they took their departure before Hawazin realised 
what they were doing. Then the news came to them (too) and they set 
out after them and caught up with them before they entered the sacred
territory and they fought an engagement till night fell when they
entered the sacred territory and Hawazin refrained from following 
them. They met on several other days after that but the people
^#8^ \
were not united under a single command, achieftain was in command 
of each tribe of Quraish and Kinanah, and a chieftain was in 
command of each tribe of Qais. The Meseengsr of Allah witnessed 
some of these days when his uncles took him out with them. The 
Messenger of Allah said: "I was picking up arrows for my uncles", 
that is, "I returned to them the arrows of their enemies when they 
shot them at them",
Ibn Ishaq; The Sacrilegious War broke out when the Messenger of 
Allah was twenty years of age* It was called 'The Day of Sacrilege* 
because of the sacred things which the two tribes Kinânah and Qais^ 
•Allan made secular. The leader of Quraish and Kinânah was Harb 
ibn Umayyah ibn 'Abd Shams. In the former part of the day the victory 
rested with Qais against Kinanah, but when mid-day came the victory 
with Kinanah against ^is.
Ibn Hisham; The account of the Sacrilegious War is longer than I have 
given it here but the fact fchatvit would abbreviate the biography of 
the Messenger of Allah keep© me from relating it in full.
The Messenger of Allah's marriage to Khadijah.
Ibn Hisham; When the Messenger of Allah reached the age of twenty-five 
he married Khadijah bint Khuwailid ibn Asad ibn 'Abd al-'tfzza ibn 
Qusai ibn Kilab ibn Murrah ibn Ka'b ibn Lu'ai ibn Ghalib ibn Fihr 
according to what more than one scholar related to me on the authority 
of Abu 'Amr of Medina.
Ibn Ishaq; Khadijah bint Khuwailid was a business lady of dignity 
and wealth who engaged men to look after her business interests for 
which she gave them a share of the profits. Quraish were a tribe 
of merchants. When she heard what she heard about the ^^essenger of 
Allah, about his truthfulness in speech, his great faithfulness and 
his nobility of character, she sent for him and proposed to him that 
he should take some of her goods to Syria as a merchant, accompanied 
by a servant of hers called Maiserah, and she would give him the best 
terms she gave to any merchant. The Messenger of Allah accepted her 
offer, took her goods, and with her servant Maiserah accompanying him 
he reached Syria.
The Messenger of Allah dismounted in the shade of a tree near to a 
monk's cell and the monk looked at Maiserah and said; "Who is this
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man who has stopped beneath this tree?". Maiserah said to him: "This
is a man of Quraish, oneof the people of the sacred territory". The
monk said to him; "No one except a prophet has ever stopped beneath 
this tree?
When the Messenger of Allah sold the merchandise he had brought, he 
bought what he wanted and set out oh his rethnn journey to Mecca, 
Maiserah accompanying him. According to what they say, when it was 
mid-day and the heat was strong, Maiserah saw two angels shading him 
from the sun as he rode on his camel* When he returned to Khadijah ' 
in Mecca she sold what he brought and it made double or nearly so.
Then Maiserah told her about what the monk had said and about the 
shading of him by the angels which he had seen. Khadijah was a lady 
of resolution, noble, and gifted with a sound judgment, together with 
lire honour that Allah willed for her. When Maiserah told her his 
story she sent for the ^^^senger of Allah, according to what they say, 
and said to him; " %  relative, I greatly désire you because of your 
relationship and high rank amongst your people, your faithfulness,
ï ,  -
your good character, and your truthfulness in speech". Then she offere 
herself to him, and Khadijah was at that time the noblest of the > 
Quraishite women in pedigree, the greatest of them in dignity, and 
the wealthiest of them* All her people hankered after-this from her
had they been able to secure it.
Genealogy omitted*
When she said that to the Messenger of Allah he told it to his uncles 
and his uncle Hamaah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib went with him to Khuwailid 
ibn Asad and asked him for her hand and he married her.
Ibn Hisham;, The Messenger of Allah gave her a dowry of twenty camels* 
She was the first woman he married and he did not marry another till 
she died.
Ibn Ishaq; She bore to the Messenger of Allah all his children with
* a .  «  . ^  —
the exception of Ibrahim: al-Qasim, by whom he got his kunya, at-Tahaç 
at-Tayyib, Zainab, Huqayyah, Umm Kulthum, and Fatimah
Ibn Hisham: The eldest of his sons was al-Qasim, then at-Tayyib
then at-Tahar* The eldest of his daughters was Suqayyah, then Zainab 
then Üram'Kulthûm, then Fatiraah.
ïbn Ishaq I Al*-Qasim, at-Tahar and at-Tayyib died in the Age of 
Barbarism but all his daughters lived to see the Islamic Bra, 
became Muslims and migrated with him.
Ibn Hisham; As for Ib^ahimmhls mother was Mary the ^opt. 'Abdallah 
ibn Wahb related to us on the authority of Ibn Lahi'qh. He said:
"The mother of Ibrahim was Mary the concubine of the Fpophet whom the 
MUqauqis had sent him as a gift from Hafn from the province of Ansina.
Ibn Ishaq: Khadijah bint Khuwailid related to Waraqah ibn Naufal
ibn Asad ibn 'Abd al-'Uaaa,who was her cousin and a Christian who
followed the Books and was learned in the knowledge of men, what her
servant Maiserah had told her of the saying of the monk and what he
saw when the two angels shaded him. Waraqah said: "If this be
indeed the truth 0 Khadijah then verily Muhamna d is the prophet of
*
this nation. I realised that a prophet for this nation was expected; 
his time hqs come", or words to that effect.
Poetry omitted.
The arbitration of the Messenger of Allah between Quraish in the 
matter of the stone.
When the Messenger of Allah was thirty five years of age Quraish
gathered together to build the Ka'bah and they were anxious about that
in order to get the roof on for they were afraid of it falling. It
was only a course higher than the stature of a man and they wanted
to raise and roof it because a band of men had stolen the treasures
of the Ka'bah which were in the hollow place in the interior of the
ka'bah. The man with whom the treasures were found was Buwaik a
client of the Beni Mulaih ibn 'Amr ibn Khuza'ah, and Quraish cut off
his hand, but they say that those who stole the treasures deposited
them with Buwaik. Then the sea cast up a ship which belomged to one
of the Greek merchants at Jiddah and it was wrecked and they took
her timbers and prepared them for roofing the Ka'bah. There was a 
33Coptic carpenter in Mecca so that some of the things needed to repair 
it were prepared for them amongst themselves. Now a snake was in the 
habit of emerging every day from the hollow place of the Ka'bah into 
which were cast the offerings that were given to it, and basking 
itself in the sun on the wall of the Ka'bah. It was one of the 
things they dreaded because no one would approach it but it
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coild itself up, hissed, and opened its mouth and they went in fear 
of it. One day whilst it was basking on the wall of the Ka'bah as 
it was in the habit of doing, Allah sent a bird which snatched it 
up and carried it away, so Quraish said: "Verily we hope that Allah
is pleased with what we wish to do; we have a workman friend, we have 
wood, and Allah has protected us from the snake.
When they had agreed to pull it down and rebuild it, Abu Wahb ibn
'Amr*.....*...... arose and took a stone out of the Ka'bah and it
leapt from hie hand and returned to its place and he said: "Men of 
Quraish, do not put into the building of it any of your gains except 
they be honest, the dowry of an adulteress shall not enter into it, 
nor anything sold for usury, neither the rewards of injustice towards 
any manV
People wrongly attribute this saying to al-Walld ibn al-Mughîrah.ibn 
'Abdallah ibn 'Amr ibn Makhzum.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Abdallah ibn Abu Najih of Mecca related to me that it was 
related to him on the authority of 'Abdallah ibn Safwan ibn Umayyah...
 ...that he saw a son of Ja'dah ibn Hubairah ibn Abu Wahb ibn
•Arar circumambulating the House and he enquired about him and was told: 
"This is a son of Ja'dah ibn Hubairah". 'Abdallah ibn Uafwan said:
"The grandfather of this man, meaning Abu Wahb, took a stone out of 
the Ka'bah when Quraish decided to pull it down and it leapt from his 
hand and returned to its place. So he said: 'Men of Quraish, do not
put into the building of it any of your gains except they be honest,
do not put into it the gift for wrongdoing, nob that which is sold for 
usury, neither the reward of injustice towards any man'".
Ibn Ishaq: A bu Wahb was the uncle of the Messenger of Allah on his.
mother's side. He was a man of dignity and an Arab poet says of him:-
Had I made my mount kneel down at Abu Wahb'e place
Its saddle - due to hie generosity - would not return empty 
More noble is he than both branches of Lu'ai ibn Ghalib
When the noblest of genealogies are collected
Haughty at receiving wrong, ho is cheerful in generosity 
His two grandfathers were the best of the noble and the good 
Many are the ashes of the cooking-pot, he fills his porringers 
with bread and brings them to a head like white cloths.
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Then Quraish divided up the Ka'bah. The side containing the door 
was allotted to the Beni ’Abd Manâf and 2uhrah • The part between 
the black column and the Yemenite column was allotted to the Beni 
Makhzum and the tribes of Quraish v/ho were united with them • The 
back of the Ka.*bah was allotted to the Beni Jumah and Sahm, the two 
sons of *Amr ibn Husais ibn Ka’b ibn Lu’ai. The part containing the 
Holy Place was allotted to the Beni *Abd ad-Dar ibn Qusai and the 
Beni Asad ibn *Abd al-*Uzaa ibn Qusai and the Beni *Adi ibn Ka*b ibn 
lu*ai, and it was the wall* The people dreaded its being pulled 
down and were in fear because of it. Then al-V/alid said: "I will give 
you a start in the work of demolition, took a pick-axe and went up 
to iir, saying as he did so: ”0 Allah, it is not afraid’*. (Ibn Hisham: 
It is also given as ”0 Allah it does not frighten) "0 Allah verily 
we desire nothing but good. Then he started the work of demolition 
in the vicinity of the two columns. The people waited that night 
and said; "IVe shall see, if he is smitten we will demolish no more 
of it, but will restore it as it was; and if he is not smitte#,
Allah is pleased with the demolition we have carried out'*. So al* 
Walid appeared in the morning and went to his work and he and the 
people with him continued the work of demolition till they reached 
the foundations, the foundations of Abrahag, and found some green 
stones like camels* humps dovetailed into each other.
Ibn Ishaq; One of those who relate traditions told me that one of 
the Quraishites who was engaged in the work of demolition inserted 
his crowbar between two stones to pull out one of them and when the 
stone was moved the whole of Mecca shook so they let the foundation 
alone.
Ibn Ishaq: It was related to me that Quraish found in the column an
inscription in Syriac and did not know what it was till one of the 
JewB^^read it to them and this was what it was; "I, Allah, am Lord of 
Mecca; I created it in the day I created the heavens and the earth 
and formed the sun and the moon and surrounded them with seven 
angelë, Hanifs; itc shall not pass away till its two mountains are 
removed: blessed to her people'in water and milk.
Ibn Ishaq; It was related to me that they found in the standing-place 
an inscription which read; "Mecca is the sacred House of Allah,
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its livelihood comes to it in three ways, and the foremost of its 
people do not make it secular.
Laith ibn Abu Bulaim claims that they found a stone in the Ka*bah 
forty years before the mission of Muhammad - if what is said is 
true “ on which was inscribed; "He who sows good will reap 
happiness, but he who sows evil will reap repentance; ye do evil 
and are rewarded with good. Yes, as grapes are not gathered from 
thorns".
Ibn Ishaq; Then the tribes of C^ uraish collected the stones where-
with to build it, each tribe collecting separately. Then they
built il up till reached the place of the black stone. Then they began
wranglif) g about it, each tribe wanting to set it in position apart
from the others, till they parted from each other, formed
confederations, and prepared to fight. The' Beni *Abd ad^Bar brought
forward a basin filled with blood and they and the Beni *Adi ibn Ka*b
ibn Lu*ai made a covenant together until death and théypput their
hands in the blood in the - basin and so they were called "The Lappers
of Blood"* Quraish remained in that state four or five nights v;hen
they assembled in the place of worship and held a consultation to
arrive at an equitable settlement. Some of the story-tellers say
that Abu Hmayyah ibn al-Mughirah ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Arar ibn Makhzum
who was at that time the senior man of Quraish said: "Men of
Quraish, compose your differences in this way that the, first man
who enters the door of this place of worship shall adjudicate
between you on the matter on which you disagree. They did so, and
the first one who came in to them was the Messenger of Allah. When
they saw him they said; "Here is the Faithful, we will accept him,
this is Muhammad ". When he came to them they told him what had 
#
happened and he said: "ÿetch me a cloak", and it was brought. Then
he took the stone, placed it on it with his hand and said: "Let
each tribe take a side of the cloak and then raise it up all 
together". They did so, and when they had lifted it to its place 
hé put it in position with his hand and they built it in. Quraish 
used to call the Messenger of Allah 'The Faithful* before any 
revelation came to him..
; Poetry omitted.
The Ka'bah, in the time of the Messenger of Allah, was eighteen
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cubits and it was covered with fine Egyptian linen, then it was 
covered with striped cloth and the first one who covered it with 
brocade was al^Hajjaj bin Yusuf,
The Affair of the Hums
Ibn Ishaq; I do not know whether it was before the Elephant or after 
it that Quraish invented the affair of the Hums, and idea which they 
devised and executed. They said: "V/e are the descendants of Abraham,
the people of the sacred territory, the guardians of the House, the 
inhabitants cf Mecca who dwell there* so none of the other Arabs have 
the same rights as we have, nor do they enjoy the same position. They 
do not acknowledge any other Arab in the way they acknowledge us, nor 
do they venerate anything outside as they venerate the sacred 
territory, ao if you perform these things the Arabs will treat with 
disdain your sacred place and say 'They venerate the secular just as 
they venerate the sacred’. Bo they gave up standing on 'Arafah and 
the procession from it although they knew and aclinoivledge d that it 
was part of the ceremonies and the Pilgrimage and the religion of 
Abraham. But they considered that the rest of the Arabs should 
do the standing there and make the procession from it, but they said: 
"We are the peopleof the sacred territory and there is no need for 
us, to leave the sacred place or venerate another as we venerate it.
We are the Hums and the Hums are the inhabitants of the sacredft •
territory. Then they appointed for those who were born of the 
Arabs both inside and outside the sacred territory what was theirs 
by birth allowing them what they allowed them, and forbidding them 
what they forbade them. Kinanah and Khuaa'ah joined with them in 
this matter.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Ubaidah the Grammarian related to me that the Beni 
'Amir bin Ba'sa'ah bin Mu'âwiyyah bin Bqkr bin Hawazin joined them 
in that matter :-nd he recited to me (a stanza) by 'Amr bin Ma'di 
Karib :
'Abbas? Had our coursers been the finest in Tathllth 
You would not have seized the people c£ the Hums by 
the forelock after me.
Ibn Hisham; Tathlith was a place in their ©ountry, and ash^Bhîyâr
means the fat, the fine and by the people of the Hums he means the
Beni 'Amir bin Ba'sa'ah and by 'Abbas he means 'Abbas bin Mirdas
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the Bulaititè who had made a raid on the Beni Zubaid in Tathlith.
This stanza is in a poem by 'Amr; He also recited to me (a stanza) 
by Laqit ibn Zurarah the Darlmite about the day of Jabalah:-
Withholdi they are the Beni *Abs
The ones of nobility among the people of the Hums*
Because thetBeni 'Abd on the day of Jabalah were the allies of the
Beni 'Amir ibn Sa*sa*ah* The day of Jabalah was between the Beni
Hanzalah ibn Malik ibn Zaid Manat ibn Taraira and the Beni 'Amir ibn
Sa'sa'ah* The victory on that day went to the Beni 'Amir ibn
Sa*sa*ah against the Beni Hanzalah and Laqit ibn Zurarah ibn *Udas
v/as slain that day, and Ha jib ibn Zurarah ibn 'Udas was taken
«
prisoner, and 'Amr ibn 'Amr ibn 'Udas ibn Zaid ibn 'Abdallah ibn 
Barim ibn Malik ibn Hanzalah was routed* In connection wit it 
oarir says to al-Barazdaq:-
As if thou hadst not witnessed Laqit and Hâjib 
And 'Amr ibn 'Amr when he cried: 'Help, Darim*.
This stanza is in a poem of his. Then they met on the day of Dhu
Kajab and the victory went to the Beni Hanzalah against the Beni
'Amir and Hassan ibn Mu'awiyah the Kindi te who was Ibn Kabshah v/as 
slain that day and ïazîd ibn as-Ba'iq the Kalbite was t^aken 
prisoner, and at-Tufail ibn Malik ibn Ja'far ibn Kilab, Abu 'Amir 
ibn at-Tufail was put to flight* Al-Farazdaq said about himi-
When Tufail ibn Malik made hie escape on Kurzul
there*were some of the routed ones on foot
We smote the head of Ibn Khuwailid
(Thus) increasing(the number)of the heads lying on the 
ground *
These two stanzas are in a poem of his. Jarir also eaidî- 
We dyed his turban for Ibn Kabshah
In the body of horsemen he encountered a loud-voiced man.
This stanza is in a poem of his. The account of the day of Jabalah 
and the day of Dhu Najab is longer than I have given it but what I 
mentioned in the account of The Sacrilege prevents me from relating it.
Ibn Ishaq: Then they introduced innovations they did not have before
that even to the extent of saying that there was no necessity for 
the people of the Hums to prepare sour cheese or purify butter since
they were inside the sacred territory, nor would they go into a tent
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of hair or take shelter, if they did so, except in a tent of hide 
while they were in the pilgrim state. To that they added more and 
said that the people from outside must not eat the food they had 
brought with them from without to the sacred territory when they 
came on the Greater and Lesser Pilgrimages nor must they 
circumambulate the House when they came to do it for the first time 
except in the garments provided by the Hums, and if they did not get 
anything from them they were to circumambulate the House naked. If 
a man or woman came on pilgrimage and could not obtain garments from 
the Hums and made the circumambulation in the clothes in which he 
came from outside, he threw them away when he had finished his c 
circuits; they were of no further use to him, and neither he nor 
anyone else could ever touch them. The Arabs called these clothes 
"The Cast-Offs", These things they constrained the Arabs to do and 
they submitted to them; they stood on'Arafah, made the procession from 
it and circumambulated the House naked. The men made the circuits 
naked - but the women, one of them would lay aside all her clothes 
with the exception of a shift slit either before or behind in which 
she would make the circuits. A woman of the Arabs said as she was 
circumambulating the House in this state
To-day part of it or all of it will appear fit 
And I will not make free any of it that seems fit.
Whoever made the circuits in the clothes in which he came from the 
outside cast them away and they were no further use either to him or 
anyone else. A man of the Arabs said, mentioning some of his clothes 
he had left behind which he could not go near although he was fond 
of themi-
It is sufficient grief that I return to it as if it were
A forbidden cast-off in front of those who circumambulate.
He sayd; "It cannot be touched".
Thus they remained till Allah sent Muhammad and he sent down to him 
when he stabilised for him his religion and established for him the 
institutions of his pilgrimage;-
Then make the procession from where the people have made it 
and ask pardon of Allah, verily Allah is forgiving, 
compassionate. (Surah Zi 199)
He means Quraish, and the people are the Arabs. So he took them up
to "Arafah in the institution of the Pilgrimage, the standing on it
and the procession from it. He also sent down to him about the food 
and clothes which they forbade to people at the House when they 
made the circuits naked and pronounced unlawful the food which the, 
people brought from the outside
0 sons of Adam, take your ornaments at every place of 
worship and eat and drink but do not spend, verily He loveth 
not those who spend. Say; "Who hath forbidden the ornaments 
of Allah which He hath produced for His servants and the 
good things from the provision?" Say; "TJiese are 
exclusively for those who have believed in this present life 
on the Resurrection Pay. Thus we make the signs plain for 
a people who have knowledge, (Surah ?: 51» 32).
Then Allah suppressed the affair of the Hums and all the innovations 
which Quraish had imposed on the people, by Islam, when Allah sent 
His Messenger*
Ibn Ishaq; 'Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn 'Amr ibn Hazm . * .
related to me on the authority of 'Uthman ibn Abu Salman ibn Jubair 
ibn Mut*am from hie uncle Hafi* ibn Jubair from his father Jubair ibn 
Mut'am. He said; "I saw the Megjsenger of Allah before the revelations 
came down to him sitting on his camel on 'Arafah with the people of 
his tribe until he should along with them take his departure from it 
under the guidance of Allah, to Whomcbelong power and glory.
The affair of the beginning of the.stonings and the warnings of the 
soothsayers about the ^ossenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq; The Jewish, Habbis, the Christian monks, and the Arab 
soothsayers had told of the affair of the Messenger of Allah before 
he was sent, when his time drew nigh. As foh the ^ewish Rabbis and 
the Christian monks they both found in their Books a description of 
him and his time in what had come down to them from the time of their 
prophets about him. As for the Arabian soothsayers, the Satans among 
the Jinn brought them what they heard by eavesdropping, which they 
were not precluded from doing by the casting down of stars. There 
always came from the soothsayers, both male and female, an account of 
some of his affairs, but the Arabs paid no heed till Allah sent him 
and those things which they had mentioned came to pass, and they 
recognised them. When the affair of the Meg^jenger of Allah drew near 
and his mission had come the Satans were precluded from listening and 
an intervention was made between them and the seats on which they sat
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to eavesdrop, and stars v/ere cast at them, ftnd so the Jinn realised 
that there was an affair which had taken place by the command of 
Allah amongst men, Allah, the Blessed, the Exalted, said to His ;
^rophet when He sent him as He v/as relating to him the account of i
the Jinn when they were precluded, from listening, and recognised 
what they recognised and did not deny it when they saw it:-
Bay: "It hath been revealed to me that a company of Jinn 
listened and said: 'Verily, we have heard a marvellous 
Qur'an which guides to the right way and we have believed in 
it and will never associate anyone with our Lord* And that 
He - may the majesty of our Lord be, exalted - has taken for 
Himself neither wife nor offspring*", down to His saying;
"And verily we used to sit on some of the seats to listen 
but whoever listens nov/ will find a meteor lying in wait 
for him. And verily we do not know whether evil is 
intended for those on earth or whether our Lord intends to 
guide them aright. (Surah ?2: 1 - 3» 9, ip).
So when the Jinn heard the Qur’an they realised that they had been 
prevented from listening before that in case the revelation should 
be confused with some story from heaven and that what came from Allah 
to the people of earth should be rendered ambiguous to them till the 
truth should come to pass and uncertainty be dispelled, Bo they 
believed, accepted it as genuine
They went back to their people as warners t--., ;:.;ld
They said: "0 our people, we have heard a Book which has
been sent down after Moses confirming wh^t was before it,
guiding to the truth and to a straight path, (Burah'46: 30)
Î
The saying of the Jinn v/as ( and there were men of mankind who used
to take refuge with men of the Jinn but they increased them in
malice) that there was a man of the Arabs of Quraish, and others who 
when he travelled and went down into the lower reaches of a ravine 
to pass the night in it, said; "I take refuge in the Mighty One of 
this valley from the Jinn to-night, and from the evil that is in it,
Ibn Hisham: Ar-Rahaq means badness and foolishness. ' Ru’bah ibn
al-'Ajjaj said:»
When she deprives the she-camel maddened by thirst of her 
reason.
This stanza is in a poem of his on the Rajaz metre. Ar-Rahaq also 
means to seek a thing till you almost reach it and you either attain 
to it or you don't, Ru'bah said in description of wild asses:-
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They switched their tails and quivered in fear of coming near
This stanza is in a poem of his in the Rajaz metre. Ar-Rahaq is also 
the verbal noun for the saying amongst men: "I have endured the evil 
or t^e difficulty which you laid upon me - a heavy burden". That is;
"I have borne the evil or the difficulty you imposed on me - a heavy 
burden". In the Book of Allah, the Blessed, the Exalted:-
We were afraid that he might impose on them impiety and
unbelief. (Surah l8; 8o)
Also His saying;*
And impose not upon me as part of my affair difficulty.
(Surah l8: 73).
Ibn Ishaq: Ya'qub ibn 'Htbah ibn al-Mughirah ibn al-Akhnas related
to me that it was related to him that the first of the Arabs to be 
frightened by shooting stars when they fell was the Tribe of Thaqif 
and that they went to a man of their tribe called 'Amr ibn Hmayyah 
ibn *Ilaj, who was the shrewdest and wisest of the Arabs, and said to 
him: "0 'Amr, did you not see the shooting stars in the sky?" He
said: "Certainly, look now, if they are the well-known stars by
which guidance is given on land and sea, and by which the storms of 
summer and winter are known, which things are of benefit to man in 
obtaining his livelihood - if these are the stars that shoot then 
I swear it means the rolling up of the world and the death of the 
people who are in it. But if there are other stars which remain 
fixed as they are that is because of an affair which Allah has willed 
for this creation, whatever it may be".
Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad ibh Muslim ibn Shihab az-Suhri said on the 
authority of 'Ali ibn al-Hueeain ibn 'All ibn Abu Talib from 'Abdallah 
ibn al-'Abbas from a number of the Helpers that the Messenger of 
Allah said: "What did you say about the shooting star?". They said:
"0 Prophet of Allah, we said when we saw it shoot: 'A king has died';
'Aking has been crowned*; 'Someone has been born’; 'Someone born 
has died'". The Messenger of Allah said: "That is not the case, but
when Allah, the Bledsed, the Exalted, has decreed an affair in His 
universe, the throne-bearers hear of it and offer praises and those 
who are underneath them offer praises; those who are underneath that 
again offer praise in response to their praise. Thus the praises cease 
not to come down till they reach the lowest heaven and they offer
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praises. Then they say to each other: "Why are you offering
praise©?". They answer: ’Those above us did it and we do likewise’.
Then they say: "Will you not ask those above you why they praised?'.
They go on saying that till it come© to the throne-bearers and they 
say to them: ’Why are you offering praises?'. They say: 'Allah has
decreed such and such an affair in His universe, referring to what
has taken place, and word of it goes down from one heaven to another 
till it reaches the lowest heaven, where they relate it , and the 
Satans are eavesdropping and they get conjectures and contradictions 
which they bring to the soothsayers of the people of earth, and toll 
it to them, and they are either deceived or guided aright. Then the 
soothsayers relate it and guide some aright but cause others to err. 
Then Allah put a hindrance in the way of the Satans by means of these 
stars which were cast at them , and to-day soothsaying has been 
abolished; there is none of it.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Amr ibn Abu Ja'far on the authority of Muhammad ibn
•Abd ar-Rahman ibn Abu Lubaibah from 'Ali ibn al-Hussain ibn 'Ali 
related to me the same account as Ibn Bhihab.
Ibn Ishaq; A scholar related to me that a woman of the Beni Sahm 
called al-Ghaitalah was a soothsayer in the Age of Barbarism. Her 
I follow came to her one nlghlrand was thrown down beneath her and said:*
Badr, what is Badr?
A day of barrenness and slaughter.
When news of that reached Quraish they said; "Vifhat does he mean?".
Then he came to her another night, was thrown down beneath her and
said :-
Ravines,•what ravines
Where Ka'b will be smitten on the sides.
When word of that came to Quraish, they said: "What does he mean?".
This is an affair that will surely come to pass, see what it is".
But they did not recognise till the battles of Badr and Uhud in the 
ravine, and they realised that that was what he brought to his friend,
Ibn Hisham: Al-Ghatalah was from the Beni Hurrah ibn 'Abd Manat
ibn Kinanah brothers of Mudlij ibn Hurrah and she was the mother of 
the Ghaitals whom Abu Talib whom Abu Talib mentioned in the words:-
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IcîIg v/ero the dreams of a people v/ho exchanged
I‘he Beni Khalaf for us and the Ghaitals,
Her descendants are called al-Ghayatal and they are from the Beni 
Sahm ibn Husais-u This stanza is in a poem of his which I will 
mention in due Course if Allah wills.
Ibn Ishaq: 'All ibn Mafi' the Jurashite related to me that Janb..
a Yemenite clan, had a soothsayer in the Age of Barbarism. When the
affair of the '^^ esaenger of Allah was mentioned it spread amongst the 
Arabs, and Janb said to him: "Look into the affair of this man for us"
They gathered together to him at the foot of his mountain and he 
came down to them when the sun rose. He stopped and stood before 
them leaning on his bow, and raised his face to heaven for a long 
time. Then he started leaping around and said: "0 people, verily
Allah has honoured Muhammad, and has chosen him and purified his 
heart and inward parts, and his sojourn amongst you, 0 people, will 
be brief". Then he ascended the mountain and returned whence he came.
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of 'Abdallah ibn Ka'b a client of 'Uthman ibn 'Affan that it was 
related to him that 'Umar ibn al-Khatoâb was sitting amongst the 
people in the mosque of the Messenger of Allah when a man of the 
Arabs approached to enter the mosque desiring 'Umar ibn al-Khattâb.' ft •
When 'U^ar looked at him he said; "Verily this man is in polytheism,
he has not yet abandoned it, or he was a soothsayer of the Age of
Barbarism". The man greeted him and squatted down and 'Umar said to 
him: "Have you become a Muslim?" He said; "Yes, 0 Commander of the
Faithful". He said: "Were you a soothsayer in the Age of Barbarism?"
He said: "Glory be to Allah, 0 Commander of the Faithful, you have
been suspicious of me and have received me with words which I do not 
think you have spoken to any of your entourage since you came into 
what you have". 'Umar said: "0 Allah, pardon me. We were in more
evil case than this in the times of Barbarism, worshipping images and 
taking to ourselves idols till Allah honoured us with His Messenger 
and Islam". He said: "Yes, I was a soothsayer in the Age' of Barbarism 
0 Commander, of the Faithful". He said; "Tell me, what did your 
familiar bring you?". Be said: "A short time before Islam about
a month or a little less he came to me and said:-
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"Hast thou not beheld the Jinn, their acceptance of Islam and their 
depair about their religion and their betaking themselves to their 
young camels and their covers".
Ibn Hisham: This is rhyming prose not poetry.
Ibn Ishaq! 'Abdallah ibn Ka'b said; 'Umar said thereupon as he 
gave the account to the people: " I was at one of the idols of the
Age of Barbarism with a few men of Quraish to which one of the Arabs 
had sacrificed a calf and we were expecting he would divide it « a 
share to each of us • when I heard a voice from the belly of the calf, 
and I have never heard a more penetrating voice, and that was a little 
while before Islam, a monthsor less, saying:* "Ya Bharih t A 
sucoessful^aff&irT^*^ A man cries + He says: 'There is no god but
X  'J . " .1'. L 11
Allah ' V A ..! Ï .'.X
Ibn Hibham; It  ^e also given as: A man cries f In a fluent
tongue + And says: 'There is go god but Allah*.
A scholar ^f poetry recited to me;-
X wondered at the Jinn and their deppair
And their making fast the covers on their noble camels
They come quickly to Mecca desiring the guidance
The believers of the Jinn are not as their unclean ones.
Ibn Ishaq; This is what has come to us from the Arabian soothsayers.
Warnings by Jews about the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Asirn ibn 'Umar ibn Qatâdah related, to me on the
authority of some of his tribe. They said: Amongst the things
which induced us to accept Islam, along with the mercy of Allah and
His guidance to us, were what we heard from Jewish people when we
were polytheists with ouir idols and they were the people of a Book 
possessing a knowledge we did not have. There was, and still is, 
bad feeling between them and us. When v/e got the better of them in 
a way they disliked, they would say to us: "Verily the time of a 
prophet who will be sent draweth nigh, along with whom v/e shall slay 
you with the'slaughter of 'Ad and IramV Often did we hear those 
words from them. When Allah sent Hie Messenger, we responded when 
he called us to Allah knowing that wherewith they threatened us
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and we forestalled them in coming to him. We believed in him while 
they disbelieved. So.there came down those verses of "The Cow" 
about them and usî-
When there, came to them a Book from Allah confirming what 
they had, although before they had asked help against those 
who had disbelieved, yet when that of which they had know­
ledge came to them they disbelieved in it, and the curse of 
Allah is on the unbelievers. (Burah 2 : 89),
Ibn Hisham: Yastaftihun means 'they ask for help' It also means
♦
'they pass judgment on one another*. In the Book of Allah, the 
Exalted:-
0 our Lord give a true decision between us and our people 
Thou art the best of those who give decisions. (Surah 7: 89)
Ibn Ishaq: Salih ibn Ibrahim.ibn 'Abd ar-Rahraan ibn *Auf ibn Mahmud
ibn Labid brother of the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal related to me on the
authority of Balamah ibn Salamah ibn Waqash (Salamah was one of the
men of Badr). He said: We, in the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal had a
neighbour who was a ^ew. One day he came out to us from his house
and stood before the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal". Salamah said: "At that
time I was the youngest of them and I had a striped garment in which
I reclined in the courtyard belonging to my family, and he mentioned
the Day of Judgment, the Resurrection, the Account, the Scales, the
Garden and the Fire. He said that to a party who were polytheists
and idol worshippers, and who did not realise there was a
resurrection after death, and they said to him; "Out upon you, do
you believe it is true that people will be raised up after death to an
abode in which is a Garden and a Fire and that they will be
recompensed there according to their works?". He said: "Yes, by Him
by whom men swear and he would wish that his portion in the Fire
should be the greatest furnace in the world, which they would heat,
put him inside and plaster him up, rather than escape from that Fire
to-morrow". They said; "Out upon you, What is the pledge of that?"
He said: "A prophet who will be sent from the direction of this
country"', and he indicated Mecca and femen with his hand. They said:
"When will you see him?". He said, as he looked at me, and I was the
youngest of them: "If this boy lives his life he will find him".
Salamah said: A day and a night had not passed till Allah sent His
Messenger, and he lived amongst us, and we believed in him whilst
he wrongly and enviously disbelieved in him. So wo said to him: 
"Out upon you! Are you not the one whoosaid to ua what you said 
about him?"$ Hè ©aid: "Certainly, but he xe not the one".
Ibn Ishaq! .'Asirn ibn 'Umar ibn QatSdah related to me on the authority
Wo
Iaof a Shaikh of the Beni Quraizah. He said; "Ho said to me: 'Do you'^ **'
what brought about the acceptance of Islam by Tha'labah ibn Ba'yah 
and Ueaid ibn Sa'yah and Asad ibn 'Hbaid ( a group of Hadal, 
brothers of the Beni Quraiaah who lived with them in the Age of 
Barbarism and then became their masters in the Islamic Era)'. I said: 
'No*. He said! 'A man of the Jews of the inhabitants of Syria called
Ibn al-Hayyaban came to us some yea» before, Islam and settled amongst
US# We have never seen.a man who did not pray the fivë piayars 
who wa© better than he and he remained with us. When the rain 
failed we would say to him: 'Come out 0 llbh Hàÿyabân and pray for 
rain for us*, and he would say: 'No, not till you bring me part of
your produce as alms'vv We would say to him; 'How much?*, and he
would say; *A measure of dates or two bushels of barley*. So we 
would bring it out and he would take us outside our corn lands and 
pray to Allah for rain for us and he would not bring his session to a 
close till the clouds passed over and we got rain. He did that not 
one nor twice nor thrice. Then death came to him while he was 
with us and when he realised that he was dying he said: *0 Jewish
 ^people, what, think you, brought me from a land of wineland 
leaven to a land of poverty and hunger?*. We said: 'You know best*. 
He said: * I came to this land only because Ï expect the coming of a
prophet whose time has’ drawn near and this town will be the place to 
which he will migrate* I was hoping he would be sent so that I 
might follow him and his time has come upon you, and you will surely 
not hasten to him 0 Jewish people for he will be sent with bloodshed 
and the captivity of the women and children of those who oppose him. 
Let not that keep you away from him*. When the Messenger of Allah 
was sent and he laid siege to the fieni Quraiaah, these young men 
who were then youths said: *0 Beni Quraiaah, verily he is the
Prophet whom al-Hayyaban promised you*. They said; 'He is not*.
They said: 'Certainly it is he according to his description*. So
they came down, accepted Islam, and saved their lives, properties, 
and families.
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Ibn Ishaqî This is what has come to us from the accounts of the Jews.
The Affair of Salman the Persian*
Ibn Ishaq: 'Asirn ibn 'Umar ibn Qatâdah the Helper related to me on
the authority of Mahmud ibn Labid. He said: Salman the Persian
related to me, and I heard the words from his own mouth. He said:
"I was a PersianI one of the inhabitants of Isfahan of the people of 
a town called Jayy. My father was the mayor of the town and I was 
to him the best loved of all Allah's creatures, and in his love 
for me he went so far as to shut me up in his house as a slave-girl 
is shut up and I applied myself to the study of Magianism till I
became a servant of the Fire. father had a large estate, and one
day hg was occupied on a building of his and said to me; '% son, I 
am occupied on this building of mine to-day and am kept away from my 
estate, %o then to it and look after it', and he gave me directions 
about some of the things he wanted. Then he said to me: 'Do not shut
yourself away from me for if you do that you will bo more of a concern
to me than my estate and you will distract me from everything which 
concerns me. So I set out for the estate to which he sent me and X 
passed one of the Christian churches and I heard their voices as 
they were worshipping. I did not know what the affair of the people 
was because my father had shut me up in his house. When 1 heard 
their voice© X went inside to see what they were doing, and when I 
saw them their worship pleased me and I longed for their faith and 
said: 'This is indeed better than what we have*, and I did not
part from them till set of sun, nor did I go to my father's estate. 
Then I said to them; 'Where is the origin of this religion?'. They 
said; 'In Syria*. Then I returned to my father who had sent men out 
to look for me so that I distracted him from his work. When 1 came 
to him he said: 'My son, where have you been? did I not make with
you the agreement I made?*. I said to him: '% father, I passed by
people worshipping in a church of theirs and what I saw of their 
religion pleased me and I stayed with them till sunset*. He said:
'My son, there is no good in that religion, your religion and that of 
your fathers is better than it'. I said: 'Not at all, verily it is
better than our religion*. So he was afraid of me and put fetters
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on my feet and imprisoned me in his house* Then I sent word to the 
Christians and said to them; * If a party of horsemen comes your way 
from Byria give me word of them*, A party of riders came from Syria, 
they were Christian merchants, and they told me about them* Bo I 
said to them; 'When they have finished their business and are 
desirous of returning to their country give me word of them*. When 
they were ready to return to their country they gave me word, and I 
cast the fetters off my feet, set out with them and came to Syria*
When I got there 1 enquired who were the best of the people of this 
religion in knowledge* They said; *The Bishop in the Church*. I 
went to him and said to him: *I am very keen on this religion and 
would liive to remain with you* .and be your servant in the church and 
learn from you and worship with you*. He said: *Come in*, and I went 
in with him. But he was a wicked man v/ho ordered them to bring alms 
and urged them on to do it. When they collected ai%rthing fœ him he 
put it away for himself and gave nothing to the poor and in this way 
he collected seven jars of gold and silver# I disliked him intensely 
because of what I saw him do* Then he died and the Christians gathers* 
together to bury him and I said to them; *Verily, this was an evil 
man who ordered you to bring alms and urged you on to do it, and 
when you brought them he put them away for himself and gave the poor 
none of them** They said to me: *What knowledge have you got about 
this?*. I said to them: *X will show you his hoard*. They said;
'Show it to us*. So I showed them where it was stored and they took 
out of it seven jars full of gold and silver. When they saw them 
they said: *We will never bury him** Bo they crucified him and 
stoned him with stones and they brought another man and appointed him 
in his place? Balmin says; "I have not seen a man who did not pray 
the five times v/ho was better than he, more abstemious with regard to 
this world or more desirous of the world to come, or more industrious 
than he both by day and by night# I loved him with a love I had 
never had for anyone before him. J stayed with him for a long time 
and then deathcame to him so I said to him: *0 so-and-so, I have 
been with you and have loved you with a love I have never had for 
anyone before you, and there has come upon you by the command of 
Allah that which you see, to whom then will you recommend me or v/hat 
injunction will you lay upon me?*. He said; *My son, 1 know not
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anyone to-day who stands on the sai® ground as I stood# Men have 
died, they have changed and abandoned the greater part of what they 
had except a man in Mosul who is so-and-so, who stands on the ground 
on which X stood, go to him*#
When he died and had been buried I betook myself to the patron of 
Mosul and said to him: *0 so-and-so, verily so-and-so at the time of 
his death recommended me to come to you and told me that you are of 
his persuasion*. He said; *Htay with me*. I did so and found him 
the man best versed in the affair of his friend# But it was not long 
till he died. When his death drew near I said to him; *0 so-and-so, 
verily so-and-so recommended me to come to you and enjoined me to 
seek you out, and nov/ death has come to you by the command of Allah# 
To whom will you recommend me and what injunction will you lay upon 
me?* He said:?*My son, I know not a man v/ho stands on the same 
ground as we do except one in Nasibin and he is so-and-so• Go to 
him*.
When he was dead and buried X went to the patron of Hasibln and told 
him my story and the injunction which his friend had laid upon me.
He said: *Btay with me*. X did so, and found him to be of the sa/ne 
persuasion as his two friends. I stayed with the best of men but it 
was not long till death came dovm upon him and when it was near X 
said to him: *0 so-and-so, verilyso-aiid-so recommended me to so-and- 
so, and that one recommended me to someone els e who recommended me to 
you, to whom do you recommend me and what injunction do you lay upon 
me*. He said: * %  son, I know not of one of our persuasion who is
still alive to whom I can advise you to go except a man in
*Ammuriyah in the country of the Byzantines. He is of the same 
persuasion as ourselves. If you like go to him for he stands where 
v/e stand*.
When he was dead and buried I betook myself to the patron in 
•Ammuriyah and told him my story and he said; *Stay with me*. Bo I 
stayed with the man best versed in the persuasion and convictions of 
his friends# I prospered and had cattle and sheep till there
descended upon him the decree of Allah, the Exalted. When his hour
was come I said to him: *0 so-and-so, verily X was with so-and-so and 
he recommended me to so-and-so, and he recommended me to so-and-so 
and he recommended me to tyfu , to whom do you recommend me and
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ivhàt injunction do you lay upon me?* He ©aids *%- son, X know not 
one to-day who stands on the same ground as ourselves to whom I would 
recommend you to go biit the time of a prophet who is commissioned 
with the religion of Abraham and he will appear in Arabia# His 
migration will take place to a country between two stony tracts 
between which are palm trees, in it are signs not hidden. He will put 
gifts to hie own use but not the alms5 between his shphlderslisbthe 
seal of the prophetic offices if you are able to get to that country
do so*. ....
Ee said: "Then he died and was buried and I remained in 'Ammuriyah-
as long as Allah willed X should remain# Then a company of Kalbite 
merchants came along my way and I said to them; *Take me to Arabia • 
and I will give you these cows and sheep of mine’# They said; ’yes' 
and I gave them the animals and they took me along with them till 
they reached Wadi al-Qura vrhere they did me an injustice and sold me 
to a Jew as a slave# Thus I remained with him and sav/ the palra trees 
and hoped that it was the country my patron had described to me but 
in myself I was not sure. Whilst I was with him a cousin of his from 
the ^eni Quraithah of Medina came to him, bought me from him and 
took me to Medina, and as soon as I saw at I recognised it from my 
patronne description, and there X stayed* Then the Messenger of 
Allah v/as sent and he resided in Mecca for as long as he resided in 
it, but I heard no mention of him what with my work as a slave* Then 
he migrated to Medina, and I was in the top of a palm-tree belonging 
to my master doing some work for him* whilst he sat underneath, when 
his cousin came up, stood before him and said; *0 so-and-so may 
Allah fight the Beni Qailah, verily they are now assembled in Quba
for a man who has come to them from Mecca to-day and they assert
that he is a prophet*
Genealogy and poetry omitted.
Ibn Ishaq; ’Asirn bin ’Amr bin Qatadah related to me on the authority 
of Mahmud bin Labîd on the authority of 'Abdallah bin ’Abbas, He 
said; Salman said; "When I heard that a shivering seized me (Ibn 
Hisham; ’Hrwa is a trembling or shaking due to cold) till I 
imagined I would fall on top of my master, so I came down from the 
palm-tree and began to say to his cousin: ’What are you saying?
What are you saying?’# %  master, grew angry, cuffed me severely, and
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said: 'What have you to do with this man? get back to your work’.
X said: ’Nothing*. I merely wished to ask him to verify what he
said. I had with me something I had gathered together and when 
evening came I took it out and brought it to the Messenger of Allah 
while he was in Quba’, and I went in to him and said to him:
’Verily, I have heard that thou art a good man, and thou hast friends 
who are strangers and in need. Here is something I had for dims 
and I thought that thou wert more entitled to it than anyone else*.
So I presented it to him and the Messenger of Allah said to his 
friends; * Sat *, while he withheld his hand and did not eat. I said: 
to myself: ’This is one*(sign). Then I took my departure and 
collected something. The Messenger of Allah moved to Medina and I 
brought it to him and said: 'I observed that you did not eat the alms 
but this is a gift I am bestowing on you*. So the Mes-^enger of Allah 
ate of it and he invited hie companions and they ate with him. 1 said 
to myself; ’Here are two’ (signs). Then 1 went to the Messenger of 
Allah when he was in EaqI* al-Gharqad attending the funeral of one 
of his friends* X was wearing two heavy cloaks of mine, and he was 
squatting amongst his friends when X greeted him. Then I walked 
round and looked at his back to see if I could find the seal which 
my patron had described to me* When the Messenger of Allah saw me 
going round him he realised that I wanted confirmation of something 
that had been described to me, so he cast his cloak off his back, and 
I beheld the seal and recognised it, and I bent down to it and 
kissed it while I wept. The Messenger of Allah said to me; ’Come 
round’, and I came round, squatted down before him and related to him 
my story as I have related it to you 0 Ibn ’Abbas, and the Messenger 
of Allah was pleased that his friends should hear it* Then the 
duties of a slave kept Salman occupied tillBadr and Uhud missed him 
along with the Messenger of Allah. Salman said: Then the Messenger
of Allah said; *0 Salman draw up a deed of manumission*. So I 
drew up a deed of manumission with my master on the basis of three 
hundred palm shoots which I would keep alive for him in a hollow 
place I had dug out, and forty ounces. The of Allah said
to his friends: 'Help your brother*, and they helped me, one with
thirty shoots, another with twenty, another with fifteen and another 
with ten, each man according to what he had till I collected three
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hundred shoote. The Messenger of Allah said to me: *0 Salman, go and
dig the hollows for them and when you have finished come to me and I
will put them in with my ov/n hand! So I dug the hollows with the 
help of my friends and when I had finished I went to him and told him 
and the Messenger of Allah came forth with m.e and- we began handing him 
the shoots and he put them in with his own hand till we finished.
And by Him in Whose hand is the life of Salman not a single shoot 
died. Thus I paid up the palms but the money still remained against 
me. Then someone brought the Messenger of Allah something resembling 
a chicken’s egg of gold from one of the mines and said; ’What about the 
Persian scribe?'. I was-called to his presence and he said; *0 
Salman, take this and pay off any debts you have’. I said; ’But what 
is this 0 Messenger of Allah compared with what I owe?'. He said;
’Take it, for verily Allah will pay the price for you with it’. So I 
took it, and by Him in whose hand is the life of Salman I weighed out
to them the forty ounces and paid them their dues’. Thus Salman was
freed and as a freed man I witnessed the Trench with the Messenger of 
Allah and after that I did not miss a single battlefield.
Ibn Ishaq; Yazid ibn Abu Habib related to me on the authority oâ one 
of the Beni ’Abd Qais cn the authority of Salman that he said: 'What 
is this, 0 Messenger of Allah compared with what I owe?*. The 
Messenger of Allah took it, turned it over on his tongue and then said; 
’Take it and pay them out of it*, and I took it and paid them all , 
their dues, forty ounces*
Ibn Ishaq: ’Asirn ibn ’©mafibn Qatadah related to me. He said; "One
who is above suspicion related to me on the authority of ’Amr ibn 
'Abd al-’Aziz ibn Harwan. He said: It was related to me on the
authority of Salman the Persian that he said to the Messenger of 
Allah when he told him his story, that the patron of 'Ammuriyah had 
said to him; *Go to such and such a place in the land of Syria for 
there is a man between two spinneys who goes out each year from one 
spinney to the other seeking to pass whilst those afflicted with 
diseases block his way, and no one for whom he prayes goes unhealed.
Ask him about this religion which you desire and he will tell you 
about it. So I set out and went to the place he had described to me
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and X found tho people gathered together with their sick ones and he 
came out to them that night trying to pass from the one spinney to 
the other, and the people thronged him with their sick ones, and no 
one for whom he prayed went unhealed* They crowded upon me so that 
I could not get near him till he entered the spinney he wanted to 
enter all hut his shoulder so X took hold of it and he said; "Who is
this?* and turned towards me* X said: "Hay Allah have mercy on you,
tell me about the Hanifism, the religion of Abraham*. He said: 
"Verily, you ask about something that men do not usually ask about in 
these days# The time of a prophetfrom the people of the sacred 
territory who will be commissioned with this religion has drawn nigh.
Go to him and he will bring you.to it*. Then he went inside. The
Messenger of Allah said to Salman; * If you have tpld me the truth 
0 Salman you found Jesus Son of Mary*.
The account of the four men who broke away from idol-worship in their
search for religion.
Ibn Ishaq5 Quraish gathered together one day to celebrate a feast of #
theirs at one of their idols which they venerated and at which they
sacrificed and worshipped and made the circuits. For them that was a
feast on a certain day each year. Then four men who were,in each
other’s confidence separated themselves from them and-said to each
other; "Trust each other and keep silent about each other", and they
said "Yes". They were: WARAQAE bin Naufal bin Asad bin "Abd al-*Uzza
bin Qusai bin Kilab bin Murrah bin Ka’b bin Lu"ai; and "ÜBAXDALLAH
bin Jahsh bin Ri’ab bin Ya*mar bin Sabrah bin Murrhh bin Kabir bin
(shanam bin Dudan bin Asad bin Khuzaimah; his mother was ÏÏmairaah bint
"Abd al-Muttalib; and ’UTHMAN bin al-Huwairath bin Asad bin "Abd , : . #  *
al-^Uzsa bin Qusai; ahdlFjAIB bin "Amr bin Hufdil bin "Abd al-’Uzza 
bin "Abdallah bin Qurt bin Hizah. bin ’Adi bin Ka’b bin Lu’ai. They 
said td‘one anothérÎ *Know that your people have no ground on which 
to stand. They have perverted the religion of their father- 
Abraham. What a stone to circumambulate which neither seoe nor hears, 
neither injures nor benefitsS 0 people, seek a religion for your­
selves for you have no ground on which to stand*, Then they 
scattered into the countries seeking the Hanifism the religion of 
Abraham. Waraqah bin Naufal became thoroughly grounded in 
Christianity, followed the Books of its people and gained knowledge
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from the people of the ^ook- "Abdallah ibn Jahah remained as he 
was in doubt till he accepted Islam, when ho emigrated with the 
Muslims to Ethiopia accompanied by his wife Umm Hablbah bint Abu 
Sufya..u who had. become a Muslim. When he got there he became à 
Christian, abandoned Islam, and as a Christian be died there.
Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad ibn Jà"far ibn az-&ubair related to me. He * #
said; "When "Ubaidaliah ibn Jahsh became a Christian he was passing
"
some friends of the Messenger of Allah who were in Ethiopia and he said
"We habe opened our eyes, but you are still trying to open yours".
That is to say: "We have seen but you are seeking sight and you do
not yet see". That is because the dog’s whelp when he wants to open
his eyes to see he makes an attempt to open his eyes that he may see. 
His word "FaqqaKa' means "he opened his eyes.
Ibn Ishaq The Messenger of Allah afterwards got his wife Urarn 
Hablbah bint Abu fîufyân ibn Harb.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn "Ali ibn al-Husain related to me that the
» # »
Messenger of Allah sent "Amr ibn Umayyah the Damrite to the Negus 
In connection with her and the Negus gave her in marriage to him 
and married her to him and on behalf oâ the ’’Messenger of Allah he 
assigned her a dowry of four hundred dinars. Muhammad ibn "Ali said: 
"Itvwas only on that precedent that we bhink "Abd al-Malik ibn 
Marv/Sn fixed the dowry of women at four hundred dinars. The man who 
gave her to the Messenger of Allah vas Khalid ibn Ba*id ibn al-"As,
Ibn Ishaq: As for "Uthman ibn al-Huwairith he went to Caesar
fihiperor of Byzantium, became a Christian, qnd his standing with him 
bedame good.
Ibn Hisham: There is a tradition connected with "Uthman ibn al
Wuwairith when he was with Caesar but the circumstances I mentioned 
in connection with the Sacrilegious prevent me from telling it.
Ibn Ishaq,; As for Kaid ibn "Amr ibn Naufal he held aloof and did not 
enter either Judaism or Christianity. He abandoned the religion of 
his people, abstained from idol-worship, dead things, blood and 
the sacrifices which were offered at the idols. He forbade the, 
murder of female infants and said; ”I worship the Lord of Abraham"; , 
and he showed his people the shame of what they had.
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Ibn lehâq: Hisham ibn "tfrwah related to me on the authority of
his father from his mother Aama bint Abu Bakr. She said; ”1 saw 
%aid ibn "Amr ibn Naufal as an old man leaning his back against the 
Ka’bah and saying: *0 people, of Quraish, by Him in whose hand is the
life of &aid ibn "Amr, not one of you has becoie a follower of the 
religion of Abraham except myself*• Then he said: *0 Allah, had I 
known which way was better pleasing to Thee I would have worshipped 
Thee in that way but X do not know"• Then he would worship at his 
ease.
Ibn Ishaqs It was related to me that his son Sa"id ibn "Amr ibn 
Mufail and "ïïu^ ar ibn al-Khattâb who was his cousin said to the 
Messenger of Allah; "'Shall we ask forgiveness for Said ibn "Amr""*
He said; '"Yes, for he shall be raised up as a nation in himself"*.
Eaid ibn "Arar ibn Naufal said In connection with his break-away from 
the religion of his people and what he encountered from thorn because 
of it:«
Is it to be one Lord or a bhouaand
That I shall worship when the affairs are divided
I have kept away from al-Lat and al«"liaza
This is how the man of firmness and patience acts
Neither al-’Usaa do t worship nor her tv/o daughters
Nor do I visit the idols of the 8eni "Amr
Nor Qhanam though he was a lord to us
At the time when my forbearance was in vogue
I wondered, and by night there are wonderful things
But in the day time the seeing one recognises them
(IfJhich are) that Allah has annihilated many men
Whose business was impiety
And has kept alive others by the piety of a nation
Amongst whom the small child has grown up
While a man cools off he returns one day
Just as the well watered branch grows leafy
But I worship the Merciful my Lord
That the Lord the forgiving One may pardon my sin
Preserve the fear of Allah your Lord
When you preserve it you shall not perish
You see the righteous - their abode is gardens
But for the unbelievers is kindled a hot blaze
(They have) shame in life and when they die
They will find that which oppresses their hearts,
Poetry and genealogy omitted.
Ibn Ishaq5 2iaid ibn "Amr had resolved to quite Mecca to wander 
about in the land in search of the Hanifism, the religion of 
Abraham, but whenever b&fiyyah bint al-Hadrami, saw him making
/
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preparations for setting out and wishing to go she informed al-
Khattab ibn Naufal - al-Khattâb waa his uncle and his brother by
his mother and he reprimanded him for forsaking the religion of his 
people,, and he had set Safiyyah to watch over him and said: "If you
observe him to be taken up wd.th any matter give me word about it".
Poetry omitted
Ibn Ishaq: It was related to me on the Authority of some of the
people of ;2aid ibn "Amr ibn Naufal that when Zaid was before the 
Ka'bah in the place of worship he saidî-
Here we come in trith in truth 
In worship and service
I have token refuge in that in which Abraham took refuge
In front of the Ka’bah while he stood up
I am humbled before Thhe full of anxiety (to please) 
Whatever painful duty you impose on me I will aseume 
Righteèasnese I desire, not pride
The traveller in the noon-day heat is not like the one 
who takes a siesta.
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as:-
Righteousness is more enduring, not pride
The traveller in the noon-day heat is not like the one
who takes a siesta.
He said: His saying "in front of the Ka'bah* is on the authority
of one of the scholars.
Ibn Ishaq: iSaid ibn "Amr ibn Naufal said:-
I have submitted myself to Him to whom the earth
which carries the heavy rocks has submitted herself 
He spread her out and when He saw her settled on the waters 
He fixed on her the mountains
I have submitted myself to Him to Whom the rain-clouds 
which carry the sweet light moisture have submitted 
themselves.
When they are driven over a country they are obedient 
and pour out upon it a copious rain.
And al-Khattab wrought mischief to %aid even to the extent of exiling
him to Upper Mecca ao he settled in Hirâ opposite Mecca. Al-Khattab
* * *
sèt aoine young men of Quraish to watch him and some of their stupid 
ones and said to them: "Do not let him enter Mecca". Thus he could 
not enter it unless it were unknown to them and if they learned of it 
they informed al-Kfehttab. So they expelled him and wrought him 
mischief in their disgust that he should corrupt their religion
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and that any of them should follow him in his break-av/ay. He said 
in veneration for his sacred place in opposition to those of his 
people who made secular what of it they made secular
0 Allah I am a dweller in the sacred territory not in the 
free
And verily_my house occupies a central position in the place 
Beside Bafa where no one is led astray.
Then ho set out in search of the religion of Abraham, making enquiries
42
of monks and rabbis till he cam© to Mosul and had traversed the whole 
of Mesopotamia. Then he went on and travelled through Syria till he 
came to a monk in Maifa'ah in the country of al-Balqâ, to whom had 
come down the knowledge of the Christians, according to what they say, 
and he asked, him about Hanifism, the religion of Abraham. He said; 
"Verily you are seeking a religion to which you will find no one 
to-day to guide you, but the time of a prophet who will appear in 
the country from which you have come out has drawn near. He will be 
oommissionaed with Hanifism', the religion of Abraham; return there, for 
he is even nov; commissioned, his time has come". He had come very 
near both to Judaism and Christianity but neither was at all 
acceptable to him. H© set out in haste when, the monk said to him 
what he said and made for Mecca but when he was in Lakhraito territory 
they attacked and killed him, Waraqah ibn Naufal ibn Asad said as 
he mourned for him:-
Thou wast well guided and favoured 0 Ibn "Amr 
Thou didst avoid a heated furnace of fire
By thy allegiance to a Lord - no Lord is there like unto Him
And by forsaking t.Ue idols of impiety as they were
And thou wert not unmindful to declare the Unity of thy Lord
Thou hast arrived at an abode of noble rank
Where honours come upon thee thick and fast - thou art
fully occupied bherehy .
There thou ©halt find the Friend of Allah
And thou wast never a tyrant of men to be cast down to the
Fire
The mercy of his Lord may overtake man
Though he were underneath the earth (by the depth of)
seventy valleys.
Ibn Hisham: The first two verses of it are attributed to Umayyah ibn
Abu ’s-Salt, and the last verse of it is in a poem of his. His words 
"idols of impiety' are on the authority of another than Ibn Ishaq.
*Reading of Cairo ^ext adopted, here.
Description of the Mos&engor of Allah from the Gospel.
Ibn Ishaq: According to what X heard, about that which Jesus Eon of
Mary established there occurred in that which came to him from Allah
in the Gospel for the people of the Gospel a description of the
Messenger of Allah which the disciple John confirmed v/hen he
transmitted to them the Gospel from the time of Jesus,son of Mary,
which concerned the Messenger of Allah, that he said:
He who hates me hates the Lord, and if I had not done in their 
presence works none before me did, they would not have had Bin. 
But from now they became ungodly, and supposed that they were 
getting the better of me ai:d of the Lord* But the word which 
is written in theijc Law must be fulfilled: 'They hated me
gratuitously", that is, "in vain* * So if al-Huniaamanna had come
he whom Allah will send unto you from the Lord and the Spirit of
Juetice: he who comes forth from the Lord, - he would be a 
witness to me and you also because of old you have been with me.
I have told you this that you may not doubt.
Al-Mimhamanna in Syriac is Muhammad and in Greek it is al-Baraqlitis,
Mention of the covenant which Allah took from the prophets in. 
respect of His Messenger.
Fhen Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah, reached the age of forty years, 
Allah commissioned him as an act of mercy to the worlds and a 
sufficiency for men. Allah had taken a covenant,of every prophet He 
commissioned before him, of faith in him, confirmation of him% and 
help to him against all who opposed him, and required of them that 
they would transmit that to every one v/ho believed in them and 
accepted them and they fulfilled this obligation which was laid upon 
them with regard to him. Allah says to Muhammad:-
, When Allah took the covenant of the prophets: "Whatever Book 
and Wisdom X may ha.ve given you and there comes to you a 
messenger confirming what you have ye shall believe in him and 
help him". He said: "Do ye assent and take up my task on that 
(condition)?"- that is, the burden X have laid upon you, my 
covenant.- They said; "We assent". .He said; "Bear witness then 
and X am with you among* those who bear witness"(Surah 3: 8l).
Thus Allah took a covenant of all the prophets to confirm him and 
he3„p him against all wdio opposed him and they transmitted that to 
the people of these two Books who believed in them accepted them as 
genuine.
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;>ien.t:ion of tho viaion b;/ whioh the Messenger of Allah was
started on his career of propheo'
Itoa IshaqÏ A%-&uhri told me on the authority of *%'wah ibn aa-Subair 
from *A*iGhah that she related to him that the first time the 
Messenger of Allah was started on his career of prophecy -when Allah 
willed to honour him,and through him to show mercy to mankind - was 
by the genuine vision# The of Allah saw no vision in his
sleep that did not come like the dawn of morning# Bbe said# "Allah
caused him to grow fond of solitude and there was nothing he liked 
better than to be alone.
The salutation of the stones and trees to the I'rophet.
Ibn Ishaq: (Abd al-Halik ibn •Abdallah ibn Abu Bufyin ibn al-*AXa
ibn dariyah the Thaqifite who had learned it from one of the scholars
related to me that when Allah wished to honour the Messenger of Allah 
and Initiated him into the prophetic office, he was in the habit when 
he went out for any need of his, of going far away so that he was well 
away from the houses. He,would go out into the defiles of Mecca and 
the bottoms of the valleys and he did not pass by a stone or tree
that did nob say: "Peace be to thee , 0 Messenger of Allah". Ho
he would turn and look round him to right, left, and behind, and see 
nothing but trees and stones. The Messenger of Allah remained in 
this -state hearing and seeing these things for aa long as Allah willed 
he should remain* Then Gabriel brought him the honour he brought him 
,from Allah wMle he was in Hira in the month of Ramadan.
The beginning of the descent of Gabriel*
Xbn Ishaq; Wahb ibn iCaiean a client of the family of as-Subair
related to me. Be said; "X heard ‘Abdallah ibn az-gubair as he was 
saying to *bbaid ibn 'Hmair ibn Qatâdah the Laithite; ‘Relate to us 
0 *D“^ aid the manner of the commencement of the prophetic office on 
which the Messenger of Allah was started when Gabriel came to him*.
He said; And I was present, in his account to ‘Abdallah ibn az-%ubair 
and the people who were with hira: . ‘The Messenger of Allah was in the 
habit of withdrawing to Hira for a month each year* That was part 
of the religious austerities which ^uraish pracrieed in the Age 
of Barbarism# At-Tahannnth means ‘to be cleared of* (sin).
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Ibn Iskaq. : E-aABÜ Talib eaid:
* * . *
And Thaur and who fixed Thabir in its place
A climber to ascend Hirâ and one to tome down.
Ibn Hisham: The Arabs say *at-Sahannuth* and•at-Tahannuf‘ meaning
Hanifism changing the Fâ’ for the Thâ’ just as they say ‘Jadath* and 
Jadaf meaning the grave? Ru’bah ibn al-»Ajjâj said:-
Lan kâna ahjâri ma* al-Ajdâfi
He means al-ajdath. This stanza is in a poem of his in the Rajaz 
metre, and a stanza of Abu Talib which I will mention in due course 
if Allah wills. •
Ibn Hishâîn: Abu ‘Ubaidah related to me that the Arabs say *Fumma* in
place of *THumma substituting Fa’ for Thâ’.
Ibn Ishaq: Wahb ibn Kaisan related to me. He said: "*übaid said to
me:: ’The Messenger of Allah was in the habit of going into retreat
that month each year and giving food to all the poor people who came 
to him. When the Messenger of Allah had finished his retreat for 
that month the first thing he began with when he issued from retreat 
was the Ka’bah, even before he entered his own house, and he would 
circumambulate it seven times or as often as Allah willed, after which 
he retunred to his house, till the month came round in which Allah 
willed for him the honour He willed, the month of the year in which 
He commissioned him, and that month was Ramadan. The Messenger of 
Allah went to Hira (that year) as he had been in the habit of doing 
for his retreat accompanied by his family, and the night came in which 
Allah honoured him with His message by which ^e showed mercy to 
mankind. That night Gabriel brought him the affair of Allah".
The Messenger of Allah said: "Whilst I was sleeping he brought me a 
brocade satchel in which was a book and said: "RRecite*. I said:
’What am I to recite?*. Then he squeezed me in it till I thought I 
would die. Then he released me and said: ’Recite*. I said: 'What am 
I to recite?* So he squezzed me in it till I thought I would die.
Then he releaèedmme àndcsàid: 'Recite*. I said: What am I to recite?* 
So he squeezed me in tLfc till I thought I would die. Then he released 
me and said: 'Recite*. I said: *What am I to recite*. I said that 
merely to save myself from him that he might not do the same thing 
to me again.
So he said;-
Recite in the name of thy Lord who created 
Who created man of blood coagulated 
Heoitoï for thy Lord is the most generous 
Who taught by the pen
Taught man what he did not know. (3urah 96; 1 - 5 )
He said: "So I recited it, then it was over and he took hie departure,
I awoke from my sleep and it was like an inscription engraved upon
my heart. Then I sat out and when I was amongst the mountains I
heard a voice from heaven saying: *0 Muhammad, thou art the Messenger
of Allah and I am Gabriel*. I turned my face towards heaven to see
and lo Gabriel in the form of a man standing with his feet on the
ends of heaven saying: *0 MOhammad, thou art the Messenger of Allah,
and I am Gabriel*. So I atood gazing upon him neither going forward
nor backward and I began to turn my face away from him to the ends qf
heaven but I did not look in any direction without seeing him in this
fashiohè 1 remained rooted to the spot neither going forward nor
returning backward till Khadijah sent messengers in search of me, and
they went to Upper Mecca and returned to her while I was standing in
that spot; Then he left me and I left him and returned to my people
and came to Khadljah , sat in her lap and clung to her. She said*
*0 Abu *l-^asim, where have you been, for I sent out my messengers
in search of you till theyreached Upper Mecca and returned to me?* .
Then I told her of what I had seen and she said: ’Rejoice, my cousin,
be steadfast, for by Kim in Whose hand is the life of Khadljah, I
indeed hope that you shall be the prophet of this nation*• Then
she rose, gathered her clothes about her and departed to Waraqah ibn
ifaufal ibn Asad ibn *Abd al-*üzsa ibn Causai who was her cousin*
Waraqah had become a Christian, read the Books and heard the people
of the Law and the Gospel so she told him what the ^ssenger of
Allah had told her that he saw and heard. Waraqah ibn Haufal said:
’Holy I Holyi By him in Whose hand is tiie life of Waraqah, if you
accept what I say as true, 0 Khadxjah, the Greatest Law Which used
to come to Moses has come to him, and verily hè is the prophet of
this nation. Tell liim, then, to remain steadfast?. Then Khadxjah
returned to the Messenger of Allah and told him what Waraqah had said
and when the Messenger of Allah finished his ret r.ea t and, e A t ' a way
ho did just as he had been in the habit of doing, he began with
&B§JKa2bah and circumambulated it, and Waraqah
* i.e. the angel Gabriel , ;
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bin Haufal found him as he was doing this and said; *0, ray nephew, tell 
me what you saw and heard*♦ The Messenger of Allah did so and 
Waraqah said to him: *By Him in whose hand is my life, verily thou 
art the prophet of this nation and the Angel Gabriel who came to 
Moses has come to you* They will surely give you the lie, work you 
injury, thrust you out and fight against you, and were I to live to 
see that day I would help Allah with a help He would knov/** Then he 
put forward his head and kissed the crown of his head and after that 
the Messenger of Allah went to his house.
Mention of Khadljah's test of the evidences of the revelation by the 
Prophet*
Ibn Ishaq: Isma'il bin Abu Hakim a client of the family of aa-^ubairÉ «
related to me that it v/as related to him on the authority of 
Khadijah that she said to the Messenger of Allah: * %  cousin, can you 
tell me about this friend of yours who comes to you, when he comes#*
He said: *Ies*. She said: ’When he comesgire me word of him’. Bo 
Gabriel came to him as he was in the habit of doing and the Messenger 
of Allah said to Khadijah; *0 Khadijah, Gabriel has come to me*.
She said to him: ’Rise, my cousin, and sit on my left leg*, and the 
Messenger of Allah rose and sat there. She said: ’Do you see him?*
He said; ’Yes’, She said; ’Change over nov; and sit on my right leg*, 
and the Messenger of Allah changed over and sat on her right leg.
She said: ’Do you see him?* He said; ’Yes*. She said: ’Change over 
and sit in my bosom*, and he changed over and sat in her bosom. Hhe 
said: ’Do you see him?* He said: *Yes*. Then she sighed and cast off 
her covering while the '^^ essenger of Allah sat in her bosom* Then she 
said: ’Do you see him?*. He said; ’Ho*. She said: *0 cousin, be 
steadfast, rejoice, for he is an angelj this is no satan.
Xbn Ishaq: I related this story to *Abdallah bin,Hê§an&and he said;
* I heard my mothe^ Patimah bint Husain tell this story on the 
authority of Khadijah with this difference that I heard her say 
that she put the Messenger of Allah in between herself and her inner 
garment and thereupon Gabriel took his departure and she said to the 
Messenger of Allah; ’This is an angel; this is no satan*.
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The beginning of the revelation of the ûu’rân,
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah began (to receive) revelations in
the month of Ramadan. Allah eays;-
The month of Pamadan in which the (Qur’an was sent down 
a© guidancp^for men and a© an explanation of the guidance 
and Furqo.ni ' (Surah 2 : 18^),
He also ©aid:-
Verily We sent it down on the Right of Power 
to the end of the chapter. (Surah 97)
lie also said:-
Ha*, Kim.
.By th4! Book that make© clear
Verily We sent it down on a blessed night
Verily, we were vyaTtmers
In which We settle each wise affair
An affair from ub
Verily We have been ©ending (messengers) (Surah 44: 1 - 5)* 
He also eaidi-
If ye have believed in Allah and what He sent down to our 
servant on the day of the furqün, the day the two parties 
met, (Hurah H: 4l)
And that was the meeting of the Messenger of Allah with the 
polytheists on the day of Badr*
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn *Ali ibn Husain related to me
that the Me,ssenger of Allah and the polytheist© met at Badr on f’riday, 
the morning oi the seventeenth night of Ramadan.
Xbn Ishaq: Then the revelation to the l^ îessenger of Allah v/as
completed and he was a believer in Allah and a confirmer of what came 
from Him to him. He had accepted it in his acceptance of Him and bore 
what was laid upon him without regard to the approval or disapproval 
of men. The prophetic office imposes burden© and trouble© which none 
can bear or be able for, except the people of power and resolution 
from the Messengers by the help and support of Allah, because of what 
they encounter from men and the contradictions they endure on account 
of what they have brought from,Allah. But the Messenger of Allah 
persevered in the affair of Allah in spite of all the opposition and 
injury he encountered from, his people.
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Kahdljah bint al«Khuwai.lld accept© islam*
Khadijah hint a3,-ÏChuwal3/lcI believed ii\ him and accepted as true what 
he brought from Allah and strengthened him In his affair.,ghe was the 
first one tccbbliéve in Allah to Whom belong power and glory and in 
His Messenger and accepted as true what came from Him# And thereby 
Allah made matters easier for the M^saenger of Allah5 he did not hear 
the contradiction he hated, or be accused of lying, and be grieved
thereby without Allah giving him comfort for it by means of her.
When he came back to her she fortified him, made things lighter for 
himg declared her trust in him, and smoothed out for him the affair 
of the people. May Allah have mercy on her*
Ibn Ishaq; Hishmti ibn *Urwah related to me on the authority of his 
father 'ÏÏrwah on the authority of 'Abdallah ibn Ja'far ibn Abu Talib 
He said: "The Messenger of Allah said: *X v#as commanded to bring
Khadijah the good news of a house of pearl in which there would be
neither toil nor fatigue#
Ibn Hisham; Al-Qasab here means the hollowed pearl,
Ibn Hisham; One in whom X have confidence related to me that Gabriel 
came to the Messengei* of Allah and said: "Transmit the saluàation to 
Khadijah from her Lord", and the Messenger of Allah said; "0 Khadijah, 
this is Gabriel v;ho transmits salutations to you from your Lord"# 
Khadijah said ; "Allah is peace, peace comes from Him, peace be 
upon Gabriel",
The interval in the revelations and the coming of the chapter 
the Horning".
Ibn Ishaq; Then the revelations ceased from the Messenger of Allah 
for a period after that till ho was in grief and distress. Then 
Gabriel brought him the chapter "By the Morning", in which his Lord 
who had honoured him wibh what He honoured him, swears to him that He 
has not forsaken him nor been displeased with him* He said:-
By the morning light
And the night when it is still
Thy Lord hath not left thee no3; hath He vbeen displeased 
He says; He did not for sale e thee or abandon thee and has not hated 
thee since the time He loved thee.
The last is for thee better than the first# '
That is; Your return to me which I have is better for you than the 
honour which I have brought to you in advance in the world.
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Thy Lord shall give unto thee and thou shalt be satisfied 
with vicotry in this world and the reward in the world to come-
Did He not find thee an orphan'and give thee shelter?
Did He not find thee erring and guide thee?
Did He not find thee poor and enrich thee?
He makes him realise the honour with which He had started hira in the
beginning of his affair. His favour towards him in his orphaned
state, his poverty and his error, from all of which He delivered
him in His mercy, '
Ibn Hisham: ’Saja* meanse *to be still*. Hmayyah bin Abu ’s-Salt
the Thaqafite saids^
When the midnight hour has come and ray companions are 
asleep
And the night is still with black darkness.
This stanza is in a poem of his- The eye, when it has ceased to
wink, is called ’sajiyah'• Jarir bin al-Khata.fi said:-
When the women went away they cast towards you from the 
slits in the curtains glances meant tfe kill from 
unwinking eyes-
This stanza is in a poem of his. Al-'A’il means ’the poor one*.
Abu Khirash the Hudhalite said:-
The indigent takes shelter in his house when winter comes 
And the late-comer in tvio shabby garments is a poor man.
Its plural is *alah or *uyyal. This stanza is in a poem of his
which I will mention in due course if Allah wills. Al-*A’il also
means * the one who provides for a household*, and it means besides
*the one who is afraid*. In the Book of Allah to Whom belong power
and glory:-
That is more likely to ensure that ye be not partial (or 
that ye do not have numerous children). (Surah 4: 3)»
Abu Talib said:-
. In a just balance it does not diminish by a single grain 
In itself it is a witness who is not partial
This stanza is in a poem of his which I will relate in due course
if Allah wills. Al-*A*il also means the thing that weighs down, that
disables. A man may say; "*Qad 'alânî hadha ’1-^ arar", meaning *it has
weighed me down and disabled me*. Â1 Farazdaq said:-
You will see the famous chieftains of Quraish 
Whenever the affair is burdensome in its beginnings.
This stanza is In a poem of his*
As fpr the orphan, do not oppress him 
Ab for the beggar, do not drive him away
That is; Do not be pitiless or proud or obscene or harsh towards
the weak ones of the servants of Allah,
As for the favour of thy Lord discourse (of it).
ihà;t:; isî Discourse of His favour and generosity that has come to
you in the prophetic office. Discourse; that is malœ mention of
and issue the invitation to it. Go the Messenger of Allah began to
make mention of what Allah ?>had bestowed on him and on mankind of
the prophetic office in secret to thcB e of his people who trusted
in him*
The Beginning of the Ordinance of Prayer,
The duty of prayer was laid upon him so he prayed*
Xbn Ishaq; Galih bin Kaisan related to me on the authority of ’Urivali 
bin az^^ubair from ’A^ishah* She said; "The duty of prayer was laid 
upon the Messanger of Allah* When it was first ordained each prayer - 
consisted of two pycles. Then Allah brought It to completion in four 
cycles for inhabited places and confirmed it at two cycles for 
journeys as it Iiad formerly been ordained,
Xbn Ishaq: A scholar told me that when prayer was laid upon the 
Messenger of Allah; as a duty, Gabriel came to him while he was in 
Upper Mecca and made a mark with his heel in the vicinity of the 
valley and there burst forth from it a ppring* Thèn Gabriel 
purified himself while the Messenger of Allah looked on to show him 
the manner of purification for prayer and the Messenger of Allah 
purified himself as he had seen Gabriel do* Then Gabriel took him 
and led him in prayer and the Messenger of Allah prayed his prayer, 
After that Gabriel took his departure*
Go the Messenger of Allah came to Khadijah and purified himself in 
her presence to show her how purification for prayer was done as 
Gabriel had shown him* Bhe purified herself as the Messenger of 
Allah had done, then he led her in prayer, as Gabriel had led him 
in prayer, and she prayed his prayer*
Ibn Ishaq: ’Utbah bin, Muslim a client of the Beni Taim related to me 
on the authority of D'afi’ bin dubair bin Mut dam , and Safi'had many
traditions derived, from Ibn 'Abbes. He said: "When the dii.tyoof
prater was laid upon the -Messenger of Allah, Gabriel came to hira 
ana led hira inprayer at noon vvhen the sun began to decline. Then he 
led hira in prayer in the afternoon when his shadow was the same 
length as himself. Then he led hira inppr&yor at set of sunl Then 
he led him in prayer in the evening when the twilight faded. Then he 
laed bin in prayer in the morning at break of day. Then he led hira 
in prayer at noon when his shadow was the same length as himself.' Then^ 
he led hiai in prayer in the afternoon when his shadow was twice the 
length of himself. Then he led him prayer in the evening at set of 
sun at the same time aa yesterday, and he led him in the last,prayer 
of the evening whan a third, of the night had passed. Then he led 
him in the morning prayer at dawn before sunrise. After that he 
said: "0 Myhararnad, prayer is between what you prayed to-day and
what you pray.ed yesterday".
Hention of the fact that *All ibn Abu Tallb was the first man to
accept Islam.
Ibn Ishaq: The first man amongst the people who believed in the
Messenger of Allah, prayed with him, and accepted as true what he 
brought from Allah was 'All ibn Abu Talib ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib ibn 
Haehim. was ten years of cige at the time. One of the favours
that Allah granted 'All ibn Abu Talib was that he was in the 
confidence of the of Allah before Islam.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Rajih related to mo on the authority of
Mujahid ibn dabr Abu *l-hajjaj. said: "It was by the mercy of
Allah towards 'All ibn Abu Talib and (in furtherance of) the good 
which Allah designed and carried out for him that a time of distress 
came upon Quraish, Abu Talib had a numerous family and the Messenger 
of Allah said to his uncle 'Abbas who was more comfortably off than 
any of the Beni Hashirn: *0 'Abbas, your brother Abu Talib has a
numerous family, and this distress which you see has befallen the 
people* Let ua then betake ourselves to hira and ease him of the 
burden of hia family. I will take one of his sons and you will take 
another and assume responsibility for them in his place*. 'Abbas
said: 'Yes'. So the both of them went to Abu Talib and said to him
]
'We wish to ease you of your family burdens, unti the conditions in
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which the people are shall have passed away'. Abu Talib said: 'If
you leave Aqilgith me do what you please'. (Ibn Hisham: It is also 
given as Aqil and Talib). So the Messenger of Allah took 'All and 
adopted him and al-*Abbas took Fa*far and adopted him and *Ali 
remained with the Nessenger of Allah till Allah commissioned him as 
a prophet, when *Ali became his follower, believed on him, and 
accepted him as true. Ja'far also remained with al-*Abbas till he 
accepted Islam and could do without him,
Ibn Ishaq: One of the scholars said that the Messenger of Allah
went out into the ravines of Mecca when the time of prayer came, and 
*Ali ibn Abu Talib went with him without the knowledge of his father 
Abu Talib, all his relatives and the rest of the people, and they two 
performed the prayers there and when evening came they returned. They . 
went on doing that for as long as Allah willed they should do it*
Then one day Abu Talib came upon them whilst they were praying and 
said to the Messenger of Allah: "What is this religion which I 
perceive you profess?". He said: "0 my uncle, this is the religion of
Allah, the religion of the angels, the religion of His messengers, and 
the religion of our father Abraham with which Allah has sent me as a 
messenger to mankind, or words to that effect. And you 0 ray uncle, 
are the one best entitled to whom I give this advice and call to the 
guidance, and you are the best entitled to give your response and to 
aid me with it*, or words to that effect. Abu Talib said: 'My nephew,
I cannot abandon the religion and all that they had, but I swear that 
no disagreeable consequences shall come upon you whilst I live". They 
mention that he said to *Ali: "0 ray son, what is this religion which 
you have?". He said; "0 my father, I have believed in the Messenger 
of Allah, I have accepted him as genuine in what he has brought, I have 
prayed to Allah along with him and have followed him". They claim that 
,he said to him: "Surely he did not call you to anything but good,
adhere to him then,
Zaid ibn Harithah (who was) the second accepts Islam.
Ibn Ishaq: Then Zaid ibn Harithah ibn Shurahbil ibn Ka*b ibn *Abd
al-'Uzza ibn Iraru *1-Qais the Kalbite, a client of the Messenger of 
Allah accepted Islam. He was the first man to accept ^slam and pray 
after *Ali ibn Abu Talib.
Ibn Hisham; Hakim ibn HizSm ibn Khuwailid brought some slaves from
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Syria amongst whom was Zaid ibn Harithah, a ©lave# His aunt
Khadijah bint Khuwailid came to hira and she was at that time wife
of the Messenger of Allah and he said to her: "Choose 0 aunt,
whichever of these-youths you wish and,he will be yours"# So she 
chose Zaid and took hira and the Messenger of Allah saw hira with her 
and asked her to give hira to him and she gave hira to him#, The
Messenger of Allah freed him and adopted hira and that was beforehe
had received any revelations# Ilis father greatly grieved for him 
and mourned for him when he lost hira and said:-
I weep for Zaid, I know not what has happened
Is he alive and is there hope, or has death come upon him?
I swear I know not and I am asking
Has the plain or the mountain taken thee after me?
Would that I knew, wilt thou ever return
Your return to me would be enough of the world for me
*fhe sun reminds me of him when it rises
And it brings back his memory when the time of its setting 
comes
When the breezes blow they star up his memory
How prolonged my grief for him and how full of fear!
I shall become the swiftest of the travellers in the land 
in my efforts
I shall not weary of going around till the camels grow weary
All my life or my fate shall come upon me
Every man is mortal even though hope deceives him#
Then he came to him while he was with the Messenger of Allah and the 
Messenger of Allah said to him: "If you so desire, remain with me,
but if you want to go with your father, do so". He said: "Hay, I
shall remain witiryou", and he continued to be with the Messenger of 
Allah till Allah commissioned him, and he believed in him, accepted 
Islam and prayed with him. Then when Allah sent down: "Gall them
after their fathers"# he said; "I am Zaid ibn Harithah".
Abu Bakr the Faithful accepts Islam.
Ibn Ishaq; Then Abu Bakr ibn Abu Quhafah whose name was *AtIq 
accepted Islam.
Ibn Hisham; The name of Abu Bakr was 'Abdallah and 'Atiq was a 
nick-name (given) because of the comeliness and openness of his face*
Ibn Ishaq: When Abu Bakr accepted Islam he made his acceptance of it
known and blessed Allah, to Whom belong power and glory and His 
Messenger. Abu Bakr was on friendly terms with his people, well- 
beloved, easy to get on with. He was the best skilled genealogist
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of Quraish for Quraish and the one man amongst them who was best 
informed about them# who knew both the bad and the good that was 
amongst them. He was a merchant of standing who did deeds of kindness 
and the men of his tribe came and associated with him in more than one 
affair because of his knowledge and business ability and the pleasure 
of sitting together with hira* Then he began to invite those of his 
people he could rely on who came to him and sat with him to embrace 
Islam*
Mention of the Companions who accepted Islam on the call of Abu Bakr.
He said: According to what I heard, 'UTHMAH ibn 'Affân ibn Abu *1-
’As ibn Hmayyah ibn ’Abd Shams ibn *Abd Manâf ibn Qusai ibn Kilab ibn
Hurrah ibn Ka’b ibn Lu’ai ibn Ghalib accepted Islam on his invitation.
Also A2-ZHBAIR ibn al-*Awwam ibn Khuwailid ibn Asad ibn *Abd al-’Uzza 
ibn.gusai ibn Kilab ibn Hurrah ibn Ka'b ibn Lu’ai. Also *ABD AR- 
l?AHMAN*ibn *Auf ibn *Afod *Auf ibn al-Harith ibn Zuhrah ibn Kilab ibn 
Hurrah ibn K&’b ibn Lu’ai. Also SA’D'ibn Abu Waqqas (the name of Abu
Waqqas was Malik)ibn Uhaib ibn *Abd Manaf ibn Zuhrafi ibn Kilab ibn
MurraH ibn Ka’b ibn Lu’ai* Also TALHAH ibn ’ubaidallah ibn ’Uthman 
ibn ’Amr ibn Ka’b ibn Sa’d ibn Taim ibn Murrah ibn Ka’b ibn Lu’ai.
Then he brought them to the Messenger of Allah when they responded to b 
him and they accepted Islam and prayed. The Messenger of Allah said, 
according to what I was told: "I have not called anyone to islam who
did not boggle, delay# and hesitate, except in the case of Abu Bakr 
ibn Abu Quhafah. He did not hold back from it when I mentioned it to 
him nor did he hesitate about it.
Ibn Hisham; His saying ’on hie.invitation’ is on the authority of 
another than Ibn Ishaq .
Ibn Hisham: His word ’’akama* means ’to hold back’. Ru’bah said:- 
A jumper took her away and did*'not hold back.
Ibn Ishaq: These were the eight persons who accepted Islam prior to
the other people, who prayed and accepted the tïessenger of Allah as 
genuine, and regarded as trustworthy what he brought from Allah.
The first (people) to accept Islam after them.
Then the(following persons) accepted Islam; Abu ’Ubaidah, Abu Halamah 
al-Arqam, ’Uthman ibn Haz’un_and his two brothers Qudamah and 
’Abdallah, ’Ubaidah ibn al^Harith, Ba’id and his wife_Fatimah, AsmS’, 
*A’ishah,^Khabbab, ’Umair, ’Abdallah ibn Has’ud, Mas’ud,*Salit and his 
brother Hatil?,’Ayyash and his wife Asraa*, Khunais, ’Amir, ’Abdallah 
ibn Jahs& Ja’far ibn Abu Talib, and his wife Asma’, Hatib ibn al- 
Harith*and his wife Fatimah and his brother Khattab and his wife 
Pukaihah, Ma’mar , as*&a’ib, al-Muttalib, and his wife_Ramlah, An-_ 
Nahhâm (whose name was Hu’aim), ’Amir ibn Fuhairah, Khalid ibn Sa’Id, 
and*his wife Hraainah, Hatib ibn ’Amr, Abu Hudhaifah, Waqid, Khalid, , 
’Amir, ’Aqil lyas, ’Ammâr, Suhaib.
Names only given without pedigrees.
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Mention of the Messenger of Allah’s presentation of Islam to his 
people and what came of it.
Ibn Ishaq! Then people cam© over in groups both men and women, until 
mention of Islam became widespread in Mecca and was a topic of 
conversation. Then Allah commanded His Messenger to declare what 
had come to him, to present his affair to the people, and call on 
them to accept it* The Messenger of Allah did not disclose his affair 
but kept it a secret till Allah, commanded hira to reveal it, and that 
was three years after he was commissioned, according to what I heard. 
Then Allah said to him;-
Declare what thou hast been commanded and turn away from 
the polytheists. (Surah 13:94).
He also said:-
But warn they kindred - those nearer to thee
And lower thy wing to the believers who follow thee.
(Surah 26: 214,215)
And say: "Verily I am the clear warner".
Ibn Hisham: Asda* means to differentiate between truth and falsehood.
Abu Dhuwaib the Hudhalite (his name was Khuwailid ibn Khalid) said
in describing the female© wild asses and their mate:
As if the females were the wrapping for the arrows and he
One casting lots who obtains the arrows and separates (them)
That is! he distributes the arrows and declares what they have drawn. 
This stanza is in a poem of his. Ru’bah ibn al-*Ajjaj saidi-
Thou art the forbearing one and the revenging ruler 
Making distribution according to what is right 
and expelling those who practise oppression.
These two stanzas are in a poem of his in the Rajaz metre.
Ibn Ishaq: When the friends of the Messenger of Allah prayed they
want out into the ravines and kept their prayers a secret from their 
people. Whilst Sa’d ibn Abu Waqqas was in one of the ravines of 
Mecca with a few of the friends of the t^essenger of Allah a band of 
the polytheists came upon them as they were praying, disputed with them 
and reproached them for what they were doing, and they came to blows. 
Sa’d ibn Abu Waqqas struck one of the polytheists that day with the
jaw bone of a camel and opened his head, and that was the first
blood shad in Islam*
When the Messenger of Allah presented Islam to his people and
—DO—
declared what Allah had commanded him, hie people did not withdraw 
from him or refuse to listen to him, according to what I heard, till 
he mentioned their gods and cast reproach on them. When hOL'did.that 
they thought it a terribe thing, disputed with him and resolved to 
show hira opposition and hostility with the exception of those of them 
whom Allah preserved by Islam and they were few and in hiding. But 
his uncle Abu Talib showed kindness to the Messenger of Allah, afforded 
him protection, and stood up for him. So the Messenger of Allah went 
on with the affair of Allah showing forth His affair, nothing could 
turn him aside from it.
Then when Quraish found that the Messenger of Allah did not give them 
satisfaction in any of the things wherein they disapproved of him, 
such as his separation of himself from them, his casting reproach on
their gods, and when they saw that his uncle Abu Talib showed
kindness to him, stood up for him, and would not give him up to them,
some of the noble men of (^ uraish went to Abu Talib - *Utbah and
Shaibah the two sops of Babi’ah ibn ’Abd Shams ibn ’Abd Manâf ibn 
QUGai ibn Kilab ibn Murrah ibn Ka’b ibn Lu’ai ibn Ghâlib, Abu Sufyan 
ibn Harb, Abu ’1-Bakhtarah, al-Aswad ibn al-Muttalib, Abu Jahl (whose
# # c
name was ’Amr, al-Sfalïd ibn al-Mughirah, Nubaih and Munabbih the two 
sons of al-HajjaJ, and al-’As ibn Wa’il.
Names given without pedigrees 
Ibn Ishaq: Or those of them who did go. So they said: "0 Abu Talib
verily your nephew has cursed our gods, reproached our religion, 
stultified our clemency, and has found our fathers to have been in 
error, so either you will make him leave us alone, or else leave him 
to us, for you are in the same position of opposition to him as we are, 
and v/e will make you arecompense for him". So Abu Talib spoke gently 
to them and gave them a pretty answer and they took their departure.
And the Messenger of Allah kept on his way declaring the religion of 
Allah and calling men to it. But the difference between him and them 
increased in intensity till men withdrew from each other and hated 
each other and Quraish oftentimes made mention of the Messenger of 
Allah amongst themselves, corapààined about hira and stirred up each 
other against hira. Then they went to Abu Talib a second time and said 
to him: "0 Abu Talib, you have seniority, dignity, and position
amongst us and v/e besought you to keep youYnephew away from us 
■ , , ' 
and you have not done that, and verily we shall not endure while he
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reviles our forefathers, stultifies our clemency, reproaches our gods, 
till you keep him back from us or else we will make war on you and on
him on that issue till one of the parties be defeated", or words to
that effectè Then they took their departure* The separation from 
his people and their hostility weighed heavily on Abu Talibbut he 
would not willingly have betrayed the Messenger of Allah or deserted 
. him.
Ibn Ishaq: Ya’qub ibn ’tJtbah ibn al-Mughirah ibn al-Akhnas related to 
me that it was related to him that when Quraish said this to Abu Talib 
he sent for the Messenger of Allah and said to him: "My nephew, 
your people have come to me and said such and such a thing’,* repeating 
what they had said,"so have pity on me and on yourself and do not lay 
on me a burden for which I am not able". The Messenger of Allah 
supposed that the thought had occurred to his uncle to desert and 
betray him, and that he had weakened in his resolve to help him and . 
remain at his side* The "^^ essenger of Allah said to him: "0 Uncle,
if they placed the sun in ray right hand and the moon in my left on 
condition that I should abandon this affair I would not abandon it 
until Allah grants it victory or I perish in it". Then the Messenger
of Allah wept and shed tears. So he rose up and when he turned away
Abu Talib called to him and said: "Come here, my nephew", and the
Messenger of Allah came to him and he said: "Go ray nephew and say
whatever you wish for I swear I shall never give you up for anything.
The coming of Quraish to Abu Talib for the third time with ’Umirah 
ibn al-Walid the ^îakhzûmite.
Ibn Ishaq: Then when Quraish realised that Abu Talib refused to* #
desert the Messenger of Allah or betray him and that he was prepared 
to break with them over that matter and be hostile to them, they took 
to him ’Umarah ibn al-^alid ibn al-Mughîrah and said to him according 
to what I heard: "0 Abu Talib, here is ’Uraarah ibn al-Walid, the
# m
moét gallant youth of Quraish and the handsomest of them. Take him, 
his blood-wit will be yours and his assistance, deceive him then as 
a son, he will be yours, and hand over to us this nephew of yours 
who has disobeyed your religion and the religion of your fathers, who 
has broken with the community of your people and stultified their 
clemency, it will only be man for man". ^e said: "Bad is what
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ye ask me to do. Will you give me your son to feed for you and I
will give this son of mine for you to slay 1 It shall never be".
Then al-Mut*am ibn ’Adi ibn Haufal ibn ’Abd Manaf ibn Qusai said :
"Your people have indeed dealt justly with you and they have striven
hard to find a way out of something that is detestable for you but I
can see that you are not disposed to accept anything from them". Abu
Talib said to al-Mut*am; "IMeed they have not treated me with, justice * r
but you are resolved to. a^andonrméoand to help the party against me.
Do then what seems fit to you", or words to that effect. So the 
situation became critical and lighting blazed forth, the people broke 
their sworn engagements and showed hostility to one another.
Poetry omitted.
Mention of how Quraish tried the believers and tormented them on 
account of the Faith.
Ibn Ishaq: Then Quraish kept inciting each other against those in 
their tribes who were friends of the Messenger of Allah and who had 
become Muslims with him. So each tribe fell upon the Muslims who were 
in their midst tormenting them and ©educing them from their religion. 
But Allah protected His Messenger through Abu Talib, his uncle, and 
when Abu Talib saw Quraish doing what they did he stood up amongst 
the Beni Hashira and the Beni 'Abd al-Muttalib and called upon them to 
protect the Messenger of Allah as he was doing, and to stand by him.
So they gathered together to him, took their stand with him and 
responded to that to which he called them, with the exception of what 
came from Abu Lahab the accursed enemy of Allah. When Abu Talib 
saw on the part of his people that which pleased hira in their effort 
with him and the kindness they showed him he began to praise them and 
make mention of their past, to relate the excellence of the Messenger 
of Allah amongst them and his position with them, to strengthen their 
resolve that they might along with hira treat his affair with kindness. 
He said :-
When Quraish assembled on a day at the place where they 
boasted
'Abd Manaf was the pureet^and most noble of them
If the nobles of 'Abd Manaf were collected
Their noblest and their oldest were amongst Hashira
If they boasted on a day, verily Muhammad
Was'the chosen and the noble one who made them glad,
Quraish cursed us •?- both their fat and loam ones
But they did not gain the mastery and their senses left them
Of old we did not admit injustice
Whenever they turn, away with wry face, we perfp-fm it
We defend its sanctity in every day of adversity
And we heat back from their enclosure those who desire it
Through us the dried reed has been brought to life 
Under our protection its root receives moisture and grows.
The perplexity of al-Walid bin al-Mughirah as the Qur’an 
describes it.
Then a group of Quraishites gathered themselves together to al-Walid 
bin al-Mughirah,who was a man of seniority amongst them, when the 
pilgrimage season was near. He said to them: "0 people df Quraish
the pilgrimage season has come round and during it companies of Arabs 
will come to you who have hoard of the affair of this friend of 
yours* Agree then on one opinion about him, so that you do not 
give differing accounts of him, the one contradicting the other".
They said: "You 0 % u  'Abd Bhams, tell us and give us an idea as to 
what we shall say". He said: "No, you talk and X will listen". They 
said: "V/e will say *He is a soothsayer'". He ©aid; "No, indeed, he
is not a soothsayer5 we have seen soothsayers and this is not the
' : ... ..
muttering of the aoothéayer or his rhymed prose". Then they said:
//?
"We will say: *He is mad*. He said: "He j© not mad. ie have surely 
witnessed insanity and recognise it well; there is no coravuèsion, 
paralysis of the limbs, or evil suggestions which beXmng to insanity" 
They ©aid: "We ill say : *Ha is a poet*". He ©aid to them: "He is not 
a poet. We recognise all the type© of poetry the Eajaz, the Hasaj, 
the Qarid, the MaqbSd, and the Habsut, so it is not poetry". They 
said; "We will say *He is a sorcerer*. He said: "He is not a 
sorcerer* We have seen sorcerer© and their sorcery and their is 
neither the blowing nor the knots that belong to it". They said:
"What then shall we say, 0 Abu *Abd Bhams?"* He said; "Verily his 
words have sweetness, his origin is a well laden palm.,and his branch 
gathered fruits (It is also given as *adhiq) according to what Ibn 
Hisham says). You cannot say anything lilce this without it being 
known for a lie. The nearest description of him is that you say he is
a sorcerer, who has brought a message which is sorcery, by which he
separates a man from his father, a man from his brother, a man from
his wife, a man from hfa kindredf^and by it they are separated from hir
Ho they began to squat in the way of the people coming to the
pilgrimage and no one passed by then that they did not warn about him
and mention his affair. Ho Allah sent down about al-Walid bln al- 
Mughirah and about that saying of his;-
Leave me alone with him whom 1 have created 
And appointed for him extensive wealth 
And sons to dwell before hira 
And for whom 1 have made everything smooth 
Who then desires that X should add more
No, verily to Our signs he was obstinate (Hurali ?4: 11 - 16);
That is: A foe,
Ibii Hisham! *Anid is one who rebells against; one who disobeys- 
Ru’bah bin al-'Ajjaj says :-
¥/e are striding at the head of the obstinate Cor rebellious) 
ones.
T'.^Ib stanza is in poem of: his ^ in . the" Rajaz metre.
1 v;ill impose vupohiihira,. a^.hardpfale 
For he thought and he pondered 
May he be cursed! how he pondered 
Again, may he be cursed! how he pondered 
Then he looked
Then he frowned and scowled. (Hurah 74: 17 - 22).
Ibn Hishmn: 'Basara* means ’he expressed disgust with his face,
Al-'Ajjaj said:-
Doubling up his jaws with a biting leer.
He describes the loathing (expressed in ) his face. This stanza is
in a poem''of,:h:iSi in the- Rajaz metre.
Then he turned his back and swelled with disdain
And said: "This is nothing but magic *:hat is followed
It is nothing but the word of a mortal"(Hurah 74: 23 - 23).
Ibn Ishaq! And Allah, to Whom belongs power and glory, sent down 
about the men who wore with him who invented the saying about the 
Messenger of Allah and about what he brought from Allah 
As we sent down to the dividers
Who break up the Qui'’an into parte (that is classes)
By thy Lord we shall ask them all abput what they have 
been doing, (Surali 13: i)G - 93).
Ibn H.ishai'ja: The singular of ’ Idin is *ldah,.He says; "'adauhu "
# # #
means 'bhey separated him*. Ru’bah said;-
The religion of Allah is not in what is divided.
This stanza is in a pbemtoff-his ia?theCRàja% metre.
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T.bïi Ishaqî Ho those men began to say these things about the 
Messenger of Allah to the people with whom they met and the Arabs 
brought back from that pilgrimage the affair of the Messenger of 
Allah and mention of himwwas spread far and wide throughout the 
land of Arabia,
Poetry and list of nojaes omitted,
Ho when the affair of the Messenger of Allah became widely known 
and had reached all the provinces it was talked of in Medina. There 
was .no trib^ :.' of the Arabs better informed about the affair of the 
Messenger of Allah when it was mentioned and even before that than 
the tribes of the Aus and the Ithazraj, and that was because of what 
they heard from Jewish rabbis who were allies of tneirs and lived 
with them in their country. When he began to be mentioned in Medina 
and the conversation ran on the disagreements that existed amongst 
Qut^aish because of him, Abu Qais bin al-Aslat brother of the Beni 
V^aqif said: (Genealogy omitted) - and he lilLOffQuraish and was related 
to them by marriage having married Arnab bint Asad bin *Abd al»*Uzza 
bin Qusai and he resided amongst them gome years with his wife.
He recited a poem in which he venerates the sacred place and forbids 
Quraish to malce war in it, enjoining thorn to live at peace with each 
other, mentioning their excellent qualities and forbearance and 
enjoins to leave the Messenger of Allah alone. He reminds them also 
of how Allah tested them and defended them from the Elephant and his 
strategy.
Poetry omitted,
Ibn Hisham: As for his saying ’Did you no t know what hapy.e nod in the
war of Dahis?’, Abu 'Ubaidah related to me that Dahls was a horse 
» *
belonging to Qais bin Suhair (etc) which he ran with a mare belonging 
to Hudhaifah bin Bear (etc) called Ghabra * So Hudhaifah concealed a 
party of men in ambush and ordered them to obstruct Dahls if they saw 
he v/as winning, Dahls came up first and they obstructed him so that 
al-Ghabra came up with him. When the jockey of Dahis came he told 
;,;aiB the news and his brother Malik bin Huhair* leapt up and struck 
Ghabra on the face. Then Hamal bln Bedr rose and struck Malik. Next 
Abu ’1-Junaidib the Absite caïae upon *Auf bin Hudhaifah and killed him
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and a man of the Beni Fazarah came upon Malik and killed him. And 
Hamal ibn Badr brother of Hudhaifah said:-
We slew Malik for 'Amf, he is our revenge
If you seek from us more than what is right you will
regret it.
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his. Rabi’ah ibn Zii&dtAhe 
Absite said:-
After the murder of Malik ibn Zuhair
Do the women hope for results from purification?
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his. Then war broke out between 
'Abd and ^'azârah and Hudhaifah ibn Badr and his brother Hamal ibn 
Badr were slain and Qais ibn Zuhair said as he elegised and 
commiserated Hudhaifah:-
How many are called horsemen who are not horsemen 
But on al-^aba'ah a horseman who was a brave fighter 
Weep then for Hudhaifah you shall never lament his like 
Till tribes not yet brought into being shall pass away
These two stanzas occur in some stanzas of his. Qais ibn Zuhair said:
Nevertheless the young man Hamal ibn Badr wrought injustice 
And wrong-doing is an unhealthy pasturage
This stanza occurs is. some stanzas of his. Al-Harith ibn az-Zuhair 
brother of Qais said:-
I left on al-Haba’ah without gloYy 
Hudhaifah, with him the shivered lances.
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his.
^  1
Ibn Hisham: It is also said thàt Qais sent Dâhis and Ghabra and
Hudhaifah sent al-Khattar and al-^anfâ and the former is the more
reliable of the two accounts, but it is a long story, and the fact
that it would abbreviate the biography of the fîessenger of Allah 
prevents me from attempting to relate it.
Ibn Hisham: As for his saying 'The war of Hatib', he means Ëâtib
• • ' #
ibn al-Harith (etc) who killed a Jew a neighbour of the Khazraj, 
and Yazid ibn âl-Harith (etc) set out by night with a band of the
Beni ’l-Harith ibn al-Khazraj and they slew him, so war broke out
between the Aus and the Khazraj, They fought a bitter fight and the 
Khazraj gained the victory over the Aus. Suwaid ibn Samit (etc)
\eyas slain that day; al-Mujadhdhar ibn Dhayyar the Balawite slew him.
The name of al-Mujadhdhar was 'Abdallah an ally of the Beni 'Auf 
ibn al-Khazraj* When the day of Uhud came, al-Mujadhdhar went out 
with the ^^essenger of Allah, along with al-Harith ibn Suwaid ibn 
Samit and al-Harith ibn Suwaid caught al-Mujadhdhar off his guard 
and he killed him in revenge for his father. I will give anti 
account of it in due course if Allah wills. Then there were wars 
between them but that which I have mentioned in connection with the 
war of Bihie prevents me from relating this tradition.
Ibn Ishaq; Hakim ibn Hmayyah ibn Harithah ibn d^l-Auqas the Sularaite 
ally of the Beni Hmayyah who had accepted Islam, said to restrain 
his people from the hostility which they had determined to dhow to 
the "^^ essenger of Allah, and he was honoured and obeyed amongst them;-
Boes the one v/ho makes a statement that is true abide by it?
Does the angry man listen to guidance
Does a chieftain whose benefits the clan hopes for
Take in the farther clients as well as those who are nearer?
I have freed myself from all except Him who rules the East
Wind
And I will break with you for so long as there is no one
to let down a bucket or take one up
And I submit my face and my tongue to Allah
Even thoigh terrible things from the friend have affrighted
me.
An account of what the Messenger of Allah encountered from his people. 
Ibn Ishaq: Then Quraish because of the misery which came upon them
intensified their opposition out of enmity to the Messenger of Allah 
and those who had become Muslims along with hira. They incited their 
stupid ones against the Messenger of Allah, they accused him of 
lying, wrought him mischief, and charged him with poesy, sorcery, 
soothsaying, and madness, whilst the Messenger of Allah declared the 
affair of Allah, keeping nothing of it back, making plain to them 
what they detested by his reproach of their religion, his 
abandonment of their idols, and his separation from them in their 
unbelief.
Ibn Ishaq: Yahya ibn 'Urwah ibn az-Zubair related to me on the
authority of his father 'Urwah from 'Abdallah ibn 'Amr ibn al-'As
He said: "I said to him: 'How many things have you seen Quraish
inflict on the Messenger of Allah in their hostility which they 
showed to him?'. He said; 'I was present among them when their 
chief men assembled one day in the sacred place and they talked
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about the Messenger of Allah and said: We have never seen anything
like the patience we have shown with regard to the affair of this 
man, he has stultified our clemencym reviled our ancestors, cast 
reproach on our religion, divided our community, and cursed our gods. 
Surely, we have been patient with hira to a remarkable degree, or words 
to that effect. While they were thus occupied the Messenger of 
Allah himself appeared and came forward at a walk and kissed the 
Stone. Then he passed by them making the circuit of the House, and 
when he did so they passed some disparaging remarks about him. I 
recognised it in the Messenger of Allah's face. He went on, and when 
he passed by them the second time they made similar disparaging 
remarks and I recognised in the face of the Messenger of Allah.
Then he passed by them for the third time and they made similar 
disparaging remarks and he stopped. Then he said: 'Will ye hear,
0 people of Quraish, by Him in Whose hand is the life of Muhammad
1 have brought you slaughter! Ajrd his word took hold of the people 
till there was not a man amongst them who was not as if a bird had 
alighted on his head, so that the most violent of them in stirring up 
incitement against him before then sought to soothe him with the best 
words he could find and said: 'Go away, 0 Abu *1-Qasira, for I swear 
thou wert not ignorant'. They said to each other; 'You have 
mentioned what he has done to you and what you have heard about him 
and when he showed you that which you det* test you left him alone*. 
While they were thus occupied the Mgjssenger of Allah himself 
appeared, and they leapt up as one man and surrounded him saying;
'Thou art he who says such and such things', referring to what he 
said in the way of reproach to their gods and religion. The 
Messenger of Allah said: "Yes, I am the one who says that'. Then
I saw one of them grip the fall of his cloak, and Abu ^akr arose 
in tears and said: 'Will you slay a man because he says: +My Lord
is Allah+*. Then they left him. And that was the most violent 
thing I ever saw Quraish do to him",
Ibn Ishaq: One of the family of m^ra Kulthum bint Abu Bakr related
to me that she said: "Abu Bakr retunned that day after they had
opened his head at the parting of the hair by pulling him by the 
beard, was a man who had much hair".
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Ibn Hisham: A scholar related to me that the most.serious thing the
Messenger of Allah experienced at the hands of Quraish was when he 
went out one day and did not meet a single man who did not accuse 
him of lying and wrought him harm, whether free man or slave. So 
the Messenger of Allah returned to his house and wrapped himself up 
because of the severity of what he had experienced and Allah sent 
down to him:^
0 thou who art enwrapped
Armse and warn (Surah ?4; 1, 2).
Hamgah accepts Islam.
Xbn Ishaq; A man of intelligence from Aslum related to me that Abu
Jahl passed the Messenger of Allah at as-Bafa, and harmed and reviled
hiraand got from him. some of the things he detested such as reproaches
on his ifeligion and the wealcening of his affair, but the Messenger of
Allah did not speak to him. And a clientes© belonging'to 'Abdallah
ibn Jud'an ibn 'Amr ibn Ka'b ibn Sa'd ibn Taira ibn Murrah was in her
house listening to that. Then he went away from him and made for the
assembly place of Quraish at the Ka'bah and squatted down amongst
them. It was not long till Hamzah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib came along* # #
girded with his bow returning from the chase. He was a hunter of 
game and followed the chase. VIhenever he returned from hunting he 
did not go to his family till he had circumambulated the Ka'bah and 
after he had done.that he would not pass by the meeting place of 
Quraish without stopping to greet them and hold converse with them.
He was the most pov/erful youth amongst Quraish and the most inexorable 
in exacting retribution. So when he passed by the clientess after 
the Messenger of Allah had retunred to hie house she said to him; "0 
Abu 'Umarah, if you had only seen what your nephew Muhammad experienced 
just now from Abu ’l^Hakm ibn Hisham who found hira squatting here, 
wrought him mischief, cursed him and inflicted on him some of the 
things he detests, so Muhammad went away from him without speaking 
to him. So fury drove Hamzah to the honour which Allah willed, and 
he set out, went on his v/ay and did not stop with anyone, ready for 
Abu Jahl should he meet him to fall upon him. When he entered the 
place of worship he saw him squatting amongst the people and he 
approached hira till he stood over him, lifted his bow and gave him a 
severe wound in the head. Then he said: "Do you revile him while I
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am of his religion and say what he says?". Return that one to me if 
you are able". Then some of the Beni Makhzum got up to help Abu Jahl
against Harazah, but Abu *^ ahl said; "Jeave Abu *U|j|arah alone, for I
did indeed curse his nephew with a vile curse". Then Hamzah carried 
out his acceptance of Islam and persevered in the word which the 
Messenger of Allah followed. When Hamzah became a Muslim Quraish 
realised that the Messenger of Allah had grown strong and less 
assailable and that Ëamzah would protect him, so they desisted from 
some of the things they were doing to him.
The saying of 'Ütbah ibn Rabl'ah about the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq; Yazid ibn Ziyad re.ated to me on the authority of .
'  Î -I t^ « '  * ' ► ? f « f  '
Muhaihma’d iÉn fta'ë of Quraizah. He said. "It was related to me
that *Utbah ibn Rabi'qh who was a chieftain said one day as he was
squatting in the council hall of Quraish and the Prophet was squatting
alone in the place of worship: *0 people of Quraish, shall I not go>
to Muhammad and speak to him, and put some propositions before him
in the hope that he will accept some of them and we will give him
whatever he wants so that he may leave us alone'. That was when
Hamzah became a Muslim and they saw the friends of the Messenger of 
•
Allah increasing and multiplying. They said; 'By all means, 0 Abu 
’DWalid, go to him and speak to him'. So 'Utbah went to him, 
squatted beside .tha Messenger of Allah and said to him; 'My nephew, 
you belong to us, bjing of high rank amongst our kindred as you know 
and having a place of pre-eminence in our pedigree, and you have 
brought your people a momentous affair by which you have split their 
community, stultified their clemency, cast reproach on their gods and 
religion, and have declared that our forefabhers who have passed away 
were unbelievers. Listen to me then, and I will put before you some 
propositions for your consideration, perhaps you will accept some of 
these things'. The Messenger of Allah said: 'Speak on 0 Abu *1-
Walid and I will listen'. He said: '% nephew, if it is only
possessions you want for this affair which you have brought us, we 
will raise it for you out of our possessions till you have more than 
any of us. If you desire dignity we will make you chief over us, 
so that we shall decide no af ih ir without you. If you desire the 
kingly office we will make you king over md. If you are not able to 
keep away this familiar who comes to you we will seek the treatment 
for you and
—Inl­
and therein we will sacrifice our possessions till we have freed you 
cf him, for it is possible that the familiar spirit may get the
better of a man till he receives treatment for it{ or words to that
" effect, till 'Utbah had finished, while the Messenger of Allah 
listened to him. He said; 'Have you finished 0 Abu ’1-WalId?'. He 
said 'Yes', He said: 'Then listen to me'. He said; 'I will do so'.
He said: 'In the Name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate 
Ha, Mim
A revelation from the Merciful the Compassionate
A Book whose verses have been made distinct as an Arabic
Qur’an for a people who have knowledge
A bringer of good tidings and a warner but the most of
them have turned away, and they do not hear*. (Surah 41:1-4)
Then the Messenger of Allah went on reciting it to him and when 
'Utbah heard it he listened to it in silence and put his hands 
behind his back and supported himself on them while he listened to 
him. Then the Messenger of Allah came to the prostration part of it 
and performed it and said: 'You have heard what you have heard^ 0 Abu 
’l-Walid , so it rests with you! So 'Utbah returned to his friends 
and they said to each other: 'We swear that 'Utbah has returned with 
a countenance transformed from what it was when he went away'. When 
ie had taken his place with them they said: 'What news do you bring,
0 Abu ’1-WalId?' He said; 'The news I bring is that I heard a 
saying the like of which I have never heard, and indeed it is neither 
poetry, nor sorcery, nor soothsaying. 0 people of Quraish, be guided 
by me, attribute it tome, and leave this man and what he is doing 
alone, desist from him for there is surely in the saying which I 
heard momentous tidings. If the Arabs smite you will have been 
requited of him by others and if he should gain the mastery over them 
his dominion will be yours and his power will be yours and you will 
be the most fortunate of men because of him' . They said: '‘^e has 
surely bewitched you with his tongue 0 Abu ’l-Walid', He said:
'This is my opinion about him, do what you think best'.
What took place between the Messenger of Allah and the headers of 
Quraish and an Explanation of the Chapter of the Gave.
Ibn Ishaq: Then Islam began to spread in Mecca in the tribes of
Quraish among men and woman and Quraish shut up those they were able
Up^I'e'^to shut^and seduced all they were able to seduce from the Musliî 
According to what a scholar told me on the authority of 8a?id bin
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Jubair and »Ikrimah a client of Ibn *Abbas on the authority of 
’Abdallah bin ’Abbas. He said: "Then the chief men of every tribe 
of Quraish gathered together, 'TJtbah, Shaibah,Abu Sufyan,an»Nadr 
Abu ’l-B^htarkh, al-Aswad,%ama’ah, al-Walid, Abu Jahl, ’Abdallah, 
al-’Is, Nubaihah, Munabbih, TJmaiyyah, or those of them who gathered. 
They gathered after sunset at the back of the Ka’bah and said to one 
another: ’Bend to Muhammad, speak to him, aggue with him, so that you 
may be free of blame in regard to him’. So they sent to him, (saying) 
'Verily, the chief men of your people have come together to you to 
speak with you, come to them then’. The Messenger of Allah came to 
them with all speed, supposing that that about which he had spoken to 
them had become clear to them. He hankered after them and wished to 
guide them whilst their sins bore heavily upon him. He sat down with 
them and they said to him: *0 Muhammad, verily we have sent to you 
to speak to you, for we know not a man of the Arabs who has 
introduced to his people what you have introduced to yours. You have 
reviled the fathers, cast reproach on religion, insulted the gods, 
and stultified clemency, divided the community, and thet^ e is no other 
evil thing remaining that you have not brought in between ÿou and us*, 
or words to that effect. 8lf then you have brought this tale merely 
to ask for possessions, we will make a collection for you from our 
resources till you have more than we; if you merely seek dignity 
amongst us we will make you our chieftain; if you desire the kingly 
office we will make you king over us; and if you think that he who 
comes to you as a familiar spirit has got the better of you  ^for so 
they called the familar spirit of the Jinn), if by any chance that is 
the case, we will give up of our substance in search of treatment 
till we free you from him, and we shall be free of blame in regard to 
you*. The Messenger of Allah said to them: ’There is nothing of what 
you say in me. Ï did not bring what I brought seeking your 
possessions, or dignity amongst you, or the rule over you, but Allah 
has sent me as a messenger to you and sent down to me^and commanded 
me that I should be a preacher and a warner to you, and I have 
passed on to you the messages of my Lord and counselled you. If you 
accept from me what I have brought to you it will mean good fortune 
for you in this world and the next, and if you throw it back at me, I 
will persevere in the affair of Allah till Allah judges between you
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and me*, or words to that effect. They said: *0 Muhammad, if you 
will not accept from us any of the things we have offered you, then 
you know there are no people so straitened as regards territory, 
none with less water, and none who have more difficulty in getting 
their livelihood, than we* Ask your Lord then, who has sent you 
with what He has sent you, on our behalf, that He remove from us 
those mountains which hem us in, that He extend our territory for us, 
that He make rivers to flow through it for us like the rivers of 
Syria and Iraq , and let him send to us some of our fathers who have 
passed away, and let Qusai bin Kilab be amongst those whom He shall 
send to us, for he was a leader who spoke truth, and we will ask them 
about what you say whether it be true of false# If they declare you 
to be genuine and you do what we ask we will accept you as true 
and recognise that your office is from Allah and that He has sent you 
as a messenger as you say*, He said: *I was not sent to you for this 
I have merely brought to you from Allah that with which He sent me 
and I have proclaimed to you that with which I was sent to you. If 
you accept it, it will mean your good fortune in this world and the 
next, but if you throw it back at me I will persevere in the affair 
of Allah till Allah judge between you and me*. They said: * If you 
will not do this fcr us, keep it to yourself* Ask your Lord to send 
an angel with you who will confirm what you say and we will desist 
from you. Ask Him and He will appoint to you gardens, castles, and 
treasures of gold and silver, with which He will enrich you for that 
is what we think you covet, for you stand in the markets (as we do^ 
and seek a living just as we do. Then we shall recognise your 
excellence and your office from your Lord if you be a messenger as 
you claim*. The Messenger of Allah said to them: *I will not do
that, and I am not the one to ask his Lord and I have not been sent 
to ÿhu with this* But Allah sent me as a preacher and a warner*, or 
words to that effect. *If you accept what I have brought you it will 
mean your good fortune in this world and the next, but if you throw 
it back at me, I will persevere in the way of Allah till Allah judge 
between you and me*. They said: *Cause the heavens to fall in 
pieces upop. us as you claimed your Lord would do if He willed, for 
verily, we will not believe in you unless you do it*. The Messenger 
of Allah said: *That belongs to Allah, if He wills to do it to you.
He will do it*. They said: *0 Muhammad, did your Lord not know then
that we would sit with you and question you about what we question
\
you, and seek from you what wo seek, that He comes to you and informs 
you what you are to recapitulate to us, and in it tells you what He 
will do to us if we do not accept from you what you have brought to 
us? Word has reaçhed us that a man in al-Yamamah called ar-Hahman 
teaches you this, but we do not believe in aP^Bâhmân at all. We have 
now freed ourselves of blame where you are concerned 0 Muhammad, and 
we will not let you go your way merely with what you have heard but 
will either destroy you or else you will destroy us. One of them 
said: *%e worship the angels, who are the daughters of Allah*; Another 
said; *We will believe in you till you bring Allah and the -
angels as surety*. When they said that to the Messenger of Allah, he 
rose up from amongst them, and there rose up with him 'Abdallah ibn 
Abu Umayyah ibn al-Mughirah ibn "Abdallah ibn *Amr ibn Makhzum - he . 
was his hepheW being the son of "Atikah bint "Abd al-Muttalib - and 
said to him: *0 Muhammad, your people have proposed to you what they 
have proposed and you did not accept it from them. Then they asked 
certain things for themselves that they might recognise thereby 
whether your office is from Allah as you claim, and they would have 
accepted you as genuine and followed you but you did not. do it; Then 
they asked you to assume your superiority over them and your office* 
from Allah, which they would have acknowledge^»and you did not do it; 
Then they asked you to bring forward for them some of the torments 
with which you terrify them and you did not do it', or words to that 
effect; * I will never believe in you till you place a ladder up to 
heaven and ascend by it till you get there, while I look on, and there 
come with you with a written document four of the angels who will 
bear witness to you that you are what you say, and even if you did 
that I do not suppose I would believe in you*. Then he left the 
Messenger of Allah and the Messenger of Allah went away to his 
family sad and sorrowful because the thing he had desired most of ail 
from his people, when they called him, had eluded him, and because 
he saw they were shunning him
The story of Abu Jahl and the Prophet and how Allah turned back his
stratagem to slay him and put him to shame.
When the Messenger of Allah left them, Abu Jahl said: "0 people of
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Quratsh, verily Muhamraad has refused everything escept to cast
reproach on our religion, to revile our ancestors, and to stultify
our clemency, and insult our gods, which thing you see, and I swear
by Allah I will wait for him to-morrow with a stone I am able to
carry*’, or words to that effect. "When he prostrates himself in the 
course of his prayers, I will break his head with it, and after that 
you can either hand me over or afford ms protection. Thereafter let 
the Beni "Abd Manâf do with me what seems good to them". They said: 
"We will certainly not hand you over onnany account, go and do as you 
wish". When morning came, Abu Jahl took a stone, as he said, tifen 
he squatted down expecting the Messeziger of Allah. The Messenger dî 
Allah came early as he was in the habit of doing. When the Messenger 
of Allah was in Mecca, he prayed in the direction of Syria and when he 
prayed it was between the Yemenite stone and the black stone and he 
put the Ka’bah between him and Syria. So the Messenger of Allah 
began to pray and ^uraish had come out early and squatted down in 
their council chamber awaiting what Abu Jahl would do. When the 
Messenger of Allah made his prostration Abu Jahl took up the stone 
and approached till he got near to him and then turned back in 
terror and fled with changed colour and his hands stiffened on the 
stone till he oast it away* The men of Quraish camw to him and said; 
"What is the matter with you, 0 Abu ’1-Hakra?".* He said: "I went up
to him to do what I said yesterday I would do and when I got near to 
him there came in between us a he-camel. I have never seen anything 
like his head, his neck and his teeth, and it was his intention to 
devour me.
Ibn Ishaq: It was mentioned to me that the Messenger of Allah said:
"That was Gabriel, had he come close he would have seized him".
The story of an-Hadr ibn al-Earith and his calumnies against the 
Qur’an.
When Abu Jahl said that to them an-Hadr ibn al-Marith (etc) arose.
Ibn Ishaq: And said: "0 people of Quraish, verily there has come
down amongst you an affair and you have not yet arrived at (a solution 
of) it by stratagem. Muhammad was amongst you as a young man, the 
most pleasing amongst you, the most reliable of you in speech, and 
the greatest of you in faithfulness, till you saw the grey hair on
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his temples, and then he brought you what he brought you, and you 
said; ’^A sorcererÏ * . No he is not a sorcerer. We have seen sorcerers 
(with their blowing and their knots*. You said; *A soosthsayeri*.
No he is not a soothsayer< We have seen the soothsayers with their ’ 
paralysis of the limbs and have heard their rhymed prose. Then you 
said: 'Apoett*, No he is not a poet. We have seen poets and have 
heard all the kinds of poetry its Hajaz and its Ragaz. Then you said: 
*A madmanl*. No he is not mad. We have seen insanity, there is no 
convulsion or evil suggestions or garbled speech. 0 people of Quraish 
look to your business, for verily a momentous affair has come down to 
you". An-.Nadr ibn al-Harith was one of the-eatans of Quraish and one 
of those who wrought mischief to the Messenger of Allah and instigated 
hostility bo him. He had gone to al-Hirah and had learned there the 
traditions of the Persian kings and the traditions of Rustum and 
Isfandiyar. So whenever the Messenger of Allah sat in a council and 
discoursed about Allah and warned his people of the vengeance of 
Allah which had overtaken the nations which were before them he would 
follow after him when he rose and say: "0 people of Quraish, I am 
better at telling stories than he. Come then, and I will relate to 
you something better than his story", and he would relate to them 
about the kings of Persia and Rustum and Isfandiyar. Then he would 
say; "Inwhat way is Muhammad better at telling stories than I am?"
Ibn Hisham: According to what I heard it was he who said: "I will
send down the same as Allah has sent down".
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn ’Abbas said, according to what I heard: There came.
down eight verses of the Qur’an in connection with him; the saying of 
Allah ;
When Our signs are recited to him he says; 'Old world tales. 
(Surah 68: 12).
and all the stories from the Qur’an in which he is mentioned.
Despatch by Quraish of an-Nadr and ’Ugbah to Jewish Rabbis to 
enquire of them about the affair of the Messenger of Allah.
When an-Hadr ibn al-Harith said that to them they sent him along with 
*Uqbah ibn Abu Mu’ait to Jewish Rabbis in Medina and said to them: 
"Ask them about Muhammad and give them his description and tell them 
what he says, for they are the people of the First Book and they have
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the knowledge of the prophets which we do not possess". Bo they set 
out and came to Medina and asked-the Jewish Rabbis about the 
Messenger of Allah, describing to them his affair and informing them 
of some of his sayings, and said: "Verily you are the people of the
Torah and we have come to you that you may tell us about this friend 
of ours"* So the ^ewieh Rabbis said to them: "Ask him about three
things which we shall command you and if he informs you about them he 
is a prophet commissioned. But if he does not do it the man is a 
forger, so gihe your décision about him; Ask him about certain youths 
who went away in the first age, what was their affair, for verily
they had a wonderful tradition. Ask him about a wanderer who reached
the east and the west of the globe, what news did he have? Ask him 
about the spirit, what it is. If he informs you about these three 
things, follow him for he is a prophet, and if he does not do it he is 
a forger, and you may do about his affair what seems best to you";
So an-Nadr ibn al-Harith and ’liqbah .ibn Abu Mu'ait (etc) set out and 
came to Quraish in Mecca and said:"0"People of Quraish, we have 
brought you a decision in what is between you and Muhammad; The 
Jewish Rabbis commanded us to ask him about certain thingd, which they 
specified, and if he informs you about them he is a prophet; But if 
he does not do it. he is an impostor, so give your decision about him"; 
Then they came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Muhammad, tell
us about the youths who went away in the first age who had a
wonderful story, and about a man who was a wanderer who reached both
the eastern and western parts of the earth, and tell us about the 
spirit what it is". The Messenger of Allah said to them; "I will 
tell you t-morrow about what you have asked", and did not make any 
proviso. Then they took their leave of him, and the Messenger of 
Allah, according to what they say,.remained fifteen nights during 
which Allah did not grant hima revelation, nor did Gabriel come to 
him* The people of Mecca spread alarming news and said: "Muhammad
promised us for to-morrow and now we are fifteen nights past it and 
he does Jjiot inform us of any, of the things we asked him". Then the 
stay of the revelation from him grieved the Messenger of Allah and 
he was distressed about what the people of Mecca were saying. Then 
Gabriel brought to him from Allah to Whom belong power and glory the 
chapter of the Men of the Cave in which He remonstrates with him
! ■—‘i ^ b -
for his grief over them and the affair of the youths, the wandered 
and the spiiit, about which they had asked him.
Ibn Ishaq: I was told that the Messenger of Allah said to Gabriel -
whan he came to him: "0 Gabriel, you withdrew from me till I thought
evil thoughts"* Gabriel said:-
We do not come down except by the command of thy Lord*, to 
^im belongs what is before us and what is behind us, and 
what is between that; end thy Lord was not forgetful.
(Surah 19: 64)
So he opened the chapter of the Blessed the Lxalted One with His 
praise and mention Of the prophetic office of His Messenger which they
had denied and said:- (Surah l8: 1 - 26)
Praise be to Allah who hath sent down to His servant the 
Book
He moans Muhammad. Verily thou art a Messenger from Me. That is; 
in confirmation of his prophetic office about which they had asked 
and hath not put any crookedness in it but straight 
That is; Balanced (in all its parts) there is no contradiction in it.
to give warning of a terrible calamity from Him
That is: He has punished promptly in this world'and painful ÿ^rments 
in the next: that is: from thy Lord Who sent theo as a messenger;
and to give good tidings to the believers who do good 
that for them is a goodly reward in which they shall 
remain for ever.
That is; The Eternal World where those who have believed you to 
speak the truth about what you brought, whilst others believed you 
were lying about, it, and performed the works you commanded them, 
shall not die.
And to warn those who say: "Allah hath taken to Himself 
offspring";
He refers to the statement of Quraish: "Verily we worship the angels 
who are the daughters of Allah*
They have fio knowledge of it nor had their fathers 
Who considered their separation and reviling of their religion a 
terrible thing ’
A terrible Saying to come out of their mouths;
That is, in reference to their saying that the angels are the 
daughters of Allah.
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Truly they speak nothing but a lie
And perhaps, if they believe not in this narrative, thou wilt 
slay thyself out of vexation
That is, tn reference to his grief when that which he hoped for from
them was not forthcoming, that is, do not do it#
Ibn Hisham; Bakhi’un nafeak means * to kill yourself* according to what
Abu *übaidah related to me* Dhu ar-Rummah said:-
Art thou not that passion which slays itself
For something which the Fates have withdrawn from him
Its plural is Bakhi*un and Bakha’ah* This stanza is in a poem of his.
The Arabs says *Bakha*tu lahu nushi v/a nafelj meaning * I did all in
my power for him*
Verily, we have appointed what is on the earth as an 
adornment for it that we might try them which of them 
is best in deed.
Ibn Ishaqs That is, which of them is more likely to fallow my affair
and to act in obedience to me.
And verily, we are going to make what is on it high 
and barren
I'hat is, the earth and what is on it is transient and evanescent*
And verily the return is to me, I will recompense each according to 
his work. Do not then despair, and do not let what you see and hear 
on earth grieve you*
Ibn Hisham: As-Sa’id means *the earth* and its plural is Su’ud*. # *
Dhu ar-Hummah said in description of a youngantelope:-
As if in the early forenoon he would cast it on the 
ground
The heady wine whm&h oozes through the bones of the head.
This stanza is in a poem of his* As-8a*id also means *the way*. It
occurs in the Tradition: "Beware of sitting down on the roads",
meaning *the ways*. Al-«Juruz means the ground which does not grow
anything and its plural is &Ajraz*. There is the expression *a
barren year*, or ’barren years* and they are the years in which there
is no rain and in which there is dearth, dryness and distress. Dhu
ar«Rumraah said in description of some camels:-
The goading and the barren country have finished off 
what was in their stomachs
And nothing remains but'the puffed out ribs.
This stanza is in a poem of hio*
Ibn Ishaq: Then he began to tell the story of the affair of the youths
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about which they had asked .them. He aaidî-
Or hast thou refloated,that the men of the cave and 
ar-Haqim^Were one of our wondrous signs?
That is: There were some of My signs, amon gst the arguments (or
protests) which I laid upon men, some things more wonderful than that.
Ibn Hisham: Ar-RaqSm was the tablet on which their story was
inscribed, and its plural,is *ruqum*. Al)iAjjaj said:-
The abode of the written volume 
This stanza is in a poem of his in the Rajaa metre.
Ibn Ishaq: Then he eaid:-
Whan the youths betook themselves to the cave and said:
"0 bur Lord, grant us mercy from Thee and prepare guidance 
foi' us out of our affair". So We struck upon their ears in 
the cave for à number' of years. Then Weraised them up 
that We might know which of the two parties could the 
better reckon the period they had spent
Then He said:
We will relate to thee their tale in truth
That is, a true account of them
Verily, they were young men who believed in their Lord and
we increased then in guidance. And we strengthened their
hearts when they stood up and said; "Our Lord is the Lord 
of the heavens and the earth, we will never call on any ' 
god besides Him; in that case we should say an extravagant 
thing.
That is: They did not give Me Associates as you have associated with
Me something of which you have no knowledge.
Ibn Hisham: Ash-Bhatat means exaggeration, going beyond the truth.
A*eha of the Beni Qais ibn Tka’labah said:-
They do not restrain themselves nor do they restrain those 
who commit excesses
Like the wound in which the oil and lint disappears
This stanza is in a poem of his.
These people hf ours have taken for themselves gods 
apart from Him, though they produce no convincing proof 
fcr them
Ibn Ishaq: That is: They do not produce a clear argument.
Who then does greater wrong than he who forges a lie 
about Allah. And when ye have withdrawn from them and what 
they worship besides Allah, then betake yourselves to the 
cave, your Lord will show you some of His mercy and prepa 
for you a benefit from your affair.
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And thou couldoBt,have seen the sun when It rose inclining 
from their cave toward the right and when it set passing 
by them on the left while they were Xxi an open part of it.
Ibn Hisham: Ta^Swai' means ' she inclined'and it comes from *az-zSr*.
Imru ’X-Qais hàn Hujr said:-
Verily I am a leader it X return after being crowned 
With a gait you may observe in a oourier'who bends forward.
This stanza is in a poem of his. /Abii the Kulaibite said
in description of a countryi-
The rough nature of the pasturagewa© notv to our liking 
Its riding beasts who went to water once in #*ery five days 
were sorely emaciated
This couplet is in a short metre poem of his, Taqrtdahum dhàt ash- 
.
shimmal means H o  pass them by and leave them on \ the left*. Dhu
ar-hummah said;-
To the camels with litters which pass the sand dunes of - 
Mushrif
To the left, while to the right are the sands themselves
This stanza is in a poem of his. Al-Fajwah means ’the space* and its
plural is al-Fija* • The ppet said:-
Thou hast clothed thy people with shame and loss
Till they went away and left empty the courtyard of the house
That is one of the signs of Allaii.
That isI thetargument directed to the people of the Book who knew
that much of their affair, cf v/hom He gave these (men) commandment
about your affair concerning the genuineness of your prophetic office
tin confirmation of the account given of them.
He whom Allah guideth is guided aright, but he whom He
^ausèth to err, thou wilt not find fcr him a patron to 
set him right. Thou wouldest have thought them awake 
though they were sleeping, and We turned them to the right 
and to the left while their dog lay with paws outstretched ! 
on the threshold.
Ibn Hisham? Âl-Wasïd means ’the door*. The Absite whose name iras
*
’Uhfeid bin Ifahb, ©aid?-
In a desert country whose door is not shut against me and 
in which my favours do not go unacknowledged.
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his. Al-wasid also means a
courtyard and it© plural is 'Wasa’id, or Wusud, or Wusdan, or Asud
. * * *
or Asdan*
Hadst thou observed them thou wouldest have turned from 
them in flight down ko ikying ;
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dovm to his saying;-
Those who prevailed ia their affair said,
the people of authority and sovereignty amongst them
"Verily, we sh^lX choose (to build) over them a place of 
worship"; They will say
That is, the Jewish Rabbis who enjoined them to ask aboutthem
"Three and the fourth their dog", and they will say, "Five
and the sixth their dogV guessing at the secret
^hat is, they have no knowledge
And they will say? "Seven and the eighth their dog". Bay;
Lord knoweth, their number best, none save a few know 
them* Bo do not dispute in regard to them
That is, do not treat them with scorn
Unless with a clear disputation an^ ask not any one of 
them to give a decision about them
for verily they have no knowledge of them
And do not say with regard to anything; "I am going to do 
that to-morrow"except (with the reservation) that Allah so 
wills and remember thy Lord if thou hast forgotten and say; 
"Perhaps my Lord will guide me to something nearer to what 
is right than this
That is, do not say with regard to anything about which theyquestlon
thee as thou didst abou this thing (saying) 'Verily, 1 will tell you
to-morrow*, but meU^ e the reservation of the will of Allah, and call
to mind thy Lord if thou hast forgotten and say: "perhaps my Lord
will guide me to something better than that about which you have
asked meV for verily thou dost not know what X am doing in that
regard*
And they remained in their cave three hundred yeira and 
nine over abnd, above
^hat is, they will say that '
Bay; "Allah knoweth-best how long they remained, to Him 
belong the hidden tjbtings in the heavens and the earth. Look 
to Him and listen. Apart frohi Him they have no patron, and 
§e maketh none to share in His rule
That is, none of the, things about which they asked thee are hidden
from Him. (Burah l8; 1 ~ 26),
And he said about the question which they put to him regarding the
man who ims a travellers-
They will ask you about Dhu '1-Qarnain. Bay; "I will 
recite to you an account of him* #e established his power 
in the earth, and wo granted him a way of access to
■ ■ ' .
everything, and he followed a way,(Surah l8; 83 - 85)
and so on till he oame to the end of his account of him# The
account of Dhu ’1-Qarnain was that something was brought to him
which was brought to no other and ways of access were opened up for
him so that he went from the land to the eastern and western parts of
the earth, setting foot on no country wibliout establishing his rule 
over its inhabitants, till from the Orient and the Occident he went 
to a point beyond which there was not any part of creation#
l’on Ishaqs One who derives traditions from foreign sources related 
to me regarding the knowledge of him that they handed dovm that Dhu 
1-Qarnain was one of the inhabitants of Egypt whose name was 
Marzuban ibn Mardhabah, the Greek, one of the descendants of Yunan 
ibn Japheth ibn Noah.
Ibn Hisham; His name was Alexander and it was he who built Alexandria 
which is traced back to him.
Ibn Ishaq: Thaur ibn Yazïd related to me on the authority of Khalid
ibn Ma*dan the Kala’ite, who w^ as a man who knew that the Messenger of 
Allah had been asked about Dhu ’1-Qarnain, and he said; "A king who 
measured the earth from underneath with ways"# Khalid said: "*Umar
ibn al-Khattab heard a man say; *0 Dhû *3.-Qarnainî *, and *Um&r said:
*0 Allah, pardon*' Are you not content to be named after the 
prophets that you would be named after the angel©?*”.
Ibn Ishaq; Allah knows best whether that was so, whether the 
Messenger of Allah said that or no. If he did say it what he said 
was true.
And he said concerning what they asked him regarding the affair of 
the Spirit ; «
They will ask thee about the Spirit, Say; "The Spirit 
belongs to my Lord's affair^ but of knowledge only a 
little to you is given. (Suarh 17:85).
Ibn Ishaq: It was related to me on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas that
he said: "When the Messenger of Allah came to Medina, Jewish Rabbis
said: *0 Muhammad, have you observed your saying; fBut of knowledge
only a little to you is given+j are you referring to us or to your 
people?*. He said; 'Both*. They said; 'You recite about what has 
come to, you, we have received the Torah in which everything is made
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clear*. The Messenger of Allah said: 'Verily, where the knowledge of
Allah is concerned it is but little, and of that you have enough to do 
you if you but performed it*. Re said: "So Allah sent down to him
concerning that about which they asked him;^
If 5ill the trees in the earth were pens and if He should after 
that swell the seas in seven seas (of ink), the words of Allah 
would not be exhausted; verily Allah is mighty, wise (Surah 31:26
That is, the Torah in this regard is but a little of the knowledge of 
Allah. Allah also sent down to him concerning what his people asked 
him for themselves, to remove the mountains and cleave the earth and 
bring back from the dead some of their fat In rs who had passed awayi-
If only by a Qur’an by which the mountains could be removed or 
the earth cleft or the dead be spoken to. Nay to Allah belongs 
the. affair entirely; (Surah 13: 31)
That is: I will do nothing of that except what I will. He also sent
down to him in connection with their saying: 'Take for yourself* the 
things they asked him to take for himself, that He should appoint for 
him gardens, castles, and treasures, and send an angel with him to 
attest the truth of what he said and avert (it) from him:-
And they said: "What is there to this messenger who eats food
and walks the streets so long as an angel has not been sent 
down to him to be with him as a warner? Or a treasure be cast 
down to him, or he have a garden from which to eat". The wrong* 
doers also say; are following only a man who has been
enchanted". See how they coin proverbs for thee but they err 
and are not able(to find)a way. Blessed be Hem who if He wills, 
will give thee something better than that -
That is, than that thou shouldest go about the streets and seek a 
living
Gardens through which the rivers flow, and He will appoint for 
thee castles. (Surah 25: 7 - 10).
And He sent down about that saying of theii's i -
We have not sent before thee any of the messengers who did not 
eat food and go about the streets; We made you a tost to each 
other whether ye would be steadfast; thy Lord is discerning. 
(HuBhh 25: 20).
That is: I made you a trial to each other that ye might have
patience, and had I willed to put the world on the side of My 
messengers that they should not disagree, I would have dons it.
And He sent down to him in connection with what ’Abdallah ibn Abu 
Umayyah said:-
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And they said: "W e will never believe mn thee till thou cause
a spring to gush forth for us from the earth, or bill thou hast 
a garden of palm and vine and thou cause rivers to gush forth 
in its midst, or till thou cause the heaven to fall upon us,in 
fragments as thou hast said, or thou bring Àilâh and the angels 
to vouch for thee, or till thou hast a house of ornamental work 
or asceiidest into the heavens, nor shall we believe in thine 
ascent till thou send down to us a book which we may read". Gay: 
Glory be to ray Lord, am I more than a man, a messenger.
Ibn Hisham5 Al-Yanbb* is the water that springs out of the earth and 
other places and its plural is ’yanabi*. Ibn Harmah whose name was 
Ibrahim ibn 'Abdallah the Fihrite said:)
If you shed a tear in every house
Your ducts would flow copiously and your tears would be a 
spring
This stanza is in a poem of hie, Al-kisaf means (bits of raga'and 
its singular is 'kiefah* like 'sidrah* and sidar*, and it is also the 
singular of al-kief* A1 Qabil is 'to be opposite’, 'to be face to 
face'; as in His saying; "or the punishment come upon them openly”, 
that is, face to face. Abu 'Ubaidah recited to me from A'sha of 
the Beni Qais ibn Tha'labah:-
I will malice peace with you that you may come with the same 
again
Like the cry of a pregnant woman for help to whom her midwife 
gives relief.
He means the midwife because she is face to face with her and she 
receives her child. This stanza is in a poem of hie. It is said 
that the plural of al-qabïl is'qubul', and it means 'groups'. In the 
Book of Allah it is said: "And we collected for them everything as
guarantors”, ' Go 'qubul' is the plural of’qabil* just as subul is the 
plural of sabil and surur the plural of sarxr and qumus the plural 
of qamis. Al«qabil also occurs in one of the proverbs and it is 
their saying; "He cannot distinguish one who is coming from one v/ho 
is going". That is, he does not know what is coming towards him 
from that which is going away from him. Al«Kumait ibn Zaid saids-
Affairs on both their sides were in disorder
Go they did not distinguish the one who was going from the one 
who was coming.
This stanza is in a poem of his. It is also said that all that is 
meant by this term *al-Qabil*is the spinning of thread. What is spun 
forwards towards the forearm is 'Qabil* and what is spun backwards
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towards the finger-ends is 'Dabir* and it come© from the words * Iqbal* 
and 'Idbar* which I have mentioned. It is also said (it refers to) 
the spinning of the spindle. If it is spun on the knee it is *Qabil* 
if it is spun on tliO hip it is *Dabir*. Al-Qabil also means the 
people belonging to a man. As-sukhruf is gold and al-Musakhraf means 
that which is gilded5- Al-*Ajjaj said;-
From the remains (of the camp fire) by night you may 
conjure up a book with its drawings and gilded ornamentation.
These two stanzas are in a poem of his in the Rajaz metre. Every 
ornamented thing is called 'muzakhraf*•
Ibn Ishaq: And He sent down to him in connection with their saying;
"Verily we have heard that it i 3^ only a man of al-Iamamah called
ar-Rahman who is teaching you and we will never believe in him".
Therefore have We sont thee amongst a nation before which other 
nations have passed away, that thou mayest recite to them what 
we have revealed to thee, but they disbelieve iix the Merciful# 
Say; "He is my Lord, there is no god but He, on Him have I 
trusted and to Him do I turn in penitence, (Surah 13? 30)*
He also sent down to him in connection with what Abu Jahl said and
what he purposed;«
Hast thou seen him who obstructs a servant when he prays?
Hast thou observed if he is following the guidance or
enjoining piety?
Hast thou observed if he has treated (the truth) as a lie and 
turned his back?
Does he not know that Allah sees?
Ray verily if he do not desist, We shall seize him by the 
forelock
A lying sinful forelock 
Go let him summon his council
We will summon the guards of hell
Nay, do not obey him but prostrate thyself and draw near 
(Surah 96; 9 - 19)
Ibn Hisham: Lanaefa* means *v/e will drag* or *we ill seize*4 The .
poet said;
A people, who when they heard the call for help
Your would observe them, some bri^ ii??.S'g Iheir mares ^hd , 
others seizing them by the mane.
The Nadi was the council chamber where the people gathered together 
and in which they transacted their business. In the- Book of Allah 
the Exalted (it is said);-
Ye bring what is disreputable into your assembly (GÛràh 29: 29^
And it was the assembly. ’Abid bin al^-Abras said;-
Be off with you! For 1 belong to the Be-ni Asad
the people of the assembly, the people of generosity and the
meeting place.
In the Book of Allah (it is said):-
And best as an assembly (Burah l$>î 73)*
Its plural is 'Andiyahl. He says; "Let him summon his assembly",
that is, the people of his assembly, just as He said:*
Ask the village (Surah 12s 82)
meaning the people of the village. Salamah bin JandaX one of the
Beni Ba'd bin Zaid Manat bin Tamim said;-
Two days (there be), a day of meetings and assemblies 
And a day to go against the enemy a full day's march
This stanmgis in a poem of his, Al-Kamxt bin Zaid salds-
In the assembly there are no babblers wlio multiply words to 
no purpose
Nor are aaay silent through inability to speak^(or because 
silence has been fa-cod upon them).
This stanza is in a poem of his. It is also said that 'an^Hadi*
means 'the friends', *Az-sabaniyah'moans*th© coarse, the strong ones*.
In this passage they are the keepers of the Fire. The Zabaniyah are
also in the world, the helpers of man who serve and aid him. The
singular is 'ISibniyah'* Ibn az-$ab*arl said:-
Giving food in tfeb guest-house, giving thrusts in war 
Helpers, stout,.great their minds
He says: "Htrong ones", This stanza is in a poem of his. Galchr bin
•Abdallah the Hudhalite who was Sakhr the Ghayite said:-
And from Kabir a group of strong ones*
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his,
Ibn Ishaqî Allah sent down to him in connection with the possessions
which they offered him;-
Bay; "The reward which X have asked of you is for your oifn sakes 
my reward depends on Allah alone, and He is witness of 
everything* (Surah 34: 4?),
Bo whï^ n iho Messenger of Allah brought them the truth which they
recognised, and they had recognised his truthfulness in all that he
related to them and the place of his prophetic office with regard
*Cairo Text used here#
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to v/bat he brought thorn iii tha nay of (revealing to thorn) the
knowledge of the hidden things, when they asked him about that which
they asked him, envy on their part arose between them and his
followers» and (prevented them from) acceptance of him a© genuine.
They were insolent toward© Allah and abandoned His affair openly
and resorted to the unbelief which they had. One of them said;-
Do not listen to this Qur’an but talk nonsense, perhaps ye 
will gain the upper hand. (Surah 4l: 26).
That is, make it worthless and useless and take it as a laughing­
stock, perhaps ye will gain the upper hand thereby. For verily, if 
ye discuss and wrangle with him, he will get the better of you*
Abu îtahl said one day when he was making mock of the the eager
of Allah and the truth which he had brought:* "0 people cf Qpraieh,
Muhammad claims that the soldiers of Allah who will torment you in
the Fire and imprison you in it, are only nineteen in number, and you
are the most nimerous of peoples. Will each hundred men of you then
be powerless against one man of them?"* Go Allah sent down about that
saying of his:-
Vve have appointed none other than angele to be guardians of 
the Fire and we have stated their number only as a. trial 
for those who have disbelieved. (Gurah y4; 31).
Go when they said that to each other they began to withdraw from the
Messenger of Allah when he proclaimed the Qur’an openly as he was
praying, and to refuse to listoh to him. If any of them wanted to
hearken to some of what the '^ e^ssenger of Allah \m& reciting from the
Qur’an, while he was praying, he would he would steal along and
listen by himself If he thought hhey knew ha was
listening to him he went in fear of being molested by them and did
not listen. If the Messenger of Allah lowered his voice^ the one who
was listening supposed they could not hear anything of hie recitation
while he himself heard some of it apart from them, he listened to him
and heard him by stealth.
Ibn Ishaq; D&ud bin al-Hueain a client of 'Amr bin Mjfthman related
* * tf
to me that 'Ikrimah a client of Ibn 'Abbas related to them, that 
•Abdallah bin 'Abbas related to them that this verse was sent down
merely on account of those persons;-
And do not proclaim thy prayer openly, neither pronounce it
too low but between these seek a (middle) course.
(Burah 1?; 110).
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He says; Do not spe ak openly in tiiy pray ora for they will separate 
themselves from thee, and do not bo silent In them so that those who 
are listening bj stealth in their desire to hear apart from them may 
not be deprived of hearing them, mayhap he will be converted to what
lie hears and be benefited by It.
The first man to proclaim the Qur’an openly after the Mogoeagsr of
Allah peoclaimed it in Mecca amongst Quraish.
Ibn Ishaqs Yahya ibn ‘Urwah ibn aa-Zubair related to me on the 
authority of his father. He said: The first man who proclaimed tha
Qur’an openly after the Messenger of Allah in Mecca was 'Abdallah 
ibn Maa'ud.» He said: "The friends of the ffessenger of Allah
gathered together one day and said: "Quraish has never heard this 
Qur’an proclaimed openly to them. Which man will declare it to them?" 
'Ahdallah ibn Mas'ud said: "I will". They said: "Verily, v/e are
afraid of them on youi‘ account, we want a man who has kindred to 
protect him from the ppople, if they meant (mischief) to him". He saic 
"Allow me, for verily Allah will protect me". Bo Ibn Mas'ud set out 
in the morning and came to the place of standing in the forenoon and 
took his stand beside it while Quraish were in their assembly hall. 
Then he recited
In the Name of Allah, the Merciful the Compassionate
Then, lifting up his voice;-
The Merciful taught the Qur’an (Surah 55: 1,2)
Then he confronted them as he recited it, and they considered him 
and said: "What did this son of a mother of a slave say?". Then they 
said: "Verily he is.reciting part of what Muhammad brought". Bo they 
rose up against him and began to beat him on the face but he kept 
on reciting till he got as far as Allah willed he should get. Then 
he went away to his friends- They had left marks on his face, and 
they said to him; "This is what we feared would happen to #9%*' He 
said; "The enemies of Allah were never more tolerable to me than 
they were just now, and if you are agreeable, X will go to them early 
to-morrow with the same thing? They said: "Hay, enough for you, you... 
have made them listen to what they detest",
The account of Quraish listening to the recitation of the Frophet.
Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn Bhihab az-Suhrl related to me 
that it was related to him that Abu Bufyan ibn Harb and Abu Jahl
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bin Kiiîham and al-Akhnas bln Shariq bin *Amr bln Wahlv 'tlie Tnaqafit©
ally of the Beni Zuhrah set- out 'by M^ght to 3.l8ten to the Messenger
of Allah a© he prayed at night in hi© house. Each* of them took up a
position in whioh to listen and none of them know the position cf his
companion, They ©pent the night listening to him and when dawk oame
they went their separate way©, hut they csme together on the road
and reproved each other and said to each other: " Do not go back,
for if one of your stupid people were to see you :lt would give him
ideas", Then they wont their way© and when the second night came
èkcj:i of ;.tharadreturned to his position and they spent the night
listening to him. When dawn camo they went their ways but came
together on the road and ©aid to,each other the same as they said
the first time. Then they went away, and when the third night came
each of them took up his position and they spent the night listening
to him* and when the dawn came they went their ways but came
together on the road- They said to each, others "We will not part
till we make a compact not to return", Bo they made a compact on that
basis and parted* When morning came, al-.Akhnas bin Bharxq took his
staff and went out and came to Abu Bufyan in his hmuse and said; "0
Abu HanthaXah give me your opinion about what you heard from 
*
Muhammad "* He said: "0 Abu Tha'labah, 1 heard things that 1 
*
recognise and I recognise what is meant by them, and X hear things 
whose meaning X do not recognise nor what is intended, by them". 
Al-Akhnas said: "By Him by whom you swore* I am in like circumstance"# 
Then he went away from him and came to Abu Jahl and went in to him i(% 
hia house and sais; "0 Abu ’X-ïïaktn* what la your opinion regarding 
what you heard from Muhammad?"* He ©aids "What have I heard? We 
and the B^ jni '.Abd Manaf have been disputing as to (which should have) 
tlm precedence* They supplied food and we supplied food; they 
carried and we carried; they gave and we gave till when we were 
brought down on our knees and were like two horses running for a 
wager they said: 'We have a prophet to whom comes revelations from 
heaven', When will have anything like thlsE We will never believe 
in him nor regard him a© trustworthy? Then al-iUchneis arose and 
left him.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allhhrecited the Qur’an to them and 
called them to Allah they said in mockery of him: "Our hearts are
in a veil (hidden away) from, that to which you call us; we* do not
understand what yott ©aj* In our ears thera la deafness; we do not
hear ?jha:t you saj? and between you and us is a curtain which has
come down* Practise then what you have and v/e will practise what
we have* for verily we understand nothing (that comes) from you* Bo
Allah sent dow^n to him about that aaying of theirs 5-
When thou reoltest the Qur’an We have put between thee and 
those who do nob believe iai the Hereafter a curtain 
concealed
down to his saying;- ^
And xûien in the Qurlaa thou meiitionest thy,OnéaLord they 
turn their backs shunning (it). (Burah 17s 45 * 49)*
That is; How did they understand Ihy declaration of the unity of
the Lord*if, as they say, X have laid a veil on thoir hearts, put
deafness in their ears, and placed a curtain between you and them?.
That is, I have not done this*
We know best what they listen to when they listen to thee, 
and when they discuss by themselves^ when the v;rong-doers 
says "Ye follow nothing but a man bev/itched"*(Gurah 17: 50)*
That is : What they recommend you bo do is to abandon that with
which X sent thee to them#
Bee how they coin proverbs for thee, but they have gone 
astray and are not able(to find)a way. (Surah 17s 51)•
That is s They have misaod the point of the proverb they coined for
thee so by ifc they get no right guidance, and it ia not fitting for
them to spealc of It.
And they said î we have beooiae bones and fragments shall
w© verily be raised up a new creation? (Gurah 17; 52).
That XSÎ Thou hast come tolling m  that we will be raised up after
death even though we are bones aid fragments, but that will never be.
Bay 5 "Be stones or iron or any other thing that is big 
in your breasts? Then they will say:"Who will bring us back?" 
Bays "Ho who created you at first" (Burah 1?; 55)*
That is: He who created you, you know from what; and your creation 
out of clay is not si greater Impossibility for Him than that.
Xbn IshaqÎ 'Abdallah bin Abu Hajih related to me on the authority 
of Mujahid from Ibn 'Abbas. He said: "1 asked him about the saying 
of Allah to whom belong power and glory "or any other thing that is 
big in your breasts", what Allah intended by it, and he ©aids"Death".
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An account of the appression by the polytheictc of the weak ones who 
had accepted Islam through injury and seduction.
Ibn Ishaq: Then tliey began to ill-trcaL the friande of - the Messenger
of Allah who had ielamized and followed him. Each tribe seized all
the Muolims who were in it and began incarcerating them and
tormenting them* by beating them, exposing them to hunger and thirst,
and the scorching ground of Mecca when the heat grew excessive.
Those of them who were weak, they seduced away from their religion
and some of thorn wore sorely tried by the severity of the misfortunes
which came upon thorn* Gome of them were scorched (by exposure to the
oun) and some of them Allah protected. Bilal, a client of .Abu i3akr
belonged to some of the Beni Jumah as one of those who were of mixed
extraction. He was genuine in his profession of Islam and pure in
heart. Umayyah ibn Khalaf ibn Wahb ibn Hudhafah ibn Jumah had
exposed him when the noon-tide heat was at its height by casting him
on his back in the torrent bed at Mecca. Then he ordered a hige rock
bo be placed on his chest and said to him: "Ï swear you shall indéed
remain in this position till you either die or blaspheme Muhammad,.
»
and warship al-Lat and al-'O'zza ; and he said while he was enduring 
that torment: ONE ONE.
Ibn Ishaq: Hisham ibn *Urwah related to me on the authority of his
father. He said: Waraqah ibn Naufal passed by him while he was
being tormented in this way and he was saying ONE ONE, and he said: 
ONE ONE, 0 Bilal. Then he went to Umayyah ibn Khalaf and those of 
the &eni Jumah who had done this to him and said; "I swear that if 
you kill him for this I will surely take him for a mercy". Then 
Abu Ba.kr ibn Abu Quhafah, the Faithful passed by him one day while 
they were treating him in this way, and Abu Bakr's house v/as amongst 
the Beni Jumah, He said to Umayyah: "Do you not fear Allah where
this poor man is concerned? Kov^  long?". He said: "You have
corrupted him, deliver him now from that which you observe". Abu 
13akr said; "I will do it. I have a black boy more robust than he, 
and stronger in your religion* I will give you him in exchange for 
him". He said: "I accept", and he said: "He is yours". So Abu Bakr
gave him that boy of his and took him and set him free. Then he 
freed along with him, when they accepted Islam, six slaves of whom 
Bilal was the seventh before he migrated to Medina: 'Amir ibn Fuhaira^
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who v/itness^Badr and Uhud and was slain a martyr of the day of Bir 
Ma'Unah; Umm *Ubaie, Sinnïrah, whose sight was gone when he set her 
free, and Quraish said; "None other than al-Lat and al-*Uzza have 
taken away her sight". 3he said; "They have lied, for by the House 
of Allah, al-Lat and al-»*Uzza neither injure nor benefit". Then 
Allah restored her sight. He also freed an-flahdiyyah and her 
daughter, v/ho both belonged to a woman of the Beni *Abd ad-Dar. He 
passed by them when their mistress had sent them with some flour of 
hers, and she said; "I will never release you two", and Abu Bakr 
said; "It is allowable 0 mother of So-and-so". She said; "It is 
allowable, you have corrupted them so set them free". He set them 
free and said: "How much for the pair of them?"-. She said: "So much".
He said; "I take them and they are free". Take back to her the flour" 
They said: "Shall we finish with ib and then return it to her?". He
said: "So let it be if you wish it". He passed by a slave-girl of
the Beni Mu’aramal, a tribe of the Beni 'Adi ibn Ka'b, who was a 
Muslim, while *Umar ibn al-Khattab was tormenting her to make her 
abandon Islam. He was a polytheist at that time and he beat her till 
he grew tired of it and said: "I make this excuse to you; I did not
give you up except out of weariness". She said: "May Allah do so
to thee". So Abu Bakr bought her and set her free.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn 'Abdallah ibn Abu *Atiq related to me on the
authority of "Amir ibn "Abdallah ibn as-Zubair on the authority of 
one of his people. He said: "Abu Quhafah said to Abu Bakr: son,
I observe you are freeing weak slaves, if only when you do what you 
do, you freed robust men they would protect you and stand up for you". 
Abu Bakr said: "My father, I only want what I want for Allah’s sake
to Whom belong power and glory, and it is related that these verses 
were sent down only in connection with him and what his father said 
to him:-
I Go as for him who gives and is pious
And accepts as true the Good
down to His saying
To no one is he under a favour which requires to be 
recompensed
But only out of desire for the face of his Lord the Most High 
And surely he shall be satisfied.
Ibn Ishaq: The Beni Makhzum took out "Ammar ibn Yasi/tr and his father
and mother who belonged to the fold of Islam when the noon-tide heat
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was at its height to torment them in the torrent-bed of fïecca and the 
Messenger of Allah passed by them and said; according to what 1 heard; 
"Patience 0 family of Yasîr, you have the promise of Paradise". As 
for his mother, they killsd her, since she refused everything but 
Islam. Abu Jahl, that evil-doer was the one v;ho incited them agoint 
individuals of Quraish. When he heard that a man of rank who was 
able to defend himself had accepted Islam he rebuked and reproached 
him and said; "Your have abandoned the religion of your father who 
was better than you, we will surely hold you as stupid minded, declare 
your views unsound and humiliate your dignity". If he was a merchant 
he said; "We will surely make your business worthless and destroy 
your wealth". If he was a weak man he beat and seduced him.
Ibn Ishaq; Hakim ibn Jubair related to me on the authority of Ga*Id 
ibn Jubair. He said; "I said to "Abdallah ibn "Abbas: "Did the 
polytheists inflict on the friends of the Messenger of Allah the 
torment of which they were guilty, in connection with their abandon­
ment of their religion?*. He said: "Yes, if they beat one of them
or starved him or kept him thirsty, till he was no longer able to 
sit upright because of the harm he had sustained (it was) in order 
that he might give them the apostasy which they demanded. They would 
say to him: "Al-Lat and al-"u%za are your gods apart from Allah", and
he would say "Yes*. Even if a black beetle passed them they would 
say to him: "Is this beetle your god apart from Allah?" and he would
answer "ÿes" to free himself from the affliction wherewith they . 
afflicted him.
Ibn Ishaq: Az-Zubair ibn "Ukashah ibn "Abdallah ibn Abu Ahmad
*  *  JU
related to me that it was related to him that some men of the Beni 
Makhzum went to Hisham ibn al-Vialld when his brother al-5Salid ibn 
al-Walid ibn al-Mughirah accepted -^ slam, and they had resolved to 
seize some youths belonging to them who had accepted ^slam, amongst 
whom were Galamah ibn Hisham and "Ayyash ibn Abu Rabi"ah. He said: 
Thifiy said to him in fear of the evil he might do: "Verily we wished
to censure these young men about this religion which they have 
initiated, for thereby we will be safe where others are concerned".
He said; "The onus of that is on you, censure him then and guard 
yourselves against him. Then he said:-
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Be on your guard each for himself for I swear by Allah that if you 
kill him I will surely kill one of your noble men. They said; "flay 
Allah curse whoever runs the risk of this thing happening, if he were 
killed amongst us the noblest ,an of us would be slain. So they left 
him and withdrew and this was one occasion on which Allah protected 
him from them.
The Account of the First Emigration to the country of Ethiopia.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah saw the trials which befell his
friends and the immunity which he enjoyed in his station from Allah
and Abu Talib his uncle, and that he was unable to protect them from 
*
the trials which they suffered, he said to them: "If you were to
emigrate to the country of Ethippia, there is a king in it with whom 
no one is wronged, and it is a land pf righteousness, that Allah may 
grant you relief from what you new endure". Thereupon the Muslims 
of the friends of the ^^asenger of Alla emigrated to the country of 
Ethiopia in fear of seduction and in flight to Allah with their religioi 
This was the first emigration that took place in Islam,
Rames and genealogies of emigrants omitted.
So the Muslims who betook themselves to the country of Ethiopia and 
emigrated to it, apart from their children whom they took with 
them when they were small, or were born there, were eighty three men, 
if *Ammar ibn Yasir was amongst them, but it is doubtful about him.
Poetry omitted.
The mission sent by Quraish to Ethiopia to seek the emigrants and 
their failure in what they sought because of the strong protection 
of the Negus,
Ibn Ishaq: When Qpraish saw that the friends of the Messenger of
Allah were enjoying peace and safety in the country of Ethiopia and 
that they had found a home there and a place to settle, they determined 
amongst themselves to send to the Regus in connection with them two 
strong men from Quraish that he might return them to them so that they 
could seduce them with regard to their religion, and that he might 
expel them from their homes where they had found peace and safety# They 
sent "Abdallah ibn Abu Rabi'ah and "Amr ibn al-"As ibn Wâ^l, and 
gathered gifts for them to take to the Regus and his Patriarchs. When 
Ahu Talib saw their plan and the purpose for which they sent them he 
recited some stanzas for the Negus in which he stimulates him to
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afford them safe protection and defend them : -
Would that i knew how Ja'far is faring in the remote place 
And "Amr, and the enemies who are nearly related to the enemy 
Have the deeds of the Negus been favourable to l'a "far and his 
friends
Mr has he turned away from that, deviating from it?
Know, thou hast scorned the curse, verily thou art noble 
Generous, and those who have come under thy protection are not 
miserable
Know that Allah hath increased thee in well-being 
And all the means of good adhere to thee
Verily, thou art abundance, the possessor of an overflowing 
bucket
Of which both friends and foes obtain the benefit.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Muslim az-Zuhri related to me on the
authority of Abu Bakr ibn "Abd ar-Rahman ibn al-Hirith ibn Hisham the 
MakhzÛmite from Umm Salamah bint Abu Umayyah ibn al-Mughirhh wife of 
the Prophet, She said: "When we settled in the country of Ethiopia
we had as neighbours the best of neighbours who gave us safety for (the 
practice of) our religion, we worshipped Allah without suffering hurt, 
and v/e did not hear anything we disliked. When that came to the ears 
of Quraish they took counsel together to send tv/o of their strong men 
to the Negus in connection with us, also that they would present to the 
Negus certain gifts from the wares of Mecca, and the most wonderful 
thing that came to him from there were the skins. They collected 
many skins for him and they did not pass over a single one of his 
Patriarchs for whom they did not provide a present. Then they sent 
"Abdallhhibn Abu Rabi"a^and "Amr ibn al-"As with these things and 
gave them their instructions and said to them: "Take to each
Patriarch his present before you speak to the Negus about them. Then 
bring the Negus his gifts and ask him to hand them over to you before
he speaks with them". So they set out and came to the Negus - and we
were in the best of abodes with the best of neighbours - and there 
was not one of his Patriarchs to whom they did not hand over his gift 
before they talked with the Negus, They said to each Patriarch: 
"Verily, certain foolish young men from us have taken refuge in the 
king"# country who have abandoned the religion of their people and do 
not accept your religion, but have brought a schismatical faith which 
neither we nor you recognise. We have sent, of the noble men of their 
people to the king in connection with them that he may return them to
them. So when v/e speak to the king about them, advise him that he
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should hand them over to us withiut speaking to them# for verily their 
people are more worthy of regard than they are# and know best the 
disgrace they have brought upon them". They said to them: "Jes",
Then they offered their gifts to the 2^ egus and he accepted them from
them# and they spoke to him and said to him: "0 King# verily there
have taken refuge in your country certain foolish young men who have 
abandoned the religion of their people and have not entered your 
religion but have brought a religion they have invented which neither 
we nor you recognise# So the nobles of their people have sent us to 
you about them# from their fathers and their relatives and their clans, 
that you may return them to them# for they are more worthy of regard 
than they are, and know best the disgrace they have brought upon them#
for which they have censured them". There was nothing more hateful to
•Abdallah ibn Abu Habî*àh and *Amr ibn al-*As than that the Negus 
should listen to their words. His Patriarchs around him said: "They 
are quite right 0 King, their people are more worthy of regard and 
know best how they have disgraced them# hand them over then to them 
and they will take them back to their own country and people". So the 
Negus grew angry and said: "No# I swear that I will not hand them over
to them. A people will scarcely become my neighbours# settle in my 
country and choose me before all others just in order that I should 
call them and ask them about what these two men have to say about - - 
their affair. If they werelall they say I would hand them over to 
them and return them to their own people. But if they be in different 
case then I will protect them and make good their protection so long 
as they are my neighbours"•
The story of the Negus bringing the emigrants to his presence and 
questioning them about their religion and their reply to that.
She said; "Then he sent to the friends of the Messenger of Allah and 
called them. When his messengers came to them they assembled and said 
one to another: *Whàt will you say to the man when you come to him?'. 
They said: 'We will say what we know and what our Prophet has 
commanded us# come what may*. So when they came to him - and the 
Negus had called his learned men and they had spread out their scrolls 
around them - he asked them: 'What is this religion in (the pursuance 
of) which you have separated yourselves from your people and did not 
enter my religion or that of one of the sects. It was Ha'far ibn
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Abu Talib who spoke to him and said: "0 King, we were a people who
lived in barbarism, worshipping idols, eating dead things,practising 
abominations, setting aside the ties of blood relationship, abusing 
the duty of granting protection, the strong amongst us devouring the 
weak. That was that state we were in till Allah sent us a Messenger 
from amongst ourselves, whose lineage, truthfulness, faithfulness and 
moderations we recognise. So he called us to Allah, to believe in His 
unity and worship Him, and to put away from us the things that we and 
our fathers worshipped apart from Him such as stones and idols. He 
commanded us to be truthful in speech, to fulfil pledges, to preserve 
the blood-bond intact, to afford good protection, and to refrain from 
forbidden things and blood, forbade us (to practise) abominations, 
to speak falsely, to devour the orphan's inheritance, and foul 
accusings of vittuous women; He commanded us to worship Allah and not 
associate anything with Him; he enjoined us to pray, give alms and fast 
Thus he enumerated the enactments of Islam to him. *So we accepted him 
as genuine, believed in him, followed him in what he brought from Allah 
and we worshipped Allah only and did not associate anything with Him.
We disallowed what he disallowed and allowed what he allowed. Then our 
people grew hostile to us, tormented us, and seduced us from our 
religion to turn us back from the worship of Allah to the worship of 
idols, and that we should regard as allowable the vices we had 
formerly regarded as allowable. So when they maltreated us, wronged 
us, oppressed us, and interfered between us and our religion we 
emigrated to your country, and we chose you in preference to all 
others, and coveted your protection, and we hoped that with you we 
should not suffer wropg, 0 King*. The Negus said to him: *Hàvè youegot 
with you anything of what he brought about Allah?*, and Ja*far said to 
Him: 'S'es*. The Negus said to him: 'Recite it to me*. Bo he recited 
to him the first part of KAF h1 * ’ ïâ'< ■ ^'i™ ^he Negus wept till .
he wet his beard and his bishops wept till they wet their scrolls,
when they heard what he recited to them. Then the Negus said: Verily
this and that which Moses brought have issued from the same niche, be 
off the pair of you, I will not yield them up nor prove deceitful'.
What the emigrants said regarding Jesus son of Mary before the ^egus. 
She said: So when they went out from him, *Amr ibn al-'As said: "I
will certainly bring to him to-morrow kbout them that by which I shall
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txtirpat'3 them". 'Abdallah ibn ar-Babi'ah who was the more pipus of
the two men said: "Do not do it for they have their blood relations
even if they do disagree with us* We will inform him that they claim
the Jesus son of Mary was a creature"* Then they went to him early
in the morning and said to him: "0 King, verily they utter a terrible
saying about Jesus eon of Mary* Send to them and ask them what thëy
say regarding Him"* So he sent to them to ask them about it and
nothing like it had come upon us before* The people gathered together
and said to each other; "What will you say regarding Jesus son of Mary
if he asks, you about Him"* They said: "We will say what Allah said,
and what our Prophet brought, come what may• When they went in to him
he said to them: "What do you say regarding Jesus son of Mary", and
Jaèfar ibn Abu Talib said: "Regarding Him we say what our Prophet#
brought# He saya He is the Servant of Allah, Hie Messenger, His Spirit 
and His Word which He cast into the Virgin Mary". So the Negus struck 
his hand on the ground, took from it a piece of wood and said: "Jesus
son of Mary'did not exceed what you have said by as much as this rod"*
His Patriarchs around him snorted when he said what he said: So he
said: "Even if you snort, go your ways for you are the marked people
in my country. (Ash-Shuyumimeans 'the safe ones'). Whoever curses you 
will be fined". Then he said: "Whoever curses you will be fined,
and I would not like to have a mountain of gold and that I harmed one 
of you.
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as 'dibran min dhahab' and it is also
given as 'antun suyum*; and ad-dabr in the Ethiopian tongue means * the
mountain'. "Return to them their gifts, I have no need of them* Allah 
did not takejapbribejfrômLme wBehhHepre^torai^tO/^eqmy ki shall
I then take a bribe where He i?' . ,nccrned* He did not cafry out uhe 
wishes of the people about me, and shall I carry our their'.wishes 
where He is concerned"* Thus they went forth from his presence in 
disgrace with what they had brought returned to them, and we remained 
with him in the best of abodes with the best of neighbours.
She said: We were in that (happy) state when one of the Ethiopians
who disputed the kingdom with him came upon him, and indeed I never 
knew us to grieve more deeply than the grief which we felt for him at 
that time, in our fear that that man would get the better of the Negus 
and a man would come who would not recognise our rights in the way the
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Negus had done. Bo the Negus set out to meet him and between them 
lay the breadth of the Nile. The friends of the Messenger of Allah 
said: "What man will go and be present at the battle between them and
bring us word". As-2ubair ibn al-'Awwam said: "I will". They said:
"You!"I for he was the most junior of them in years. Then they 
inflated a water skin for him and out it on his chest and he swam on it 
till he came to the place of the Nile where was the rendezvous of the 
people, and then he went and joined them* We prayed to Allah to bless 
the Negus with victory over his enemy and to establish him in his 
country and we were thus engaged, waiting for what was to be, when az- 
Bubair ibn al-*Âwwâm appeared running. He made a sign with his 
garments and said: "Rejoice! The Negus has been victorious and Allah
has destroyed his enemy". I never knew us to rejoice with a joy like 
that. So the Negus returned, Allah having destroyed hie enemy, 
confirmed him in (possession of) his country, and secured to him the 
rule of Ethiopia. Thus wo were with him in the best of abodes till 
we returned to the Messenger of Allah who was in Mecca.
An account of the beginning of the sovereignty of the over
Az-Zuhri said: I related to *Urwah ibn a%-&ubair the account of Abu
Bakr ibn *Abd ar-Rahman on the authority of ümm Salamah^ wife of the 
Prophet. He said: "Bd you understand what he said: 'Allah did not
take a bribe from me wj^ ene he restored me to my kingdom, that I should 
take a bribe where He is concerned, and He did not carry out the wishes 
of the people about me, that I should carry out their wishes where He 
is concerned?'. I said: "No". He said: "'A’ishah, mother of the
believers related to me that hit father was king of his people and he 
had no son except the Negus. The Negus had an uncle on his father's 
side from whom issued twelve man and they were the people of the royal 
house of the Ethiopian kingdom. The Ethiopians said amongst them­
selves: "If we were to slay the father of. the Negus and make his
brother king for he has no child except this youth and his brother 
has twelve sons to inherit the kingdom after him, Ethiopia will 
endure for ever. So they attacked and killed the father of the Negus 
add made his brother king. Thus they remained for a time while the 
Negus grew up with his uncle and he was an intelligent and resolute 
man. So he gained the upper hand in the affair of his uncle and 
occupied the chief place in his heart. When the Ethiopians realised
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his position with regard to him they said among themselves: "This 
youth has gained the upper hand in the affair of his uncle and we are 
afraid he will make him king over us, and if he makes him king over us 
he will certainly have us all put to death for he knows that we are the 
ones who slew his father". So they went to his uncle and said to him: 
"Either you put this youth to death or exile him from amongst us for 
we fear him on our accountV He said: "Oyt upon you! You killed his
father yesterday and will I kill him to-day? Nay, I will exile him
from your country". Then they took him out to the market place and
sold him to one of the merchants for six hundred dirhems who put him on 
a ship and took him away. When the evening of that day came there 
arose an autumn cloud and his uncle went out to ask for rain beneath it 
and lightMng struck him and killed him. Then the Ethiopians turned 
to his eon for help but he was a stupid (fellowS in whom was no good 
and he disorganised the affair of the Ethipoians. When their 
situation became untenable because of that they said to each other: 
"Learn that your king you have sold one morning - he is the only one 
will order your affairs aright.. If you are in need with regard to the 
affair of the Ethiopians go after him now". So they set out in search 
of him and of the man to whom they had sold him and they found him and 
brought him away from him. When they brought him back they-)set -the 
crown on his head and placed him on the king's throne and made him king, 
Then the merchant to whom they had sold him came to them and said: 
"Either you give me my property or else I will tell him about it".
They said: "We will give you nothing". He said: "In that case I will
tell him". They said: " Go ahead!"• So he came to him, squatted in
front of him and said; "0 King, I bought a boy in the market-place 
from some people for six hundrea Jirh?ms and they gave me ray boy and 
took my dirhems. Then when I took my boy away they overtook me, took 
away my bay and withheld my dirhems? The Negus said to them: "His 
dirhems must certainly be given to him or else his boy must put his 
hand in his hand that he may take him eiway wherever he chooses". They 
said: "Nay, we will give him his dirhems". So because of that he said
"Allah did not take a bribe from me when he restored to me my kingdom 
that I should take a bribe where He is concerned, and He did not carry 
out the wishes of the people about me that I should carry out their 
wishes where He is concerned". And that was the first time he was 
tested regarding his firmness in his religion and his justice in 
judgment.
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Ibn IshSq: Yazld bin Human related to me on the authority of 'Urwah bin 
.az-2iUbair from 'A’ishah* She said: "When the Negus died it was 
related that a light has not ceased to be seen on his grave";
The Rising of the Ethiopians against the N^us,
Ja*far bin Muhammad related to me on the authority of his father. He 
said: "The Ethiopians gathered together and said to the Negus: 'Verily 
you have abandoned our religion*, and they rose against him. 80 he 
sent word to Ja'far and his friends and got ships ready fcr them and 
said: 'Embark and stay where you are, If I am routed go away till 
you come to the place where you wish to be, and if I am victorious, 
remain. Then he turned to a book and wrote in it and he was 
testifying that there is no god but Allah qnd that Muhamaad was his 
servant and ?(îessenger, and testifying that ^esus was His servant and 
Messenger, His Spirit and His Word which He cast into Mary. Then he 
put it into his gown at the right shoulder and went out to the 
Ethiopians who got into rank for him and said; 'Am I not the best 
entitled to (be king over) you of all people?'. They said: 'Without
doubt*. He said: 'And what do you think of my life amongst you?'.
They said; 'The best life** He said: 'What then do you mean?* They 
said: 'You have abandoned our religion and asserted that ^esus is a 
creature'. He said: 'And what do you yourselves say about ^esus?'
They said: 'We say He is the Son of God*. Then the Negus said - and 
ha laid his hand over his heart on his gown: 'He testifies that ^esus 
Eon of Mary did not add anything to that', referring merely to what he 
had written; and they were satisfied and took their departure. Word of 
that came to the Prophet, and when the Negus died he prayed for him 
and asked forgiveness fcr him.
The story of the islamisation of 'Umar bin al-Khattab*
Ibn Ishaq; When 'Amr bin al-'As and 'Abdallah bin Abu .Babi'ah returned
to Quraish without having obtained what they sought from the friends of
the Messenger of Allah and the had sent them back with something
they disliked, 'Umar bin al-Khattab islamiaed. He was an intractable* *
man who did not desire what was behind his back, and the friends of the 
Messenger of Allah avoided him and Hamzah till they were a match for 
Quraish. 'Abdallah bin Mas'ud said: "We were not able to pray at the 
Ka'bah till 'Umar bin al-Khattab islamiaed, and when he islamlzed he
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fought with Quraieh until he.prayed at the Ka'bah and we prayed with 
him* The acceptance of Islam by 'Umar took place after tho^  emigration 
of those friends of the Messenger of Allah who emigrated to Ethiopia*
Al-Bakka'I said: Mie'ar ibn Kidam related to me on the authority of
Ea'd ibxi Ibrahim, He said: "'Abdallah ibn Mas'ud said that 'Umar's
acceptance of Islam was a beginning, his migration a victory, and=his 
caliphate a mercy, and we did not pray àtethe Ka'bah till 'Umar 
islamiaed. When he accepted Islam he fought with ’^uraish till he 
prayed at the Ka'bah and we prayed with him.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abd ar-Rahman ibn al-Hirith ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Ayyash
ibn Abu Rabi'ah related to me on the authority of 'Abd al-'AzIs ibn
'Abdallah ibn 'Âmir ibn Rabi'ah from his mother Umra 'Abdallah bint Abu
Hathmah. She said: "We were on our way to Ethiopia and 'Amir had
gone on about some of his affaire when 'Umar ibn al-Khattabcarae up and..
stood before me, and he was still a polytheist. From him we suffered 
trials harmful to us and severe on us. He said: "Surely this is
departure 0 Uram 'Abdallah'. I said: '#es, we will indeed go to a
country of Allah; you have harmed and maltreated us and Allah is 
granting us relief'. He said: 'May Allah go with you*, and I nhticed
in him a gentleness I had not noticed before. Then he went away and 
according to what I saw, our departure had grieved him. Then 'Amir 
brought what he had gone to get and I said to him: *0 Abu 'Abdallah 
if you had only seen 'Umar a little while ago, his gentleness and his 
grief about us'* He said: 'Do you coevt that he become a Muslim?'
I said: 'Yes'. He said: 'He whom you saw will not accept Islam till
the asB af al-Khattab accepte Islam*. She said: (He said this) in
despair of him because of what he had seen of his hard-heartedness and 
brutality towards Islam.
Ibn Ishaq: Umar's acceptance of Islam, according to what I have heard
took place because his sister Fatimah bint al-Khattab who was the wife 
' — ■ * ' * * 
of Sa'Id ibn Zaid ibn 'Amr ibn Nufail. She had accepted Islam and so
had her husband Sa'Id ibn Zaidand they were keeping their acceptance of
Islam a secret from 'Umar. Nu * aim ibn 'Abdallah an-Nahham a man of
his people from the Beni 'Adi ibn Ka'b had accepted Islam and he also i
was concealing his acceptance of ielam in fear of his people. Khabbâb
ibn al-Aratt came often to Fatimah bint al-Khattab to recite to her the
V  '
Qur'an. One day 'Umar went out with his sword alung round his neck 
in search jfif the Messenger of Allah with a party of his friends who ha&
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told him that they had gathered together in a house at as-Safa and they
• *
were almost forty people between men and women* With the Messenger of
Allah were hue uncle Hamaah ibn *Abd al-Huttalib, Abu Bakr ibn Abu
• * •
Quhafah the Faithful, and 'All ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib amongst men of the
Muslims who had remained with the Messenger of Allah in Mecca and had
not emigrated with those who had gone to Ethiopia. Bo Nu'aim ibn
'Abdallah met him and said: 'Where are you going 0 'Umar?'# He said;
'I am seeking Muhammad the Sabian who has split the affair of Quraish
# •
accounts us simple-minded, casts reproach on our religion, and cursed
our gods, 60 I will kill him*# Nu'aim said to him; 'You are self-
deceived 0 'Umar. Do you thin^ the Beni 'Abd Manaf will leave you to
walk the face of the earth when you have slain Muhammad?* Will you not
then return to the people of our house and set their affair right?*.
He said: 'Which people of my house?*. He said: 'Your brother-in-law
and cousin Sa'id ibn Zaid ibn 'Amr and your sister Fatimah bint al-
Khabtâb. They.have accepted Islam and followed Muhammad in his religioi
and your concern is with them'. So 'Umar went back and directed his
steps towards his sister and his brother-in-lav and/Khabbabibn al-Aratt
was withythèm and he had a sheet on which was Ta' Hâ, which he was
reading to them. When they heard the rustle of 'Hear Khabbâb hid .
himself in a small room belonging to them or in some part of the house’
and Fatimah bint al-Khattab took the sheet and put-it beneath her 
• • •
thigh. But 'Umar as -he, drew near to the house had heard Khabbab 
reciting to them and when he came in he said: 'What is this subdued 
voice which I heard?'. They said to him; 'You did not hear anything at 
all*. He said: 'Certainly I did. X was told that you have followed 
Muhammad in his religion*, and he seized his brother-in-law Sa*id ibn 
Zaid, and his sister Fatimah rose to pull him away from her husband and 
he struck her and gashed her face. When he did that his sister and his 
brother said to him: 'Yes we have accepted Islam and believed in Allah 
and His Frophet, so do what seems good to you*. When 'Umar saw the 
blood that was on his sister he repented of what he had done was 
converted and said to his sister: 'Give me this sheet from which I 
hoard you reading a little time ago that I may see what this is that 
Muhammad has brought*. 'Umar was a scribe. When he said that his 
sister said to him: 'Verily we are afraid of you on its account*. He 
said: 'Have no fear and he swore to her by his gods to return it to her
when
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he had read it. When he said that she was anxious for his islamisation
and said to him; *0 my brother, you, in your polytheism, are unclean,
and verily, none but the pure touch it*• So *Umar arose and purified
himself and she gave him the sheet on which was Ta’,Ha*, and he read it.
When he had read the opening section of it he said; 'How good and noble
are these words', and when Khabbab heard that he came out to him and
said: '0 'Umar, verily, I hope that Allah has singled you out with the
summons of His Prophet, fcr verily X heard him yesterday as he was
saying: 0 Allah, strengthen Islam with Abu ’ 1-Hakm bin Hîshâm or with
'Umar bin al-Khattab, and Allah is Allah 0 'Umar# Then 'Umar said to
him: ' Show me the way to Muhammad 0 Khabbab that I may go to him and
accept Islam', and Khabbâb said to him; 'He is in a housenear Saiâ and
there is a group o^ his friends with him there'. $o 'Umar took his
dagger and hung it around his neck and want in the direction of the
Messenger of Allah and his friends and knocked at their door* VJhen
they heard his voice one of the friands of the Messenger of Allah
up and looked through the bars of the gate and saw him with his dagger
round his neck, and he returned to the Messenger of Allah in a state of
panic and said: '0 Messenger of Allah, this is 'Umar bin al-Khattab
* .*
with his dagger round his neck! Hamzah bin 'Abd al-Muttalib said:
'Let him come in; if he has come seeking good we will bestow it on him;
and if he has come seeking evil we will slay him with his dagger*. Bo
the Messenger of Allah said: 'Let him come in, and the man let him in
and the Messenger of Allah rushed up to him, met him in the chamber and
seized his waistband or the gelds of his cloak. Then he gave it a strong
pull and said: 'What brought you here 0 Ibn al-Khattab, for I perceive
*  *  '
that you will not make an end till Allah sends down a calamity on you!
00 'Umar said: 0 Messenger of Allah, I came to you to believe in Allah,
His Messenger, and what has come from Allah. Then the Messenger of
Allah utterëd a Takbir by which the people of tie house amongst the
friends of the Messenger of Allah knew that 'Ufitar had accepted Islam.
Bo the friends of the Messenger of Allah separated from their place
(of meeting) having been strengthened in themselves when 'Umar
islamized, along with the islamization of Hamzah, and they realised
*
that they two would defend the ^%ssenger of Allah and by them they
would be avenged of their adversaries. This; is the account of the
reciters of the people of Medina about the islamiz^Çion of 'Umar when 
he islamized.
D-"
Another acdountloft 1Umar * g acceptance of Islam.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Najih the Meccan related to me on the
authority of hie friends 'Ata'and Hujahid or on the authority of 
whoever related it thatl’iUmar'e acceptance of Islam,-according to the 
account they gave was (as follows); He said: "I shunned Islam in the 
Age of Barbarism and was addicted to wine which I loved and drank. We 
had a council (chamber) where the men of Quraish met in al-Hazwarah by 
the houses of the family of 'Umar ibn *Abd ibn 'Imran the Makhzumite, 
so I went out one night intending to take my seat along with them in 
that council of theirs but when I came to it I found none of them 
there. Then I said: 'If I had only gone to Be-and-so the wine-seller 
-he sold wine in Mecca - perhaps I could have got wine at his place of 
which 1 could have drunk*. So I set out and came to his place but 
did not find him. Then I said: 'Suppose I went to the Ka'bah, I
cguld perform one or two circuits*. Thus I came to the place of 
worship intending to circumambulate the Ka'bah, when lo, the Messenger 
of Allah was standing praying. When he prayed he faced towards Syria 
with the Ka'bah between him and Syria* His place of prayer was 
between the two stones, the black stone and the Yemenite stone. When 
I saw him I said; 'Had I listened to Muhammad to hear what he says', 
and I said: 'If I get nearer to him to listen to him I could take him 
him by surprise*. So I came from the sanctum and entered beneath its 
covering and started walking forward slowly while the Messenger of 
Allah stood praying and reciting the Qur’an, till I stood in his 
Qiblah facing him with nothing between him and me but the covering of 
the Ka'bah, When I heard the Qur’an my heart softened towards it, I 
wept and Islam entered into me, and I remained standing in that position 
of mine till the Messenger of Allah completed his worship and took his 
departure. When he went away he passed out by the house of Ibn Abu 
Husain which was the way he took till he crossed the path, then he went 
between the house of 'Abbas ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib and the house of Ibn 
Azhar ibn 'Abd 'Auf the Zuhrite, then by the house of al-Akhnas ibn 
-Bhariq, and enterbd his own house* His dwelling place was in the 
black and white house which was in the hands of Mu’awiyah ibn Abu 
Bufyin. 'Umar said: *Bo I followed him till he went in between the
house of 'Abbas and the house of Ibn Azhar when I overtook him.
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When the Messenger of Allah heard my voice he recognised me and the
Messenger of Allah imagined that I had followed him only to do him
harm and he reproved me and then saids "What brought you at this hour
0 Ibn al-Khattab?" I said: "I came to believe in Allah and His
Messenger and in what has come from Allah", So the Messenger of 
Allah praised Allah and then said: "Allah hath guided thee 0 'Umar".
Then he rubbed my breast and prayed that I should have constancy,
After that I went away from the Messenger of Allah and he entered 
his house*
Ibn Ishaq: Allah knows best v/hether that was so.
•
Mention of the power and firmness of 'Umar in Islam,
Ibn Ishaq: Nafi', client of 'Abdallah ibn 'Umar related to me on the
authority of Ibn 'Umar, He said: When my father 'Umar accepted Islam
he said: "Which man of Quraish is best able to transmit the news?",
and he was tolds "Jamil ibn Ma'mar the Jumahite. So he went to him in
the morning and I went out following in his footsteps and observing
what he did ) 1 was a boy able to understand what I sav/ « and he came
to him and #aid to him: 'Did you know 0 Jamil that I have accepted
Islam and entered the religion of Muhammad?*. ■ I swear he had not time
to repeat it till he started to pull him by the cloak, and 'Umar
followed him and I followed my father till when he stood at the door of
the place of worship he called out at the top of his voice: '0 people
of Quraish'I and they were in their assembly hall round the Ka'bah,
•verily Ibn al-Khattab has become a Babian', and 'Umar from behind him
« * *
said: 'He lies.. Instead I have accepted Islam and testified that there 
is no gocibut Allah and that Muhammad is Hie servant and. Apostle*. Then 
they attacked him and he kept on fighting them and they fighting him 
till the sun rose overhead# Then he grew weary tind sat down so they 
stood over him vfhile he said: 'Do whatever seems good to you and I
swear by Allah that if we were three hundred men we would either have 
left it to you or you would have left it to us! While they were thus 
occupied an elder of Quraish appeared v;earing striped garments and an 
embroidered robe and stood in front of them and said: 'What is your
business?'. They said; ''Umar has become a Sabian'. He said; *§o 
no further!' A man has chosen an affair for himself and what do you 
intend?'. Do you think the Bani Ka'b will hand over their friend to you
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in this way? Leave the man alone! And I swear that it was as if 
they were a garment that had been taken off him, I said to my father 
after he had migrated to Medina: *0 my father, who was the man who 
reproved the people so that they left you alone when they were 
fighting with you the day you became a Muslim in Mecca?* He said:
*My son, that was al-'As bin Wa’il the Sahmite*
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars related to me that he said: '0 my
father who was the man who reproved the people so that they left you 
alone when they were fighting with you the day you became a Muslim in 
Mecca?, may Allah reward him with good!' He said: 'My son, that was 
al-'Âs bin Wa’il, may Allah not reward him with good!
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abd ar-Rahman bin al-Harith related to me on the authority
of some of the family of 'Umar or some of his people. He said: 'Umar 
said: "When I became a Muslim that night I called to mind which of
the people was struongest in his enmity against the Messenger of Allah 
that I might go to him and inform him that I had islamized. I said,
‘Abu Jahl* . Now ’Uj^ ar was the son of Hantamah bint Hisham bin al- 
Mughîrah, He said: 2When I got up in the morning I went along and 
knocked his door and Abu Jahl came out to me and said 'Welcome, 
welcome to my sister's son, what has brought you?'. He said: 'I came 
to inform you that I have believed in Allah and in Muhammad His 
Messenger, and have accepted as true what he has brought'. So he 
slammed the door in my face and said: 'May Allah bring shame on you 
and on what you have broughtI'
The Affair of the Ravine and the Parchment.
Ibn Ishaq: When Quraish saw that the friends of the Messenger of Allah
had settled in a country where they found safety and security and that
the Negus had afforded protection to those of them who had taken
refuge with him and that 'Umar had islamized and he and Hamzah bin
'Abd al-Muttalib were on the side of the Messenger of Allah and his •,
friends and Islam began to spread among the tribes, they gathered
together and took counsel among themselves to write a document in
which they would make a compact with one another against the Beni
Hashim and the Beni al-Muttalib that they would neither marry nor give
in marriage to them, that they would neither sell to them nor buy
from them. When they were gathered together for that purpose they 
wrote it on a sheet of parchment, then they swore a covenant and
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made an agreement on that basis and hung the parchment up in the 
interior of the Ka'bah for a confirmation to themselves. The writer 
of the parchment was Mansur bin 'Ikrimah bin 'Âmir bin Hashim bin 
'Abd Manâf bin 'Abd ad-Dar bin Qusai.
Ibn Hisham; He is also given as an-Nadr bin al-Harith.
The Messenger of Allah invoked a eusse on him and some of his fingers 
were dried up.
Ibn Ishaq: When Quraish did that, the Beni Hashim and the Beni
al-Muttalib went to Abu Talib and along with him entered into his 
ravine (quarter) and they collected to him. But Abu Lahab 'Abd al- 
'Uzza bin 'Abd al-Muttalib went out from the ^eni Hashim to Quraish 
and supported them.
Ibn Ishaq: Husain bin 'Abdallah related to me that Abu Lahab met
*
Hind bint 'Utbah bin Rabi'ah when he separated from his people and 
gave his support to Quraish against them and he said; "0 daughter of 
'Utbah have I helped al-Lat and al-'Uzza and separated from those who 
have abandoned them and given their support against them?". She said: 
"Yes, and may Allah reward you with good 0 Abu 'Utbah.
Ibn Ishaq: It was related to me that he said amongst other things 
which he said; "Muhammad p^omleeB me things which I do not see; he 
claims that they exist after death. What has he put in my hands after 
that?" Then he would blow upon his hands and say; " May you both 
perish! I see in you nothing of what Muhammad says". So Allah sent 
down in connection with him:-
May the hands of Abu Lahab perish! He has perishedf^Surah 111:1).
Ibn Hisham: Tabbat means 'she was lost' and at-Tabab is 'loss'.
Habib bin Jadrah the Khârijite one of the Beni Halal bin 'Amir
bin Sa'sa'ah said:-
0 Tib, verily we are amongst a people whose efforts have 
gone in ruin and loss.
This stanza is in a poem of his.
Poetry omitted.
They remained in that state for two or three years till they were 
in distress^ince nothing reached them except by secrecy and 
concealment on the paprt of those of Quraish who wished to have
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contact with them. And Abu Jahl bin Hisham, according to what they
say, met Hakim bin Hiaam bin Khuwailid bin Asad with whom was a boy 
• ■ ♦ * ■ 
carrying wheat which he was taking to his aunt Khadijah bint
Khuwailid who was the wife of the Messenger of Allah and with him in
the ravine. So he fastened on to him and said: "Are you taking food
to the Beni Hashim? You and your food will not cease till I disgrace
you in Mecca". Then Abu ’1-Bahtai^ bin Hashim bin al-Harith bin
Asad came up to him and daid: "What is the matter between you and him?"
He said: "He is carrying food to the Beni Hashim". AbS *1-Bakhtarah
said to him: "Food which belonged to his aunt was in his possession.
She sent to him for it, and are you going to stop him taking her food
to her? Let the man go his way". But Abu Jahl refused till one of
them disparaged his friends, and Abu ’1-Bakhtarah seized a camel's
jaw-bone and struck him with it and wounded him severely and trampled
heavily upon him whilst Hamzah bin 'Abd al-Muttalib was w ar and
witnessed it. They detested that it should come to the Messenger of
Allah and hi# friends in case they should rejoice over them. And the
Messenger of Allah under these conditions was calling his people day
and night, secretly and openly, manifesting openly the affair of
Allah, in regard to which he feared not any man.
Mention of the harm which the Messenger of Allah encountered from 
his people*
When Allah protected him from them, Quraish began to slander, deride 
and annoy him when his unclcjand his people of the Beni Hashim and 
the Beni al-Muttalib stood up four* him and interposed between him and 
the violence they wished to do to him. And the Qur’an began to come 
down about Quraish because of their deeds and about those of them who 
showed enmity to him, some of whom are mentioned for us by name, and 
others about whom the Qur’an came down are amongst the generality of 
the unbelievers of whom Allah made mention. Amongst those of Quraish 
whose names are given to us about whom the Qurâân came down was his 
uncle Abu Lahab bin 'Abd al-Muttalib and his wife Umm Jamil bint Harb 
bin Umaiyyah the Carrier of the Fuel. And Allah gave her the name of 
the Carrier of the Fuel because, as I have heard, she was in the habit 
of carrying thorns and strewing them in the path of the ^ssenger of 
Allah where he would pass- So Allah sent down about the pair of them:-
—l8 l* "
May the hands of Ahu Lahab perish! He has perished*
His wealth and what he hag gained shkll not avail him 
He shall roast in a flaming fire 
And his wife the Carrier of the Fuel
With a cord of fibre about her neck* (Surah 111; 1 4 5)
Ibn Hisham; Al-Jid is the neck. A'sha of the Beni Qais ibn Tha'labah 
said:
On the day when Qutailah reveals to uo her long slender neck 
which necklaces adorn.
This stanza is in a poem of hie. Its plural is 'Ajyad*. Al-Masad is 
a plant which is beaten in the v/ay flax is beaten and ropes are 
spun from it. An-Nabighah the Dhubyanite whose name v/as Biyâd ibn 
'arad ibn Mu’Swiyah said:- .
This stanza is in a poem of hie. Its singular ie'masadah*.
Ibn Ishaq: I have been told that when Umm Jamil the Carrier of the 
Fuel heard what had been sent down about her and her husband of the 
Qur’an, she came to the Messenger of Allah as he was squatting in the 
place of worship beside the Ka'bah, Abu Bakr the Faithful being with 
him . andv^ fft^  had in her hand a stone the size of her palm. When she 
stopped in front of them Allah took her^eyes off the Messenger of 
Allah so that she saw only Abu Bakr and she said: "0 Abu Bakr, where
is your friend, for I am told he has lampooned, me and if I find him I 
will strike him on the mouth with this stone. But truly I am h ' 
poetess". Then she said:-
We have disobeyed one who is blamed 
His affair we have rejected 
And his religion we have hated.
Then she went away and Abu Bakr said: "0 Messenger of Allah, do you
not think she saw you"? He said: "She did not see me, Allah took
her sight away from me".
Ibn Hisham; Her saying * and his religion we have hated' is on the 
authority of another than Ibn Ishaq.
Ibn Ishaq; Quraish called the Messenger of Allah 'The Blamed One*, 
and then they cursed him. The Messenger of Allah said: "Do you not 
wonder at the injuries of Quraish which Allah turns aside from me; 
they curse and revile mo as 'The Blamed One*, but T am Muhammad (The 
Praised One).
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Mentiojg of Umaiyyah bin Khalaf the Jumahite.
Whenever Umaiyyah bin Khalaf bin Wahb bin Jumah saw the Messenger of 
Allah he maligned him and calumniated him. So Allah sent down about 
him:
Woe to every maligner, defamer
Who gathers wealth and counts it. (Surah 104: 1 - 9 ) .  
to the end of the Surah.
«  u
Ibn Hisham: Al-Hhmazah is he who maligns a man openly, winks at him
with the eyes, and disparages him. Hassan bin Thabit said:-
I maligned thee and thou didst humble thyself in 
abjection of soul
In a verse which burned like a flame of fire.
This stanza is in a poem of his. Its plural is 'humazat*. Al-Lumazah 
is he who casts reproach on people in secret and works them harm*
Ru’bah bin al-'Ajjaj said:-
Through all my life my vanity and reproach (remained).
This stanza is in a short-metre poem of his. Its plural is 'lumazat*.
Mention of al-'As bin Wa’il the Eahmite.
Ibn Ishaq: And al-'Âs bin Wa’il the Sahmite. Khabbab bin al-Aratt
a friend of the Messenger of Allah, was a blacksmith in Mecca who
made.% swords. He had sold some swords to al-'Âs bin Wa’il which he
had made for him so that he owed him money. He went to him seeking
payment and he said to him; "0 Khabbab, does not this friend of yours
Muhammad, whose religion you fAllow, claim that in Paradise there
will be all the gold, silver, clothing, and servants that its people
desire?" Khabbab said: "Certainly". He said: "Then wait for me till
the day of Resurrection, 0 Khabbab till I return to that oo untry and
there I will give you what I owe you* For neither you nor your friend,
0 Khabbab, is more acceptable to Allah than I am, nor have you a
greater portion in it. So Allah to Whom belong power and glory sent
down about him:-
Hast thou seen him who has disbelieved in Our signs and 
said: "Surely I shall be given wealth and children?"
Has he looked upon the unseen..... ?
down to his saying:-
We shall be his heir in what he speaks of and he shall 
come to Us alone. (Surah 19: 77 - 80).
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Mention of Abu Jahl bin Hisham the Makhzumite.
Abu Jahl bin Hisham met the Messenger of Allah, according to what I 
heard and said to him: "0 Muhammad, you shall indeed cease to curse 
our gods or we shall curse your God whom you worship. So Allah sent 
down in connection with him:^
Do not curse what they call upon apart from Allah lest they 
in return curse Allah without knowledge. (Surah 6; 108).
I was told that the Messenger of Allah left off cursing their gods 
and began calling them to Allah to Whom belongs power and glory.
Mention of an-Nadr bin al^arith the'Abdarite.
An-Nadïfbin al-Hirith bin Kaladah bin'Abd ad-Dar bin Qusai was behind
him in the assembly when the Messenger of Allah sat in assembly and
prayed to Allah, recited the Qur’an, and warned Quraish of what had
happened to the nations who had passed away, and he arose and related
to them the'story of Rustum the Severe and Isfandiyir and the kings
of Persia. Then he said: "Muhammad is no better at telling a yarn
than I am and his stories are nothing but tales of the ancients
which he had written down as I have done. So Allah, may He be
exalted, sent down about him:-
And they said: "Tales of the ancients^which he has taken down
they are dictated to him morning and evening". Say: "He who
knoweth what is secret in the heavens and the earth hath sent 
it down; verily He is forgiving, compassionate. (Surah 25: 5 -
There was also sent down in connection with him:
When Our signs are rec|ited to him he says: "Old-world tales". 
(Surah 68: 15).
He also sent down about him:-
Woe to every guilty liar who hears the signs of Allah recited 
to him, and then persists in his haughtiness as if he had not 
heard them; give him tidings of a painful punishment.
(Surah 45: 7 - 8).
Ibn Hisham: Al-Affak means 'the liar*, and in the Book of Allah (it 
is said);-
Is it not the fact that out of their own falsehood they say: 
"Allah hath brought forth". Verily they are liars.
(Surah 37: 151 & 152).
Ru’bah bin al-'Ajjaj said:-
To no man did he lie with false word.
This stanza is in a short-metre poem of his.
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Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah was sitting one day, accordingtto
• «, _ , ' - 
what I heard, with al-Walid ibn al-Mughirah in the place of vf or ship
and an^Nadr Ibn al-Harith came and sat with them. There was more than
■ ...
one man of Quraish in the assembly and the Messenger of Allah spoke 
and an^Hadr ibn al-Harith opposed him but the Messenger of Allah spoke 
to him till he had silenced him then he recited to him and to them:-
Lo ye, and what ye worship apart from Allah are coals of
Gehenna; to it ye are going down. If these hd been gods they 
would not have gone down to it, but everyone therein abides.
For them there is sighing in it, and they therein shall not hear. 
(Surah 91: 28 - 100).
Ibn Hisham: Hasab Jehennim means everything by which fire is kindled
Abu Dhuwaib the Hudhalite whose name is Khuwailid ibn Khalid said:-
Extinguish and do not kindle, neither be a stoker 
To the fire of enmity, that its vehemence may fly away
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his. It is also given as
Do not bo a poker.......
The poet saids-
I kindled for him my fire and he beheld its light 
Had it not been for the kindling of the fire he would not have 
been guided. (Or it would not have been so had the poker not 
been guided).
Al-Hadat is the stick with which the fire is stirred.
*
The saying dtf ibn az-ZibÜari and what Allah sent down about it.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah arose and 'Abdallah ibn az- 
Bib'ari bhe Eahmite came up and sat down,and al-VJalid ibn al-Mughirah 
said to aa-2ib'ari: "Verilyan-Nadr ibn al-Harith has not previously* « f
opposed Ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib nor did he sit still while Muhammad*. .
asserted that we and those god's of our that we worship are the coals 
of Gehhnna'.' 'Abdallah ibn az-2ib*arx said: "I swear that if I find
him I will dispute with him". 8o they asked Muhammad; "Is everything 
whie is worshipped apart from Allahin Gehenna together with those who 
worship it? We worship the angels, and the *^ ews worship 'Uzair and 
the Christians worship Jesus eon of Mary." And àl-Walîd and those who 
were with him in the assembly were astonished at the statement of 
'Abdallah ibn az-Zib'ari, and they realised that he had produced an 
argument and opened a disputation and what Ibn az-3ib*ari said was 
reported to the Messenger of Allah, and the Messenger of Allah said; 
"Verily whoever wishes to be worshipped apart from Allah is with him
v/ho worshipped him. Verily they only worship the satane and those 
whom they have commanded them to worship"* So Allah sent down to him:-
Verily those to whom the good things f4rst came from Us, they 
are far removed from them. They do not hear the slightest 
sound of it and they abide in what their souls desired- 
(üûrah 21; 101, 102)
That is; Jesus son of Mary, 'Uzair and those of the Rabbis and monks 
whom they worshipped who have passed away in obedience to Allah, those ! 
of the misguided people who worshipped them have baken them as lords
apart from Allah. He also sent down according to what they say, that
they worship the angels and that they are the daughters of Allah
They said; "The Merciful hath taken to Himself offspring* Glory
be to Him! Nay, they are but His honoured servants* They
anticipate not Hie speech but His command they perform
down to Hie sayings-
If any of them says "I am a god apart from Him", le recompense 
him with Gehenna; thus do le recompense the wr'ong-doers.
(Surah 21: 26 - 29).
He also sent down about the affir of Jesus son of Mary which has been 
mentioned that He was worshipped apart from Allah and al-Walld and 
those who were present were astonished at his argument and his 
contention:-
When the Hon of Mary is used as a parable, lo, thy people turn 
aside from it. (Surah 43: 57)
That is; They turn aside from thy affair with that saying of theirs;
Then he mentioned Jesus and eaid:-
He is only a creature on whom We bestowed favour and have 
appointed Him to be a parable for the Children of Israel. Had 
We willed We m uld have appointed from you angels to succeed 
you on earth. Verily Ho is knowledge for the.Hour, so do not 
be doubtful about it but follow this - a straight path 
(Surah 43: 59 - 6l)
That is: The signs which I gave Him of bringing the dead to life and
healing the diseased is enough as a guide to the knowledge of the
Hour. He says; "Bo do not be doubtful about it but follow me; this
is a straight path.
Mention of al-Akhnas ibn BhariqJtHEt Thaqafite.
Ibn Ishaq: Al-Akhnas ibn Sharlq ibn 'Amr ibn Wahb the Thaqafite, ally
of the Beni 2uhrah was one of the nobles of the people and One of
those to whom they hearkened. He used to injure the Messenger of 
Allah and contradict him. So AllaJ» to Whom belong power and glory
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sent down about him:-
And do not obey every contemtible swearer 
A malignerewho goes about with calumny
down to His saying 
Outsider.
And he did not say'Outsider' with a view to casting a blot on his 
escutcheon for Allah does not stigmatise any one on account of pedigree 
but he established thereby his description that he might be recognised 
Az-2anim means the man who is counted among the people and yet does 
not belong to them. Al-Hatim the Tamîmitèesaid in the Age of 
Bariarism:-
An outsider - men claim him as an extra
And the hooves are multiplied on the surface of the earth. 
Mention of al-Walid ibn al-Mughlrah.
Al-Walid ibn al-Mughïrah said: "Shall a revelation be granted to
Muhammad and I be left out, I, who am the great man in Quraish and 
«
their lord, and Abu Mas'ud 'Amr ibn 'Umair the Thaqafite lord of 
Thaqif be left out, and we are the two great ones of the two towns?".
So Allah sent down about him according to what I heard
They said: "Why is this Qur’an not sent down to a man of the
two towns who was great?". Is it they who divide out the 
mercy of thy Lord? It is We who have divided out among them 
their livelihood in the present life
down to His saying
the mercy of thy Lord is better than what they gather.
(Surah 43: 51» 52).
Mention of Ubai ibn Khalaf and 'Uqbah ibn Abu Mu'ait.
Ubai ibn Khalaf ibn Wahb ibn Hudhafah ibn Jumah and 'Uqbah ibn Abu
Mu'ait werdp true friends, all that was between them was good. 'Uqbah
had squatted down by the Messenger of Allah and listened to him and
that came to Ubai who came to 'Uqbah and said to him: "Have I not
heard that you have sat with Muhammad and listened to him?". Then he
said: "My face shall not be allowed (to see) your face, and he used
many oaths, if you have sat with him or listened to him unless you
go to him and spit in his face". And the enemy of Allah 'Uqbah ibn
Abu Mu'ait did so. So Allah senfl down about the pair of them:-
On the day when the wrong-doer bites his hands saying: "0 
would that I had chosen along with the Messenger a way, 0 
alas! would that I had not taken so-and-so as a friend
down to His saying:- , „ . . , . 57/«- ,
and Satan is to man a betrayer (Surah 23: 27 - 29)
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Then Ubai bin Khalaf went up to the Messenger of Allah with a 
decayed bone which had crumbled away and said; "0 Muhammad, you claim 
that Allah will raise this up after its has decayed". Then he 
ground it to dust in his hand and blew in the air in.the direction of 
the Messenger of Allah and the Messenger of Allah said; "Yes, I say 
that Allah will raise that up, and you too after you have become like 
it, then He will put you in the Fire". So Allah sent down about him:-
He has coined fcr Us a parable and forgotten his creation,
he has said; "Who will give, life to bones when they have
decayed?" Say: "He who originated them the first time will 
give them life;every created thing He knoweth. Who out of 
the green tree hath given you fire and lo from it ye kindle 
a flame* (Surah 36; 78 - 80).
Mention of the words that passed between the Messenger of Allah and 
a group of Quraishite polytheists which brought about the sending 
down of "Say 0 ye unbelieversV
According to what I heard, al-Aswad bin al-Muttalib, bin Asad bin
'Abd al-Uzza, al-Walid bin al-Mughirah, Umaiyyah bin Khalaf, and al-
'As bin Wa’il the Sahmite, who were men of seniority among their people
met the Messenger of Allah as he was circumambulating the Ka'bah and
said; "0 Muhammad, come now, we will worship what you worship and you 
will worship what we worship and you and we will be partners in the 
matter. If He whom you worship is better than what we worship we
shall have had our share in it and if what we worship is better than
what you worship you will have had ^ a^your share of it'.* So Allah, 
may He be exalted, sent down about them:-
0 ye unbelievers
1 worship not what ye worship (Surah 109)
the whole Surah. That is, if ye will not worship Allah except on 
condition that I worship what ye wpShip, I have no need of that from 
you. You all have your religion and I have mine.
Mention of Abu Jahl bin Hisham.
Abu Jahl said when Allsih to whom belongs power and glory mentioned 
the tree of Zaqqum to frighten them thereby:"0 people of Quraish, do 
you know what the tree of Zaqqum is with which Muhammad is frightening 
you?" They said; "No". He said; "It is the dates of Yathrib and if 
we were only able to get hold of it we would glut ourselves with it".
So Allah, to Whom belong power and glory sent down about him;-
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Verily the tree of Zaqqum is the food of the guilty
Like molten metal it boils in the belly like the boiling of
hot water. (Surah 44: 45 - 46).
That is; It is not as he says.
Ibn Hisham: Al-Muhl is everything you melt whether it be brass or
lead or anything resembling them, according to what Abu ’Ubaidah told 
me. And we heard on the authority of al-Husain ibn Abu 'l-Husain of 
Bàsrah that he said:" 'Abdallah ibn Mas'ud was a governor of 'Umar ibn 
al-Khattab over the treasury of Kufah. One day he ordered silver to 
be melted and when it was done it began to take on many colours. He 
said: 'Is there anyone at the door?'. They said: 'Yes'. He said: 'Admit 
them'. He said: 'The nearest thing you will ever see to the molten 
metal is this'. The poet said;-
My Lord gives him hot molten metal to drink which he gulps 
down
It roasts the face but in the belly it melts.
It is also said that al-rauhl is the pus of the body.
We heard that when Abu Bakr the Faithful was about to die he ordered 
two threadbare cloaks to be washed that he might be shrouded in them 
and 'A’ishah said to him: "Allah has enabled you to do without them, 
buy a shroud". He said: "It is but an hour till it becomes pus". The 
poet said:-
He mixed distasteful pus from it with water
And gave the backs a second draught after the first
Ibn Ishaq: Concerning him Alla# sent down to hira:-
And the tree cursed in the Qur’an, and we frighted them but 
it only increased them in great impiety, (Surah 17: 60)
The affair of Ibn Umm Maktum and the descent of Surat 'Abasa.
Al-Walid ibn al-Mughirah stood with the Messenger of Allah while the
Messenger- of Allah spoke to him for he coveted that he should accept
■Islam. While he was thus engaged Ibn Umm Maktum the blind man passed
by him and spoke to the Messenger of Allah and began to ask him to
recite the Qur’-an. That request of his was painful to the Messenger
of Allah and it vexed him because it distracted him from the affair
of al-Walid on which he was engaged and his acceptance of Islam which
he coveted. When he persisted he turned away from him frowning and'
left him. So Allah to whom belong power and glory sent down about him:
58
' He foowned and turned away 
Because the blind man came to him down to his saying:-
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In pages honoured, S f
Exalted, kept pure (Surah 80: 1 - 14)
That is, I sent thee as a preacher and a warner and I did not send 
thee specially to one and not to another. Do not forbid it then to
whoever desires it and do not set it- before those who desire it not,
Ibn Hisham: Ibn Umm Maktum was one of the Beni 'Amir bin Lu’ai and 
his name was 'Abdallah also given as 'Amr.
Mention of those who returned from the country of Ethiopia when news 
of the islamizajgion of the people of Mecca reached them.
Ibn Ishaq: The friends of the Messenger of Allah who had emigrated to
the country of Ethiopia heard of the islamization of the people of
, Mecca and be cause of what they heard they returned, but when they
drew near to Mecca they heard that what had been related to them about
the islamization of the people of Mecca was false. So none of them
entered except under protection or in secret. Of those who caime to
him in Mecca there were some who remained in it till he migrated to
Medina and with him witnessed Bedr and Uhud, Some were imprisoned on
his account till Bndr and other (battles) were over and some of them
died in Mecca.
List of names omitted.
The story of 'Uthmin bin Math'un and his repudiation of al-Walld's 
protection.
Ibn Ishaq: As for 'Uthmin, silih bin Ibrahim bin 'Abd ar-Rahmin 
*  * #  #
bin 'Auf related to me on the authority of whoever related it to him 
on the authority of 'Uthmin. He said: "When * Uthmin bin Math'in 
realised the misfortunes from which the friends of the Messenger of 
Allah suffered,while he was coming and going under the protection of 
al-Walid bin al-Mughirah, he said: 'Verily I come and go in safety 
under the protection of one of the polytheists whilst my friends and 
the people of my religion are meeting with misfortunes and harm in 
(the way of) Allah which do not fall upon me - this is a great defect 
in myself I So he went to al-Walid bin al-Mughirah and said to him:
*0 Abu 'Abd^Shams, your protection has lapsed, I am repudiating your 
safe-conduct'• He said: 'Wherefore, my nephew? It may be that one 
of my people haèLddnèyyauhhariîi, He said; 'Nay, but I am better 
satisfied with the protection of Allah, and X do not desire to seek 
protection from another*, He said: 'Go to the place of worship then, 
and return me my safe-conduct publicly, just as I gave it to you 
publicly*. So they went away and set out and went to the place of
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worship and al-Walid said: 'Here is 'Uthmin who has come to return my 
safe conduct to me'. He said: 'That is true. I found that he
fulfilled the duties of protector in a generous manner but I would 
like to seek protection from none but Allah and so I have returned to 
him his safe-conduct'. 'Uthman then took his departure. Labid ibn 
Rabi'ah ibn Malik ibn Ja'far ibn Kilâb was in an assembly of Quraish 
reciting to them and 'Uthman was sitting with them. Labid said:-
Verily everÿthingexcept Allahis vain 
'Uthman said: 'You are right'. Labid said:-
And every blessing is without doubt transitory.
Then 'Uthman said: 'You lie, the bliss of Paradise does not pass awyy 
Labid ibn Rabi'ah said: '0 people of Quraish, your friend/has not 
been harmed. When did this happen among you?', A man of the company 
said: 'This is a stupid person amongst other stupid people who have 
forsaken our religion. You will certainly not find his word in your­
self' . 'Uthman replied to him till their affair grew serious and 
that man went up to him and struck him on the eye making it black and 
al-Walid ibn al-Mughirah was at hand and saw what had happened to r.'. n 
'Uthman so he said: 'My nephew, your eye had no need of what happened
to it, you were under a safe protection*. 'Uthman said: 'Nay, verily 
my uninjured eye is in dire need cf what had happened to its sister in 
the way of Allah and I am under the protection of One who is mightier 
and abler than you, 0 Abu 'Abd ar-Rahman. Al-Walid said:to him; 'Come 
my nephew, if you so wish, return to your protection'. He said; 'No'.
The story of Abu Salimah and his safe conduct.
Ibn Ishaq: As for Abu Salimah ibn 'Abd al-Asad my father Ishaq ibn . •
Yasar related to me on the authority of Salimah ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Amr 
ibn Abu Salimah that he related to him that when Abu Salimah sought 
protection from Abu Talib certain men of the Beni Makhaum came to him 
and said: '0 Abu Talib, you have protected from us your brother's son
Muhammad, what have you to do with our friend that you protect him from 
us?'. He said: "'Verily he sought protection from me , and he is my 
sister's son and if I did not protect my sister's son I should not 
protect my brother's son". Then Abu Lahab arose and said "0 people of 
Quraish, you have done many things to this shaikh and you are still 
taxing him unjustly because of his protection amongst
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his people* We will certainly either leave him alone or else take 
our stand with him in all that he stands for till he obtains what he 
desires"* They said: "Nay, we will depart from what is distasteful 
to you, 0 Abu 'Utbah"# He was their patron and helper against the 
Messenger of Allah. So they left it at that and Abu Talib coveted 
him when he heard him say what he said and he hoped he would stand
with him in the business of the Messenger of Allah.
Poetry omitted#
Abu Bekr's acceptance of protection from Ibn ad-Dughannah and his 
return of his protection to him#
Ibn Ishaq: According to what Muhammad bin Muslim bin Shihab the
Zuhrite related to me on the authority of 'Urwah from 'A’ishah Abu 
Bekr the Faithful, when things in Mecca became difficult for him and 
he received in it the harm he received and saw what he saw of the
demonstrations of Quraish against the Messenger of Allah and his
friends, he asked permission of the Messenger of Allah to migrate and 
he granted it. So Abu Bekr set out on his journey and when he had
gone a day or two days' journey from Mecca Ibn ad-Dughannah brother
of the Beni Harith bin 'Abd Manat who was at that time chief of the 
Ahâbïsh met him.
Ibn Ishaq: The Ahablsh were the £eni ’l-Harith bin 'Abd Manât bin
* • #
Kinânah, àl-HÜn bin Khuzaimah bin Mudrikah and the Beni ’1-Mustaliq
bin Khuza'ah.
Ibn Hisham: They all formed a confederation and were called the 
Ahâbïsh because they swore the covenant in a valley called al-Ahbash 
in Lower Mecca. Another version gives him as Ibn Dughainah.
Ibn Ishaq: Az-Zuhri related to me on the authority of 'Urwah bin
az-Zubair from 'A’ishah. She said: Ibn ad-Dughannah said: "Where
are you going 0 Abu Bekr?" He said: "I^ y people have expelled me, 
they have done me harm and made life impossible for me". He said: 
"Wherefore? You are the ornament of the kindred and are appointed 
over the representatives. You show kindness an^gain^he d.Q.%%Ltute. 
Return with me, for you are under my protection*.' So he went back 
with him and when he entered Mecca Ibn ad-Dughannah said: " 0 people 
of Quraish I have taken Ibn Abu Quhafah under my protection so let 
no one show him anything but good". So they let him alone.
She said: Abu Bakr had a place of worship at the door of his house
among the &eni Jumah in which he prayed* He was a man of gentle 
disposition and when he recited the Qur'an it moved him to tears,
And the boys, the slaves, and the women stood by him wondering at 
what they saw of his demeanour. 3o some men of ^uraish went to Ibn 
ad-l>ughannah and said to him; *0 Ibn ad^Bughanxiah, surely you did not 
give protection to this man that he may work us harm. Verily he is 
a man who becomes gentle when he worships and recites what Muhammad 
brought and his demeanour and bearing are such that we are afraid 
for our women, children and weak ones lest he should seduce them.
Go to him then, and command him to go into his house and there do 
whatever he likes*. So Ibn ad-Bughannah went to him and said to him; 
*0 Abu Bekr, Verily I did not give you protection that you might 
work your people harm, they detest the position you have taken up
and have suffered harm from you because of it, so go to yj^ ur house __
and there do whatever you please*. He said: ^And shall I return 
your protection and be content with the protection of Allah*. He 
said; *Give me back my protection*. He said; *I will give it back 
to you*. Bo Ibn ad-Dughannah arose and said; *0 people of Quraish, 
verily Ibn Abu Quhafah has returned my protection to me and youf 
^iare free to deal with himr
Ibn Ishaq: *Abd ar-Hahmin bin al-Qasim related to me on the authority
of his father al-Qasim bin Muhammad. He said; "One of the stupid 
people of Quraieh met him as he was making for the Ka*bah and poured 
duet on his head and al-Walid bin al-Mughirah and al-*As bin Wa’il 
passed by Abu Bekr, and Abü Bftkr said: 'Do you not see what this 
stupid fellow is doing?*. He said; 'You have done this to yourself*. 
And he said: *0 Lord how forbearing Thou art, 0 Lord how forbearing 
Thou àrtï 0 Lord how forbearing Thou art!'
The affair of the annulment of the Document and the names of those 
who annulled it.
The names of the five who took part in the annulment of the 
tyrannical document were;- Hisham bin *Amr the*Amirite; Juhair bin 
Abu Umaiyyah bin al-Mughîrah the Makhaumite; al-Mat*am bin *Adi|
Abu *1-Bakhtarah bin Haahim; and 2»am*ah bin al-Aswad bin al-Muttalib
bin Asad.
Ibn Ishaq; It was the ^eni Haahim and the Beni al^Muttalib in their 
dwellings against whom Quraish made a compact in the d&cument which
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they wrote. Then a group of Quraishundertook to annul that document 
which Quraish had written against thk Beni Hashim and the Èeni al- 
Muttalib, and none showed more bravery about it than Hisham bin *Amr 
bin Rabl'ah bin al-Harith bin Hubayyib bin Nasr bin Judhaimah bin 
Malik bin Hisl bin 'Amir bin Lu*ai and that was because he was the 
nephew of (Sie brotSeF^ôÿ Nadlah bin Hashim bin *Abd Manâf by his 
mother. Hisham was connected with the ^enl Hashim and he was an 
honoured man amongst his people and according to what I heard he 
brought a camel by night when the ?eni Hashim and the Beni al-Muttalib 
were in the ravine which he had loaded with food and when he came 
near the entrance to the ravine he slipped the rein off its head, 
struck it on the side and it went into the ravine to them. Then he 
brought it after having loaded it with cloth (or linen). This is what 
he did with it.
Ibn Ishaq: Then he went away to Zuhair bin Abu*Umayyah bin al-Mughirah 
bin 'Abdallah bin *Amr bin Makhzum (his mother was 'Atikah bint 'Abd 
al-Muttalib) and said: "0 Zuhair, are you content to eat food, don 
dlothes and marry women, while your uncles are where you know them to 
be, where no one sells to them or buys from them, where none marry 
with them or give inLarriage to them? As for me, I swear by Allah 
that had they been the uncles of Abu *1-Hakm bin Hisham àhdî^uwhélîjlv., 
called upon him to do what he called upon you to do to them he 
would never have assented'^. He said: "Out upon you 0 Hisham! What
am I to do? I am only one man and if I had another man with me I
would undertake to annul it completely". He said: "You have found a 
man". He said: "And who is he?" He said: "it Zuhair said to him; 
"Get us a third". So he went to al-Mat'am bin 'Adi bin Naufal bin 
'Abd Manâf and said to him: "0 Mut'am, are you content that two 
sub-tribes of the Beni 'Abd Manâf should perish while you look on 
in agreement with Quraish, but if you made it possible for them you 
would find them quicker than you to come to it". He said: "Out pop 
you! What can I do? I am only one man". He said: "I have found a 
second". He said; "Who is he?" He said: "I". He said; "Get us a 
third". He said: "I have done so". He said: "Who is he?" He said;
"Zuhair bin A M  Umaiyyah". He said: "Get us a fourth", and he went
to Abu '1-Bakhtarah bin Hashim and said to him much the same as he 
said to Hut'am bin 'Adi and he said: "Is there anyone who will help 
in this?" He said: "Yes". He said: "Who?" He said: "Zuhair bin
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Abu Umaiyyah and al-Mut'am bin 'Adi and I are with you". He said:
"Get us a fifth", and he went to 2am*ah bin al»Aswad bin al-Muttalib 
bin Asad and spoke to him and mentioned their relationship to him 
and their rights. He said to him: "Is there anyone undertaking this 
affair to which you call me?" He said: "YeeV and mentioned the 
people to him by name. So they agreed to be at Hatm al-Hajun in 
Upper Mecca by night.
They gathered there and resolved on their affair and made a covenant 
to carry out ^ t^he annulmentof the document. Zuhair said: "I am 
the foi^ost of you and so I will be the first to speak. When they got 
up in the morning they went away to their place of assembly and 
Zuhair bin Abd Umaiyyah went out early in his garment and circum­
ambulated the House seven times. Then he approached the people and 
said: "0 people of Mecca, shall we eat food and don clothes while the , 
Beni Hashim- are perishing with no one selling to them or buying from 
them? I will not sit down till this document is torn up for it is 
both vicious and tyrannical". Abu Jahl who was in the vicinity of the 
place of worship said: "You lie, and I s^ear it shall not be torn up".
2am'ah s@i.d: "You are a greater liar, we did not consent to its being
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written when it was written". Abu *1-Bakhtarah said: "Zaun'ah is 
right, we do not consent to what is written in it and we do not 
acknowledge it". Al-Mut'am bin 'Adi said: "You are both right and 
whoever says anything else lies and we shall be guiltless of it 
before Allah and of what is written in itV Hisham bin 'Amr said much 
the same thing. Then Abu Jahl said: "This is an affair which was 
decided on a^  night when consultations were held in another place".
He spoke while Abu Talib was sitting in the vicinity of the place of 
worship. Then al-Mut'am went up to the document to tear it up and he 
found that a wood-worm had eaten it up - all of it except (the words) 
"In Thy Name 0 Allah". The writer of the document was Mansur bin 
'Ikriraah, and according to what they say, his hand dried up.
Ibn Hisham: A scholar mentioned that the Messenger of Allah said to
Abu Talib ; "0 uncle, verily my Lord Allah hath given the wood-worm 
power over the document of Quralsh and did not leave in it a name 
which belongs to Allah without confirming it therein, and removed 
oppression, boycott, and calumny from it". He said: "Did youFr 
Lord inform you of this?" He said: "Yes". He said: "None shall 
come in to you". Then he went out to Quraish and said: "0 People of
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Quraish, verily my nephew' has informed me of such arid such a thing* 
Gome then and see your document; if it is as he says, cease to 
boycott us and desist from what is (written) therein; if my nephew is 
a liar I will hand him over to you". The people said: "We are 
satisfied", and they made a compact on those terms. Then they 
looked and lo, it was even as the Messenger of Allah had said but 
that only increased them in evil. Thereupon the party from Quraish 
did what was necessary to render the document null and'void.
Poetry omitted*
Account of the islamisation of at-Tafail bln 'Amr the Dausite.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah, in spite of what he experienced
from his people, was giving them advice and calling on them to escape 
from^-'thèvstateotheyv Wer'e.'inkâd. When Allah protected him from them, 
Qxtraish began warning the people of the Arabs who came to them to 
beware of him. At-Tufail bin 'Amr the Dausite related that he came to 
Mecca while the Messenger of Allah was there and certain men of 
Quraish went to him - at-Tufail was a man of dignity, a poet and 
possessed sound judgment - and said to him; "0 Tufail, verily you 
have come to our country but this man who is amongst us has given us 
trouble* He has split our community and disbanded our affair. His 
words are simply like sorcery, separating a man from his father, a man 
from his brother, a man from his wife. Verily we are afraid for you 
and for your people who have come to us, so do not speak to him and 
do not listen to him at all". He said: "They did not leave me till 
I resolved not to listen to anything he said or speak to him, and I 
stopped my ears with cotton when Î went to the. place of worship in 
the morning rather than hear anything of what he said. While(I was in 
this state) not desiring to hear him, I went out to the place of 
worship early, and lo, the Messenger of Allah was standing 
worshipping at the Ka'bah, So I stood near to him and Allah refused 
to do otherwise than cause me to hear some of what he said. I heard 
good words and I said to myself; mother be deprived of her
child, I am a man of sound judgment, a poet, and the difference 
between good and evil is not hidden from me, what then prevents me 
from listening to what this man says.- If that which he- brings is 
good, I will accept it, but if it is bad, I will leave it alone.
alànc# So I remained till the Messenger of Allah v/ent av;ay to his 
house and I followed him and when he entered his house I went in to 
him and said; *0 Muhammadî your people haVe told such and such a 
thing to those to whomo they spoke , and they did not leàvô off 
frightening me. about your affair till I stopped my ears with 
lest I should hear your words# Then Allah.refused to do otherwise 
than to cause me.to hear your words^ and I heard good words, so make 
known to me,your affair*. Bo the Messenger of Allah made Islam 
known to me and recited the Qur’an to me, and indeed 1 have never 
heard better words 6r an affair more righteous than it. Bo ,X accepted 
Islam and testified the testimony' of the truth and said: *0 Prophet 
of Allah, verily I am a man who is listened to amongst my people, and 
I am returning to them to call them to Islam^ and ’I pray Allah that.
He will give me a sign which will be of help to me against them in 
that whereto I call them*. He said: '0 Allah, graht him a sign * +
Then I set out (to go) to my people and when I was in a mountain 
defile which gave me a view of the settlement, a light like a lamp 
descended between my eyes and I said:*0 Allah, somewhere else than 
my face fcr 1 am afraid they will imagine it to be a mutilation that 
has happened to my face because I have abandoned their religion'* Bo 
it changed and fell on the top of my whip and the tribe began tp see 
that light one’ after the other on my whip like a hanging candlestick 
w.hiïfât Ï was coming down towards them from the mountain defile, till 
I came to them and was amongst theini When 1 dismounted my father who. 
was a Very old man came to me and I said: 'Stand awayt my father! X 
do hot belong to you nor you to mè*. He said: 'Wherefore, my.son?'
I said: 'I have islamiaed and become a follower of the religion of 
Muhammad'é He said: Ù4y son, my religion is your religion'* I said: 
'Go, wash and purify your clothes and then come that I may teach you 
what I have been taught*! Bo he went and washed and purified his 
clothesi then he came and I explained Islam to him and he islaraiaed. 
Theh my wife came to me and I said: Btand away! I do not belong to, 
you and you do not belong to me*. Bhe said* 'Wherefore, may I ransom 
you with my father and mother?' I said: 'Islam has separated me 
from you and I am a follower of the religion of Muhammad*. She said;
'Then my religion is your religion*. I said: 'Go then to Hina dhu
*
ash-Shara and purify yourself from it*. (Ibn Hisham; It is alsov,given 
as Hima dhu ash^Shara ). Dhu ash-Shara v/as an idol belonging to Daus
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arid al-Hina v/as a sanctuary they preserved for him in which v/as a
streamlet which fell down from a mountain. Bhe said: "May I ransom
you with my father and mother, do you fear for the young girl from
dhu ash-3hara?* I said; * I will ir % be surety for that** Bo she
went and washed and came back and I explained Islam to her and she
islamizsed.- Then I called Daus to Islam but they procrastinated with
me. Bo I came to the Messenger of Allah in Mecca and said to him:
*OProphet of Allhh, the;^adultèryidf.Dausohàsagoththh^^bë11dr bf^âe,^o
call down the curse of Allah upon them*. He said; *0 Allah, guide
Daus aright, return to your people, call them and have pity on them*.
Thus I remained in the country of Daus calling them to Islam till
the Messenger of Allah migrated to Medina, and ^edr, Uhud and al-
Khandaq had passed. Then I came back to the Messenger of Allah
bringing with me those of my people who had islamized when the
Messenger of Allah was at Khaibar and I reached Medina with seventy
or eighty families of Daus. Afterwards we caught up with the
Messenger of Allah at Khaibar and he gave us a share of the booty
along with the Muslims. After that I remained with the Messenger of
Allah till Allah gave him victory over Mecca. Then I said: *0
Messenger of Allah send me to dhual-Kaf i.àin, an idol belonging to *AMh
bin Huraamah that I may burn it*.
*  », '
Ibn Ishaq; Bo at-Tufail went out to it and as he kindled the fire . . # '
at it he said:-
0 dhu al-Kafiain I am not amongst your worshippers 
* / Our birth was more ancient than yours
Verily I have stuffed the fire into your heart.
Then he returned to the Messenger of Allah and was with him in Medina 
till Allah took away His Messenger. When the Arabs apostatiàed he 
went out with the Muslims and marched with them till they had made 
dn end of Tulaihah and the country of Hajd as a whole. Then he 
marched with the Muslims to al-Yamamah accompanied by his son *Amr 
bin at-Tufail. He saw a vision when, he was on the way to al-Yamamah 
and said to his comrades: **I have seen a vision; interpret it to me.
1 saw that ray head was shaved, that a bird came forth out of ray mouth, 
that a woman met me who put me in her womb. I saw my son making an 
eager search for me, then I saw that ho was kept back from me**. They 
said; **It is good**. He said; **I have myself interpreted it". They 
said "What is it?". He said: "The shaving of ray head nmeans its 
being cut off, the bird which came out of ray mouth ia my spirit,
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the woman who put me in her womb is the earth which will be dug for 
me that I may be buried in it % ,As for my son's search for me and,his 
being kept back from me% I see that he will strive to obtain that 
which happened to me* .So-he was slain a martyr at al-Yamamah may 
Allah have/mercy on him and his son was severely wounded. Afterwards 
he recovered from^his wounds and was slain a martyr in the year of 
àl-Yarmûk in the time of. 'Umar*
The affair of A'sha of the Béni Qais bin Thallhbah,
Ibn Hisham: Khallad bin Qurrah bin Khàlid of B^aZs and other elders
of Bekr bin Wa’il who are scholars related to me that A'sha of the 
Beni Qais bin Tha'labah bin *Ukabah bin 3a*b bin 'All bin Bekr bin 
Wa’il went to the Messenger of Allah wishing to islamiae# He said 
in praise of the Messenger of Allah;
Poetry omitted.
When he was in Mecca or in the vicinity of it some of the polytheists 
of Quraish met him and asked him about his affair and he informed him 
that he had oorae seeking the Messenger of Allah in order to accept 
Islam. He said to him: "0 Abu Baair verily he forbids adultery". < 
AL-A'sha said:"If that is indeed the case I have no nee’d 00 itrve by 
it". He said to him: "0 Abu Basir: "Verily he forbids wine", Al-A'sha 
said: "As for this, in it there are amusements for the soul but I %d 11 
go away and satisfy my thirst with it this year then I will come to 
him and ialami%e. ,80 he went away and died that year without 
returning to the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq: And Abü Jahl the enemy of Allah, may Allah humiliate him, 
(^manifested) to the Messenger of Allah whenever he saw him, enmity, 
hathod and violence. .
The.affair of al-Irashi who sold Abu Jahl his camel.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abd al-Malik bin 'Abdallah bin Abu Bufyan the Thaqafite
who was an attentive person^ related to me. He said: " A man from 
Irash (Ibn Hisham : It is also given as Iifasliah) brought a camel of 
his to Mecca and Abu Jahl ro# him but put off paying its
price. Thenal-Irashi went up to the assembly place of Quraish and 
stood before thom and the Messenger Of AlTah was squatting inr^thOho 
vicinity of^place of worship, and said; '0 people of Quraish, what man of you
will take my part against AbG ’1-HaIan bin Hisham for I am a stranger 
and a wayfarer for he has got the better of me where my rights are
concerned’. The people of the assembly said to him: 'Do you see that 
man who is sitting over there*, referring to the Messenger of Allah, 
and they were making mock of him because of the enmity they knew 
existed between him and Abu Jahl, 'go to him and he will help you 
against him’, Eo al-Arashi went forward^ and stood before the 
Messenger of Allah and said; *0 Eervant of Allah, verily Abu ’1-Haina 
bin Hisham has got the better of me where my rights are concerned. I 
am a stranger and a wayfarer and I asked these people about a man who 
would help me with my claim against him and obtain for me my rights 
from him and they directed me to you. May Allah have mercy on you, 
get mo my rights'. He said: 'Go to him', and the Messenger of Allah 
got up to go with him and when they saw that he got up to go with 
him they said to one of those who were with them; 'Follow him and see 
what he does'. So the Messenger of Allah went out and came to him 
and knocked on his door and he said: 'Who is there', and he said 
'Muhammad, come out to me*. He came out and there was not a drop of
blood in his face his colour having changed. He said: 'Give this man
what is due him'. He said: 'Yes, do not go away so that 1 may give 
him what belongs to him#. Then he went inside, brought out what he 
owed him, and paid it over to him. Then the Messenger of Allah went
away saying to al-Arishi; 'Go about your business' and the Arashi
went and stood before that assembly and said: 'May Allah reward him 
with good for he surely obtained for m  my dues' Then the man whom 
they had sent with him came and they said: 'Out upon you, what did 
you see?* He said: *A wonder of wonders. What did he do but knock 
his door and he came out to him but his spirit was not with him and 
he said to him: Give this man his dues. He said;Yes, do not go av/ay 
till I bring out to him what belongs to him. He went inside, brought 
out what he owed him and gave it to him. Then it was not very long 
till Abu Jahl came in and they said to him: 'Alas for you, what is 
the matter with you? We have never seen the like of what you have 
done*. He said; 'Out upon you! All that he did was to knock on my 
door and I heard his voice and was filled with dread. Then I went 
out to him and verily above his head was a he-camel the like of 
whose head and neck and teeth Ï had never soon on a camel before*
Had I refused, he would surely have devoured me*
"2ÜÜ"
The affair of Rukanah the Muttalibite and his wrestling bout with the 
Prophet.
Ibn Ishaq; %  father Ishaq bin Yasar related to me., He said:
Rukanah bin *Abd Yaaid bin Hashim bin al-Muttalib bin 'Abd Manaf 
was the most uncompromising of Quraish and one day he v/as alone with 
the ^essenger of Allah in one of the ravinés of Mecca and the 
Messenger of Allah said to him: *0 Hukanahwill you not fear Allah 
and accept that to which I call you?* He said: 'Verily.if I knew 
that what you say is true I would follow you*. The Messenger of 
Allah said to him: 'Do you think that if I wrestled with you you 
would know that what I say is true?' He said: 'Yes', He said; 'Then 
rise that I may wrestle with you' # So Rulcanah got up to wrestle with 
the Messenger of Allah and when he seised him he laid him down and he 
had no control over himself at all. Then he said; ' Gome on again 
0 Muhammad', so he wrestled with him again. Then he said: *0 
Muhammad this is indeed a wonderful thing that you can get the better 
of me*. The Messenger of Allah said: 'A more wonderful thing than 
that there is which I will show you if you fear Allah and follow my 
affair! He said: 'What is it?' He said; 'I will call foi' you this 
tree which you see and it will come to ne ', He said: 'Call it'. So 
he called it and it came forward and stood in front of the Messenger 
of Allah. Then he said to it: *6o back to your placej and it went 
back to its place. So Rukânah went back to his people and said:
*0 Béni 'Abd Manâf, with your friend you can overcome the people of 
the land in sorcery, for I have not seen a better sorcerer than he'. 
Then he told them of what he had seen and what he did.
The affair of the delegation of Christians who islamiaed.^*
Ibn lahaq; Then there"came to the Messenger of Allah while he was in 
Mecca twenty Christian men, or nearly so, when news of him reached 
them,from Ethiopia, and they found him in the place of worship and 
sat down with him, talked with him and asked him questions while some 
men of Quraish were in their assembly place around the Ka*bah., When 
they had finished : questioning the Messenger of Allah about that which 
they wanted, the Messenger of Allah called them to Allah, to Whom 
belongs power and glory and recited to them the Qur’an. When they 
heard the Qur’an their eyes overflowed with tears. Then they 
gave him their consentjbelieved in him, accepted him as genuine, and
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in him,recognised his affair which was described for them in their 
Book. When they went away from him, Abu Jahl ibn Hisham met them with 
a group of Quraish and said to them: "May Allah confound you as a 
party! Those of the people of your religion who are behind you sent 
you to investigate .for them and bring them new^ of the man, and you 
were barely settled down in session with him till you aba ndoned your 
religion and accepted him as true in what he says. We know not of a 
party more foolish than you", or words to that effect. They said to him 
"Peace be upon you! We do not think you are fools, we have what we 
have and you have what you have, and we did not come short of what was 
goodV It is said that the group of Christians were from the people of 
Hajran but Allah knows best whether that was so. It is also said, but 
Allah knows best, that those verses came down about them:-
Those to whom we have given the Book before it, they 
believe in it. And when it is recited to them they say;
"We believe in it, verily it is the truth from our Lord, 
before it we were Muslims
down to His saying:
We have our works and ye have yours; peace be upon you 
we desire not the ignorant. (Surah 28: ^2 - 55)
Ibn Ishaq: I asked aa-Zuhri about these verses about whom they
came down and he said to me: "I have not ceased to hear from our
scholars that they were sent down about the Negus and his friends, also
the verses from THE TABLE:-
That is because there are amongst them priests and monks 
and because they do not count themselves great
down to His saying;-
60 write us down with those who bear witness. (Surah 5:82,83
The descent of mention of their saying: "Are these the ones amongst us 
on whom Allah has bestowed His favour?".
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah sat in the place of worship
and the weak ones of his friends sat with him, Khabbab and 'Ammar 
and Abu Pukaihah Yasar client of Safwan ibn Umayyah ibn Muharrith 
and Euhaib and their like of the Muslims, Quraish scoffed at them and 
said to each other: "These, as you see, are his friends". Are these 
the ones amongst us wh&mAllah has favoured with His guidance and the 
truth? If what Muhammad brought was good these would not have got to 
him prior to us and Allah would not have given it exclusively to them 
without us". So Allah sent down about them:-
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And do not drive av/ay those who call on their Lord in the 
morning and in the evening desiring His countenance; nothing 
of their account falls upon thee, and nothing of thy account 
falls upon them that thou shouldest drive them away and he 
one of the wrong-doers# And likewise we have seduced some 
of them by others to say:"Are these the ones amongst us on 
whom Allah has bestowed His favour. Does not Allah best 
know those who are thankful? When those who believe in OUH 
signs come to thee, say: "Peace be upon you. Your Lord has 
prescribed mercy for Himself. Verily, whosoever of you does 
evil in ignorance then afterwards repents and does right,
He is forgiving, compassionate#^ (Burah 6: f>2 - $4).
The descent of 'The speech of him whom they hinc at is foreign*.
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According to what I heard the Messenger of Allah often sat neat
al-Marvvah at the business place of a Christian youth called Jabr,
a slave of Ibn al-Hadrami, and they said; "None other than Jabr the
Christian, slave’of Ibn al-Hadrami teaches Muhammad the most of what
he brings* Bo Allah,to Whom belong power and glory, sent down about
that saying of theirs;-
We also know that they say: "It is only a human being who
teaches him"; the speech of him whom they hint at is
foreign but this is in plain Arabic. (Surah l6: 103)*
Ibn Hisham; Yulhidun ilaihi means 'they swerve towards him*.
Al-Ilhad means swerving from the truth. Hu’bah bin al-'Ajjaj said:.
When all who swerved aside followed ad-Dahhâk.
* * * *
Ibn Hisham: He means ad-Dahhâk the Kharijlte. This stanza is in
a pb Wt o f his .
The descent of Bur at al-iCauthar.
Ibn Ishaq: According to what X heard, al-'As bin Wa’il the Bahmite 
. ' *
said whenever the Messenger of Allah was mentioned; "Let him alone; 
he is only a man with à bob-tail; he has no son and if he should die 
his remembrance will be cut off and you will be at peace from him". 
Bo Allah sent down about that saying of his;- .
’Verily, we have given thee abundance (Burah 108s 1).
Which is
That is:better for thee than the world and what is in it. Al-Kauthar 
means 'much*.
Ibn Ishaq; Labid bin Rabl'ah the Kalbite said:- 
•
And the Master of Malhub in whose house we were afflicted 
with loss
While at ar-Bada* there was the house of another - a 
generous man, (or a great man).
He says : Great.
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Ibn Hisham: This stanza is in a poem of his. The master of Malhub 
was 'Auf bin al-Akhwas bin Ja'far bin Kilab v/hb died in Malhub* His 
sayings "At ar-Rada’there was the house of another - a house of 
abundance" refers toShhraîh bin al*Akhwas bin Ja'far bin Kilab who 
died at ar-Rada’. By '^ kauthar* .he means 'al-Kathlr'; the word is 
• derived from al-Kathir. Al-Kumàit bin Zaid said in praise of 
Hisham bin lAbd al-Malik bin Marwân;-
And thou 0.Ibn Marwan art plentiful, good ■
And thy father, thé son of noble women, was (a man of) 
abundance. • , ' ■
This stanza is in a poem of.his* Umayyah, bin Abu'A’idh the
Hudhalite .said,in his description of a wild ass:- .
. He defends the three-year-olds- when they run in haste ■- 
And he neighs in a cloud of dust like a horse cover.
By al-kauthar he means much dust which because of its abundance upon 
him he compares to a horse-cloth*
Ibn Ishaqs . Ja*far.bin *Amr related to me on the authority of
'Abdallah bin Muslim brother of Muhammad bin Muslim bin Shihab the
■ . :
Zuhrite' from Anas bin Malik. He said: "I. heard the Messenger of 
‘ Allah say when one said to him: 'What is the abundance which Allah, to 
Whom belong power and glory hath given you, 0 Messenger of Allah?*
. *A river, as it were, between San'a’ and Allah whose vessels àrè as 
the. number of the starsof heaven, to which there come birds to drink
vjho have necks like the necks of camels'. 'Umar bin al-Khattib said:
■ ■ ■ ■
, 'Verily they are favonred^^ 0 Messenger of Allah'. He said: 'He who 
eats them is more favoured, than they'. .
Ibn Ishaq; I heard that the Messenger of Allah said either in 
connection with this tradition or another one: "Whoever drinks of it 
will never thirst".
The descent of : "Why:ahasahotnahlahgéii^btehpBBht>sdpwhito him?" ,
Ibn Ishaq:’ The Messenger of Allah called his people to Islam talking
to them and bringing it near to them. Bo .2am*ah bin al-Aswàd, an-Hadr
bin al-Harith, al-Aswad bin 'Abd Yaghuth, Ubai bin Khàlaf, and al-'As .
bin Wa’il said to him; "If only an angel were -appointed with you 0
Muhammad to tell the people about you and to be seen, with,you". So
Allah sent down .about that saying of theirs.; -
• . They said-: "Whylkas % tm.ape:ahgék^ 6âénZtse'ntd;dowuu.'to -him,' HUt:if
We v/ere to. send down an angel the affair would-be, decided and 
they-would have had no respite. •
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But if We had made him an angel we should have made him a man 
and confused for them what they are confusing, (Sprah 6: 8, 9)
The descent of: "Messengers have been mocked at before thee",
Ibn Ishaq: According to what we heard, the Messenger of Allah passed by
al-Walid ibn al-Mughirah, Umayyah ibn Khalaf, and Abu Jahl ibn Hisham 
and they slandered and mocked him and that roused his ire. So Allah 
sent down to him about that affair of theirs
Messengers have been mocked at before thee but what they 
scoffed at came down upon.those who mocked (Surah 6: 10),
The affair of the Night Journey and the Ascent.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah was taken by night from the
sacred place of worship to the farther place of worship which is 
Jerusalem from Ailiya*, when Islam had spread in Mecca among Quraish 
and among all the tribes,
Ibn Ishaq: The account about his Night Journey according to what I
heard on the authority of 'Abdallah ibn Mas’ud, Abu Sa'xd the Khudrite,
'A'ishah the wife of the ËTophet, Mu'âwiyah ibn Abu Sufyân , al-Hasan
ibn Abu *1-Hasan of Basrah, Ibn Shihab az-Zuhri, Qatadah and other
scholars, also Umm Hani bint 'Abd al-Muttalib, is what is collated in
this narrative'; each one relating some of what was told of his affair
when he was taken away by night. In his Night Journey and what is
told about it, there was testing, forgiveness, and an affair from the
affair of Allah, to Whom belong power and glory, in his might and
authority in it as a warning, to the possessors of wisdom and guidance
mercy and confirmation to those who have believed and accepted him as
genuine, and he was certain of the affair of Allah. So he took him
away by night how He willed and as He willed to show him what of His
signs He willedwhen he saw what he saw of His affair, His great
authority and His might by which He does what He wills. According to
what I heard, 'Abdallah ibn Mas'ud said: "Al-Buraq was brought to
the Messenger of Allah; she was the steed on which the prophets befpre
him were carried, and who places her foot on the extreme limit of
vision. So he was mounted on her and his companion took him away to
• behold the signs between heaven and earth till he came to Jerusalem
and there found Abraham, Moses', and ^esus, with a group of the
prophets who had collected for him, and he led them in prayer.
Then three vesselswere brought to him, a vessel in which was milk, a
vessel in which was wine, and a vessel in which was
water. The Messenger of Allah said: "I heard one say when they 
were offered to me : 'If he chooses the water he will be submerged and 
so will his nation; if he chooses the wine he will go as tray and so
will hi s nation; if he chooses the milk he will bo guided aright and
so will his natÿhn'. Bo I took the vessel of milk and drank it and 
Gabriel said to me : *0 Muham^md, thou hast been guided aright and so 
h a s  t l i y  n a t i o n t ^ t  • '  ■ - ' '
Ibn Ishaqï It was î'éiated to me on the authority of al-Haean that he 
said: "The Messenger of Allah said: 'While I was asleep in the 
sanctum Gabriel came to me and nudged me with his foot* I sat up 
but as I ûûâ not see anything I went back to my bed. He came to me
the second time and nudged me with hie foot and I eat up, but as I
did not see anything, I went back tp my bed* He cqme to me the third 
time and nudged me with his foot. I sat up and he took me by the 
arm and I got up and went with him to the door of the place of 
worship and lo, a white steed between a mule and an ass, on whose 
flanics were two wings with which he propelled his legs so that he 
placed hie forefoot on the extremity of his field of vision. So he 
mounted me oh him and he took me away; he did not outgo r© , nor did 
I outgo him*
Ibn Ishaq: It v/aa related to me on the authority of Qatàdah that he 
said: "It was related to me that the Messenger of Allah said: 'When 
X came near to mount him he grew restive but Gabriel put his hand on. 
his mane and said; 4Are you not ashamed 0 Buraq of what you are doing 
fa- I swear that no servant belonging to AllalT^has ever ridden you 
previous to Muhammad was more honoured in His eyes than ben- So he 
was,ashamed till he glistened with sweat and he settled so that I 
mounted him*'"
Al-Hasan in his account said: Thus the Messenger of Allah went away
• '
and Gabriel went with him till he brought him to Jerusalem where he 
found Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and a group of the prophets and ;became 
the 1%;.Iàâmtkhd//ledi;i Then two vessels were brought to him
in one of which was wine and in the other milk, and the Messenger of 
Allah took the vessel with the milk and drank, from it and left the 
Vessel of wine, Gabriel said to him: 'Thou hast been guided to the 
Religion and so has thy nation, and wine is forbidden to you'. Then 
the Messenger of Allah went away to Mecca and when morning came he
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went to Quraish and told them the news. But the majority of the
people said: 'This is & maryél mahifd#t. A caravan spends a month
going from Mecca to Byria and a month coming back and can that
Muhammad go in one night and return to Mecca'• So many of those who
had accepted Islam apostatized and the people went to Abu Bokr and
said to him; '0 Abu Bekr, what do you think of your friend who claims
that he went last night to Jerusalem, prayed there and returned to
Meoca?' Abu Bekr said; 'You are surely telling lies against_himl,._..._
They said: "By no means! there he is in the place of worship
telling the people about H  Abu Boi-îr saia: ' If he" did" say it
he spoke the truth. What should amaze you in this? Verily he tells
me that the revelations come to him from Allah from heaven to earth
in one hour whether it be night or day. X accept that as true and it
is something more thah what amazes you'. Then he went forward till
he came to the Messenger of Allah and said: *0 Prophet of Allah, did
you tell these people that you went to Jerusalem last night?' He
said; 'ÿes' He said; *0 Prophet of Allah describe it to me for I
have gone to it*. The Messenger of Allah said: 'It was lifted up for
me 60 that I observed it', and the Messenger of Allah began to
describe it to Abu Bekr, and Abu Bekr would say: 'You have spoken the
truth • I testify that you are the Messenger of AlJah. Whenever he
described to him anything in it. he said; 'You have spoken the truth.
I testify that you are the Messenger of Allah', till, when he had
finished, the Meossnger of Allah said to Abu Belcr; 'And you 0 Abu Bekr
the Faithful'. On that day he called him 'The Faithful*. Al-Hasan
said; Allah sent down about those who went back on their profession
of Islam-because of it:-
And We did not appoint the vision which We showed thee to be
anything but a test for the people and the tree cursed in the
Qur’an and We frighten them but it only increases them in 
great impiety. (Eurah 17: 6o).
This is Hasan's account of the Night Journey of the Messenger of
Allah|and the account of Qatadah included in it.
Ibn Ishaq: One of, the family of Abÿ Be.kr related to me that 'A’ishah 
said: "The body of the Messenger of Allah was hot missed but Allah 
took away his spirit by night".
Ibn Ishaq: Ya'qub bin 'Utbah bin al-Mughirah bin al-Akhnas
related to me that Mu’âwiyah bin Abu Bufj'ân said when he was asked
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about the Night Journey of the ^^^senger of Allah: 'It was a true
vision from Allah'. But that saying of these two people does not
contradict that of, al-|iasau that this verse came down about that »
the saying of Allah to Whom belong power and glory*.-
And we dü, not appoint the vision which we, showed thee to 
be anything but a test for the people ......
or to the,saying of Allah to Whom belong power and glory in the
revelation About Abrahcua when ho said to his son:-
0 my son, I see in the dream that I shall sacrifice thee. 
(Surah 37: 102).
Then he went on in this way and X recognised that revelations from 
Allah come to the prophets whether they are asleep or awake.
Ibn Ishaq: According to what I heard, the Messenger of Allah said:- 
"My eyes sleep but my heart is awake". But Allah knows best whether 
that was so, but it came to him and in it he saw what he saw of the 
affair of Allah in whatever state he was whether asleep or awake*
All that was truth and reality# Az-Zuhri claims on the authority 
of Sa'id bin al-Musalyyab that the Messenger of Allah described 
Abraham, Moses and Jesus to his friends when he saw them on that 
night* He said: "As for Abraham, I have neVer seen a man who more 
resembles your friend, nor whom your friend:•,resembles so much.' As 
fcr Moses, he was brown, tall, lean, curly-haired, hook-nosed as if 
he were from the men of Shanu'ah. As for Jesus, Son of Mary, he was 
a reddish man of middle height, loose hair, spotted of face as if he 
had emerged from the bs5 you would imagine that his head
dripped water but there was no water oh it and the one of your men 
who bears the greatest resemblamce to him is 'Urwah bin Mas'ud the 
ThaqafiteV^^
Description of the Messenger of Allah.
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Ibn Hisham: The description of the Messenger of Allah was given in
what 'Umar client of Ghufrah mentioned on the authority of Ibrahim 
bin Muhammad bin 'All bin AbU Talib. He said; "When *Ali described 
the Irophet, he said; ' He was not tall and distended neither was he 
short and squat, he was of medium build. He was neither fuzzy haired 
nor straight haired, he was curly haired. He was neither fat nor 
round faced; he had a fair ruddy complexion, with dark eyes set well 
apart and long eyelashes, strongly jointed and well shouldered with 
fine hair on his chest, hairless palms and feet* When he walked it
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itwae with a jerk as if he were on a declivity and when he turned 
he did it all together. The seal, of prophecy was between his 
shoulders and he was the seal of the prophets. He was the raoat open- 
handed of men, the most brave-hearted of men, the most truthful of
men in speech, the most faithful of men in fulfilling obligations,
the mildest of them in disposition, the noblest of them in friendship.
He who a&%, him casually of/ him ; he v/ho had intercourse
with him ïovëd^himi"'ëhe:ôhë who describes him ©aid; *I never eaw his 
like either before or after him'"#
Ibn Ishaq: According to what I heard on the authority of Umm HanI
daughter.of Abü Talib whoso name was Hind, about the night journey 
of the Méssanger of Allah, was that,©he ©aid; "The Messenger of Allah 
was not taken away, by, night except when he v/as in my ,house. He slept 
in my house that night, He prayed the last evening prayer and then 
went to bed and v/e did the same* The lîéssiehgWr; of,\iAlla#mwakehedüusi a 
little before dawn, and when he had prayed the morning prayer which 
we. prayed with him he said; *0 tta Hani, I prayed the last-prayer of 
the evening in this valley, as you saw; then I went to Jerusalem and 
prayed there; then I prayed the morning prayer with^just now* as you 
see*. Then he got up to go out and I seized his cloak so that he was 
exposed from the breast downwards and he was like fine Egyptian lihen 
rolled up. I said to him; *0 Prophet of Allah do not tell this to 
the people or they will call you a liar and do you harm'. He said;
*I will surely tell it,to them*. I said to an Ethiopian slave-girl 
of mine; 'Ou# upon youî , Go after the Messenger of Allah that you . 
may hear what he ©ay© to the people and what they ©ay to him** When 
the Messenger of Allah went out to the people he told them 'and they
were astonished and said: 'What is the sign of that 0 Muhammad, for
verily we have never heard anything like this before! he said:
'The sign of that is that I passed a caravan of the Bénâ So-and-so 
in such-and-such a valley and the noise of the steed scared them 
and a camel belonging to them ran away and I showed them where it was 
while I was on my way to Eyria. Then I went on till when I was in 
Bajnan I passed a caravan of the Beni Se-axid-so. I found the people 
asleep but they had a vessel which they had covered with something 
in which was water. I took off the covering* drank what v/as in it,
and the# covered it up again as it was" gn of that is that
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their caravan.is now coiiliig^ dowii from al-Baida% a mountain-pass of 
at^Tan*i$; in front of it'^ a^ tawny camel bearing two sacks one of 
which is black and the other black and white*. So the people got to 
the pass before (their departurew.u thout meeting anyone rb ëf or e ' tW a camel 
as he had described to them and they asked them about the vessl and they 
told them that they had set it out full of water and covered it, and 
when they woke up they found it covered as they had covered it but 
they found no water in it* They asked the others when they were in 
Mecca and they said: *He speaks truly. He scared us in the valley
he has mentioned, and a camel belonging to us ran away, and we heard 
the voice of a man calling us towards it till NJ/e found it’".
Account of the Ascent and the signs which the Messenger of Allah saw 
during it.^ ^
Ibn IshaqÎ One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority 
of Abu Sa*Id al-Khudri that he said: "I heard the Messenger of
Allah say; * When I was finished with what was in Bait al-Maqdas I 
was taken on the.Ascent, and X have never seen anything better than it, 
for it is that to which you;if'dead one lifts his eyes when his time is 
come. My friend took m  up till he brought me to one of the doors of 
heaven called THÎ DOOR OF THE ANGELS at which stood one of the angels 
called Isma'Il who had twelved thousand angels under his command, and 
each one of these angels had twelve thousand angels under his command* * 
The Messenger of Allah said when he related this account: * Rone 
knoweth the hosts of thy Lord but He. When he brought me inside he 
said; 4Who is this 0 gabrlel?. He said: 4This is Muhaimaad+. He said: 
-î-And has he been commissioned?+ île said:*4-1 es+* 80 he wished me well 
and said so.
Ibn Ishaq: A scholar related to me on the authority of whoever related 
it to him on the authority of the Messenger of Allah that he said;
The angels met me when I entered the lowest heaven. No angel met me 
who was not smiling and happy, saying "Good be thy portion!, and 
invoking it, till,one of the angels mbt me, who said the same as the 
others, and invoked what they invoked., except that he did not smile, 
nor did I observe in him any sign of happiness which I had observed in 
the others. .80 I said to Gabriel: *0 Gabriel, who is this angel 
who said to me what the other ©aid to m  but did not smile to me, nor 
did I observe in him any of the happiness which I observed in the 
others?*, Gabriql said to me ; 'Verily, had he smiled to anyone
. ■ * - 1
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' before thee or would he smile to any after thee he would indeed have
■ smiled to thee; but he does.not smile; this angel is-. the keeper of the 
Fire*. I said to Gabriel who occupies, with regard to Allah the 
position he described to,you, 'Being obeyed and faithful*: 'Wilt thou 
notcommand“him to show me the Fire?* * .He said: 'Certainly,,0 Angel, 
show Muhammad the Fire'. So he removed its covering and it leapt 
forth .on high till I imagined it would seize what I saw. I said to • 
Gabriel; 'Command him to make it return to its place*.* He-commanded it 
and said to it :' 'Subside* and it returned tp.the place from whence it 
had come. I could not compare its going' back to anything except the 
falling of a shadow. When it entered the place whence it had come, he 
placed its covering back over it.
Abu Sa'id says in his account on the' authority of the Messenger of.
Allah» He said; "When .1 entered the lowest heaven I saw a man
, sitting there to whom the spirits of men were presented and he said to
some of .them when they were presented to him:. 'Good be thy portion!'.
He was pléàsed with him and would say; 'A good spirit has come forth
from a good body'. But he said to others when they were presented to
/ him; 'Fiel', and frown with his face and say: 'A foul spirit has come
forth from a foul body '. I said: .'Who is this, Ô Gabriel?'.. He said:
'This is thy father Adam. The spirits of. his descendants are
presented to him^ and whenever the.spirit.of ' a believer'from amongst
them passes by , he is pleased with him and says: +A good spirit has
come forth from a good body»; and whenever the spirit of an unbeliever.
from amongst them passes by, he is disgusted with him, detests him and 
offends - : ■ ‘ ‘ •
. that^ hitit and^  ke:s;;aaysf:A foul spirit has, come forth from a foul body+!
Then I saw men with lips like the lips of camels, in whose hands were
: coals of fire like stones which they cast into their mouths and they 
: . • . ■ ' 
came out behind them* I said: 'Who are these, 0 Gabriel?..'* He said:
'These are they who have wrongfully devoured the property of orphans*.
Then I saw men with, bellies the like of \hich. I have never seen in the.
■ line'of Pharaoh's race, over whampass camels affected by unquenchable 
.thirst', and when they are exposed to the Fire they tread on them and
they are not able to remove from their places. I said : 'Who are these 
0 Gabriel? *'• He said; 'These are they who have taken usury'* Then I. 
saw men with meat before them juicy and good, and by their side meat . 
lean and tainted, who ate of the lean and tainted meat and left the . .
^  , ’ , . ' ' '
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juicy and good. I said: 'Who are these 0 Gabriel?'. He said; 'These 
are they who abandon the women Allah allowed to them and go.after' 
those whom Allah has forbidden to them*. Then I saw women hanging by 
their breasts and I.said: 'Who are these 0 Gabriel?' He said; 'These 
are they who have brought in to their husbands children which did not 
belong to them..
Ibn Ishaq; Ja'far bin 'Amr related to me on the authority'of al-Qasim
bin Muhammad’that the-Messenger of Allah said: "The wrath of.Allah
\ ' 
waxed fierce against a woman who brought into a tribe those who did
not belong to them to deVour their livelihood and-becomeffamiliar with
their hidden.things (or weak points). .
Then he returned to the account of Abu S a 'Id. al-Khudri. Then he took
me up to the second heaven and-in it were thé two cousinsi Jesus, Son
of Mary, a'hd John son of .Zacharias. Then he took me up to the third
heaven, and in it was a man whose appearance v/as like that of the
moon on the night when it is full. I said; 'Who is this, 0 Gabriel?'.
He said: 'This is thy brother Joseph, son of Jacob* Then he took
me up to the fourth heaven and in it was a man. I asked him who he wa
and.he said; 'This is Idris'. The Messenger-of Allah says:-
And we -raised him up to a high estate (Surah 19; 57)*
Then he took me up to the fifth héaven and in it was a man of mature
years with white hair.and a beard of great length. I never saw a
man in his maturity more handsome than he. I said: .'Who is this 0
Gabriel?'* He said; 'This is Aaron bin 'Imran the well-beloved .
among his people*. Then he took me up to the sixth heaven and in it
was a brown man,, tall and hooknosed as if he yiere of the men of
Shanu’ah. I said: 'Who is this 0 G a b r i e l ? H e  said: 'This is thy
brother Moses bin 'IMran*, Then he took me up to the seventh heaven
and in it was a man of mature years sitting bn a seat beside;the *
door of the house inhabited into which there -enter every day seventy
thousand angels who do not return till the day of the Resurrection.
I have not seen a man who more resembles your friend or whom your
friend resembles.more than he. I said ; 'Who is this 0 Gabriel?'.
He said; 'This is Abraham thy father*. Then he took me into • ,
Paradise and I saw there a red-clipped slave girl and I asked her:
'To whom do you belong?*. She pleased me when I saw'her and she
said: 'To 2aid bin Harithah*  ^ and the Messenger of Allah.gave her 
good news of Xaid, bin Harithah.
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Ibn Ishaq: The account of ’'Abdallah bàa Mas'ud on the authority of
* .. '
the Rrophet,according to what I heard, (stqtes) that Gabriel did not
take him into any of the heavens, v/lthout them saying to him when hw
asked permission to enter It; 'Who is this? 0 Gabriel*, and he would
say: 'Midiamnad*. Then they would say; 'Has he been commissioned?#
and he would ©ay 'Yes*. .They would say: 'May Allah preserve him
alive, brother and friend that he is’, till he brought hiiïi at length
to the seventh heaven. Then he brought him to his Lord and he laid
upon him the duty of fifty prayers every day. The Messenger of Allah
said: *I caiue forward on my return journey and when I passed by
Moses bin * Imran -he was an excellent friend to you - he asked me
'how many prayers have been laid upon thee?'. I said: 'Fifty prayers
each day'* He said; 'Verily prayer is burdensome and youfnation is
weak, return to your Lord and ask him to make it less for you and
your people** Bo I returned and asked ray Lord to grant relief to me
and my people and he remitted ten. Then I went aw|ty and passed by
Moses and he said the same thing to me and 1 returned and asked my
Lord and he remitted ten. Then I returned and passed by Moses and he
said the same thing to me and I returned and asked Him and He
remitted ten. Then every time I returned to him he kept on saying
the same thing to me: 'Return and ask thy Lord'till in the end He
had remitted them all except five prayers every day and night.
Then I went back and passed by Moses and he said the same thing to me
and I said; ’I have besought my Lord and asked Him till X am
ashamed before Him and I will not do it* Whoever of you fulfils
them in faith andih;hôp:ê of àSem^wzll receive the recompense of
fifty prayers
Allah's sufficiency for the affair of the scoffers.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah kept on in the affair of Allah
patiently and contentedly transmitting to his people faithful
counsel in spite of being accused of lying and the injury and mockery
he endured from them. The great ones amongst the mockers were,
according to what Yazîd bln Human related to me on the authority of
'*0rv/ah bin az-Zubair, five in number * men belonging to his people»
They were men of seniority, held in honour by the people: From the
Beni Aaad, al-Aswad bin al-Muttalib# The Messenger of Allah,..
according to what I hoard cursed him because of the harm and mockery
that Game to him through him, and said: "0 Allah, take away his 
eycBight and deprive him of his child". From the Beni Zuhrah bin 
Kilab, al-Aswad bin 'Abd Yaghuth| from the Beni Malïhaum, al-Walid 
bin al-Mughirah5 from the Beni Sahm, al-*A© bin W a ’il; from the Beni 
Khusa'ah, al-Harith bin al-fulatilah.
When thy persisted in evil-doing and intensified their mockery of the
Messenger of Allah, Allah sent down to him:-
Proclaim publicly that which th&u art commanded and turn 
away from the polytheists. 'Veriiy We will be sufficient 
for thee a #  inst the scoffers who set up along with Allah 
another god; they shall surely know. (Surah 15: $4 - 96).
Yazid bin Human related to me on, the authority of 'Urwah bin as-
Zubair or some other scholar that Gabriel came to the Messenger of
Allah while they were circumambulating the House and stood and the 
Messenger of Allah stood by his side* Then al-Aswad bin al-Muttalib 
passed by him a.nd he cast a green leaf in his face and he be came 
blind. .And al-Aswad bin *Abd al-YaghSth passed by him and he pointed 
to his belly and it becariie dropsical and hé died from the swelling. 
And al-Walld bin al-Mughirah passed by him and he pointed to the
scar of a wound on the lower side' of his ankle bone which he had
received years before that when he passed by. a man of Khuza'ah who 
ivaà^eathering same.rarrowS oishis* One of his arrows got caught in 
his girdle and scratch in his foot which was nothing but
it burst open and killed him. Aiid al-*As bin lalil passed'by him 
and he pointed to the instep of.his foot. Bo he set off on an ass 
of his maicing; for at-Ta’if and it lay down with him on a thorny plant
and a thorn ran into his instep and killed him. And al-Harith bin
at-Tulitilah passed^ by him and he pointed to hisL^and he was in great
pain with sores which caused his death.
The story of Abu Uahihir the Dausite.
Ibn Ishaq: When al-Walid was near to die he called his sons, who
were three, Hisham bin al-Walid, al-Walld bin al-Walid,and Khalid 
bin al-Walid and. said to them; "I Commendoy.oUAtwedQ:i'4hr;eq things,do not 
omit them. My blood is oh Hhama'ah, do not let it go unavenged.
X know indeed that they are innocent of it but J fear that you will 
be revile d for it afterwards. The p^4?ceeds of my usury are with 
Thaqif, do not ca3.1 it in till you are (in a position) to collet it. 
and my Honour (?) .is v;ith Abd U&àihir the Dausite, let him not get 
away with-it. Abù Uzaihir had married him to a daughter of his then
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wi bhlield her from him and did not bring her in to him during his life,
When al-Walid bin al-Mughirah died the ^eni Makhaum attacked Khuza’ah
demanding froml/^lhe blood-wit of al-^alid aaying; "It vjas your friend's
arrow that killed him and the Beni Ka'b had a treat^y with the 'Abd
al-Muttalib bin Hashim • Khuza'ah refused them that end then they 
* *
vied with each other in reciting poems and the affair between them 
grew serious. The man whose arrow wounded al-^''jalid. was one of the 
Beni Ka'b bin 'Amr of Khuza'ah,
Poetry omitted.
Then the people hesitated and they realised that the tribe was 
afraid only of disgrace, so Khuza'ah gave them part of the blood- 
with and they separated from each other.
Poe try omitted
Ibn Ishaq: The?Hisham bin al-Walid attacked Abu Uaaihir while he
was in the market-place of Dhu al-Majaz. Abu Eufyan bin Harb had a 
daughter of Abu bzaihir, and Abu Hzaihir was a
maxi of dignity amongst his people and he kille d him for the dowry (?) 
of al-^^alid which v/as in his possession in accordance with the 
command of his father. That took place after the Messenger of Allah 
migrated to Medina and Bedr was past and then e of the polytheists of 
tiieahobmlity of Quraish who were slain in it were slain. They Yazid 
bd p. Abu Bufyan want tout and collected the ^eni 'Abd Manâf while 
Abu Bufyân v/as in DJiu al-Majaz » The people said; "Abu Sufyan y/as/ 
betr'aye’di.rin ihisi#ath:ër^iixwla%' a%d"?hW;»#s %eWing.:bo:.;l •'? seek retaliation 
for him". When Abu Eufy^n heard what his £5on Yazld had done, - he 
was a clement shrewd man v/ho loved his people greatly,- he went dowj 
in haste to Mecca fearing lest there should be anything between 
Quraish on account of Abu üzaihir, and came to his son who v/as in 
al-Hadid among his people, the Beni 'Abd Manaf and the Hutaiyyibin.
So he snatched the spear from his hand and hit him a blow on the
tv
head which quelled him and then said: May Allah bring disgrace upon
you! Do you want to set Quraish at variance among themselves for 
the sake of a man of Daus? We will give them the blood-wit if they 
will accept it". Thus he:;.ended, thatâaffaird * Then Hassan bin 
Thâbit was sent to work up feeling about the blood of Abu Uaaihir 
to reproach Abu Epfy^u about his protection and denounce him as a
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coward.
■ Poetry omitted
When Abu Bufyan heard the words of Hasaan he said: "He wants to set 
us at loggerheads about a man of Daus, evil is what he imagines".
When the people of at-Ta’if accepted Islam the Messenger of Allah 
spoke to Khalid bin al-Walid about al-Walid *s usury which v/as in 
Thaqif at the time his father wil3o d it to him. A scholar told me 
that those verses which forbad the exaction of usury which remained 
in the hands of men came down in connection with Khalid*s request 
for that usury:-
0 ye whè have believed, fear Allah and abandon the usury 
which remains if ye be believers (Eurah 2: 278).
to the end of the story about it. Ho blood-revenge was exacted for
Abu Hzaihir that wo know of till Islam made its Intervention between
the people except that Dirar binal-Khattab binMirdas the Fihrite
went off with a party from Quraish to the country of the Daus and
they stayed at the house of a woman called ÏÏmm GhaiXan, vmo was a
clientes© of Daus. Bhe used to braid the women's hair and fit out
the brides. Daus wanted to pu^^ them to death in revenge foi'* Abu
Uzalhir but Hiiam Ghallân and some women who were with took their part
and thus she protected them.
Poetry omitted.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Ubaidah related to me that the woman who took the
part of Dinar was Umm Jamil , also given as Uram Ghailan. He said:
"It is possible that Umm Ghailan tookahencstand with Umm Jamil amongst
thoserjyhptdMeîîdêdpfeimV Ihexi *Umar bin al-Khattab came to power Umm Jamil* #
came to him thinking that he was his brother, and when she claimed 
a connection with him, ho recognised the atory and said; "Verily I 
am not his brother except in Islam. He is a champion and X will 
make recognition of your kindness to him"• So he gave her a present 
because she was on a journey,
The death of AbH Talib and Khadijah and what took place before and 
after that.
Ibn Ishaq: The band of men whû^ wrought harm to the messenger of Allah
in his house were Abu Lahab, al-îakm ^in Abu 'I-'As bin Umaiyyah,
'Hqbah^bin Abu Mu’ait,. ’Adi bin Harara^  Thaqafite and Ibn 
al-Asda’ the Hudhalite. They wer& his neighbours and. none of them
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iélamixed except al-Hakm bin Abu 11-'As* According to what was told 
me, one of them thre% the entrails of a lamb on him while he was 
praying end another of them would throw it into his pot when it was 
set down for him, till the Messenger of Allah betook himself to a 
sanctum where ho would be, hidden from them when he worshipped. 
According to what 'Umar bin 'Abdallah bin 'Urwah related to me on 
thé authority of 'Urwah bln az-Zubair, when they threw that (thing-) 
on him, the Messenger of Allah took it up on a stick and stood with 
it at hie door and said: "0 goni 'Abd Manaf, what sort of protection 
is thls"^, and threw it down on the road*
Ibn Ishaqs Thai^  ïChadîjah bint Khuwailid and Abu Talib died the same
year, and with the death of Khadljah a succession of misfortunes 3efe3
thé Messenger of Allah* Ehè had been a faithful helper to him in
Islam in whom he trusted* %ith the death of his uncle Abu Talib
*
(he lost one ) who had been a support and a refuge for him: in his 
affair, a defender and a helper against his people. That was three 
years prior to his migration to Medina* When Abu Talib died, Quraish 
inflicted on the Messenger of Allah the harm which they wiree not, bold 
enough to inflict during his lifetime, to the extent that one of the 
insolent ones of Quraish accosted him and sprinkled dust on his head. 
He said: Hisham bin ’Urwah related to me on the authority of his 
father 'Urwah bin az-Zubair. He said: "When that insolent person 
sprinkled dust on,the head of the Messenger of Allah, the Messenger 
of Allah entered his house with the dust on his head. 80 one of his 
girls got up and began to wash the dust off him, weeping the while.
But the Messenger of Allah said tô her: 'Do not weep, daughter, for 
Allah is protecting your father*, and he said meantime; 'Quraish did 
nothing disgusting.to me till Abu Talib died'.
Ibn Ishaq; When Abu -Talib f elll, sickrlandd Qhr.aishe & ear# i z: ! ^ of his 
responsibility, Quraish said to one another; "Hamzah and 'Umar have 
islamized and the affaiz' of Huhaiirmad has spread thx*ough the tribes of
Quraish, all of them. Let us go then to Abu Talib and let him obtain
■ * '
for us an understanding from his nephav/, and let him give lilm an 
undertaking from us, for indeed we have no security that they will 
not deprive us of our affair.
Ibn Ishaq: AlSAbb'as bin 'AbdàllUh bin Ha'bad bin 'Abbas related to 
me on the authority of one of his people from Ibn 'Abbas* He said:
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"They went to Abu, Talib and spoke with him, and they were the noble
men of his people, 'Utbah ibn Rabi’ah, Shaibah ibn Rabi'ah, Abu Jahl
ibn Hisham, Umayyah ibn Khalaf, and Abu Sufyan ibn Harb, at the head
of some of their aristocracy. They said: '0 Abu Talib, you know
where you stand with relation to us, and that which you see has come
to you, and we are afraid for you, and you know what is between us
and your nephew, call him and get an understanding from us for him and
one for us from him whereby he will leave us alone and we will leave
him alone, and he leave us with our religion and we leave him with his'
So Abu Talib sent for him and when he came to him he said: 'My nephew,
these men, the aristocracy of your people have come to you to arrange
a policy of give and take as between you and them', The Messenger of
Allah said: 'Yes, a single word you will give me by which you will
become masters of the Arabs and the non Arabs shall submit to you'.
Abu Jahl said: 'Yes by your father and ten words'. He said: 'You say
there is no god but Allah, and put away what you worship other than
him'. They clapped their hands and said: 'Do you desire 0 Muhammad
to make all the deities into one God? Your affair is indeed strange'.
Then they said to each other: 'This man is granting you ,none of the
concessions you desired, so go away and follow the religion of your
fathers till Allah decides between him and you'* Then they separated,
qnd Abu Talib said to the Messenger of Allah: 'My nephew, I do not
think you asked them an impossible thing’, When Abu Talib said it,
the Messenger of Allah coveted him and began to say to him: 'You say.
allowable for you 
it my uncle and I will make intecession^on the Day of Resurrection',
When he saw how eagerly the Messenger of Allah desired him he said
to him: 'My nephew, were it not for fear of disgrace on you and your
brothers after me, and lest Quraish should suppose I only said it out
of fear of death, I would say it. I will not say it except that I
may give you pleasure thereby'. When death drew near to Abu Talib
al-'Abbas saw him moving his lips and he bent down his ear to hear
him and said: 'My nephew, my brother did indeed say the word you
commanded him to say'. The Messenger of Allah said: 'I heard nothing'.
So Allah, to Whom belong power and glory, sent down about the party
who came to him, to whom he said what he said and they answered what
they answered
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Sâd. By the Qur’an which contains the reminder but those 
who have disbelieved it are in pride and schism
down to His saying:-
We have not heard of this (not) in the(very)last form of 
religion. (Surah 2: 451).
referring to the Christians who say: "Allah is the third of three".
This is nothing but an invention. (Surah 58: 1 - 7).
Then Abu Talib died
The journey of the Messenger of Allah to Thaqif in search of help.
Ibn Ishaq: When Abu Talib died, Quraish inflicted on the Messenger of
Allah the harm which they had not inflicted on him while his uncle 
Abu Talib was alive, so the Messenger of Allah went away to at-Ta’if 
seeking help and protection amongst Thaqif from his own people, and 
hoping that they would accept from him what hbe^rought them from 
Allah, He went away to them by himself.
Ibn Ishaq: Yazid ibn Ziyad related,to me on the authority of
Muhammad ibn Ka'b of Quraizah. He said: "When the Messenger of Allah 
arrived in at-Ta’if, he sought out a few individuals of Thaqif who 
were at that time the rulers and the aristocracy of Thaqif, and they 
were three brothers: 'Abd Yalil ibn 'Amr ibn 'Umair, Mas'ud ihn *Amr
ibn ’Umair, and Habib ibn 'Amr ibn 'Umair. One of them had a wife 
from the Beni Jumah of Quraish. So he sat with them and told them 
the reason why he had come to them, namely that they might lend their 
aid to Islam and stand in with him against his people v/ho opposed him. 
One of them said: 'If Allah has sent you, He will tear the vesture of 
the Ka'bah'* The other said: 'Did Allah find no one to send but you?'
The third said: 'I will say nothing to you at all?'. If you are 
indeed a messenger from Allah as you say, you are of too great rank 
for me to answer you, and if you are lying about Allah there is no 
necessity for me to talk to you'. So the Messenger of Allah left them 
in despair of doing Thaqif any good, and according to what was told me 
he said to them: 'Since you have done what you have done keep silence 
about me'. The Messenger of Allah loathed(the thought)that news of 
him should reach his people and aggravàte their hostility to him.
Ibn Hisham: 'Abid ibn al-Abras said :-
Word has come to me from Tamim that they are stirring up 
trouble for the slain of 'Amir and have bound on the turban 
(of war).
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They would not do that and set their stupid ones fând their slave© on
him to. revile him and hoot at him until the people gathered together
against him and, he was forced into a garden belonging to *Utbah bin
Eabi’ah and Shaibah bin Rabi’ah where he took refuge* Then the
stupid people of Thaqif who were pursuing him went away from him and
he made his way to the shade of an overhanging vine and sat down there
while the two sons of Habl’ah were looking on and observing what he
experienced' from the stupid ones of the people, of at-Ta’if.# The
* *
Messenger of Allah, according to what 1 was told, found the woman who 
was from the Beni Jumah and said to her: "What, have we got from your 
protection?". According to what*was told me he said when he had 
settled downs "0 Allah* I make my complaint to thee of my helpless­
ness, frailty and insignificance before men* 0 most.Merciful One,
Thou art the Lord of the weak, and Thou art ray.Lord* To whom wilt 
Thouré.ntrustiaffe? To one far away who will regard me, with scowling face, 
or to an enemy to whom Thou hast given control of my affair? if Thy 
wrath be not upon me I care not,;, but Thy favour is more enlarging, 
for me*. I take refuge in the light of Thy countenance before which 
the darkness is dispelled, and. the affair of this world and the next 
is put: right, that Thy wrath may not descend upon me, nor Thine . 
indignation light upon me. It is/Thine to show favour when Thou art 
pleased and there is no power or strength but in Thee’*'.'''"
The story of ’Addas the Christian and the Messenger.of Allah*
He .saidI Whan the. two sons of Rabi’ah, 'ITtbah and Shaibah saw him and 
what he experienced^their compassion went out to him^ a^nd they called’ 
a Christian youth of theirs named. 'Addas and said to him: "Tali:© a 
bunch of these grapes, put it on this tray, take it to that man and 
tell him to eat of it"* ,'Addas did so, brought it forward, placed it 
in front of the Messenger of Allah, and. said to him: "Hat", When 
the Messenger of Allah put his hand-on it he said: "In the name of 
Allah",.after which he ate* 'Addas looked into his face and said: 
"Verily this is an expression which the people of this country do not 
use"* The Messenger of Allah said to him: "To the people of which 
country do you belong, 0 'Addas'^ , and what is your religion?". He 
said! "I am a Christian,.a Ninevite". The Messenger of Allah said: 
to him: "From the town of that good man Jonah bin Mattai?". .'Addas 
said to him: "What gave you knowledge of.Jonah bin Mattai?", The 
Messenger of Alla, h said : "He was my brother, he was a prophet and. I .
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am a prophet*. Then 'Addas bowed hlMself down to the Messenger of 
Allah kissing his bead, his hands .and his feet. The two sons of 
Eâbî'ah said the one to the other; *Ab for your youth, he has 
traduced him for you'. When 'Addas came to him they ©aid to him:
*Alas for you *Addasî What is the matter with you that you kiss the 
head, hands and feet of this man?' Ho said: 'f'fy lords, there is not 
in all the world anything better than th.iSr He has informed me of an 
affair which no one knowB but a prophet** They said: *Out upon you! 
'Addas, let.chim^  ndtili -1 turn you away from your religioh for 
your religion Is better than his'*
The affair of the Jinn, and the descent of His saying to Whom belongs 
power and glory "And when we sent to thee a company of the Jinn".
Then the Messenger of Allah departed from at-Ta’if on the return 
journey to Mecca when he despaired of the good of Thaqif. When he 
was in Hakhlah he arose in the middle of the .night to .pray, and a 
company of , the Jinn whom Allah, the Blessed, the Hxalted .had mentioned 
passed by him, and, according to what was told me, they were seven 
persons from the Jinn of the people of Nasïbin, and they hearkened 
to him. When he had finished praying they wont back to their people 
as warmers who believed and assented to what they heard* So Allah 
gave him an account of them and said:-
And when We^turned to thee a company of the Jinn to listen 
to the Qur'an,,,.,
down to. his saying?- ... '
and He will give you protection from a painful 
punishment. (r>ûrah 46: 29 - 51)*
Then He said:- » * . . ,
f9ays "It has been revealed to me that a company of the 
Jinn listened.(3urah 72; 1).
to the end of the account of them in this Surah.
The Messenger of Allah's■presentation of himself to the tribes.- 
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah returned to Mecca and his 
people intensified their former attitude of op .osition to him. and 
separation from his religion with the exception of a few weak ones 
who believed in him. And the Messenger of Allah was in the habit of 
presenting himself to the Arab tribes at the seasonal fairs when 
they were held, calling them to Allah, telling them that he was a 
prophet commissioned, asking them to accept .him as genuine and
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protect him till he should make plain from Allah the purpose for 
which He sent him,
Ibn Ishaq; One of our friends who is above suspicion related to me 
on the authority of 2aid ibn Aslam from Rabi'ah ibn 'Abbad ad-Di’li 
or on the authority of him from whom Abu Zanad related it,
Ibn Ishaq: Husain ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Ubaidallahibn 'Abbas related
to me. He said: "I Heard my father relate to Rabi'ah ibn 'Abbâd.
He said: 'As a young lad I was with my father in Mina, and the
Messenger of Allah was standing at the stations of the Arab tribes
and saying: +0 *^ eni So-and-so, verily I am the Messenger of Allah to
you. He commands you to worship Allah without associating anything
with Him; and that you ^ut away these idols which you worship apart
from Allah; and that you believe in me and accept me as genuine and
protect me till I make plain about Allah and that wherewith He sent
me+. Behind him was a man more artful, neat, with two flowing locks,
and attired in robes of Aden, and when the Messenger of Allah had
finished what he had to say, and the call he issued, that man would
say: +0 Beni So-and-so, verily this man only invites you to cast off
al-Lat and al-'Uzza from your necks, and your allies the Jinnoof the
Beni Malik ibn Uqaish for the new doctrine and error he has brought.
Do not obey him and do not listen to him+. I said to ray father: 'Fathei
who is this man who follows him around, and contradicts what he says? +
He said: +He is his uncle 'Abd al-'Uzza ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib, Abu
■ •
Lahab ibn Hisham. An-Nabighah said:-
As if thou wert a camel of the Beni Uqaish 
Clattering at his heels with a dried-up water-skin
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn Shihab az-2uhri related to us that he came to Kindah
in their stations and over them was a chieftain of theirs called 
Mulaih, He called them to Allah and presented himself to them but 
they refused him.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn 'Abd ar-Rahman ibn 'Abdallah ibn Husain 
related to me that he came to Kalb in their stations, to a sub-tribe 
of them called the Beni 'Abdallah* He called them to Allah and 
presented himself to them even to the extent of saying to them: '0
Beni 'Abdallah, verily Allah has adorned your father's name,'but they 
did not avcept from him what he offered them.
Ibn Ishaq: One of our friends told me on the authority of 'Abdallah
ibn Ka'b ibn Malik that the Messenger of Allah came jso the Beni 
Hanifah in their stations, called them to Allah, and presented
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himself to them, and none of the Arabs gave him such an ugly answer 
as they did.
Ibn Ishaq: As-Zuhri related to me that he came to the Beni 'Amir ibn
Sa'sa'ahi called them to Allah, and presented himself to them, and one 
of them called Bahairah ibn Firis said: "Were I to take this young
man of Quraish I would devour the Arabs with him". Then he said to 
him: "Do you thinlt that if we gave you our pledge about youraSffair 
and Allah granted you victory over those who oppose you, will the 
af ja ir belong to us after you?'. He said: "The affair belongs to 
Allah, He disposes of it wherever He wills". He said: "Shall we 
indeed make our throats a target for the Arabs at your side, while if 
Allah grants you the victory, the affair will belong to others? We do 
not want your affair". Thus they refused him. When the people went 
liome the Beni 'Âmir went to a shaikh of theirs who was so advanced in 
years that he.was unable to attend the seasonal festivities along with 
them, and when they returned they recounted to him what had taken 
place at the festival. When they returned to him that year he asked 
them what had taken place, at the festival and they said: "A young man
of Quraish and of the sub-tribe of the Beni 'Abd al-Muttalib came to
« #
us claiming that he was a prophet, called on us to protect him, to 
take his part and to bring him to our country". The shaikh put his 
hands on his head and said: "0 Beni 'Amir is there any help for it?
Is there any point in looking for the bird's tail?*. By Him in Whose 
hand is the life of So-and-so, no lehmaelite ever invented it; verily 
it is the truth; where then were your senses which seemed to have 
taken leave of you?".
The affair of Suwaid ibn as-Sâmit.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah went on with his affair. Whenever
people collected on ferial days, he came to them, calling the tribes 
to Allah and to Islam, presenting to them himself the guidance and 
the mercy which he brought from Allah. He did not hear of any of the 
Arabs coming to Mecca who had a name and an honoured position but he 
had recourse to him, called him to Islam and offered him what he had.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Asirn ibn 'Umar ibn Qatadah the Helper and the Zafrite
related to us on the authority of some shaikhs of his people. They 
said: Suwaid ibn as-Samit, brother of the Beni 'Amr ibn 'Auf, came to
*This is a proverb used of the past; the bird has escaped from the 
trap leaving its tail behind it.
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Mecca either on the Greater or Lesser Pilgrimage* His people 
simply knew him as*The Perfect* because of his robustness, his poetry 
his dignity and hi© pedigree*
Poetry omitted
Go the Messenger of Allah, when he heard about him betook himself to 
him and called him to Allah and Islam. Suwaid said to hims "Perhaps
that which you have is like what I have". The Messenger of Allah
said to him; "What is it that you have". He ©aid: "The Book of 
Luqman", meaning the wisdom of Luqman. The Messenger of Allah said 
to him: "Show it to me", and he ehov/ed it to him. He said: "Verily 
these words are good, but that which I have is better, a Qur'an which 
Allah has sent down to me which is guidance and light. So the 
Messenger of Allah recited the Qur'an to him and called him to Islam 
and he did not go away from him but said; "'Thislylst^Migoodxsayingjb^^. 
Then he went away from him and returned to hi© people in Medina and 
* it was not long till al~Khazr&j killed him and the men of his people 
said: "We think he was killed when he was a Muslim. His murder took 
place before the day of Bu*ath.
The islamisation of lya© bin Mu'adh and the story of Abu 'l-tlaisar.
Ibn Ishaq: Al-Husain bin #Abd ar-Eahman bin *Amr bin Sa*d bin
* * • .
Mu'adh related to me on the authority of Mahmud bin Labîd. He said!
"When Abu 'i-Haisar Anas bin Raf'came to Mecca accompanied by some 
youths of the #eni *Abd al-Ashhal amongst whom was lyas bin Mu'adh 
to seek a treaty with Quraish against their people the Khaaraj, the 
Messenger of Allah heard of them, came to them, ©at dow% by them and 
said to them ; "Have you a màicL to obtain m  mething better than that 
for which you came?" They said to him: "What is that?" He said:
"I am the Messenger of Allah whom He ha© sent(me) to mankind to call 
them to worship Allah and not to associate anything with Him, and 
has sent down to me the Book". Then he mentioned Islam to them and 
recited the Qur'an to them* So lya© bin Mu'adh v/ho was a young man 
said! "0 people, this is indeed better than that for which you came, 
and Abu 'l-Haisar Anas bin Haf* took a handful of earth from the river- 
bed and threw it in the face of Xyas bin Mu’adh and said: "Let us be 
quit of ypu, for by my life we came for something other than this".
lya© was silent and the Messenger of Allah left them and they went 
av;ay to Medina. The battle of Bu'ath was between the Aus and the
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Khazraj* Then it was not long after that lyas died. Mahmud bln
. . .  *
Lahid said: "Some of his people who were with him at the time of
death told me that they co ntihued to hear him praising Allah,
magnifying .Him, glorifying Hiia arid blessing Him till he died* They
had ho .doubt that he died a Muslim and Islam .made its mark on that
gathering when they heard from the Messenger of Allah what they heard
Mention of the beginning of the affair cf Islam among the Helpers.
Ibn Ishaq! When Allah wil3è d to make known His religion, to 
strengthen His Prophet, and implement His promise to him, the 
Messenger of Allah went forth on the fbstal season when hegroup of 
the ^elpers met him, and presented himself to the Arab tribes as he 
was in the habit of doing every festal ©easo^. While he was at al- 
'Aqabah he met a party of the Khazraj to whom Allah willed to do 
good* "Asirn bin *Hmar bin Qatidah related to me on the authority 
Of some shaikhs of his people. They said; "When the Messenger of 
Allah met them, he said to, them: 'Who are you?' They said; *A group 
of Khazraj*. He said; 'From the patrons of the Jews?* They said; 
'Jfes*. He said: h^ill you not be seated that I may talk with you?' 
They said: 'Certainly*. Go they sat down with him, and he called 
them to, Allah, <o.'%f!ered'd Islam to bhem and recited for them the 
Qur'an. Part of what Allah did Cih Islam was that there were Jews 
living with them in their country who were people possessing a Book 
and knowledge whilé they were polytheists and the possessors of idols^ 
and they had :hmxâ. of them in their country* If anything
happened between them they said;, ' Verily, a prophet is now commiss­
ioned; his time has di^ wn nigh; Him shall we follow and with him we 
shall slay you with the slaughter of *Ad and Xram'f^^ When, therefore, 
the Messenger of Allah spoke to that party and called them to Allah 
they said to one another; ♦Know surely, 0 people that this is the 
Prophet with which the #ews threaten us; lot them not join him
before you*. Bo they assented to that to \vhich he called them, imithat
ed
they wo .i.acc/ep-te^ t him as true ahd accept Islam which he had offered
them, and they said to him;'Verily we have abandoned our people. Then
is not a people amongst whom is the eniaity and evil that exists
among thorn, perhaps by means of you Allah will bring them together,
so we shall return to them and call them to your affair and present
to them this religion to which we have assented. If Allah shall 
gather them together by you no man will be stronger than you. Then
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they went away from the Messenger of Allah to return to their country
after they had believed and accepted him as true.
Ibn Ïsh&qï According to what was told me they were six persons fuom 
the Khazraj, A8*ad.bln Surâràh, *Auf bin al-Harith, Baf* bin Malik, 
Qutbah bin *Amir, *0qbah bin *Amir, and Jabir bin 'Abdallah.
When they returned to Medina to their people they mentioned the 
Messenger of Allah to them and called them to Islam till it spread 
amongst them and there remained not a house of the ^elpers where 
there was nqt mention of the Messenger of Allah*
The Affair of the First 'Agabah, the deputation of Mus * ab bin 'Umair,
and what happened therein*
When the next.year came round twelve men of the Helpers came to the
festal season. They met him mG. al-'Aqabah, and this was the First
•Aqabah. They gave, the pledge to the Messenger of Allah in terms of
the Pledge of Women, and that was before war was laid upon them as a
duty. ,
List of names omitted.
Ibn Ishaq; Yazid bipi Abu HaBid related to me on the authority of Abu 
Marthad bin 'Abdallah the Yazanite, from 'Abd ar-Rahman bin 'Usailah 
the Sunabihite from 'IJbadsdi bin as-Samit. He said; "I was amongst
■ V- *  '  #
those who were present at the First al*'Aqabah and we were twelve men 
and we gave the pledge to the Messenger of Allah in terms of the 
Pledge of Women, since that was before war was laid upon us as a duty, 
that we would not associate anything with Allah, that v/e would not 
steal or commit adultery or kill our children, that v;e would not
bring to the forefront any calumny we have invented, and that we
‘
would not disobey him in anything that is right. 'If ye fulfil it, 
Paradise will be yours, and if you prove deceitful in any port cf it, 
your affair belongs to Allah, if He wills He will punish, and if He 
wills He will forgive.
Ibn Ishaq; Ibn Shihab az-Zuîirî mentioned on the authority of lA’idh '
Allah bin 'Abdallah the Khaulanite Abu Idris, that 'Ubadah bin as-
*
Hamit related to him that he said; "We gave the pledge to the 
Messenger of Allah on the night of the First 'Aqabah that we would not 
associate anything with Allah, that we would not steal, commit 
adultery, or kill our children, that we would not bring to the fore­
front any calumny we have Invented, and th&t we would not disobey him 
in anything that is right. If you fulfil it, Paradise will be your
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reward, but if you prove deceitful in any part of it, you will be 
visited with its punishment in this world and that will be expiation 
for it, and if you are concealed from Him till the Day of ^©surrection 
your affair belongs to Allah, if He wills, He will punish, and if He 
wills, He will forgive'.
Ibn Ishaq: When the people went away he sent Mus'ab ibn 'Umair ibn
Hisham ±Ébn- 'Abd Manaf ibn 'Abd ad-Dar ibn Qusai with them and
, — •
commanded him to recite the Qur an to them, to teach them Islam and to
instruct them in the religion. He was called Mus'ab the Reciter in
Medina. His lodging-place was with As'ad ibn Zurarah ibn 'Udas Abu 
Umâraah. *Asim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatadah related to me that he led them 
in prayer and that was because the Aus and the Khazraj hated that one 
of them should be Imam to the other.
The first Friday Prayer that took place in Medina.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Abu Umimah ibn Sahl ibn Hunaif related to me
on the authority of his father Abu Umimah from 'Abd ar-Rahmin ibn 
Ka'b ibn Malik. He said: I was the leader of my father Ka'b ibn
Malik when his sight left him, and when I took him out to the Fridayy . 
Prayer and he heard the Adhin he blessed Abu Umimah As'ad ibn Zurirah 
We remained thus for a time not hearing the Adhin for the Prayer
without blessing him and asking forgiveness for him. So I said to
myself: "This is indeed a weakness on my part that I do not ask him 
for what reason he blesses Abu Umimah As'ad ibn Zurirah when he hears 
the Adhan for the Friday Prayer. So I took him out on a Friday as I 
was wont to do and when he heard the Adhin for the Fridhyy Prayer he 
blessed him and asked forgiveness for him. So I said; "My father, 
for what reason do you bless Abu Umimah when you hear the Adhin for 
the Friday Prayer?". He said: "My son, he was the first one who 
gathered us together in Medina in a depression in the stony tract of 
the Beni Bayidah called Naqi' al-Khudmit". I said: "How many were 
you in number at that time?". He said: "Forty men".
The story of the acceptance of ‘^slam by Sa'd ibn Mu'adh and Usaid ibn 
Hudair.
Ibn Ishaq: 'U^aid Allah ibn al-Mughirah ibn Muaiqib and 'Abdallah ibn 
Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn 'Amr ibn Hazm related to me that As'ad ibn 
Zurarah went away with Mus'ab ibn 'Umair intending to take him to the 
house of the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal and the house of the Heni Zafar.
Sa'd ibn Mu'adh ibn an-Nu'raan ibn Imru 'IjQais ibn Zaid ibn 'Abd al- 
Ashhal was the nephew of As'ad ibn Zurarah and he took him into one 
of the gardens of the Beni Zafar.
Ibn Hishaiîîï The name of Thafar is Ka*b bin al-Harith bin al-xthazraj
bin •Amr bin Malik bin al-Aus# They said: "At a well called Bi*r
Marq and they squatted down in the garden and some of those who had
islamized gathered to the&. Sa*d bin Mu'adh and Usaid bin Hudair* #
were the chieftaine of their people the ^eni 'Abd al-Ashhal at that
time and both of thera werd polytheist© who Observed the religion of
their people. Ylheh they heard about him, Sa'd bin Mu'adh said to
Usaid bin Hudair ; 'May you have no father! Go to these two men vjho . #
have come to our two ihousasvl.irns to make dupes of pur weak ones and 
frighten them away and forbid them to come to our ahousesri;? rms.. If 
As'ad bin gurarah were not related to me in the way you know I would 
have given you satisfaction on that score; he is my cousingand I find 
no way of approach to him'. Bo Usaid bin Hudair took a spear andt . . .
wanttup to' them and when A©'ad bin Zurirah saw him he ©aid:to Mus'ab
bin ' Umair : 'This man who i© coming to you is the chieftain of his
people and may, Allah malte it true concerning him*. Mus'ab said: 'If
he sits down I will speak to him*. Bo he stood before them abusing
them and saying: 'What brought you to us to make' dupes of our weak
ones, withdraw from us if you have need of your lives'* Mus'ab
said to him: 'Will you sit down ghd listen, if you like thé affair
you can accept it, and if you detbat it, leave what you delost alone*
He ©aid: 'You are acting impartially* and he stuck his spear in the
ground and sat down by them* ihis'ab spoke to him of Islam and
•
recited the Qur'an to him* They said according to what is told on 
.their authority: 'We recognised Islam in his face before he £poke by 
his pleasantness and charm, then he ©aid: ,fHo%v good and beautiful 
this is; what do you do if you wish to enter this religions, They 
said; 'You wash and purify and. cleanse your clothes, then you bear 
withuess to the truth and pray. Bo he arose, washed and cleansed 
his(jii^ garments, gave witness to the truth, and performed two 
prostrations. Then he said to them; 'There is behind me a man who, 
if he follows you, none of his people will remain behind, Ba'd bin 
Mu'adh whom I will ©end to you at once. Then he took up hi© ©pear 
and went off to Ba'd and hi© people who were sitting in their place 
of assembly. When ,Sa'd bln Mu'adh ©av/'Him coming, he ©aid; 'I ©wear
by Allah that coming to you'with .anbther countenance from
that that with which he went away from you. When he stood before 
the assembly Ba'd said to him: 'What is^ y.i0.unvn©w©i?j’. ’ He said; 'I
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spoke with the two men and saw no harm in them, I forbade them (to 
remain here) and they said; i-You may do as you pleasef$ and it was 
related to me that the Beni Harithah had gone out against As'ad bin 
Zurirah to slay him, because they recognised that he is your cousin, 
to bring you into contempt** Go Su'd rose up in wrath and ran forward 
menacingly to the man of the B@ni Harithah who had been mentioned 
to him, took the spear from his hand and said: ' I do not think that 
you have profited anything'• Then he wont out to the two men. When 
he saw them in perfect composure, Sa'd recognised that Usaid only 
wanted iiim to listen to them. Go he stood before them abusing them 
and said to As*ad bin Zurarah: '0 Abu Umamah, were it not for tW 
relationship there is between you and me you would not have desired 
this of me, will you mal^ e. dupes of us in our own reservations with 
something we detest?* Then As'ad bin Zurarah said to Mus'ab bin 
'Umair; * 0 Mus'ab, the chief of his people who are behind him has 
come to you. If he follows you two of them will not remain behind*. 
Mus'ab said to him; 'Will you sit and listen, then if you are pleased 
with the affàir and desire it,you, can accept it, and if you loathe it 
we will take the hateful thing away from youl Ba'd said; 'Fairly 
spoken*• Then he stuck his spear in the ground and squatted down, and 
he expounded -^ slam to him and recited the Qur'an to him. They said; 
'We recognised Islam in his face before he spoke by his pleasantness 
and charm'. Then he said to. them: .'What do you do when you islamise 
and enter this religion?* They said: 'You wash, purify yourself and 
your clothes, then you bear testimony to the truth and pray 
performing two pyolbsv*tiD?iSÎ BO: he got up, washed and purified his 
clothes, bore testimony to the trwth and performed two prostrations. 
Then lie took up his spear and went off in the direction of the 
assembly-place of his people accompanied by Usaid bin Hudair. When 
hie people saw him approaching they said; 'We swear by Allah that hr 
is returning to you with a changed countenance from that with which 
he went away from you. When he stood before thorn he said: *0 Beni 
'Abd al-Ashhal, ilovi do you know my affair amongst you?' They said:
'Our chief the nearest to us, the best cf us in judgment, and the 
happiest of us in disposition. ' He said: 'Then the words of your men
Reading mentioned in foot-note of Cîairo Text used here.
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and women about me are not permissible till you believe in Allah and 
Bis, Messenger'* Go there was not a single man or woman in tXie tribe 
of the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal who did not islamise, and As*ad and Mus'ab 
returned ^  the house of Ar'ad bin Zurarah, and resided with him calling the
people to Islam till there did not remain a single house of the
Helpers that did not have in it men and women who were Muslims with 
tXie exception of the houses which belonged to the ^eni lïmaiyyah bin 
Zaid, Khatmah, Wa'il, Waqif, and thé Aus Allah who belonged, to Aus 
bin Harithah, and that was because Abu Qais bin al-Aslat was amongst 
them who was.a Baifity, He was a poet of theirs, a leader to whom 
they hearkened and whom they obeyed and he kept them back from Islam. 
He continued doing this till the Messenger of Allah migrated to 
Medina and Bguir, Uhud, and aliKhandaq were over. He said with regard 
to what he saw of Islam and how the people differed about its, affair:*
0 lord of mev things which come upon us
Of which the difficult are mingled with tXie easy
0 Lord of men, if'we have strayed
Prepare us for the benefit of the way
Had it not been for our'Lord we would have been Jews
And the religion of the Jews has not form
Had it. not been f.cr our Lord we would have been Christians
With the monks on the mount-of Galilee
But when we were created we were created Hanifs
Our religion is distinct from (that of) overyy nation
We drive the sacrificial victims which hobble along submissiv
Wiÿh shoulders swathed in ihorse-Cdlaths
Ibn Hisham: One of the ‘^^olpo.rs or of Ehuaa'ah recited to me hie
*
saying: 'Had it not been for our Lord, and 'lad it not been for our 
Lord' .also his sayings 'With shoulders swathed in roses'.
The affair of the. Bee end 'Aqabah.
Then Mus'ab bin 'Umair returned to Mecca and there went out tothe 
- #
festal season thos e of the ^elpersfrOmthe Muslims who went out with 
the pilgrims of their people who were polytheists and they came to 
Mecca and gave the Pledge of al-'Aqabah to the Messenger ,Of Allah 
in the days of Tashrlq , when Allah willed to them what He willed of 
■His. honour, aid to His Prophet, strengthening to J-slam and its people 
and"humiliation to polytheism and its people*
Ibn Ishaq: Ma'bad bin Ka'b bin Malik bin Abd '1-Ka'b bin al-^ain 
brother of the Beni Salimah related to me that his brother 'Abdallah 
bin Ka'b, who was one of the best informed people amongst the Helpers 
related to him that his father. Ka'b related to him - and Ka'b was
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amongBt those who witnessed al-*Aqabah and gave the pledge to ths
Messenger of Allah there. He said; "We set out with the polytheistic
pilgrims of our people after we had prayed and received instruction
accompanied by al«Bara' bin Ma'ruijour phieftain and senior man. When
we started on our journey and had set out from Medina al-Bara* said
to us: *0 you people there! Verily I have an/idea b J.-/:! /ni and I do not
know whether you will agree with me about it or not*. We said: 'What
was it?* He said: *I saw that I ought not to have this building
behind me *(meaning the Ka'bah),'but that I should pray towards it'*
We said: 'We have heard nothing else than that our Prophet prays in
the direction of Syria and we do not desire to differ with him'. He
said: 'Verily I am praying in its direction*. We said to him; 'But
we will not do so'. When the time of prayer came we prayed towards
Syria while he prayed towards the Ka'bah, (and that went on) till we
reached Mecca. We reproached him for what he was doing but he refused
to do anything but continue as he was doing. When we arrived in
Mecca he ©aid to me: *My nephew, take us to the Messenger of Allah
that we may ask him about what I did on this journey of mine, for
a thought has occurred to my mind because of the opposition which I
encountered from you with regard to him*. So we set out making
enquiries for the Messenger of Allah, for we did not know him, not
having seen him before that. We met one of the inhabitj^ants of Mecca
and asked him about the Messenger of Allah and he said: 'Would you
recognise him?* We said: *Ho*. He said: 'Would you recognise al-
*Abbas bin 'Abd al-Muttalib his uncle?* We said: 'Yes'ë We knew
# *
al-'Abbas because he had kept on coming to us in his capacity as a 
merchant. He said: 'When you enter the place of worship he is the 
man sitting with al-'Abbae*. We entered the place of worship and lo, 
al-'Abbas was sitting with the Messenger of Allah beside him and we 
greeted him and sat down by him. The Messenger of Allah said to al- 
'Abbas : * Do you recognise these two men 0 Abu '1-Fadl?*. He said: 
'Yes, this is al-Bara’ bin Ma'rur the chieftain of his people, and 
this is Ka'b bin Malik*. Indeed I shall not forget what tte Messenger 
of Allah said! 'The poet*. He said: 'Yes*. Al-Bara’ bin Ma'rur 
said to him: ' 0 Prophet of Allah, verily I set out on this journey 
of mine after Allah had guided me to Islam and I thought that I ought 
not to have this building behind me so X prayed in its direction.
But my companions differed with me about that till something of that
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entered my mind. What do you think dpeasenger of Allah?* He ©aid: 
'You had a Qlblah if you only persevered with it*# Bo al-Bara’ 
went back to the Qlblah of thé Meaaonger of Allah and prayed along 
with u© in the direction of Syria* Hia people claim that he prayed 
towards the Ka'bah till he died, but it ' was not so; ive know better 
than they; . , ■
ibn Hisham: *Aun bin lyyub thé Helper said:-
The praying one belongs to us, the fii’st of the people to 
appr.oaoiîi, the Ka'bah of the Merciful ambngtith^ e; © d o r .
3* refers to al-^arâ* bin Ma'rur# This sfeanssa'ls in a poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq: Ma'bad bin Ka'b bln Malilt related to ma that his brother
•Abdallah bin Ka'b related to him that his father Ka'b bin l^ Slik 
related to him. Ka'b said; Then we went out on the pilgrimage and 
we made an appointment with the Measengor of Allah at aSfe^ *Aqabah 
during the days of Tasliriq # When we were finished with the 
pilgrimage and the night for which we had made the appointment with 
the Messenger of Allah had come, 'Abdallah bin 'Amr bin Haram Abu 
Jabir one of our chiefs whom we had taXcen along was with us# We 
concealed our affair from the polythlests of our people who were with 
us# So we spoke to him and said to him: *0 Abu Jabir, verily you are 
one of our chiefs and one of our men of dignity, and we earnestly 
desire you (to separate) from what you have lest you become fuel for 
the Fire to-morrow'# Then we called him to Islam and told him of the 
rendezvous of the Messenger of Allah with us at al-'Aqabah# Go he 
islamised and witnes^^l-*Aqabah with us, and he was a headsman#.
We slept that night in our camp and when a third of the night was past 
we set forth from the camp to the rendezvous with the Messenger of 
Allah stealing along like sand-grouse in secrecy till we gathered in 
the defile at al-'Aqabah. We were seventy three men and with us were 
two of our women Kusaibah bint Ka'b, mother of 'Umarah one of the 
women of tJaa B^ni Mazin bin an-Hajjar, and Asma^ bint "Amr bin 'Adi 
bin Haba one of the women of the ^eni Salimah, and she was the mother 
of PlanI*# Bo we collected in the defile awaiting the Messenger of 
Allah and he came to us accompanied by Xiie uncle al-'Abbas bin 'Abd
al-Muttalib# He was at that time a follower of the religion of his # #
people but he wanted to be present at the affair of his nephew and 
be taken into his confidence#
When he sat down, the ill'st one to speak was al*-'Abbas ..bin
•Abd al-Muttalib and he ©aids "0 people of Kbazraj(the Arabs call # »
the tribe of the helpers al-Khazraj for al-Khàzràj and al-Aus) verily 
Muharâiiiad is one, of us 'as you know, and we iiave protected him from his 
own people vAio are of our opinion respecting him* he occupies a noble 
position among hia people and enjoys protection inb his town but he 
refuses to do anything but go over to you and join you# If you think 
you can fulfil for him that to which you call him and protect him 
from those who are opposed to M m  that which you undertake in your 
affair. But if you think you will hand him over or betray him after 
taking him away with you, leave him now for ho la in a position of 
influence and safety among his people in him"country4. ll'e said to . 
him; "We have heard what, you said* so speak 0 Messenger of Allah 
and taJ,ve what , you lilto for yourself and for your Lord# Go the 
Messenger of Allah spoke, recited the Qur'an* called on Allaii, and 
inspired a desire for Islam. Then he said: "I will pledge you to 
defend me from that from which you protect your women and children"* 
Go al“Bara' bin Ma'rur took him by the hand and said; * Yes, By Him 
who has commissioned you as a Rrophet with the truth ve shall indeed 
protect you that from which we protect our women* We have given our 
pledge 0 Messenger of Allah and we are Êen of war and the people of 
arms which we have inherited* the son from the,father". But Abu 
'1-Haitham bin al-Taihan, interrupted the speech v/hile al-Bara' was 
still .addressing the of Allah, and said: "0 Messenger of
Allah* verily there are bonds between us and these men (meaning the 
Jews) which we are severing* and mlgh it not be that if we do this, 
Allah may enable you to return to your people and you will leave us?" 
Tiie Messenger of Allah smiled and said: "Blbod. is blood, and blood» 
shed is bloddshed, you belong to me and I to you. I will war against 
those who you war against and I will be at peace with those with whom 
you are at peace"
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as 'al-hadam al-hadam meaning * sacred 
things'. He saydî My sacred things ( or the things I protect) are 
yours and my blood is your blood"
Ka'b bin Malik'Said; "Tiie Messenger of Allah aàidi * Bring to me 
twelve of your head men that they may bo responsible for their 
people with what is among them". BQ they brought out twelve head men 
nine from the Kliazraj and three from tlie Aus.
List of names and poetry omitted*
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr related to me that the %saenger
of Allah said to the headmen; "You are surety for your people and 
what they have in the way XXis diciples wore surety fcr Jesus Lon of 
Mary, and I am surety for my people". They said; "Yes".
•Isim bin •Umar bin Qatadah related to me that when the group 
assembled to give the pledge to the Messenger of Allhh,al-'Abbas 
bin AUbSdaîa bin Radlah the ^elper, brother of tJie Beni Salim bin 'Auf 
said; "0 people of Khaaraj do you understand tXie conditions on which 
you give your pledge to this man?" They said: "Yes"i He said; 
"Verily you have pledged yourselves to him to fight the x*ed and 
black of mankiind and if thinking that your wealth will be exhausted 
and your noble men slain, you hand him over, from now on, if you do 
this, there will be the shame of this world and the jext. If you 
think you can fulfil the thing for which you have called him though 
it should entail the exhaustion of your resources and the slaughter 
of your noble men, take him for he is the best in this world and the 
next", They said: "We shall surely take him even though it entail 
the exhaustion of our resources by misÊ^rture and the slaughter of 
our noble men, what then will we get 0 Messenger of Allah if we 
perform this?" He said; "Paradise". They said; "Gtretcu out ^our 
hand". He stretched out his hand and the gave him their pledge.
But 'Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah said; "Al-'Abbas said this merely 
with a view to fastening the yoke of the Messenger of Allali more 
securely on their necks*.' 'Abdallah bin Abu Bgkr said; "Al-'Abbas 
said this merely with a view to detaining the people that night in 
the hope that 'Abdallah bin tJbai bin Galul would come since he would 
toe the strongest for the affair of the people", but Allah knows best 
whether that was so.
Ibn Hisham : Galul was a woman of Khuza'ah and she was the mother of
Ubai bin Malik bin al-Hezith bin 'AbId bin Malik bin Galim bin Ghanam 
bin 'Auf bin al-Khazraj; '
Ibn Ishaq; The Beni an-Hajjar claim that Abu Hmaraah As*ad bin 
Zurarah was the first to strike his hand, but the 'Keni 'Abd al- 
Ashhal say it was Abu *1-Hai$ham bin at-Taihan. 
ibn Ishaq; la'bad bin Ka'b related to me in his account on the 
authority of his bïo ther 'Abdallah bin Ka'b from his father Ka'b
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ibn Malik. He said: "The first one who struck the hand of the
Messenger of Allah was al-Bara* ibn Ma'rur and then the group gave 
their pledge. Gotwhenrîèfedhadbpledged ourselves to the Messenger of 
Allah, Satan cried out from the summit of al-'Aqabah in the most 
penetrating voice I have ever heard: "0 people of the encampments, 
(al-Jabajib means 'the encampments') have you no concern for 
Mudhammam (the blamed) and the Sibians who are with him? They have ■ 
resolved on war with you". The Messenger of Allah said: "This is 
the demon of al-'Aqabah, the son of the devil. (Ibn Hisham: It is 
also given as Ibn Uzaib). Listen, 0 enemy of Allah, I will surely 
be quit of you'. Then the Messenger of Allah said: "Scatter to your 
tents". Al-'Abbas ibn 'Ubadah ibn Nadlah said to him: "By Allah Who 
has sent you with the truth, if you will, we will surely make trial 
of the people of Mina with our swords to-morrow". But the Messenger 
of Allah said:"We have not been commanded to do that, go back to your 
tents". So we went back to our couches and slept there till morning.
The morning visit by Quraish to the Helpers about the business of the 
Pledge.
He said: When morning came the chief men of Quraish came to us early
even to our encampments and said: "0 people of Khazraj, it has been 
reported to us that you have come to this friend of ours to take him 
away from our midst, and have given him a pledge to make war on us, 
and verily there is no Arab tribe with whom an outbreak of war . 
between us and them would be more detestable to us than you". So 
the polytheists of our people who were there sprang up to,swear by 
Allah that there was nothing in it and that we knew nothing of it.
They spoke the truth, they did not know, and we all looked at each 
other. Then the party got up and amongst them was al-Harith ibn 
Hisham ibn al-Mughirah the Makhzumite who was wearing a pair of new 
sandals, so I spoke a word to him as if I wanted the group to share 
in it, according%to what they said: "Could you not, being one of our 
chieftains, get sAndals like this Quraishite youth?". Al-Harith heard 
us, took the sandals off his feet, threw them to me and said to me: 
"You shall indeed put them on". Abu Jabir said; "Easy now, you have, 
put the youth out of temper, give him back his sandals". I said: "I 
shall certainly not return them. A good omen! If the omen speaks 
correctly I will despoil him (of his sandals).
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Ibn Ishaq: Vàbdallah bin Abu, Bekr related to me that they came to
'Abdallah bin Ubai bin GalaX qnd ©aid to him the 3im.o thing as Ka'b 
had mentioned. He said to them; "Verily this ±b a serious affair.
My people have never done anything without consulting me that wae of 
this magnitude. I had ixo knowledge that :iit was in existence ". Bo 
they left him.
Quraish goes out in search of the helporsV
He said! The people dispersed from Mina and the tribe (Quraish)
ascertained the news and found out that it had taken place so they
set out in search of the company. They overtook Ga'd bin 'Ubadah In
Adhakhir znd al-Hundîxir bin 'Amr brother of the feeni BaMdah bin
Ka'b bin al-Khasmj and each of them was a headman. Al-Mundhir
escaped from them but Ba'd they captured and bouadL his hands to his
neck with the thong of his camel's saddle and they took him away till
they brought him into Mecca* beating him and dragging him along by
his locks* and he had much hair. Ba'd said; 'While I was in their
hands a band of Quraishite© came upon them? and amongst them was a
man fair and white and pleasing more than the(other) men. I said to
myself: 'If there is good In one of these people it is in him*.
When he came near to mo he lifted his hand and struck ras a hard blow
and I said to myselfs 'After this they have no good with them'. Bo
there X was in their hands and they were pulling me along when one of
them took pity on mo and said: ' Hnhappy man! Have you got no
protection* or this there no compact between you and axxy one of
Quraish?' I said: 'Indeed X have I I was the protestor fcr Jubair
■ bin Mut'am bin 'Adi bin Raufal bin 'Abd Hanaf of Iris merchants* and
I pr&tected them from all in my country who wished to do them wrong.
and -also for al^Earith bin Earb bin 0#a.iyyah bin 'Abd Bhams bin 'Abd» #
Manaf*. He said: 'Hniiappy man! Call out the names of the two men 
and mention what,is between you and them*. I did ao, and that man 
went away to them and found them in the place of worship at the 
Ka'bah and said to them: 'Verily a man of the Ehasraj who is now being 
beaten in the river-bed and he calls on you saying there is (a deed of 
protection between you and him'. .They said: 'Who is he?' He said: 
'Ba'd bin 'Ubadah*. They said: 'He apeali;© the truth* he did indeed 
protect our mefchanta for ua and defended them from being wronged in 
his country'. Bo they came and delivered Sa'd from their hands and 
he went his way. The one v/ho struck Ba'd was Buhail bin 'Amr one of
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th é Leni 'Amir bin Lu’ai*
Ibn Hisham ï The man who took pity on him wa© Abu 'l-Bakhtorah bin. 
Hashim*
Story of the idol of 'Amr bin al-Jumuh»^ '^
He ©aid; %he& they returned to Media» they procld-emed ^©lam there.
But amongst thecu people was a remnant of Shaikhs who followed their
religion of polytheism amongst whom was 'Amr bin al-Jumuh bin Zaid bin
Haram bin Ka'b bin Ghànam bin Ka8b bin Salimah. Hi© son Mu'adh bin 
*
'Amr had witnessed al-'Aqabah and had given his pledge to the 
Messenger Of Allah there* and 'Amr bin ai-Jumuh was one of the chief© 
of the Meni Salimah and one of their noble men. He had chosen for 
himself an idol of wood in his house called Manat , as noble men were 
in the habit of doing* they chose a god which they revered and 
purified (or proclaimed). When two young men of the Beni Galimah 
islaiaized* Mu'adh bin Jabal and his ©on Mu'adh bin 'Amr bin al-Jumuh 
alo#g with some youths of theirs who islamized and witnessed al- 
'Aqabah they went by night to that idol of 'Amr's* carried it away and 
threw it into, a ditch belonging to the Beni Galim&h in which was 
human excrement* upside do%m on its head. When 'Amr got up in the 
morning he ©aid; 'Alas for you! Who has attacked our god to-night'* 
Then he went out early in search of it and #hen he found it he washed* 
purified and anointed it. Then he said ; 'If I only knew whè did this 
to thise I would pour contempt on him' When night caiae and 'Amr was 
asleep they attackedkito Lin and did the same thing, and he went out 
early and founds it in the same condition of filth as before and he 
washed* purified and anointad It. Then they would retnnn when evening 
came and do the same, thing. When they had done this repeatedly he 
extracted it one day from the place where they had thi'own it, and 
washed* purified and restored it. Then he brought a sword, hung it on 
it and ©aid to it; *I do not know who is doing to you what you see, 
but if there is any good in you defend yourself, you have this ©word. 
When night came and he was asleep they returned to it, and took the 
sword off its neck. Then they took a dead dog and tied .him to it 
with a rope, and threw him into one of the pits of.the ^eni Balimah 
in which was human excrement* 'Amr bin al-Jpauh went out ea&ly but 
but did not find it in the place where it was wont to be so ho went 
after it till he found it in the pit upside down tied to a dead dog.
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When he had seen it, observed its condition, and some of his people 
who had islamized spoke to him, by the mercy of Allah, he islamized 
and became a good Muslim. After he islamized and recognised from 
Allah what he recognised, he said in mention of his idol and its 
affair which he observed and gave thanks to Allah who had delivered 
him from the state of blindness and error in which he had been:-
If you were indeed a god you would not be in a pit 
tied to a dog with a rope
Fie on the way yomare thrown out - a god humiliated
Now we have found you out as the evil of folly
Praise be to Allah, the Exalted, the Possessor of favour
The Bestower, the Provider, the Judge of religion
He it is who delivered me before
I should be plunged to the darkness of a grave.
The conditions of the Pledge in the last 'Aqabah.
Ibn Ishaq: When Allah allowed His messenger to fight, there were in
the pledge to make war conditions other than the conditions imposed on 
them in the First 'Aqabah. The First was on the basis of the Pledge
of the Women, and that was because Allah, to Whom belong power and
glory had not permitted His messenger to make war. When Allah gave 
him permission for it, the Messenger of Allah pledged them in the 
last 'Aqabah to make war on black and red; he took it for’himself 
and exacted the condition from the people for his Lord and upon their 
fulfilment thereof he appointed for them Paradise. 'Ubadah ibn al- 
Walid ibn 'Ubadah ibn as-Samit related to me on the authority of his 
father al-Walid from his father 'Ubadah ibn as-Samit, who was one of 
the head-men. He said: "We gave the pledge of war to the Messenger
of Allah, and 'Ubadah was one of the twelve men who gave hirarntheir 
pledge in the First 'Aqabah, on the basis of the Pledge of the Women, 
to hear and to obey, in hardship and ease, in things liked and 
disliked, in preference to ourselves, that vie would not have recourse 
to litigation with his people on any matter, that we would speak the 
truth wherever we were, not fearing in (the way of) Allah the blame 
of any blamer.
List of names omitted.
The coming down to the Messenger of Allah of the authorisation to fight
In the preceding account Muhammad ibn Ishaq said the Messenger of
» •
Allah was not allowed to make war before al-'Aqabah nor was blood - 
shedding permitted to him. He was only commanded to pray to Allah
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to bear v/rong with patience, and to turn, away from the ignorant. 
Quraish persecuted the emigres of his people who followed him till 
they seduced them from their religion, or exiled them from their 
country, so that they were either being seduced on account of his 
religion, enduring torments at their hands, or had fled the country as 
a way of escape from them.. Some of them were in the country of 
Ethiopia, some were in Medina, and in other places. When then, Quraish 
in insolence against Allah, threw bac^ at Him the honour He wou^d 
have conferred on them, gave the lie to His Prophet, tormented and 
exiled those who worship]© d Him, adhered to their belief in the unity, 
accepted His Prophet as genuine, and placed their confidence in his 
religion, Allah permitted His Messenger to fight, and to seek revenge 
from those who oppressed and treated them unjustly. The first versé 
to be sent, down to ' him permitting him to , engage in war and allowing 
him to shed blooci and fight those who treated, them unjustly, was, 
according to what X heard on, the authority of 'Urv/ah bin az-Zubair 
and other sholars, the saying of Allah, the Blessed the Exalted:-
Permission is granted to those who fight because they have 
suffered wrong, and verily Allah is well able to succour 
them
and he went on reciting till he came to (the words);-
to Allah belongs the issue of affairs. (Gurah 22; 39 • 4l). 
That is; I have permitted thorn to make war only because they are 
qpppessed and have done no wrong either in their relationships with 
eaph other or with thè people, except that they worshipped Allah and 
that when they appeared they performed the grayer and gave glms, 
commanded good deeds and iprbhibitbd fthat .Which.ris" -.sinfUib,» >: meaning 
the Messenger of Allah and his friends. Then He sent down:- 
Fight them till there be no seductidn 
that is; Till the believer shall not be seduced from hi© iieligion 
And religion shall belong to Allah (Gurah 2: 193)* 
that is ; Till All§ih;-i6 Iworshipped,à 11:;h without another being 
worshipped along with Him.
Ibn Ishaq! When'Allah permitted war and the tribe of the Helpers 
pledged themselves to Islam, and to help him and those who followed 
him and those Muslims who had taken refuge with them, the Messenger 
of Allah commanded his friends the Emigres of his people and those 
Muslims who were with him in Mecca to migrate tp Medina and join
their brethren the Helper©# -He ©aid: "Verily Allah hath appointed 
for yon brethren and an abode where you will be safe". Go they went 
av/ay in companies, but the Messenger of Allah remained in Mecca 
waiting till his Lord should,grant him permission to leave it and 
migrate to Medina.
Mention of the Emigres to Medina.
The first of the friends of the Messenger of Allah who migrated to 
Medina from amongst the Qwralshite emigres (y/as) from the Beni 
Makhzunii (He was) Abu Galamah bin 'Abd al-Asad bin Hilal bin 
♦Abdallah bin 'Umar bin Hakhzum* and his name v/a© 'Abdallah* who 
migrated to Medina a year before the pledge of the men cC al*'Aqabah. 
He had returned to Mecca to the Messenger of Allah from the country 
of Ethiopia but when Quraish wrought him harm and news of the 
islamisation of the Helpers who islamized came to him, he went away 
to Medina as an emigre,
Ibn Ishaq: My father Ishaq bin Yasar related to me on the authority
of Galamah bin 'Abdallah bin 'Umar bin Abu Salamah from his grand­
mother U'iam Balamah* wife of the Prophet. She said: "When Abu Galamah 
decided to go to Medina, he saddled his camel for me, mounted me on 
it, and along with me my son Balamah bin Abu Galaiaah, who lay in my 
bosom, took mo av/ay, and-ho was leading the camel. When the men of 
the Beni al-Mughirah bin 'Abdallah bin 'H^ar bln Mokh&um saw him 
they said: 'Go this is your intention! You have!forc-edythis oh usïîî 
Have you thought of this wife of yours?' Why should we allow you to 
taÎÊô her through the country? ' Go they snatched the camel-rein from 
his hand and took me away from him. But the -Beni 'Abd al-Asad, 
kindred of Abu Galamah were enraged at that and said: 'No, we will 
certainly not leave our ©on with her since you have taken her away 
from our friend by fores', and bothqof them pulled my ©on Galamah in 
opposite directions till they (the B^ni 'Abd al-Mughirah)let go his 
hand and the 'Abd al-Asad took him away. The Beni 'Abd al-
Mughirah kept me in their custody and my husband Abu Galamah went 
away to Medina* Thus I was parted from my husband and my son and I 
used to go out every morning and sit in the river-bed and I did not 
cease to weep till almost a year had passed. Then one of my cousins
n « PCliSS£Ci-/?X Wifi-
of the &eni al-Mughirah^ • He sav/ what was the matter with me and ' 
took pity on me and said to the Boni al^-Mughirahï 'Lt :' r :k:
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Will yôù nôtï'send-^ -this-"poop.'womàn âwàÿ?iï -dV You have separated her
from, her husband and her child"* So they said to me; "Go and join
your husband if you wish"* Thereupon the Beni 'Abd al-Asad returned
to me my son, I Saddled my camel, took my son, laid him in my bosom,
and set out to seek ray husband in Medina* There was. not a single
creature with me, but I said; 'I will be satisfied with whoever I
may meet till I reach my husbandand when I was in atrlan'im I
met 'Uthman bin Talhah bin Abu Talhah brother of the Beni 'Abd ad-
Bar and lie said: '%here are you going, .0 bin^Abu Umayyah? * • I said;
'I am seeking my husband in Medina*• He said: 'And is there no one
with you?', I said: 'No one but Allah and this ray son'*• He said;'You
Shallhnot be I'eft and he took hold of my camel rein and went with •
me to speed me on ray way* Truly, I have.never been in the company of
any of the Arabs who. showed himself more honourable than he. When we
reached the stopping-place he made ray beast kneel down and withdrew
from me,and when I had dismounted he took away my beast, undid its
harness and tied it to a tre.e^  Then he turned aside to a tree and
lay down underneath it* When evening came he went to my camel,
brought it up, saddled.it, then withdrew from me and said; 'Mount*.
■ So when I had mounted and settled myself on my camel, he.Came, took
its rein and led it till he put me down again. He did not cease doing
this till he brought me to Medina. When he saw the Village of the
Beni 'Amr bin 'Auf in Quba’ he said: 'Your husband is in this village',
and Abu Salamah was staying there, 'enter it with the blessing ,of
. Allah*, and he went away on his return journey to Meccaï; She said,:
"I do not know the. people of any house in Islam to whom th.ere
happened what happened to the-family of Abu Salamah, and I have never
seen a friend more honourable that 'Uthman bin Talhah,
# #
Ibn Ishaq: Then the first of the Emigres to come to Medina after
Abu Salamah was 'Amir bin Rabi'ah ally of the Beni 'Adi bin Ka'b
accompanied by his wife Lailah bint Abu Hathmah bin Ghanira bin
* , #
•Abdallah bin 'Auf bin 'Abid bin 'Auwaij bin 'Adi bin Ka'b,
'Abdallah bin Jahsh, who bore patiently with his people and his# - '
brother 'Abd bin Jahsh, who was Abu Ahmad. Abu* Ahmad was a blind man
and he went the rounds of Mecca ..bothUpper and Lower without a guide.
. He, was a poet and had (to wife) the daughter of Abu Sufyan bin Harb^
, alTQar'ah* His mother was Umaimah bint''Abd al-Muttalib bin Hisham 
‘ • ' ' * * The house
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of tho Beiii’ Jahsh was closed because of the migration and 'Utbah bin 
Rabi'ah, al-'ibbas bin 'Abd ai-Huttalib and Abu Jahl bin Hisham 
passed by - which to-day is the house of Aban bln 'Uthman in ar-Radm 
as they were going to Upper Mecca, and 'Utbah bin Rabi'ah looked at 
it with its flapping doors, in its desolation with no inhabitant 
and when he sa.w it in this state he heaved a deep sigh and. said;- .
Every house even though it has enjoyed peace for a long time
Yet one day misSfirtuno and affliction will overtake it.
Ibn Eioham: Al-HÛîjmoanB 'pain' and in another place it means 'need*.
It is also said that al-Hub means 'fault* or 'crime', This stanza is
the work of Abu Du'ad al^Iyadî in a poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq: Then 'ITtbah bin Rabi'ah saidi"The house of the ^eni Jahsh
has been emptied of its’people". Abu Jsdil said: Why do you lament
over it - they are uiUcnown people (or they are but few in nuiabere)
Ibn Hisham; Al-Qull means 'one'. Labid bln Rabi'ah said;-
All the Beni Hurrah •• their destiny is to be few 
Even though tAey increase in numbers.
Then he said; "This Is the work of my nephew who has created a
breach in our community, caused a cleavage in our affair, and brought
dissension amongst us. The lodging place of Abu' Galamah bin 'Abd al-
Asad, 'Âmir bin Rabi'ah, 'Abdallah bin Jahsh, and his brother Abu
Almad bin Jahsh was with Hubishehlr bin 'Abd al-Kundhir bin Zanbar in
Quba’ amongst the Beni 'Amr bin 'Auf. Then the Emigres came in
batches *
List of names and poetry omitted.
Migration of 'Umar and the story of 'Ayyash(who was) with him when . 
they came to Medina.
Ibn Ishaq; The * Umar bin al-KlmttSb and *Ayyash bin Abu Rabi’ah 
the Hakhzmite set out and came to Medina.
Nafj a client of 'Abdallah bin 'Umar related to me on thé authority
of 'Abdallah bin 'Umar from his father 'Umar bin al-Khattab. He said:
MWhen we wished to migrate to Medina, X and ,'Ayyash bin AbuM^abi'ah
and Hisham bin al-'A© bin Walil the Sahmite, X specified at-Tanadub
•
as the trysting place, one of the water spots of the Beni Ghifar 
above Garif, and we said; 'Whichever one of us dom not get to it has 
bean held in custody and his two companions should go their way*.
So 'Ayyash bin Abu Rabi'ah and I got to ■ ât-Tanâ’dub but Hisham v/aa
r-2^ 2-
was held in custody, put to the test and seduced. When v/e reached 
Medina we stayed among the Beni *Amr ibn *Auf in Quba, Then Abu 
Jahl ibn Hishara and al-Harith ibn Hisham set out and came to us in 
Medina while the Messenger of Allah was in Mecca, and went to 'Ayyash 
ibn Abu Rabi'ah who was their cousin and their brother by their mother 
and spoke to him and said; 'Verily your mother has taken a vow that no 
comb shall touch her head till she has seen you, nor will she seek 
shade from the sun till she has seen you. Have pity on her then'.
I said to him:. '0 'Ayyash, verily these men desire you only to get you 
away from your religion, so beware of them. Surely if the lice do 
your mother harm she will indeed use the comb, and if the heat of 
Mecca be too strong for her she will seek the shade'. He said: 'I
will keep inviolate my mother's oath. I have property yonder which 
I shall obtain'. I said: 'I know that I am the greatest property
owner amongst Quraish and the half of my wealth will be yours. Do 
not go with them’. But he refused me everything but that he should
go away with them and when he refused everything but that , I said
to him: 'Since you have decided what to do, take this she-camel of
mine for she is of noble breed and good-natured and cling to her 
back, and if you suspect anything on the part of the people make 
your escape on her'. So he set^ on her along with them and when they
had gone some way Abu Jahl said to him: 'My nephew, I find this camel
of mine sluggish, will you let me take turns on this she-camel of 
yours?'. He said: 'Of course'. He said: 'So he made his camel kneel
down and both made their camels kneel so that he could change over 
to her and when they were all on the ground, they attacked him, bound ■
him, and brought him to Mecca where he was put to the test and seduced.
Ibn Ishaq.:'A member of the family of ’Ayyash ibn Abu Rabi'ah related
to me that when they brought him into Mecca they brought him in by
day in bonds and said: '0 people of Mecca, deal with your stupid ones
as we have dealt with this stupid one of ours’.
'Umar's letter to Hisham ibn al-'As.
Ibn Ishaq: Nâfi' said on the authority of 'Abdallah ibn 'Umar from
'Umar in his account. He said: "We used to say: 'Allah does not
accept those who have been seduced neither by artifice nor ransom nor
repentance; a people who knew Allah and turned back to unbelief 
because of a calamity which befell them'. They were saying that to
themselves. When the Messenger of Allah came to Medina,
'
Allah to Whom-belong power and glory sent down about them and our 
saying and what they said to themaelwes:-*
Bay; "0 my servants who have committed extravagances 
against themselves
then he recited till he came to (the words)
the punishment comes to you-suddenly when ye are xiot aware.
(Surah 39: 33 - 33)•
•ïïmar said; "So I wrote them out with hand on a sheet and sent
them to Hisham bin al«*As * Hisham bin al-'As saildtWhen they came to
! *  -  ■ *  
mè I began to read them in Dhu Tuv/a as I ascended it with them and*■
I % but did not understand till X said: '0 Allah, m&ike me to
understand’. So Allah put it into my heart that they were sent down 
merely in connection with us ahd what wo said about ourselves and 
what was said about us* Then 1 returned to my csiael, mounted it and 
joined the Messenger of Allah who was in Medina’"»
Departure of al*#alid bin al~Walid to Mecca in connection with the 
affair of 'Ayyash and Hish&i.
Ibn ÏBhaqîOne in whom I have confidence related to me that the 
Messenger of Allah said when he was iîi Medina: "Who will W  responsible
to me for ‘Ayyash bin Abu Rabi'ah and Hisham bin al-'As?" Al-*Walid
-, ,, ' ’ 
bin al»*%alid bin al-*Mug*hxrah said: "I will be responsible to thee for
them, 0 Messenger of Allah"» Bo he set for Mecca, came to it in secret
and found a woman carrying food. He said to her: "Where Eire you
going, 0 handmaid of ^^llah?". Bhe said: "I am going to these two who
are being kept in custody", meaning those two, So he followed her
cind found out where they were, and they wore kept in a house without
a roof. When evening came he climbed in to them, took a hard white
stone,put it beneath their bonds, struck them with his sword and
severed them* Because of that his sword was called 'Dhu al-Hsrwah*,
Then he mounted the two of them on his camel and led them away. But
he stumbled and bled his finger and-said:-
Art thou any more than a finger bloodied
35ut how much thou hast found in the way of Allah. î
Then he brought them to the Messenger of Allah in Medinai-
List of names omitted.
Migration of thé Messenger of .Allah*
The Messenger of . Allah remained in Mecca after his friends the
Emigres; expecting that permission would be granted him to migrate
Hoi' one ox the Emigres was left behind with him in Mecca apart from 
those who were in custody or were seduced but 'All bin Abu Talib and 
abu Bamr bin Abu quhafah the Faithful. Abu B&kr had often sought 
permission from the Messenger of Allah to migrate* and the Messenger 
of Allah would say to him; "Do not hur^y; perhaps Allah will provide 
a companion for you"* and Abu Bgkr coveted greatly that it should be 
he.
The gathering of the chief men of Quraish and their consultations
about the affair of the Messenger of Allah*
Ibn Ishaq: When Quraish saw that the Messenger of Allah had a
following and friends other than themselves in another town and 
observed the departure of his friends the Emigres to them* they 
recognised that they had found a home and obtained protection from 
them* so they guarded against the departure to them of the Messenger 
of Allah* for they recognised that he had decided to make war on them* 
So they gathered in their house of assembly,(which was the house of 
Quaai bin Kiia^ and (Juraish decided no matter unless it were there)* 
when they became afraid, of him* and consulted as to what they should 
do about the affair of the Messenger of Allah*
Ibn Ishaqs One of our friends who is above suspicion related to me 
on the authority of 'Abdallah bin Abu Hajih from Mujahid bin Jubair 
Abu *1-Eajjaj from 'Abdallah bin ''Abbas and others who are above 
suspicion from 'Abdallah bin 'Abbas* He said* When they had agreed 
on this course and promised each other to go into the house of 
assembly to consult together regarding the affair of the %ssenger 
of Allah, they went early on the day they had appointed. That day 
was called 'the Pay of the Crowd'. The devil presented himself to 
them in thé form of a shaikh of noble mien wearing a coarse garment* 
and stood at the door of the house* When they shw him standing at 
tlie door they said: 'Who is the shaikh?'* He said: *A shaikh of the 
people of Hajd who heard of the tryst you wade, and he is present 
with you to hear what you say, perhaps you will-no tu fihdr him;'lacking 
3 ;u in ideas and advice'. They said: That is so. Gome in*. He went 
in with them* and the nobility of Quraish had gathered there*
Idat of names, omitted.
They said to e&ch other:'You have observed what has come out of the 
affair of this man, and now we cannot rely on him not to launch an
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attack on us with tliQSe outsiJe of us who have followed him. Decide 
tl'ion what, in your opinion, should be done with him** They consulted 
together and then one of them said; 'Imprison him in «chaiiisl.anid 
lock the door on him% and thèn wait for what haxu^ ened. to those poets 
like him who were before him* such as 0uhair and an-Habighah and 
those who died in this way, till there befall him what befell them*. 
But the shaikh from Hajd said: *Eo, this is not my advice to you. If
you Imprison him as you say, his affair will Issue from behind the
door you have locked on him, to his friends.and they will likely 
attack-you and snatch him out of your hands* Then with him they would 
outnumber you and get the better of you. This is not a:)gooduid:è8t<for 
you, you must consider something else*. They consulted together and 
one of them said: *We will expel him from our midst, and exile him 
from our country, and when he has gone away from us we care not where 
he goes or where he should happen to be, so long as he is away from 
US and we are through with him. We could then set our Affair in 
order and restore things as they were*. But the shaikh from hajd 
said: 'This is no advice for you. Have you not observed the beauty ' 
of his speech, the pleasing way in which he expresses himself, and his 
mastery over the hearts of men by what'he brings. If you follow this
course, X cannot be sure, that he will not come to an Arab tribe and
get the better of them with that quality of speech of his so that they 
will pledge themselves to him , and then he will march against you 
with them, tread you underfoot with them, and take your affair out of 
your hands. Then he will do with you as he pleases, You must devise 
some other idea (for dealing with.) him. Afou ^ahl bin Hisham said;
' I have an opinion which X do not thinli: has occurred to any -of you as 
yet*. They said: 'What is it, 0 Abu *1-Hakm?* He said: *1 thinli: that 
we should take from each tribe a young man, steadfast, of good birth, 
and of good position, and give each of them a trusty blade, then let ’ 
them go to him and smite him with the stroke of a single man and slay 
him.. So shall we be relieved of him. If they did that his blood 
would be spread over all the tribes, and.the ^eni *Abd Manlf, not beiï 
able to make war on all their people, would be content with the blood- 
wit which we would give them*. The shaikh from H&jd said: 'What the 
man has said is the only plan, I see no other (way), Thereupon the 
people, having resolved on this course, dispersed.
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The Prophet leaves his house and jJut&'AlÀ on bis bed in his place,
HS â^idî. Bo Gabriel came to the Messenger of Allah and said to him;
*Do not sleep to-night in the tjed where yon are wont to sleep*. When
the darkness of night came oh they gathered together at his door 
lying in wait for him when he should go to sleep so that they could 
attack him, When the Messenger of Allah saw the station they had 
taken up, he said to *Ali bin Abu Talib ;'Sleep in my ted, and wrap 
yourself up in this green Hadramite garment of mine and sleep in it 
and nothing you dislike will come to you from, them*. The Messenger of 
Allah used to sleep in that garment of his whenever he slept.
Ibn Ishaq Ï Yaaid bin }?dySd related to me on the authority of
Muhammad bin Ka*b the Qurathite. He said ; "When they assembled -at his
place Abu Jahl bin Hisham was amongst them, and he said as they were 
at hia door: 'Verily Muhmimad claims that if you follow him in his 
affair, you will bo kings of the Arabs and the non-Arabs, Then you 
will be raised up after death and gardens lit:e those of Jordan will 
be appointed for you. If you do it not, it will be hie (to bring) 
slaughter amongst you and after death you will be raised up and a 
Fire appointed for you in which you will be burned'. Thon the 
Messenger of Allah went out to them and took up a handful of dust in 
his hand and said; 'Yes, X say that, you are one of them', Bo Allah 
took away their sight from him that they did not see him and he began 
to sprinkle the dust on their heads as he recited those verses from 
Ya/Dins-
Ya’ Biru
By the wise \%ur*an
Verily thou art one of the messengers 
Upon a straight path
down to His saying;-
We have set before them.a barrier, and behind them a 
berrier, and we have thrown a cover over them so that they 
do not see. (Burah 3 :^ 1 9)*
till the Messenger of Allah finished these verses, and there remained
not one of thorn on whose head he hh?d not put She dust. Then he went
away wherever he v^ ited to go. Ho someone who was not with them came
to them and sai6: 'What arc you waiting here for?' They said:
'Muhammad*. He said: ' May Allhh disappoint you! Muharrmiad came out
to you, and left not a man of you without putting dust on his head,
and then went about his business; d? you not realise what has 
happened to you?* Bo each of them put his hand on his head,iand lo,
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there was‘dust on it. Then they began looking around and they 
spotted 'Ali on the bed wrapped up in the cloak of the Messenger of 
Allah, and they said: ’Surely this is Muhammad asleep with his cloak
over him. Thus they remained till morning came and 'Ali arose from 
the bed, and they said: 'He who related this to us told us the truth'.
Ibn Ishaq: The Qur'an which Allah sent down about that day and what
they had resolved to (do to) him, (was):-
When those who have disbelieved were plotting against thee 
to the end of the verse. Also the saying of Allah to Whom belong 
power and glory
Or do they say: "A poet for whom we may await the
uncertainty of Fate?". Say: "Wait, but I am one of those
who wait with you". (Surah 32, 30, 3l).
Ibn Hisham: Al-Manun means 'death', and Raib al-manûn means 'that
which happens to him but about which he is in doubt'. Abu Dhu’aib 
the Hudhalite said:- *
Is it of Fate and its uncertainty that you complain 
Since time does not satisfy those who are anxious
This stanza is in a poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq: Thereupon Allah permitted His prophet to migrate. Abu 
Bakr was a man of means and when he asked leave of the Messenger of 
Allah to migrate, he said to him; "Do not hurry, perhaps Allah will 
provide a companion for you", so he coveted that the Messenger of 
Allah should mean only himself. He was merely referring to himself 
when he said that to him. So he bought two riding animals and fed 
them in preparation for that.
The story of the migration of the Messenger of Allah to Medina.
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the suthority
of 'Urwah ibn az-Zubair from 'A’ishah, mother of the believers that 
she said: "The Messenger of Allah did not fail to come to the house 
of Abu Bakr one end of the day, either in the morning or the evening, 
till, when the day in which Allah permitted His messenger to migrate 
and depart from Mecca from the midst of his people, came^the 
Messenger of Allah came to us at mid-day, at an hour when he was not 
in the habit of coming to us. When Abu Bakr saw him he said: 'The
Messenger of Allah has not come at this hour except on account of 
something that has happened'. When he came in, Abu Bakr kept back from 
his couch out of deference to him and the Messenger of Allah sat down.
There was no one with Abu Bakr but myself and my sister Asma* bint 
Abu Bakr, and the Messenger of Allah said: 'Bend out from me those 
who are with you*. He said; *0 Messenger of Allah, these are merely 
my two daughters. What is the matter? May my father and mother be 
thy ransom*. He ^aidî Verily Allah has given me permission to depart 
and migrate*. Ibu Boli;r said: *0 Messenger of Allah, (remember) the 
friendship*. He said: "IVhe friendship*. 1 had never realised before 
then that one oould weep for joy till X saw Abÿ Bekr weep that day. 
Then he said; *0 Prophet of Allah, verily these two animals are 
riding camels which- I have got ready for this purpose*. So they hired 
'Abdallah bin Arqat, a man of the Beni ad-Du*il binjhekr, whose mother 
was a woman of the ^^ eni Hahm bin *Amr, and he was a polytheist, to 
guide them on the way. They handed the two riding-ceunels over to him 
and they remained with him and he fed them for the appointed time,
Ibn Ishaq: According to what we heard, no one knew of the departure ..of 
the Messenger of Allah when he went away except *Ali bin Abu Talib 
and Abu Bakr the Faithful, and the family of Abu Bakr. As for *Ali, 
the Messenger of Allah informed him of his departure, according to 
what I have heard, and commanded him to remain behind him in Mecca, 
and give back, on behalf of the Messenger of Allah, the deposits 
which he held for the people. There was no one in Mecca who had 
anything for whose safety he feared that did not deposit it with the 
Messenger of Allah because of vWhat;i-.was-=.known;:'.Qf oihis itruth'fülne.ssv.and 
hohèstyp^u.
The story of the Messenger of Allah in the cave with Abu Baler.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah resolved to go av/ay he went
to Abu Bakr bin Abu Quhafah, and the two of them went out by a wiqket- 
gate of Abu 33akr*s at the rear of his house and made for a cave in 
Thaur, a mountain in Lower Mecca, into which they entered. Abu Bakr 
had commanded his. son, 'Abdallah bin Abu ^ekr, that he listen for them 
to what people were saying about them that day and come to them in the 
evening with anything that had transpired that day. He also commanded 
"Amir bin .Fuhairah his client to pasture his sheep that day and bring 
them back to them in the cave when evening fell. Asrni.* bint Abu Bakr 
brought them what food they needed in the evening.
Ibn Hisham: A scholar related to me that al-Hasan bin Abu '1-Hasan
said: "The Messenger of Allah and Abu.Bodcr reached the cave by night
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and Abu Bgki* went in before the Messenger of Allah and felt the Ot. 
with his hand to see whether there was any wild beast or snake in it, 
thus keeping the Messenger of Allah safe by risking, himself,
Ibn Ishaqs The Messenger of Allah remained in the cave three days in 
the company of Abu 3Wi;r. When Quraish missed him they offered'a 
hundred she-camele to whoever would return him to them. 'Abdallah bin 
Abu Bodiir was amongst Quraiah that day and heai'd what they had devised 
and what they said about the business of the Messenger of Allah and' 
Abu Bakï'. Then he came to them in the evening and gave them the news. 
And 'Amir bin Fuhairah client of Abu Bakr was herding with the 
shepherds of the inhabitants of M^cca, and when evening caim, he 
brought the sheep of Abu Bakr to them and they milked and 
slaughtered. When 'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr went away from them in the 
morning to Mecca, 'Amir bin Fuhairah followed in his footsteps with 
the sheep to obliterate them. When three days had passed and the 
people desisted (from the search) for them, their friend whom they had 
hired brought them their two camels along with one of hie own, and 
Asma’ bint Abu Bokr brought them their provisions for the journey*
She had forgotten to include* a thong and when she \srent to hang up the 
wallet(of food) it had no thong, so she unfastened her girdle, made 
it into a thong and hung it up with it, so Aema’ bint Abu Bekr was 
called 'The mistress of the girdle' on that account.
Ibn hisham: I have hoard more than one scholar say: 'Mistress of the
two girdles', the explanation of it being that when she wished to 
nang up her food v/allet, she tore her girdle in two, hung up the 
wallet with one piece, and girded herself with the other.
Ibn Ishaq: When Abu Bakr brought up the two riding-camels to the 
Messenger of Allah he offered him the better of the two and said" 
'Mount, may my father and mother be your ransom'* The Messenger of 
Allah said; 'I will certainly not ride a camel that does not -belong 
to me'. He said: *8he is yours then, 0 Messenger of Allah v/ho art 
dearer to me than my father and mother*. He said: 'Hay, for what 
pMce did you purchase her?' He said: 'For so much'. He said: 'I 
w 11 take her at that price'. He said: 'She is yours 0 Messenger of 
Allah, Then they mounted and rode away and Abu Baler mounted his 
client 'Amir bin Fuhairah behind him to serve them on the journey.
Ibn Ishaq* It was related to me on the authority of Asma’ hint Abu" 
Bakr that she said: "When the Messenger of Allah and Abu Bakr went . 
away a band of Quraish came to us, amongst whom was Abu Jahl and 
stood at Abu Bakr's door. I went out to them and they sasid: 'Where 
is your father, 0 daughter of,Abu Bakr?* X said: 'Indeed I do not 
know where my father is'. Then Abu Jahl, who was a foul and gross 
man, lifted his hand and struck me a blow on the cheek from which my 
ear-ring droppedV
The news by an unseen crier of the Jinn about the direction of the 
journey, of the Messenger of Allah.
She said: "Then they took their departure. Foi’ three nights we were 
were without information as to which way the Meeaengei' of Allah had 
gone, until a man of the Jinn came from Lower Mecca, chanting stanzas 
from the lyrics of the Arabs. The people were following him and 
hearing his voice.without seeing him till he went away by Upper 
Mecca. He said:-
Allah, the Lord of men has given the best of rewards 
Two friends who alighted at the two tents of lima Ma'bad . 
They alighted with a benieon and departed in the evening 
Success to him who has become the companion of Muhammad 
To be of benefit to the ^bni Ka'b, the position of whose 
tribes and their dwellling places are a watch-tower for the 
believers*
Ibn Hisham: Umn Ma'bad bint Ka'b was a woman of the Beni Ka'b from
Khuza'ah, His saying: 'they alighted at the tvm tents of Umm Ma'bad 
with a benison and departed in the eveimmig is on the authority of 
another than Ibn Ishaq*
Ibn Ishaq* Asmal bint-Abu Bekr said: "When we heard what he said v/e 
knew whither the Messenger of Allah was going, that his face was set 
towards Medina. There were four of them: the Messenger of Allah, Abu 
Bolcr, 'Amir bin Fuhairah, client of Abu Bakr, aiuî; 'Abdallah bin 
Arqat their guide.
Ibn Hisham: He is also given as 'Abdallah bizi Uraiqit.
Abu Quhafah's visit to Asma*.
Ibn IshaqÎ Yahya bin 'Abbad bin 'Abdallah bin az-Zubair related to me
• - .
that his father 'Abbad related to him on the authority of his grand- 
mother Asma' bint Abu'Bekr, She said: "When the Messenger of Allah 
went away and AbW Bakr went away with him, the latter took all his
money away with him. He had five or six thousand dirhems which he 
took with him. My grandfather Abu Quhafah whose sight had gone, 
came to see us and said; * I see that he has put you in straits by 
taking his money away with him*. I said ; 'Hot at all my father, 
verily he has left us much good*. Bo I took some pebbles, put them 
in a recess of the house where my father put his money, put a garment 
over them, took him by the hand and said; 'My father, put your hand 
on this money*. He put his hand on it and said; 'Ho matter! If he 
has left this to you he has done well, and there is a sufficiency 
for you here'. Indeed he left us nothing but I wanted to soothe the
old man by this (ruse).
The story of Euraqah and his ride in pursuit of the Messenger of Allah*
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Ibn Ishaq; Az-Zuhri related to me that *Abd ar-Hahman bin Malik bin 
Ju'sham related to him on the authority of his father from his uncle 
Suraqah bin Malik bin Ju'shara. He said: "When the Messenger of 
Allah set out from Mecca to migrate to Medina, QUraish offered a 
hundred she-caraels to anyone who would bring him back to them» While 
I was sitting in the assembly-place of my people, one of our men came 
up, stood before us, and said; 'I saw a party of three riders pass by 
me some time ago and I believe they are Muhammad and his friends'. I 
signalled to him with my eye to keep silence and said; 'They are only 
the Beni Bo-and-so searching for a lost beast of theirs*. He said; 
'That may be so*, and kept quiet. Bo I remained a little time, then 
got up, went to my house, ordered my horse to be led to the bottom
of the valley, ordered my arms to be taken out by the back of my
room, and taking my arrows with which I drew lots I went away. I put 
on my breastplate, took out my arrows to draw lots, and the arrow I 
detested tamed up> 'It will do him no harm*. I v/as hoping I would 
bring him back to Quraish and get the hundred camels. Bo I rode out 
in pursuit of him, but whilst my horse was racing at speed, he 
stumbled and I fell off. I said: 'What does this mean?*. Bo I took 
out my arrowa, drew lots with them, and the arrow I deetested turned 
up * It will do him no harm*. But I refused to do anything to do 
anything other than follow him, and rode on in pursuit of him, but 
whilst my horse was racing at speed he stumbled and I fell off. I 
said; 'What does this mean?* Bo I took out my arrows, drew lots with 
them, and the arrow I detested turned up 'It will do him no harm*.
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But I refused to do anything other than follow him, and rode on in 
pursuit of him, and when the party came in view and I saw them, my 
horse stumbled, his two fore feet sank into the ground and I fell off 
him* Then he plucked his fore feet out of the ground and smoke like 
dust driven by the wind came up after them* When I saw that I realised 
that he was protected from me and had the better (of me)* I called 
to the party: * I am Buraqah/bin Ju*sham, behold me, X am speaking to 
you. I shall hot deceive you nor shall any hurt come to you through 
me * The Messenger of Allah.said to Abu Bekr: 'Ask him what he wants 
with us', and ,Abu Bolcr asked me that/ Î said to him: 'You will write 
me a letter which will be a sign between you and me*. He said; 'Write 
it for him, 0 &bu B^kr*. Bo he wrote me a letter either on bone or 
paper or pottery, threw it to me, and I took lit and put it in my 
quiver. Then I returned and kept silence not mentioning anything 
of what had happened. When thiærpenquesM bf.%%eç.dar fbytihW)#e%engeæ%^ 
Allah took Iplade after he had finished with Hunain and at-Ta'if , I went out 
bringing with me the letter he had given me, to meet him and I found 
him at ai-JiXranah. I got into a detachment of horse, belonging to 
the ^elpers and they began to belabout me with their lances and say 
'Btand off! What do you want?'. I approached the Messenger of Allah 
who was on his she-camel and verily, I saw his leg in the stirrup as 
it were a burning coal aid I raised ray hand with the letter in it and 
said: *0 Messenger of Allah, this is the letter you gave me, I am 
Buraqah bin Ju'sham*. The Messenger of Allah said; *A day of 
fulfilment (of promises) and blessing, bring him near*. So I came up 
to him and islamized. Then X remembered something about which I 
would ask the Mossenger of Allah, but .1 did not mention ij;, I only 
said;*0 Messenger of Allah, the one of my camels that strays comes to 
.ray watering trough when X have filled it for the camels, will I have 
any reward since I give her w^ter? ' He said;, ' :Jhi3 every; ingcss
thing- Then I returned to my people
1 ,
and brought my alms to the Messenger.of Allah.
Place names connected with Migration omitted.
Residence of the Messenger of. Allah in Medina, his abodes in it and 
the erection of his mosque. '
Ibn Ishaq: Muhaiiimad bin Ja'far bin az-Zubair related to me on the 
authority of 'Urwah bin az-2ubair from 'Abd ar-Bahraan bin 'Uwaim
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bin Sa'idah. Hè said; "Borae of my people who were friends of the 
Messenger of Allah said: 'When we heard of the departure of the 
Messenger of Allah from Mecca and were expecting his arrival, we went 
out after morning prayer I.outsidev ^ l o ; - t of our stony tract 
expecting the Messenger of Allah. W’e did^înottleavé’ there till the 
sun drove us tA Seek shade, and v?henewe could not any longer find 
shade we camé inside, for it was hot weather. When the day came on 
which the Messenger of Allah arrived, we sat, ;aS:^ we vfere in the habit 
of doing, till no shade was left and we went into our houses. The
Messenger of Allah arrived after we had gone into our houses. The
first man to see him was one of the ^ews. He had observed what we 
were doing and that we were expecting the arrival of the Messenger
of Allah, and, he cried out at the top of his voice: *0 B@ni Qailah,
ù>$
your good fortune has come*. So we went out to the Messenger of
Allah who was under the shade of a palm tree along with Abp H^r who
v/as about his own age. Most of uh^had not seen the Messenger of 
Allah till then, and the people pressed around him not recognising hii 
from Abu Bekr till the shade passed from the Messenger of Allah, and 
Abu Bekr got up and shaded him with his cloak,and then we recognised 
him. ' •
Ibn Ishaq: According to what they say, the Messenger of Allah became
the guest of Kulthura bin Hidm brother of the Ëeni *Amr bin *Auf and
from the sub-tribe of the Beni *Ubaid. Others say: *Ho, he went as
a guest to Saêîfi bin Khaithamah. Those who state that he became the
guest of Kulthum bin Hidm say that he went out of the house of
Kulthum bin Hidm to grant audience to the people in the house of
Sa'd bin Khaithamah, and that was because he was a bachelor and had
no family. It was the abode of the bachelors among the emigre friendi
of the Messenger of Allah, and b)cause of this it has been said that
he became the guest of Sa*d bin khaithamah, and the house cf Sa'd bin
Khaithamah was called the House of the Bachelors, but Allah knov/s bes
whether that was so - we heard it all. Abu Bakr the Faithful went
to live with Khubaib bin Isaf one of the Beni *’1-Harith bin al-
.
Khazràj in as-Bunh. But some one else says he made his abode with 
Kharijah bin Zaid bin Abu Suhair brother of the ’1-Harith
bin al-Khazraj. 'All bin Abu îalib three days and three
nights in Mecca and paid back ôn behalf of the Messenger of Allah
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thê deposits which the people had entrusted to him and when he had 
6omplete& that he joinèdtthe^-MessensarodfAAlihh and' be came a 'guest 
along with 4iim at the house of Kulthum bin Hidm. *Ali bin Abu Talib 
remained ih Quba* only one or two nights* There was a Muslim woman 
in Quba* who had nb husband, he said;^ 1  saw a man come to her house 
at night when all v/as quiet, and knOck her door, he, wbuld knock her 
door, she would come out to him, and he would give her something he 
had with him which she took, t was suspicious about his business 
and said to her: *0 handmaid of Allah', who is this man who knocks 
at your door every night, and you come out to him and he gives you 
something, I know not what, and you a Muslim woman with no hAsband*. 
She said: 'This is Sahl bin Hunaif bin Wahib, who knows I am a woman 
with no one belonging to me. When evening comes he attacks the idols 
of his people, breaks them, and brings them to me and says +Make 
firewood of these+'V 'Ali related this affair of Bahl bin Hunaif 
tilÜÆiie; he died with him in Iraq.
Ibn Ishaq; Hind bin Ba'd bin Bahl bin Hunaif related to me this # *
account given by 'Ali about him.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah remained in Quba' among the Beni
•Amr bin 'Auf Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and laid the foundation of 
their mosque. Then on Friday Allah took him out of their midst, and 
the Beni 'Amr bin 'Auf claim that he stayed amongst them longer than 
that, b^t Allah knows be, et. Bp the Friday found the Messenger of 
Allah among the Beni Salim bin 'Auf, and he worshipped that day in 
the mpsque at the bottom of the valley, the valley Hanuna', and that 
was the first ^riday he worshipped in Medina. Then * Ithan bin Malik 
and 'Abbas bin 'Ubadah bin Badlah ca^e to him with some men of the
à *" ■ * A
Beni Halim bin 'Auf and said: "0 gessenger of Allah, steiy with us
‘ ' w
where there are numbers, equipment and means of defence'.' He said:
"Let her go her wey, for verily sha has received commandment",
(referringto his she-camel, and they let her go her way. She went 
on till she was in front of the house of the fieni BaySdah where 
Ziyad bin Labid and Farwah bin,'Amr met him with some men of the 
Byyadah and said; "0; messenger of Allah, come to us, v/here there are 
numbers, equipment, and means of defence". He said: "Let her go her
way for verily she has received commandment", and they let her go her 
way. She went on till she passed the house of the beni Sa'idah,
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where Ha'd bin 'Ubadah and al-Mundhir bin 'Apr met him with some 
men of the Beni Sa'xdah and saidi "0 Messenger of Allah, come to us 
where, there are numbers, equipment, and means of defence". He said: 
"Let her go her way, for verily she has received commandment", and 
they let her go her way. She went on tiU she was opposite the house 
of the Beni *1-Harith bin al-Khazraj when Ba'd bin Rabi'ah, Kharijah 
bin Said, and 'Abdallah bin Hawahah met him with some men of the Beni
I *
*1-Harith bin al-Khazraj, and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, come to us. ' - . . .
where there are numbers, equipment, and means of defence". He said: 
"Let her go her way for verily, she has received commandment", and they 
let her go her way^ She went on and vdien she passed by the house pf 
the *Adi bin ah^ hajja3.n:who, were his near relatives - tJmia 'Abd
al-Muttalib Salma bint 'Amr was one of their women -, Sallt bin Qais 
and Abu Halit, Usairah bin Abu Khârijah met him with some men of the 
Beni'Adi bin an-Najjâr and said: "0 Messenger pf Allah, come to your 
relatives where there are numbers, equipment, and means of defence".
He said; "Let her go her way, for verily she has received commandment", 
and they let her go her way. Hhe went on till she came to the house 
of the Beni îfilik bin an-KajjSr, when she knelt down at the door of 
his mosque. It was a drying-floor at that, time belonging to two 
orphan boys’of the Beni an-Baj jar and from the sub-division of the 
Beni E[alik bin an-Bajjar who were under , the protection of Mu'adh bin 
'Afra*, Sahl and Huhail sons cf 'Amr. When she knelt down with the 
Messenger of Allah on her back and he did not get off she jumped up 
and went forward a little way while the Messenger of Allah let her 
rein hang loose, not guiding her with it, then she turned back to the 
place where she had first knelt and knelt there. Then slie shook 
herself and stuck firmly to the ground and lowered her neck and the 
Messenger of Allah dismounted. Abu Ayyub, Khalid bin Zaid took away 
his saddle and placed it in his house. Ho the Messenger of Allah went 
to stay v/ith him and made enq^Axry as to the owner of the drying-floor. 
Mu'adh bin 'AfrS’said to him: "0 Messenger of Allah, it belongs to
Ft'
Halil and Suhail the sons of 'Amr who are orphans in my care. Take it 
for a mosque and I will compensate them for it.
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The building of the Mosque
The Messenger of Allah gave orders that a moaquo should be built and
he stayed with Abu Ayyub till he had built his mosque and dwelling-
houses* The Messenger of Allah worked on it himself to stimulate the .
Muslims to work, and the Emigres and the Helpers worked on it with
might and main. One of the Muslims said;**
If we had sat still while the Prophet worked 
That work would have been lost to us.
The Muslims recited as they builded in these words;-
There is no life but the life of the Hereafter 
0 Lord, have mercy on the Helpers and the Emigres
Ibn Hisham; This Is prose and not short-metre verse.
Ibn laaaq; Then the Messenger of Allah would say;- '
There is no life but the life of the Hereafter 
0 Lord, have mercy on the Emigres and the Helpers.
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that a wicked clique would kill him»
He said; Then *AmmSr bin Yasir came in.- They had loaded him with
clay , bricks and ha said: **^0 Messenger of Allah, they have killed me,
they lade me with that which they will not carryl!» ÏJmm Salamah, wifie 
of the Prophet said ; * I saw the Mess'enger of Allah ruffle his long 
thick iiair with his hand - he was a curly-haired man - and say; *Alas 
for you, Ibn Humayyahï They are not the ones who will slay you, only 
the wicked clique will do that*. 'Ali bin Abu Talib recitelat that 
time;-
Those- who build mosques are not all on the same level
Borne exert themselves in it whether standing or sitting^
And some ai'e seen shying away from the dust*
Ibn Hisham ; 1 asked more than one studentof poetry about these
Rd-ja,z':mm@the#stkhza$v^ esind they said; "We heard that Ali bin Abu Talib
recited them but v/e do not knèw whether he composed them or not".
Ibn Ishaq: Bo 'Ararnar bin lasar took them up and began to recite them.
Ibn Hisham: When he repeated them a number of times, one of the
friends of the Messenger of Allah imagined' that he was alluding to
hiin, according to what Ziyad bin 'Abdallah related to us on the
authority of Ibn Ishaq, and Ibn Ishaq gave thejman's name.
*Oairo Text used here.
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Ibn Ishaq: He said: "Ihave only to-day heard what you have said, 0
Ibn Butnayyah and indeed, I think I shall beat you on the snout with 
this stick". He had a stick in his hand. The Messenger of Allait 
grew angry and said; "What have they to do with 'Ammar? .He calls them 
to Paradise and they call him to the Fire. Verily 'Ammar is the 
skin between my eyes and nose, and when that is attained by a man he 
is not allowed to live, so leave him alone".
Ibn Hisham : Sufyân bin * Hyainah said on the authority of Zakariya
from ash-Sha'bi* He said; "The first one to build a mosque was 
•Ammar- bin Yasàr*
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah resided in the house of Abu Ayyub 
till his Mosque and dwelling-houses were built for him, then he 
moved from the house of Abu Ayyub into his own quarters.
Ibn Ishaq: Yaaid bin Abu Habib related to me on the authority of 
Harthad bin "Abdallah the Yazanite from Abu Huhm the Hama*ite. He 
said: Abu Ayyub related to me. He said: "When the Messenger of Allah 
came to stay at my house, he went into the lower storey while Umm 
Ayyub and X were in the upper storey, so X said to him; *0 Prophet of 
Allah, you are as dear to me as father and mother, X dislike it and 
think it a terrible thing that I should be above you and you beneath 
me, come out then, and occupy the top part and we will come down and 
occupy the bottom part*. He said; *0 Abu Ayyub, verily it is easier 
for us and for those who come to us that we should be below*. Thus 
the Messenger of Allah remained in the lower part of the house while 
we were in the upper part above him . A large earthenware jar of 
ours which contained water got broken and Umm Ayyub and X took a 
velvet blanlcet of ours .withhwhichotà mop up the water. It v/as all 
we had for a quilt, b u t w e r o  efraid some of the water would drip 
through on the Messenger of Allah and do him harm. We used to make 
supper for him and send it down to him, and when he sent back to us 
what was left over, X and Umm Ayyub thought the place his hand had 
touched would bring good fortune and we ate from that place, being 
desirous of a blessing thereby. One night we sent him his supper 
into which v/e had put onions or garlic, and the Messenger of Allah 
returned it, but I could see no trace of his hand having touched it.
So I came dowm to him in fear and said: *Q messenger of Allah, you î
are as dear to me as father and mother, you returned your supper and
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I could see no trace of your hand having touched it. When you sent 
it back to us Umm Ayyub and I thought the place your hand had touched 
would bring good fortune being desirous of a blessing thereby*. He 
said: *1 found in it the atoma of this herb, and I am a man who is 
whispered to, so take it and eat it yourselves'. We ate it and did 
not prepare that herb for him again".
The Emigres join the Messenger of Allah in Medina.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Emigres began to join the Messenger of Allah one
after another, and none of them stayed in Mecca but those who were
either seduced or in confinement. The people who migrated from Medina
to Allah and His messenger did not take all their families and
properties with them, with the exception of certain specified houses,
namely the Beni.Maz'un from the Beni Jumah, the Beni Jahsh ibn Ri*ib
allies of the Beni Umayyah, and the Beni al-Bukair from the Beni Sa*d
ibn Laith, allies of the Beni 'Adi ibn Ka'b, whose houses in Mecca
were locked up when they migrated and none dwelt in them. When the
Beni Jahsh ibn Ri’âb went away from their house,v . Abu Sufyan ibn Harb 
» #
accted unjustly in connection withiltand sold it to 'Amr ibn 'Alqamah 
brother of the Beni 'Âmir ibn Lu’ai. When news of what Abu Sufyan 
had done with their house came to the Beni Jahsh, 'Abdallah ibn Jahsh 
told the Messenger of Allah, and the Messenger of Allah said to him: 
do 'Abdallah, are you not content that Allah should give you in place 
of it, a better house than it' in Paradise?". He said: "Certainly",
He said: "Then that (house) is yours". When the Messenger of Allah 
took Mecca, Abu Ahmad spoke to him about their houses, but the 
Messenger of Allah was slow to answer him, and the people said to 
Abu Ahmad: "Verily the Messenger of Allah dislikes (the thought) that 
you would go back to any of your property which has been taken from 
you in (the way of) Allah". So he refrained from speaking to the 
Messenger of Allah and said to Abu Sufyan:-
Tell Abu Sufyan of an affair whose consequences he will 
regret
The house of your cousin which you sold to pay your fine 
Your ally by Allah, the Lord of men is diligent in division 
Take it Î Take it! You have had it conferred on you as 
the pigeon's ring.
So the Messenger of Allah resided in Medina after he came to it in the 
month of Rabi' I, till Safarof the following year when his mosque and 
dwelling-house were built for him. The acceptance of Islam by the
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tribe to which the Helpers belonged went on apace till not a house 
of the Helpers remained whose people had not islamized except 
Khatmah, Waqif, W a ’il, Umayyah and the Aus Allah who were a sub­
tribe of the Aus, v/ho remained in their polytheism.
His first oration.
He said: The first oration the Messenger of Allah delivered,
according to what I heard on the authority of Abu Salamah ibn 'Abd 
ar-Rahman - we take refuge in Allah lest we attribute to the . 
Messenger of Allah something he did not say - was when he stood up 
amongst them, and praised and blessed Allah as @e is worthy to be 
praised and said: "0 people, bring forward something for yourselves. 
You assuredly know that one of you shall be stricken dead and leave
69
his sheep without a shepherd, then his Lord will surely say to him 
when he has no interpreter or doorkeeper to hinder him from access to 
Him: 'Did not %  messenger come to you and tell you, I gave you
property and bestowed favour on you and you did not bring forward 
(something)for yourself'. Then he shall indeed look to left and right 
and not see anything, and he shall look in front of him and see 
nothing but Gbhehhag and whoever is able to preserve his face from the 
Fire even by as much as half a date, let him do it. And whoever does 
not find (a half date) then (let him preserve it) with a good word, 
for verily goodnassswill be rewarded thereby from ten to seven hundred 
times. Peace be upon you and the mercy and blessing of Allah".
His second oration.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah delivered an oration to the
people another time and said: "Verily, praise be to Allah; I praise 
Him and ask His help. We take refuge in Allah from the evils in 
ourselves and the wickedness of our deeds. He whom Allah guides has 
no one to lead him astray, but he who goes astray has no one to guide 
him aright. I testify that there is no god but Allah alone. He has, no 
partner. Verily the best communication is the Book of Allah. Pros­
perous is he whom Allah has adorned in heart and brought him into 
Islam after unbelief, and has chosen it in preference to other human 
tales. Verily it is the best communication and the most eloquent.
Love what Allah loves; love Allah with your whole hearts. Grow not 
weary of the word of Allah and His reminder. Let not your hearts
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Let apt your hearts be hardened against it for out of all that Allah 
creates He chooses (it&. He has designated it the best of all His 
works, the choicest of his creatures, the best of communications 
and of all that has been brought to men (telling them) of what is 
allowable and what is forbidden.* Worship Allah, then, associate 
nothing with Him, and show all piety towards Him* Hpeak the truth 
to Allah Who makes good v/lhh you say with your lips, and love one 
another in the spirit of Allah (which is) among you* Verily Allah is 
angry if His covenant is broken. Peace be upon you and the mercy 
of Allah."
The Charter of the Messenger of Allah which he drew up (to regulate 
matters) between iihe Emigres and the Helpers and his (attempt to) 
conciliate the Jews/^'
ibn Ishaqs The Messenger of Allah drew up a charter (to regulate 
matters) between the Emigres and the Helpers in which (he attempted to, 
conciliate the Jews by offering them a compact confirming to them 
thèir religion and possessions and granting and imposing conditions.
"In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate» This is a 
charter from the Prophet Muhammad (to regulate matters) between the 
Muslims and believers of Quraish, and the Muslims and believers of 
lathrib, and those who have followed with them, joined them, and 
striven with them* Verily they are one nation, apart from the people* 
The Emigres of Quraish shall, as: wi^ .0$%ijr) pK.ev.io.u&i:pbaçticcëî raye the
price of blood shed among themselves, and shall ransom their 
prisoners, v/ho are believers, with kindness and justice. The Beni 
"Auf, according to their custom, shall discharge their prime blood- 
v/its, and each sect shall ransom its prisoners who are believers with 
kindness and justice* The Beni ®1-Harith, according to their custom, 
shall discharge their prime blood-wits, and each sect shall ransom its 
prisoners who are believers who are believers, with kindness and 
justice. The Beni Ba'idah, according to their custom, shall discharge 
their prime blood-wits,ahd each set shall ransom its prisoners who are 
. believers, with kindness and justice. The Beni Jusham, according to 
their custom, shall discharge their prime blood-wits, and each sect 
shall ransom its prisoners who are believers, with kindness and 
justice. The Beni ah-HajjSr, according to their custom, shall 
discharge their prime blood-wits, and each sect shall ransom its
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shall ransom its prisoners who are believers with kindness and justice. 
The Beni 'Amr ibn 'Auf shall,as was their previous practice, 
discharge their prime blood-wits, and each set shall ransom its 
prisoners whi are believers with kindness and jusrice. The Beni 
an-NabIt shall, as was their previous practice, discharge their 
prime blood-wits, and each set shall ransom its prisoners who are 
believers with kindness and justice. The believers shall not abandon 
anyone amongst them who is in' debt but shall give to him out of 
kindness whather it be for a ransom or a blood-wit.
Ibn Hishara: Al-Mufrah means the one who is burdened with debt or
dependdants. The poet said:-
Since you have not ceased giving security.and bearing other
responsibilities, the deposits have made you bankrupt.
No believer shall make a treaty with the client of another believer 
in his absence. Verily the pious believers shall be against whoever 
of them covets or desires ah;; attitude of tyranny, crime, injustice, 
or corruption among the believers, verily their hands shall be against 
him even though he were the son of one of them. A believer shall, not 
slay another believer for the sake of an unbeliever, nor shall he help 
an unbeliever against a believer. The protection of Allah is one, He 
protects them all, even the humblest of them. The believers shall be 
clients of each other apart from other people. Whoever of the Jews 
follows us shall have help and example to imitate without being 
oppressed or their enemies being helped against them. The peace of 
the believers shall be one; believer shall not make peace apart from 
believer when fighting in the way of Allah except on a basis of equity 
and justice between them. On every expedition they undertake they 
shall take turmss with each other. The believers shall compensate 
each other for the bloodshed they sustain in the w^ ay of Allah; verily 
the pious believers have the best and truest guidance. No polytheist 
shall protect the persons or property of Quraish. nor interpose 
between them and the believers. Whoever slays a believer wrongfully 
there will be retaliation for him when evidence is produced, unless 
the patron of the slain man is satisfied, verily the believers as a 
whole shall be against him, and nothing else will be possible 
for them but to rise up against him. It shall not be
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permissible for a believer who has acknowledged what is in this 
document and believed in Allah and the Last Day to aid an innovator 
or give refuge to him, and whoever helps him or gives him refuge, 
verily the curse and wrath of Allah will be (visited) upon him on the 
day of Resurrection and no repayment or requital will be accepted from 
him. Whatever you may disagreeiabout should be referred to Allah and 
to Muhammad. Verily the Jews shall contribute their share along with 
the believers so long as they are fighting. The Jews of the Beni *Auf 
are one people with the believers; the Jews have their religion and 
the Muslijjjis have their religion, both they and their clients, except 
whoever does wrong or commits crime, for he destroys none but himself 
and. the people of his house. The Jews of the B©ni an-Najjâr shall 
have the same terms as the Jews of the Bgni 'Auf, The Jews of the
Be.ni '1-Harith shall have the same terms as the 'Jews of the Beni '
'Auf. The Jews of the Beni Jush'am shall have the same terms as the 
Jews of the Beni 'Auf, The Jews of the Beni Tha'labah shall have the
same terms as the Jews of the Beni 'Auf, except those who do wrong
and commit crime, for he destroys none but himself and the people of 
his house. Jafnah, a sub-division of Tha'labah are the same as 
themselves. The Beni ash-Shutaibaj shall have the same terms as the 
Jews of the Beni 'Auf. Verily righteousness is aloof from wrong-doing. 
The clients of Tha'labah shall have the same terms as themselves.
None of them shall go forth except with the permission of Muhammad, 
and none shall be hindered from avenging a wound. Whoever commits 
murder it shall be on himself and the people of his house except he 
who does wrong. Verily Allah has the most righteous method of this 
matter. The Jews shall bear their own expenses and the Muslims shall 
bear their own expenses, but they shall help anyone who makes v/ar on 
the people of this document. There shall be sincerity of counsel 
between them, and righteousness is aloof from wrongdoing. * No man 
shall commit a crime against his ally; help shall be forthcomipgidor 
the oppressed. The Jews shall contribute their share along with the 
believers so long as they are fighting. The interior of Yathrib shall 
be sacred for the people of this charter. The neighbour shall
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be as the man himself - inviolable if he commit ho offence* Women 
shall not be protected exép^t vvith the consent of their people* If 
any incident or disagreement takes place among the people of this 
charter from which mischief is feared it shall be referred to.Allah 
a n d " M u h a m m a d  the Messenger of Allah* Allah is the holiest of all 
that is in this charter and the most righteous* ; Neither Quraish nor 
any who give them help shall r.eceive protection# They shall help 
each other against whoever would take Yathrib by surprise* If they 
are called upon to draw up peace terms is an ambiguous fashion they 
shall-do so, but if they issue the call for some such thing, they 
shall get it in spite Of the believers, escept such as fight in the 
way of religion. Every one will get his portion from his neighbour 
next to him. The Jews of Aus, both their clients and themselves, , 
shall be on the same footing as the people of the'charter (receiving) 
genuine righteous treatment from the,people of the charter.
Ibn Hishara: . It is also given as /the righteousness which does good 
from.the people of the charter*. ‘ '
Ibn Ishaq: Verily righteousness is..aloof froratwrongdoing^lNb^one shall
raake.„a : gainJiexccepjIicilo his own diet riment | and Allah is the most truth­
ful and the most righteous of all that is in this charter. This 
charter shall not take effect in the case of the wrong-doer and 
criminal. He who goes forth shall be secure, and he who remains in 
Medina shall be secure except he does wrong,and commits crime* 
Verily^Allah is the protector of the righteous and the godly and
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. ...
*
Ibh Hisham: Yutighu means "he.destroys* or *he corrupts* .
The Fraternity which the Messenger of. Allah established between the 
Emigres and the Helpers# ‘ ■
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger, of Allah created a bond of brotherhood
' '
between his friends the Émigres and the Helpers. He said, according 
to what I heard, and v/e take refuge in Allah lest we attribute to 
him something he did not say: UBehome brethren in Allah, tv/o by two". 
Then, he took *Ali bin Abu Talib by the hand and said: "This is ray 
brother". Bo the Messenger of Allah, chiefest of the Messengers, 
leader of the godly, the Messenger of the Lord of the worlds, who has 
no equal or peer among men, and *Ali bin Abu Talib became brethren*
And Hamzah bin *Abd al-Muttalib, the lion.of Allah and
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His Messenger, the Uncle of the Messenger of Allah and Zaid bin
Harithah became'brethren* Hamzàh made him his trustee on the day of
%  - . ^  ,
Ohud when he went into battle, in case death should overtake him.$
Ja*far bin Abu Talib the possessor of the two wings, the flyer in 
Paradise and Mu'adh bin Jabal brother of the #eni Salimah became 
brethren.
Ibn Hisham: Ja'far bin Abu Talib was at that time absent in the land
of Ethiopia.
Ibn Ishaq! Abu Bakr the Faithful and Khârijah bin Zaid bin Abu
Zuhair brother of the B^ni ’l-Harith bin al- Khazraj became brethren.
*Umar bin al-Khattab and *Itban bin Malik brother of the Beni Salim♦.
bin *Auf bin * Amr bin *Auf bin al-Khazraj became brethren.
Remainder of list omitted.
These are the names of his friends who are given to us betwixt whom 
the Messenger of Allah created a bond of brotherhood. When •Umar bin 
al-Khattab composed his registers in Syria; and Bilal had gone to 
Syria and remained there to carry oh the struggle; *Hraar said to 
Bilal: "With whom shall we Inscribe you, 0 Bilal?" H® said: "With 
Abu Ruwaihah. X will never separate from him on account of the 
brotherhood which the Messenger of Allah established between him and 
me", Bo he was included with him, and the register of the Ethiopians 
‘was included in that of Khath*am because of the place Bilal had 
amongst them, and it is Khath'am to this day in Syria.
Death of Abu ïïmâmah As*ad bin Zurarah and the Prophet's saying to 
the Beni an-Najjar about the chieftainship.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu ïïmaiïiah As'ad bin ZurSrah died during the months in
which the Mosque was being built. It was either Diphtheria of
Whooping Goughtbhat ended his days. 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr bin
Muhammad bin • Aii,r ^biîb Ilaam related to me on the authority of Yahya 
* « •
bin 'Abdallah bin 'Abd ar-Rahman bin As*ad bin Surarah that the
* -  w
Messenger of Allah said; "The dead man Abu ümâmah is bad for the Jews 
and the hypocrites of the Arabs who will say: * If he were a prophet 
his friend would not have died*, but I do not hold from Allaji anything 
either fw myself or my friend*.
Ibn Ishaq! 'Asirn bin 'Hmar bin Qatadah the Helper related to me that
/when Abu Hmamah As'ad: Bin Zurarahdied the Beni an-Najjar gathered
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together to the Messenger of Allah - Abu Umimah was their chieftain - 
and said to him; "0 Messenger of Allah, this man anplao:e i.amoJngst;uus 
as you know, so appoint one of us in his place to manage our affairs as he did*' 
The Messenger of Allah said to them; "You are my relatives and I am 
aware of the custom that obtains amongst you# X will be your chieftain*’ 
The Messenger of Allah disllk@&(the thought) of selecting one of them 
in preference to the rest. The Beni an-Najjar reckoned that the 
superiority they enjoyed over their people was due to the Messenger of 
Allah being their chieftain.
The beginning of the Call to Prayer.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah was at rest in Medina and his
brethren the Emigres were gathered around him, the affair of the
Helpers consolidated, and Islam securely established, Prayer was
introduced , alms and fasting ordained, things allowable and forbidden
were instituted and ^slam penetrated into their midst; It was the
tribe of the Helpers v/ho .wahtointodthe fold (of Islam) and the faith.
#hen the Messenger of Allah came to Medina the people were in the
habit of gathering to him for prayer at the stated times without a
call. The Messenger of Allah thought of appointing a trumpet like
that of the Jews with which they give the call to their prayers but
that became repugnant to him» Then he ordered a gong which was cut out,
to be beaten as a means of calling the Muslims to prayer. While they
were engaged on this work, 'Abdallah bin Zaid bin Tha'labah bin *Abd
Habbah brother of the Boni "’1-Harith bin al-Khazraj, ,had a vision of
the call, came to the Messenger of Allah and said to him: "0 Messenger
of Allah, a vision has appeared to me, a man passed by me wearing two
green garments, carrying a' gong in his hand, and I said to him: *0
servant of Allah, will you sell this gong?*. He said: 'What would you
do with it?*. I said; * We will give the call to prayer with it*. He
said; *Bhall I net point you to something better than that?*. I said;
*What is it?*. He said: *Iou shall say; ALLAH IB MOST GREAT; ALLAH
IB MOBT GREATs ALLAH IS MOST GREAT: ALLAH 15 MOST GREAT; I TESTIFY
THAT THERE IS NO GOD BUT ALLAH: I TESTIFY THAT THERE 15 NO GOD BUT
ALLAH; I TESTIFY THAT MÎIHAMÎAD IS THE MESSENGER OF ALLAH; X TESTIFY
,
THAT MUEAimD IS THE imSEHGER OF ALLAH; GOME TO PRAYER: GOME TO
PRAYER; com TO SALVATION: COME TO SALVATION; GOD IS MOST GREAT: GOD 
IS MOST GREAT; THERE IS NO GOD BUT ALLAH. When he told it to the 
Messenger of Allah, he said; "Verily it is a genuine vision, if
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Allah wills, go up with Bilal, pass it on to him, and let him give it
out as the call to prayer, for ho has a better-carrying voice than 
youV When Bilal called it out, * Umar bin al-Khattab heard it as he 
was in his house and he v/ont but to the Meec^nger of Allah, dragging 
his cloak, and said: "0 messenger of Allah, by ‘Him who has sent you 
with the truth, X saw the same as he saw". The Messenger of Allah 
said: "To Allah be the praise!"
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin al-Harith related this tradition
f -
to me on the authority of Muhammad bin 'Abdallah bin Said bin 
Tha'labah bin *Abd Rabbah who got it from his father,
Ibn Hisham: Ibn Juraih says: ^'Atolsaid to me: I heard *Abîd bin
MJmair the Lalthitë say: 'The Prophet and his friends conferred
together about (using) the gong to assemble the people for prayer, and
when 'Umàr bin al-Khattab was about to purchase two pieces of wood for m > •
the gong, 'Umar sav/ in a dream that they should not set up the gong 
but give a call to prayer. Bo 'Umar went away to the Messenger of ’ 
Allah to tell him about what he had seen, but the revelation about 
that had come to the Prophet, and nothing vtddkstu&arBby (aürp&isë- 
-r but Bilal giving the call to prayer. The Messenger of Allah 
said when he told him about it: "The revelation about it came before 
you". '
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ja'far bin az-Zubair related to me on the
authority of 'Urwah bin àz-Zubair from a woman of the Beni an-Kajjar. 
She said: "My house was the highest of those around the Mosque and 
Bilal gave the call to prayer on it every morning at dawn. He came 
just at daybreak and squatted on the hpuse-top awaiting the dawn and 
when he saw it he spread out his arms and said: *ü Allah, I praise 
Thee and ask Thy help for Quraish that they may perform Thy religion', 
then he gave the call tp prayer. I never knew him miss a single night"
The affair of Abu %is bin Ab% Anas.7/^ -
Ibn Ishaq: When the house of the Messenger of Allah v/as enjoying 
quietness, and Allah had manifested His religion in it and satisfied 
him with the (number of) Emigres and Helpers from his kith and kin 
which Allah had gathered together for him, Abu Qais, Sirmah bin Abu 
Ahas brother of the Boni 'Adi bin an-Naj "
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Ibn Ishaq: He v/as a man who had become a monk in the Age of Barbarism
donned the hairy habit, abandoned idols, performed the ablutions for 
legal impurity, and purified himself from menstruating women. He had 
the intention of embracing Christianity but held back from it and 
entered a house which he chose as a place of worship, where no 
menstruous woman or polluted person came to him. He said: 'I worship 
the Lord of Abraham', and he abandoned idols in disgust. When the 
Messenger of Allah came to Medina he accepted Islam, when an old man, 
and became a good Muslim. He was a fkuent speaker of the truth, 
extolling Allah in the Age of Barbarism, uttering elegant poetry about 
that, and it was he who said:-
Poetry omitted, also list of names.
'Abdallah ibn Salam accepts Islam.
Ibn Ishaq: The account of 'Abdallah ibn Salam, as some at his people
related it to me on his authority, and his acceptance of Islam when he 
became a Muslim, and he was a learned Pabbi (is as follows). H© said: 
"When I heard of the. Messenger of Allah I recognised his description, 
his name, and the time when we were expecting him, but I kept it a 
secret and was silent about it till the Messenger of Allah came to 
Medina, When he stopped in Quba with the Beni 'Arar ibn 'Auf, a man 
came and gave news of his arrival while I was up a palm tree of mine 
doing something to it, and my aunt Khilidah bint al-Harith was sitting 
beneath me. When I heard the news of the arrival of the Messenger ’of 
Allah I uttered a Takbir, and when my aunt heard my Takbir she said:
'May Allah frustrate you! You'would not have done more if you had 
heard that Moses ibn 'Imran was coming'. I said: 'My aunt, he is the
brother of Moses ibn 'Imran, a follower of his religion who is sent 
with what he was sent'. She said: 'My nephew, is hb the Prophet of
whom we have been told that he will be sent with the Hour itself?'.
I said to her: 'Yes', and she said: 'It is he then’. Then I went to
the Messenger of Allah, accepted Islam, came back to the people of my 
house, commanded them, and they accepted Islam, but I kept my accep­
tance of Islam a secret from the ^ews. Then I went to the Messenger of 
Allah and said: '0 Messenger of Allah, verily the Jews are-a people giv< 
•to calumny, and I would like you to put me in one of your houses and 
remove me from them. Then you could enquire of them about me and they 
will tell you what kind of a man I was amongst them before they knew 
I had accepted Islam, for if they know of it they will slander me and 
put me to shame. So the Messenger of Allah put me in one of his
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housesI and they went in.to him, spoke with him and enquired of him.
Then he said! 'What sort of a man is al-Husain bln Balam amongst you?♦,
They said! 'Our chieftain, our clileftain’s aon, our Rabbi and man of
learning*, When they had finished what they had to say, I came out
to them and said to them: *0 .dewish people, be piously disposed towards
Allah and accept what he has brought you, You do indeed know that he
is the Messenger of Allah whom you will find mentioned by name and 
ns
description in the Torah you have* X testify that he is the Messenger 
of Allah, I believe in him, accept him as genuine, and recognise him*. 
They said* *Iou lie*, and rushed at me. I said to the Messenger of 
Allah! *0 Prophet of Aliahf did X not tell you that they are a people 
given to ca3,umny^  a treacherous, lying, and wicked community] Thus I 
made known my islamisation and that of the people of my house, and my 
aunt Khalidah bint al-»Harith islamised and her ialamlBation was 
genuine.
The islamisation of Muichaltiq,
Ibn Ishaq: The account of Mukhalriq . He was a learned Rabbi, a rich
man with much wealth in the way of palm trees. He recognised the
Messenger of Allah by his description and iûtxt he found in his
learning-; But the comradeship of his religion got the bette r of him
and he remained in this state till the dsiy of Uhud came* 'The day of
»  •
Uhud wa,9 a Saturday, He said: "0 Jewish people, you verily know that 
it :-'1b incumbent on you to aid Muhaam&d*. They said: * To-day is 
Saturday*, He said! *Yoü have ho Saturday'* Then he took up his arms, 
wont out and came to the Messenger of Allah and his comrades at Uhud.
He made an agreement with hie pedple who were behind him: *If X am 
slain to-day my property be3.on0;^ Vî to Muhammad to do with as Allah shall 
show him*. When the people joined battle he fought till he was slain, 
According to what I heard, the Messenger of Allah said: *Mukhairiq 
was the best of the Jews*. Then the Messenger of Allah took 
possession of his= property, and all the alms of the Me;ssenger of Allah 
in Medina were derived from it*
^  ,
A testimony on the authority of Bafiyyah.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Bftjcr bin Muhammad bin *Amr bin Hasm
#  *  #
related to me» He said: It was related to me on the authority of
Bafiyyah bint Huyai bin Akhtab that she said: *I was the best-loved 
child of my father and also of my uncle Abu Yasir. I never found
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them in the company of another child of theirs that they did not 
take me instead of him. When the Messenger of Allah came to Medina 
and stopped with the Beni *Amr bin *Auf, my father Huyai bin Akhtab 
and my uncle Abu lasir bin Alchtab waited on him early one morning', 
having journeyed before dawn* They did not return till sunset and 
they came tired out,exhausted, in a state of collapse, and with 
halting gait* X was cheerful with them as I always was, but neither 
of them turned in my direction because of the sorrow that was in them.
'tm . mm ^
I heard my uncle Abu Yaslr say to my father Huyai bin Alshtab : *Is it
» *
he?'. He said; *Xes*'* Ee said: 'Do you recognise and confirm him?*
Ee said: *Yes*. He said ; *What is in your lie art with regard to him?*. 
He said: 'Enmitÿ to him fis long as X live*.
The Hypocrites among the helper© who want over to the Jews.
Ibn Ishaq; The hypocrites of the Aus and the khaaraj who joined the
dews whose naaies have been given to ua, but Allah knows best,were;-
From the Aus and from the sub-division of the Beni *Amr bin *Auf bin
Malik bin al-Aus, and from the sub-division of the Beni Lau^han bin
*Amr bin *Auf, %uwai bin al-Harith* From the Beni Hubayyib bin *Amr
bin *Auf, Julas bin Suw&id bin Bamitaand his Brother al-Harith bin
huwaid* It was Julas who said - he was amongst those who remained
behind the Messenger of Allah in the expedition of Tabuk} "Verily,
if this man speak the truth we are worse than asses". 'Umair bin Sa*d
who v/as one of them, reported that saying of his to the ^essenger of
Allah. He was in the room of Julas to which Julas had succeeded with
his mother after his father, and *Umair bin Ba'd said to him; "0
Julas, you are the best beloved of people to me and fche best of them
in my opinion, at lending a helping hand the dêaregtsôf o.fhémofeg- merlest
anything he disliked shouldebegallhhim. Xou have spoken a word which
if X report it to him, X will cause you disgrace and if I keep silence
my religion will perish, and one of the two Is easier for me than the
othos:"". So he went to the Messenger of Allah and told him what Julas
had said, and Julas swore by Allah to the Messenger of Allah; "* Umair
has indeed lied against me* X did not emy what * Umair bin Ba*d said".
So Allah sent down in connection with him;*
They swear by Allah that they did not say(it), but they did 
say the word of unbelief, and have disbelieved after . 
becoming Muslims, and had in mind what they could not attain
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to, and they had nothing for which to taice revenge save that Allah 
and his Messenger had enriched them from His bounty. If they repent 
it will be bettor for them,but if they turn away Allah will punish 
■ thorn with a painful punishment in this world and the Hereafter, and on 
earth they shall have neither patron npi* helper. (Surah 9* ?4).
Ibn Hisham; Al-Alïm msane,’that which causes pain' Dim ar-Hummah said
in descrip tion of some . , ohm els :-
And we riae up from the breasts, of tall camels 
Upon whose faces there beats a fierce painful heat.
This stanaa is in a ppem of his.
Ibn IshaqÎ They say .;bhat he repented and that his repentance was 
genuine, ko that Islam and what was good were recognised in him. And 
his brother al-Harith bin 0uwaid who slew al-Mujadhdhar bin phiyar 
the Balawite and Qais Bin Said one of the Beni Dubai*ah on the day of 
Uhud. He went out with the Muslims but was a hypocrite, and when the 
people joined battle, he attacked the two of them, slew them, and then 
joined Quraish.
Ibn Kioham! Al-Mujadhdhar bin Dhiyar had slain Buwaid bin Hamit in 
one of the wars that took place between the Aus and the Khaaraj, and 
when the da.y of Uhud came, al-Karith bin Suwei.d sought to find al- 
Mujadhdhar off his guard, that he might slay him for his father, and he 
killed him alone. I have heard more than one scholar say::.:-, ; . " t 
"The*proof that ho did not slay Qais bin Said is that Ibn Ishaq does not 
mention him among the slain of Uhud.
Ibn IshaqÎ Mu'adh bin 'Afra'olew Buwaid bln Hamit by treachery in 
another war, before the day of Bu*ath, in which he shot him with an 
arrow and killed him.
Ibn IshaqÎ According to what they say, the Messenger of Allah had
ordered *Umar bin al-Khattâb to slay him if he should gain the mastery
over him, but he escaped from him, and was in Mecca. Then he sent
to his brother Julas, seeking forgiveness that he might return to his
people. Ho Allah sent do\m about him according to what I have heard
on the authority of Ibn •Abbas;-
How shall Allah guide a people who have disbelieved after 
having believed, and have testified that the Messenger is 
true, and the Evidences have come to them? Allah does not 
guide the peop3.e(who are)wrong-doers. Hurah^: 80}.
to the end of the story.
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From the Beni Dubalah bin 2aid bin Malik bin *Auf bin *Amr bin *Auf, 
Bijad bin 'Utlimân bin 'Amir.
From the Beni Laudhan bin *Amr bin 'Auf, Nabtal bin al-Harith. 
According to what I heard, it was he of whom the Messenger Of Allah 
said: "Whoever wishes to see Satan let him look at Nabtal bin al- 
Harith"* He was a heavily built man, tall and black, with hair 
standing on end, with red eyes and dark red cheeks a He used to come 
to the Messenger of Allah-, talk to him and listen!to him, and then 
reporti his conversation to the Hypocrites. It was he who said: 
"Muhammad is but an ear, if anyone tells him anything he believes it". 
So Allah sent down about him:- .
There are some of them who harm the Prophet and say: "He is
but an ear", Say: "An ear of good for you! He believes in
Allah and believes- in the believers, and is a mercy to 
those of you who believe, but those who harm the Messenger 
of Allah shall have a painful punishment* (Surah 9î 6l).
Ibn Ishaqs One of the men of the Beni *l-'Ajlan related to me that it
was related to him that Gabriel came to the Messenger of Allah and
said to him: "Verily there sits with you a man who is tall and black,
with hair standing on end, with dark-red cheeks and red eyes, as if
they were brazen urns, whose liver is coarser than that of a donicey,
and who reports;s yrour conversation to the Hypocrites; beware of him"
According to what they say, that was.the description of Habtal bin
al-Harith#
From the Beni Dubai'ah, Abu Hubaibah bin al-Az'ar who was one of
*
those who built the Mosque of Contention* And Tha'labah bin Hatib
and Mu'attib bin Qushair, and they were the two v;ho made n covenant
with Allah: "If he brings us some of his favour we will accept him as
true and we will be amomgst those who do well", to the end of the
story. It was Mu'attib who said on the day of Uhud* "If we had had
anything to do with this affair we would not have been slain here*|,
and Allah sent down about that saying of his:-
A section of them were concerned about themselves, thinking 
about Allah what is not true, the thoughts of the Age of 
barbarism, saying: "If we had had anything to do with the 
affair we would not have been slain here* (Surah 3î 154).
to the end of the story* It was he who said on the day of the
Parties; "Muhammad promised us that we should devour the treasures
of Chosroes and Caesar, but not one of nm considersi himsîelf-s'afe^io
go to the"-privySo Allah sent down in connection with him:-
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When the Hypocrites ahd those in whose hearts v/as disease
were sayingi ’/Allah and His Messenger have promised us
nothing but illusion"* (Surah 53* 12).
And al-Harith. bin Hâtib.
Ibn Hisham; Mu'attib. bin Qushair, Tha'labah and al-Harith the two
sons of Hatib, who were from the Beni Umayyah bin 2aid, were amongst
■ • • ; . '
the men of Badr and. did not belong to the Hypocrites, according to 
what a scholar in whom ,I have confidence told me, and Ibn Ishaq
places their pedigree amongst the.ilBeni)Umayyah bin Zaid in the
(list of) names of the men of,Badr* .
Ibn Ishaq; 'Abbad bin Hunaif brother of Sahl bin Hunaif and Bahaaj 
. - * • *
who was amongst those who built the Mosque of Contention and *Amr 
bin Khidham and 'Abdallah bin Nabtal*• •
From the Beni Tha'labah bin'Amr bin 'Auf, Jariyah bin 'Amir bin 
al-'Attaf and his tv/o sons Zaid. and Mujamma* , the sons of Jariyah, 
They were amongst those who took possession of the Mosque of 
Contention. Mujamm*.-was.a youth who collected the greater part of 
the Qur'an and hé led them iiipprayer in the Mosque* When the -Mosque
was destroyed and some men of the Beni *Amr bin *Auf went away they
prayed with the Beni ,'Amr bin 'Auf in their mosque. .This was in the 
time of ' Umar bin al-IChattab, and he v/as asked about Mujamma' if he 
might pray with them, and he said: "No, Was. he .not the Imam . of the ‘ 
Hypocrites in the Mosque of Contention?’! . He said to 'Umar: "0 • 
Commander of the believers,. by. Allah, besides whom there, is no god,.
. I know nothing of their affair* X was only a boy who recited the.
Qur’an, They had no Qur'an with them, so they brought me .forward- to
. lead them in the Prayer, and. I did--not suppose their affair-was other 
than as good as they said",- The say, that 'Umar let him be and he 
led:: his --péoplô! ineppiÿer’*
From the'Beni-.Umayyah bin Zaid bin Malik, Wadi'ah bin Thâbif who was 
amongst those who built the Mosque of Contention* It was he who 
said: "We were merely dipping (into topics of conversation) and ■ 
playing". So Allah sent down about him:- . ‘
If thou askest them they will no doubt,say: "We were 
merely dipping,. (Into • topics of conversation) and playing"-. 
Says ’'Were ye scoffing at Allah and His signs and His- 
. Messenger, (Surah 9: &3)* .
to the, end of the story* ■
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From the Beni 'tîb&id bin Zàid'bin Ma'lJii:, K,h:iXJ.hSm bin KhSlid « it was
from his house that, the mosque of ai^Birar was expelled - and Bishr* •
and Hafi' him Zaid*
From the Beni an-!%bit (ibn Hisham: An-habit was 'Aar bin Malik bin 
al-*Aus)*
Ibh Ishaqt And iron the sub-division of the Ëenl Harithah bin al-
#  n  •
Harith bin al-Khaaraj bin 'Amr bin Malik bin ai-Aus, KÜLrba* bin
Qaithi. It was he who said to the Passenger of Allah when he crossed
hie garden aa the Mensonger &X Allah was going to Uhud; " I will not
allow you even though you are a prophet 0 Muhammd to cross my garden".
Then he took up a handful of earth emd said: "Did Ï know that I would
not get some one else with this earth I would throw it on you". The
people ran up to him to slay him but the ^hssenger of Allah said;
"let him bel This blind man is blind in heart and discernment. Ba*d
bin Zaid, brother of the B^ni *Abd al-Ashhal struck him with his bow •
and wounded him* And his brotherA&s bin Qaithi. It was he who said
to the Messenger of Allah on the day of al-IChandaq; "0 Messenger of
Allah, verily our houses are exposed to danger, grant us leave that we
may return bo them." Bo Allah sent down about him:-
They says "Verily our houses are exposed to danger"; they 
are not exposed to danger, they are only wishing to flee* 
(Surah 55: 15)
Ibn HlElmmr 'Aurah means ^exposed to the enemy, lost'. Its plural
is 'Aurat* ân-Nabighah the Dhubyanite eaid:- • '
When you find them you will nob find the hStuse in danger 
Koi' a protector refused, nor the cause lost*
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his* Al-’Aurah also meansêa
man's wifei It also means ^shamd&ul parts' (of the body)
Ibn Ishaq: From the Beni Thafr (the name of Thafr is F-a*b bin al-
Harith bin al-Khazràj), Hatlb bin Uaalyyah bin Bafi*.* He was a
large-bodied old man who had grown old in his paganism, and he had a
son who among the best of the Muslims 'cn3J.ed Yazid bin Hatib, who was• *
wounded on the day of Uhucl and his wounds disabled him and he was 
carried to the house of the Beni Thafr.
Ibn Ishaq: •Aelm bin UHnar bin Qatadah related to me that all the men
and women of the Muslims who were there gathered together to him when 
he was at the point of death and they took to saying to himt U'Bejoice 
0 Ibn Hatib, because of Paradise". Thereupon his hypocrisy showed
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itself and his father began to say: "Yes, indeed,* a Garden of rue 
Yoil have made him reckless with himself*
Ihn IshaqÎ And Bushair bin Ubairiq Abu Tu'mah who stole the two
suits of armour about whom Allah sent down;-
Do not dispute about those who betray themselves; verily 
Allah loves not anyone who is a guilty traitor. (Surah 4:107)
And Quaman an ally of theirs* *Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatâdah related to
ms that the Messenger of Allah said: "Verily he is one of the people
of the Fire". When the day of Uhud came he fought a fierce fight and
killed nine of the polytheists but his wounds disabled him and he
was carried to a house of the fieni Thafr. One of the Muslims said to
*
him; "Rejoice, 0 Qyzman, you have been gallant to-day, and this has 
befallen you in (the way of) Allah". He said: "What have I got to 
rejoice about? I only fought outuofcBealjfpr^pho^le.When his wounds 
grew severe and caused him harm he took an arrow from his qjiiver, cut 
the veins in his hand and thus killed himself*
Ibn Ishaq: Amongst the Beni *Abd al-Ashhal there was no known
hypocrite either man or woman except ad-Dahhak bin Thâbit one of the* . *..
Beni ka'b kinsman of Ba'd bin Zaid. He was suspected of Hypocrisy 
and love for the Jews , Hassan bin Thabit said;
*
Who will tell ad-Dahîmk that his arteries
Are impotent against*Islam, lest they should-bb praisedf:ed
Dost thou love the Jews of the Hedjaz and their religion
The ass's liver - and lowst not Muhammad
A religion which, by my life, does not agree with our
religion
As long as men dash across the plain on prancing (steeds)
Ibn Ishaq: According to what I heard, Julas bin 8^it, before his
* V *COhyersion, Mu'attib bin Qushair, Rafi' bin Zaid, and Bishr were
iny^ted to Islam* Some of their people whbo were Muslims gave the#
the invitation to (come to) the Messenger of Allah in a discusdon
which took place between them, and they invited them to the soothsayers
the arbiters of the Pagans. So Allah sent down about them;-
Hast thou not seen those who say that they have believed
in what has been sent down to thee, and in what has been 
sent_down before thee, desiring to carry their disputes to 
Taghut, though they have been commanded to disbelieve in 
It? Verily Satan desires to lead them far astray*
(Surah 4: 6o).
to the end of the story#
^ 2 7 5 “
From the Khazraj and from the sub-division of the Beni an-Najjar, 
Rafi* Bin Wadi'ah and Zaid bin *Amr, *Amr bin Qais, and Qais bin 
'Amr bin Sahl.
From the Beni Juahaa bin al-Khazraj, and from the sub-division of the
Beni Salimah, al-Jadd bin Qais. It was he who said: "Admit me and do
not tempt me"# So Allah sent down about him:-
Some of them say: "Admit me and do not tempt me"; have they 
not fallen into sedition? (Surah 9* 49).
to the end of the story. '
From the Beni 'Auf bin al-Khaaraj, 'Abdallah bin Ubai bin Salul. He
was the chief of the hypocrites and around him.they gathered. It was
he who said about the expedition of the B©ni al-Mustaliq; "If we
returned to Medina the more powerful elements among us would surely
expel the weaker ones". The whole 'Chapter of the Hypocrites' came
down about that saying of his, about him, Wadi'ah, a man of the Beni
'Auf, Malik bin"Abu Qauqal, Buwaid, and Da'is, who,were kinsmen of
'Abdallah bin Ubai, as well as about 'Abdallah bin Ubai (himself).
These were the individuals of his tribe who were intriguing with the
Beni an-Nadir, when the M^^senger of Allah laid siege to them, that
they might hold out, (saying); "Surely, if ye are expelled we shall
go out along with you, we shall never obey anyone in regard to you,
and if ye are attacked, we shall come to your assistance". So
Allah sent down about them:-
Hast thou not seen those v;ho have played the hypocrite, 
saying to their brethren the People of the Book who have 
disbelieved; "Surely, if ye are expelled we shall go out
along with you, we shall never obey anyone in regard to
you, and if ye are attacked we shall come to your
assistance. Allah testifieth that they are lying.
(Surah 59: 11)
Then follows the account in the chapter till he comes to the saying;-
like Satan,,when he said to men: "Disbelieve", and when he 
had disbelieved, said: "I have nothing to do with thee, I 
fear Allah, lord of the worlds, (Surah 59: 16).
The Jewish Rabbis v/ho islamiged hypocritically*
Ibn Ishaq: Amongst the Jewish Rabbis who took refuge in Islam,
entered it with the Muslims, and professed it openly while they were
hypocrites, were: From the Beni Qalnuqa*, Ba'd bin Hunaif, Zaid
- ' Tt
bin al-Lusait, Hu'man bin Aufa bin 'Amr, and 'Hthman bin Aufa*
was Zaid bin al-lusait who fought with 'Umar bin al-Khattâb in the
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market-place of the Seni QainuqaS qnd when the ahe-camel of the 
Messenger of Allah strayed it was he who said; "Muharamdd|claims that 
heavenly intelligence comes to him and yet he does not know where his 
she^camel isi". The Messenger of Allah said, when word of what the 
enemy of Allah had said about his beast came to him, and the Messenger 
of Allah was shown where to find his she-camel; "A certain one has said 
'Muhaimnad claims that heavenly intelligence comes to him and yet he 
does not know where his she-camel is. And verily, I do not know 
anything except v/hat Allah teaches me, and He has shown me where she 
is. Bhe is in this ravine (quarter), a tree is holding her by her 
bridle. Some of the Muslims went and found her where the Messenger 
of Allah had said and in the position he had described.
And Rafi* bin Huraimlah. According to what I heard it was he of 
whom the Messenger of Allah said when he died: "There has died to-day
one of the great ones among the hypocrites.
And Bifa*ah bin Zaid bin at^Tabut. . It was he of whom the Messenger
of Allah said, when; the wind blew upon' him as he was returning from
the expedition against the Beni al-Mustaliq, and it grew in strength# #
till the Muslims were afraid of it, and the Messenger of Allah said 
to them: "Fear not,it merely blew for the death of one of the great 
ones of the unbelievers". When the Messenger of Allah returned to , 
Medina he found that Bifa'ah bin Zaid bin at-Tabut died on. the day on 
which the wind blew*
And Bilsilah bin Birhâm and Kininah bin Burya’.
*
These hypocrites were attending the mosque, listening to the
conversations of the Muslims and then mocked them and scoffed at
their religion.
The story of the insults and revilings of the hypocrites and their 
expulsion from the mosque.
One day some of them gathered in the mosque, and the Messenger of 
Allah observed them conversing in undertones amongst themsilves and 
keeping close together, and the Messenger of Allah ordered them to 
be expelled by force. Âbü Ayyûb bin Zaid bin Kulaib went up to *Amr 
bin Qais, brother of the Beni Ghanam bin Malik bin an-Hajjar, who was 
the guardian of their gods in the Age of Barbarism, took him by the 
foot, dragged.him along, and thrust him out of the mosque, while he 
kept saying: "0 Abu Ayyûb, do you thrust me out from the drying-floor
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of the Beni Tha'labah?" The Abu Ayyub went up to Rafi' ibn Wadi'ah 
also, one of the Beni 'an-Najjar, wrapped him up in his cloak, pulled hij 
along roughly, struck him on the face and thrust him out of the mosque, 
saying the while: "Shame on you foul Hypocrite! Be off from the mosque 
of the Messenger of Allah by the way you came". And 'Urnarah ibn Hazm 
went up to Zaid ibn 'Amr, who was a man with.a long beard, took him by 
the beard, led him away by it in a rough manner, and thrust him out of 
the mosque. Then 'Urnarah brought his hands together and struck him a 
blow from which he fell down. He said: "0 'U^arah, you have scratched 
me". He said: "May Allah curse you^Hypocrite ! How much more terrible 
is the punishment Allah has prepared for you! Come not near the mosque 
of the Messenger of Allah"
Ibn Hishara: Al-ladm means a blow with the palm of the hand. Tamim ibn
Ubai ibn Muqbal said:-
The heart has a throbbing under its artery
The striking of al-Walid behind the depression with the
stones.
Ibn Hisham: Al-Ghaib is the part of the ground that is low ; .?al-abhar
is an artery of the heart.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Muhammad a man of the Beni an-Najjar who was at Badr
and Abu Muhammad Mas'ud ibn Aus ibn Zaid ibn Asram ibn Zaid ibn 
Tha'labah ibn Ghanam ibn Malik ibn an-Najjar went up to Qais ibn 'Amr
ibn Sahl. Qais was a young man, and no other young man but he was 
known to be among the Hypocrites, and he began pushing him by the back 
of the neck and thrust him from the mosque. A man of the Beni Khudrah 
ibn al-Khazraj, a kinëman of Abu Sa'id the Khudrite called 'Abdallah 
ibn al-Harith, who, when the Messenger of Allah gave the order for the 
expulsion of the Hypocrites from the mosque, went up to a man called 
al-Harith ibn 'Amr who had abundance of hair, seized him by his locks, 
dragged him along roughly on the ground and thrust him out of the mosque 
He said to him: "You are treating me roughly Ibn al-Harith". He said 
to him: 'You deserve it, enemy of Allah, according to what Allah sent
down concerning you. Come not near the mosque of the Messenger of 
Allah for you are unclean". A man of the Beni 'Amr ibn 'Auf went up 
to his brother Zuwai ibn al-Harith and thrust him roughly from the 
mosque, called -him a disgraceful person, and said: "Satan and his
affair have got the better of you". These were the Hypocrites who were 
present in the mosque that day when the Messenger of Allah gave orders 
for their expulsion. ,
The part-of the Surat al-Baqarah that came down in connection with the 
Hypocrites and the. Jews.
According to what I heard, but Allah knows best, the first part of 
the 'Chapter of the Cowi hp to the hundredth vjrse came down in
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connectidn with these Jewish Rabbis and the hypocrites from the Aus 
and the Khasraj* Allah, glory be to Him and praise, sayét- 
Alif,' Lam, Mira*
That is the Book in v/hioh there is no doubt.
That is Î There is no dubiety about it «
Ibn Hisharas Ba'idah bin Ju’ayyah the Hudhalite said5-
They said; "We made a compact with the tribe who 
surrounded it
And there was no doubt the.t a slain man was there".
This stanza is in a poem of his* Ar-*raib also means 'anxiety*.
Khalid bin Zuhair the Hudhalite said:-
As if X suspectèd'thih' '^&éatlyh -.1’..
Ibn Hisham; It is also giveji. ,as 'arabtuhu* *
As if I crea'tèdedoübfc. ih himlAbith (my) doubt
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his. He was the nephew of Abu
Dhu'aib the Hudhaliteè : ,
Guidance to those who fear Allah,
That is: Those who take precautions against the retribution which
would come from Allah for abandoning the guidance they know, and who
hope for His mercy by accepting ja? true what has come from Him.
Who observe the Prayer, and out of what Vie have bestowed 
upon thein give freely.
That is: Who observe the Prayer as an ordinance and give alms xln
hope of âhreward .11:1:,
Who believe in what has been sent down to thee and in what 
has been sent down before thee
That is: They accept thee as true in regard to what thou hast brought
from Allah, to Whom belong power and glory, also what the Messengers
who were before thee have brought, making no distinction between them
and not denying what they brought from their Lord,
And of the Hereafter are convinced
That is: About the.Resurrection^ the Judgment, Paradise, the Fire,
the Account and the Scales, That is: Those who claim that they
have believed in what came before thee and in ; what thou hast,brought
from thy Lord
Such have guidance from their Lord
That is: They have light and uprightness from their Lord (in
foliowing)what has come to them
And they are the ones who prosper.
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That is: Those who have obtained what they sought and escaped from
the evil from which they fled.
As for those who have disbelieved 
That is: In what has been sent down to thee even if they said: 'We
have believed in what came to us before thy time'
It is all one whether thou hast warned them or not; they 
will not believe
That is: Verily they have disbelieved in the remihdérrof thee which
they had, and have denied the covenant which was taken from them
for thee. They have disbelieved in that which came to thee, and also
in that which others brought them. How then will they hearken to
thee as a wanner or exhorter when they have disbelieved the knowledge
of thee which they have?
Allah hath set a seal upon their hearts, and over their 
hearing and their sight is a covering
That is: From the guidance, that they may never attain to it. He
means: The truth which came to thee from thy Lord about which they 
accused you of lying when they should have believed in it, even if 
they believed in all that came before thee, and for them because of 
the opposition which they show towards thee is 
A severe punishment.
That was in connection with the Jewish Rabbis wherein they declared 
the truth to be lies after they had knowledge of it.
Of the people too are some who say: "We have believed in 
Allah and the Last Day", but who are not believers
he refers to the Hypocrites of the Aus and the Khazraj and those who 
were of their persuasion.
They would fain deceive Allah and those who have believed 
but theyr deceive only themselves without knowing it; their 
hearts are diseased
That is : Doubt
and Allah hath increased the disease
That is: Doubt
for them a painful punishment (is in store) because of 
the accusations of falsehood they have made. When it was 
said to them: "Do not cause corruption in the land", they 
said: "We are merely setting mattérs right".
That is: All w^ e desire is reconciliation between the tv/o parties,
the believers and the Poo pie of the Book. Allah to Whom belong 
power and glory says:-
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ïs it not they themselves who are the workens of corruption? 
But they do not perceive.
When it is said to them: "Believe as the people have 
believed", they say: "Shall we believe as the fools have 
believed?" Is is not they v/ho are the fo&ls? But they 
do not know.
When they meet those who have believed they say: "We have 
believed", but when they go apart to their satans
Of the Jew© who command them to make accusations of falsehood against
the truth and contradict what the Messenger has brought
they say: "Verily, we are on your side
That is: Verily, we ar.eeqnbthesame:;.ground as you
we are only making fun
That is: We are only laughing at the people and making sport of them.
Allah, the Exalted ©ay©^
Allah will make fun of them and let them go on their 
rebellion blindly wandering
Ibn Hisham: Ya'mahun means 'they are perplexed*. The Arabs say: *Eajul
*amih* also *Smih, bother meaning 'perplexed, Ru'bah bin al-*Ajjâj
said in description of a town:
Guidance is darkened for the ignorant and confused
This stanza is in a short-metre poem of his, 'Ummah is the plural of
*.Ami^  but the plural of *Amih is *Amihu«, and the feminine is 'Amihah
and *Amhah,
These are they who have bartered the guidance for error;
That is: Unbelief for faith
Their trade has not been profitable and they have not been 
(rightly) guided,
Ibn Ishaq: Then he coined for them a parable and said:-
They are lilte one who had kindled a fire, and then when it 
had lit up the surroundings, Allah took away their light 
and left them in darkness unable to see.
That is: They dod not see the truth andpprq#^©&t till tiie/ bring it
out i.of the darkness of unbelief ; they quench it by their unbelief in
him and their hypocrisy towards him, so Allah left them in the
darkness of unbelief, and they neither see the true guidance nor are
upright in truth.
Deaf, dumb, and blind, they will not return.
That is; They will not return to the guidance; deaf ahd dumb to good
they will not return to good nor will they obtain deliverance so long
as they are in their present state.
—28l—
Or like a downpour frbm the heavens, in which are darkness
and thunder and lightning. They put their fingers in
their ears.because of the thundér-clape to guard against
death - Allah is round about the unbelievers
—  ■ _
Ibn Hisham! ,As-sayyab means 'the rain'. It m mes from Bab, yasub,
just as the word 'Bayyid* cames from Sad yasud, or al-Mayyit from
Mat yaraut. Its plural is 'Saya'ib'. 'Alqamah bin 'Abadah one of
the Beni Rabl'ah bin Malik bin Zaid.Manat bin Tamim said:-
As if a cloud haÿl poured out its thunder-claps on them 
(Chan^ ir^ g) their flying birds into creeping things 
Do not put me on the same level as the ignorant*
The water containers, the clodds have provided thee with 
water when they poured forth.
These two stanzas are in a poem of his. '
Ibn Ishaq: That is: They are in the darkness in which they are
because of unbelief, and the guarding against death comes from the
opposition to and fear of you in which they are, according to the
description he has given of him who, in the darkness of the rain-cloud,
puts his fingers in his ears becquse of the thunder-claps to guard
against death. Allah says:-*
Allah is round about the unbelievers
That is : He sends that down upon them in vengeance
The lightning almost takes away their sight;
That is: ^ecause of the strength of the light of the truth
whenever it gives them light they walk in it; but when it 
becôinés dark upon them they stand still;
That is: They know the truth and j)'r;ofoss.^ itu'aiid by Jth,eir ^ professionLrof
it-vW^ ;^ in--t:he ^ ' ^ â î t h C , but when they relapse from it
into unbelief they stand still in perplexity.
if Allah so willed He would take away their hearing and 
their sight;
That is: Because of the truth which they abandonegL after they had
knowledge of it
verily, Allah hath power over everything.
Then he said:-
0 people, serve your Lord
to the two parties together, the unbelievers and the hypocrites.
That is : Acknowledge the unity'of your Lord
Who created you and those who were before you perhaps ye 
will act piously* ,
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VJho made for you the earth a carpet and the heaven a
dome ; who hath sent down water from heaven, qnd thereby
produced fruité as a provision for you, so do hot set,up 
peers to Aliah, when ye know (better)*
Ibn Hisham; Al«*Andad means *tho likes', its singular is Nidd* Labîd
bin Habl'ah said:-
I praise Allah for He has no peer
Good ia in His hands; what He wills He does.
This stanza is in à poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq; That is; Do not associate equals with Allah which neither
benefit nor do harm and you know you have not other Lord but He to
provide you with sustenance; yc>u, know that he who calls you to him
is the Messenger; the acknowledgement of His unity #  which"Hié in
Meësêng.erncialls.>.ÿou is the truth; thereis no doubt , in it.
If ye are in doubt about what We have sent down to Our 
servant,
That is; In doubt about what he has brought you
bring forward a sUrah like it, and call your witnesses 
apart from Allah, ;
That is; Whoever you are able to (bring forward) of those who aid
you with what you have
if' ye speak the truth,
If ye do not do it - and ye will never do it,
the truth has Indeed been made plain to you
then protect yourselves against the Fire of which the 
people and the stones are the fuel, prepared for the 
unbelievers.
That is; For those who are in the same state of unbelief as you.
Then in his desire to win them he warned them against breaking the
covvaant which He had taken of them fot‘ His Prophet when he came to 
them, and He mentioned to them the beginning of their creation when 
He created them, the business of their father Adam and his affair 
ahd what He did to him when he disoberyed Him. Then He said;- 
0 Children of Israel 
to the Jewish Rabbis
remember the good which I bestowed upon you 
That is; My trials with you and v/ith your fathers, when He had 
delivered them from Pharaoh and his people 
fulfil my covenant 
which I made with you to My Prophet Ahmad when he cones to you
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and I shall fulfil your covenant
I will fulfil to you what I promi^sed you provided you accept him
as true and follow him by laying aside whatever burdens and impediments
lie upon you because of your sins which have issued from your misdeeds.
so.to Me give reverence
That is: Lest I send down upon you the punishment of being turned
into monkeys and so forth, of which you have knowledge, which I sent
down upon your fathers before you.
Believe in what I have sent down in/iconfirmation of what 
is with you, and be not fhe first to disbelieve in it
Since you have knowledge of it which others do not have
and to Me show piety
Do not confuse the truth with error, nor conceal the truth
knowingly
That is: Do not conceal the knowledge you have of My messenger and
what he brought you since you will find it with you in the Books which
you know.
Will ye enjoin the people to do what is right and forget 
, , yourselves though ye recite the Book? Have ye no sense?
Th^t is: Will you forbid the people to disbelieve in the prophecy
and covenant you have from the Torah and leave out yourselves? That is: 
You disbelieve in My covenant with you which is in them (the Books) 
to confirm My messenger, you break my covenant and deny My Book of 
which you have knowledge.
Then he recounted to them their misdeeds and mentioned to them the
calf and what they did with it, and His relenting towards them and
remission of their sins, and their saying: "Shov/ us Allah openly".
Ibn Hisham: That is, appearing to us with nothing to hide Him from
us. Abu Akhzar al-Himmahi whose name is Qutaibah, said:-
He reveals what is inside the earth-laden waters
This stanza is in a poem of his in the Rajaz metre. Yajhar, hessays, 
means to reveal, to take away from it the sand and other things that 
hide it.
Ibn Ishaq: The thunderbolt took them thereupon because of their
*
negligence. Then He brought them to life^after their death, over­
whelmed them with the cloud, sent down to them manna and quails 
and said to them:-
Enter the gate, doing obeisance and say 'Hittah'
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That is: Bay what Î command you, by I ©hall put your sin© away 
from you. But they .©ubatitutec!., (another word) for that saying of His 
im mockery of hie commandment and He forgave them that after their 
mockery. ,
Ibn Hisham; The manna was something which fell on their trees at
dawn and they gathered it sweet like honey and ate and drank it.
A'sha of the Boni, Qais bin Tha'labah said;-
Had they been fed on manna and quails in their place 
The people would not have seen food in which was benefit
This stanza is in a poem of his. As«Balwa .means;Itbirdsi ;aW its
singular is 'Halwat',,and it is said that it is the quail. Honey
also is cr3.1s d as-salwa. KhaXid bin Suhair the'.Hudhalite said:-
And he swore to her by Allah(saying)
In truth, youuarat sweeter than the honey when when we 
collect, it from the hive *
This stanza is in a poem of his* Hittah means ."put (away) from us
our sins.
Ibn Ishaq! According to what Balih bin Kaisan related to me on the 
authority of Balih a client of at-Tu’mah bint Umaiyyah bin Khalaf 
from Abu liurairah and one above suspicipn from Ibn 'Abbas from the 
Messenger of Allah, who said: "Their substitution of another word 
CD nsisted in this* When they entered the door by which they were 
comüianded to enter cb ing obeisance,on their knees whilst they said: 
'Hint fi sha'ir' (wheat in barley).
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as 'Hintah fi sha'ir*.
Ibn Ishaq. And Moses sought water fcr his people and He commanded
» ■ ■ ■ .
him to strike the rock with his staff end from it twelve wells
gushed out for them, to each, tribe a well, from v/hich they might
drinlc, and each tribe knew its own well from which to drink. And they
said to Moses: "We will not put up with one kind of food, call on
thy Lord for us that He may bring forth dor us the herbs which the
earth produces, such as cucumbers, corn, lentils and onions.
Ibn Hisham: Al-Fum means 'wheat'. Umaiyyah bin Abu ’s-Balt said:-....
On top of the, wooden bowls which are like water troughs 
On which are slices of pure bread like pieces of polished 
silver.
This stanza is in a poem of hie.
Ibn Hishara; Al-Vv'adhil means 'pieces of silver'. The singular(of Fum) 
is * Fumah’-
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And its lentils and its onions. He said; "Do ye seek to 
exchange that which is mean in place of that which is better? 
Go down to Egypt for ye shall have what ye asked".
Ibn Ishaq; They did not do so* He raised the mountain over them that 
*
they might take what they were brought. Also the Metamorphosis which
took place among them when he turned them into apes for their
misdeeds, and the cow which he showed them as a v/arning about the
slain man concerning whom they differed? and His affair was made plain
to them after the apostasy against Moses in the description of the cow,
and the hardness of their hearts thereafter, till they were like
stones or even harder. Then He Said;-
There are some stones from which rivers well up and water 
comes out of some of them when they are cleft, and some of 
them fall down out of reverence for Allah
That is: Verily, there are some stones softer than your hearts with
regard to the truth to which you arb called
Allah is not neglectful of what ye do.
Then he said to Muhammad and the believers who were with him to make
*
thorn give up hope of thera;-
Are ye eager that they should believe you, - though a part
of them have been hearing the word of Allah and then after
they have understood it, perverting it knowingly?
Hie saying that they have been hearing the Torah does not mean that
all of them heard it, He says *A part of them', that is, a section,
according to what I heard on the authority of a scholar, said to Moses
"0 Moses, an intervention has been made between us and the vision of
Allah, the Exalted, let us then hear His words when He speaks to youV
Moses sought that from his Lord and He said to him: "Yea, command
them to purify themselves and their clothes and fast", and they did
so. Then he took them out and brought them to the mountain, and when
the cloud covered them, Moses gave the command and they fell down in
obeisance, and His Lord spoke to him and they heard His word whose ,
power is almighty giving them commands and prohibitions so that they '
understaood what they heard. Then he took them away to the Children
of Israel and when he came to them a part of them perverted what He
had commanded and said: "When Moses said to the Children of Israel
'Verily Allah hath commanded you to do such-and-such things', that
party whom Allah to Whom belong power and glory mentioned, said: lie
only said such-and-such things', contradicting what Allah had said
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They are the people whom Allah indicated to His messenger Muhammad 
Then He said:- , ;
When they meet those who have believed they say: "We 
have believed
That is: In your friend the Messenger of Allah, but he is
specifically yours,
but when they are alone with one another, they say: "Do 
not tell the Arabs about this".
For by him you used to ask for deliverance against them and he
appeared among them. So Allah sent down about them:-
When they meet those who have believed they say: "We have
believed", but when they are alone with one another, they
say: "Do ye tell them of what Allah hath revealed to you
that they may thereby dispute with you in the presence of
your Lord. Have ye no sense".
That is: You admit that he is a prophet, and you have recognised that
a covenant was taken from you for him to follow him; he tells them
that he is the prophet whom we have been expecting and whom we find
in our Book. Abjure him and make no acknowledgement of him to them.
Allah, to Whom belong power and glory says:-
Do they not know .that Allah knoweth what they keep secret 
as well as what they publish, and some of them are 
illiterate who do not know the Book except to recite (it).
Ibn Hisham on the authority of Abu 'Ubaidah sayë: 'Ilia amani' means
'except by reciting', for the illiterate is one who recites but does
not write. He-sayd: "They do not know the Book except as a
recitation".
Ibn Hihham on the authority of Abu 'Ubaidah and Yunus says that they 
derived this interpretation for the saying of Allah to Whom belong 
power and glory, from the Arabs. Abu 'Ubaidah related that to me.
Ibn Hisham: Yunus ibn Habib the Grammarian and Abu 'U-j^ aidah related 
to me that the Arabs say 'Tamanna' with the meaning 'He read or 
recited'. And in the Book of Allah the Blessed the Exalted:-
We have not sent before thee any messenger or prophet but
when he recited, Satan cast something into his 
recitation. (Surah 22: 52)
Abu 'ü-^aidaherêceitëd to me:-
He read the Book of Allah by night alone
As David read the Psalms, slowly (or deliberately)
He also recited to me:-
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In the former part of the night he recited the Book of 
Allah
In the latter part (of the night) his destined end 
overtook him
The singular of al-amini is 'Umniyyah', Al-amanl also means that a 
man desires wealth or something else.
Ibn Ishaq; And they only cherish opinions.
That is: They neither know the Book nor understand what is in it,
and they deny thy prophetic office on a mere supposition.
And,they say:"The Fire will not touch us except for days
which are nuinbered". Say: "Have ye made a contract with
Allah Who will not break His contract, or do ye say
about Allah what ye do not know? .
Ibn Ishaq: A client of Zaid ibn Thabit related to me on the authority
of 'Ikrimah or on the authority of S a 'id ibn Jubair from Ibn 'Abbas
He said: "When the Messenger of Allah came to Medina the #ews were
saying: 'The duration of the world is seven thousand years, and Allah
will punish people in the Fire for every thousand years of the days of
the world only one day in the Fire of the days of the Hereafter,
which is only seven days, and then the punishment will cease. So
Allah sent down about that saying of theirs:-
And they say: "The Fire will not touch us except for days 
which are numbered".
to the end of the verse. Then He says:-
Nay, those whose only gains are evil and whose sin 
encompasses them
That is : Those who do the same deeds as you do, and disbelieve in
the way you disbelieve, till their uhbelief encompasses whatever
good they may have
They will be inmates of the Fire therein to abide for ever
That is: Eternally.
But those who have believed and wrought the workd of 
righteousness will be inmates of Paradise - therein to 
abide for ever.
That is: Those who have believed what you have disbelieved, and
performed His religion which you abandoned, Paradise will be theirs 
and they will abide.in it for ever. He is informing them that' the 
recompense of good and evil is for ever established for his people; 
there is no end to it.
Ibn Ishaq: Then he said, reprimanding them
When We made a covenant with the Children of Israel
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That is; Your covenant.
Ye shall not worship any god but Allah, be good to parents 
to near relatives, the orphan and the poor; speak good to 
the people, observe the Prayer and pay the Zakat, then ye 
turned away except a few of you averting (yourselves).
That is: You abandoned all that and not bit by bit.
When We made a covenant with you: "Ye shall not shed your 
own blood;
Ibn Hisham: Tasfikun means 'you are spilling or pouring out’. The
Arabs say: 'Safak damahu', meaning that he spilled his blood. 'Safak
az-ziqq means 'he emptied out the wine skin'. The poet said:-
When a guest arrived in our country we used to shed the 
victim's blood on the muddy earth.
Ibn Hisham: By al-Hal he means clay which is mixed with sand which is
called as-Sihlah' (sea-sand thrown up). In the Tradition it is
mentioned that when Pharaoh said:-
I have believed that there is no go but He in Whom the 
Children of Israel have believed. (Surah 10: 90)*
Gabriel took some sea-sand along with the dirt adhering to it and
struck him on the face.
Ibn Ishaq: Nor expel your own people from your dwellings, and ye then 
Confirmed it, ye yourselves being witnesses
that this is a right in the covenant which I have with you.
Then ye are the ones who are killing each other and 
expelling a part of you fromtheir dwellings and ye lent 
help against them with guilt and enmity
That is: The polytheists, that they might shed their blood along with 
them and along with them expel them from their houses
and if they come to you as prisoners ye will redeem them
since you recognised that that was your duty in your religion
though it was forbidden to you ovr .;:.v
in your Book
to expel them. De ye believe in part of the Book and 
disbelieve in part?
Is it on that account ye redeem them as believers and expel them
as unbelievers?
What then is the recompense of those of you who do that 
but humiliation in this nearer life and that on the Day of 
Resurrection they will be sent back to the severest 
punishment? Allah is not neglectful of what ye do.
These are they who have purchased the present life at the 
expense of the Hereafter; so the punishment will not be 
qlleviated for them, nor will they be helped.
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Thus he reprimanded .them for what they did when the shedding of their
blood was forbidden them in the Torah and the duty of redeeming
their captives was laid upon them. They were two parties5 one was..
the Beni Qainuqa* and those who were reckoned amongst them, the allies
of the Khazraj; the other was an-Nadir, Quraithah, and those who were
reckoned amongst them, the allies of the Aus. VShenever there was war
between the Aus and the Khazraj, the Beni Qainuqa* went out with the
Khazraj, and an-Nadir and Quraithah went out with the Aus. Each of
the two parties aided its allies against their own brethren and shed
each other's blood, although they possessed the Torah in which they
might recognise their obligations and their privileges. The Aus and
the Khazraj were polytheists who worshipie d idols, knowing neither
Paradise nor Fire, txor Resurrection, nor Last Day, nor Book, nor what
is allowable nor what forbidden. VJhen the war was over they redeemed
their captives in accordance with what was in the Torah, and on this
basis they received (back prisoners) from one another. The Deni
Qalnuqa* redeemed their prisoners v/ho were in the hands of the Aus,
while an-Nadlr and Quraithah redeemed those of their number who were ♦ #
in the hands of the Khazraj. But they overlooked the bloodshed and 
thoB e who had been slain amongst them in aiding the polytheists 
against each other. Allah, to Whom belong power and glory, reprimanded 
them for that when He said;
Do ye believe in part of the Book and disbelieve in part 
That is; Ye redeem them in accordance with the law of the Torah, but 
ye slay them, while according to the law of the Torah you ought not 
so to do. Ye slay them, expel them from their dwellings, and give 
your help against them to those v/ho give associates to Allah,and 
worship idols apart from Him, in yburr àesire for the gain of the 
present life. According to what I heard, this passage came down 
in connection with what they did with the Aus and the Khazraj. Then 
He said:-
We gave Moses the Book and followed him up by the
messengers after him, and We gave Jesus, son of Mary, the 
,Evidences
That is; The signs which He gave to Him, such as raising the dead,
creating the figures of birds out of c3.ay, blowing into it, and it
became a bird by the permission of Allah, curing diseases, informing
them of the hidden things they had stored up in their houses, and 
restoring to them the Torah along with the Gospel which Allah
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created fœ him* Then he mentioned their disbelief in all that and 
©aid:-
Whenégér then a messenger comes to you with what ye your­
selves do not like, do ye act proddly, and treat some as 
liars while some ye kill?
Then He said:
They say: "Our hearts are uneircumcised"
’That is: In veils* Allah says : -
^ay, A13.ah hath cursed them for their unbelief; little will 
they believe , .
^hen a Book came to them from Allah confirming what was 
with them, although they; had formerly asked deliverance 
from those who disbelieved, but when that which they 
recognised came to them they disbelieved in it, and the 
ourse of Allah is upon the unbelievers.,
Ibn Ishaq says on the authority of *]îsim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah on the
authority of some old men of theirs. He said:"They said that this
passage came down about them and us. We were superior to them in
strength in the Age of Barbarism, although we were polytheists and
they the people of a Book. They used to say (to us): &Verily a
prophet will be sent now whom we will follow; his time has come. With
him we shall slay you with a slaughter like that of *Ad and Arim'*
When Allah sent Kls Messenger from Quraish and we followed him, they
disbelieved ih him". Allah says*
Yet when that which they recognised came to them they 
disbelieved in it, and, the curse of Allah is on the 
unbelievers
For a poor price have they sold themselves in disbelieving 
what Allah hath sent down out of spite that Allah should 
send down of His bounty on whomsoever of His servants He 
willeth;
That is: Because He appointedohim among other©.
so they have settled under wrath upon wraths ^  for the 
unbelievers, is ,a shameful punishment.
Ibn Hisham! 'Ba’u bighadab'means * they have admitted it and borne it*. 
A'sha of the Deni Qais bin Tha'labah said:-
I will make peace with thee that,thou mayest render the
same.thing
Like.the cry of a pregnant woman whose mid-wife grants 
her relief.
This stanza is in a poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Wrath upon wrath* refers to the part of the Torah they 
negleet^dt when they had it, and wrath at their unbelief in this prophet 
y/hom Allah sent to them. Then He informed.I . d them about the
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lifting up of the mountain over them and their taking to themselves
the calf for a god. apart from their Lord. Allah says to Muhammad
Say; "If the future dwelling-plaoe with Allah is yours 
alone to the exclusion of the people, wish for death if ye 
speak the truth
That is: Call down death upon whichever of the two parties is the
greater liar. But they refused to do that for the ^hssenger of
Allah. Allah says to His Prophet;-
They will never wish for it, because of what their hands 
have sont forward
That is; Because the^ 'jknow the knowledge they have of theo and their
disbelief of it. It was said that had they desired it on the day he
said it to them there would not have remained a Jew on the face of
the earth who had not died. Then he mentions their eagerness for the
present life and length of days, and says;-
Thou wilt indeed find them the keenest of the people for 
life
The Jews
more even than the polytheists; one of them wishes that he 
might be kept alive for a thousand years but that will not 
remove him from the punishment
That is: That will not deliver him from the punishment; Because the
polytheist does not hope for a resurrection after death he loves long
life* Because the Jew knows the humiliation that awaits him in the
Hereafter because of the knowledge he had and lost. Then He said:-
Gay; "Whoever is an enemy to Gabriel - for verily, he hath 
brought it down upon thy heart with the permission cf ' Allah
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin *Abd ar-Rahman bin Abu .Husain of Mecca • # *
related to me on the authority of Hhahr bin Ijaushab the Ash'arite that
a group of Jewish Rabbis came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0
Muhammad, give us information regarding four things about which we
shall ask thee, if thou doest it we will become thy followers, accept
thee as true, and believe in thee". The Messenger of Allhh said;
"With regard to that you have the covenant and compact of Allah, if I
then told you about it, you would accept me as true". They said: "ÿes
He said; "Ask what seems good to you". They said: "Tell us how a
child resembles his mother when the semen comes from the man alone".
The Messenger of Allah said; "I adjure you by Allah and His days with
the Children of Israel, do you know that the semen of the man is
white and thick and that of the woman thin and yellow, and the 
resemblance goes with whichever one of them gets the ascendancy over
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the otiler't* They saidi veriXy^S They said; "Tell ug about the
manner of your Gleep". Hé aaidJ "X adjure you by Allah and His days
with the Children of Israel, do you know that the sleep of him whom
you claim that I am not he (is) that M s  eyes sleep but his heart is
avfalce". They said: **Yea<,verily**v He said? ’\Such is my sleep; my
eyes sleep but my heart is awalce". They said: "Tell ub about that
which Israel made unlawful for himself"* He said: "I adjure you by
Allah and His days with the Children of Israel, do you know that the
food he liked best was the milk and flesh of the camel* Héohaddâ a
complaint And Allah ùestbrëdrhim^ and in gratitude to Allah he
made unlawful for himself his best-loved food and drink; he made
unlawful f'T himself the flesh and milt: of the camel". They said:
"lea, verily". They said; "Tell us about the Spirit". He said: **X
adjure you by Allah and His days with the Children of Israel, do yoi^ °'^
Him - Gabriel; it is he who comes to meV" They-said! "lea, verily,
but he is an enemy of ours 0 Muhammad* He is an angel who brings only
violence and bloodshed* Had it not been for that we would have .
followed you"* Bo Allah sent down in connection with them;-
5ay: "Whoever is an enemy to Gabriel - for verily, he hath 
brought it down upon thy heart with the permission of 
Allah, confirming what was before it; and ae guidance and. 
good tidings to the believers
dowfj to .His saying:-
Whenever they have made a compact does a part of them
discard it? Kay, the most of them do not believe 
When a messenger came to them from Allah confirming what is 
.with them, a part of those to whom the Book 1ms been given
cast the Book of Allah behind their backs as if they did
not know; '
, And followed what tho.Hatane used to recite in bhe reign 
of Bolomou
That is: Sorcery•
Bolomon did. not disbelieve but the Batans disbelieved 
teaching the people sorcery*
Ibn Ishaix* According to what X heard, this was because when the
Messenger of Allah mentioned Solomon son of David amongst the
messengers, some of the Habbis said: "Are you not amazed at Muhammad?
Ke claims that Solomon son of David was a prophet, and indeed, ho was
nothing but a sorcerer". So Allah sent down about that saying of
theirs;-
Solomon did not disbelieve but the satans disbelieved
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That .:ls: Because they followed sorcery and practised it
And what was, sent down to the two angels in %bel, Harut
and M&rnt, and they did not teach anyone.,.,,,
Ihn Ishaq: One who ia above suspicion related to me on the authority
of 'Ikrimah from Xbn •Abbas that he said: "That which Israel made
unlawful for himself were the two appurtenances of the liver, the
kidneys and the fat, except what was on the back, for that was offered
as a sacrifice and the fire consumed it,
Ibn Ishaq: According tc what a client of the family of %aid bin
Thabit related to .me on the authority of * Xkrimab or on that of
Ha*id bin Jubair from Xbn lAbbaSf the Messenger of Allah wrote to the
Jews of Khaibarî -
In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate,.
■ From Muhammad, the friend and brother of Moses and the -
Confirmer of what^Moses brought. Has not Allah said to you
0 people of the Tpruh, and, you will surely find it in your 
Book;- "Muiiamraad is the Messenger of Allah and those who 
are with him are violent against unbelievers, compassionate 
amongst themselves* You will see them bowing and prostrat­
ing themselves in desire Of bounty and acceptance from
,Allah ; they boar their mark on their faces from t.he effect 
of prostration; that is what they are compared to in the 
Torah; what they are compared to in the Gospel is a seed ; 
which puts forth its shoot and strengthens it, so that it 
grows strong and stands upright on Its stalk, to the 
admiration of the sowers, that He may enrage the unbelievers 
by them# Allah hath promised those of them who have 
believed and wrought righteousness, forgiveness and a 
great reward"* (Surah 48: 29)* Verily 1 adjure you by Allah,
1 adjure you by what He has sent down to you, I adjure you 
by Him who fed your tribes who were before you with manna 
and quails, and X adjure you^îîim who dried up the sea for 
your fathers and delivered them from Pharaoh and his work, 
that you inform me (of this); Do you find in what Allah 
hath sent down to you that you should believe in Muhammad,
If you do not find that, no blame attaches to you, the 
right way has been/differentiatedafromlarnçrso X call you 
to Allah and to His .Prophet# . .
Ibn Hisham; ShataMiu means *his shoots; the singular is "shatat*.
The Arabs say; *Ashta^ aa-aara** when it has sent forth its shoots.
Aaarahu means ♦he strengthened;it*, and (that which was before it)
was like a mother. Imrii' ''l-Qais said;
On a slope where the shoot strengthened,the Dal-
The passage way for both conquering and defeated armies
This stanza is in a poem of hie * Huraaid bin Malik al-Arqat one of
the Beni Habi*ah bin Malik bin 2aid l^ kinat said:-
'2^ 4—
(With) a seed and a tree in full loaf strengthening the shoots* 
This stanza is in a short-metre poem of his. Suquha is not hamzated 
being the plural of Saq, like ♦Baq ash-shajarah* (the trunk of 
the tree)*
Ibn Ishaqs Amongst those about whom the Qur’an specifically came down 
were some Babbis and unbelieving Jews who were questioning and 
annoying him in order to confuse the truth with error, (and), 
according to what was told me on the authority of ’Abdallah bin 
•Abbas and Jabir bin ’Abdallah bin Bi’ab, Abu Yaeir bin Akhtab passed 
by the Messenger of Allah as he was reciting the opening part of 
THF COW;-
Aiif| Lam, Mim
That ia the Book in which there is no doubt (Surah 2: 1).
and he went with some men of the Jews to his brother Huuyy bin
Akhtab and said; "Know, verily, I have heard Muhammetd recite 
* ,
according to what has been sent down to him;-*
Alif, Lam, Him
That is the Book,..,.,
They said; "You heard himV", He said; "Yes". So Huayy went with that 
group of Jews to the Messenger of Allah and sai^ to him: ’■♦0 Muhammad, 
has it not boon told us that you recite according to what has been 
sent down to you*-
Alif, Lam, Him?"
The Messenger of Allah said: "Certainly"* They said: "Did Gabriel 
bring it to you from Allah?"# He said: "Yes". They said; "Allah did 
indeed send prophets before you but we do not know that He revealed 
to any one of them except you the duration of his dominion and his 
nation’s means of subsistence"• Huaÿy bin i^ vkhtab said as he went up 
to those who were with him; " The Alif is one, the Lam is thirty, and 
the Mini la forty. This makes seventy one years. Will you then enter 
a religion the duration of whose dominion and the means of subsistence 
for whose people is seventy onè years?". Then he went up to the 
Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Muhammad, is there any more besides 
this?". He said; "Yes". He said; "Viiiat?". Ho said ; "Alif, Lara,
Mim, Gad". (Surah X). He said; "This is weightier and longer*
The Alif is one, the Lam is thirty, ^he Mim is forty, and the Cad 
jus nin'ety. This makes one hundred and fel^ ktyy one years* Is there any 
more besides this, 0 Mulxammad?". He said: "Yes, Alif, L^n, Ha’".
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He said; "This Id weightier and longer* The Alii' Is one, the lam is
thirtyÿ and the Ea’ ,la two hundred.. This makes two hundred and
thirty one* la there an^  ^more besides this, 0 Muhammad?" He said:
"Yes, Alif, Xam.j Mim, Ha’". He salcli "This Is weightier and longer*
The Alif is one, the Lam is thirty, the Mlm is forty, and the Ha’ is
' - , ■ ■
two hundred. This makes two hundï^ ed and seventy one years"* Then he
said: 0 Muhammad, your affair has been rendered obscure for us so that
we do not know whether you have been given much or little", and they
wont away from him. Abu lasir said to his brother Huayy bin Akhtab*
and to those habbls who were with him: "h*hat do you think?, perhaps
all these have been added together for Muhammad; seventy one, one
hundred and thirty one, two hundred and thirty one, and two hundred
and seventy one, and that msik.es seven hundred and four years". They
said? "His affair is for* usV They claim that these verses
were sent down merely in connection with them:-
In it are verses perspicuous whioh^ are- the essence of the
Book, and others are ambiguous. (Gurah 3: ?)*
Ibn Ishaq: X heard à scholar who is above suspicion mention that these 
verses were sent down about the people of Kejran, when they came to' 
the Messenger of Allah to ask him about Jesus, Gon of Mary*
Ibn IshaqÎ Muhammad bin Abu Hmamah bin Hahl bin Hunaif related to me 
that he heard that these verses were sent down about a group of Jews, 
but he did not explain it to me, and Allah knows best whether that 
was so.
According to what I heard on the authority of *Ikrimah a client of 
Ibn * Abbas or on the authority of Sa*'Id bin Jubair from Ibn ’Abbas, 
the Jews invoked the help of the Messenger of Allah against the Aus 
and the Khazraj before his coming, but when Allah sent him from the 
Arabs they disbelieved in him and denied what they had said about him. 
Mu*adh bin Oabal and Bishr bin al-Bara’ bin Ma/rur brother of the - 
Beni Galimah said to them: "0 Jewish people, act piously towards
Allah and become Muslims* You used to invôk® the help of Muhammad
' ■ ~
against us when we were polytheists, tell us that he was commissioned, 
and give us his description"* Galam bin Mishkam brother of the ^eni 
an-Wadir said: "He has brought us nothing we recognise and he is not 
the one. whom vje mentioned to you". So Allah sent down about that 
saying of his ; -
' When there came to them a Book from Allah confirming v/hat 
was with them, though they vised formerly to ask for help 
against those who have disbelieved, and when that which 
they recognised came to them, they disbelieved in it, so 
the curse of Allah is upon the unbelievers, (Gurah 2î 89).
Ibn Ishaqs Malik bin ad-Daif said when the Messenger of Allah was* A *
sent and mentioned the covenant concerning him which they had and the
agreement which Allah had entered into with them about him: "ho
covenant was made with ug about Muhaamad and no compact was entered
into with us in regard to hiinV. So Allah sont down about him:-
vHienovcr they have made a compact, does a part of them '
discard it? Hay,the most of them do not believe*.
(Surah 2s 101)
Abu Baliiba al-Fityuni said to the Messenger of Allah: "0 Muhammad 
• * #
you have not brought ue -anything we recognise and Allah hath not sent
down to you a clear evidence by which we might follow you": Bo Allah
sent down about that saying of hisï^
Ke have sent down to thee clear evidences and no one 
disbelieves in them but the reprobate* (Burah 2: 99)
îïâfi* bin Huro.imlah and Wahb bin 21aid said to the Hessenger of Allah:
"0 Muhammad, bring us a book which you will send down to us ouh of
heaven which we may read, make rivers to flow for us and we will
follow you and accept you as genuine* Bo Allah sent down about that
saying of theirsî-
Or do ye intend to question your messenger as Moses wras 
questioned of old* He who exchangee belief for unbelief 
has strayed from the middle of the way. (Surah Zi IO8).
Ibn Hisham: Sa\m’ as-sabîl means ’the middle of the way’* Hassan
bin Tbabit said:-
Alas for the Helpers of thej'Prophet and his kindred 
After him who has been buried in the midst of the grave
This stanza is in a poem of his which I will mehiibon in due course
if Allah wills*
Ibn Ishaq* Huayy bin Akhtab and his brother Abu lasir bin Akhtab were
the strongest of the Jews in their envy of the Arabs when Allah
singled them out with His Messenger, and they were making every effort
in their power to bring people back from Islam. Bo Allah sent down
about the pair of them:-
Many of the People of the Book would like to render you 
unbelievers again qfter your having believed, because of 
envy on their part after the truth has become clear to them
- 2 9 r - - ,
so overlook tuid pay rxo attention till Allah brings in His 
affair « Verily, Allah hath power over all things*
(Burah 2; 109). ■
The difipiitatioh between the Jews and the Christians in the presence
of the Môfôsenger of Allah* ' •
Ibn Ishaq: VThen some of the Christian people of Majrân came to the
Messenger of Allah, some of the Jewiah habbls came as v/ell and they
had a disputation in the. presence of the ^ 'V^ ssenger of Allah* Kafi’
bin Huraimlah said; "You have no ground on which to standy, and
denied Jesus and the Gospel, Then one of the Christians of Kajrân
said to t h e " Y o u  have no ground on which to stand, abjured the
prophetic office of Moses, and denied the Torah* Bo Allah seat down
about that saying of theirs;-
The Jews sayi "The Christians have no ground on which to 
stand", and the Christians say; "The Jews have no ground on 
which to stand", though they both recite the Book* Bo also
those who have no knowledge say the saîne thing. Allah will
judge between them on the Day of Resurrection in rGgard to 
that in which they have differed* (Buraii 2t 113)*
That is : Each of them recites in his Book confirmation for what lie
denies, namely; The Jews dksov/n Jesus and they have the Torah in
which is the confirmation Of Jesua which Allah received from the lips
of Mosss, while iai the Gospel there is confirmation of Moses in that
which Jesus brought, and also that of the Torah which He brought from
Allah. Each of them denies v/hat the other possesses.
Hafi* bin Kuraimlah said to the Messenger of Allah; "0 Muhammad, if
you are a messenger from Allah as you claim, speaJ.c to Allah that He
speak to us so that we may hear Hog word". ,6o Allah sent down about
that saying of his;-
Those v/ho have, no knowledge say: "Wiay does not Allah speak 
to us, ox* a sign come to us?". Bq,with like words said
those who were before them; their hearts are alike. Ke have
made clear the signs for a people who are convinced*
(Surah 2: 112)
♦Abdallah bin Burai, the one-eyed, al-Fltyauni said to the Messenger 
of Allah: "The guidance is nothing but that which we have, so follow 
us, 0 Muhaimia d and you will be guided"* The Christians said much the
saké thing* &o Allah sent down about the saying of ’Abdallah bin
Bura^and what the Christians saidî-
Thoy say;. "Become Jews or, Christians and ye will be guided".
Bay: "May, the creed of who was a. Hanif and not
one of the polytheists . • *
then follows the story till tho Baying of Allah:-
That is a nation which has paoaed away, to it belongs what
it has earned, and to you belongs what ye have earned, ye
will not be asked about what they used to do.
(Burah 2: 135 - l4l)
V/hat the Jev/s said vvhen the Qiblah was changed to the Ka'bah.
Xbn Ishaq: Khen the Qiblah was changed from Syria to the Ka’bah - it
w-as changed in hajab a.t the beginning of the seventeenth month after
the^Messenger of Allah came to Medina; Rlfa’ah bin Qais, fardam bin
*Amr, .Ka’b bin al-Ashral, Bafl’ bin Abu Eafi*, al-hajjaj bin ’Amr,
ally of Ka*b bin al-Ashraf, ar-EabI' bin ar-Mabi*, bin Abu ’1-Huqâiq
and Kinanah bin ar-Mabi’ bin Abu ’1-Ruqaiq came to the Messenger of
Allcih and said; "What has turned you away from the Qiblah which you
have been observing since you claim that you follow the ci'eed of
Abraham and his religion# Qo back to the Qiblah which you have been
observing and we will follow you and accept you as genuine". They
only wif|ed to seduce him from his religion. 80. Allah sent down
about them:-
The stupid ones among: the people will say: "Khat has turned 
them away from the Qiblah which they have been observing?" 
Bay; "The East and the West belong to Allah; He guideth 
whom He willetli to a straight path,
Thus we have made you an intermediate nation that yo may be 
, witnesses in regard to the people, and that the Messenger 
jiK-xy be a witness in regard to you
We appointed the Qibiah which thou hast been observing only 
that we might .know those who would follow the messenger 
from those who would turn on theix' heels,
That is: Through trial or testing:
though it was a big thing except to those whom Allah guided,
That is: Fi'om seduction; namely, those %hom Allah h-hth made firm.
But Allah will not certainly lot your faith be lost;
(That is: Your faith) in the first Qiblah, your acceptance of your
Prophet as genuine, your following of him to the latter Qiblah, and,
your obedience to your prophet in regard to both of them., That is:,
He will surely give you the reward of them both together.
verily Allah is gentle and compassionate with the people.
Then He said:-
We see thee turning thy.face about in. the heavens. Go We ' 
shall put thee in possession of a Qiblah that will
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satisfy thee, turn thy face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque, 
and wherever ye are, turn your faces in its direction. •
Ibn Hishâmî Shatrahu means ’Towards him, in his direction* * *Amr bin
Ahmar the Bahilite said in description of his she-camel:-
She runs quickly with us in the direction of the gathering
although she is in the first stages of pregnancy
And the pregnancy has d^wn the saddle-girth away from her
protuberance.
This stanza is in a poem of his. Qais bin Khuwailid the Hudhalite
said in description of his she-camel:-
Verily, the she-carael has a disease which has spread 
through her system
And he cast in her direction the glance of one tired out
Ibn Hisham: An-Na’us means his she-camel, and she had a disease and
he cast upon her the glance of one tired out. (Hasir is from His
saying ’and he was wearied out*. Gurah; 6?: 4).
Those to whom the Book has been given know that it is the 
truth from their Lord and Allah is not neglectful of what 
they do.
Eaen if thou shouldest bring those who have been given the 
Book every sign, they will not follow thy qiblah; thou art 
pot a follower of their qiblah, nor are they followers of 
each other’s qiblah; and if after the knowledge which has 
come to thee, thou follow their wishes, thou wilt in that 
case assuredly be among the wrong-doere
Ibn Ishaq; Dowm to his sayings-
The truth is from thy Lord, so be not thou of those who 
doubt: (Gurah 2: l42 - 14?).
Their concealment of the truth which was in the Torah 
Mu’Sdh bin Jabal brother of the Beni Galimah and Ga’d bin Mu’adh 
brother of the Beni ’Abd al-Ashhal and Khârijah bin %aid brother of 
the Beni ’1-Harith bin al-Khazraj asked a group of Jewish Rabbis 
about some of the things in the Torah, but they concealed them from 
them and refused to tell them about them. Bo Allah sent down about 
them2-
Verilyjbhose who conceal the Evidences and the guidance 
which We have sent down, after that We have made it clear 
to the people in the Book, Allah will curse, and others too 
will curse. (Surah 2; 139)*
Their reply to the, -Prophet when he called them to Islam.
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He said: The Messenger of Allah called the Jews, who wore of the 
People of the Book, to Islam, inspired them with a desire for it, and 
warned them of the punishment and vengeance of Allah. So Rafi’
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bin Khârijah,and Malik bin’Auf said to him: "Nay, 0 Muhammad, we shall
follow that which we found with our fathers, for they were more
learned and better than we. So Allah, to Whom belong power and .
glory, sent down about that saying of theirs:-
When one says to them: "Follow what Allah hath sent down", 
&hey say: "Kay, we will follow what we found our fathers 
doing, even though their fathers were utterly without 
understanding and were not (rightly) guided. (Surah 2: 170).
Their assembly in the market-place of the ^eni Qainuqa*.
When Allah smote Quraish on the day of Badr, the Messenger of Allah
gathered the Jews together in the market***place of the Beni Qainuqa*
when he returned to Medina and said: "0 Jewish people, become Muslims
before Allah smite you with much the same thing as amote Quraish".
They said to him: "0 Muhammad, let no one delude you out of your
senses. You slew a number of Quraish who were inexperienced and did
not know the ways of war, but if you make war on us ^ u  will find out
that we are the people whose like you have not met". So Allah sent
down about that saying of theirs
Say to those who have disbelieved: "Ye will be overthrown 
and driven in a flock to Gehenna - a bad bed.
Ye have already had a sign in two parties which met, one 
fighting in the way of Allah, another unbelieving, who saw 
them with their eyes twice as many as they were, Allah 
supporteth with His help whom He willeth; verily in that is 
a lesson for those v/ho have eight. (Gurah 3: 12 & 13).
The Messenger of Allah goes in to them in the synagogue.
He said; The Messenger of Allah went in to a company of Jews in the
synagogue and called them to Allah* An-Ku’man bin ’Amr and al-Harith#
bin %aid said to him: "Of which religion are you a follower, 0
Muhammad?". He said: "Of the creed of Abraham and his religion"..
They said to him: "Verily Abaraham was a Jew". The Messenger of Allah
said to them: "Let us consult the Torah which is between you and us",
but they refused. So Allah sent down about them:-
Hast thou not seen those to whom a portion of tho Book has 
bean given being called to the Book of Allah that it might 
judge between them; then a part of them turned away averting 
themselves.
That is because they say; "The Fire will not touch us 
except for a specified number of days. IVhat they have been 
inventing has deluded them in their religion. (Gurah 3:23-24)
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The Jewish Rabbis and the Christians of Kajran said when they
gathered together to the Messenger of Allah and disputed with each
other. The Rabbis said: "Abraham was nothing else than a Jew", and
the Christians of the people of Kajran said: "Abraham was nothing
else than a Christian". So Allah sent down about thera;-
0 People of the Book, why do ye dispute about Abraham, 
seeing that the Torah and the Gospel were not sent down till 
after his time? Have ye no understanding?
There ye are! Ye have disputed about a thing of which ye 
have knowledge, why then will ye dispute about things of 
which ye have no knowledge? Allah knoweth but ye do not 
know.
Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian, he was a Hanif, 
a Muslim, and he was not one of the polytheists 
Verily', the people who are nearest to Abraham are those who 
followed him, and this prophet and those who have believed; 
and Allah is the patron of the believersV (Surah Jx 63 - 68).
•Abdallah bin Daif, "Adi bin %aid, and al-Harith bin *Auf said to one 
- ■ * * 
another:"Come, we will believe in what has been sent down to
Muhammad and his friends in the morning and disbelieve it in the
evening, so that we may confuse their religion for them, and perhaps
they will do as we do and turn away from their religion"! So Allah
sent down about them:-
0 People of the Book, why do ye confuse the true with the 
false, and conceal the truth when ye know?
A party of the People of the Book have said; "Believe in 
what has been sent down to those who have believed at the 
beginning of the day, and disbelieve at the end of it, 
perhaps they will return
But do hot believe anyone but those who follow your 
religion". Say: "Verily, the guidance is Allah’s guidance. 
(And do not believe) that there is given to anyone the like 
of what has been given to you, or they will dispute with 
you in the presence of your Lord". Say: "Verily, bounty is 
in the hand of Allah; He giveth it to whomsoever #0 willeth; 
Allah is unrestricted, knowing"!(Surah 3! 71 - 73)*
Abu Kafi* al-QurathI said when the Jewish Rabbis and the Christians. ’■
from the people of Wajran gathered in the presence of the Messenger
of Allah, and he called them to Islaim: "0 Muharnmad, do you desire us
to worship you in the way the Christians worship ^esus. Son of Mary?"
and one of the Christians of Kajran called ar-Rabls said: "Is that
what you desire from us 0 Muhammad, and is it that to which you call
us?", or words to that effect. The Messenger of Allah said: "Allah 
forbid that I should S8fG%%p^;ny^othey.than Allah, or command th.
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worship of another. It was not for that that Allah sent me, nor did
He give me commandment", or words to that effect. Go Allah sent down
about that saying of theirs
It was not for a human being that Allah should give him the 
Book and the Wisdom and the prophetic office and that he 
should then say to the people: "Be worshippers of me apart 
from Allah", but: "Be ye scholars in virtue of your 
teaching the ^ook and in virtue of your having studied it'i 
(Surah 79).
Ibn Hisham; Ar-Rabbaniyun means ’scholars, learned men, as>r chiefs',
and its singular is 'Rabbânï*. The poet said;-
Evencthough I were abiding in the monk's cell her speech 
would have decoyed me and decoyed also a learned Habbi.
Ibn Hisham; Al-Qus is the monk's cell. Aftanani is the dialect of
Tamlm and Fatanani is the dialect of Qais* Jarir said:-
There is no union when Hind is cut off even though she stood 
in the monk's cell and asked me to come down with the owner 
of the two garments of hair-cloth. (i.e. the monk).
That is: The monk's cell. Ar-RabbanI is derived from ar-Babb, meaning
lord. In the Book of Allah (it is said):-
He will pour out wine for his lord (Surah 12: 41).
That is: His master. He said:-
He does not command you to take the angels and the prophets 
as Lords; will He command you to (show) unbelief after ye 
are Muslims. (Surah 8l)77-
Ibn Ishgq: Then he mentioned the covenant which He took from them and
from their prophets in confirmation of him when he should come to them
and their acknowledgment against themselves. He said:-
When Allah took the covenant of the prophets; "Whatever Book 
and Wisdom I may have given you and there comes to you a 
messenger confirming what is with you, ye shall believe in 
him and help him". He said; "Do ye assent, and do ye accept 
my compact on these terms?"* They said: We assent". He 
said: "Bear witness then, and I am with you among those 
who bear witness. (Gurah 3* 8l).
to the end of the story.
Their attempt to cause trouble among the ^elpers.
Xbn Ishaq: Gha's bin Qads who had become greatly hardened in unbelief,
and was strong in his hatred of the Muslims and his envy of them, 
passed by a group of the friends of the Messenger of Allah in a cbmpany- 
1#.which theyhw-erelig&th^ hed;:tâlking %ach . The friendship,
the community spirit, and the good personal relationship,which he saw 
amongst them because of Islam after the enmity which had been among
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them in the Age c£ Barbarism,enraged him and he said; "The chief men 
of the Beni Qailah have combined in this country and if their chief 
men effect a combination it will be impossible fir us to live with 
them here". .Go he gave instructions to a Jewish youth who v/as with 
him and said: "Go to them, sit among them and mention the day of 
Bu’ath and what came before it and recite to them some of the things 
they have said to each other about it in poetry* The day of Bu'ath 
was a day on which the Aus and the Khazraj fought a battle on which 
the Aus were victorious ober the Khazraj. Hudair bin Gimâk the ash- 
halite, Abu ïïsaid bin Hudair was the leader of the Aus on that day, 
and "Amr bin an-Ku*man al-Bayadi v/as the leader of the Khazraj, and 
both of them were slain.
Ibn Hisham; Abu *1-Qais bin al-Aslat said;-
Gince I have been distressed for bhe man of wrath 
Perpetual sorrow for him has kept returning to me 
Verily, if you slay him, then as for *Amr 
I will cut off his head with furbished blade
These two stanzas are in a poem of his. The account of the day of
Bu'ath is longer than I hâve given it, but (the desire to avoid-)
abbreviating (the biography) which X have mentioned prevent^me from
relating it,
Ibn Ishaq: He did so, and thereupon the people began to talk and
*
dispute and vie with one another in boasting till two men from the
two tribes leapt to the stirrup, Aus bin Qaithi.^  one of the Beni
Harithah bin al-Harith, from the Aus, and Jabbar bin Galchr, one of the 
* # *
Beni Galimah from the Khazraj, and disputed. Then one of the two
said to his friend: " If you so desire, we will tpc, thingSjam
fthey)T:o^ merly( whre.Both the parties were chagrined and said: "it is 
done! Your meeting place the stony tract! To arma! To arms!". So 
they went out to it and news of that came to the ^ '^ essenger of Aiiah
and he went out to them with those of his Emigre friends who were
with him and came to them and said: "0 Muslim people, 0 Allah, 0 Allah 
(do you still adhere to) the call of the Barbarism while I am in your 
midst, after that Allah has guided youio Islam, honoured you with it, 
through which he removed from you the affair of the Barbarism, 
delivered you from unbelief, and united your ranks". Go the people 
.recognised that it was an incitement from Gatan and. guile on the part 
of their enemy, and they wept and the men of Aus and iÇhazraj embraced
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each other. Then in obedience to the Messenger of Allah they went
away with him, Allah having put away from them thé guile of the enemy
of Allah, Gha’s bin Qaie. Go Allah sent down about Sha’s bin Qais
and what he did:-
Gay: "0 People of the Book, why do ye disbelieve the signs of 
Allah while Allah is a witness of what ye do?" Gay: "0 People 
of the Book why do ye turn aside from the way of Allah those 
v/hffl have believed, desiring it to be crooked, though ye are 
witnesses? Allah is not neglectful of what ye do.
(Surah 3: 98 & 99).
And Allah sent down about Aus bin Qaithi and Jabbar bin Gakhr and
along with them those of their people who did what they did in the
affair of the Barbarimm which Gha’s introduced to them:-
0 ye who have believed, if ye obey a part of those to whom the 
Book h^s been given, they will maVie you unbelievers again after 
your having believed. And how can ye disbelieve when the signs 
of Allah are recited to you and His Messenger is amongst you?
He who seeks protection in Allah has been guided to a strâgght 
path. 0 ye who have believed, fear Allah with the fear which 
is due to Him, and do not die except as Muslims
down to His sayings-
these will have a great punishment. (Gurah 3: 100 - 103)
Ibn Ishaqs When ’Abdallah bin Galâm, Tha’labah bin Ba’yah, Usaid bin
Ga’yah, Asad bin ’Ubaid, and the Jews v/ho islamieed with them and
believed, accepted him as genuine, were eager for Islam and became
established in it, the Jewish Rabbis who were the unbelievers amongst
them said: "No one has believed in Muhammad or followed him except our
evil doers. Had they been our best people they would not have
abandoned the religion of their fathers and gone over to another rcli
religion". Go Allah sent down about that saying of theirs
They are not all alilce ; there is à community of the People of
the Book which is steadfast reciting the signs of Allah in 
the hours of the night, prostrating themselves (Surah 113).
Ibn Hisham: layüà al-layl means ’the hours of the night* and its
singular is Ina. Al-Mutanak.hkhil the Hudhalite whose name is Malik
bin * iJv/aimar sF^ ald in lamèhty for his son Uthailahj-
Sweet and bitter was his character lilce the side of the arrow 
Through each hour of the night he was shod (or journeying)
This stanza is in a poem of his. Labîd bin Rabl’ah said in
description of a wild ass:-
He Bings throughout the hours of the day as if he were one 
bemused whom a drinking companion had supplied (with wine) 
at the wine-shop.
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This stanza is in a poem of his. It ia also given as Ina according
to what Yunus told me.
Believing in Allah and the Last Dayemjoining good and 
forbidding evil anj. "^ing in good deeds; these are the 
upright
Ibn Ishaq; There were some of the Muslims who were friendly to some 
of the Jews because of the treaties of protection that existed between 
them in the Age of Barbarism, So Allah sent down about them, forbidd­
ing them friendly interourse with them:-
0 Ye who have believed do not choose intimates outside of 
yourselves, they will not fail you in disloyalty, they like 
that which causes distress to you; hatred has appeared out 
of their mouths, but that which their hearts conceal is 
greater; We have made the signs clear to you, if yee have 
been understanding
There ye are! Ye love them but they do not love you; ye 
believe in the Book, all. of it,
That is: Ye believe in their Book and in your own book and in the
Books that came before that, while they disbelieve, in your Book, so
you have more reason■to hate them than they have to hate you
And when they meet you they say: "We have believed? but 
v/hen they are alone they bite their fingers at you for 
anger* Gay: "Die in your anger, verily Allah knoweth what 
is in the breasts* (Surah 32 II8 & 119).
What happened between Finhas and Abu Bakr the Fathful,
i— r ^ r  -n . . ^  r “ t  ^ ir-n'i " ; -  ~ r  i - _       i . — mi-n.ir_i
Abu Belcr the Faithful went into the synagogue of the Jews and found 
many of them collected around one of their men called Finhas who was 
one of their scholars and Babbie, and along with him was one of their 
Habbis called Ashya'g Abu Bekr said to Finhas: "Out upon you 0 Finhas 
be pious toward Allah and islamize, for you indeed that Muhammad is 
the Messenger of Allah who has brought you the truth from Him, which 
you will find recorded with you in the Torah and the GospelV Finhas
e  e
said to Abu Baler: "0 Abu Bddicr we havennô hsedoof,rAllahr but
Allah haspneedi'of us; we do not beseech Him in the way He beseeches 
us; verily, we can rdob without Him but He cannot db^  '- without us. If 
He'were rich without us, He would not ask us for our wealth on loan as 
your friend claims that He prohibits you from taking usury and gives 
it to us. If He were rich without us, would not give us usury".
Abu Bekr was enraged, struck Finhas a severe blow on the face and said: 
’By Him in whose hand is my life were it not the covenant that is 
between us, I would have struck you on the head, 0 enemy cf Allah.
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Finhas went to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Muhammad, look 
what your friend did to ne". The Messenger of Allah said to Abu Bakr: 
"What made you do what you did?". Abu Bakr said: "0 Messenger of
Allah, verily the emmy of Allah said a terrible thing; he claimed 
that Allah v/as poor for them and they were rich v/ithout Him. When he 
said that, X was enraged on Allah’s account because of what he said,
' - L. . . .
and I struck him on the face". But Finhas denied that and said: "I
did not say that". Go Allah sent down as a reply to what Finhas said
# *
and confirmation for Abu B«kr:-
Allah hath certainly heard the words of those who said: 
"Surely Allah is poor and we, are rich". We shall write 
down what they have said, together with their killing of 
the prophets wrongfully, and we shall say: "Taste the 
punishment of the burning (Surah 3: l8l).
And there came dowm about Abu Bekr and the anger which came upon him
in this connection;-
Ye shall surely hear many hurtful things from those to 
v/hom the Book has been given before you as well as from the 
polytheists; but if ye endure and act piously, that is one 
of the determining factors of affairs, (Gurah 3% 186)
Then He said about what Finhas and the Jewish Habbis who were with
9  *
him said;~
Khen Allah took the covenant of those who were given the 
Book: "Ye shall surely make it clear to the people and 
shall not conceal it", but they threw it behind their backs 
and bought with it à small gain - bad is what they buy
Think not that those who rejoice in what they have brought
and like to be praised for what they have not done - think 
not that they are in a place of safety from the punidhment; 
for them is a painful punishment. (iSurah 3: l8? & 188).
He means Fihhas Ashya'and their like of the Rabbis who rejoice in
what thexhave got of this world for the error they have adorned for
the people; who love to bo praised for what they have not done; that
men should say 'scholars’ when they are no scholars; they never brought
them to guidance and the truth but they love people to say they have
done it.
Their injunction to the believers to be stingy.
Ibn Ishaq; Kardara bin Qais ally of Kalb bin al-Ashraf, lîsâmah bin 
Hubaib, Kafi* bin Abu Hafi*, Baliri bin 'Arar, Huyyai bin Akhtab , and 
Rifa'ah bin Said bin at-Tabut came to some of the Helpers with whom 
they mixed and acted as good advisers to them against the friends of
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the Messenger of Allah and saying to them: "Do not spend your money, for
we fear poverty for you wIb n it is gone, and do not vie in spending,
for you do not know what it is for", Go Allah sent down about them:-
Those who are stingy and enjoin the people to he stingy 
and conceal the bounty which Allah hath bestowed upon them,
That is: The Torah, in which is confirmation of what Muhammad brought
We have prepared for the unbelievers a humiliating 
punishment.
And those who expend their wealth for show before the people 
and do not believe in Allah and the Last Day
down to his saying
Allah was knowing about them (Gurah 4; 37 - 39)*
Their denial of the truth.
Ibn Ishaq: Rifa'ah bin 2aid bin at-Tabut was one of the great men
among the Jews, and when he spoke to the Messenger, of Allah, he twisted 
his tongue and said: "0 Muhammad give us your attention (?) and we will 
make you understand". Then he disparaged and stigmatised Islam, so
Allah sent down about him;-,
Hast thou not seen those to whom a part of the Book has been 
given buying error and wishing that ye would err as regards 
the way? Allah knoweth your enemies; Allah is sufficient as 
patron, Allah is sufficient as helper. Those who having 
become Jews, change the words from their position and say:
"We hear and rebel", and "hear" something that is not made
audible and regard us
That iss Give us your attention (listen to us).
twisting their tongues and disparaging the faith.
If they had said: "We hear and obey" and "Hear and regard us" 
it would have been better for them and more correct; but 
Allah hath cursed them for their unbelief, so they do not 
believe except a few. (Surah 4: 44 - 46).
Then the Messenger of Allah spoke with some of the leading Jewish
Habbis amongst whom was 'Abdallah bin GurS the opa-eyed and Ma'b bin
Asad. He said to them; "0 Jewish people act piously towards Allah and
become Muslims, for you indeed know that what I have brought you is
the truth". They said; "Vv'e do not recognise that, 0 Muhammad". Thus
they denied what they recognised and persisted in unbelief. Go Allah
sent down about them;-
0 ye to whom the Book has been given, believe in what We have 
sent down in confirmation of what ye had before We obliterate 
countenances and turn them on their backs, and curse them as 
We cursed the men of the Sabbath and the affair (or command) 
Allah was accomplished. (Gurah 4; 47)*
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Ibn Hisham; Natmas means to wipe them out and level them bo that there
is not seen in them either eyes, or nose, or month, or any of the
parts that are seen in the face . Thus:-
We wiped out their eyes.... (Gurali 34; 37).
He who has his eye wiped out is ho who has no crease between his .
eyelids. There is also the saying; "X wiped out the book and its
traces so that nothing of it is to bo seen". Al-Akhtal whose name
is al-Ghauth bin Hubairah'bin as-Galt the Taghlibite said in
. • *
description of a camel on which he imposed (the task) he mentions
We imposed on her the task of (going through) places far 
away where there are no guiding posts where you see the 
chameleon turning itself about #=in the heat of the sun).
Ibn Hisham3 Aa-Suw^re the marks by which the roads are indicated
and also the waters. He says; "They are wiped out and made level with
the ground and there is nothing in it that stands outV This stanza
is in a poem of his.
Ibn Hisham; The singular of as-suwa is *suwwah*.
The group who formed parties apart from the Messenger of Allah,
Ibn Ishaq: Those of the Quruish, Ghatafân and the fieni Quraithah# *
v/ho formed sects were; ÿuyyai bin Akhtab, Gallam bin Abu ’1-Huqaiq 
Abu Rafi*, ar-Babi’ bin ar-Habi*. bin Abu ’l-Huqaiq, Abu 'Ammar, Wahwah 
bin ’Amir and Hudhah bin Qaie. Wahwah, Abu ’Ammar and Hudhah were 
from the Beni Wa’il, and the remainder of them from the Beni an-Hadir. 
When they camé to Quraish they said: "These are Jewish Rabbis and men 
learned in the First Book, ask them then whether your religion or the 
religion of Muhammad is the better." They asked them and they said* 
"Nay, your religion is better than his, and you are better guided than 
is he and those who follow him. Go Allah sent down about Iheai:-
Hasfcthou not seen those to whom a part of the,Book has been
given believing in Jibt and Taghut.....
Ibn Hisham; In the opinion of the Arabs, al-Jibt is that which is 
worshipped apart from Allah, the Blessed, the Exalted; and at-Taghut 
is all that led astray from the truth. The plural of al-Jibt is 
*Jubut and the plural of at-Taghut is ’Tawaghxt and I have heard on 
the authority of Xbn Abu Kajih that he said; "Al-Jibt is sorcery, and
at-Taghut is Satan.
« . . .  '
and saying to those,who have disbelieved; "These are better 
guided as to the way than those who have believed.
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Ibn Ishiq: Down to His saying;
Or,are they jealous of the people on account of the bounty 
which Allah hath bestowed upon them. Verily, We have 
bestowed upon the family of Abraham the Book and the Wisdom 
and We have bestowed upén them mighty power. (Surah 4; 31-54
Their denial of the Revelation#
Ibn Ishaq: Sukain and*Adi bin 2aid said: " 0 Muhammad, we have no
*
knowledge that Allah sent down anything to men after Moses. So Allah
sent down about that saying of thei&s:-
Vorily, we have made a revelation to thee as we made
revelations to Noah and the prophets after him; and we made 
revelations to Abraham and IshraaeX and Isaac and Jacob and 
the Patriarchs, to Jesus, Job, Jonah, Aaron, and Solomon, 
and to David We gave the Psalms,7?
an'^  messengers v/ho^ we have already recounted to thee and 
messengers who9|We have not recounted, and to Moses Allah 
apoke directly
Messengers bringing good tidings and warnings, so that the 
people should have no argument against Allah, after the 
messengers; Allah is mighty, wise. Gurah è; I63 - I63)#
A group of them went in to the Messenger of Allah and he said to them;
"Do.you not know that I am indeed a messenger (come) to you from Allah?
They said; "We do hot know it neither do wo bear witness to it". So
Allah sent down about that saying of theirs;-
But Allah bears witness to what He hath sent down to thee; ■ 
in His knowledge hath He sent it down to thee* and the 
angels bear witness, but Allah is sufficient as a witness, , 
(Surah 4% 166).
Their banding together to hurl down a rock on the Messenger of Allah*
The Messenger of Allah went out toathe Beni an-Nadir seeking their
help in connection with the bloOd-wit of two men of ’Amir whom 'Arar
bin Umaiyyah theDamrite had %lain. When they were alone with one
*' . ' . 1
another they said:'"YOU will never'get Muhammad nearer than he is now
so what man will go up on this house,hurl a rock down upon him and
give us rest from him?". 'Aar bin Jihhsh bin Ka'b said: "I will".
■ . *
But word of it came to thé Messenger of Allah and he departed from
them. Go Allah sent down about him and about what he and his people
meant to do:- ,
0 ye who have believed, remember the goodness of Allah 
towards you, whOn a,people meditated stretching out their 
hands ageinst you and He restrained their hands from you; 
show piety towards Allah and upon Allah let the believers 
put their trust. '(Gurah 3: 11).
Then Nu’man bin Ada, Bahri bin ’Arar, and Sha's bin 'Adi came to the
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Messenger of Allah and ©poke with him, and the Messenger of Allah
spoke with them, called them to Allah, and warned them of hie
punishment, and they said: "0 Muhammad of what would you makes us
afraid? we «re the children of Allah and His beloved ones", just like
what the Christààn© say. So Allah sent down about them!
The Jews and the Christians say: "We are the sons and the 
beloved of Allah", Say; "Why then does He punish you for 
your sins?" Kay, ye are human beings (part) of those whom 
He hath created; He forgiveth whom He pleaseth and punisheth 
whom He pleaseth, to Allah belongs the sovereignty of the 
heavens and the earth, and what is between them, and to Him 
is the trend. (Surah 3: 18).
Ibn IshaqÎ The Messenger of Allah called the Jews to Islam and eagerly
desiriack to have them in it, and warned them of the jealousy and
chastisement of Allah but they refused him and disbelieved in what
they brought them. Mu'adh bin Jabal, Sa’d bin 'Hbadah, and *Uqbah
bin Wahb saidstd them: "0 Jewish People, act piously toward Allah, for
you well know that he is the Messenger of Allah, and indeed, you were
making mention of him to us before hie coming and giving us his
description". And Rafi’ bin Huraiinlah and Wahb bin Yahudhah said;
"We never said this to you, Allah has sent down no book after Moses,
nor has He sent any preacher of good tidings or warner after him".
Go Allah sent down about that eajing of,theirs
p People of the Book, Our Messenger has come to you to make 
thing^clear for you at an interval amongst the messengers, lest 
ye should say: "Neither preacher of good tidings,nor warner has 
come to us; so now there has come to you both a preacher of good 
tidings and a warner; Allah hath power over everything. (Gurah 19*' 
(Gurah 3: 19).
Then He related to them the account of Moses, what he -encountered from 
them, their rebellion against him and the af^ir of Allah which they 
discarded ao they wandered in the earth forty years as a chastisement#
Their return to the Prophet in connection with the judgment of the
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stoning.
Ibn Ishaq; Ibn Bhihâb the Suhrite related to me that he heard a man of 
Muzainah v/ho was a scholar relate to Ga’id bin al-Musayyab that Abu 
Hurairah related to them that certain Jewish Rabbis gathered in the 
synagogue when the Messenger of Allah came to Medina- One of their 
men had committed adultery after his marriage with a Jewish woman who 
was married, and they said: "Bend this man and this woman to Muhammad
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and ask him what the sentence on them is to be. Make him responsible 
for pronouncing sentence oR the pair, and if he treats them in the 
way you treat them by beating them (the beating meant flogging with a 
rope of palm fibre covered with a coating of tar, blackening their 
faces, then being carried on two donkeys with their faces tmrned to 
the donkeys* posteriors), follow him for he is only a king and accept 
him as genuine. If he sentences them to be stonecf-, then he is a 
prophet, so te on your, guard against him with regard to what is in 
your hands lest he deprive you of it"# Then they came to him and said; 
"0 Muhammad, this man, after his marriage, committed adultery with a 
married woman, pronounce sentance on the pair, then; we have given you 
authority to sentence them". The Messenger of Allah walked av/ay till 
he came to the Rabbis in the synagogue and said: "0 Jewish people, 
bring your learned men out to me". They brought out to him ,* Abdallah 
bin GÛrâ*
Ibn Ishaq: , One of the Beni Quraithah related to me that along with.
Ibn Gura they brought out that day Abu Yasir bin Akhtab and Wahb bin 
Yahudhah and said: "These be our scholars". Go the Messenger of Allah 
asked them questions and summed up their affair so that they said 
'Abdallah bin GÛrâ: "This is the most leqrned in the Torah of all nm 
living". ,
Ibn Hisham: From hie saying, Vpne of the #eni Quraithah related to me ' 
down to ’the most learned in the Torah of all men living’is from the 
words of Ibn Ishaq , and what domes' laf'tère!toiSefromothe to the 
account which prec^edeaoit. then.
Then the Messenger of Allah went aside with him - he was a young man, 
the most junior of them in years - and plied him with questions, 
saying to him; "0 Ibn Gura, I adjure you by Allah and 1 remind you of 
His days with the Children of Israel, do you know that Allah passed 
the sehtance of stoning in the Torah on whosoever should commit 
adultery after his marriage?". He said; "Yea, verily. But indeed, 0 
Abu ’l^Qasim, they know that you are a prophet commissioned but they 
are envi&us of you". Go the Messenger of Allah went out and gave the 
command for them to be stoned at the door of his mosque among the Beni 
Grhanam bin Î4alik bin ah-Kajjar. Then after that Ibn GÛrâ disbelieved 
and denied the prophetic office of the Messenger of Allah.
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Ibn Ishaqî Go Allah sent down about them;-
0 thou messenger, let not those who vie with each other in 
uhbelief grieve thee, of those who say with their mouths :
"We have believed", but whose hearts have not believed, for 
of those who have become Jews are listeners, to falsehood, 
listeners to another people who have not come to thee
That is; They who sent those whom they sent and remained behind and
gave them the instructions they gave them to change the judgment from
its place. Then Ke said;-
who change the words after they have been set in their
places and say: "If this is given to you, accept it but if
it^is not given to you (i.e. the stoning) then beware.
(Gurah 3: 4l),
to the end of the story.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Taihah bin laaid bin Hukanah related to me on• « *' ^
the authority of lema'il bin Ibrahim from Ibn 'Abbas. He said: "The
Messenger of Allah commanded them to be stoned and they were stoned at
the door of his mosque. When the Jew felt the stones he went to his
companion, bent over her, shielding her from the touch of the stones
till they were both slain. That was part of what Allah did for His
Messengeij/in verification of their adultery.
Ibn Ishaq: Galih bin Kaisan related to me on the authority of Kafi* 
a client of 'Abdallah bin 'Hmar from 'Abdallah bin 'Umar. He said;
"When they appointed the Messenger of Allah to judge them, he called
upon them in the name of the Torah, while one of their Rabbis sat 
reading it. He had put his hand over the verse of stoning and 
'Abdallah bin Galam struck av/ay the hand of the Rabbi and said: "0 
Prophet of Allah, here is the verse of stoning which he refuses to 
read to you". The Messengex* of Allah said to them: "Out upon you, 
Jewish people, what possessed you to abxndon the sentence of Allah 
when you have it in your hands". They said; "Indeed, it was carried 
out amongst us till one of us who was, of royal blood and noble people 
committed adultery after his marriage and the king protected him from 
being stoned. After that a man committed adultery and he wanted to 
stone him but they said; 'No indeed, till you stone so-and-so'. When 
they said that, they gathered together , emended their affair to a fine 
âhdûsuppresséd'd mention of stoning and its practice". The 
Messenger of Allah said; "I am the first to bring to life the affair 
of Allah, His Book, and the practice of it". Then he gave orders for
them to be stoneeL at the door of his mosque, 'Abdallah said: "I was 
amongst those who stoned them".
Their wfong-doing in coniiectibri with the blood-wit.
Ibn Ishaq; Dahd bin al-Huisain related to me on the authority of 
’Ikrimah from Ibn ’Abbas, that the verses from THE TABLE in which 
Allah says :-
....Judge between them or turn away from them; if thou turn 
away from them they will hot injure thee at all, but if 
thou act as judge, then judge between them with fairness; 
Allah loveth those who act with fairness. (Surah 3: 42).
were sent down merely in connection with the blood-v/it between the
Beni an-Nadir and thel^eni Quraithah, That was because the Beni an-
Nadir, being honourable people, paid the blood-wit in full for the
men they slew, while the Beni Quraithah paid the half of the blood-wit.
They brought the case to the Messenger of Allah for adjudication and
Allah sent down this in connection with them. Thus the Messenger of
Allah induced them to do what was right in that regard and made the
blood-wit equal.
Ibn IshaqÎ Allah knows best whether that was so.
Their purpose to seduce the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq: Ka'b bin Asad, Ibn Gàlûbâ, 'Abdallah bin GÛra, and Gha’s 
bin Qais said amongst themselves; "Let us betake ourselves to the . 
Messenger of Allah, perhaps we will seduce him from his religion for 
he is but human". Go they came to him and said: "0 Muhammad, verily 
you recognise that we are Rabbis of the Jews, their noble men and their 
leaders, and if we follow you the Jews will follow you and will not 
disobey ua. Verily, thero is a contention between us and some of our 
people, shall we summon them to you, and you will give judgment for 
us against them, and we will believe in you and accept you as genuine". 
But the Messenger of Allah refused (to do) that and Allah sent down 
about them:-
And judge between them by what Allah hath sent down; do not 
follow their lUbts and beware of their beguiling thee away 
from any part of what Allah hath sent down to thee; then if 
they turn away, know that Allah merely wills to bring upon 
them some of their sins. Verily, many of the people are 
reprobate.
Do they then desire the judgment of the Age of Barbarism?
But who is better than Allah in judgment to a people who.are 
convinced? (Gurah 3? 49. & 30).
Their denial of th© prophetic.office of Jesus,
Ibn Ishaq: Gome of them, to wit Abu Xasirbbin Akhtab, Kâfi* bin Abu 
Kafi*, 'Asir bin Abu ’Agir, Khalid, 2aid, Izar bin Abu laar and
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Ashya* came to the Messenger of Allah and asked him on which of the
Messengers he believed. He. said':-
Vfe believe in Allah and what has been sent down to us and 
what has been sent down to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac 
and Jacob and the Patriarchs and what has been given to 
Moses and Jesus, and what has been given to the prophets 
from their Lord, making no distinction between any of them; 
and to Him are we submissive (Surah 2: I30 -
When he mentioned Jesus Son of Mary they denied His prophetic office
and said: "VJe do not believe in Jesus Son of Mary, nor in those who
believe in Him". So Allah sent down about them:-
Say: "0 People of the Book, ye reproach us for anything 
but that we have believed in Allah, and in what has been 
sent down to us, and what has been sent fown in former
times and because most of you are reprobate. (Surah 3: 39)*
Then. Rafi’ ibn Harithah, Sallam ibn Mishlcam, Malik ibn ad-Daif and
Rafit ibn Huraimlah came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0
Muhammad, do you not claim that you are a follower of the faith arid
religion of Abraham, and believe in the Torah which we have, and bear
witness that it is truth from Allah?". He said: "Certainly, but you
have made innovations and denied what was in it, and the covenant
which was made with you in it, and you concealed of it that which you
were commanded to make plain to the people; I am innocent of your
innovations". They said: "We accept what we have, and verily we are
in the way of the guidance and the truth, and we will not believe in
you nor follow you". So Allah sent down about them:-
0 People of the Book, ye have no ground on which to stand 
until ye observe the Torah and the Gospel and what has 
been sent down to you from your Lord. But what has been
sent down to thee from thy Lord will surely increase many
of ths m in arrogance and unbelief, so do not woryy about 
the unbelieving folk. (Surah 3: 68).
Ibn Ishaq: An-Nahhâm ibn 2aid, Fardam ibn Ka’b and Bahri ibn 'Amr
came to the Messenger of Allah and said to him: "0 Muhammad, do you
not know that along with Allah there is another god?". The Messenger
of Allah said: "Allah, there is no god but He; with that (message) was
I sent and to that I give the call". So Allah sent down about them
and their saying:-
Say: "Which is stronger in witness?". Say: "Allah is 
•witness between you and me; and this Qur’an has been 
revealed to me that I may warn you thereby and whomsoever 
it may reach. Do ye testify that with Allah there are
other gods?". Say:, "I do not so testify". Say: "He is only
one God and I am innocent of what ye associate (with Him)
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Those to whom We have given the Book recognise it as they 
recognise their own ©one, but those who have lost themselves 
they do not believe* (8%rah 6: 19 & 20).
Rifa'ah bin Said bin at-Tabut and Guv/aid bin al-Harith had made a
profession of Islam and became hypocrites and some of the Muslims had
an affection for them, and Allah sent down about them:- -
0 yo who have believed, take not as your friends those who 
take your religion as ridicule and. fun, from amongst those 
who have been given the Book before you and the unbelievers, 
act piously toward Allah if ye are believers
down to His saying;.-
And when they come to you they say; "We ha.ve believed" 
chough they have gone into unbelief and in it have departed 
and Allah knoweth very well what they have been concealing. 
3: 37 - 6l).
Jabal bin Abu Qushair and Ghamv/il bin Said said to the Messenger of
Allah; "0 Muhammd, if you be a propj^ iet as you say, tell us when the
Hour will come"# Go Allah sent down about them:-
They ask you about the Hour, for what time is its corning 
fixed; say; "The knowledge of it is with my Lord alone, no 
one will disclose it o.t its time but he; it is ct weighty 
import in the heavens and the earth; it comes to you not
otherwise than suddenly".
They ask thee as if thou wort familiar with it; says "The
knowledge of it is with Allah only, but most of the people
have no knowledge* (S^rah 7* 187)•
Ibn Hisham: Aiyyan Mursaha means 'when is its arrival*(due to take 
place). Qais bin al-Hudadiyyah the Khuza'its saids-
1 came wihh tthe raecr:dt lhet.w:e:.en Hmr zanl^ame^thiddWmloLed 
To ask her when tht one who had gone aw&iy would return
This stanza is in a poem of his. MursahS means 'her end* and its
plural is M&râsï. Al-Kumait bin 2aid of Asad said;-
Those who attain to a gate where the people go not astray 
The place where the regulations of Islam come to port*
This stanza is in a poem of his. Mursa as**safinah is the place where
the ship ends her voyage. 'As if thou familxcir with it'(means
to know) about its being advanced or put back. He says; They ask.
thee about it as if thou wert familiar with them and would tell them
what you do not tell others. Al-Hafi means 'the country which is
frequented* and in the Book of Allah;-
vorily He hath been with me condescending (Gurah 1(: 47).
Its plural is 'AhfiyaÉ. A'aha of the Boni Qais bin Tha'labah said;-
■3X3-.Ç^ 9
If you enquire about me - how many enquirer© there are who ask 
repeatedly when al-A'sha will come.
This stanza is in a poem of his- Al-Hafi also mean© 'the enquirer
after the knowledge of anything, the one who perseveres in his quest*
Ibn Ishaq; Gallam bin Mshkam, Ku*man bin Aufa Abu Anas, Mahmud bin
Dahyah, Gha’s bin Q,ais and Malik bin ad-Daio came to tho Messenger of 
• * »
Allah and said to him; "How can wo follow you when you have abandoned
our Qiblah and you do not cl^ ira that’Uzair v/as a son of Allah". Go
Allah sent down about that saying of theirs:-
The Jews say that *Usair is the son of Allah and the
Christians say.that the essiah is the son of Allah; that is
what they say with their lips, confirming to what was 
formei'ly said by those v/ho disbelieved; Allah fight them!
How they are involved in lies! (Gurah 9: 51)*
to the end of tide 0tpry,
Ibn Hisham? Yadohrin, that is; Their words resemble the words of those 
■ *
who have disbelieved* For example, you relate a tale and sotaoone else
relates much the.same sort of tale he is said to conform to you,
Ibn Ishaq: Mahmud bin Saihan, Ku'man bin Ada* Bahri bin *Amr,’Uzair
bin Abu ’Uzair, and Ballam bin Mishka# came to the Messenger of
Allah and said: "Is it true 0 Muhammad, that this which you have
brought is ti’uth from Allah for we do not think it is put together in
the way in which the Torah is put together?". The Messenger of Allah
said to them; "Verily yourorecognise that it is from Allah and you
find it written with you. Even if men and Jinn combined to bring the
like of it they could not bring it". Then they said - the names, of
the lot of them wore, Finhas, 'Abdallah bin GurS, Ibn Saluba, Kininah
' * » . *
bin ar-B&bi’^ in Abu *1-Huqaiq, Ashya*, Ka'b bin Asad, Shamv/il bin Zaid,
and Jabal bin *Aiur bin Sukainah; "0 Muhammad, did neither men nor Jin n
teach you this?". The Messenger of Allah said to them: "Verily, you
know that it is from Allah, and that I am indeed the Messenger of '
Allah, you will find that written with you in the Torah"* They said:
0 Muhammad, viariiy},/Allah .rdosss? frim' Hiæmieisséngpr' whait: Hfe desiWsvIwheliWe
sends him, and he is able to got from Him what he desires, bring down
to us a book from heaven, which v/e may read and recognise; if not we
will bring you the same as you bring". Go Allah sent down about them |
and what they Saids-
Gsiy; "Verily if men and Jinn 'agree to produce tho like of
this Qui»'an, they will not produce the like of it though
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though one.was a helper' to the other’*. (Sarah 171 88).
Ibn hishajîi: Ath-'I*hahiir means * helper S  and from it comes the saying
of the Arabs ’TathSharil 'alaihi'* mea.ulng *they helped each other
against him*» The poet said:-
0 Namesake of the i^ rpphet thou hast become a mainstay for 
religion ami a helper for the Imam.
That is; A helper.Its plural is *thubaràl «
Ibn Ishaq: Kuyyai bln ibvhtab^  Ka*b bin Asad, Abu Naf 1 * $ Ashy a*, and
• * * ,
Shamwil bin %aid said to ‘Abdallah bin fîaltun when he ielamiaed: "The
prophetic office dees not exist amongst the Arabs, but your friend is
a king". Then they came to the Messenger of Alleiii and asked him about
I)hu al-Qurnain and he related to them what had come to him from Allah
about him what he had related to Quraifsli. They were among , those, who
enjoined Q.uraish to ask the Messenger of Allah about- him when theyjeqt
an-Nadr bin al-H arlth and *Uqbah bin Abu Hu*ait to them.# * ' *
Ibn Hisham; It was related to me on the authority of Ha*id bin ^ubair
that he said; "A deputation of Jews came to the Messenger of Allah
and said to him: *0 Muhammad, this Allah called creation into being
but who created Him?*. The Messenger of Allah grew enraged, hie
colour changed, and he rushed on them in rage for his Lord, and Gabriel
came to him, palmed him down and said; •Compose yourself, 0 Muhammad.
He brought him from Allah the answer to what they had asked him
3ay; "Me is Allah, One 
Allah, the Btefnal
Ho brought not forth, nor hath He been brought forth 
Co-equal with Him there hath never been any one.
(Hurah 112: 1 - 4)+
When he recited it to them they said; *0 Muhammad, describe for us
how he was created, what his fpr&r arm is like and what his .upper:>arm
is like *, The Messenger of Allah was even more enraged than the
first time, rushed upon them, and Gabriel came to Him and said to him
the same thing as he had said the first time, and brought him an
answer from Allah about that which they asked him. Allah says:-
They have not estimated the power of Allah aright; the earth 
a© a whole H© taketh in the hollow of His hand on the day 
of resurrection, and the heavens will be rolled up in Hie 
right hand; may'Ho be blessed and exalted far above what 
they associate with Him. (Surah 39: 67).
Ibn Ishaq; 'Htbah bin Muslim a client of the Heni Taim related to
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me on the authority of Abu Salimah ibn *Abd ar-Rahman from Abu
Hurairah. He said: "I heard the Messenger of Allah say: 'The people
will be quick to ask their prophet and one of them will say: +This
Allah created the universe but who created'Allah?+. If they say
that say ye:-
Allah is One 
Allah, the Eternal
He brought not forth nor hath He been brought forth 
Co-equal with Him there hath never been any one.
Then let a man ^ i t  three times to his left and seek refuge in Allah
from Satan the Stoned*
Ibn Hisham: As-samad is that towards which one directs onesself or
that which is sought as a refuge from fear. Hind bint M a 'bad ibn
Nadlah said in lament for *Amr ibn Mas'ud and Khâlid ibn Nadlah her
two uncles from Asad whom an-Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir the Lakhmite slew
and built over them the two mausoleums which are in Kufah
Verily the mourner rose early with the news of the two 
best men of the Beni Asad
*Amr ibn Mas'ud and the lord to whom recourse is had.
The affair of as-Bayyid, al-lqib, and the Imprecation.
A deputation of the Christians of Najran came to the Messenger of 
Allah comprised of sixty riders amongst whom were fourteen men of 
their nobility, and amongst these fourteen were three person's on whom 
rested the responsibility for their affairs: Al-'Aqib, the commander 
of the people, their.adviser and counsellor, without whose advice, they 
would not proceed (with any matter), and his name was 'Abd al-Hasih, 
As-Sayyid was thie manager of their business and the man responsible 
for their journeyings and gatherings, and his name was al-Aiham, Abu 
Hgrithah ibn 'Alqamah one of the Beni Bakr ibn W a ’il v/as their Bishop 
Rabbi, and Imam, and the head of their churches. Abu Harithah 
occupied a position of prominence among them and had studied their 
books till his knowledge of their religion was quite extensive. The 
Byzantine kings who were Christians had honoured him, given him 
property and servants,j built churches for him, showered dignities 
upon him, because of his knowledge and zeal in their religion of 
which they had heard. So when they set out from Na#ran in the 
direction of the Messenger of Allah, Abu Harithahrode on a mule of 
his on his way to the Messenger of Allah and by his side was a 
brother of his called Kur ibn 'Alqamah.,(Ibn Hisham: He is also 
given as Kuz). The mule of Abu Harithah stumbled and Kuz said to him
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"May the one who is farther away stumble", meaning the Messenger of 
Allah. Abu Harithah said to..him: "Nay, but mayest thou stumble". He 
said: "Wherefore, ray brother?". He said: "Verily he is the prophet 
whom we have been expecting". Kuz said to him: "What then keeps you 
back from him since you know this?", He said: "That which this 
people'havedone to us, they have honoured me, given us properties, 
and bestowed dignities upon us, refusing to do anything contrary to 
that. If I do this they will take from me all this that you see". So 
his brother Kuz kept it back from him and accepted Islam after that, 
and, according to what I heard, it was he who related this story 
about him.
Ibn Hisham: I heard that the chiefs of Najrân had inherited the books
that were in their possession. Whenever one of their chiefs died and
the chieftainship passed to another, he stamped a seal on those books
along with the seals that were there before it, without breaking them .
The chief who ruled in the time of the Prophet went out walking and
stumbled and his son said'to him: "May the one who is farther away
stumble", meaning the Messenger of Allah. His father said to him: "Do
nothing for he is a prophet and his name is in the archives" (meaning
the books). Then he died and his son who had no desire that did not
become a passion with him, broke the seals, found in them mention of
the prophet, accepted Islam, and became a good Muslim, and made the
Pilgrimage. It was he who said:-
Towards thee there runs a beast whose girth is loose
The embryo in her womb hinders her progress
Her religion is contrary to the religion of the Christians.
Ibn Hisham: Al-Wadin means 'the saddle girth', thè saddle girth of the
she-camel. Hisham ibn 'Urwah said: "The people of Iraq added to it:-
The embryo in her womb hinders her progress
However, Abu 'U^aidah recited this as part of it
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Ja'far ibn az-2ubair related to me , He said:
When they came to the Messenger of Allah at Medina they went in to him
in his mosque while he was at afternoon Prayer wearing the Yemenite
robes of the Rabbis, long-sleeved gowns and cloaks in all the
elegance of the men of the Beni 'l-Harith ibn Ka'b. Come of the
friends of the Messenger of Allah who saw them on that day said: "V7e
did not see after their time a deputation like them". When their ■ 
time of prayer came, they began to pray in the mosque of the
Messenger of Allah, ■ The Messenger
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of Allah saidi "Let them he", and they prayed towards the east*
Ibn Ishaq: The names of t’tje fourteen on whom rested the responsibility
for their affaire were: al-*Aqib who was *Abd aX-Maslh, as-Cayyld, who 
was al-Aiham, Abu Harithah bin 'Alqamah brother of the Beni Baler bin 
Wa’il, Alls5 Harith, Bald, Qais, lazld, Nubaih, Kb.u?/ailid, 'Amr,
KhSlidj 'Abdallah and Yuhantias, with sixty horsemen. Abu Harithah bin 
'Alqamah, al-'Aqib 'Abd al-MasIh, and al-Aiham as-Bayyid who were 
followers of Christianity the religion of tlB King, spoke with the 
Messenger, of All all* But there was a difference in their affair*
Some (of them) say; "He is Allah", others, "He is the son of Allah",
and still others, "He iis the third of three'! Üuoh 1b the assertion of
Christianity. They bring as an argument in support of their contention 
that he is Allah, the fact that he raised the dead, cured diseases,
told of the hidden things, created the form of a bird, out of clay,
breathed into it and It became a bird* But all that was by command of 
Allah, the Blessed the Exalted and to make it a sign for the people, 
Further, they argue in support of their statement that he is the son 
of Allah by saying that he had no known father, and that he spoke in 
the cradle, which is something none of the children of Adam had ever 
done before him* And they argue in support of their statement that 
he is the third of three from the saying of Allah: 'We performedj*We 
commanded^ created | andüWe determined', saying: "If He were, one 
He would not say other than, * I performed', 'I determined*,*I 
commanded', *X created'; but it was He and Jesus and Mary; and about 
all that they said the lur^àn came down* Whan the two bishops spoke 
to the Messenger pf Allah, he said to them; "Become Muslims". They 
said: "We have become Muslims". He said: "Indeed, you have not become 
Muslims, so islamize". They said; "Certainly, we were Muslims before 
your time"* He said: "You lie, your claim that Allah has a son, your 
worship of the cross, and. your eating of swine's flesh prevent you 
from becoming Muslims", They aaids "Vsho was his father, then, 0 
Muhammad?", but the Messenger of Allah kept silence and gave them no 
answer . Bo Allah sent down about that saying of theirs and the whole 
matter of their difference of opinion, the opening part of the 
Chapter of the Family of 'Imran, up to the eightieth verse and more.
He said:-
Alif, Lam Mira.
Allah, there is no god but He the Liying, the Self-existent.
He opens the chapter by dissociating Himself entirely from what they 
say, and a declaration of, Hia Unity in creation and the affair, 
without any partner, aa a. reply to tîpem and the unbelief they have 
invented in giving, Hi.av equals; and a© an argument against what they 
asserted about their friend to make them realise thereby their error* 
He saidî-
A l i f ,  L a m ,  M Î m
Allah, there is no god but He
Thei*e is no other partmer with Him in Hie affair
The Living, the Self-existent
The Living: He who does not die. But Jesus died and was crucified
according to what they say* The Self-existent; The One Who remains
in His place in the universe because cf His authority; He passes not
away. Bat Jesus did Indeed pass away, according to what they say,
from the place in which He was and departed from it to another.
He hath sent down the Book to thee with the truth
That is; With the truth about which they disagree
And He sent down the Torah and the Gospel
The Torah to Moses and the Gospel to Jesus as Ho sent down the Books
to those who were before him
and He sent down the Furqan
That is : The separation between tin\th and error in regard to the
affair of Jesus and other matters about which the parties differed#
Verily, for those who have disbelieved in the signs of
Allah is a severe punishment; Allah is mighty, the wloldcr 
of vengeance.
That is; Allah, takes vangeance on those who have disbelieved in His 
signs after that they have known them and recognised that in them 
something had come from Him
Verily from Allah nothing is hid, either in the earth or in
the heaven;
That is: He knows what they intend, what plots they hatch and what,
they are li&G by their words about Jesus when they made him a Lord 
and a God* They have more of his knowledge besides that in their 
deceit towards Allah and disbelief in Him*
Ho is it who forms you in th^wombs, as lie pleases;
That is ; Jesus was amongst those who were formed in the wombs, as
other sons of Adam were formed| they do not refute nor deny that
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Ho?J then is ho b: God since he belonged, to that order of beings* Then
Be aaid to dissociate Himself from what they had put along with Him
and by way of asserting His unity;-
there 1© .no god but He; the Mighty the VJise.
The Mighty in His victory over those who disbelieve in. Him, if "wills
The Wise'in the arguments and reasons He gives His servants*
He it ia who hath sent, down to thee the Book in which are 
clearly formulated verses; these are the essence of the 
Book
In them are the arguments of the Lord and protection for men, a
defence against contention and error, and they cannot be changed or
altered from the form in which they wore given
and others are ambiguous
They are capable of being changed and bear (variant) interpretations.
Allah tests men by means of them just as tested them with things
allowable a:ad forbidden, bhat they might nob be changed to error or
altered from the truth. Allah says;-
As for those in whose hearts is an inclination to fall away
That i s Î A tendency away from the guidance
they follow the ambiguous part of it,
That, is? The part of it that has been changed that they may accept it
as true and what they have invented and created to make out a case
for themselves, so for them there i^ doubt about what they say
out of desire of dissension
That is; Confusion
and seeking its explanation
That was about the error on which they embarked when they said;
"We created" and "We determined". .He says:-
and none khows its explanation
That is; That by which they desired what they desired
except Allah; And those well-grounded in knowledge say :
"We believe in it, all is from our Lord*
How then can it be contradictory wîien it is one saying from one Lord? 
Then they rejected the explanation of the ambiguous (verses) in spite 
of the explanation of the perspicuous (verses) which they recognised 
for which there is nothing but one explanation, and according to what 
they said, t.b.e Book was compiled, one part of which verified thé other 
part, by it the argument was clenched, the plea fecame eyidàzit,' error 
was removed and unbelief v/as overcome . Allah says : -
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No one takes warning but those of insight*
0 our Lord, do not incline our hearts to go astray after 
having guided us.
That is: Do not make our hearts to err; and if we have erred by our
misdeeds
grant us mercy from Thyself; Thou art the Giver.
Then He said:-
Allah hath testified that there is no god but He, likewise 
the angels and the people of knowledge;
in contradiction of what they said,
dispensing justice,
That is: Righteousness
there is no god but He, the Mighty,the Wise.
Verily the religion in Allah's sight is Islam;
That is: What you follow 0 Muhammad, thn assertion of the unity of
the Lord, and confirmation of the messengers.
and those to whom the Book has been given did not differ 
until after the knowledge had come to them,
That is: What came to you, that Allah is the One who has no associate.
out of jealousy among themselves; if anyone disbelieves in 
the signs of Allah, Allah is quick to reckon 
So if they dispute with thee.
That is: About the falsehood they bring when they say: "We created",
"We performed", "We commanded"; it is only the confusion of
falsehood. They have recognised how much truth there was in it*
say: "I have surrendered myself to Allah,
That is: (To Him) alone
likewise those who have followed me,
And say to those to whom the Book has been given and to 
the common people who have no Book; "Have ye surrendered 
yourselves?"* If they surrender themselves then they have 
been guided aright, but if they turn away, thou art only 
responsible for the proclamation, and Allah is observant 
of (His) servantsV
Then he includes the people of the tv;o Books, mentions what they had
done amiss and invented - both Jews and Christians, and said:-
Verily those who disbelieve in the signs of Allah and kill 
the prophets wrongfully, and slay those men who enjoin 
uprightness••..
down to His saying
Bay: "0 Allah, the possessor of power
That is; Lord and King of men, other than Whom no one judges them*
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Thoü givest power to whom Thou wiliest, and withdrawest 
power from whom Thou wiliest; Thou exaltest whom Thou 
wiliest, and abaeeet whom Thou wiliest ; in Thy hand is good;
That is: It belongs not to another.
verily Thou hast povvèr over all things
That is: None but Thou art able to do this by Thy authority and power.
Thou causest the night to interpenetrate the day, and the 
day to interpenetrate the night; Thou bringeet forth the 
living from the dead, and the dead from the living;
by that might.
and Thou providest for whom Thou wiliest without reckoning.
None but Thee is capable of that; none but Thee can perform it. That 
is: If I had given Jesus authority over the things wherein they assert 
that he is Divine, such as bringing the dead to life, curing diseases, 
creating birds of clay, ànd telling of the hidden things, (it v/as in 
order that) I might thereby make him a sign for the people and for a 
confirmation of him in his prophetic office wherewith I sent him to 
his people; but part of the power and authority which I did not confer 
on him was the setting up of kings|îiSnüflîhe affair of the prophetic 
office and its disposal wherever I will; the interpenetration of the 
night in the day, and the day in the night ; the bringing forth of the 
living from the dead, and the bringing forth of the dead from the 
living; and making provision for whomsoever I willed both of the 
righteous and the wicked without reckoning. I did not give Jesus 
authority over all this and I did not appoint him king over it, nor 
have they any example or evidence that even if he were Divine all that 
would hate belonged to him. Also, according to their knowledge, he 
fled from the kings and moved away from them from one town to another 
in the land.
Then he addresses the believers, warns them, and says :- 
Bay: "If ye love Allah...
That is; If what you say is really out of love to and veneration for 
Allah
follow me, and Allah will love you and will forgive you 
 ^ your sins;
That is: You unbelief which is past
Allah is forgiving, compassionate.
Bay: "Obey Allah and the Messenger 
for you will recognise him and find him in your Book.
" 3 2 4 —
then if they turn away - 
That is: To their Unbelief
Allah doth not love the unbelievers.
Then He brought up the affair of Jesus and the manner of the
commencement of what He willed for him, and said:-
Verily Allah hath chosen Adam and Noah and the family of
Abraham and the family of ♦Imran above the worlds;
descendants one of the other, Allah is one who hears and
knows.
Then He mentioned the affair of the wife of 'Imran with regard to her 
saying:-
0 my Lord, I vow to Thée what is in my womb dedicated (to 
Tjiy Boryipe)
That is; I have vowed him and made him a slave whose service is to
Allah; he shall not profit by anything of the world.
accept (it) from me, verily Thou art one who hears and knows. 
Then when she was delivered of it, she said: "0 my Lord, 
what I have been delivered of is a female*"
Allah knew quite well what she had been delivered of; the
male is not like the female -
That is: The male is not as the female for the purpose for which
I have dedicated her to Him as a consecrated (child)
1 have named her Mary and I seek refuge with Thee for her 
and her posterity from Satan the stoned.
Allah, the Blessed, the Exalted says;-
So her Lord vouchsafed her a good acceptance and caused her 
to shoot up a goodly growth and Bechariah took charge of her.
after her father and mother,
Ibn Hisham: Kaffalaha means 'he took her to himself.
Ibn Ishaq:,Then he mentioned her, in orphanhood and gives her story and 
that of aechariah, what he prayed for and what He gave him when He 
bestowed ïahya on him • Then he mentioned Mary and what the angels 
said to her:-
0 Mary, verily Allah hath chosen thee and purified thee, and 
chosen thee above the women of the worlds 
0 Mary, be obedient to thy Lord, prostrate thyself and bow 
with those who bow.
Allah says ;-
That is one of the stories of the unseen, which we give 
thee bj: inspiration and thou wast not with them when they 
cast their pens (to decide) which of them should take 
.charge of Mary.
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Ibn Hisham! AqlSmahum, is 'their;arrows'. He means the divining 
arrows with which they drew lots for her: and the divining arrcw of 
Zechariah came out and he took her, according to what al-Hasan bin 
Abu ’1-Hasan said.
Ibn Ishaq! Juraih the monk, one of the Children of Israel, a carpenter 
got charge of her at this time,. The divining arrow came out in his 
favour that he should accept responsibility for her which he did. 
Sachariah had had charge of her before that, but the Children of 
Israel were smitten by a severe famine, and Bachariah was unable to 
support her, and they cast lots for her (to decide) which of them 
should have charge of her, and the divining arrow came out in favour 
of Juraih the monk, that he should have charge of her, which he 
undertook.
and thoU wast not with them when they were contending
é-j.
That is: Thou wast not with them when they contended about her. He
h
informs him of the secret of the knowledge which they had concealed
with themselves, in confirmation of his prophetic office and as an
argument against them with regard to the Citings he brought them which
they were concealing from him. Then He. said:-
When the angels said: "0 Mary, Allah, giveth thee tidings of 
a word from Himself, whose name is the Messiah, Jesus, son 
of Mary,
That is: His affair was on this wise, not as they say
an eminent one in this world and the Hereafter
That is: With Allah
and is one of those brought near
And he will speak to the people in the cradle and as grown 
man, one of the upright
He informs them of his state in which he will experience change in his
life, just as all the sons of Adam, small and great experience changes
in their lives, excepting that Allah singled him out by his speaking
in the cradle as a sign of his prophetic office, and as a way of
causing men to recognise the sphere in which his might is exercised.
Bhe sqid: Lord, how shall I have a child, seeing no man
hath touched me?". He said: "Thus Allah createth what He 
willeth
That is: He performs what He pleases and creates what He wills both of
men and (creatures) other than men
when He decideth on a thing He simply eaith to it "Be" and 
it is
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What He wills and how He wills and it is as He pleases. Then He 
tells her what He wills for him and says;-
And We will teach him the Book and the Wisdom and the Torah
which was amongst them from the time of Moses before him 
and the Gospel
another Book which Allah gave to him. They had only the merest
mention of him that he was one of the prophets after him.
and a messenger to the Children of Israel
Verily I have come to you with a sign from your Lord
That is: He verifies thereby my prophetic office that I am a
messenger to you from Him.
Verily I will create for you from clay the form of a bird 
and I will breathe into it and it will become a bird by 
the permission of Allah
Who sent me to you; He is my Lord and your Lord
and I will heal the blind and the leprous.......
Ibn Hisham: Al-Akmah means one who was born blind. Ru'bah ibn al-
'Ajjaj said:-
I roused (him) up and he went back like one born blind 
Its plural is 'kurah'
Ibn Hisham: Harrajtu means *I called out against the lion and
brought (the people) upon him'. This stanza is in a poem of his.
and bring the dead to life by the permission of Allah, and 
I shall announce to you what ye may eat and what ye may 
store up in your houses; verily in that is a sign for you
that I am a: messenger to you from Allah
if ye are believers. And (I have come) to confirm the 
Torah which was before me
That is: The part of it that preceded me
and to make allowable to you some things which have been 
forbidden you.
That is: I will tell you of that which has been forbidden you and
which you have given up and I will make it allowable for you to 
lighten your burdens so that you may get relief from them and be 
secured against any consequences.
I have brought you a sign from your Lord, so act piously 
toward Allah and obey me; verily Allah is my Lord and your 
Lord
That is: That he may be clear of what they say about him, and as an
argument for his Lord against them.
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so servo Him, this ie a straight path.
That is: This is the guidance which I have prevailed upon you to
follow, and which X have brought you.
Bo when Jesus perceived unbelief on their part, .
And. enmity to him,
he said; "Who are my helpers towards Allah?" The Apostles 
replied; "We are the helpers of Allah, we have believed in 
Allah,
This was their saying by which they obtained the bounty from their 
Lord.
And bear witness that we are Muslims.
Not what these who dispute with thee say about him.
"0 our Lord, we have believed in what Thou hast sent down 
and followed the'messenger; so write us down among the 
witnesses".
That iss These were théàr words and (this was) their faith.
Then He mentions His raising of Jesus to Himself when they combined
to slay him. He eaids,- ;
They plotted and Allah plotted but Allah is the best of 
plotters.
Then He told them, refuting his crucifixion,which they acknowledged 
was carried out by the Jews, how He raised him up and purified him 
from them:-
When Allah said: "0 Jesus, I am going to bring thy term to 
an end and raise thee to Myself, and purify thee from those 
who have disbelieved;^/
Since they have purposed towards you what they have purposed
and 1 ara going to set those who have followed after thee
above those v/ho have disbelieved until the day of 
resurrection;
and the story till he ends with His saying:-
Ho much do we recite to thee
0 Muhammad
Of the signs and the wise Reminder.
W&ioh convinces and sets out the truth of the statement about Jesus
in which is no admixture of error, and about his affair concerning
which they differed, so do not accept another statement
Jesus in Allah's eyes is in the same position as Adam; He 
created him of dust, then said to him "Be", and he is 
The truth from thy Lord,
the statement which has come to you regarding Jesus.
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so be not thou of those who doubt.
That is: The truth from thy Lord has come to thee so do not doubt it.
And if they say that Jesus was created without a male, verily I
created Adam by that power apart from both male and female, and he
was human like Jesus, having flesh, blood and hair. So the creation
of Jesus without, a male was not more wonderful than that.
If anyone dispute with thee concerning him after the
knowledge which has come to thee
That is: After the statement which We have given you about him and
the manner of his affair
say: "Come, let us call our sons and your sons, our wives 
and your wives, ourselves and yourselves, then letiussmake 
supplication and lay the curse of Allah on those who lie.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'U^aidah said: Nabtahil means 'to invoke the curse'.
A'sha of the Beni Qais ibn Tha'labah said:-
Do not sit down when thou hast fed it with fuel
One day thou wilt seek refuge and make supplication (for
deliverance)from its evil.
This stanza is in a poem of his. Nabtahil also means 'to beseech'.
He says: "We will invoke the curse". The Arabs say: "Bahai Allah
Fulan meaning: "May Allah curse So-and-so, Also "'Alaihi bahlat
Allah" (also given as "buhlat Allah"), meaning the curse of Allah.
Nabtahil also means that we make earnest prayer.
Ibn Ishaq:
Verily this 
The account of Jesus which I have brought 
is the true account 
Of his affair
and there is no god but Allah, and verily Allah is the 
Mighty, the Wise.
If then they turn away - Allah knoweth the corrupters.
Say: "0 People of the Book, come to a word which is fair 
between you and us, that we worship no one but Allah, that 
we associate nothing with Him, and that we do not take one 
another as Lords apart from Allah", if they turn away, say:
ye: "Bear witness that we are Muslims,
Thus he called them to do what was fair and took away from them their
plea. /
When the information about him ^hme from Allah to the Messenger of 
Allah, and the decree of separation between him and them and he was 
given the commandment he was given to curse them if they refused that, 
he called them (to follow this course). So they said to him: "0 Abu
let us look into oui* affair and v;te will bring you (word) of 
what we v/iah to do about that to which you have called us'% and they 
went away from him* Then they went aside with al-*Aqib who was their 
counsellor and said: "0 *Abd al^Masih, what do you think?". He said:
"0 Christian people, you have indeed recognised that Muhammad is a 
prophet commissioned, and he has brought you the dediBiüa word about 
thewStQryaofoyahrüfriênd,^^:^;r, You know that no people has ever 
cursed a prophet and their grown ups remained alive and their young 
ones reached maturity; it will surely mean extermination fcr you if 
you do so. If then you refuse (everything) excppt to adhere to your 
religion and to stand by the statement about your master which you 
have, seek.a reconciliation with the man and go away to your country". 
So they came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Abu ’1-Qasim, we 
are of the opinion that we should not utter any denunciation of you 
but that we should leave'you in your religion and we return in our 
religion, but send with us one of your friends whom you shall choose 
for us, who shall decide between us oh matters of property on which 
we have disagreed, for you are acceptable with us. Muhammd bin 
Ja'far said: "The Messenger of Allah said; 'Gome to me in the evening 
and I will send with you the strong and faithful one'V He said:
HJmar bln al^Khattab^aid: 'I never had a desire for a position of 
command like what I had that day, in the hope I would get it. I went 
to the noon prayer before the time and when the Messenger of Allah had 
prayed with us the noon prayer, he gave the eàlutations and looked 
both to right and Kiltt. I tried to make myself taller that he might 
see me but his glances Continued to probe around till they lighted on 
Abu 'TJbaidah bin al* Jar rah and he called him and said: +Go with them 
them and decide rightly between them in regard to that about which 
they have differed*', 'Umar said: *Bo Abu 'Ubaidah went away with them**
Extracts from the account of the hypocrites.
Ibn Ishaq: According to v^ hat 'Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah related to me , 
the Messenger of Allah oame to Medina when the chieftain of the people 
there was 'Abdallah bin Ubai bin Salul the 'Aufite, and one of the 
subdivision of the ^enu *1-Hubla. No two of his people would have 
disagreed about him as far as his rank was concerned. The Aus and the 
Khazraj had never agreed on a single man from either of the two 
diyisionsexcept him, either before or after his timeÿ till Islam came.
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The man who shared the leadership of the Aus with him was a nobleman 
of his people the Aus, respected and obeyed, Abu 'Âmir, 'Abd dAmr 
ibn Saifi ibn an-Nu'man, one of the Beni Dubai'ah ibn 2aid. He v/as 
Abu Hanzalah the one who was washed (by the Angels) on the day of Uhud 
He had become a monlc in the Age of Barnarism, donning the garments of 
hair, and he was called "The Monk", but they were unfortunate in 
their dignity and it harmed them.
As for 'Abdallah ibn Ubai, his people had prepared for him the 
chaplet wherewith to crown him and make him king over them, but while 
they were taken up with that Allah brought them His messenger. So 
when his people left him to go over to Islam, he was filled with 
rancour, because he realised that the Messenger of Allah had snatched 
the kingdom from him. When he saw that his people refused everything 
but Islam, he entered it against his will and persisted in hypocrisy 
and malice.
As for Abu 'Âmir, he refused everything except unbelief and separation 
from his people when they agreed on having Islam, and he went away 
from them to Mecca with a few dozen men, separating himself from Islam 
and the Messenger of Allah, According to what Muhammad ibn Abu 
Umamah related to me on the authority of one of the family of 
Hanzalah ibn Abu 'Âmir, the Messenger of Allah said: "Do not say:
'The Monlc', but say: 'The Impious',
Ibn Ishaq: Ja'far ibn 'Abdallah ibn Abu ’1-Hakam, who both heard and
understood and was a reciter, related to me that Abu 'Âmir came to 
the Messenger of Allah'when he came to Medina before he went to Mecca 
and said: "What is this religion you have brought?". He said: "I 
have brought Hanifism, the religion of Abraham", He said: "That is 
what I follow". The Messenger of Allah said to him: "Verily you
have it not". He said: "Certainly we have, you have introduced into 
Hanifism 0 Muhammad what does not belong to it". He said: "I have
not done so, I have brought it pure and white". He said; "The liar, 
may Allah cause him to die an outcast, a stranger and alone", alluding 
to the Messenger of Allah, meaning to say: "This is how you brought it" 
The Messenger of Allah said: "Yes, whoever is a liar Allah will do 
that to him". It was he who was the enemy of Allah. He went to Mecca, 
when the Messenger of Allah entered Mecca he went to at—Ta’if, and 
when the people of at-Ta’if accepted Islam he went to Syria and died
there
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an outcast, a stranger and alone. 'Alqamah ibn 'Ulathah ibn 'AUf 
ibn al-Ahwas ibn Ja'far ibn Kilab, and Kinânah ibn 'Abd Yalil ibn 
•Amr ibn 'Umair the Thaqafite went with him. When he died they, took 
their dispute over his inheritance to Caesar, Emperor of Byzantium 
and Caesar said: "Let townspeople inherit from townspeople and let 
nomads inherit from nomads". So Kinânah ibn 'Abd Yalll the townsman, 
became his heir apart from 'Alqamah. Ka'b ibn Malik said to Abu 
'Âmir about what he had done:-
Allah forfend a vile deed like your behaviour in the tribe
0 'Abd 'Amr
Either you said to me: "Honour and palm trees"
Of old you bartered faith for unbelief.
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as: "Either you said to me: 'Honour and
wealth'".
Ibn Ishaq: As for 'Abdallah ibn Ubai, he continued to hold his
position of honour among his people in Medina, hesitating till Islam 
got the better of him, and he entered it against his will.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Muslim az-Zuhri related to me on the
authority of 'Urwah ibn az-Zubair from Usamah ibn Zaid ibn Harithah 
the beloved of the Messenger of Allah. He said; The Messenger of 
Allah rode out to (see) Sa'd ibn 'Ubadah, to visit him in an illness 
which had come upon him, on a donkey on which was a pack-saddle with 
a velvet covering of Fadak tied with a rein of palm-fibre, and the 
Messenger of Allah had mounted me behind him. He passed by 'Abdallah 
ibn Ubai as he was in the shade of Muzihim, his fort,
Ibn Hisham: Muzahim was the name of his fort,
Ibn Ishaq: and some of his people were around him. When the
Messenger of Allah saw him, he was careful not to pass without 
alighting. So he dismounted, greeted him, sat a little while, 
reciting the Qur’an, calling to Allah, reminding of Allah, cautioning, 
giving good tidings, and uttering warnings. He remained silent 
without speaking till the Messenger of Allah had finished what he had 
to say and then he said: "You there1 There is nothing better than 
this discourse of yours if only it were true. Sit then in your own 
house and relate it to whoever comes to you, but do not weary with it 
him who does not come to you, and do not bring to him where he is 
sitting that which he dislikes". 'Abdallah ibn Rawahah, who was with 
some Muslims who were with him said: "By all means, bring it to us
and give it to us in our assemblies and dwellings and houses, for it
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is. the thing wo laka, and Allah has honoured ue with it and guided us
to it. 'Abdallah bin Ubai said when he observed the difference of
opinion (that existed among) his people:-
When thy lord is th^ne opponent thou dost not cease, to be 
despised and those with whom you fight will overcome thee 
Can the eagle rise without his wings and if his feathers
were to be plucked one day he would surely fall.
Ibn Hisham: The second stanza is on the authority of another than
Ibn Ishaq.
Ibn Ishaq: Az-Zuhri related to me on the authority of 'Urwah bin as-
*
Zubair from Usamah bln Zaid. He said: So the Messenger of Allah rose
up and went to Sa'd bin 'Ubadah with what the enemy of Allah bin Ubai 
had said appearing on hia face and he said: Verily, 0 Messenger of 
Allah I see something in your face which is as if you had heard 
something you dislike". ■ He said: Yes", and told him what Ibn Ubaà had 
'0ai<i: Sa'd said; "Be kind to him, for I swear that when Allah brought 
you to us we had already prepared the chaplet wherewith to crown him, 
and he sees that you have snatched the kingdom out of hisygrasp"*
Mention of those friends of thé Messenger of Allah who fell ill*
Ibn Ishaq: Hisham bin 'Urv/ah and 'Umar bin 'Abdallah bin 'Urwah
related' to me on the authority of 'Urwah bin az-Zubair from 'Â’ishah*
She said: When the Messenger of Allah came to Medina he did so at the
time when it was the most plague-stricken country on earth with fever
from which trial and illness befell his friends but Allah diverted that
from His Prophet. Abu Bekr, 'Amir bin Fuhairah and Bilal, two clients
of Abu BeJtr, were in the saise house with Abu Bekrjwhen the fever came
upon them. I went in to visit them - that was before the veil was
imposed on us - and none but Allah knows the severity of the pain they
endured from the fever, so I went up to Abu Bakr qnd said to him: "How
do you find yourself my father?". He eaid:-
Every man is given the morning greeting in his family while 
death is nearer than his sandal«straps
I said: "Verily, my father knows not what he says". Then I went up
to 'Amir bin Fuhairah and said: "How do you find yourself, 0 'Amir?"
He said:-
Verily, I have experienced death before tasting it 
The fate of the coward is from above 
Each man is striving with all his might 
Like the ox protecting his skin with his horn
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By 'TÛqihi' he means 'Taqatihi* (with all his strength) according to 
what Ibn Hisham says.
I said: "Verily 'Amir does not know what he is saying". She said:
"Bilal, when the fever left him, was lying in the courtyard of the 
house and he lifted up his voice and said:-
WouOid that I knew whether I will spend a night in Fakhkh 
with the rushes and grass around me;
Shall I come one day to the waters of Majannah and will 
Shamah and Tafll appear to me?
Ibn Hisham: Shamah and Tafil are two mountains.
'A’ishah said: I mentioned to the Messenger of Allah what I had
heard from them and said: "They are raving and out of their senses
because of the severity of the fever". The Messenger of Allah said:
"Make Medina to be beloved by us as Thou didst make Mecca beloved by
us, 0 Allah, or even more than that, bless her in her measures and
bushels and remove her plague to Mahi'ah; and Mahl'ah is al-Juhfah.
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn Shihab az-Zuhri mentioned on the authority of
•Abdallah ibn 'Umar ibn al-'As that when the Messenger of Allah and
his friends came to Medina, the fever of Medina came upon them so that
they were exhausted by illness, but Allah warded it off from His 
Prophet, and they could not pray unless they were seated. The 
Messenger of Allah went out to them when they were praying in this 
fashion and said to them: "Know that the prayer of him who squats is 
only half as good as the prayer of him who stands". Then the Muslims 
forced themselves to stand in spite of the weakness and sickness that 
lay on them, in entreating the favour (of Allah).
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah made preparations for
fighting and undertook the holy war against the enemy which Allah 
had commanded, and made war on the idolaters of the Arabs who 
followed them, whom Allah had commanded him to fight.
Date of the Migration.
-in the foregoing chain of authprities on the authority of 'Abd al- 
Malik ibn Hisham he said: Ziyad ibn 'Abdallah al-Bakka’i related to
us on the authority of Muhammad ibn Ishaq the Muttalibite. He said: 
The Messenger of Allah came to Medina on the Monday after the twelfth 
night of Rabi' I when the forenoon was well advanced and the sun was 
almost at the zenith. That was the date, according to what Ibn Hisham 
says.
- 2 ) 4 -
Ibh Ishaqs The Messenger of Allah v/as at that time fifty three 
years of age, which was thirteen years after Allah commissioned him.
He remained (in Medina) for the remainder of the month Rabi' al-Awwal 
the other Rabi*, the two Jlhnadis, Rajab, Sha'bân, the month of 
Ramadan, iShawwil.j Dhn al-Qa'dah, Dhu al«Hijjah, - the polytheists 
were in control of that pilgrimage and al-Huharrani. Then he set 
out on a raid in Eafar at the beginning of the twelfth month from 
the time of his arrival in Medina, and appointed Ba'd bin 'Ubadah 
governor of Hediaa , according to what Ibn Hisham says.
The Raid of Waddan.
This was his first raid.
Ibn Ishaq* Till he got to %addan;and this is the raid of ai-A'bwa’;
in search of Quraish and the fieni Damrah bin Bekr bin 'Abd Manat bin*
Kinanah. The Beni Damrah effected a reconciliation with him there 
and the man who conciliated him towards them was Makhshi bin 'Amr the 
Dami'lte, who was their chieftain at that time. Then the Messenger of 
Allah returned to Medina without meeting any opposition and resided 
there for the remainder of Safar and the first part of the mo&hh of 
Rabi' al-Awwal.
Ibn Hisham: This is the first raid he made.
The raiding party of 'tJbaidah bin al-Harith -
This was the first occasion on which he mounted a standard.
Ibn Ishaq! The Messenger of Allah, during that stay of his in Medina,
*
despatched 'Ubaidahbin al-Harith bin al-Muttalib bin 'Abd Manaf bin
Qusai with sixty or eighty horsemen of the Emigres, amongst whom
there was nota single one of the Helpers. ' He went on till he came to
water in the Hijasa In Lower Thaniyyat ai-Marrah where he found a
large party of Quraishites. No fighting took place between them that
. arrow,
day except that Ba'd bin Abu Waqqas w%& shgt mith an-, and it was the
first arrow to be shot in Islam. Then the two parties broke away
from each other, the Muslims having a rearguard* Al-Miqdad bin 'Amr
al*BahrSni, ally of the Êeni Zuhrah, and 'Utbah bin Ghaswan bin Jabir
the Mazinite. ally of the Beni Maufal bin 'Abd Manaf, who were Muslims
but had gone out to join the unbelievers, fled from the polytheists
to the Muslims. 'Ikrimah bin Abu 0‘ahl was in charge of the party.
Names and poetry omitted*
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Ibn Islrnqs' According to what I hoard, the standard, of 'Uh&id^h was 
the first standard the of Allah moimted fjor any of the
Muslims, in Islam and one scholar claims that he sent him out when he 
wa© on the way hack from the raid of al-Ahwâl before he reached 
Medina,
The raiding party of llamaah (which went) to the coast.
During that stay of his he also sent Hamaah bin *Ab(i al-Muttalib bin
* *
Hashim to the sea-shore in the vicinity of al-'ÎB with thirty horse-
. ■ ■  ■■■ *  '
men of the Emigres amongst whom was not a single one of the Helpers*
He encountered Abu Jahl bin Hisham on the sea shore with three
hundred horsemen of the inhabitants of ^ecca and Majdi bin 'Amr the
Juhanxte ,%ho; was oh cgoo’d-'term's> witH)oth parties interposed between
them, Bo thè parties separated one from the other and no fight took
place between thoin, Borne people say that the standard of Hamzali was-
the first standard thé Messenger of Allah mounted for any of the
Muslims, but that v/as because his expedition and that of 'TJbaidah took
place together which made it confusing for people. They have claimed
that Hainzah recited poetry about that (event) in which he mentions
that his standard was the first one the of Allah mounted.
If Hamaa did indeed say that then it was the truth? if Allah wills,
for he would say nothing but the truth; but Allah knows best whether
that was so* But what wo hoard from our scholars was that 'Ubaidah
bin al-Harith was the first for whom a banner was mounted.
Poetry omitted.
The Raid of Buwat
Ibn Ishaq: Then the .Messenger of Allah made a raid in the month of
Rabi* al-Av/wal in search of Quraish*
Ibn Hisham: He appointed as-Ba’ib bin 'Uthinan bin Math'un governor of
*
Medina.
Ibn Ishaq: He went as far as Buwat in the vicinity of Kadwa and then
* *
returned to Medina without meeting any opposition and he re»‘'aiaed there 
for the remainder of the month of Rabi* II and part of Juiiiadi I .
The Raid of al-'Ushairah*
Then he made a raid on Quraish and he appointed Abu Salimah bin *Abd 
al-Asad governor of Medina, according to what Ibn Hisham says.
‘V “'F*
Ibn Ishaq: He went by Naqb of the Beni Dinar then by F&ifâ* al-
Khabâr and dismounted beneath a tree in the river-bed of Ibn Azhar 
called 'The possessor of the (great) trunk' and prayed beside it, and 
there was his place of worship. Food v/as prepared for him there some 
of which he ate and the people ate with him - the place where the 
tripod of the aooklng-pot stood is known there - and he was given 
water to dilnk there called 'Al-Mufehtarib.l. Then the Messenger of 
Allah journeyed OU' leaving'^ hliËhal&iiq%-'^ ^^  ^ on the left and passed
along a narrow path called 'the path of 'A b d a l l a h and that is its 
name to-day, then he turned left, descended,to Yalyal, and alighted 
at the encampment there and the encampment of ad-Dàbû'ah, and he 
dranic from a well in ad-JDabu'ah; then he crossed the plain, the plain 
of Maial, and found the route in Bukhairat al-Yamam,, From there on 
vlie route was on level ground till he reached 'Hshairah, ihichgi 
belonged to a sub-tribe of Yanbu', and he stayed there during Jumadil 
and home days of Jumadi II, and conciliated the Beni Mudlij and their 
allies from the Beni Damrah. Then he returned to Medina without 
encountering opposition. It was during that expedition that he said 
to 'All bin Abu Talib what he said.
Iba Ishaq: Ya%id bin Muhwam d bin Khaitham the Muharibite related to
me on the authority of Muhammad bin Ka'b the Qurathite from Muhammad
bin Khaitham Abu Ya&id from ^Ammâr bin tasir. He said: 'All bin Abu
Talib and I were companions in the raid, of al-'Ushairah* When the
Messenger of Allah reached it.and stayed in it we saw some men of the
Beni Mudlij working about,a well and some palm trees belonging to them.
'All said to me: "0 Abu 'l-Iaqthan, do you think we should go over to
these men and see hbwttâèyydô'râtf^'hlg?". I said: "Just as you please".
So we went over to them and watched them at work for an hour when
sleep overcame us, and 'Ali and I went av/ay and lay down in a grove
of palm trees on a patch of bare earth* We slept, and what should
rouse us but the Hessenger of Allah nudging us with his foot. We
were soiled with that earth in which we had slept that day ahd the
Messenger of Allah said to 'All bin Abu Talib: "What is the matter.
with you, father of ^rth?", because of the earth which he saw on. him, 
"Shall I nob tell you about the two most wretched of men?" We said: 
"Certainly, 0 Messenger of Allah"* He said: "Uhaimir of Thamud who
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hamstrung the she-camel, and he who strikes you here 0 *Ali", and he 
put hie hand on the side of his head, "so that he makes this mpist 
with’ it", and he took him by the beard.
Ibn Ishaq! A scholar related to me that the Messenger of Allah
merely called 'Ali 'father of earth', because when he was annoyed with
Fatimah about anything, he did not epealc to her nor did he say anything
to her she disliked %ut:h #  tbokldjastuand\put., uI . 1) it on his head.
When the Messenger of Allah saw earth on him he knew he was annoyed
with Fatimah, and said: "What is the matter with you, Father of Earth"; 
*
but Allah knows beat whether that was so«
The raiding party of Sa'd bin Abu Waqgas
Ibn Ishdq: In the meantime,, the Messenger of Allah had despatched
Sa'd bin Abu V.'aqqas on a raiding expedition with eight men of the 
Emigres, and he set out and reached al-Kharrar in the country of the 
Hijaz. Then he returned without encountering opposition.
Ibn Hisham! One of the scholars says that this expedition of Sa'd 
was after (that of) Hamaah*.
The raid of Bafawan which is the First 'XlÉJé.âiéion of)Badr,
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah returned from the raid of al- 
*
'Ushairah, he had not stayed in Medina more than a few nights, less
than ten, when Kura bin Jabir the Fihrite made a swoop on the herds
of Medina, and the Messenger of Allah sallied forth in search of him
and appointed Zaid bin Harithah gàvernor of Medina, according to
*
what Ibn Hisham says.
Ibn Ishaq: He came to a valley called Hafawan in the vicinity of
Bedr, but Kurz bin Jabir eluded him and he did not come up with him. 
This v/as the \th:e^  f ik^ stn exp edit idhr^ tb IHadîr» Then the Messenger of 
Allah returned to Medina and stayed there for the remainder of 
Jumadi, Jumadi II, Rajab and Sha'ban.
The raiding party of 'Abdallah bin Jaheh, and the descent of: "They 
will ask thee about the sacred months.
On his return from the First Badr he sent out 'Abdallah bin Jahsh bin
Ri'ab the Asadite.with eight men of the Emigres amongst whom was not
a single one of the Helpers. He wrote a letter for him and commanded
him not to look at it till he was two days' march away and then he
should see it, go ahead with what he was commanded to do,,but should 
not force any of his. comrade© (to go with him) against his will.
List of names omitted.
When 'Abdallah bin Jahsh had marched for two days he opened the
lotie r and read it and therein (was written);
When you read this letter of mine, go forward till you come
to Hakhlah between Mecca and at-'I'a’if and there lie in wait
for Quraish and giye us news of them.
When 'Abdallah bin Jahsh had read the letter he said: "I hear and obey"
Then he said to his comrades: "The Messenger of Allah has ordered me
to go to Nakhlah there to lie in wait for Quraish that I may bring
him news of them* He has forbidden me to ^orce any of you (to go);
whoever of you then desires martyrdom and covets it let him go, but
whoever dislikes that let him turn back. As far as I myself am
concerned I will go forward in accordance with the command of the
Messenger of AllahU& Ho he went on, and his comrades went on with him;
not one of them remained behind* He went through the Hijaz and when
he was in Ma'dan above the ravine called Bahran, Ba'd bin Abu Waqqas
' e e
and 'Utbah bin Ghazwan lost a camel of theirs on which they were
taking turns to ride and they fell behind him to go in search of it.
'Abdallah bin Jahsh went on with the rest of his comrades till he
*
reached Nakhlah* Then a caravan belonging to Quraish passed by 
carrying raisins, skins4 and other merchandise belonging to Quraish, 
in charge of which was 'Aiiir bin al-Hadrami.
Ibn Hisham: The name of al**Hadramî was 'Abdàllâhhbin 'AbbSd(it is
e «
also given as Malik bin 'Abbad) one of the 3idlaf, and the name of 
as-Siddaf was 'Amr bin Malik one of the Sakun bin Ashras bin Kindah, 
also given as Kindi. .
Ibn Ishaq: And 'Uthman bin 'Abdallah bin al-Mughlrah and his
brother Naufal bin 'Abdallah, both HakhzÛraites, and al-Hakai bin 
KaisSn a client of Hisham bin al-Mughxrah. When the party saw them 
they were alarmed and halted near them* Bo 'Ukashah bin Mihsin who 
had shaved his head showed himself to them and when they saw him 
they were reassured and said: "People on the Lesser Pilgrimage, you 
need fear no harm from them"* Then the (raiding) party held a 
consultation about them. It was the last day of Rajab, and they said: 
"If you leave the people alone this night they will enter the sacred 
territory and there be safe from you, and if you fight against them 
you will be(guilty of) fighting in the sacred month". Bo they 
hesitated ,and were afriddjto advance upon them. Then they plucked ux>
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courage to attack them and they resolved to kill as many of them as
they could and take what they had. Bo Waqid-bin 'Abdallah the
■Tamimite shot *i\mr bin al-Hadrami with an arrow and killed him*
'Uthman bin 'Abdallah and al##Hakm bin Kaisan were taken prisoner but
Naufal bin 'Abdallah made his escape from the party and they were
unable (to take him)* Then 'Abdallah bin Jahsh took the caravan and
the two prisoners to the Messenger of Allah at Medina*
. , ^
One of the family of 'Abdallah bin Jahsh mentioned that 'Abdallah bin
Jahsh said to his comrades: "Verily the fifth of the booty v/e have
captured belongs to the Meseenger of Allah"! That was before Allah
made a fifth of the spoils obligatory# Bo he set aside a fifth bfrthe
caravan for the Messenger of Allah and divided the remainder amongst
his comrades. 4;
Ibn Ishaq: When they returned to the Messenger of Allah in Medina, he 
* . 
said: "I did not command you to fight in the sacred month". Bo he
put«the caravan and the two prisoners aside and. refused to accept any
of it* When the Messenger of Allah said that, they were joobfoUhtied,
they supposed they had been condemned, and their brethern’the Muslims
upbraided them for v/hat they did. Quraish also said: "Muhammad and
his friends have profaned the sacred month; they have shod blood
j
during it, taken booty during it, and made men prisoners during it".
The Muslims who were in Mecca said in reply to them; "T^ey took what
they took in Sha'ban". The Jews recognised in bhat a good omen
against the Messenger of Allah and said: "'Amr bin al-Hadrami whom
' *
VJaqid bin 'Abdallah killed (is explained thus): 'Amr means"’Amarat
al-Harb"; al-Hadrami means: "Hadarat al-Harb"; and Waqid bin 'Abdallah • • • . . • * •
means: "Waqadat al-Harb"* Allah ,made it hat itoAibe ’against’ ndt- for (thém.
When the people made a considerable fuss about■that, Allah sent down
to His Messenger:- '
They will ask thee about the sacred month whether they may 
fight therein;, say: "Fighting therein is serious, but 
debarring people, from the way of Allah and unbelief in Him, 
(debarring people) from the sacred mosque and expelling its 
people from it, is in Allah's sight more serious still 
(Surah 2: 217).
That is: Even if you have fought during the sacred month, they have
debarred you from the way of Allah, along with (their) unbelief in 
Him, and from the sacred mosque, and their expulsion cf you from it 
when you are His people, is a more serious thing in the sight of
- 340-
Allah than the killing of those whom you killed.
persecution (or seduction) is mpro serious than killing;
That is; They were seducing the Muslim in that matter of his religion
that they might return him to unbelief after he had believed, and
that in the sight of Allah is more serious than killing.
Nor will they cease to fight you until they turn you from
your religion, if they are able. (Surah 2; 217).
That is ! iThen ^ they Are:3%ohtinuihg:owdd:hi:bb:eij^ 6^ 8^^ ^^  ^ anchmoBti irore
L tb rrib le ti(:ÿ b r(t)- i^tlhéithêig^showiW g^ ËhËhdbhihg^it V -  -
When the Qur’an came down with this regarding the affair and Allah 
dispelled from the Muslims the fear in which they had been, the 
Messenger of Allah took possession of the caravan and the two 
prisoners Quraish sent to him regarding the ransom of 'Uthrnan bin 
•Abdallah ànd al-Hakia bin Kaisin, and the Messenger of Allah said:
"We will not allow you to ransom them till our two friends return", -
Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas and 'Utbah bin Ghazwan - "for we are afraid of
'* ■ '
what you may do to them; if you kill them, we will kill your two 
friends". Then Sa'd and 'Utbah returned and the Messanger of Allah 
accepted the ransom for them# As fcr al-Hakm bin Kaisan, he islamized 
and his islamisation was genuine, and he remained with the Messenger 
of Allah till he was slain a marj^ yr on the Day of Bi’r Ma'unah. As 
for 'TJthman bin 'Abdallah, he reached Mecca and died there an 
unbeliever#
#hen the difficulty in which 'Abdallah bin Jah^h and his friends were 
at the time the Qur’an caiïie down, had been cleared up, they coveted 
the reward and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, shall we covet that there 
be for us a raid in which we shall be given the reward of those who
f  ■■ V  -
fight?", and Allah sent down about them:-
Verily those who have believed, and those v/ho have migrated 
and striven in the way of Allah have hope of^the mercy of 
Allah; Allah,is,forgiving, compassionate. (Surah 2: 218).
Thus Allah gave them the g^ààtest hope of (attaining) that. The
.account of rais is on the authority of az-Zuhri and lazid bin Human
on the authority of 'Urwah bin az-Zubair.
Ibn Ishaq: One of the family of 'Abdallah bin Jahsh mentioned that
Allah divided the booty when he made it allowable, and gave four-
fifths to those who had taken.it and a fifth to Allah and His
Messenger. So it fell out in accordance with what 'Abdallah bin 
Jahsh had done about that caravan.
Ibn Hisham: This was the first booty the Muslims obtained, *Amr bin 
al-Iîadramï was the first man the Muslims killed, and *Uthman bin 
’Abdallah and al-Hakm bin Kaisan were the first, prisoners they took. 
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Bskr the faithful said about the raid of ■ ’ Abetallah bin 
Jahsh* But it is said on the contrary that ’Abdallah bin Jaheh said 
it when Quraish(\vhen Quraisi^ said: "Muhænmad and his friends have 
profaned the sacred month; they, have shed blood during it, talsen 
booty during it, and made men prisoners during it”.
Ibn Hishams it is the work of ’Abdallah bin dahsh.
. •
You reckon murder in the sacred month an important matter 
But more important is it that a man in the right way 
should see good guidance 
You shun what Muhammad has to say
A-M disbelieve in it while'Allah sees and witnesses 
You expel the people from the mosque of Allfeh 
Ho that no one prostrating himself to Allah would be seen 
in the House
Sven though you do do reproach us for killing him .
The wrongdoer and e nvious spread evil reports about Islam 
We watered our spears with (the blood of) Ibn al-Hadrami 
In Halshlah, when WSqid kindled the fight *
And •üthman bin ’Abdallah is amongst us 
Ahstubbornï^thonggofhhidè disputeèowith him ( )
The date of the change of Qiblah to the Ka’bah.
Ibn Ishaq: it is said that the Qiblah was changed in Hha’ban at the 
commencement of the eighteenth month after the arrival of the 
Messenger of Allah in Media»*
The raid of Budr the Greater.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah heard that Ab*u Sufyan was 
coming from Syria with a huge caravan belonging to Qui a^ish in which 
were their goods and merchandise, and with it thirty or, forty men of 
Quraish amongst whom were Malchramah bin Naufal bin Uhaib bin *Abd
Manaf bin %uhrah, and .’Amr bin .al-’As bin Walil bin Hisham;
' , _ - 
Ibn Hisham: ’Amr bin ai-’As, bin Vla’ii bin Hashim. .
•  ,
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Muslim the Suhrite and *Asim bixi ’Umar bin
Qatâdah, aiid ^ Abdallah bin Abu Bekr, and Yazld bin Human related to 
me on the authority of ’Urwah bin aa-£Subair and other scholars of ours 
from ibh ’Abbas. Bach, of them related a part of the. account to me 
and their account# aÿe^ ;bbllecte,diina^ 'he%na'rra',tiveal havC givètt 
ôfcBadrin> They said: ”When the-Messenger of Allah heard,that Abu 
Sufyan was'coming from Byria he urged the,Muslims to (attack) them,
—3^2—
and said: ” lie re is a caravan belonging to Quraish in which are their 
goods; go out then against it; perhaps Allah will grant it to you as 
spoil”. The people responded to hie eunimone, and some of them 
travelled light but some weighted themselves down with baggage because 
they did not suppose that the Messenger of Allah would encounter 
opposition.
When Abu Hufyan drew near the Hijaa 1b was on the alert for news and 
made enquiries of* the riders whom he met since he was afraid of the 
affair of the people, and he got word from one rider that Muhammad 
had called his friends together against him and hie caravan. Thereupon 
he took certain precautions and engaged Damdam the Ghifarite, sent him 
to Mecca, and commanded him to go to Quraish, gather them together to 
defend their property and to tell them that Muhammad and his friends 
lay across their route; so lamdam bin *Amr set out with all speed for 
Mecca,
The vision of "Atikah bint *Abd al-Muttalib
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority of
’Ikrimah from Ibn ’Abbas and Yazid bin Human from ’Urwah bin az-&ubair*
They (two) said: ’Âtikah bint ’Abd al-Muttalib saw a vision three• •
nights previous to the arrival of Damdam in Mecca which frightened her. 
She sent for her brother al-’Abbas bin ’Abd al-Muttalib and said to 
him: ”0 my brother, I saw a vision last night which distresses me for 
1 fear that from it there will come upon your people evil and calamity; 
keep secret then what I tell you”. He said to her: "What did you see?” 
Hhe said: "I saw a rider approaching on his camel and he stepped in 
the river-bed and called out at the top of his voice: * Hajsieff ye:f
thW^ -tbird-fda^  third day ’ . I 
saw the people gathered around him and then he went into the place of 
worship with the people following him* While they were around his 
camel stood still with.him at the back of the Ka’bah and he called out 
the same thing: *0 people of Ghudar, verily they“are gathered to fight 
you on the third day*. Then his camel stopped with him on the summit 
of Abu Qubais where he called out the same thing. Then he took a 
stone and sent it rolling down and when it came to the foot of the 
hill it scattered in all directions and there was not a single house 
or dwelling in Mecca that a fragment of it did not enter”. Al-’Abbas 
said; "This is indeed a (true) vision but you must keep it a secret 
and mention it to no one. .
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Then al-'Abbas went out and met al-Walid ibn 'Utbah ibn Sabx'ah who 
wage à friend of his and he mentioned it to him and asked him to keep 
it a secret. Then al-Walid mentioned it to his father 'Utbah and in 
this way the story got around till Quraish were discussing it (in 
their place of assembly),
A1-*Abbas said: "I went out in the morning to circumambulate the
House while Abu Jahl ibn Hisham and a group of Quraish were sitting 
discussing the vision of 'Âtikah. When Abu Jahl saw me he said: '0 
Abu ’1-Fadl, come to us when you have finished your circumambulations'. 
When I had finished I came up and sat down amongst them and Abu Jahl 
said to me: '0 Beni 'Abd al-Muttalib, when did this phophetess come 
amongst you?*. I said: 'What is that?*. He said: 'That vision which 
'Âtikah saw*. I said: 'What did she see?'. He said: '0 beni 'Abd 
al-Muttalib, are you not satisfied with the prophesyings of your men 
that your women prophesy as well? 'Atikah claims that in her vision 
he said: +Hasten (to the struggle) in three (days). We will await 
the third day and if what she says is true, it will happen. But if 
the third day passes and nothing happens we will write an unfavour­
able report of you to the effect that you are bigger liars than any 
other family amongst the Arabs', A1-»Abbas said: "Indeed nothing of 
much consequence took place between him and me, but I disavowed and 
denied that she had seen anything". He said: "Then we parted but 
when I came in the evening there was not a woman of the Beni 'Abd al- 
Muttalib who did not come to me and say: 'You allowed this impious
man to slander your men, then he took up (the subject of) your women 
in your hearing and you were not moved with indignation (or jealousy) 
by what you heard!*. I said: 'Indeed I have done (that), I had 
nothing important for him but I swear by Allah that I shall thwart 
his designs and if he comes back I shall indeed get satisfaction 
for you from him'.
So I went out early the third day after the vision of 'Âtikah alert 
and angry, realising that an affair I wished to obtain from him had 
slipped me. I entered the place of worship and saw him and I was 
walking towards him to circumvent him, so that he might return to
I , .
some of the things he had said so that I could fall upon him. He was 
a slight man, sharp-faced, sharp-tongued, and sharp-eyed. But he went 
away in the direction of the door of the place of worship at a run 
and I said: 'What is the matter with him, is this in order to get away 
from me lest I revile him? He had heard what I had not heard the voie»
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of Damdam the, G.hif Sri te crying aloud in the bottom of the valley as he 
stood on his camel,. He had. mutilated his camel? reversed his daddle, 
rent his tunic, and .said.: "0 people of Quraish, the perfumes, the 
perfumes,!, Muhammad and| his friends have waylaid your goods, which are 
in charge of Abu Bufyan, and I do not thini^  you will get through to 
them. Help! Help!.'* When this affair turned up it distracted me 
from him and him from me and the people made hurried preparations and 
said: "Do Muhammad and his friends imagine that it will be like the 
caravan of al-Hadrami? Hever! He shall learn otherwise”* They were 
(limited to a choice ) between tvfo alternatives, either that a man 
should go himself, or send another in,his place. Quraish mustered all 
their men and not one of the nobility remained behind except Abu
lahab bin 'Abd al-Muttalib, who remained behind and sent in his place.. ' ■ >
al-'As bin Hisham bin al-Hughirah. He was pressing him for payment of 
a debt of four thousand dirhems which he owed him but as he was 
penniless onga&d^him ^or this sum on condition that hia going 
should be counted as payment of it. So he went instead of him and 
Abu Lahab remained behind.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Hajih related to me that Umaiyyah bin. '
Khalaf had resolved to .stay put. He was a venerable old man of giant 
frame and heayily built. '.Üqbah bin Abu Mu*ait came up to him as he 
was sitting in the place of worshipamonget his people with a censer 
in which he carried fire and. aloes-wood, placed it before him and said; 
"0 Abu *Ali, perfume yourself, for you belong to the women". He said: 
"May Allah make you foul and malce foul what you have brought! Then he 
made ready and set out with the people.
Ibn Ishaq: When they had completed their preparations and were ready to 
march they remembered the war which was between them and the ■^ en.i Bekr 
bin 'Abd Manat bin Kininah and 'said: "We are afraid they will fall 
upon our rear". .
The affair of the, war between Einanah and Quraish and their restraint
when Bedr took place.
According to what one of the Beni 'Amir bin Lu'ai related to me on the 
authority of Muhammad bin Sa*id bin al-Musayyib, the war which took 
place between the Beni Bekr and Quraish was about a son of Hafs bin 
al-Akhyaf one of the Beni Ma*Is bin 'Amir bin Lu'ai who set out in
* ”  TÎ t*(who, set out] in search of a lost beast of his in D^jnah# H® was a
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young man with a hanging lock of hair on his head and was wearing his 
outfit of clothes - a youth clean and pure. He passed by 'Amir ibn 
Yazid ibn *Amir ibn al-Mulawwah one of the Beni Ya'mar ibn *Auf ibn 
Ka'b ibn 'Amir ibn Laith ibn Bakr ibn "Abd Manât ibn Kinânah, who was 
the chief of the 0eni Bakr at that time and was in Dajnân, and he saw 
him and he pleased him. He said: "Who art thou, 0 youth?'*. He said:
"I am a son of Hafs, ibn al-Akhyaf of Quraish". When the youth had 
gone away 'Amir ibn Yaald said: "0 Beni Bakr, have you no (unavenged)
blood where Quraish is concerned?". They said: "Certainly we have".
He said: "Any man who slew this youth for his man would exact his 
blood-revenge in full". So a man of the Beni Bakr followed him and 
slew him for blood which he had against Quraish. Then Quraish 
discussed it and 'Amir ibn Yazîd said: "0 people of Quraish, we had 
(unavenged) blood amongst you, so what do you desire? If you so wish, 
repay to us what is due to us on your part, and we will repay to you 
what is due to you from us. But if you so desire, let is be a matter 
of mere blood retaliation, man for man, whereby you forego what you 
had against us and we forego what we had against you". Thus that youth 
was an easy way out for the tribe of Quraish and they said: "He has 
spoken truly; (let it be) man for man". So they wàived their claim 
and made no demands for him.
While his brother Mikraz ibn Hafs ibn al-Akhyaf was going through 
Marr ath-Thahrin he saw 'Amir ibn Yazid ibn 'Amir ibn al-Mulawwah on 
a camel of his. When he saw him he came up and dismounted beside him. 
'Amir was girded with his sword and Mikraz assailed him with his » 
sword and slew him. Then he plunged his sword into his belly, brought 
it to Mecca and hung it Up by night on the curtains of the Ka'bah.
When morning came, Quraish saw the sword of 'Amir ibn Yazid ibn 'Amir 
hanging on the curtains of the Ka'bah, recognised it and said:
"Verily this is the sword of 'Âmir ibn Yazid whom Mikraz ibn Hafs 
has attacked and slain". That was their affair. While they were 
engaged in that feud of their^flslam interposed between the$people 
and they were occupied with it till Quraish resolved to march to 
Badr. Then they remembered what was between them and the Beni 'Âmir 
and they feared them.
Poetry omitted.
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Ibn Ishâq; Yazid ibn Human related to me on the authority of *Urwah 
ibn az-Zubair. He said: "When Quraish were assembled for the march
to Badr they remembered what was between them and the Beni Bakr and 
that almost deterred them but Iblis appeared to them in the form of 
Surâqah ibn Malik ibn Ju&Bham the Mudlijite who was one of the noble 
men of the Beni Kinanah and said: *I will be your protector so that
Kinânah will not follow on your rear with anything you dislike*; so 
they set out in haste.
Departure of the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishâq: The Messenger of Allah set out with his friends when some
nights of the month of Hamadan had passed.
Ibn Hisham: He set out after eight days of the month of Ramadan had
_  ' 
passed. He appointed 'Amr ibn Umm Maktum whose name is given as
•Abdallah ibn Umm Maktum, brother of the Beni "Amir ibn Lu’ai in
charge of the Prayer for the people and he sent Abu Lubabah back from
ar-Hauha’ and appointed him governor of Medina.
Ibn Ishâq: He handed over the standard to Mus'ab ibn *Umair ibn
Hâshim ibn *Abd Manâf ibn ’Abd ad-Dâr.
Ibn Hishâm: It was white.
Ibn Ishâq: There were two black banners in front of the Messenger of
Allah, one of them with 'Ali ibn Abu Tâlib was called ’T&e Eagle*, and
the other was with one of the Helpers. The camels belonging to the
Messenger of Allah were at that time seventy in number, so they rode
them by turns. The Messenger of Allah, 'Ali ibn Abu Talib, and Marthad
ibn Abu Marthad the Ghifarite rode a camel in turn. Hamzah ibn 'Abd
al-Muttalib, Zaid ibn Hârithah, Abu Kabshah and Anasah, two clients of 
• * • _
the Messenger of Allah, rode a camel in turn. Abu Bakr, Umar, and
'Abd ar-Rahmân ibn *Auf rode a camel in turn.
.
Ibn Ishâq: He put Qais ibn Abu Sa*sa*ah brother of the B^ai Mazin
• _
ibn an-Najjar in charge of the rear-guard. The banner of the Helpers 
was with Sa'd ibn Mu'âdh,according to what Ibn Hishâm says.
List of place-names omitted.
When he was in 'Irq qz-Zabyah (Ibn Hisham: Az-Zabyah is on the 
authority of another than Ibn Ishaq) they met ohe of the Beduin and 
asked him about the people, but found he had no news. The people said 
to him: "Greet the Messenger of Allah". He said: "Is the Messenger of 
Allah amongst you?". They said: "Yes", and he greeted him. Then he 
said: "If you are the Messenger of Allah, tell me about what is in the 
womb of this she-camel of mine". Balamah ibn Salamah ibn Waqash said 
to him; "Do not ask the Messenger of Allah, come to me and I will tell 
you about that. You leapt on her so there is a kid by you in her womb" 
The Messenger of Allah said: "You have used obscene language to the
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man", and he turned away from Salamah.
Further place-names omitted.
When he was near to as-Bafra’ he sent Basbas ibn *Amr the Juhanite,
ally of the Beni Sa'idah, and *Adi ibn Abu ’z-2aghbah the Juhanite,
ally of the Beni an-Najjar to Badr to find out for him the news about
Abu Sufyan ibn Harb and others. Then the Messenger of Allah went on 
his way after he had sent the two of them in advance, and when he came 
to as-Safra’ which was a village between two mountains he enquired 
about their names. They said: "This one here is called Muslih", and 
they said of the other: "That one is Mukhrï". He enquired about their 
people and he was told: "The Beni an-Nar and the Beni Huraq , two sub- 
tribes of the fieni Ghifir. So the Messenger of Allah disliked them 
both and disliked passing between them for he regarded their names and
the names of their people as omens. The Messenger of Allah left them 
anias-Bafra on the left and passed to the right to a valley called 
Dhafirân which he crossed. Then he halted and the news of the advance 
of Quraish to defend their caravan came to him so he sought the opinion 
of the people and told them about Quraish. Then Abu Bakr the 
Faithful got up and spoke and did well, and 'Umar ibn al-Khattab got 
up and spoke and did well. The Miqdad ibn 'Amr got up and said; "0 
Messenger of Allah, go forward to what Allah hath shown you and we are 
with you. We do not say to you as the Children of Israel said to 
Moses:-
Go thou and thy Lord and fight; here do we sit still.
(Surah 24)
But: "Go thou and thy Lord and fight; we will be fighters with you".
By Him who has sent you with the truth though you should march us even 
to Barq al-Ghumad we would fight with you so that you might reach it". 
The Messenger of Allah said to him: "It is well", and blessed him for 
it. Then the Messenger of Allah said: "Give me your advice 0 people". 
He meant merely the Helpers because they were of the number of the 
people, and because they said when they made the Pledge of al-'Aqabah:
"0 Messenger of Allah, we are clear of (the responsibility of) 
protecting you till you arrive at our abodes and when you come to us 
you are under our protection and we will protect you from all that 
from which we protect our sons and wives". The Messenger of Allah was 
afraid lest the Helpers should not consider themselves bound to help 
him except against those enemies who might fall upon him unexpectedly 
in Medina, and that there was no obligation on them that he should 
take them outside their territory against any enemy. When the 
Messenger of Allah said that Sa'd ibn Mu'adh said to him: "It does 
indeed look as if you wished to have us, 0 Messenger of Allah". He 
said: "That is so". He said: "We have believed in you, accepted you 
as genuine, borne witness that what you have brought is the truth and 
on that understanding have
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given you our oath and covenant to hear and obey* Go forward then,
0 Messenger of Allah to whatever you will, we shall, be with you* By 
Him who sent you with the truth, if you indicated to us this sea and 
waded into it , we would wade in with you; not a single man cf us 
wpuld remain behind. ..We do not dislike that you should throw us 
against the enemy to-morrow; verily we will be firm in battle, 
faithful in the encounter and perhaps Allah will show you from us that 
which will refresh your eye, so go with us with the blessing of Allah". 
The Messenger of Allah was pleased with the words of Sa'd and it 
encouraged him and he said: "Go forward and rejoice for Allah has 
promised me oneof the two parties, and indeed, it is as if I am^noww 
Ilobkingr. at the struggle of the people".
Then the Messenger of Allah set out from Dhàfirân and went along 
certain mountain paths called Asafir; then he descended from thence 
to a town called ad-Babbah, leaving al-Hannan, which is a great heap 
of sand like a mountain, to the right. Than he halted near Bedr but 
he and one of his friends rode on.
Ibn Hisham: The man was,Abu Bekr the Faithful*
«  _
Ibn Ishaq: According to what Muhammad bin lahya bin Habban related to
me; and he stopped at the place of ah Arab Bhaikh and asked him about
Quraish and about Muhammad and his friends, and what he had heard about
tbera. .The Shaikh said: "I will tell you nothing till you inform me
to which of them you two belong". The Messenger'of Allah said to him:
"if you tell us (what we want to know) we will tell you (what you want
to know)”.. He said: "Shall the one thing be ih exchange for the other?"
He,said ; "Yes". The Bhaikh said : "Verily I heard that Muhammad and
*
his friends set Out on such and such a day and if my informant spoke 
the truth, he is to-day in süch and such a place" ( referring to the 
place in which the Messenger of Allah was). X heard that Quraish set 
out on such and such a day, and if my informant told me the truth they
are to-day in such and such a place", (referring)to the place where
Quraish were, When he had given his information he said: " To which 
of them do you two belong?". The Messenger of Allah said: "We are 
from mS’", and left him. The Bhaikh said: "No11frdm Xi o ; '?
Is he from Ha'in Iraq?"
Ibn Hisham: The Shaikh was Bufyan the Dararite.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah returned to his friends.
When evehlng came he sent !Ali bin Abu Talib, az-2ubalr bin al- 
•Awwam, and Ba’d bin Abu Waqqas with a group of his friends to the 
water of Bedr in search of news for him, according to what Yazid bin 
ar-Humah related to me on the authority of UTrwah bin aa-Zubair and 
they took (prisoner) some water^^icumels b^lbhgin^.jtotvQuraishsinLic oJ
yjiicS^\slam a boy of the Beni al-Hajjaj and 'Arid Abu ïasâr a boy of 
the Beni 'l-'As bin Ba'Id, and brought them along and questioned them 
while the Messenger of Allah was performing the Prayer* They said:
"We are water-carriers belonging to Quraish whom they have sent to 
fetch water for them". The people disliked this news hoping that they 
belonged to Abu Bufyan, so they beat them. When they had beaten them 
to excess they said: "We belong to Abu Bufyan", and they let them alone 
The Messenger of Allah performed his prayer cycle made his two 
prostrations, gave the salutation and said: "When they told you the 
truth you beat them, and when they told you a lie you let them alone. 
They spoke the truth when they said they belonged to Quraish. Tell me 
about Quraish". They said: "They are behind this sand-dune which you 
see in al-'ïïdwat al-Quswa, and the sand dune was al-'Aqnaqal. The 
Messenger of Allah said to them; "How many are the people?" They said: 
"Many", He said: "What is their number?". They said: "We do not know". 
He said: "How may camels do they slaughter each day?" They said: "Bine 
one day and ten the next". The Messenger of Allah said; "The people 
are between nine hundred and a thousand in number". Then he said to 
them: "Which of the chieftains of Quraish are In command of them?".
They said; "'Utbah bin Rabi*ah, Shaibah bin Rabi'ah, Abu 'l-Bakhtarah 
bin Hisham, Hakim bin.Hizâîîi, Naufal bin Khuwailid, al-H&rith bin 'Âmir, 
bin Naufal, Tu'aimah bin 'Adi bin Naufal, an-Nadr bin al-Harith,
Zama'ah bin al-Asv/ad,. Abu Jahl,bin Hisham, Umaiyyah bin Khalaf, Nubaih 
and Munabbih the two sons of al-Hajjaj, Buhail bin 'Amr and 'Amr bin 
'Abd Wudd, 00 the Messenger of Allah came forward to the people and 
said: "This Mecca has past forth to you the pieces of her liver".
Ibn Ishaqs Basbas bin 'Amr and 'Adi bin Abu *z-Zaghba* had gone on
till they reached Bedr and halted at a hill near the water. Then they
took an old skin of theirs to fill it with water while, Majdï bin 'Amr
the Juhanite was there,. 'Adi anctXBasbas heard two of the slave-girls
of the encampment v/hp were linked arm in arm at the water saying one
to the other: "The caravan will only coiae to-morrow or the day after, 
and I will work for them and give you what is yours. Majdi said:
"You speak truly "and made a Settlement be tween them, while */idi and 
Basbas heard that so they.mounted their camels and went away, came to 
the Messenger of Allah and informed him of what they had heard*
So Abu Sufyan came on and his caravan made a cdutious approach till 
it reached the water# He said to Majdi
He said: "I saw no one with whom I am unacquainted except that Ï 
observed two riders who halted on this hill, took up water in an old 
skin of theirs and went away"# Bo Aby Bufyan went to the place where 
they had halted* took up some of their camels* dung, crumbled it 
between his fingers* and Id* in it were date stones# He said? "This 
is surely the fodder of YathriV. So he went back to his friends in 
haste, changed the direction cf his caravan from the route and kept 
close by the shore, leaving Bedr on the left, and hurried away#
The vision of Juhaim bin as-Salt about the men cf Quraish who fell.
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He said: Quraish.came on.and when they halted at al-Juhfah, Juhaim bin
as-Salt bin Makhramah bin al-Muttalib. bin 'Abd Manaf saw a vision and 
said: "Verily, I sa.w as a man sees in his sleep when X was half asleep 
and half awake. I saw a,man who approached on a horse and with him 
was a. camel of his* and he said: "'Hthah bin Babl'ah , Bhaibah bin 
Habi'ah, Abu *1-Hakm bln lisham bin Umaiyyah bin Khalaf and So-and-so*
, and So-and-so have been slainV and he went on to reoo unt the chieftains 
. of Quraish who where killed on the day of Badr, Then he emote his 
camel on the breast and sent it through the camp,and there was not 
a tent in the camp that did not get smeared with its blood. Abu jahl 
heard it and said: "Here is another prophet from the. Beni 'Abd al 
Muttalib! If .we fight to-morrow he shàll know who are the slain".
The Messagefrdm Abt Bufyan to Quraish*'
Ibn ïshaqî When Abu Bufyan saw that he had brought his caravan out of 
danger he sent word to Quraishs "Verily you set out merely to defend 
your caravan* your men and your goods; Allah has delivered them so 
go back". Abd Jahl bin Hisham Said: "We vfill not go back till we 
reach Bedr". (Bedr was the centre of one of tin Arabian festivals 
where a Fait was held each year), "and remain there three days, 
slaughter camels, distribute food, drink wine, and the songstresses 
will make music for us. The Arabs will thus hear of us, and our march 
and our gathering together and they will continue in awe of us for 
ever afterwards, so go".
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Al-Akhnae takes back the Beni Zuhrah.
Al-Akhnas ibn Sharîq ibn 'Amr ibn Wahb the Thaqafite said while they 
were in Juhfah - he was an ally of the Beni Zuhrah: "0 Beni Zuhrah 
Allah has delivered your goods, and saved for you your friend Makhramah 
ibn Naufal, and you came out merely to protect him and his property, 
put the (charge of) faintheartedness on me and return. There is no 
need for you to go to another village, nor yet for what this man says”, 
meaning Abu Jahl.. They went back so that not a single Zuhrite Xi 
witnessed it (Badr); they obeyed him for he was obeyed amongst them. 
There was not a single sub-tribe of Quraish from which some men did 
not set out except the Beni 'Adi ibn Ka'b of whom not a single mag. 
went out.
Thus the Beni Zuhrah went back with al-Akhnas ibn 8#ariq and not one 
of those two tribes saw Badr, but the people went on.
There was a conference between Talib ibn Abu Talib who was with the 
people and some of Quraish, and they said: "We know, 0 Beni Hashim,
that even if you did go out with us, your inclinations are with 
Muhammad”. So Talib went back to Mecca along with those who were 
withdrawing. Talib ibn Abu Talib said:-
0 Allah, if Talib set out on an expedition 
With a band of men - disagreeing whilst fighting 
With one of these troops of horse
Let him be the one who is taken not the one who takes 
Let him be the one who is overcome not the one who 
overcomes.
Ibn Hisham; His words: "Let him be the one who is taken" and "Let him 
be the one who is overcome" are on the authority of more than one 
reciter of poetry.
Their arrival at the eminence.
Ibn Ishâq: Quraish came on till they reached the farther eminence in
the valley on the lower side of the sand-hill and the bottom of the
valley, which was Yalyal between Badr and the sand-hill behind which 
lay Quraish. The wells in Badr were in the lower eminence in the 
bottom of Yalyal towards Medina. And Allah sent rain and the valley 
was soft so the Messenger of Allah and his friends got as much as made 
the earth firm for them and did not prevent them from advancing but
Quraish had got so much of it that they were not able to move. So
the Messenger of Allah set out and got to the water before them and 
when they reached the nearest water of Badr they encamped by it.
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Ibn Ishâq; It was related to me on the authority of some men of the 
Beni Salimah that they mentioned that al-Hubâb ibn al-Mundhir ibn al- 
Jumuh said: "0 Messenger of Allah, do you see this camping-place? Is 
it a camping-place which Allah hath revealed to you, in which case it 
is not ours to go beyond it or to stop short of it, or is it theory, 
war, and strategy?". He said; "Nay, this is theory, war, and 
strategy". He said; "0 Messenger of Allah, then this is no position; 
get the people on the move that we may go to the water nearest the 
people and encamp there. Then we can destroy all the wells behind it, 
build a cistern on it and fill it with water, so we will fight the 
people and have water to drink while they have none". The Messenger 
of Allah said: "You have given good counsel", and the Messenger of 
Allah and the people who were with him got on the move till he came 
to the water nearest the people and encamped there. Then he 
commanded the wells to be destroyed and he built a cistern over the 
well at which he was encamped which was filled with water in which 
they dipped their vessels.
The building of the arbour for the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishâq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr related to me that it was related
-
to him that Sa'd ibn Mu'adh said: "0 Prophet of Allah, we will build 
an. arbour where you will stay and we will make ready your camels close 
at hand. Then we will meet our enemy, and if Allah strengthens us 
and gives us victory over our enemy that will be what we desire. But 
should it be otherwise, you will mount your camels and join our people 
who are behind us. There are people behind you 0 Messenger of Allah 
who love you no less than we do, and if they imagined you would be 
involved in the battle they would not remain behind you* Allah will 
defend you by means of them; they will give you good counsel and they 
will fight by your sideV So the Messenger of Allah praised him and 
invoked a blessing on him, and an arbour was built for the Messenger 
of Allah in which he stayed.
The advance of Quraish..
Ibn Ishâq: When morning came Quraish advanced and drew near. When
thd Messenger of Allah saw themhe^desCended from the sand-hill by 
which they came into the valley and said: "0 Allah, here is Quraish 
approaching in their pride and boastfulness asserting that Thou art 
their enemy and Thy messenger a liar. 0 Allah, grant the help which
thûu didst promise me. , 0 Allah destroy them in the morning* The 
Messenger of Allah said when, he saw *0Tbah bin Habi*ah amongst the 
people on à roan camel of his; "if there is good in any of. the people 
it is with the owner of the roan camel, if they obey him they will be 
guided aright'!, , '
And Khnfaf bin Aima’ or his father, Aimi’ bin Rahadah the Ghifarite
$ *
sept a son of his to Quraish when they passed by him with beasts for 
slaughter which he gave them,as a present and said; "If you would like 
us to help you with .arms and men we will do it"; They sent word to 
him by his sons MYour kindred have come to you and you have fulfilled 
your duty. By nay life* if we are only fighting men we are not 
Inferior,to them, but.if we are fighting Allah, as Muhammad asserts, 
no one has power against Allah",
When the people came down, a grOup of Quraish came down till they
reached the cistern of the Messenger of Allah amoggst whom was Hakim 
« * 
bin Hisam, The Messenger of Allah said; "Let them (come)"; and not a 
• .
man drank, from it that day without being killed except what happened in 
the?oase (ïofvQ Hakim bin Hlzam. He was not killed and after that he 
islamized and became When he fought at his
right hand he said: "No by him who delivered me from the day of Bedr".
The consultation of Quraish about retiring from the battle,
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Ibn Ishaqs %  father Ishaq bin Yasar and other scholars of the elders
of the Helpers related to me. They said; When the people had .settled
in, they sent ,'Umair bin Wahb the ^ Jumahite and said; 'H4ake an estimate
+
for us of the friends of the Messenger of Allah", Bo he ambled around 
the camp on his horse, came back to them and said; "Three hundred men
more or less, but give me time to see to see whether the people have
anything concealed or any reserves". So he went along the valleÿ . 
going far afield but saw nothing, returned to them and said; "I have 
seen nothings but 0 people of Quraish I have seen beasts which, carry 
fate, the camels of Yathrib which carry certain death, a people who 
have no protection and no refuge save their swords, I do not think 
that one of them will be slain till he kills one of you, and when there 
shall have been slaughtered amongst you a number equal to them of what 
am il will life be to us after that? Bo make up your minds", 
then Hakim bin Hizam heard that, he walked tîirough the ranks of the 
people and came to 'Utbah bin Habl'ah and said; "0 Abu ’l^Walid,
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verily you are the senior man of Quraish, their chieftain and one who 
is obeyed amongst them, does it concern you that you should be well 
remembered amongst them till the end of time?”. He said: "What is it,
0 Hakim?”. He said: ”You should take the people back and bear the 
affair of your ally 'Amr ibn al-Hadraml”. He said: ”I will do so, 
you can depend bn me for that. He is merely my ally and his blood- 
money is my responsibility and give whatever of his property is 
obtained to ibn al-Hanzaliyyah, for I fear that no other but he will 
dispute the affair of the people”, meaning Abu Jahl ibn Hisham. Then 
'Utbah got up to give an oration and said; "0 people of Quraish, 
verily you should do nothing about meeting Muhammad and his friends 
for even if you did smite them, a man who had slain his cousin on his 
father's side, or his cousin on his mother's side, or one of his 
kindred would not cease to see the face of a man he hates to see. Go 
back then, and leave Muhammad to the rest of the Arabs; if they smite 
him that is what you want, and should it be otherwise he will find you 
and you will not get from him what you desire”. Hakim said: ”I went 
away and came to Abu Jahl and found he had taken out his suit of 
armour from its leather case and was preparing it.
Ibn Hisham: He was making it ready.
And I said to him: ”0 Abu ’1-Hakam, verily 'Utbah has sent me to you
with such and such a thing” (referring to) what he had said. He said:
"His lungs got filled with air when he saw Muhammad and his friends.
No indeed! We shall not go back till Allah decide between Muhammad
and us. It was not (fitting) for 'Utbah(to say)what he said, but he
saw that Muhammad and his friends are eaters of slaughtered camels,
and his son is amongst them, and he has made you afraid on his account"
Then he sent to 'Amir ibn al-Hadrami and said: "This ally of yours
wishes to return with the people when you already saw your revenge
with your eyes. Arise then, call to remembrance your covenant and
the murder of your brother". Then 'Amir ibn al-Hadrami arose, took
off his clothes and cried: "Alas for 'Amr! Alas for 'Amr!”. Thus the
fever of war grew hot, the affair of the people grew serious, and the
people rallied together for the evil on which they were bent, and the
counsel which 'Utbah called upon them to follow was misrepresented for
the people. When 'Utbah heard what Abu Jahl had said: "His lungs got
*
filled with air", he said: "The effeminate man shall know who has his 
lungs filled with air, he or I"
*Lit. The ouB who perfumes his buttocks. The perfumewas saffpo# coloy^
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Ibn Hishâiti: as-Baîir. means the lung and v/hat is around it of what 
pertains to the.gullet above.the navOl, and what is below the navel 
ds ■the intestine and'from It comes his sayings "I ©aw 'Amr bin Luhai, 
dragging his gut in the Fire, 
ibn Hi&hams Abu Ubai'dah related that to me.
Then 'Utbah sought for ah iron helmet to put on hiS'head but; he could 
not find in tha army à helmet which would contain his head because of 
the size of his crown and when he saw that he bound on his head some 
striped material he had.
The killing of al-Aswad the Makhaumite,
Ibn Ishâq: Al-Aswad bin 'Abd àî-Asad the Maldisumite who was an ill-
natured man of evil disposition went out and said: "I swear to Allah
that I will eithardrink from their cistern, pull it down, or perish
beside it", When he came forth, Hamzah bin 'Abd al-Muttalib want out, ,,
to meet him and when they met Hamzah smote him and cut off His log in
the middle of the shanlc when he was near the cistern, and he fell on
his back in the direction of his friends with the blood pouring from
his leg. Then he moved toward the cistern and went blindly into it
: « 
in his desire to assert that he had made good h4s oath, and Hamzah
t *
followed him, smote him, and slew him in the cistern,
'Utbah's call for duels,^^*
He said; Then after him 'UTbah bin Rabi'ah came out between his 
brother Shaibah bin Rabi'ah and his son al-Walid bin 'Utbah and when 
he was clear of the lines he called for a duel. Three young men of 
the Helpers went out to him and they were 'Auf, Mu'awwidh, two sons of
al-Harith, and their mother was 'Afra', and another man who, it is
■ *  ' ' ■ ,
said, was 'Abdallah bin Rawâhah, They said: "Who are you?". They 
said; "A party from the Helpers", They said; "We have no heed cf you". 
Then their herald called out: "0 Muhammad, send out to us those of our 
people who areloUr fe.q.uAl«V^ -jit X:;*:' uc”, and the Messenger of Allah said:
"Rise 0 'TJbaidah bin al-Harith, rise 0 Hamzah, and rise 0 'Ali". When
• ■ ■ ■ '
they arose and drew near to them they said: "Who are you?" 'Utbah said;
"'Utbahy, Hamzahsaid "H«nnzah", and 'Ali said "'Ali". They said:
• -, '
"Honourable equals". So 'U^aidah who was the senior of the group
fought with 'Utbah bin Rabi'ah, Hamzah fought with Shaibah bin Rabi'ah J
_  ■ . I
and 'Ali fought with al-Walid bin 'Utbah, As for Hamzah, he granted
. ' ^  * 
no respite to Shaibah but slew.him, nor did 'All grant any respite
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to al-Walid but slew him# But 'tfbaidah and 'UTbah exchanged a couple 
d‘ blows each of them wounding his opponent, when Hamzah and 'Ali 
rushed on 'Utbah with their sVmrds and despatched him, carried off 
their comrade abd brought him back to join his people.
Ibn IshâqÎ 'Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah related to me that 'Utbah bin # #
Rabi'qh said to young men of the Helpers when they annouhced-1helf" 
lineage; age el "Honourable equals I* want only our own people"#
The meeting of the two parties
othC’'
Ibn Ishaq: Then the people ppproached each and drew near to each
other. The Messenger of Allah had ordei^ '^ hie friends not to charge till 
he gave the word, and said; "If the people pressaupopOyoU'^reJelbthem 
with arrows"^ The Messenger of Allah was in the arbour and Abu Bekr 
the Faithful was with him#
The battle of Bedr was on a Friday on the morning of the seventeenth 
(day) of the month of Hsunadân •
Ibn Ishaq: According to what Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin 'All bin al-
Husain related to mo*
Ibn Ishaq: Habban bin Waei' related to me on the authority of some
*
Shaikhs of his tribe that the Messenger of Allah drew up the ranks of 
his friends on the day of Bedr, and in his hand was an arrow with 
which he lined up the people. Bo ho passed by Bawad bin 'Aziyyall an 
ally of the Beni 'Adi bin an-Najjar,(Ibn Hisham; He is also given as 
Bawwad bin Ghaziyyah) just as he was dashing out of line,(Ibn Hisham:
It is also given as v;hen he was out of line), he pierced his 
abdomen with the arrow and said; "Keep in line 0 Bawad"# He said: "0 
Messenger of Allah you have caused me pain and Allah hath sent you 
with truth and j us tic e,, grAnt ime^ sdtiigf Adtibh'^rd^^ Messenger
of Allah uncovered his abdomen.and said? "Take thy revenge", and he 
embraced him and kissed his abdomen.' Ho said: "IVhat induced you to do 
this 0 Bawad"? He said: "0 Messenger of Allah there has come what you 
see and I desltod that the last of the time (should be spent) by you, 
that my skin should.touch yours"# So the Messenger of Allah wished 
him well and said it to him#
The supplication, of the Messenger of Allah to his Lord for help#
Then the Messenger of Allah drew up the ranks,,returned to the arbour
and went in to it accompanied by Abu B«kr and no one else.: The
Messenger of Allah besought his Lord for the help He had promised him
■and aaid, according to what he saya : "0 Allah, if this company 
should perish bo-daythou. wilt not be worshipped". Abu B^ k:(||said: "0 
Prophet of Allah, part cf thy supplication to thy Lord (has been 
answered) , for Allah ,is fulfilling to thee whal? He promised thee".
The Messenger of Allah fell asleep for a short time while he was in 
the i ^ ’bour then he woke up and said: "Rejoice 0 Abu Baler, the help of 
Allah has come to you î Here is: Gabriel holding the reins of a steed 
which the dust is guiding along the mountain-pathsV
Ibn Ishâq: Mihja*, a client of 'Umar bin al-Khattab was struck by an 
arrow and killed; he was the first of the Muslims to be killed. Then 
Hârithah bin Surâqah one of the Beni 'Adi bin an-Najjar was struck 
while he was drinking from the cistern by an arrow which, %ot bimb im 
his nec^î.andi killcdv:higi*.l ^
He urges them on to the battle.,X .
He said: TUon the Messenger of Allah went out to the people, urged
them on and said: "By Kim in Whose hand is the life of Muhammad, no#
man shall fight them to-day, standing firm, in faith, facing forward 
without turning the back, and be killed, but Allah will bring him into 
Paradise". 'Umair bin ai-HumSm, brother of the Beni Balimah said, 
and he had dates in his hand which he was eating; "Excellent!
Excellent! #hat then stands between me and entrance to Paradise but 
that these should slay me?" Then ho threw away the dates, seized his 
sword, engaged the people in combat, and v/as killed.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Isim bin 'Umar bin QatSdah related to me that 'Auf bin al- 
Harith who v/as Ibn 'Afra* saidi- "0 Messenger of Allah, what would 
cause the Lord to laugh at hie servant*". He said: "His dyeing hie 
hand in (the blood of) the on may without qrmour"* Be he took off a 
coat of mail he was wearing and cast it, aside. Then he seized hie 
sword, engaged the people,-and was-slain.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhcuawad bin Muslim, bin Bhihab the Suhrite related to me. .
on the authority of 'Abdallah bin Tha'labah bin Hu'air the 'Udhrite, 
ally of the Beni Zuhrah, that he related to him that when the people 
met and drew near to each other, Abu Jahl said: "0 Allah,he^hase&adeguG 
sever our kinship, ho has brought us that which is not recognised, 
destroy him in the morning".' It was he whô^prohoünced his own doom.
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Tho Messenger oi' Allah caste gravglat the polytheists aiid they, are 
routed »
Ibn, Ishaq: Then- the Messenger of Allah took a handful of grâxèi,
went forward with 5,t towarcio Quraish and said: "May the faces be 
disfigured". Then he threw it at them, commanded his friends and 
said: "Prese them hard", and the rout took place. Allah slew those 
loaders of Quraish whom He-slew,, and made captive thes e of their 
noble men whom He made captive. When the people put down their hands 
they made (them) prisoners. The Messenger of Allah vfas in the arbour 
and Sa'd bin Hu'adh was standing at the door of the arbour in which 
was the Messenger of Allah with girded sword with a number of the 
Helpers who were guarding the Messenger of Allah fcr they were afraid 
the enemy would make a rush fcr him* According to what was told me, 
the Messenger of Allah saw an expression of disgust at what the people 
were doing in the face of Said bin Mu'adh and ho maid to him: "Indeed,
0 Ba'd it seems that'you dislike vfhat the people are doing". He said: 
"Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah. It was the first engagement Allah has 
brought on the polytheists qnd excess in slaughter wOuld have been 
deare# to me tlvaXv preserving the men alive*
The prohibition of the Messenger of Allah from killing certain men 
of the polytheists.
Ibn Ishâq: Al-'Abbâs bin 'Abdallah bin Ma'bad related to me on the
authority of one of his people from 'Abdallah bin 'Abbâe that the 
Prophet said to his friends that day; "I verily know that some men of 
the Beni Hâshim and others, for whom there was no need to fight us, 
have been brought out against their will; so whoever of you finds any­
one of the Beni Hashim let him not kill him; and whoever finds Abu *1-
Bahtarah bin Hisham bin al-Harith bin Asad let him not kill him; and 
* *
whoever finds al«'Abbas bin 'Abd al-Muttalib, the Uncle of the
X  ^*
Messenger of Allah, let him not kill him, for he was merely brought
out against his will", Bo Abu Hudhaifah said: "Shall we slay our
* '
fathers, our sons, our brothers, and our kindred, and let al-'Abbas 
live. If I find him I shall surely slay him with the sword",
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as 'I will check(or bridle) him with thé 
sword•
The Messenger of Allah heard it and he said to.'Umar; "0 Abu Hafs.,,.. 
'Umar, said: That was the first day on which the Messenger of Allah
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gave me the suriiame of Ahu Hafs* . Shall the face ox the l^ &cle of the 
Messenger of Allah be smitten with the sword?" ' 'Umar said; "Give me 
leave, 0 Messenger of Allah, ,and I will behead him with the sword, for 
I swear he has turned byx?ocrito"* Abu Hudaifahssaid; "I am not safe 
because of that wordB which X spoko that day, and X am still in fear 
because of it unless aiartyrdom will procure me forgiveness for it",
So he was slain a martyr on the dajr of al^Yam&mah.
Ibn Ishaq? The Messenger of Allah prohibited the killing of Abu ’1- 
»
Bahtarah merely because he-held ibackicWe ÿeopW;
lAllaha while he was in Mecca; he did him no harm and nothing he
disliked came to him. from him. He was one of those vdio took part in
destroying the document which Quraish had written against the %ni
Eashim and the Beni al-Muttalib. Then al-Hujadhdhar bin Dhiyad the
• •
Balav/lte, ally of the ^^ elpers and from the sub-division of tie eni
Balim bin 'Auf met him# Al-Hujadhdhar said to Abu 'l-Bahtarolis "The
*
Messenger of Allah has indeed forbidden us to slay you", Abu *1-
Bahtarah was accompanied by a comrade of his who had gone out with
him'from Mecca and he was Junadah bin Hulaihah bint &uhalr bin al-#
Harith bin Asad, Junadah was one of the Beni Laith, and the name of 
Abu *1-Bahtarah was ai-*As,, He said: "And my comrade?"* Al-Mujadhdhar 
sai.d to him: "No, we will hot spare your comrade; the Messenger of 
Allah has not given ua instructions about any save, you alone". He 
said; "Then I shall indeed die, he and X together. The women of 
Mecca shall not relate about me that I abandoned my comrade through 
love of life", Abu ’1-Bahtarah said,When al-Mujadhdhar took the field 
against him and he refused except to die, in rhyming verse:-
A free man xiever gives up hie comrade
Till he dies or. e3s sees his way (to escape)
3o they fought, and al-Mujadhdhar bin Dhiyâd killed him, and he is given
as al-Mujadhdhar bin Dhi’ab. Al-MujadhÜhar said about his killing of
Abu ’1-Bahtàrah;- * ■
Either you are ignorant or have forgotten my pedigree
00 I will confirm thé pedigree; I am of Bali 
. They who pierce with the ïaaanit© spears
Who strike the chieftain till he bov/s down
Tell al-Bahtarah of hie orphanhood because of his father
Or else give t>B same news about me to my sons
1 am he whose oi’igin is said to be from Bali 
I pierce with the spear till it bends
I kill my enemies in war with a sword of %shraf
I X®am fox’ death like the foaming of the she-camel 
Your will not find Mujadhdhar forging falsehoods*
Ibn Hishâmi Al-mara is on the authority of another than Ibn Ishâq.
■ 1 ' .
Al-raara is the she«cs.mel whose milk is brought down with difficulty*
Ibn Ishâq; Then al-#u;jadhdhar came to the Meesenger of Allah and said:
"By Hint who sent you with the truth, I did my utmost to make him
surrender as a |>risoner so that X could b^i. ng him to you, but he 
refused everything except to fight me, and I fought him and killed him,
Xlm Hishâm  ^Abu ’1-Bahtarah v/as al'Ss bin Hisham bin al-Harith bin♦ f
Aaad*. . , . . ,
The killing of ITmaiyyah bin Khalaf *
Ibn Ishâq; lahya bin *àbbâd bin 'Abdallah bin as-Subair related to me 
on the authority of his father*
Ibn Ishaq; And 'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr and others related it to me on 
the authority of 'Abd ar-kahman bin 'AUf * île said; Umaiyyah bin 
Khalaf was a friend of mine in Mecca* %  name was 'Abd 'Amr but when,
I ielaraized, I was called 'Abd ar-Ralman when w© were in Mecca# He 
used to meet me when we were in Mecca and say; "0 'Abd 'Amr have you 
discarded a name which your father gave you?"* I would say;
He would say; "Verily I do nod; recognise ar-Hahmaa, so let there be 
something* between you and me by which I can call you. As far as you 
are concerned do not answer me to your first name and as far as I am 
concerned I will not call you by that which I do not recognise# So when 
he called *0 'Abd 'Amr', I did not answer him* I said to him; "0 Abu 
'All, make it what you will"* He said; "Then you will lie 'Abd àl-llâh". 
I said; "Yes"* So whenver X met him, he said; "0 'Abd al-Xlah" and I 
answered him, and talked with him* When the day of Bedr came, I 
passed by him as he stood with his son 'All bin Umaiyyah holding him 
by the hand* X had some coats of mail which I had captured and I was 
carrying them* When he saw. me, he said; "0 'Abd 'Amr", and X did not 
answer him, Then he said; "0 'Abd al-Xlah"* % said; "jfes". He said; 
"Have you any thought for me for X am better ftr you than these coats 
of mail whidi you have with you", X said; "Yes, indeed you are". So 
I thhew away the coats of mail, and took his hand and tiie hand of his 
©on, as he was saying; "I have never seen anything like this day, have 
you no need of milk?", Then I set out and marched them away.
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Ibn Hisham: He means by milk, that 'I will be ransomed from whoever
has made me captive with camels that give much millt'.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abd al-VJahid bin Abu 'Aun related to me on the authority of
Sa'Id bin Ibrahim from his father from 'Abd ar-Rahmân bin 'Auf. . He
said: Umaiyyah bin Khalaf said to me v/hile I was between him and his
son holding their hands: "0 'Abd al-Ilah, which man of you is that who
is marked with an ostrich feather on his chest?". I said: "That is
Hamzah bin 'Abd al-Muttalib". ' He said: "He is the one who did the 
•
deeds to us". I was leading them on when Bilal saw them with me. It 
was he who had tormented Bilal in Mecca to make him abandon Islam by 
exposing him on the sands of Mecca.when they were hot, made him lie on 
his back, ordered a great stone to be placed on his chest, and said to 
him: "You will either remain thus or else abandon the religion of 
Muhammad", but Bilal said: ON#, ONE* When he saw him he said: "The 
head of unbelief is Umaiyyah bin Khalaf V Z may^l ''3h6t"leBcapal iff hej 
escaped". I said: 0 Bilal, are they not my two prisoners?". He said: 
'"^^îayslqnottéécup^eif "Do^ iyou' h e a r ^  ■ Bonrofstheof
blacklwomàh?V, He said: ' ''MaÿciIenbtt-eÀb&pe^ 'if hé3't'bscape«!"rip-d". Then 
he called out at the top of his voice: "0 Helpers of Allah, the head 
of unbelief is Umaiyyah bin Khalaf, May,:viEenotl;escapeeifihehc; has 
escape#". So they surrounded us and put us in something like a ring 
wfiiieoiywarded themsoffafromghimaj fionî him. One of them drew his 
sword and smote his son on the leg and he fell, and Umaiyyah uttered 
a cry the like of which I have never heard* I said: "Save yourself, 
but there is no escape for you, for I swear I cannot help you at all". 
So they ^ slashed them with their swords till the made an end of them. 
'Abd ar-Rahmân used to say: "May Allah forgive Bilal, my suits of mail 
were lost,and he afflicted me with the loss of my two prisonersV
The angelic witnesses cf the. battle bflBedr.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Abdallah bin A|>u Bokr yelaCed to Die that it wgs related 
to him on the authority of Ibn ' Abbas'f lie:'shid';' 'X' - man of the Beni 
Ghifar related tb me. He said: I and a cousin of mine drew near
and climbed a mountain which overlooked Badr. We were polytheists and 
v:e were watching the battle to see whose turn it would be when we would 
plunder with those who did the plundering, l^ hile we were on the 
mountain, a cloud drew near to us in which we heard the neighing of 
horses, and I heard someone say&ng; "Advance, llaizumH. As fgr as my
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cousin was concerned, the lining of his heart was laid bare and he 
died on the spot. For myself, I almost perished, but I took myself in 
hand #
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr related to me on the authority of
one of the Beni Sa'idah from Abu Usaid, Malik bin Rabi'ah, ivho
witnessed Badr. He said after his sight failed: "If I weie in Bedr
to-day and had my sight, I would show you the ravine from which the
angels issued forth; I have no doubt about it whatever"*
Ibn Ishâq: My father Ishâq bin Yasar related to me on the authority of
some men of the Beni Mazin bin an-Najjâr from Abu Baud the Mâ%inite,
who witnessed Bedr. He said: "I was following one of the pilytheists
on the day of Badr to smite him when his head fell before my sword
00 uld reach it and I realised that someone else had killed him".
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
* _ 
of Miqsam a client of 'Abdallah bin al-Harith from 'Abdallah bin
'Abbas. He said: "The insignia of the angels on the day cf Badr was
white turbane which they let loose over their backs, and on the day
of Hunain (they had) red turbans".
Ibn Hisham; A scholar related to me that 'Ali bin Abu Talib said:
"The turbans were the crowns of the Arabs; and the insignia of the 
angels on the day of Bedr was white turbans, which they le;^ h loose over 
their backs, with the exception of Gabriel who had a saffron turban.
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of Miqsam from Ibn 'Abbas, He said: "The angels did not fight on any 
day. except the day of Badr, but they were present on other days 
besides it with their numbers in reserve ; they did not strike.
The killing of Abu Jahl bin Hisham.
Ibn Ishâq: Abu Jahl came forward reciting rhyming verses as he fought 
and saying:- - *
Repeated warfare will not punish me . ;
A two-year-old cutting its first teeth (I am) young in years 
For such a thing as this djd ray mother bear me.
Ibn Hishâm; The slogan of the friends of the Messenger of Allah on 
the day of Bedr was: ONE Î ,0KE1
Ibn Ishaq: When the ^^ e^s'sehger of Allah had finished with hie enemy he
. '
gave orders that Abu Jahl bin Hishâm be sought for amongst the slain. 
According to what Thaur bin Yazid related to me on the authority of
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'Ikrlmâh from Ibn, 'Abbas, and' 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr also related t#at 
to me, the first one to find Abu Jahl v/as Mu'adh bin 'Amr bin al-Jumuk 
brother of the Beni Galimah. He said: "I heard the people with Abu 
Jahl in a kind of thicket, (Ibh Hishams Al-Harajah means trees which
■ , ■ ' ■ ; V
are entwined together, and in the Tradition about 'Umar bin al-Khattab
. , ' , *  ♦
(it is said) that he asked a Bedouin about al-Hàrajàh, and he said:
. ' ' ' r . . ■ * ,
"It is a tree amongst other trbes which cannot be reached), and they 
were saying: "Abu '1-HakmMCannot be reached". When I heard it I made 
it my business and w#nt off in his direction, and when it was possible
for me to do so, I attacked him and smote him a blow which severed his
leg in the middle, and when it fell off, I could only lilçen it to ,a 
date stone broken beneath the stone pestle when it it strucÿ by it.
Then *Ikrimah his son smote me on the shoulder and cut away ray arm so 
that it hung by my side from a piece .of skin, and the battle kept me 
away from him. I fought the most of the day dragging it behind me but 
when it get in my way I put my foot on it and I puille d on it till I
severed it. :  ^ .
Ibn Ishaqs After that he lived till the time of 'Uthman. Then 
Mu'awwidh bin 'Afra' passed by.Abu Jahl as he lay wounded, smote him 
and completely disabled him, and left him while there was still breath 
in him# Mu'awwidh fought till he was slain. Then 'Abdallah bin 
Masfud passed,by Abu Jahl when the Messenger of Allah ordered that he 
should be sought among the slain, 'fhe Messenger of Allah had said:
'If hé is unrecognizable to you among the dead, look for the mark of 
a wound on his knee, for he and I were crushed together one day at a 
banquet given by 'Abdallah bin Jud'an, when we were boys. I was 
somewhat thinner than he, and I pushed him and he fell on his knees, 
and an abrasion was made on one of them, the trace of which remained 
with him*'.* 'Abdallah Bin Has'ud said: "I found him at the last gasp 
and put my foot on his neck. Be, had once seized me in Mecca, done me 
harm, and beat mo on the chest with his fists. Then I said to him: 
'Hath Allah confounded you, 0 enemy of Allah?’. He said: 'Why should 
He confound me? I he greater than any man you have killed? Tell me, 
whose turn is it to-day?'. I said; (It is the turn) 'of Allah and His 
Messenger. ... ,
Ibn Hisham; Babath means to seize and hold on, BabU'bin al-Harith # . .
thé Burjamite said:-.........
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Because of the love which was between yon and me 
t became like one grasping water with the hand
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as; 'is it a shame for a man whom you
have slainî Tell me, whose defeat is. it to-day?’
Ibn Jshaq: . Home men of the Beni Hakhaum claimed that Ibn Mas'ud 
said; "He.said to mes *0 little shepherd you have ascended by a steep 
ascent,*,. Then I cut off his head, brought it to the Messenger of 
Allah* and, said; *0 Messenger of Allah,, this is the head* of Abu Jahl 
the,enemy of Allah*# The ;Messenger of Allah said; ’Yes, by Allah, 
besides whom there is no god** This was the oativ of the Meeèenger of' 
Allah. I said: ’Yes, by Allah,, besides whom there is no god*, and 
threw down M s  head before the Messenger of Allah* and he gave, praise 
to Allah"» , ,
Ibn Hisham; Abu *Ubàidah'and other scbplars of the wars related to me
that * Umar bin al-Khattab said to Ga’Id bin al-’As when he passed by
* * # .
him; "Verily you seem as if you had something on your mind; I think 
you imagine that I slew your father; Verily if I had killed him I 
would not apologise to you fcr killihg him, but I killed my uncle 
al-*ÂB bin Hisham bin al-Mughirah. As for your father, I passed by h 
him as. he was scraping the ground as a bull does with his horn and I 
turned aside from him, and his nephew ’All went up to him and slew him"
The story of the sword of Uklmafaah.
Ibn Ishaqs Ukkashah bin Mihsan bin Hurthin the Asadite, ally of the
Beni ’Abd Bhams bin ’Abd Mamaf fought with his sword on the day of
Bedr till it broke in his hand, and he came to the Messenger of Allah
and he gave him a wooden stump and said; "Fight with this, Ü Ukliashah".
When he received it from the Messenger.of Allah and it became in his
hand a sword of great length, strong of blade, clear df edge, and he
fought with it till Allah granted victory to the Muslims. The sword
was called ’Help*. After that it regained in his possession and with
it hé witnessed all the places of#:##!^ >tlb%m-' in 'company with the
Messenger of Allah until he was slain i'hithekApostasytWhbWhet:was-
withahim.Tulaihah bin Khuv/ailid the Asadite killed him, and Tulaihah
said about that:-
What do think about the people when you kill them?
Are they not men even though they have not islamizod?
Were they camels or women that were slain
They would never go to,no purpose for^the killing of ïübâl 
For them 1 raised tie chest of al-Himalah (i.e. I set’out 
on my mare)- , '
Verily ©he is wont (to hear) the command of the brave;
"Come down"
One day you will see her, protected with her saddle-oover 
And another day you will see her without the cover 
. In the evening 1 left Ibn Aqram Settled
And Ukkashah the Ghanamite on à field, ,
Xbn Hisham: Hlbal’wa© the; son of Tulaihali bin Khuwailid and Ibn 
Aqram was Thabit bin Aqram the Helper*
Ibn Ishaq: It was Ukkashah bin Mihsan who said to the Messenger of
Allah when the Messenger of Allah said: "Seventy thousand of my people
will enter Paradise i on the night of the full moon.
i "0 Messenger of Allah, call on Allah to make las one of them". 
He said; " He said; "Verily thou art one of them", or "0 Allah, make 
him one of them". Then one of tW Helpers arose and ©aid: "Call on 
Allah to make me one of them". Ha said: "Ukkashah has got it ahead 
of you, and the prayer is confirmed". The Messenger of Allah ©aid, 
according to what I heard on the authority of hi© family; "The best 
horseman amongst the Arabs is one of us". They ©aid; "Who 1© he, 0 
Messenger of Allah?"* He ©aid: "Ukkashah bin Mihsan". * DirSr bin* # m
al-Aswar the Asadite said: "That is a man who belong© to x\b 0
Messenger of Allah". He said: "He is not one of you, he is one of us"
(referring to the Treaty).
Ibn Hisham: Abu Bekr the Faithful called to hi© son who was with the
polytheists that day and said: "Where ^ my property 0 wicked one"? '
’Abd ar-Bahman ©aid;- ■
Nothing remain© but the arm©, the blood-horse, and the 
©harp ©word who! ©lays the,erring grey head
according to what v/a© told me on the authority of *Abd al-*Azxz bin
Muhammad the D a r a w a r d i t o v
The polytheists are thrown into a pit. '
Ibn Ishaq: Yazid bin Ruman related to me on the authority of 'tJrwah
bin az-2iubair from 'I’ishah. He said; "When the Messenger of Allah 
ordered the ©lain to be thrown into the pit, they were all tJ-iroî/n in 
with the exception of Umaiyyah bin Khalaf . He had blown out in hi© 
coat of mail till he filled it and they went to take him out but his 
limbs came apart eo they 3e f t him v/here he Was and threw over him as
much earth aud stones aa covered him. When he had them cast into the 
pit, the Messenger of Allah stood over them and said: '*0 people 6t the 
pit,have you found true that #hioh your Lord did promise you? Verily 
X have found that which my Lord promised me to he true". His friends 
said to him: "0 Messenger of Allah, ' :do^ yk)U':#d!<i^  ^ men". He
said to them: "They have knota that.what their Lord promised them is 
true". *A/ishah said: The people say: "They have heard what I said 
to them", hut the Messenger of Allah merely said: "They have known".
Ibn Ishaq.: Humaid the tall related to me on the authority of Anas bin
Malik*. He said: The friends of the Messenger of Allah heard him in
the stillness of the night as he said; "0 people of the pit, 0 *Utbah 
bin Habi’ah, 0 Shaibah bin Habi’ah, 0 H^aiyyah bin Khalaf, 0 Abu Jahl 
bin HiehamV and he recounted those who were in the pit, "Have you 
found true that which your Lord did promise you?. Verily I have found 
true that which my Lord promised me". The Muslims said to him; "0 
Messenger of Allah, are you addressing putrid corpses?" He said; "You 
do not hear what X say any better than they do but they are upable, to 
answer me"i
Ibn Ishaq: One of the scholars related to me that the Messenger of
Allah said on the day he uttered this saying: "0 people of the pit, 
'ibadi^insm biflu£i t te  Proph:e%7haîvb ÿôUù ^
have called me a liar while the people believed me; you have cast me 
forth and the people gave me shelter; you have fought against me and 
the people have helped me"; Then he said; "Have you found true that 
which your Lord did promise you?"(adding this) to what he said.
Poetry Omitted.
Ibn Ishaq; When the Messenger of AiltUi ordered them to be cast into 
the pit, *Utbah bin Babi*ah was taken and dragged to the pit, and- 
according to what I heal'd, the Messenger of Allah looked into the face 
of Abu Hudhaifah bin ’lîtbah, and lo, he was distressed and his colour 
had changed. He said; "0,Abu Hudhaifah, perhaps something of.the 
matter of your father has entered you", or words to that effects He 
said; "Ho, 0 Messenger of Allah, I am not wavering in my opinion of my 
father œ  his fight, but I used to recognise, in my father discernment, 
forbearance, and ability, and X was hoping that that would guidé him 
to IslamV. When I saw what .had, befallen him and the. unbelief in
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which he died, after what I had hoped fœ  him, it grieved me".' So the 
Messenger of Allah Invoked a blessing on him and spake kindly to him.
Mention of the young men about whom there came down: Verily those 
whom the angels .carry off, (in death) while they are living in vs
Ibn Ishaq: They v/ere thr young men who were slain at Bedr. According
to what w© hoard, part of the i^ip'*an came down in connection with them
Verily to those whom they carry off (in death) while they 
acting harmfully to their own well-being,. the, angels ?/ill . 
say: "In what state were you?" "We were the weak ones in 
the land", they say ; "But was not thé lend Of Allah wide?", 
will be the reply, "so .that you might hayr migrated in itVV 
Of such the abode is,Oehenna; a bad place to go to!
(6urah 4: 97) - '
Karnes omitted.
That was because they had islamiaed while the Messenger of Allah was 
in Mecca. When the Messenger of Allah migrated to Medina, their
fathers and kindred imprisoned them in Mecca and persecuted them and
they were turned away, (from the faith)* Then they marched with their 
people to Bftdr and all of them perished ther®*
Mehtion of the spoils and the captives at Badri
W  iiiiiipi *  ii i i  w w  wsi tinaCiihiLi ,i,i^ / * i  i# .
Then the Messenger of Allalx gave an order about what the people had 
collected in the camp and it was gathered together. Then the Muslims 
differed about it; those who had collected it saying: **It belongs to 
us"; and those v/ho had been fighting' the enemy and seeking him out; 
sayings "Had it not been for us, you would not have got it, for we 
drew the attention of the people away from you till you got v;hat you 
got". Those who had been guarding the Hesseïiger cf Allah for fear 
the enemy should come upon him in their absence, said: "You are no 
more entitled to it than we. We thought11hatwweMould):slày the enemy 
when Allah granted' us his shoulders (necks) ,andiwe9thoughtKthat *eu&duld
take the goods when there was no one with them to defend them, but we
were afraid for the Messenger of Allah, in case the enemy should make
a charge, so we stood by him. Thus, you are no more entitled to it
than we".
ibn Ishaq: *Abd ar-Bahman bin al-Harith and others have related to
■ ' *  1, ■ . •  .  ' "  ■ *  « ,  M  mm'
me on the authority of Buleiman bin Musa from Makhul from Abu Hmamah
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the BahiliteCwhose name, is Buâay bin •Ajlân according to what ibn
Hisham says). He said: I asked *Hbadah bin as-Siimit about*ïhe Spoils*,
■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ . ■ ■ * , 
and he said! "It camé doim about us, the men of Bednwhen we
disagreed about thé spéils, and Our behaviour in connection with them
was bad. Bo Allah took them out of our hands and gave them to His
Messenger, and the Messenger of Allah divided them equally among the
Muslims, (he says; *with equity *) •
Ibn Ishaq: * Abdallah bin Abu Baler related to me. He said; One of the
•   ^ ^  ^
Beni Sa*ldah related to me on,the authority of Abu üsaid the Sa*idite
Malik bin Haba*ah. He shidi "I got the sword of the Beni *A*idh the 
Malchaumites (Which was. called) *al-Mar%uban on the day of Bedr. When 
the Messenger of Allah commanded the people to return the spoils they 
had talcen, I came forward and cast it, among the spoils. ’ The Messenger 
of Allah did not refuse anything that was asked of him^ so al-Arqam 
bill Abu ’l-Arqam recognised it, asked the Messenger cf Allah for it, 
and he gave it to him".
The despatch of Ibn Eawahah and %aid as. messengers.
Ibh Ishaq! Following on the victory the ^Ossenger of Allah sent 
'Abdallah bin Hawahah as messenger to the people of the Highlands 
(to announce) the victory Which Allah had granted him and the Muslims. 
Ke also sent Baid. bin Hafithah to. the inhabitants of the Lowlands. 
Hsamah bin 25aid said; "The news came to us - just as we had levelled the 
earth over Huqaiyyah, daughter of the Messenger of Allah who was the 
wife of *Utlman bin 'Affan. The Messenger of Allah had left me behind 
in charge of her along with 'Uthman - that Said bin HaritHah had 
come.* I went to him as he stood in the place cf worship with the 
people crowding around him and he said: *tJtbah bin Habl'ah, Shaibâh 
bin Rabl'ah, Abu Jahl bin Etsham, Sam*ah bin al-Aswad, Abu *l-^Bahtarah . 
al-*As bin Hisham, ümaiyyah bin Khalaf, and Kubaih and Munabbih the 
two sons of al"Hajjaj are all slain'. I said; *0 my father is this 
true?*. He said! *ïea, verily, my aon*.
The return of the Messenger of Allah from Bedr.
Then the,Messenger of Allah advanced on the return journey to Medina, 
and the prisoners of the polytheists among whom was *lîqbah bin Abu 
Mu'ait and an-Kadr bin al-Harith were with him. The Messenger of 
Allah also carried with him the spoils which had been taken from the
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polytheiets and he put 'Abdallah ibn Ka*b ibn *Amr ibn *Auf ibn 
Mabdhul ibn *Amr ibn Ghanam ibn Mazin ibn an-Najjâr in charge of the 
«pbils and a versifier of the Muslims said:-
Ibn Hisham: It is said that he was 'Adi ibn Abu *%-Zughbah
0 Basbas lift up their chests
There is no place to stop for the night in Dhu 't-Talh 
Nor in the desert of Ghumair is there a prison * '
Verily the horses of the people would not be confined 
To bear them on the way is shrewder 
Allah gave help and al-Akhnas fled.
Then the Messenger of Allah advanced and when he emerged from the pass
of as-Safra he made camp on a sand dune between the pass and an-
NÛziyah called Sayar, and came to a meadow where he divided to the
Muslims the spoil which Allah had granted him from the polytheists in
equal allotments*
Then the Messenger of Allah went on and when he was in ar-Raùhâ* the 
Muslims met him congratulating him on the victory which Allah had 
given him and the Muslims who were with him. According to what *Asim 
ibn 'Umar ibn Qatâdah and Yazid ibn Human related to me, Salamah ibn 
Galamah said to them: "On what do you congratulate us? I swear we 
did not meet anything but bald old men like bound victims and we 
slew them". The Messenger of Allah smiled and said; "Those are the 
chieftains".
Ibn Hisham: Al-Mala* means the nobles, the leaders.
The slaying of an-Nadr and 'Uqbah.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah was in as-Safra an-Nadr ibn 
al-Harith was slain. According to what a scholar of the inhabitants 
of Mecca told me, *Ali ibn Abu Talib slew him.
Ibn Ishaq: Then he set out and when he was in *Irq az-Zabyah 'Uqbah
ibn Abu Mu'ait was slain.
Ibn Hisham: 'Irq az-Zabyah is on the authority of another than Ibn
Ishaq.
The one who made 'Uqbah prisoner was 'Abdallah ibn Salamah one of 
the Beni 'Ajlan.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah ordered him to be killed,
'Uqbah said: "Who will care for the children 0 Muhammad?" He said:
"The Fire". "Asim ibn Thabit ibn Abu *1-Aqlah the Helper, brother of
the Beni *Amr ibn 'Auf slew him according to what Abu 'U^ a'idah ibn 
Muhammad ibn 'Ammir ibn Yasir related to me.
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Ibh Hisham; It is said that *Ali bin, Abü Talib slew him, according to
, *
what Ibn Bhihab the Zuhi'ite and other scholars told mo.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Hind à client of Farwah bin *Amr the Biyadito mot the
Messenger of Allah in that placé with a skin filled with dates mixed 
with butter and curds*
Ibn Hisham! Al-Hamit means a skin.
- #  '
He had stayed behind from Bedr then he witnessed all the places of 
martyrdom with the Messenger of Allah, and he was the cupper of the 
Messenger of Allah, The Messenger of Allah said; "Abu Hind is a man 
of the Helpers, marry with him and give in marriage to him*', and they
did so. -
Then the Messenger of Allah went on and got to Medina a day before the 
prisoners.
Ibn Ishaqs 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr related to rae that lahya bin 
•Abdallah bin *Abd ar-Kahiaan bin As*ad bin Zurarah said; "The prisonorE 
were brought when they were brought and Saudah bint Zara*ah the wife 
of the Frophet was with the family of *Afra*in their mourning for *Auf 
and Mu'awwidh the two sons of *Afra*, and that was before tïe veil was 
imposed on them, Baudah said;x"I was with them when one came to us and 
Miitj'!These ahez t he% cap t ivesl, : they a hh vehbe e n c b rgu^h t. ^ o I went back 
to my house, and the Messenger of Allah was there, and lo, Abu Yazid 
Suhail bin *Amr was in the vicinity of they$pbo&un-.. with his hands 
bound to his neck by a rope. I could not contain myself when I saw .,., 
Abu iaald in this state, and saidc'O Abu Yazid, you have given your­
selves up, why did you not die? ho no i^r able men?*. What should startle 
me but the voice of the Messenger of Allah from the house: *0 Baudah, 
are you inciting against Allai; whose is the power and glory and 
against His Messenger?* I said; *0 Messenger of Allah, by Him who 
sent you with the truth, I could not oon.tain- myself when I saw Abu 
Yazid with his hands bound behind his neck from saying what I said*.
Ibn IshSq; Hubaih bin Wahb brother of the Beni *Abd ad-Dar related to 
me that when the Messenger came with the prisoners, ho divided them 
among his friends and. said; "Receive the prisoners with kindness.*
He said; Abu *A%i& bin *Umair bin Hashim brother of Mus *ab bin *ïïmair 
by his father and mother, was among the captives. Abu 'Aziz said; .
**Hy brother Mus*ab .passed by m  with a man of the Helpers to take me
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prisoner and said: 'Make strong your hand where he is concerned, his 
mother is a person of means, perhaps she will ransom him from you'.
He said: I was with a group of the Helpers when they brought me from
Badr and when they brought them their breakfast and supper.they 
assigned the bread exclusively to me and they ate dates, in accordance 
with the injunction which the Messenger of Allah gave them about us, 
and not a piece of bread came into the hand of any of them that they
did not give to me. I would be ashamed and return it, but he would
give it back to me without touching it.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Aziz was the standard-bearer of the polytheists at
Badr after an-Nadr ibn al-Harith. When his brother Mus'ab said to
#' # *
Abu '1-Yasir who took him prisoner, what he said, Abu 'Aziz said to
him: "My brother, is this your injunction about me?". Mus'ab said to 
him: "Verily he is my brother, not you". His mother enquired about the 
highest ransom to be paid for a man of Quraish, and she was told:
"Four thousand dirhems". So she sent four thousand dirhems with
which she ransomed him.
News of the calamity of Quraish reaches Mecca.
Ibn Ishaq: The first man who came to Mecca with (news of) the calamity
that had befallen Quraish was al-Haisuraan ibn 'Abdallah the Khuza'ite 
they said: "What news do you bring?". He said: "'Htbah ibn Rabi'ah, 
Shaibah ibn Rabi'ah, Abu ’1-Hakam ibn Hisham, Umayyah ibn Khulaf,
Zam'ah ibn al-Aswad, Nubaih and Munabbih the two sons of al-Hajjaj 
and Abu *1-Bakhtirah ibn Hisham are slain". Then he began to count
the noble men of Quraish and Safwan ibn Umayyah said as he sat in the
sacred place: "If he understands this then ask him about me". They 
said: "What about Safwan ibn Umayyah?". He said: "There he is 
sitting in the sacred place and indeed I saw his father and brother 
when they were killed".
Ibn Ishaq: Husain ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'U^aidallah ibn 'Abbas related to
me on the authority of 'Ikrimah a client of Ibn 'Abbas. He said: Abu 
Rafi' a client of the Messenger of Allah said: "I was a boy belonging 
to 'Abbas ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib when islam came amongst us, the people 
of the House, and al-'Abbas islamized, Umm al-Fadl islamized and I 
islamized. Al-'Abbas was afraid of his people and disliked to cross 
them so he concealed his islamization. He was the possessor of much
property which was dispersed among his people. Abu Lahab had stayed
(
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away from Bedr and.had sent al-*As bin Hisham bin al-Hughlrah in his 
place. That v/as what they did; not a man stayed away without sending 
another in his place* When news of the disaster to the men of Quraish 
at Bedr came to him, Allah humiliated him and put him to shame,-and we 
found power and might in ourselves. I was, a man of little consequence; 
I made arrows which I cut out in the enclosure of Samzam, I v/as 
sitting there cutting out the arrows and Umm al-Fadl was sitting with 
me, and we were pleased with the news that had come to us, when Abu 
Lahab approached dragging his feet with malevolence, and sat sat on 
the edge of the enclosure with his back to mine While he was sitting 
there, the people said: 'Here is Abu Sufyan bin al-Harith bin *Abd al- 
Muttalib (Ibn Hisham: The name of Abu Bufyan was al-Mughirah) who has 
arrived'. Abu Lahab said; 'Come to me, for by my life you have the 
news*. Bp he sat down beside him with the people .standing around him, 
and he said: ' %  nephew, tell me how did the affair of the people go?' 
He said; 'There is nothing (to tell) except that v/e met the people and 
gave them our shoulders so that they <o uld kill us as they willed and 
make ub captive© as they willed, but X swear that in spite of that I do 
not blame the people, for we met white men on piebald horses between 
heaven and earth, who left nothing, nor could anything stand before 
them'fi* Abu Rafi' said: "I lifted the edge (or rope) of the enclosure 
in my hand and said: 'That was indeed the angels*. He said: Then Abu 
Lahab lifted his hand and struck me a hard blow on the face. I stood ' 
up to him, so he lifted me and threw me. to the ground and then knelt 
UpohPmê^béating^me.I was a weak man but Umm al-Fadl went to one of the 
poles of the enclosure, took it and ©truck him a blow with it which 
laid open a terrible gash in his head and said: 'You found him weak 
when his master was away from him*. Bo he got up and went away 
humiliated and he lived only ©even nights (after that) when Allah
smote him with ulcere which killed him.
Ibn Ishaq! Yahya bin 'Abbad bin 'Abdallah bin az-Subair related to me 
on the authority of hi© father 'Abbad. tte ©aid; Quraish made 
lamentation for their slain, then they said: 'Do nqt do it, for 
Muhammad and his friend© viill hear ' of it and exult over you, and do 
not send about your prisoners till you have delayed over them and
Muhammad and his friends shall not get the better <f you in the matter
of the ransom'l
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Ho saiâ; Al^Astrad bin âl-Mutteiltb had three of his children killed!
Bam* ah bin al-Aswad, *AqIl bin ial-âsv/ad, and al-Harith bin Zam'ah, and 
hé would have liked to woep fo?. his sons. While he was in.this state,,
he heard a wailing woman in the night and said to a boy of his, for his
sight had gone; *Bee if wailing is allowed. Are. Quraish weeping for 
their slain that perhaps I may weep for Abu Hakimah - meaning Zam'ah for
. %  ' V .  V ' . . ,  . _   ^ *
%. h:eaftf within me burns * .When the boy came back to him he said; * It
is only a woman weeping over a camel of hers that has strayed*. That
was when al-Aswad ©aid î- .
Does she weep because a camel of hers has strayed 
And wakefulness keeps her from sleeping'
Do not weep over a yoviiiji' camel but instead 
Weep over Bedr (where) good fortune has failed 
At Dftdr (were) the choice men of the Beni Husals 
And Hakhzum and the followers of Abu '1-Walid 
If you weep, weèp^fcr *AqIl 
And weep for al-Harith the lion of lion©
Weep for them all and do not weary
And, there jjs no peer for Abu IWcimah
Ferilyot some men become masters after they are gone
Who would not be masters' but for the day of Badr*.
Ibn Ishaq; Among the prisoners was Abu Wada'ah bin Dubairah the 
Bahmite and, the Messenger of Allah said: "He has in Mecca a shrewd 
merchant son, a man of substance , and it looks as if he will come to 
you seeking to ransom;his father". When Quraish said; "Don't be in 
any hurry to ransom your prisoners and Muhamraad and his friends will 
not get the better of you, al-Muttalib bin Abu Wada'ah ©aid, and it was 
ho to whom the Messenger of Allah referred; **lour are right! Do not 
hurry!" He stole away to Medina by night, got his father for four 
thousand dirhems and took him away.
The affair of Buhail bin *A#r"
Then Quraish sent about the ransom of their prisoners, and Mikras bin
Hafs bin al-Akhyaf came about the ransom of Suhail bin *Amr: It T/as• *
Malik bin ad-Dukhshum,, brother of the Beni Balim bin 'Auf who had 
taken him prisoner, and he said:-
I have capturedjSuhail so I do not desire 
Instead of him a captive from any nation '
And khihdif know© that the young man. > ■, ■ =
. , , Suhail i© their young man if h) is impeached for wrong-doing
,,I ©truck with the edge of the sword till it bent 
And urged myself against the man with the split upper lip
.Suhail was a man with a split lower lip.
Ibn Hisham; One. of,the aoholqr© in poetry does, nob admit that this 
poetry is the, work; of Malik fbin ad-Dukhehum^ . . ■ .
Ibn Ishaqs Huharnmad bin''Amf bin'*AtS* brother of thé Beni 'Amir bin 
• '#
Ln*ai related to me thkt 'Umar bin al-Kliattab said to the Messenger of 
AllahÎ "0 Messenger of Allahy lot me remove Bhhail's two front teeth 
and his tongue will loll outy and he will never become ah orator 
against you on any battle-field". The Messenger of Allah said: "I'
will hot mutilate him, for Allah would mutilate me, even though I am 
a prophet". ■ ■ • - ■
Ibn Ishaqs- I heard that the Messenger of Allah said to * Umar in the
course of this conversations "Verily he is about to fill a position
where you will not blame him".
Ibn Hisham; I will giye the account of that position in due course, .
if Allah wills.
Ibn Ishaq Î When Mlkras conferred, with them and came to a satisfactory
arrangement with them, they said; "Bring what we should have". He
said; "Put my leg in place cf his leg and set him free that he may
send his ransom to you". Bo they set Buliail free and kept Mikraz a
captive with thorns Mikraa said:-
I have ransomed a capiivo youth with eight she^bamels 
Whose payment will obtain (the release of) the man of 
pure blood, not the clients
I have pledged my hand and money would be easier for me 
than my hand - ‘
But I v/as afraid of shame s , ,
I said! 'Suhail is the best of us, so talçe him 
To our sons that we may bring about whàt we desire.
Ibn Hisham; One of the scholars of poetry does not admit that this is 
is the work of Mkrazi',
Ibh Ishaq: * Abdallah bin ‘ Abu Baler related to me. He said; 'Amr bin 
AbuBufyan bin Harb, who was the son of the daughter of 'Uqbah bin Abu 
Mu'ait (Ibn'Hisham; The mother of 'Amr bin Abu Bufyan was the daughter
of Abu 'Amr the sister of Abu'Hu'ait bin Abu 'Amr) was a prisoner in
. . .  . ■
the hands of the Messenger of Allah - one of the prisoners of Badr*
Ibn Hisham; 'All bin Abu Talib took him prisoner.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr related to me * = He said: "Someone
.  ... ■ ■ . .
said to Abu Sufyan: «Eanèom your sOn 'Amr'. He said: ' 'Is a resolve to 
bé made about my blood and property? They have slain Hanthalah and
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shall I ransom 'Amr? Let him remain in their hands to hold as long
as seems good to them'. While he was in these circumstances
imprisoned in Medina with the Messenger of Allah, Sa'd ibn an-Nü'man
ibn Akkal brother of the Beni 'Amr ibn 'Auf and from the sub-division
of the Beni Mu'awiyah set out on the Lesser Pilgrimage, and he had a
small woman of his with him. He was an old man and a Muslim, and he
had flocks of his in an-Naqi'. So he set out from there on the
Lesser Pilgrimage not apprehensive that anything would happen to him
nor imagining that he would be imprisoned in Mecca. He came merely on
the Lesser Pilgrimage, and Quraish had made a covenant not to let or
hinder any who came on the Greater or Lesser Pilgrimage and offer them
nothing but good. But Abu Sufyan was hostile to him in Mecca and
imprisoned him in retaliation for his son 'Amr. Then Abu Sufyan said:-
0 kindred of Ibn Akkal, answer his call
You made a vow not to hand over the elderly chieftain
Verily the Beni 'Amr are ignoble and contemptible
If they do not unloose the shackles from their captive
Hassan ibn Thâbit answered him and said:- 
*
Were Sa'd at liberty on the day of Mecca
He would have killed many of you before he would be
taken prisoner
With sharp sword or bows of yew
Whose bow-strings twang when stretched and cast out the 
arrows.
The Beni 'Amr ibn 'Auf went to the Messenger of Allah, told him their 
story and asked him to let them have 'Amr ibn Abu Sufyan so that they 
could release their friend in exchange for him. The Messenger of
Allah did so, and they sent him to Abu Sufyan and he released Sa'd.
The imprisonment of Abu 'l-'As ibn ar-BabI'.
Ibn Ishaq: Amongst the prisoners ^as Abu 'l-'Âs ibn ar-RabI' ibn al-
•Uzza ibn 'Abd Shams, in-law of the Messenger of Allah who had married 
his daughter Zainab.
Ibn Hisham: Khirdash ibn as-Simmah, one of the Beni Haram took him
prisoner.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu 'l-'As was one of the men of Mecca who were esteemed
for their wealth, trustworthiness and trade. He was the son of 
Halah bint Khuwailid, Khadxjah being his aunt. She asked the 
Messenger of Allah to marry him (to her) , and the Messenger of Allah 
did not say her nay, and that was before the revelation .
came ào\m to him, which he did, and she regarded him a© one of her 
children, ^ben Allah honoured His Messenger with the prophetic office, 
Ehadïjah believed on him as did his daughters, accepted him as 
genuine, and testified that what he brought was the truth, and 
professed his religion; but Abu remained a polytheist. The
Messenger of Allah had married either Bukaiyy&h or Umm Eulthum to 
'Htbah bin Abu Lahab, ao when he manifested openly the affair of Allah 
and enmity to Quraish they ©aids "Verily you have relieved Muhammad 
of his cares; send back hia daughters to him and thereby give him 
something to occupy him-', 3o they went to Abu 'l-*As and said to him: 
'^Deave your wife : 1 ’ t :>: ip and we will give you in marriage any
woman of Qus-aish you desire'’* He said; "Mo indeed, X will not break 
off my relationship, and I do not desire to have any woman of Qur&ish 
instead of my wife". According to what 1 heard, the Messenger of 
Allah, blessed his son-in-law. Then they went to 'Htbah bin AbS’Lahab 
and said to him; "Divorce Muhammad's daughter and we will give you in 
marriage any woman of Quraish you desire"» He ©aid: "If you give me 
in mar:"‘iage Bint Aban bin Ba'id bin al-*As or Bint Ba'id bin al-'As, I 
will leave her". F?o they gave him Bint 8a'id bin al-'As, and he 
separated from her before he had brought her home. Thu© Allah took her 
out of his hands as a mark of honour to her and disgrace to him, and 
'Hthman bin 'Affan married her after him. The Messenger of Allah did 
not make free or put under ban anyone in Mecca who had got the worst 
of it because of his affair* Islam had separated Maimb the daughter 
of tile Messenger of Allah from Abu ^1^'Âs bin ar-Babi* when she 
islamized al,though the Messenger of Allah was not able to put them 
apart, so she lived with him on the understanding that she observed 
Islam while he remained a polytheist till the Messenger of Allah 
migrated, 'then Quraish marched to Badr, Abu Mb*'As marched with them, 
and was captured among the pri^onera on the day ,pf Badr and was in 
Medina with the Messenger of Allah#
Ibn IshaqÎ Ya'hya bin 'Abbâd bin 'Abdallah bin az-Subair related to me 
# «
on the authority of his father 'Abbad from 'A'ishah. She said: "When 
the people of Mecca sont concerning the ransom of their prisoners, 
Sainab, daughter of the '%3f;ohger of Allah, sent some possessions for 
the ransom of Aba -l-'As, amoagiSfc which was a necklace of-her© with 
which iChadijah had brought her to Abu It'As when he married her*
When the Messenger of Allah ©aw it he was touched with a strong 
compassion 1er her and said: "If you think you should release her 
prisoner for her and give back her belongings to her, do so". They 
said; "Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah", and returned her belongings to her.
The departure of Zainab for Medina.
The Messenger of Allah had either extracted from him an undertaking 
that he would leave Zainab free to come to him, or else he promised 
the Messenger of Allah (to do) that, or else it was on of the 
conditions on which he was released, but it did not appear either on 
his part or that of the Meaoenger of Allah that it could be known 
which it was. But when Abu *l-*As set out for Mecca having been set 
free, the Messenger of Allah sent Zaid bin Harithah and one of the 
Helpers to his place and said: "Btay with the sub-tribe of Ya'jij till 
Zainab comes to you and then accompany her till you bring her to me". 
So they set out for their (appointed) place, and that was almost a 
month after Bedr. When Abu ’l-*As got to Mecca he commanded her to 
join her father and she went out to make preparations.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Bekr related to me. He said: "It was 
related to me on the authority of Zainab that she said: 'While I was 
making preparations in Mecca to join my father, Hind bint 'Utbah met 
me and said: +0 daughter of Muhammad have I not heard that you desire 
to join your father*. I said: *I did not desire it*. $he said: *My 
cousin, do not do it. If you require any commodity which would be 
useful to you on your journey or if you require money with which to 
get to your father, I have all you require, so do not be embarrassed 
for what is between men does not come in between women* And indeed 
I do not think she said that except (with the intention of) doing it 
but I was afraid of her and disclaimed that I wished any such thing 
and went ahead with my own preparations*. ■
When the daughter of the Messenger of Allah had completed her 
preparations, her brother-in-law Kinanah bin ar-Habi* her husband's 
brother brought her a camel which she mounted. He took also his bow 
and quiver and went with her a day's journey to guide her and she v/as 
in a litter of hers. The men of Quraish talked about it and went out 
in search of her and overtook her in Dhu Tawa. The first one who 
came up to her was Habbar bin al-Aswad bin al-Muttalib bin Aoad bin
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*Abd al-*Uzza the Fihrite, and Habbar frightened her with his spear 
while she was in the làiter, and according to what they say* the 
woman was pregnant, and when she was frightened she had a miscarriage. 
Bo her brother-in-law Kinanah knelt down, emptied his quiver, and said; 
*Ko man shall come near me without me putting an arrow into him*, and 
they turned back from him.
Then Abu Bufyan cam© to him with some chieftains from Quraish and said: 
'0 man, stop shooting your arrows at us till we talk to you*. Bo he 
stayed his hand, and Abu Bufyan came up, stood before him and said: 
'Verily, you are not in the right. You have taken this woman away 
openly when you were cognisant of
our misfortune and calamaity and. all^hat has come to us through 
Muhammad. Wow people will imagine when you take away his daughter to 
him openly from our midst \ that it is
because og a certain lack of spirit which has come upon us because of 
the misfortune that has happened, and. that it is weakness and inability 
on our part. By my life, we have no need to shut her away from her 
father, and we have no motive of revenge in this, but bring the woman 
back till tongues have ceased to wag and people say we have brought 
her back, then spirit her away and take her to her father*,. He did so, 
and she remained several nights and when tongues were silent he took 
her out by night, handed her over to Zaid bin Harithah and his friend 
who took her to the Messenger of Allah".
Poetry omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: A sworn client of Abu Bufyan by whom is meant 'Amir bin
al-Hadramï was amongst the prisoners. AleHadràmiGwasrconfedèrate 
with Hàrb ibn Hmaiyyah.
Ibn HishamÎ A sworn client of Abu Bufyan by whom he means 'Uqbah bin 
'Abd al-Harith bin al-Hadramx, for 'Amir bin al-HadramI was slain on 
the day of Bedr.
When those who had set out to Zainab had gone away Hind bint 'Utbah 
met them and said to them;- •
In peace asses harsh and coarse 
In war like menstruating women
Kinanah bin ar-Habi' said about the affair of Zainab when he handed 
her over to the two men:^
ï was astonished at Habbar and the ham^ersron M
Wishing me to break my compact with t h e  d a u g h t e r  o f  Muhammad
as % live i care not for their numbers 
And what my hand has acquired which grasps the Indian blade.
Ibn Ishaq: Yazid bin Abu Habib related to me on the authority of 
Bukair bin 'Abdallah bin al-Ashajj from Suleiman bin Yasar from Abu 
Ishaq the Dausite from Abu Hurairah* He said: The Messenger of Allah
sent out a raiding party in which I was present and said to us: 'If you 
get Habbar bin al-Aswad or the other man who went forward along with 
him to Zainab into your power (Ibn Hisham: Ibn Ishaq has given the man's 
name in his account and say© that he was Nâfi* bin 'Abd Qais); burn th 
them with fire*. The next day he sent,to us and said: 'I did verily 
command you to burn those two men if you caught them, then I saw that
none but Allah should inflict punishment with fire; if you get them
into your power, slay them.
The islamisation of Abu *i-’As bin ar-Habi*.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu *1-'AG remained in Mecca and Zainab remained with the
Messenger of Allah in Medina after Islam separated them till a little 
while before the entry into Mecca when Abu 'i-'As went out on a 
trading expedition to Syria. He was a man who, besides his own goods, 
had entrusted to him the goods of certain men of Qürâish which they 
handed over to him. When he had finished hi© business and had set out 
on his return journey, a raiding party belonging to the Messenger of 
Allah met him and seized what he had, but he eluded them by flight.
When the raiding party brought back the good© they had captured, Abu 
’l-'As came under cover of night, went to Zainab,' daughter of the 
Messenger of Allah, and sought her protection, which she granted. He 
had come in search of his goods. According to what Yazid bin Human 
related to me, when the Messenger of Allah went out to the morning 
prayer he uttered a Takbir and the people did likewise. Then Zainab 
called out from the women's porch: *0 people, I have given protection 
to Abu *l'As bin ar-Habi*'. When the Messenger of Allah gave the 
salutation after the prayer, he came forward to the people and said:
'0 people, did you hear what I heard?'. They ©aid; 'Yes'. He ©aid:
•By Him in Whose hand is the life of Muhammad, I knew nothipg of this 
till I heard what you heard, but the pledge of the least of them is 
binding on Muslims * « Then the Messenger of Allah departed and went to 
hi© daughter and said; 'My daughter, treat him as an honoured guest
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but let him not come to you, verily you are not allowable for him',
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr related to me that the Messenger of
Allah sent word to the raiding party that had seized the goods of Abu 
’l-'Ae and said: "This man occupies a position amongst us of which
you are aware and you have seized goods belonging to him. If you 
treat him well and return to him what belongs to him, that would be 
pleasing to me, but if you refuse, it is the booty of Allah Who has 
given you the spoil and you are best entitled to it". They said: "Nay, 
0 Messenger of Allah, we will return it to him". They returned it to 
him, and one man brought a bucket, another an old wine-skin or an 
abluting-vessel, and one of them even brought a sack-hook, till they 
had given back to him all his property, and none of it was missing.
Then he took it to Mecca and paid back to the Quraishite owners what 
belonged to them and to all who had handed over goods to him. Then 
he said: "0 people of Quraish, does there yet remain with me the 
property of any one of you who has not received it". They said: "No, 
may Allah reward you with good, we have found you generous in paying 
back". He said: "I testify that there is no god but Allah and that 
Muhammad is His servant and messenger. The only thing that kept me 
from islamizing when I was with him was the fear that you would 
imagine that all I wanted was to devour your goods, but when Allah gave 
it back to you and I was finished with it I islamized". Then he 
set out and went to the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq: Daud ibn al-Husain related to me on the authority of
'Ikrimah from Ibn 'Abbas. He said: "The Messenger of Allah gave him
back Zainab on the basis of the former marriage without introducing 
anything new".
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Ubaidah related to me that when Abu 'l-'As ibn
ar-Rabl* returned from Syria with the goods of the polytheists 
someone said to him; "Have you a mind to accept Islam and appropriate 
this property, because it is the property of polytheists?". Abu *1- 
*As said: "What an unfortunate beginning for my acceptance of Islam it 
would be were I to betray my trust". ^
Ibn Hisham: 'Abd al-Warith ibn Sa'id the TannÛrite related to me on
the authority of Daud ibn Abu Hind from 'Amir the Sha'bite much the 
same as the account of Abu 'Ubaidah about Abu 'l-As.
Names and poetry omitted.
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Ibn Hisham s The ransom for the polytheists at that time was from 
four thousand dirhems to a thousand dirhems per person except those 
v/ho had nothing and to these the Messenger of Allah showed favour.
The ÎBlainiaation of njmair bin Wahb.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ja'far bin az-Zubair related to me on the
authority of *Urv/ah bin aa-Zubair. He said: MJraair bin Wahb the
Jumahite was sitting with Safwan bin Umaiyyah after disaster overtook • *
Quraish at ïkîdr, i#k thecsanotumft àt Yasir. 'ïïmair bin Wahb was one of 
the satans of Quraish, one of those who wrought harm to the Messenger 
of Allah and his friend© who experienced hardships from him when he 
was in Mecca. His son Wahb bin 'Umair was amongst the prisoners of 
Bedr.
Ibn Hisham; Hifa'ah bin Rafi*one of the Beni Zuraiq took him prisoner.
to me.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ja'far bin az-Zubair. on the authority of 'Hrwah
bin az-Zubair. He said: He mentioned the people of the pit and their
disaster and Bafv/an ©aid; "There is no good in living after them"..
*Umair said: "You are right* Were it not that I have a debt I have no
means of discharging, and a family which I fear would perish after me
I would ride up to Muhammad and kill him. I have an excuse against
them; my son is a prisoner in their hand©". So Safwan took advantage
of it and ©aid: "Let your debts be my responsibility; I will settle
them for you, and I will make your family sharers with ray family for
as long as they shall live, and Icshall have?mothing^ they lackVt'-j.-m
•Umair said to him: "Keep this matter
between you and me a secret". He said: "I will do so". Then *Umair
ordered his ©word which v/as sharpened and poisoned for him and he
departed and went to Medina. While 'Umar bin al-Khattab and a few
Muslims were discussing the day of Badr, mentioning that wherewith
Allah had honoured them, and what He had shown them with regard to
their enemies, *Hmar saw 'Ümàir bin Wahb when he made his camel kneel
at the door of the mosque, and his sword was slung around his neck.
He said: "This dog is the enemy of Allah, *Umair bin Wahb and he has
only come for some evil. It was he who set us against each other and
made an estimate of our numbers for the people on the day of B^dr". /-
Then 'Umar went in to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Messenger
of Allah, here 1© the enemy of Allah 'Hmair bin Wahb who has come with 
sword girt on". He said; "Admit him to me", So 'lîm^ r. went up to him
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seized the sword-belt round hi© neck, gripped him by it and ©aid to 
the helper© v/ho were with him; "Go in to the Messenger of Allah, sit 
by him, and guard him from this evil man for he is not to be trusted". 
Then he took him in to the Messenger of Allah, and when the Messenger 
of Allah sav/ him and (saw), 'Umar holding on to his sword-belt, he said 
"Release him 0 *Ugar, come near 0 ’Usiair", and he drew near. Then he 
said; "May you have a happy morning". That was the salutation of the 
people of the Barbarism. The Messenger of Allah said; "Allah has 
honoured us with a better salutation than yours, O.'ïïmair, with peace, 
the salutation of the people of Paradise". He said: "X swear 0 
Muhammad that if I were to use it, it would indeed be something new".
He said: "What brought you, 0 'Uttlair?". He said: "I came about this 
prisoner v/ho is in your hands, so treat him well". He said: "Then 
what is the meaning of the sword around your neck?". He said: "May 
Allah make it the foulest of swords! Has it been of any use?". He 
said: "Tell me the truth, wherefore did you come?". He said: "I came 
for nothing but that". He said: "Ko doubt! Eafwan bin Umaiyyah and 
you sat in the enclosure and you mentioned the people of the pit 
belonging to Qpraish, then ybu said: 'Were it not for a debt of mine 
and a family I have I would go out and kill Muhammad! So Safwan bin 
Umaiyyah became responsible for your debt and your family on the 
understanding that you would kill me, for him, but Allah is interposing . 
between you and it". 'Ug^ir said: " I testify that thou art the 
Messenger of Allah. We were in the habit of accusing you of lying 
about the heavenly tidings you brought us, and the revelation that 
came dov/m to you. This is an affair at which none were present save 
Bafwan and myself, and I verily know that none other than Allah 
brought it to you. Praise be to Allah v/ho hath guided me to Islam and 
led me in this manner". Then he testified the testimony of the truth. 
The Messenger of Allah said: "Instruct your brother in the faith, 
recite the Qur’Sn to him, and free his prisoner for him", and they did 
so. Then he said: "0 Messenger of Allah, verily I was striving to 
extinguish the light of Allah, with grievous harm to those who followed 
the religion of Allah, to Whom belong power and glory, and I v/ould be 
pleased if you would grant me permission to return to Mecca, to call 
them to Allah, to His ^éssenger, and to Islam; perhaps Allah will 
guide them. If that may not be, I shall have done them harm in their 
religion just as I used to do your friends harm in their religion".
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.'So the Messenger of Allah gave him permission and he returned to Mecca. 
When 'Umair bin VJahb went av/ay Saf wan said: "Rejoice in an event 
which will happen to you in a few days now which will cause you to 
forget what happened at Badr" # Safwan v/as asking the travellers 
about him and when a certain .traveller camehe told him of his 
islamization, and he swore he v/ould neither speak to him nor do him 
a favour again*
Ibn Ishaq: When 'Umair returned to Mecca he remained there issuing the
• call to Islam and working grievous harm to those v/ho opposed him and 
through him many people islamized*
. Ibn Ishaq: iSither •'Umair bin Wahb or al-Harith bin Hisham one of whom 
' - ' ' . . 
was mentioned to me as having seen thé devil when he,.turned back on
his heels on the. day of Badr and said: "Where, 0 Suraq", and the
enemy of Allah lay down flat on the ground and got away. So Allah
sent down, about him;- '
When Satan,made their actions appear fine to them and said:
"There is no’one among.the people to prevail over you to- ■
day for I ain your neighbour* .(.Surah 8; 48).
He mentioned the deception practised, on them by the devil and his 
assumption for them of the, form of Suraqah bin Malik bin Ju'.sham 
when they mentioned what happened between them, and the Beni Bakr bin 
*Abd Manat bin Kinanah in the war which took place between them:
Allah says:- .’ .
but when the two parties faced each other 
and the enemy of.Allah, saw the, angels, the hosts of Allah, by means of 
which Allah helped His Messenger and the' believers against their 
enemy '
he turned back on his heels■and said : "Verily I am quit of 
you; I see what ye .do not. see; -
The enemy of Allah spoke the truth; he saw what they did not see,- 
and he said:- ; - .
verily I fear Allah for Allah is severe in punishment. . 
(Surah 8: 48) - ' ' . • ' ■
If was mentioned to me that';-th^ y were seeing, him in every camping- : 
place in the form of SUhSqah, they do not deny it, and when the day of
’ / ' I' ■ . - ■
Badr came and the tv/o cbmDuhies’ Aet, he turned back on his heels; he 
brought them there and thçn betraÿed them*
Ibn .Hisham: ^Hakas means *he turned back**
Poetry, omitted. , .
: -382- ______
Mention of'the descent of the Chapter of the Spoils.
t
Ibn Ishaq; When the affair of Badr was over, Allah sent down part of 
the Qur'an, to wit/ "The Spoils", in its entirety. Part of what He 
sent down about their disagreement over the spoil when they disagreed 
about it (is the following)
They will ask thee about the spoils; says "The spoils belong 
to Allah and the messenger; so act piously toward Allah 
and set right what is between you; obey Allah and His 
messenger if ye be believers*
According to what I heard, v/hen 'Ubadah bin as-Bamit was asked about
"The Spoils" he said: "It came down about us, the people of Bedr, when
we disagreed about the spoils on the day of Bedr, and Allah took it
out of our hands, when our tempers grew hot over it, and gave them to
His messenger who divided them equally amongst us. (He says; In fairnes;
And therein was there piety towards Allab, obedience to Him and His
messenger, and the restoration of concord,
Then he mentioned the people and their marching with the Messenger of
Allah when they recognised that Quraish had marched out to meet them.
They went out merely in search of the caravan in their desire for
spoil. He said;-
As thy Lord caused thee to go forth from tlay house by the 
truth although part of the believers were averse 
Disputing with thee as to the truth after it had become 
clear, as if they were being driven forth to death with 
their eyes open
That is: Aversion to meeting the enemy, and disapproval of the
expedition against Quraish when they were mentioned to them
When Allah was promising you that one of the two parties 
should be yours, and ye were wishing that the one without 
armed protection might be yours;
That is; The spoils without the fight
but Allah was intending to verify the truth in Hie own 
words, and completely overthrow the unbelievers
That is; By the happening which befell the war-lord© and leaders of
Quraish on the day of Bedr.
.When ye were calling upon your Lord for help,
That is: (referring) to their prayer when they saw the multitude of
their enemies and their own fewness in numbers
and He responded to you
To the prayer of the Messenger.of Allah and to your prayer
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"I am going to reinforce you with a thousand of the angels 
as auxiliaries
When He was causing languor to envelop you'as a security 
from Himself-
That id: 1 sent dovm to you.security so that you slept wi^ thout fear
and sending down upon you water from the heaven
Referring to the rain which fell upon them that night which hampered
the polytheists from getting to the water and left the way to it open
for the Muslims, , . ., ,
to purify you thereby, and take away from you the pollution 
of Satan, and that He might gird dp your hearts and 
thereby set firm your feet
That is: That He might tMce away from you Batan's doubt,(referring to)
his making them afraid of their enemies and.the making firm for them
the earth so that they got to their encampment ahead of their enemies*
Then He said:- ' ' -
' When thy Lord revealed to the angels: "Verily I am with 
you, so set fir# those v/ho have believed
That is; Strengthen those who have believed
1 shall cast terroir into the hearts of those who have 
diebèliéved, so smite above the necks and smite of them 
every finger".
That is because they broke with Allah and His messenger; if 
one breaks With Allah aiit Hi© messenger, verily Allah is 
severe in punishment *'
Then he said:-
0 ye who haVe believed, when ye meet those who have 
disbelieved moving into battle turn them not your backs 
Whoever turn© his back to thém then unless it be swerving 
to à fight Or to make hi© way to a company shall incur 
wrath from Allah and his resort is Gehenna - a bad 
destination
That is: By way of incitement for them against their enemèàs lest
they should shrinît from them v/hen they met them when Allah had
promised them what He had promised them# Then He ©aid about the
Messenger of Allah throwing pebble© at them when he threw them:-
VIhen thou didst throw it was not thou but Allah who threw
That Is; That did not take place by your throwing had it not been for
the help which Allah gavé you in it and what He cast into the breasts
of the enemy when Allah pût them to flight
that He might cause the believers to experience some good 
from Himself
That is; That He might make the believers know that His favour was
wa© upon them in granting them Victory over their foes in spite of the 
fewness of their numbers, that therein they might recognise His truth
and render thanlcs for His favour* Then He said:-
If ye ask for an.issue, the issue has come to you 
That is ; In reference to the,saying of Abu Jahl: "0 Allah, he has 
#de)-ds%ieVer^the 'h^iatibhshlp and brought us that which we do not 
reoogniae, humiliate him in the morning. Al-istiftah means^impartial­
ity in prayer* He says:- 
if you desist 
That is: To Quraish
it will be better for you; if ye return, we shall return 
That is: With the same kind of calamity as that wherewith we smote you 
at Bedr  ^ .
and your company will not avail you, even though it be
numerous; verily Allah is with the believers
That is; The greatness of your numbers will avail you nothing, for
Allah is with the believers ; X will help them against those who oppose
them. Then He saids-
0 ye who have believed, obey Allah and Hie messenger and 
turn not away from him even v/hile ye hear
That is; Do not disobey His command even while you hear His words
and claim that you belong to Him
Be not like those who said: "We have heard", though they 
were not hearing
That is; Like the hypocrites who were manifesting obedience to him
and concealing disobedience to him.
Verily the worst of beasts in Allah's eyes are the deaf 
and dimb who do not understand
That is: The hypocrites, whom X have forbidden you to be like, dumb
to good, deaf to the truth, they do not understand: they do not
realise the punishment and the penalty that will come on them on that
account
If Allah had known any good in them, Ho v/ould have made 
them hear
That is: He would have brought home to them what they said with their
tongues but their hearts would have kept that back from them
but if He had made, them hear they would have turned av/ay 
averting themselves
Had they gone put with you they would not have fulfilled toyyoUng  ^
^^ything of what they set out to do. __  o
0 ye who have believed, respond to Allah and to the 
messenger when he calls you to what will give you life
That is; To the war in which Allah strengthened you after being of no
account, and gave you power after weaknea© and defended you from your
enemy after they had subdued you,
Remember when ye were few and downtrodden in the land, and 
feared that the people would forcibly carry you off, but He 
gave you refuge and supported you by His help, and provided 
you with good things; perhaps ye might be thankful 
0 ye who have believed, do not be unfaithful to Allah and 
the messenger and be not unfaithful to your trusts when 
ye know
That is; Do not display to him as much of the truth as would please
him and then go over secretly to another in his absence; that would
be to destroy your trusts and betray yourselves,
0 ye who have believed, if ye show piety towards Allah,
He will appoint for you a furqan^ and will absolve you from 
your evil deeds and will forgive you; verily Allah is the 
possessor of great bounty.
That is; Dividing between truth and error, Allah manifests thereby
your truth and extinguishes the error of those who oppose you. Then
He reminds the Messenger of Allah of Bis favour towards him when
the people were plotting against him to slay him , or bring him to a
halt, or exile him:
They were plotting and Allah v/as plotting, but Allah is the 
best of the plotters
That is; I plotted against them with my strong stratagem till I had
saved you from them. Then he mentioned the deceit of Quraish and
their seeking for help against themselves;
When they said; "0 Allah, if this be the truth from Thee, 
rain upon us stones from the heaven
as Thou didst rain them on the people of Lot
or come to us with a painful punishment
That is: Home of the things wherewith Thou didst punish the nations
before us, and they were sayings "Verily Allah will not punish us
while we are asking for pardon, and §e will not punish a nation while
its prophet is with it until he expel him from it. That was what they
said when the Messenger of Allah was in their midst. Bo he said to His
prophet, mentioning their ignorance, their decèàt, and their seeking
help against themselves, when he reproached them for the evil of their
deeds 5“
But Allah was not one to punish them whilst thou wert
J  "
araongst them, nor was Allah going to punish them while 
they were asking for pardon
That is: In reference to their words; "Verily we are asking for
forgiveness while Muhammad is in our midst". Then He said:-
But what have they got that Allah should not punish them
even if thou wert in their midst and even if they were asking for
pardon as they say
when they are debarring (people) from the Sacred Mosque
That is; Those who believe in Allah and worship Him; that is, you,
and those who have followed you
when they were not its protectors, for it is only the 
pious who are i^s protectors
Those who preserve its inviolability and perform the Prayer at it;
that is, you, and those who have believed in you
but most of them do not know 
And their prayer at the House
by which they claim that-..)theylaret.^ rotectedde for
was nothing but whistling and clapping of hands;
Ibn Hisham: Al-maka* is whistling, and at-Tasdiyah is clapping.
'Antarah bin 'Amr bin Shaddad the 'Absite said:-
Many an opponent have I left lying on the ground 
Ilia artery whistling like the split-lipped camel
He refers to the sound of the blood spurting forth from the wound as
if it were whistling. This stanza is in a poem of his. At«Tarimsah♦ # #
bin Hakim the Ta'ite said:- * #
Whenever she is frightened she has « whistle and a silence
On the summit of the two mountains of Ehamâm which look
out on each other*
This stanza is in a poem of his# He means the raountain-goat and 
says that when she is frightened she beats the rock with her fore-foot 
and then remains motionless listening. Her beating of the rock with 
her hoof is like clapping* Al-Musdan means the safe refuge and Abnâ 
Bhamam are tv/o mountains*
Ibn Ishaq: That is something not pleasing to Allah, something He does
not like; it is not what He has laid upon them, nor what He has
commanded them to do:
Taste then the punishment for the unbelief ye have been 
showing
That is: In reference to the slaughter He brought upon them on the 
day of Bodr#
-58?-
Ibn Ishaq; Yahya bin 'Abbad bin 'Abdallah bin az-Zubair related to
* ' ' - » -
me on the authority of his father 'Abbad from 'A'ishah. She said#
"ThereÜ was only a short time between the coming down of;-
0 thou who art enwrapped in garments (Surah 73: 1)
and the saying of Allah in it;-
Leave He with those who count it false, though t&ey are 
prosperous and give thbm respite a little 
Lo, we have at hand chains and a Hot Place 
And food that chokes and a punishment painful,
(Burah 73) H -  13) .
till Allah smote Quraish with the disaster of the day of Bedr.
Ibn Hisham; Al-Anlml means fetters ; its singular is Hikl* Hu'bah bin
&l-*Ajjâj said;-
Sufficient for thee is my chain (which holds) the 
injustice of evèry chain#
This stanza is in a ahort-iaetre poem of his.
Ibn Ishaq: Then He said;-
Those who have disbelieved are contributing their wealth 
to debar (people) from the way of Allah, and will go on 
doing so, then it will be a grief to them and then they . 
will be overcome.
But those who have disbelieved will be gathered together 
into Gehenna#
He refers to the group who went to Abu Sufyan and to the Quraishites
who had goods in that mercantile expedition and asked them to
'6trehgth%n<g'theW''t to fight the Messenger of Allah, which they did.
Then He said;-
Bay to those who have disbelieved: "If they desist, v/hat 
is past will be forgiven them, but if they return
to fight you
the custom of the ancients is past
That is: Those of them v/ho were slain on the day of Bedr. Then He
said)-
Fight them till there is no dissension and the religion is 
entirely Allah's
ihat i©! Till no believer shall be seduced from his religion and the
recognition of the Unity of Allah is absolute without any partner, and
all the equals that exist apart from Him are repudiated.
if they desist, Allah is observant of what they do 
But if they turn away
■“368—
From thy affair to the unbelief which they follow
verily Allah is your patron
Vhio gave you power and helped you against them on the day of ^oàr
in spite of thior great numbers and your Émail numbers
What an excellent patronI what an excellent helper!
Then He told them how to divide the spoil and gave them regulations
about it when He made it allowable for them, and said;-
And know that if ÿe take anything as spoil - that to 
Allah belongs a fifth-of it, and to the messenger, and 
to the relatives, the orphans, the poor, and the wayfarer, 
if ye have believed in Allah, and in what We sent down 
to our servant, on the.day of the furqan, the day the 
two parties met; Allah hath power over everything#
That XSÏ The day on w&àch X separated truth from error by PJy power;
the day on which the two parties met, one from you and the other from
them;
When ye were on the nearer eminence.
of the valley
and they were on the farther one
toward Mecca
and the caravan below you
That iss The caravan of Abu Sufyan which you went out to capture and
they went out to defend without any intention of meeting either on
their part or yours*
if ye had made an appointmont(to fight )ye v/ould have failed 
to keep it *
That is: Had that been by appointment either on their part or yours,
and you had heard of their great numbers in comparison with your own
email numbers you would not have met them#
but (the fight took place) that Allah might carry out an 
affair which was destined to come to pass
That is: That Allah might carry out the strengthening of Islam and
its people which He had willed by Hia power, and the humiliation of
unbelief and its people without any deliberation on your part; Hei
did what He willed in Hia kindness# Then He said:-
That those who perished might perish because of an 
Evidence and that those who remained alive might remain 
alive because of an Evidence; verily Allah is one v/ho 
hears and knows
That is: That those who disbelieved might disbelieve after the
argument notwithstanding the sign and exaraple which they sawV and
that those who believed might believe for the ©hme reason• ïhen He
mentioned His kindness and His artifice toward him and said:-
When Allah caused thee to see them in thy dream as few in 
number; if He had caused thee to see them as numerous, ye 
would have been fainthearted.and vied with each other in 
withdrawing from the affair, but Allah kept (you) sound.
He knoweth what is in the bread ts».
That which Allah showed him was one of His favours to them, by which
Ho encouraged them against the enemy, and drove away from them that
weakness of which they were afraid, because of His knowledge of what
was among them#
When He caused you to see them when ye met as few in your 
eyes, and made you few in their eyes that Allah might 
carry out an affair which was destined to come to pass*
That is; That He might bring them together in battle, so that He
might take vengeance on whomsoever He willed to take Vengeance, and
and bestow favour on those of the people near to Him on whom whom He
willed to bestow favour* Then he exhorted them, explained to them, and
taught them how they should behave in battle, and said:-
0 ye who have believed, when ye meet a party
whom ye are fighting in (the way of) Allah
stand firm and call Allah to mind
to Whom you have devoted yourselves and (remember to) fulfil to Him
the pledge you have given Him
perhaps ye will succeed
Obey Allah and His messenger and vie not with each other
in withdrawing &à that ye become fainthearted
That is; Do ndt differrand your affair be divided
and your success go
That is: And your courage go*
but endure patiently, verily Allah is with those who 
patiently endure
That is; Verily I am with you if you do that.
And do not be like those who went out from their houses 
' in insolences and ostentation
That is; Be not like Abu ■ Jahl. and his friends who said: **?le will
not return till we go to Bedr, make sacrifices there, drink wine, and
the dancing-girls make music for us, and the Arabs hear of us”. That
is; Let. not your affair, be ostentatious or noised abroad, and let
thpre be no aeeking for what people have# Make sincere your intent
toward Allah and be satisfied with helping your re^a^gion and aiding
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your prophet. 'Work only for that and seek nothing else. Then He said:?
When Satan made their actions appear fine to them and said! 
’’There io no one among the people to prevail over you to-day.
Ibn Hisham; ,The interpretation of this verse has already been given
Ibn Ishaq,: Then Allah mentioned the unbelievers and what they 
»
encounter at death; He give© & description of them and tells His
prophet about them and then sayas-.
If thou Gomest,upon,them in war , then by their fate
scatter in fright those who are behind them, mayhap they
will take warning
That is: Inflict a punishment on them which will be an example to
those who are behind them, perhaps they will have sense.
Prepare for them whatsoever force and cavalry ye are able 
to (muster) to overawe thereby the enemy of Allah and 
your enemy
down to His saying:-
Whatever yé contribute in the cause of Allah will be paid 
in full, and yé.will not be wronged
That is: The reward of Allah will not be lost to you in the Hereafter
and it is hasting after him in this life* Then He says:-
If they are inclined to make peace, incline thou to it,
That is: If they call on you'for peace on the basis of Islam make peace
with them on this basis
and set thy trust upon Allah
That Allah is sufficient for thee
verily He is the hearer, the Knower*
Ibn Hishams danahu liosilm means Ho incline towards thee for peace*.
Al-Junuh means *The inclination*. Labid bin Babi'ah said:-
The bending of,the blacksmith over his hands 
As he leans over to polish the rust from tJie blade
This stansa is in a poem of his. He means the polisher who is bending
down over his work. An-Nuqab is the rust on the sword-blade; y&jtali
means *iie polishes the sword*.' Ae-0alm also means ’peace*. In the
Book of Allah (it is said):-
So do not grow faint and call for peace seeing ye have the 
upper hand. (Surah'A? s 55) •
It is also read as *ila *s,-Biim* with the same meaning. Suhair bin
Abu Sulma said'*
ÎOU two have that, if we attain a peace which is comprehensive 
With wealth and kind words,, we will be safe.
— 591"
This stanaa is in a poem of his,
Ibn Hishara: heayd on the authority of aX-Hasan bin Abu *1-Hasan
of Bosrah ^hat he said: And if they are inclined to make peace(refers)
to Islam. In the Book of AlXaii (it is said):-
0 ye v;ho have ^believed Î enter into the bond of peace 
, altogether (Burah .a: 20B)..
It is also read as as-Balm which, is Islam» lïmaiyyah bin Abu 's-Balt
said: ,
They did not return to the ways of peace when the
messengers of Allah warned thorn nor did they give them
their, support
This stanga is in a ppem of his., The Arabs call a bucket which is
made elongated #selm*, Tarafah. bin al-’Abd one of the Beni Q,ais bin
Tha’labah said in description of à C£uaé3. of hiss-
elbow
She has two^joints set far apart like as if you were to 
pass the two buckets of the water-carrier as he holds
them aw.ay from himiself. .
It is also given aa * Dalij * * This atanaa is in a poem of his
If they intend'to outwit thee, then what thou hast to 
count upon is Allah,
He is behind that , , .
Who hath aided thee with Hie help
after weaîmesis
and with the believers and hath knit their hearts together
on the bnsis of the guidance with which He sent you to them
if thou hadst expended all that is in the earth thou woaidst 
not have knit their hearts together, but Allah hath 
knit them
by His religion by means of which He gathered them together
verily He is mighty,, wise#
Then He said!- -
0 prophet, what thou hast to count upon Is Allah and the 
believers who follow thee , ,
0 prophet, stir up the believers to fight; ”If there be 
twenty Of you who endure, they will overcome two hundred,
and if thei'e be a hundred of you they will overcome a
thousand of those who have disbelieved, because they are a 
people of no intelligence
That is: They do not fight with resolution or for right or with the
knowledge of what is right and what wrong.
ào tn-e- ^
Ibn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin Abu Majih^on the authority of •Ata’bin
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Abu Eibah from *Abdallah bln ’Abbas. He said; When this verse came
down it ¥/as hard for the Muslims and they thought it a big thing that.
twenty should fight- two hundred and a hundred should fight a ,
thousand, so Allah made it' lighter for them and another verse
abrogated it, and He said;-
How Allah hath made it’lighter for you and knoweth that 
there is weakness among you; so, ”lf there be a hundred of 
you who endure they shall overcome two hundreci, and if
there be a thousand of you, they shall overcome two
thousand, by the permission of Allah;
If then, they were in the vicinity of the enemy there was:.no needrfCr
them to flee from them, and if they were nearer they were not obliged
to fight them, it was permissihle for them to v^ riggle av/ay from them,
Ibn Ishaq* Then he rebuked him about the prisoners and the taking of 
spoils, Hone of the prophets before him had partoken of thé spoils 
of his enemy* '
‘Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad bin *Âli bin al#Husain related to me. He said; 
The Messenger of Allah said; was rendered victorious by the terror; 
the earth was made for me into places of worship and holy place©; I 
was given the collections of sayings; spoils which were not made 
allowable to any prophet before me were made allowable to me ; I have 
been granted intercession; a fifth which no prophet before me got”.
Ibn Ishaq; He ©aid:-
It was not for a prophet
fimt is; Before thee
to have prisoners '
from his enemy
so as to cause havoc in the land
That is: He treat© hi© enemy with harshness and exiles him from the
land
ye desire the chance gains of this world
That is; The goods and ransom from the capture of men
but Allah desire© the Hereafter
That is: To slay them to manifest the religion He desires to manifest
fey which you attain to thé Hereafter.
Had It not been for a book from Allah which preceded 
there would have,come upon you in-regard to what ye have 
taken
That is; Of captives and spoil© - 
a terrible punishment^
Thab ±Bi Bad'It not preceded from Me that I do not punish till after 
the prohibition, and he had not forbidden them, I would surely have 
(have^  punished you for 'what you did# Then in mercy Be made it allowable 
for him and for them as help from the Merciful the Compassionate,
He said;-
Bo eat of the .spoil ye have taiceri as permissible and good 
and show piety towards Allah; Allah is forgiving, , 
compassionate,
Then aaid: . . •
0 prophet, say to the prisoners v/ho are in your hands;
”If Allah knoweth any good in your hearts, He will give . 
you something better than what has been taken from you 
and mill forgive you; Allah is forgiving, compassionate.
Then he stimulatedjthe Muslims to form friendships with each other and
he made the Emigres and the Helpers the next-of-kin in religion apart
from all others and he made the unbelievers patrons of one another,
then He said;-
Hîïless ye do this, there will be. dissension in the land 
and great corruption
That is: Unless the believer protects the believer apart from the
unbeliever even though he be near of kin to him, there will be
dissension in the land; that is, doubt about truth and error, and
(there will be) corruption in the land through the friendship of the
believer and the unbeliever a^art from the believer. Then he
restored the inheritances to the relatives of those v/ho islamlaed
after the creation of the kinship between the Emigres and the Helpers
apart from them - to the relatives whà were amongst them and said:-
Those who have believed afterwards and have migrated and 
striven along with you belong to you; but those who are 
related in blood are nearer to each other in the Book of 
Allah
That is: In inheritance
verily Allah knoweth everything.
Lists of.names and poetry connected with 
.Bod'r'• omitted ,
The raid on the Beni Sulaim in al-Iudr.
Ibn Ishaq* When thé.Messenger,of Allah returned to Medina he stayed 
in it but seven nights till he led in person a raid against the 
Sulaim,
Ibn HishSm: He appointed either SibS* bin * Urfatah the Ghifstrite
or IbB ITram Maktusras governor of Medina.
Ibn Ishaq; He reached one of their water-spot© called al-Kudr and 
stayed there three nights aftbr which he returned to Medina without 
meeting opposition. He stayed there for the remainder of Bhawv/aX and 
Bhu ’1-Qa*dah, and during that stay of his most of the prisoner© of 
%uraish were'ransomed* ' ''
The kaid, of the ^aal«
Abu Muhammad *Abd al-Malik bin lisham related to us. Be ©aid; 0eiad
bin ’Abdallah the Bukka’ite related to us on the authority of
Muhammad bin Ishaq the Muttalabite. He said; Then Abu Bufyan bin
Harb made the raid of the IHehl-Bags in Bhu àl-Hljjah. The polytheists * *
were in control of the Pilgrimage that year. According to what 
Muhammad bin Ja’far bin asi-Subalr^ Yarild bin Human, and another who 
is above suspicion, related to me, on the authority of ’Abdallah bin 
ICa’b bin Malik, who was one of the most scholarly of the Helpers, 
when Abu Sufyan returned to Mecca, and the routed qpraishites got back 
from Badr, he vowed that water would not cleanse hie.head from 
ceremonial impurity till he had. made a raid on Muhemraad* Bo he set 
out with two hundred mounted men from Quraish to fulfil his oath and 
went by way of an-Bajd till he reached, the mouth of a defile which 
led to a mountain called Thalb, twelve miles or so from Medina. Then
he set out and came to the Beni an-Badir under cover of darkness. He
’ . ■ *
went to Huyyài bin Akhtab and knocked at hie door but he refused to 
open the door to him for he feared him. Then he went away from to 
Sallaiii bin Mishkam, who was the chieftain of the *^ eni an-Hadir at 
that time and the custodian of the treasury, and asked his permission 
(to enter) which he granted him. Then he offered him food and drink 
and gave him inside information about the people. As soon as night 
was over he went out to his comrades , despatched some men of Quraiah 
who went to a district of It (Medina) called al-*Braid, and set fire 
to the palm-groves there. They found one of the Helpers and an ally 
of his in their corn-lands and killed the pair of them. Then they 
turned back and the people were On their guard against them.
So the ^éssenger of Allah went out in search.of them and reached 
Qarqarat al-Kucir and then turned back when Abu Sufyan and his friends 
had eluded him. They saw some of the people’s stores which they had 
thrown away in the corn-landa to lighten themselves in order to escape
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When the Messenger of Allah brought the Muslims back they said: "0 
Messenger of Allah, do you desire that there should be a raid on our 
part?”. He said: ”Yes”. So he appointed Bashir ibn *Abd al-Mundhir 
who was Abu Lubabah governor of Medina, according to what Ibn Hisham 
says. According to what Abu 'U^aidah related to me, it was called 
•The Raid of the Meal-Bags' merely because the bulk of the stores that
the people threw away consisted of meal. Thus the Muslims secured a
large quantity of meal and it was called ’The Raid of the Meal Bags*.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Sufyân ibn Harb on his departure said about what
Sallam ibn Mishkam had done for him:-
Verily I chose one from Medina in a sworn compact 
And I did not repent neither was I blamed 
Sallam ibn Mishkam gave me to drink in my haste 
And satisfied me with the red wine
When the army turned away I said - but I did not make him
glad
"Rejoice in a raid and in spoils”.
Consider, for the people are pure in their pedigree 
They are the choice ones of Lu’ai, there are no mixtures 
of Jurhum *
He was only a part of the night in the saddle 
When he arrived hungry but not in destitution
The raid of Dhu Amarr.
When the Messenger of Allah returned from the Raid of the iyteal-bags, 
he stayed in Medina for the remainder of Dhü *1-Hijjah, or nearly so. 
Then he went out on a raid to Najd seeking Ghàtafân and this was the
raid of Dhü Amarr, He appointed ’Uthman ibn ’Affan governor of
Medina according to what Ibn Hisham says.
Ibn Ishaq; He remained almost the whole of Safar in Najd and then 
returned to Medina without encountering opposition and stayed there 
during the month of Rabi* al-Awwal, either the whole of it or almost 
the whole of it.
The raid of al-Furu* of Bahrân.
Then the Messenger of Allah made a raid in search of Quraish and 
appointed Ibn Umm Maktüm governor of Medina, according to what Ibn 
Hisham says.
Ibn Ishaq: He got to Bahrân, a mine in al-Hijâz in the vicinity of
al-Furu* and stayed there for the month of Rabi’ II and Jumada I,
after which he returned to Medina without meeting the enemy.
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The siege of the Beni Qaihuqa*??"
The.affair of the Beni Qaihuqa* took.place amongst these raid of the 
Messenger of Allah. The account of.the Beni Qainuqa* was that the 
Messenger of Allah assembled them,in their market-place and said: - 
”0 Jewish people, beware of'a vengeance from Allah similiar to that 
which came down upon %uraish, and accept Islam, for you know that I am 
a prophet commissioned; you will find that,in your Book and in the 
covenant of Allah with you'*# They said: ”0 Muhammad, you imagine we 
are your people; lot it not deceive you that you met a people who had 
no knowledge of the ways of war, and you got your opportunity there,
' but if we go to war with you, you will learn that wo are the’people”.
Ibn Ishaq: A client of the family of lAdld bin Thabit related to me
on the authority of Ga'id bin dubair or ’Xkrimah from Ibn ’Abbas. He
said: ”Those verses came àomi merely in connection with them*^
^ay to those who have disbelieved; '^ Yo will foe overthrown 
and gathered.together into Gehenna - a bad .bed1”
Ye have already a sign in two parties which met
That is: The men of B^ tdr, the friends of the Messenger of Allah and
f,;iaraish
one party fighting in the way of Allah, another 
unbelieving^ who saw them with their eyes twice as many 
as they were; Allah supporteth with His help whom,He 
willeth; surely in that is a lesson .for those who have 
insight* (Surah 3; 12 & 13).
Ibn Ishaq: VAsim bin ’Umar, bin Qatâdah related to me that the Beni
QainuqS* were the first Jews to break the treaty that was between 
them and the Meo^tuiger of Allah and went to war in the interval 
between Badr and Ohud.
He said: Ibn Hisham related to us. He said: ’Abdallah bin Ja’far
bin al-Miswar bin Makhramah said on the authority of Abu *Aun: The
affair of the Beni Qainuqa* was that an Arab woman brought an article 
of hers and sold it in their market-place* She v;as squatting at a 
jeweller’s place when they began asking her to uncover her face, which 
she refused to do. Then,the jeweller reached for the bottom of her 
cloak and fastened it to her back and when she stood up she was 
exposed and they laughed at her. Bhe cried out and one of the Muslims 
fell on the jeweller and slew him. He was a ^ew; so the Jews attacked 
and killed the Muslim. The family of the Muslim then called upon 
their fellow-Muslims.fcr help against the Jews, and the Muslims
being enraged, evil (thing©) happened between them and the ^eni 
Qainuqa *.  ,
Ibn Ishaq: *Asim bin ’Umar bin Qataaah related to me. He ©aid: So the
* •
Messenger of Allah besieged them till they j^ ÿ^aeoeptedehiBi^  .a: : ce
jurisdiction; , Then when Allah had put them within his power, 
’Abdallah bin Ubal binSalul went to him and said; ”0 Muhammdd, treat 
my clients well”. They were allies of the Khaaraj. But the Messenger 
of Allah was long (in answering him)* so he said: ”0 Muhammad, treat 
my clients well”. Then he,turned>away from hin but he put his hand 
in the cbllar of the Messenger^of Allah’s coat of mail*
Ibn Hisham: It was called ’Dhat al-Pudul*.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah said to him: ”Let me alone!’, and
they Messenger of Allah grew angry till they sslw shadows on his face 
and said; *Let mo alonei* He said: ”Ho, indeed I will not let you go 
till you treat my clients well; four hundred of them without armour 
and three hundred clad.in mail who have defended me from red and black, 
and you would mow them down in oiie morning * I am a man who fears the 
turns of fortune”. Then the Messenger of Allah said; "They are yours”.
Ibh Hisham: The Messenger of Allah appointed Bashir bin ’Abd al- 
Mundhir governor of Medina while he was besieging them, and the siege 
lasted fifteen days,
Ibn Ishaq: %  father Ishaq bin laear related to me on the authority• * '
of ’Ubadah bin al-Walld bin ’Ubadah bin as-Samit* He said: When the
f t  *
Beni C^ ainuqa* fought with the ^'^ssenger of Allah, ’Abdallah bin Ubai
bin Salul made common cause with them and took their part, but ’Ubadah
bin as-Samit went to the Messenger of Allah. He was one of the ^eni
’Auf with whom they Imd a treaty similar to that which they had with
lAbdaXlah bin Ubai, and he .repudiated them before the Messenger of
Allah and cleared himself before Allah and His messenger of his treaty
with them, and said: ” 0 Messenger of Allah, I have made Allah, His
Messenger, and the believers my friends and I clear myself of the
treaty and friendship with those Uiibelieveith”. Ho there came down
this passage from "The Table” about him and ’Abdallah bin Ubai :«
0 ye who have believed, do not choose Jews and Christians
as friends; they are friends to one another; whoever 
makes friends of them is one of them; verily Allah 
guideth not the people Vîho do wrong.
lou see those In whose hearts is disease 
That is: ’Abdallah bln lïbai and his saying, * I fear the turns of
fortune
running amongst them, saying; "We fear a turn of fortune 
may befall us; but perhaps Allah will bring the issue, or 
some affair from Himself, ^and they will become repentant 
on account of what they have concealed within themselves
Then (follows) the story down to His saying;-
Your friend is simply Allah and His messenger and those 
who have believed, who observe the Prayer and pay the 
%Akat and who bow (In worship)
That was in reference to the friendship of *Ubadah bin as-8amit
towards Allah and Hi© messenger and those who believed, and his
clearing himself of the Beal f^ ainuqa* and their treaty and friendship
Whosoever makes friends oC Allah and His messenger and 
those v/ho have believed » the party*' of Allah are, the 
conquerors. (Surah 5% 51 -
The raiding party of %aid bin Earithah (which went to)&l~Qaradah, 
Ibn.Ishâq: the ^ naiding,party, of‘ Yiaid bin Haritha}:i of which the,
Messenger of Allah put rJmi in charge when he seised a caravan 
belonging to Quraish in which m s  Abu Sufyan at al-Qaradah, one of the , 
water-spots of Najd. The accpunt of it is that Quraish were afraid 
of the route by which they were travelling to Syria after what had 
happened at Badr, so they went by the route to Iraq* Borne of their 
merchants, amongst whom was Abu Bufyan bin Harb, who had a great 
quantity of silver with him, set out* It was theimaint^par11 
;ofztheir%tradetùrë^&nd they hired a man of Bftkr bin #a*il. called •
Furat bin Hayyan to guide them on that route.
Ibn Hisham; Furat bin Hayyan was from the Beni ’Ijl^ally of the Beni 
Sahm.
Ibn Ishaq; The Messenger of Allah sent 0aid bin Earithah and ho met
them at that water-spot and seised the caravan With all that was in it,
but he was unable to capture the men, and he brought it to the
Messenger of Allah* Hassan bin Thabit said after Uhud about the raid
of the second B@,dr in reproof of Quraish for having taken that route;-
Leave the streams of Syria -fighting has intervened 
Like the mouth, of prcgna.nt camels which pasture on 
the Arâk tree ,
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In thé hands of men who have migrated to their Lord 
And His Helpers in truth, and the hands of the angels 
If they traverse the depression by way of the sandy beds 
Say to them: "The route lies not there".
Ibn Hisham: These stanzas occur in some stanzas belonging to Hassan
which Abu Sufyân ibn al-Harith ibn al-Muttalib refuted, and we shall
mention them and their refutation in due course, if Allah wills.
The killing of Ka’b ibn al-Ashraf.
Ibn Ishaq: The story of Ka’b ibn al-Ashraf was that when the men of
Badr were emitted and Zaid ibn Hârithah came to the people of the lower 
town and ’Abdallh ibn Sawahah came to the people of the upper town - 
as the bearers of the good news whom the Messenger of Allah hact- sent 
to announce to the Muslims in Medina the good news of the victory 
which Allah had granted him, and the slaughter of those polytheists 
who were slain - according to what ’Abdallah ibn al-Mughith ibn Abu 
Burdah the Zafrite and ’Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn Hazm 
ibn Abu Bakr and *Asim ibh ’Umar ibn Qatâdah and Salih ibn Abu 
Umimah ibn Sahl related to me. Each of them related to me part of 
his story. They said: Ka’b who was a man of Tayy* and one of the sub­
tribe of the Beni Nabhin and his mother was from the Beni an-Nadir
1  •
said when he heard the news: "Is this the truth? Do you think 
Muhammad has slain those whose names these two men have mentioned? - 
meaning Zaid and ’Abdallah ibn Rawahah - for these are the nobility of 
the Arabs and kings among men, and if Muhammad has indeed smitten 
these men, it were better to be inside the earth than on its face". 
When the enemy of Allah confirmed the news he set out, came to Mecca, 
and stayed with al-Muttalib ibn Abu Wada’ah ibn Dubairah the Sahmite 
who had ’Atikah bint Abu ’l-’Is ibn Umayyah ibn ’Abd Shams ibn *Abd 
Manâf. She treated him as an honoured guest and he began to incite 
people against the Messenger of Allah and recite poetry and weep for 
the men of the Pit belonging to Quraish who had been killed at Badr.
Poetry omitted.
Then Ka’b ibn al-Ashraf returned to Medina and he composed amatory 
sonnets on Muslim women so that he did them harm. Then the Messenger 
of Allah said, according to what ’Abdallah ibn al-Mughith ibn al- 
Burdah related to me: "Who will be my helper against Ibn al-Ashraf?".
So Muhammad ibn Maslamah, brother of the Beni ’Abd al-Ashhal said 
to him: "I will be your helper 0 Messenger of Allah, I will slay him".
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He said: "Do so if you are able". Then Muhammad ibn Maslamah went
back and spent three days without eating or drinking anything but what 
kept him alive. The Messenger of Allah was told of this, and he 
called him and said to him: "Why have you left off eating and drinking? 
He said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I have given you my word and I do not
know whether I can fulfil it or not". He said: "All you have to do \
is to make the effort". He said: "0 Messenger of Allah, verily we 
must needs speak". He said: "Say what seems good to you, for you are 
allowed to do that". Then Muhammad ibn Maslamah, Silfcan ibn Salamah, 
ibn Waqsh, who was Abu Na’ilah, one of the Beni ’Abd al-Ashhal, and a 
foster-brother of Ka’b ibn al-Ashraf, ’Abbad ibn Bishr ibn Waqsh, one 
of the Beni ’Abd al-Ashhal, al-Hirith ibn Aus ibn Mu’adh, one of the 
Beni ’Abd al-Ashhal, and Abu ’Abs ibn Jabr, one of the ëeni Hârithah 
agreed to kill him. Then they sent Silkin ibn Salamah Abu Na’ilah 
ahead of them to the enemy of Allah Ibn al-Ashraf before they came to 
him. He came and conversed with him for an hour, and they recited 
poetry, and Abu Na’ilah was a poet, then he said: "Out upon you 0 
Ibn al-Ashraf! I have come about something which I want to mention 
to you, but keep it a secret for me". He said: "I will". He said; 
"This man’s arrival amongst us was a great calamity; through him the 
Arabs have become our enemies and have shot us with a single bow; the 
roads are closed to us so that families are in straits; people are in 
difficulties; we have fallen into distress and so have our families". 
Ka’b said: "I am Ibn al-Ashraf, but I have told you 0 Ibn Salamah that 
the affair will grow to what I have predicted". Silkan said to him: 
"Verily I wished that you would sell us food and we will give you our
pledge and bind ourselves to you and you will do well in it". He said:
"Will you pledge me your sons?". He said: "You want to put us to 
shame. I have friends of mine who are of my opinion and I want to 
bring them to you, so that you may sell to them and do well out of it 
and yeuwill pledge you the payment there is in arms". Silkan wished 
that he should accept the arms when they brought them. He said: "In 
arms there is guarantee". Then Silkan went back to his confederates 
gave them his news, and commanded them to take their arms and go and 
gather together to him. So they gathered at the house of the 
Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Hisham; It As said that he said: "Will you pledge me your wives?".
He saidî "How shall we pledge you our wives when you are the most 
amorous and best-perfumed of the Inhabitants of Yathrib?” He said: 
"Will you pledge me your sons?"
Ibn Ishaq: Thaur bln Yazid.related to me on the authority of ’Xkrimah
from Ibn ’Abba^î* He said; The Me sponger of Allah-went with them to
Baqi* al-Gharqad? put them on their way and eaicl: "Go in the name of
Allah!, 0 Allah, help them!” * Then the Messenger of Allah went back
to his house. It v/us a moomXight night and they wont on till they
oame to his fortress, Abu Ka^ilah called out to him he was but
newly married - and he leapt -up in his bed sheet and hio vulfo seised
the edge of It and aqid; "You are a warrior, and men of war do not
arrive a,t tliia hour". He said : "Yerlly it is A,bu Ha^ilah; if he had
found me sXeepiàîg. ha would not have wakiened me". Ghe said: "'Verily I
recognise evil in his voice". Ka.*b said to her: "If the youth is
called to a spear-thrust he would respond", Ho he went down and
conversed with them for an hour and they with him* Then they said:
”0 Ibn al-Ashraf, have you a mind to walî^ to the ravine of the old
woman and tallr. there for the rest of the night” * He said:, "If you so
desire” , so they.aet out walking together. When they had walked for
an hour, Abu H aMlah buried his hand in the locks of' hie head, smelt
his hand and said: "I have never seen ae‘ I have to-night sweeter
perfume” . Then he walked for an hour and repeated the action and he
was at hi,8 ease. Them he walked for an hour and repeated thé action,
and then seised the locks of his head and said: ”B#ite the enemy of
Allah” , 3o they smote him, but their swords got in each othex'*s way
and were of no use* Muhammad bin Maslamah said; "Then I remembered >
a knife on my sword when I realised- our swords were no use and X took
it”. The e m m y  of Allah uttered such a cry that there was not a
single stronghold round us that did not show a light. Than I plunged
it in his lower abdoiaan and pressed upon it till 1 reached hio pelvis
and the enemy of All&h fell, ,41-Harith bin Aus bin Mu’Sdh was
wounded either in the head or foot; one of our sword^ had struck him.
Then we set out and passed by the ïïmalyyah ; bin Said and the be ni
Quraithah, then by B u ’ath, and ascended the stony tract of al-*Uraid 
* ' *
Our friend al-Harit.h bin Aus delayed us; he was wealsoned with loss of 
*
blood, and we wâited an hour for him till he came up with us following 
in our tracks# Then wa carried him and brought him to the" Messenger
—
of Allah in the latter part of the night, as he was standing praying. 
We greeted him and he came out to us and we told him of the killing 
of the enemy of Allah, and he. the wound of our comrade and we
returned to oux^  families. When morning came the Jews were afraid 
because vm had fallen on the enemy of Allah; there waa not a ^ew there 
who was not afr-aid for himself.
Poetry omitted,
The affair of Huhajyiahh and Hiiwayyiaab.
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Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah had said: "Kill whomsoever of the
dews you get within your power"* So Mnhalaah bin Mas*ud (Ibn Hisham;
H'aliiBah, also given as Muhayylsah bin Mcifô’ùcl bin ICa’b bin 'Amr bin
’Adi bin Majda’ah bin Haritheli bin al-Harlth bin al-^hhasrcij bln *A.mr
bin Malik bin al-Aus) attacked Ibn Sunainah (Ibn Hisham: He is also
given as Ibn Subainah) a Jewish merchant who had close connections
with them and waa in treaty with the:ü, and killed him. When that took
place Euwayyiaah bin Mas’ud had no I: accepted Islam, and he was older
that MuhayyiSah. When he slew him, Hu?/.ayyisah began to boat him and
say: "Q enemy of Allah, have you slain him? Burely tlie fruit juice
in your stomach cornea from hie property” . Muhayyisah said; "You
have spoken (truly), but a certain one commanded me to kill him, and
if he had commanded me to kill you, I would, have strode off your head”
That was the beginning of the islamisation of Euwayyisah. He said;
"Is it indeed bo that if Muliammad had ordered you to kill me you would#
have done it?” . He said: ’Pfes, if he had ordered me to strike off 
your head I would ha.vo done it” . E© said; ”¥ex*,lly a religion which 
has brought you to this is most extraordinary” , and iiuwayyisah^ 
islamizecl.
Ibn Ishaqs A client of the fieni Hârithah related this story to me
on the authority of the daughter of Muhayyiaah from her father
*
MuhayyiBah* Muhayyisah said about that;-
My brother would find fault...were 1 commanded to slay him 
I would sever hi© ear-bone with a shapp sword 
A cutting blade like the colour of salt who,so polish 
is genuine
Whenever I direct it it does not
It would not have pleased me to slay thee In obedience 
ISven though we, had all between Hosrah and ïfeVib.
Ibn Hisham; Abu ’U^aldah related to mo on the aiithox^ity, 6f Abu V m r
ot Medina. Be said:.. Fiien the of Allah conquered the Beni '
i^uraithah he took (prisoner) about four hundred men of the ‘Jews
who were, allies of the Aus against the Khazraj, The Messenger of
Allaii ordered that they should be foeheaded and the Kh&zr&j began to
behead them% and that gave them pleasure. The Messenger of Allah
looked at the Kh&srai (and eaw) their faces full,of joy. He then
looked at the lus and ©aw no joy there and he supposed that was
because of the treaty that was in existence between the Aus and the
Beni Quraithah; so when there ou3.y twelve men of the Beni ''^ uralthah
left he handed them over to the Aus, to each tvjo men of the Aim he
handed over one Man of the (#:ealthahand eaid: "Let Bo-and-so
smite him, amd let So-and-so finish him off* Amongst those whom he
handed over to them was Ka*b bin lahudbh who waa a great man among
the Beni iluralthah* He handed him over to Muhayyiaah bin Maa’ud and
Abu Burdali bin Niyar* It was Abu Burdah to whom the Messenger of
the feast of ,
Allah gave license to sacrifice a lamb of the flock at^  al-Adhah* He
' ’ * •
said: "Let Muhayyieah strike him and let Abu Bux'dah finish him off”*
* *
00 Muhayyisah struck him a blow which dici not- inflict a woimd and
*  I *  '
Abu Burdah finished him off by giving him the last stroke. Huwayyisah
who was an unbeliever said to hie .brother Muhayyisoh: "Bid you slay
Ka’b bin Yahadha?" He said: "Yea", HuwayyiBah said: "Bov/ much fat
. * *
has grown in your belly because of his wealthi verily you are base,
0 Muhayyisdh". Muhayyisah said to him: "One oommuded me to kill him, 
* * . * '
and if he had commanded me to kill you Ï would have done itV He was
amazed at his words and went away from him astounded* They say that
he began to lie awake at night wondering at the words of his brother
Muhayyisah till morning oaiae# Then he said; "This is indeed a
religion", and he went to the prophet and islamized, and Muhayyieah# *
recited in that oonnectidn the stanzas we have recorded*
Ibn Ishaq: The Hetieenger of AHiEah stayed (in Medina) after his return ' ¥
from Bahrân II Ha jab , gha’bân, and the month of Ramadan, and
Quraish made the, expedition of Uhud against him in Bhawwal of year 
three »
The atory of the Affair of Uhud*
The affair of Uhud (waa as followa) according to what Muhammad.bin
Muslim the Zulirito, Muhammad bin lahya bin ïlabban, *Asim bin Mîmar
*  *  t  ■ a
bin Qatadah, ai-Husain bin *Abd ar-Bahman bin fAmr bin 3a*d bin
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Hu’âdh and other scholars related to me* Each of them gave me a part 
of the story of the day of Uhlidf and all their accounts are collated 
in this account of the day of Uhud which I am giving. They said, or 
whoever of them said it;
When the unbelievers of Quraish the people of the pit had been
smitten on the day of Bqdf? and their routed army had returned to
Mecca, and Abu Sufyân bin Harb had brought back his caravan, ’Abdallah 
bin Abu Rabl’ah, ’Ikrimah bin Abu Jahl and Safwan bin Umaiyyah went 
with some people of Quraish whose fathers and eons had been slain on 
the day of B&dr and' spoke to Abu Bufyan bin Harb and those who had 
merchandise In that caravan* They said; "0 people of Quraish, verily 
Muhammaâ^done you wrong (or has incurred the price of blood) and has
si,in your choice men, so help us with these goods to make war on him;
perhaps we will get revenge on him for those of. us v/ho have been slain”, 
and they did so.
Ibn Xshaq: According to what one of the scholars told me, Allah sent
down about the.m: -
Those who have disbelieved are contributing their wealth 
to debar(people) from the way of Allah, and will go on 
doing so, but then it will be a grief to them and then they 
will be overcome
But those who have disbelieved will be gathered together 
to Gehenna. (Surah 8536).
When Abu/Sufy&n and the owners of the caravan did that, Quraish
resolved to fight the M^Bsenger of Allah with contingents from various
feribes and the tribes of Klnanah and the inhabitants of Tihamah who
acknowledged their suzerainty# The Messenger of Allah had conferred a
favour on Abu *A%zah ’Amr bin ’Abdallah, the Jumahite on the day of
#
Bqdr. He was a poor man& the father of a family, and i|i need, and was 
among the prisoners, so he said?¥0-Messenger of Allah, I am poor, 
the father of a family and in need» -s you know, so grant me a favour, 
may Allah bless you", and the Mj^asenger of Allah granted him the 
favour. Gafwan bin Hmaiyyah said to him; "0 Abu ’Azzah verily you 
are a poet, help us with your tongue and come out with us". He said; 
"Muhammad did me a favour and I do not wish to back anyone against 
him". .He said: "By all means, help us then with your presence, and 
Allah (is witness) for you against me that If you return I shall 
enrich you and if you are slain I will plhce your daughters along with'
y-\
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mine and whatever hardshipyor comfort is the lot of mine.that shall 
be the lot of yours also* So Abu ’Azzah set out and passed through 
Tihamah calling on the Beni iCininah and saying:-
0 ye Beni ’Abd Manât the steadfast ones 
Ye are protectors and so was your father 
Do not promise me your help after this year 
Do not betray me, betrayal is not permitted.
And MusSfi'bin ’Abd Mahaf bin Wahb bin Hudhafah bin Jumah set oub to
the Beni Malil^  bin Kininah to incite them and call them to fight the
Messenger of Allah. He said:-
0 Maliii, Malik of the foremost dignity
1 call on those who are relatives or have covenants 
of protection
Doth those who are.related and those who are not 
The treaty in the midst of the sacred town 
At the wall of the Ka’bah which is venerated
Jubair bin Hut’am called an Ethiopian slave of his named Wahshi, who
threw his spear after the manner of the Ethiopians and seldom missed,
and said to him; "Go out with the people and if you slay Hamsah the
uncle of Muhammad (in revenge) for my uncle Tu’aimah bin ’Adi, you 
♦
will be a free man".
The departure of Quraish.
So Quraish set out in their prowess and strength and eagerness with 
the contingents from the different tribes and those of the Beni 
Kinânah and the inhabitants of Tihamah who followed them. They also 
took out with them women in litters, to stir them up to fury in their 
defence that they might not flee. Abu Sufyân bin Harb who was the 
leader of the people, took Hind bint ’Utbah......
List of names omitted.
Whenever Hind bint ’Utbah passed by Wahshi or he passed by her she 
said "Go on Abu Dusmahl* Take vehgeance'randls§efc. it. Wahshi was 
surnamed Abu Dusmah.
Thus they advanced and encamped by two springs on a mountain in the
middle of some marshy ground by a gorge on the side of the valley
opposite Medina.
The vision of the Messenger of Allah*
When' the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims heard that they encamped 
where they encamped, the Messenger of Allah said to the Muslims: 
"Verily I have seen something good; I have seen a cow; I have seen
*The term ’Abu Dusmah* means ’Ethiopian'.
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a notch on, the edge of my sword; and I have seen myself putting my
arm into a strong coat of mail which I interpret as MedinaV
Ibn Hisham: A scholar related to me that the Messenger of Allah 
said: "I saw some cows of mine being slaughtered, which means that 
some of my friends will be slain. The notch which was on the edge of 
my sword means that one of the people of my hpuse will be slain”.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah said: ”If you consider you should
stay in Medina and leave them where they are encamped; if they remain 
there they are in the worst position possible; if they come in to us 
we will fight them inside”. The opinion of ’Abdallah ibn Ubai ibn 
Salul was in agreement with that of the Messenger of Allah; he thought 
as he thought in the matter that they should not go out to meet them.
The Messenger of Allah hated to go out, but some of the Muslims whom
Allah honoured with martyrdom on the day of Uhud and on other days 
who had escaped at Badr, said: ”0 Messenger of Allah, lead us out 
against out enemies; let them not think that we are afraid of them or 
that we are weak”. 'Abdallah ibn Ubai said: ”0 Messenger of Allah, 
stay in Medina, do not go out to meet them for we have never gone out 
of it to meet an enemy of ours without some of us being killed, nor 
have they come in to us without our taking toll of them. Leave them 
alone then 0 Messenger of Allah; if they remain they remain in the 
worst kind of prison; if they enter our men will fight them face to 
face, and our women and boys will hurl stones upon them from the walls; 
if they return they will return disappointed as they came”. Thus the 
people whose affair was a desire to meet the people did not desist 
from the Messenger of Allah till he entered his house and donned his 
breastplate,.and that was on Friday when he had finished the Prayer. 
There died that day one of the Helpers called Malik ibn 'Amr, one of 
the Beni an-Najjâr, and the Messenger of Allah prayed over him and 
then went out to them. Then the people repented and said: "We have 
expressed disapproval of the Messenger of Allah and we should not have 
done that”. When the Messenger of Allah came out to them they said:
”0 Messenger of Allah, we have expressed disapproval of you and we 
should not have done that, so if you desire, remain, and may Allah 
bless you”. The Messenger of Allah said: ”A prophet, when once he has 
put on his breastplate may not out it off till after he has fought”. So
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the Messenger of Allah set out at the head of a thousand of his 
friends*
Ibn Hisham; He appointed Ibn Umi I%ktum in charge of the public 
prayers#
The defection of the hypocrites.
Ibn Ishaqs When they were on the journey between Medina and Uhud,
’Abdallah bin Ubai withdrew from him with a third of the people. He
said: "He heeded them and disregarded me, we know cf no reason why we
should kill ourselves here, 0 people”. So he took |»ack those of his
people v/ho followed him and they were the men of hypocrisy and doubt.
’Abdallah bin ’Amr bin Haram, brother of the Beni Salimah followed* '
them, sayings ”0 people, I remind you of Allah, lest you should desert 
your people and your prophet when they have come face to face with the 
enemy”. They said; ”If we knew you wpuld fight we would not give you 
up, but we do not think there will be a fight”. Bo when they paid no 
heed to him and refused to do anything except withdraw from them, he 
said; May Aâlah curse you, enemies of AllahÎ Allah will be sufficient 
for Hia prophet instead of you”.
Ibn Hisham: Another than ZiySd said on the authority of Muhammad bin
Ishaq from az-Zuhrl that the Helpers on the day of Uhud said to - the 
Messenger of Allah: ”0 Messenger of Allah, shall we not ask the help 
of our Jewish allies?”, and he said: ”We have no need of them”.
Ziyad said? Muhammad bin Ishaq related to me. He said? The Messenger
of All all went on and passed through the stony tract of the ^eni
.. . '
Harithah, and a horse switcfted i$s tail, struck the ring of a sword
' - ■ . . . . . .
and drew it out*
Ibn Hishams It is also given a s ’kilib as-Baif*.
Ibn Ishaq; The Messenger of Allah who liked a good omen but did not
make auguries, said-, to the owner of the sv/ord; "Sheath your sword, for
I think that sword© will be drawn to-day* Then the Messenger of
Allah said? to hi© friends: "Which one of you will bring out to
the people by a route which while near doe© not take us right into
them?”, and Abu Haithamah, brother of the Beni Harithah bin al-Harith# #
said: "I will, 0 Messenger of Allah". Bo he brought him through the ;
stony tract of theF^eni Hârithah and through their properties and , 
when he passed through someproperty belong!^toQM^ ;
■ \
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who was a hypocrite and had lost his sight# 'He had heard the noise
of the Messenger of Allah and those. Muslims v/ho were with him, and. he
went tp throw dust in their face© and said: "Even if you-are the 
Messenger of Allah, I will not permit you to enter my garden"# I . 
have been told that he took up a handful of dust and said: "If î'hAd 
khdvml would not hit others besides you with it, 0 .Muhamra d, I would 
surely have- thrown it in your facé"# The people rushed up to kill 
him but the Messenger of Allah said; "Dp not kill him, for this 
blind man is blind in heart and blind in sight"* Sa’d bin Zaid, 
brother, of the Beni ’Abd al-Ashhal rushed up to him before the 
Messenger of. Allah had forbidden, him and struck him on the head with 
his bow causing a.gash*' • . . -
The Messenger of Allah’s encampment in the ravine and his 
dispositions, for thp battle*
He said: The Messenger, of Allah went on and made camp in the ravine
of Uhud on the eminence of the valley toward the mountain. -He placed 
his rearguard and camp toward Uhud and said: "Let none of you fight 
till we give orders to do so" * Quraish had. pastured their, camels and 
horses oh the Crops which were in Bamaghah by a conduit belonging to 
the Muslims. One of the Helpers said when the Messenger of Allah 
forbade them to fight: "Is the pasturage of the Beni Qailah to be
eaten up .without us-striking a blow"* Then the Messenger of Allah
drew up his ranks for battle; he had seven hundred,men* He put
•Abdallah bin Jubair, brother of the Beni ’Amr bin ’Auf, who was
marked out that, day by wrhite clothes, in command of the: archers,, 
who were fifty men, and said: "Keep the cavalry away from us with your 
arrows so that, they do hot approach from our rear*' Whether it goes • 
for us or against us, keep your station that we may not be-vattâckêd 
fromryoiirodircobionThen the Messenger of Allah put on two coats of 
mail and gave the banner to Hus'ab bin ’Umair, brother of the Beni 
’Abd ad-Dar* - ' . , -
Ibh Hishara; The Messenger of Allah allowed Samurah bin Jundub 
the Faaarite-and Râfi’ bin Khaduj, brother of the Beni Harithah 
who w.ere fifteen years of ■ age (to fight). He. had turned them
away, and someone said to him: "0 Messenger of Allah, verily
Rafi’is an archer", so he allowed i^ im to come, and when he gave >
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Rafi* permission someone said to him: "0 lîessenger of Allah, Baoiurah 
can throw Rafi* on the groundV, and he gave him permission# The 
Messenger of Allah turned back Usamah bin Zaid, 'Abdallah bin ’Umar 
bin al-Khattab, Zaid bin Thabit, one of the Beni Malik bin an-Najjar, 
al-Bara* bin Azib one of the Beni Harithah, 'Amr bin Hazm one of the 
Beni Malik bin an-Najjar, and Usaid bin Thuhair one of the Beni 
Harithah* Later he gave them permissionCto fight) on the day of 
al-Khandaq, and they were fifteen years of age#
Ibn Ishaq: Quraish drew up,their lines of battle. They were three 
thousand strong and they had two hundred horsemen which they placed 
on the flanlcs* They put Khalid bin al-Walid in command of the right 
wing of horsei and ’Ikrimah bin Abu Jahl in command of the left wing;
The affair of Abu Dujânah# '
> due?
The Messenger of Allah said ; "Who will take this sword ahdigive it^its
Some men went up to him but he withheld it from them and then Abu
Dujanah, Simak bin Kharashah, brother of the Beni Sa’idah went up
to him and said: "What is its duè^eg 0 Messenger of Allah?"; He
. ' ,  - i f
said; "That you should smite the enemy with, till it bends"; He said;
"I will take it, 0 Messenger of Allah, at the price", and he gave it
to him. He v/as a brave man with a streak of vanity in* time of wai^
and when he assumed the insignia of his red turban which he bound on
the people knew he was going to fight; W^ hen he received the sv/ord
. fr^M the hand of the Messenger of Allah he took out his turban,
wouhd.it round his head and then began to strut between the lines;
Ibn Ishaq; Ja’far bin ’Abdallah bin A©lam, client of ’Umar bin
al-Khattab related to me on the authority of one of the helpers of 
* « ; '
the Boni Salimah; Ho said:. The Messenger of Allah said when he 
..saw Abu Dujanah strutting aVound; "It is the kind of gait Allah 
hates oxdept on a battlq-field like this;
The affair of Abu ’Amir the Corrupter.
Ibn Ishaq-: *Asim bin ’Umai^  'bin Qatad^h related to me that Abu ’Amir 
bin ’A0W ‘’bin Saifî bin Malik bin an-Ku’man one of the Beni Bubai’ah 
had gone away to Mecca,' accompanied by fifty slaves^an.d held aloof 
from the Messenger of Allah,, Some people said they were fifteen 
in number. He had promised Quraish that if, he met his people
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no two of them would break away from him. When the people met 
the first to confront them among the contingents were Abu 'Amir 
and two slaves of the people of Mecca. He cried out; "0 people of 
Aus, I am Abu ’Amir". They said: "May Allah not grant you sight you 
impious man!". In the Age of Barbarism Abu 'Amir was called "The Monk" 
but the Messenger of Allah called him "The Impious". When he heard 
their answer to him he said: "Evil has indeed befallen my people 
after me", and then he fought them grimly and stoned them with stones.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Sufyân said to the standard-bearers of ^he^Behi 'Abd 
ad-Dar thereby inciting them to battle: "0 Beni 'Abd ad-Dar, verily 
you were entrusted with our standard on the day of Badr and there 
befell us what you saw. The people are attacked from the direction 
of their banner; if the banners are overcome they are overcome; so 
either be worthy of our banner or else leave it to us and we will be 
sufficient for it instead of you". So they thought it over, made a 
mutual compact and said: "We will hand our standard over to you and 
to-morrow if we meet you will know how we do". That was. what Abu 
Sufyân wanted. When the people approached other and met. Hind bint 
'Utbah took charge of the women who were with her and they took their 
tambourines on which they played behind the men, urging them on.
Amongst other things Hind said:-
Forward ye Beni 'Abd ad-Dâr!
Onward the protectors of what is in the rear!
Smite with every sharp sword
If you go forward we will embrace you and spread out the 
cushions
If you turn your backs we will part from you - a parting 
not in love.
The slogan of the friends of the Messenger of Allah on the day of 
Uhud was: "Slay! Slayt according to what Ibn Hishâm says.
The completion of the story of Abu Dujânah.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the people joined battle and it was soon at its 
height and Abu Dujânah drove deep in the ranks of the people.
Ibn Hishâm: More than one scholar has related to me that az-Zubair 
ibn al-'Awwâm said: "I was annoyed when I asked the Messenger of 
Allah for the sword and hé refused it and gave it to Abu Dujânah, and 
said: "I am the son of his aunt Safiyyah and from Quraish and I went
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to him and asked him for it before he did, but he gave it to him and
passed me over; hut X swear I will surely see what he does and I
followed him# Then he took out his red turban and wound it round his
head and the Helpers said; ’Abu Dujanah has taken out the turban of
death*# That was what they said about him when he bound it on and
went out with these word© on his lip©:-
I am the one with whom my friend made a compact 
When we were on the hill-side by the palm trees 
I will not remain for ever in the rearguard
I will ©mite with the sword of Allah and the %ssenger
Ibn Hisham: It is also related a© *fil kubul*.
He started off by not meeting anyone he did not kill. Amongst the
polytheist© was a man v/ho did not le©ve us a single wounded man whom
he did not finish off and these two started to approach each other,
I besought Allah that He would bring them together, so they met and 
exchanged a couple of blow©. The polytheist struck Abu Dujanah and 
he parried it with his leather shield* The sword stuck in the shield 
80 Abu Dujânah ©mote and ©lew him. Then I ©aw him.raise his swo rd
to strike Hind bint ’Utbah on the crown of the head and then lower it,
Az-Sufoair said: "I ©aid: ’Allah and Hie Messenger know best’"*
Ibn Ishaq; Abu Dujanah said: "I saw a man exciting the people to 
fury and made fcr him; but when I charged him, he shrieked and lo it 
was a woman, and I showed more regard for the sword of the Messenger 
of Allah than to slay a woman with it".
The killing of Hamzah, the chief of the martyrs*
Hamzah bin ’Abd al-Muttalib fought and ©lew Artat bin ’Abd Shurahbil 
bin Hashim bin ’Abd Manâf bin ’Abd ad-Dar who was one of those who 
bore the standard. Then Siba’ bin ’Abd al-’Üzza the Ghubshanitewho 
v/as surnamed Abu Hiyar passed by him, and Hamzah ©aid to him; "Gome 
to me 0 son of the cirou#ciser of wom.en','virci:yac (Hi© mother was 
Umm Inmar, a clientess of Shariq bin ’Amr bin Wahb the Thaqâfite and 
she was a circumciser in Mecca), and when they met^Hamzah smote and 
©lew him*
Wahshi a slave of Jubair bin Mut’am ©aid: "I was looking at Hamzah 
# # *
cutting down the people with his sword not sparing any, like a dun 
caraei^ v/hen Siba* got to him in front of me and Hamzah ©aid to him;
"Come to me 0 son of the circumciser of the uncirouracised, and
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©truck him a blow which seemed to miss his head# Then I brandished my 
spear and when 1 was satisfied with it I threw it at him* It 
penetrated his lower abdomed and emerged between hie legs* He came 
in my direstion but was overcome and fell and I left him there until 
he died^when I came and took my spear and made my way to the camp* 
There was no need for me to kill anyone but him"*
Ibn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin al-Fadl bin ’Ayyash bin Babi’ah bin al-
#  . . .  . .  * ■  _
Harith related to me on the authority of Suleiman bin Yasar from 
Ja’far bin ’Amr bin Umaiyyah the Damrite* He said: ’Ubaid Allah bin
’Adi bihfeal-Khiyar brother of the Beni Haufal bin ’Abd Hanaf and I 
set out in the time of Mu’awiyyah bin Abu Sufyân and made an incursion 
into ByZaati;*e territory with the people# When we were on the return 
journey we passed by H^s, where Wahshi the client of Hut’am bin 
Jubair lived.' When we reached it ’Ubaid Allah bin ’Adi said to mes 
"Do you, wish us, to go to Wahshi and ask him about the killing of 
Hamzah and how he killed him?"* I said: "If you liice". 80 we set out
to make enquiries for him in Hums, and a man said to us when we asked
■ ' ■ ■ ' * • ' ■ ■ . \
about him: "You will find hiai in the courtyard of his house; but he is
a man who has succumbed to drink: if you find him sober you will find
an Arab, 'and ,'ÿou will find with him some of what you want, - and get
with him the story about which you desire to ask him* If you find
him with sOme of what he is wont to have, go away and leave himU* So
we set but on foot and went to him and he was in the courtyard of his
house on a carpet and, he was. an old man like a raven.
Ibn Hisham; Like *al-Bughathah*, which is a species cf bird.
He was clear-headed; there was nothing the matter with him* When we 
reached him we greeted him, and he lifted his head in the direction of 
’Abdallah bin ’Adi and said: ’You are a son of ’Adi bin al-Khiyar’.
He said: ’Yes*. He said; *1 have not seen,you since we handed you to
your Sa’dite foster-mother who nursed you in Dhu Tawa. I handed you 
to her as she was on her camel, and she took hold of you by the akin 
(garment), and youffeet appeared to me as she lifted you up to her, so 
now that you stand before me X r^co&nise t^hienï^ both. Then we sat down 
by him and said; *#e have come to you that you may tell us about your
killing of Hamzah and how you killed hiM** He said: ’I will relate
it to you as X related it to the Messenger of Allah when he asked me
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about it, I was a slave belonging to Jubair ibn Mut'am whose uncle
Tu'aimah ibn 'Adi had been killed on the day of Badr. When Quraish
marched to Uhud Jubair said to me: +If you kill Hamzah the uncle of 
#  #
Muhammad (in revenge) for my uncle, you will be a free man+. So I
set out with the people. I was an Ethiopian who threw the spear after
the manner of the Ethiopians and very rarely missed anything with it.
When the people met, I went out to observe Hamzah and spotted him on
the flank of the people mowing the people down with his sword like a
dun camel, and nothing could stand up to him. Then I made ready for
him and made in his direction, hiding behind trees and stones till he
should get near me, when Siba' ibn 'Abd al-'Uzza got to him before me.
When Hamzah saw him he said:to him; +Gome to me 0 son of the
circumciser of women, and struck him a blow as if he had missed his
head. I brandished my spear and when I was satisfied with it I threw
it at him and it struck his lower abdomen and emerged between his legs.
Then he tried to rise to follow me but he was overcome and I left him
and it till he expired, and I came to him and took away my spear,
returned to the camp and sat down there. There was no need for me
to kill anyone but him, I killed him merely to get my freedom. When
I got back to Mecca I was freed, and I remained there till the
Messenger of Allah entered Mecca when I fled to at-Ta*if where I
stayed. When the delegation of at-Ta’if went out to the Messenger of
• • 1
Allah to accept Islam, all the ways were closed against me. I said:
+I will go to Syria or the Yemen or some other country+ and I was 
thinking along these lines when a man said to me +Out upon you! He 
does not out to death any of the people who enters his religion and 
testifies his testimony+. When he told me that I set out and went 
to the Messenger of Allah at Medina and nothing took him by surprise 
but myselfstanding beside him uttering the testimony of the truth.
When he saw me he said; +Is it Wahshi?+ I said: +Yes, 0 Messenger of 
Allahf. He said; +Sit down and relate to me how you killed Hamzah+, 
and I related it to him just as I have related it to you. When I had 
told my tale he said: +Wretchî H ide your face away from me so that I 
may not see you+. So I avoided the Messenger,of Allah wherever he 
might be lest he should see me till Allah took him. When the Muslims 
went out against the liar Musailamah, the man of al-Yamimah, I went 
with them taking with me the spear with which I had
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killed Hamaah. When the people met I eaw Musailaraah the liar 
standing with sword in hand without recognising him. I made ready 
(to attack him) and one of the Helpers did the same from another 
direction, and both of us made for him. I brandished my spear and 
when I was satisfied with it I threw it at him and it struck him. Then 
the Helper attacked and smote him with the sword, and your Lord knows 
best which one of us killed him. If I killed him I have killed both 
the best of men after the Messenger of Allah, and the worst of menV
Ibn Ishaq# 'Abdallah bin al-Fadl related to me on the authority of 
Suleiman bin Yasar from 'Abdallah bin 'H^ar bin al«Khattab who 
witnessed al-Yamamah. He said: I heard a crier say that day: **The
black slave has killed him".
Ibn Hisham: I heard that Wahshi went on indulging in drink till he
was struck off the register. 'ITmar bin al-*Khattab said: "I verily
knew that Allah the Exalted would not spare the killer of Hamaah".
The killing of Hus'ab bin 'Hmair.
Ibn Ishaq: Mus * ab bin 'Üinair fought beside the Measenger of Allah till
he was slain, and the one who slew him v/as Ibn Qami’ah the Laithite,
who imagined that he was the Messenger of Allah, and returned to
{^ uralsh and said; "I have slain Muhammad". When Mus'ab was killed, the
*
Messenger of Allah gave the standard to 'Ali bin Abu Talib, and 'Ali 
and some of the Muslims carried on the fight.
Ibn Hisham; Maslamah bin 'Alqamah the Mazinite said: When the battle
grew fierce on the day of Hhud the Messenger of Allah sat down beneath 
the banner of the Helpers and sent word to 'Ali bin Abu Talib that he 
should bring forward the banner. So 'Ati came forward and said: "I am 
Abu 'l^qasm (It is given as Abu ’i-Qusam according to what Ibn Hisham 
says), and Abu Sa'd bin Abu Talhah who was the sl^dard-bearer of the 
polytheists called him (and said): "0 Abu 'l-Qusam, do you want a 
duel?**. He said; **Yes", and the duel took place between the lines.
They excahnged a couple of blows and then 'Ali smote him and bm ught 
him to the ground and left him without finishing him off. His friends 
said to him: "Why did you not make an end of him?" He said; "He 
confronted me with his private parts and my relationship made me turn 
away from him, and I recognised that Allah had slain him**. It is also 
said that Abu Ea'd bin Abu Talhah came out between the lines and
-'un­
called: "I am Qsieim, who will fight, a duel with me?", hut no one went
out to meet him.. Then he said: "0 friends of Muhammad, you claim that
your dead are in Paradise and our dead are in the Fire. You lie! By
al-*Lat if you knew that to he true one of you would have come out to
meet me"# So 'Ali bin Abu fallb went out to meet him and they
*
exchanged a couple of blows %fter which 'Ali smote and slew him#
Ibn Ishaq* Sa*d bin Abu Waqqas killed Abu Sa'd bin Abu Talhah#
The affair of *Asim bin Thabit#
*Aaim bin Thabit bin Abu 'l^Aqlah fought and kilM Musafi' bin Talhah• .. # .
and his brother al-Julas bin Talhah both of whom he shot with arrows. 
He went to his mother Bulàfah, laid his head in her lap, and she said: 
"0 my son, who has smitten you?". He said: "I heard a man when he
shot me say, 'Take this, I am Abu '1-Aqlqh". Then she vowed that if
Allah enabled her to get the head of 'Asim she would drink wine out 
of his sku3-l. 'Asim had made a covenant with Allah that he would 
never touch a polytheist nor would a polytheist touch him. 'UthmSn 
bin Abu Talhah said that day as he carried the banner of the
# e
polytheists.:-
The bearers of the banners are under obligation to stain 
the lance shaft, or it will be shivered.
Hamzjah bin *Abd al-Muttalib killed him.
The affair of Hanthalah the Washed:-bfô the Ahgels^ t.c-lo,
Hanthalah bin Abu *5mir, the one who was washed and Abu Bufyan met 
each other. When Hanthalah overcame him, Shaddad bin al-Aswad, who 
was Ibn Hhu'ub, saw him when he v^ as overpowering Abu Bufyan , and 
Hhaddad smote and killed him# The Messenger of Allah said: "Verily 
the angels will wash your friend", meaning Hanthalah* Ho they asked 
his family what his affair was, and when his wife was asked about him, 
she said: "He set out in a state of ceremonial impurity when he heard 
the
Ibn Hisham: It is also given as l>Ha'*ah (cry). In the Tradition it
is said; "The best of men is the man who is holding his horse's rein
and when he hears a cry flies towards it". At-Tirimmah bin Hakim the
Ta*ite said: (At-Tirimmah means 'the tall*).
#  *  •  •
I am a son of the family of Malik who uphold their glory
When the cowardly ones of men be gin to cry out•
Ibn IsEaq: That was why the Messenger of Allah said: "The angels
washed him". Shaddad bin aX’-Aswad said about , hie killing of
Hanthalah?- -, ' . ‘
X shall indeed protect my friend anâ myself 
With a thrust like the yays of the sun.
Poetry omitted#
Ibn Ishaq; Then Allah sent down His help to the Muslims and 
fulfilled His promise to them so that they slew them with the sword 
till the camp was exposed and there seemed little doubt that the rout 
had taken place#
The misfortune #whioh took place) after the help#
Ibn Ishaq : Yahya bin *Abbad bin 'Abdallah bin az-2iubair related to me
on the authority of his father 'Abbad from 'Abdallah bin a%~&ubair
from ais*2iubair, that he said; X ib und myself looking at the ankles
of Hind bint 'Htbah and her companions who had tucked up their clothes
and were in flight-without taking anything either big cr little,v;hen
the arohera turned towards the camp after the people had left it
exposed# They left our rear open to the cava&&y who fell upon us from
behind# Then someone cried out;"Verily Muhammad is slain", so we
*
retreated and the people turned back on us after we had slain their 
standard-bearers so that no one could get near him.
Ibn Hishimi; The crier was the demon of al-*Aqabah, that is to ©ay, 
Satan#
Ibn Ishaq; One of the scholars related to rne that the standard *
remained lying on the ground till 'Amrah bint 'Alqamah, a woman of 
Harith, took it up and raised it aloft as a rallying point,got
• - ■' . - k w '  ■
Quraish# The standard had been in the care of Su*ab an Ethiopian
slave belonging to the Beni Abu Talhah# He was tiie last one to receive
it from, them, and he fought with it till his hands were cut off. Then
his chest and neck 
ke held_^th# banner^ wiiJ^nd was killed with it as he said; "0 Allah,
have 1 bean remiss". Hassan bin Thabit said about that:-
You have boasted of the standard^and it is evil boasting
When the banner was given to Bu'ab
You placed your pride, in it in the hands of a slave
And th) most contmr&ible - he who treads the brewn earth
You imagined - and ihe stupid man lias, imaginations
And that is not a matter that is right
That your firmness on the day we met
(Was shown) in your selling your knapsacks
He was pleased that his hands were bound together 
And that they were not bound to be dyed,
m .  '  ^  M  M »
Ibn Hisham: The last stanza of it is attributed to Abu Khirash the
Hudhalite* Khalaf al-Ahmar recited it to me as his work:-
He was pleased that her hands were bound together 
And that they were not bound to be dyed
He refers to his wife in another story than that of the day of Hhud ,
The stan%as are also attributed to Ma'qil bin Hhuwailid the
Hudhalite» Hassan bin Thabit said about 'Amrah bint 'Alqamah when she
raised the standards-
When 'Adal were led to us with their eyebrows marked as if
theywere the young gazelles of Bhirk
We prepared for them destructive and subduing thrusts
And we urged them on with blows on every side
Had it not been for the banner of the Harithites©
they would have been sold in the markets like chattels.
What the Messenger of Allah experienced on the day of Hhud,
Ibn Ishaq: So the Muslims were exposed and the enemy took heavy toll
of them; It was a day of misfortune and trial in which Allah 
honoured with martyrdom those Muslims whom He so honoured# At length 
the enemy came up to the Messenger of Allah, and he was pelted with 
stones till he fell on his side, his frontstbethhwere broken, a gash 
was made in his face, and his lip was wounded. It was 'Htbah bin Abu 
Wàqqas who wounded him,
Ibn lèhâq: Humaid the Tall related to me on the authority of Anas bin
* , te eth
î-'klikiHeKsaidiTheTfrohttitïi of the Prophetw^ene broken on the day of
Hhud, a gash was made in his face so that the blood ran down over it,
and ho began to wipe away the blood, saying as he did so; "How;shall
a people prosper who dye the face of their prophet'who calls them to
their Lord* Bo Allah to Whom belong power and glory sent down about
that
Thou hast nothing to do with the affair; or (He) might 
relent towards them or punish them; for they are wrong­
doers • (Surah 3Î 128),
Ibn Hisham; Hubaih bin *Abd ar-Hahman bin Abu Sa*id the Khudrite said
on the authority of Abu Sa*id the Khudrite that 'Utbah bin Abu Waqqas
threw a missile at the Messenger of Allah that day and broke his right
lower tooth, and cut his lower lip; that 'Abdallah bin Bhihab the
Buhrite made a gash in his forehead; and that Ibn Qam'ah wounded him
on the cheek-bone so that two rings of his helmet were embedded in his
cheek, and the Messenger of Allah fell into one of the trenches that
Abu 'liiiir had made for the Muslims to fall into unawares, Bo *Ali bin
Abu Talib took the Messenger of Allah by the hand, Talhah bin *Ubaid- , * , -
Allah lifted him and set him upright, and Malik bin BinSn father of 
Abu Sa*id the Khudrite sucked the blood from the face of the Messenger 
of Allah and swallowed it. Then the Messenger of Allah said; "The 
Fire shall not touch him whose blood has touched mine",
*Abd al**Aai8 bln Muhammad the birawardlte mentioned that the prophet
*
said: "Whoever wishes to see a martyr walking the earth let him look
at Talhah bin 'Ubaidallah 
» ,
*Abd al-*Aais bin Muhammad mentioned on the authority of Ishaq bin
#  ■ «
Yahya bin Talhah from *Isa bin Talhah from *A*ishah from Abu Bokr the # # # # #
Faithful that 'Ubaidah bin al-Jarrah extracted one of the rings from 
the face of the Messenger of Allhh and one of his front teeth omie out, 
Then he extracted the other and and the other front tooth came out; so
he lost the two front teeth.
Ibn Ishaq: Hassan bin Thabit said to 'btbah bin Abu Waggas,
If Allah recompenses a people according to their works 
And their harm to the Merciful, the Lord of the East 
May my Lord put you to shame, 0 *Utalb bin Malik
And may He confront you with a thunderbolt before death
You have stretched out your right hand purposely against 
the prophet
And have bled his mouth which was cut with glittering 
swords
Why Bid you not remember Allah and the abode to which you are 
going
^ e n  one of the calamities (overtakes you^.
Ibn Hisham: #e omitted two stansas in which he uses unseemly language,
Ibn Ishaqs , The Messenger of Allah said when the people crowded in , ;,
upon him: "Who Will devote himself to us?" according to what al-Husain
bin *Abd ar-Bahman bin *Amr bin Ba'd bin Mu'adh related to me on
the authority of Mahmud bin *Amr. Bo %iyad bin as-Bakan came up with*
a group of five men of the Helpers - some people say it was 'bmarah 
bin lazid bin as-Bakan - and they fought beside the %saenger of Allah 
one man after another being killed beside him till the last one left 
was Myad or 'bmarah, and ho fought till his wounds disabled himv.
Then a party of Muslims came back and kept them av;ay from him. The 
Messenger.of Allah said: ."Bring him close to me*% they brought him
• *4 l9 "
close to him, and he gave him 1©^ for a pillow and he died with his 
cheek on the Messenger • of, Allah's leg,
The story of Hmm '* Dmar&h.
Ibn,Hishams Hmm 'HinSrah, Hushibah bint ICa'b the Mh&initees fought on
the day cf Hhud# Ba'icl bin Abu Bald the Helper mentioned that % m
Ba*d bint 8a*d bin ar-RabI* said; "I went in to Umm '%arah and said
to her; *0 Aunt, give me your news’* Bhe said; *I went out at the
beginning of the day to see what the people were doing, and 1 had a
water-skin with water in it, and I came to the Messenger of Allah who
was with his comrades at the time the viotory and the help were with
the Muslims* When the Muslims were routed I fled to the Messenger of
Allah and began to fight and drive them away from him with the sword
till I received some wounds'* X saw a wound on her shoulder which had
gone deep and said? * Who gave you this?*, She said; *Xbn c^ ami’ah, may
Allah debase him* When the people turned away from the Messenger of
Allah he came up and said; +Guide me to Muhammad, I will not escape if
»
he escapes*. X put ,yself in his way, I and Mus'ab bin 'Hmair and some
#
other people who had remained with the %ssenger: of Allah, so he 
struck me this blow* Thereupon X struck him several blows but the 
enemy of Allah was wearing two coats of mail.
The Rroup who made a stand with the Messenger of Allah.
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Ibn Ishaq; Abu Dujanah made himself a shield for the Messenger of Allah 
and the arrows fell upon his back as he bent down over him till mapy 
arrows were lodged in him, and Ba'd bin Abu Waqqas was shooting beside 
the Messenger of Allah. Ba'd said; "I saw him handing mo the arrows 
vhile he said; 'Bhcot, may my father and mother be your ransom*. He 
even handed me an arrow which had no head and said: 'Fire it'.
Ibn Ishaq# 'Isim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah related to im that the 
*
Messenger of Allah shot arrows from his bow till the bow-string was 
finished and Qatadah bin an-Ku'man took it and it remained with him 
Qatadah's eye was injured that day so that it fell out on his. cheek»
Ibn Ishaq: 'Asirn bin 'Umar bin Qatâdah related to me that the Messenger 
of Allah put it back in place with his hand and it was tJae better and 
keener of the two.
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The affair of Ana© bin an-Badr.
Ibn Ishaq? Al-Qasim bin *Abd arlHahman bin Hafi' brother of the Beni
'Adi bin an-Najjar related to me* He said: Anas bin. an-Nadr uncle o|-
Anas bin Malik came to 'TJmar bin al-Ehattab and Talhah bin 'Ubaidallah
• * » •
with some men of the Emigres and Helpere who had laid down their arms.
He said: "What has made you desist?"» They aaid; "The Messenger of 
Allah is slain". He said: "What then do you want with life after him?^ 
die in the way in which he died". Then he encountered the people and 
fought till he was killed, and Anas bin Malik was named after him.
Humaid the Tall related to me on the authority of Anas bin Malik. H© 
said: We found seventy wounds on Anas bin an«*Hadr that day? and no
one but his sister recognised him, and she recognised him by his 
finger-tips•
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars related to me that *Abd ar-Bahman bin
*Auf was struck on the mouth that day and had his front teeth broken.
He also received twenty wounds or more, some' of which got him in the 
leg so that he went lame.
The first one who recognised the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq; The first one who recognised the Messenger of Allah after 
the rout when people said he was killed, according to what Ibn Bhihab 
the Euhrite mentioned to me, was Ka'b bin Malik. He said; "I recognised 
his eyes glowing beneath the helmet and called out at the top of my 
voice: *0 Muslim people| Kojoice! Here is the Messenger of Allah*.; 
but the Messenger of Allah signalled to me to be silent.
Ibn Ishaq; When the Muslims recognised the Messenger of Allah,they took
him up and there went up with them towards the ravine Abu Bekr, 'Umar
bin al-Khattab, 'Ali bin Abu Talib, Talhah. bin 'Ubaldallah, az-&ubair *. * . .
bin al-*Awwam (may the favour of Allah be on them), al-Earith, and a 
group of Muslins.
The killing of übai bin Khalaf and his affair.
When the Messenger of Allah redinad tin the ravine Hbai bin Khalaf 
came up to him, saying: bore H© Muhammad? Mayylunotcêscapè iflyou-t
escape", The people said; "0 Messenger of Allah, shall one of us go 
out to him?", but the Messenger of Allah said: "Let him be". When he
came near, the Messenger of Allah took a spear from al-Harith bin as-
,  *■
Biffiffiah. According to what was told me, one of the people said; "When
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the Messenger of Allah- took It from him, he brandished it in a way 
that made us flee from hiin juet'as carnal flies fly, from the camel's 
back when they are shaken off. ■
Ibn Hisham# Ash-Bha'ra’ are flies which have a sting.
Then he met him and gave him a thrust in his neck which caused him to 
rock several times on his {torse#
Ibn Hisham: Tacla'da' means he rolled off his ^orse and began to .roll".-
Ibn Ishaq: According to what Balih bin Ibrahim bin *Abd ér-Bahmân
bin *Auf related to me, Hbai bin Ehalaf met the Messenger of Allah in
Mecca and said: "0 Muhammd, I am having recourse to a horse, to which
I give as fodder every day a measure of corn; oh him I will kill you"*
The Messenger of Allah said:_"Kay, I will kill you, if Allah wills".
When he returned to ^uraish - he had only scratched him very slightly
on,the neck and blood collected - he said; "Muhmnmad has killed me".
, *
They said to >xim: "You haye lost he a r t , f'ÿo'h àrei:4ûitêe gaf^ e^ ry nrve?".
He said: "Verily he said to me in Mecca: *X will kill you*, and if he
had but spat on me ho would have killed me. The enemy of ,Allah died
in Sarif while they v/ere bringing him back to Mecca#
Poetry omitted#
The Messenger' of Allah reaches the ravine,
When the Messenger of Allah reached the entrance of the ravine,'Ali
bin Abu Talib went out and filled his shield with water from al-Mihrâs 
#
and brought it to the Messenger of Allah that he might drink some of it• 
He found a smell in it however, which nauseated him , so he d:^  not 
driiclc any of it but washed the blood from his face and. poured it over 
his head, saying: "The wrath of All all will be grievous against those 
who have made bloody the face of Els Prophet",
Salih bin Kaisan related to me on the authority of whoever related it 
« *
to him, from Ba'd bin Abu Waqqas that he said: HI never coveted the 
killing of a man so much as I covtted the killing of 'Otbah bin Abu 
Waqqas, and if I had not known, a hated practice would have run its 
00 urse amongst his people, but the saying of the Messenger of Allah 
satisfied me in regard to him: 'The wrath of Allah'will be grievous 
against those who have made bloody the face of His messenger*
Ibn Ishaq: ^hilo the Messenger of Allah was in the ravine with those
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few friends of his a detachment of Quraieh came up the hill»
Ibn Hisham; Éhâlid bin al-Walid was in command of those horsemen.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah said; "0 Allah they must not come
up; to us", so 'Umar bin al-Khattab and a group of the Emigres fought
.them back and- drove them down the hill. The Messenger of Allah rose
to climb up on a rock, but he was in armour having put on two coats of
mail, and when he tried to get up he was not able to do so. So Talhah
• •
bin 'Ubaldallah sat down beneath him and raised him up and he seated 
himself firmly on iÿ. According to what Yahya bin 'Abbad bin 'Abdallah' _ ; • I
bin a%-2ubair related to me on the authority of his father, from
'Abdallah bin az-Bubair, from az-Ytubair, the Messenger of Allah said; 
t|e said;"I heard the Messenger of Allah say that day; ’Talhah did 
something deserving of reward', when he did what he did for the 
Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Hisham; I hoard on .the authority of * Dcrimah from Ibn 'Abbas, that 
the Moasehger.of Allah did not rqaoh,the steps that had been 
constructed in the ravine.
Ibn Hisham; 'Umar, a client of Bhufrah, mentioned that the Prophet
oh.Lthe, day of Uhud performed the noon prayer seated because of the
wounds he had received, and the Muslima behind him also prayed 
seated. - ■ ' ' ' '
Ibn Ishaq; Home of the people who were put to flight got as far as 
al«Muaaqqa near al-A'v/as.
The killing of al^Yaman Abu Hudaifah and Thabit bin Wagash.
Ibn Ishaqs,, *Asim bin 'Umar .bin Qatadah related to me on the authority 
of Mahmud bin Labid. He said; When the Messenger of Allah went out 
to Uhud, HusaiX biu Uabir (who was al-Yaman% Abu Hudaifah bin al-Yaman)
 ^9 ' ' •  '  '  ■ *
and Thabit bin laqash were put in the strongholds .with,; the women and 
boys* They were very old men, and one of them aaid to the others "May 
you have no father! What do you expect? We have no more of life left 
to us than there is between an ass's two drinking times; to-day or 
to-morrow we will be corpses anyway, so why not take our sv/ords and 
join the Messenger of Allah; perhaps Allah will grant us martyrdom 
with the Messenger of Allah* Bo they took their swords, went out and 
got amongst the people without anyone being aware of it. As for
, I -423-
ïihSêit 'biaî'ïïaq.ash, slow him; as fer Husail bin Jâbir
the sw.ords of the Muslims turned against hlm* and they ©lew him
without' recognising him. H u d h a i f a h . 3 ? h o y -  ©aid; 'Lf 
'#Weifdid)mbi..merciggnisrefi#ud they spoke the truth* Hudahaifah
■ . ■■.•■■' ■ r ' ; ^ , ■ *
said; "May âlUah forgive you? He is the most merciful of those y/ho are 
merciful". The Mesaenger of Allah wished to pay his blood-wit, but 
Hudaifah gave his blood-wit as alms to the Muslims, and that enhanced 
his virtue in the eyes of the Messenger of Allah*
Ibn Ishaq: 'Aslm bin 'Umar,bin Qatadah related to me that one of them
who v/as called Hitib bin Umaiyyah bin Hâfi had a son called lazïd
bin Hatib who got wounded on the day of Hhud* He brought him to the
house of his people as he y?as dying* The people pf the hpuse gathered
together round him, and the Muslims,both men and women, began to say:
"Hejoioe Q Ibn Hatib about Paradise", Hatib was an old man who had 
# #  # *
become hardened in Paganism 'and his hypocrisy showed itself that day. 
He said: "In what would yoj\j have him rejoice? In a garden of herbs I
You have indeed deceived thq youth out of his senses".
The killing of Quaman.
Ibn Ishaq: *Asim bin •%ar bin Qatadah related to me: There was a
strange man amongst us, no one knew from whence he came, called
Quzmin. The Messenger of Allah said when he was mentioned to him^that 
he was one of the people of the Fire. When the day cf Hhud came, he 
fought a fierce fight and by himself killed seven or eight polytheists, 
He was a man of courage but a wound disabled him and he vms carried to 
the house of the Thafr and some of the Muslims began to say to
him; "You have been gallant to-day- j quzman, so rejoice". He said;
"In what am I to rejoice? If I fought it was oply on behalf of my 
people? had it not been for that I would nob have fought". When his 
wound got worse he took an arrow from his quiver and with it killed 
himsolf.
The killihg of Muhairiq*
i LËIU kl.ll W.É.f ill1| WHI 1|t    “
Ibn Ishaq; Amongst those who were killed on the day of IThud was
Mukhairiq who was on© of the Tha'labah bin al-Fityaun* When.the
• ■
day of Hhud came, he said; "0 Jewish people, it is your duty to aid 
Muhammad". They said; "To-day ia the Sabbath". He said; "it is no 
Sabbath’Hfor you). Bo he took his sword and accoutrements and said:
"If I am killed to-day.my. property goes to.Muhammad to do with as he
pleasesV Then he went to the Measenger of Allah and fought with him
till he^ v/aa killed. Aooording to what we heard, the Messenger of Allah
SÊlidî "Muldiaia^iq was the beat of the. Jews"a *
The affair of al-Harith bin. Bnwaid bin sSmit.........  ’'V
Ibn Xohaqî Al-Iiari.th bin Suwaid bin* as-Bamit was a hypocrite who went 
* # * *
out with the Muslims on the day of Hhud. When the'people met,, he
attacked al-Mujadhdhar bin bhiyar the Balawite and Qais bin %aid one of
the Beni Dubai*ah and killed them both, and then joined Quraish in
Mecca* According to what they nay, the Messenger of Allah had ordered
* Umar bin al-Khattab to kill him if he get him with his power but he "= * *
eluded him and got to Mecca^ Then he sent to his brother al-Julas
bin Buwaid seeking forgiveness that he might return to his people, and
according to what X hoard on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, Allah sent
doim about him:-
How will Allah guide a people who have disbelieved after ■
having believed, and (after) they have testified that the
Messenger is true and the Evidences have come to them?
Allah doth not guide aright the people who do wrong,
(Surah 3: 86).
to the end of the story.,
Ibn Hisham; A scholar in whom I have confidence related to me that 
al-Harith bin Buwaid kill© d al-Mujadhdhar bin Dhiyir but did not kill 
^ais bin Bald, and the proof of that is that Ibn Ishaq does not 
mention him amongst the slain of Uhud; and he killed al-»Mujadhdhar 
merely because al-Mujadhdhar had killed his father Buwai.d in one of 
the wazB that took place between the Aus and the Khazraj. We have
mentioned this ir the preceding part of this book* While the Messenger
of Allah was with some of his friends, al-Hûrith bin Suvmid emerged 
from one of the gardens of Medina wearing tv/o cloaîcs dyed red. The 
Messenger of Allah commanded 'UthmSn bln »Affan arid he struck off his 
head. It is ©aid he was one of the Helpers.
Ibn Ishaq; Mu'adh bin 'Afra' killed Suwaid bin Samit by treachery in 
another war before the day-of Bu'ath when he shot him with an arrow 
and killed him.’
The affair of Usalrlm. - »
Ibn Ishaq; Al-Eusain bin *Abd ar-Bahman bin *Amr bin Ba*d bin Mu'idh
5-
related to me on the authority of Abu BufySn a client of Ibn Abu Ahmad 
$rpm Abu Hurairah* He said; He used to say; They related to me 
aboutl% man who entered Paradise without ever having prayed. Since the 
people did hot reopgniae him, they ashed him who he was and he said:
"IJsairim of the Beni *Abd alMahhalVT' Amr bin Thabit bin llfuqash".
' *  ■ .. :  #  ■ ™  ’ - :
Àl-Hiisain said: 4 said to Mulu/md bin Labidf "What was the affair of
al-Usairim?". He said; "lie was refusing Islam to his people, but
when the d ^  came on which the Messenger of Allah vfent out to Uhud,
*
Islam seemed to him a good thing and he islamized. Then he took his 
sword, ran out, got in amongst the main body of the people, and fought 
till his wounds disabled him, While some men of the Beni *Abd al- 
Ashhal were seeking their slain in the engagement, they came upon him 
and said; ’’Ulere is al-U'sairiml t%at brought him? When we left him he 
was denying this novelty". They said: What brought you, 0 *Amr, was
it pity for your people or desire for Islam?". He said: "Hay, desire 
for Islam, 1 believed in Allah and in His Messenger and islamized.
Then 1 took my sword, went out with the Messenger of Allah and fought, 
till there came upon me what came upon meV It was not long after that 
till he died in their hands* They mentioned him to the Messenger of 
Allah and he said: "Verily he one of the people of Paradise".
The killing of 'Amr bin al-Jumuh.
ii. r Hf.MW w«* iun!ii*r»ir|it |*i*ipili*i*w y  I
Ibn Ishaq: %  father Ishaq bin fasar related to me on the authority of 
some old men of the Beni Balimah that 'Amr bin al-JumSh was a lame man, 
very lame. He had four sons like lions who witnessed all the places 
of martyrdom with the Measenger of Allah. When the day of Hhud came, 
they wanted to shut him up, and.said to him: "Verily Allah has
excused you". Bo he came to the Messenger of Allah and said: sons
want to shut me away from this event and from going out with you to It 
for I verily hope that I shall overcome this lameness of mine in 
Paradise". The Messenger of Allah aaid: "As fàr as you are concerned,
Allah has excused you? there ia no neeesaity for you to fight". He 
said to his sons; "Youzdoohot<rëquirettopprèteèthhim,perhaps Allah will 
grant him martyrdom^ Bo he went out with him and was killed on thet 
day of Uhud*
The affair of Hind and the mutilation of Kamzalu*’
Ibn Ishaq: According to what Balih bin XCaisan related to me. Hind
blnfc 'Ütbah and the women tvho were w&th her fell to mutilating the 
friends of the Messenger of Allah who had been slain, cutting off ears 
and noses. Hind even chose some*of the ears and noses of the men as 
anlclets and necklaces, and gqvG her anklets* necklaces, and earrings to 
Wahshi* slave of Jiihair bin Mut’am* , She also cut open Hmaza's liver 
and chewed it but was not able to swallow it and threw it away* Then
Bhw mounted a high rook, cried out at the top of her voice and said:-
Poetry omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: Balih bin Kaisan related to me that it was related to him
that 'Umar bln al-Khattab said to Hassan:"0 Ibn al-Furai * ah **.,*# if
you only heard what Hind eaya and saw. her insolence, standing on a
rock lampooning us la verse and telling what she did to HamsahV Hassan
said to him ; " I saw the spear falling while I v/as on the summit of a
height - he means his stronghold « and I said:'This is a weapon which
does not belong to the Arabs', and it seemed that It was darting
towards Hamaah, but X do nob know. However* let me hear some of what
* ' ■ , 
she ©aid and I will give you what will requite her" Bo 'Umar recited
to him part of what she said and Hassan bin Thabit said:-
A vile wo.man vaunted with contempt and her custom was 
To be ignoble when she vaunted with unbelievers
Ibn Hisham: This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his which we have
omitted; also stanzas of his trhymingkihi zDaU caJrid'^uothwdzirhymihtg liw*‘Ph"£l
because in them he uses unseemly language.
What was done by Abu Bufyan.
Ibn Ishaq: Al-Hulais bin Sabbàn brother of the ’l«Harith bin 'Abd
• * *
Manat, who was at that time chieftain of the contingents, passed by
Abu Bufÿân as he was jabbing Hamzali bin *Abd al-Muttalib on the jaw
• ' » ♦
with the point of his spear and dayings "Taste 0 disobedient one!". 
Hulais said: "0 Beni Kinanah, here is a chieftain of %iralsh doing what 
you see to his cousin who is dead". He said: "Ôut upon you! Keep 
quiet ab<pdt me; it was a slip".
Then when Abu Sufyan wished to take his departure^looked down the
mountain and cried out at the toi) of his voice;-
Thou hast bestowed favour, 0 LOfty One 
Verily v/ar has its recompenses 
This day is a return f<r Bedr'
Bubal be exalted*
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That is: Show your religion. The Mbsoenger of Allah said: "0 'Umar, 
rise and answer him and say: 'Allah is more eXalted and more glorious; 
there is none but He; bur slain are in Paradise and your slain are in 
tub Fire". When 'U#^r replied’to Abu Sufyan, he said to him: "Gome to 
me, 0 'U^ar"# The Messenger of Allah said to 'Umar; "Go to him and see 
what his business is" # Go * Umar went to liim and Abu Bufyan said to 
him; " X adjure you by Allah, 0 'Umar, have we slain Muhammad?". 'Umar 
said: "Indeed no, and verily he now hears what you say". He said;
"You are more truthful in my opinion than Ibn Qami'ah and more trust­
worthy"* (This was in reference) to the saying of Ibn Qami’ah;. "I have 
slain Muhammad".
Ibn Hisham; The name of Ibn Qaral'ah was 'Abdallah.
Ibn Ishaq; Then Abu Gufyan called out; "There has been mutilation of 
your slain, and indeed X mà neither pleased noi' displeased thereby; I 
did not forbid it neither did X command it? When Abu Bufyan and those 
who were with him went away he oulled out; "Your appointed place for 
next year is Bedr". The Messenger of Allah said to one of hi© friends; 
"Gay, 'Yes, it is the try©ting place between you and us'".
re of 'All after them.
Then the Messenger of Allah; sent 'All bin Abu Talib and said; "Go out 
after the people and see what they do and where they are going* If 
they leave the horses and are riding the camels they are going to 
Mecca; but if they are riding the horses and leading the oaiaels, they 
are going to Medina, and by Him in whose hand is my life, if they are 
going to Medina X will march against them there and offer them 
opposition"* *Ali said; "So I set out after them to see what they 
were doing and they had left the horses, taïcen to the camels, and were 
going toward Mecca*
The affair of the slain on the day of Uhud. . ~ . :
The.people gave themselves up entirely to their slain and the Messenger
of Allah said, according to what Muhammad bin fAbdallah bin *Abd ar-
Hahman bin Abu Ba'sa'ah the Kazinite, brother of the Beni an-Majj&r 
» * - '
related to me: "What man will find out for m@\\ what;haéôbè'èom^ro'èasâ*'d 
ibnhar-Rabil,i© he among the living or the dead"X One of the Helpers
said: "I will find out for you, 0 Messenger of Allah what haAdbecOme of 
SàijJ". Go he looked and found him wounded among the slain, but there
*"4-28—
but there was breath in him* He said: "I said to him: 'The Messenger
of Allah commanded me to see whether you were among the living or the 
dead". He said; "I am among the dead, bo give my greetings to the 
Messenger of Allah and'say to. him; Ba'd bin ar-X^ àbl* says to you, May 
Allah reward you with all the good fromuo He has ever rewarded any 
prophet from his nation* Take also from me greetings to your people. 
Bay to them: Ba'd bin ar-BabI' saya to you; You will be without 
excuse in the sight of Allah if anytiing happens to your prophet while 
there is an eye amongst you that winks'", Then it was not long till 
he died and I eaiae to the Messenger of Allah and told him about him.
Ibn Hisham; Abu BWcr the Subairite related to me that a man went in to 
Abu .Bekr the Faithful and a daughter W longing to Ha'd bin ar-Rabi',
S&ÜVSL
lay on his bosom and he was sucking her^and kissing her, and the man 
aaid to him; "il^ o ia this"? He aaid; "This is the daughter of a man 
who was better than I am, Ba'd bin ar-Eabl' , vHio was one of the 
chieftains on the day of al-'Aqabah, witnessed B^dr and was martyred 
the day of Uhud* '
Ibn Ishaq; According to wh&t I heard, the Mesaenger of Allah went out
in search of Hamzah bin *Abd aX-Khttalibs and he found him in the . . . .  
bottom of the valley with his abdomen cut away from his liver, and
mutilated, his noae and ears cut off. ’ Muhamm.ad bin Ja'far bin az-
%ubair related to me that th§ Messenger of Allah said when he saw
what he saw; "Were it not that, gaflyyaji would grieve and it would.
become a rule after me  ^ I would leave him till he was in the stomachs 
of wild beasts and the crops of birds» If Allah gives me victory over 
i^uraish on one of the battlefields T. v/lll mutilate thirty men of them", 
When the saw the grief and rage of the Me^eenger of Allah
against those who had done what they did to his uncle they said: "If 
Allah gives ua victory over them on any day to come, we shall verily 
mutilate them in a way none of the Arabs has ever done".
Ibn Hisham; When the Hesaongor of Allah stood over Haazah he said:
"I shall never get the like of you again? I have never been in a 
situation vfhich enraged me more than this". Then he said: "Gabriel 
came to me and told me that Hamaah was enrolled among the people of 
the seven heavens, Hamzah bin 'Abel al-Muttalib the Lion of Allah and 
His messenger. The Messenger of Allah, Hamaah, and Abu Balimah bin
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*Abd al-Asad were foster-brothers whom a clientess of Abu Lahab nursed.
Ibn Ishaq: Buraidah ibn Sufyan ibn Farwah of Aslam related to me on
the authority of Muhammad ibn Ka*b al-QurazI, and one who is above 
suspicion related to me on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, that Allah to 
Whom belong power and glory sent down about that saying of the 
Messenger of Allah and the saying of his friends:-
If ye take vengeance take it only in the measure that 
vengeance is taken from you; but verily if ye endure 
patiently, it is better for those who endure patiently.
And endure patiently, but thy patient endurance is only
in Allah; grieve not over them and do not be in distress
because of the plots they lay. (Surah l6: 126)
So the Messenger of Allah desisted, endured patiently, and forbade 
mutilation.
Ibn Ishaq: Humaid the Tall related to me on the authority of al-Hasan
from Samurah ibn Jundub. He said: The Messenger of Allah never
stood in any place and quitted it without commanding us about alms 
and forbidding us to mutilate.
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of Miqsam, client of 'Abdallah ibn al-Harith from Ibn 'Abbas. He said: 
The Messenger of Allah gave orders for Hamaah to be shrouded in his
cloak, then he prayed over him and uttered seven Takbirs, then he
brought the slain and they were placed beside Hamzah, and he prayed
over them and him together till he had prayed seventy two prayers
over him.
Ibn Ishaq: According to what I heard, Safiÿyah bint 'Abd al-Muttalib
came up to see him - he was her full brother. The Messenger of Allah 
said to her son az-Zubair ibn al-'Awwam: "Meet her and take her back 
so that she may not see what has happened to her brother". He said;[. 
to her: "0 my mother, the Messenger of Allah commands you to gO: back". 
She said: "Wherefore, when I have heard that my brother has been 
mutilated, and that in (the way of) Allah. How pleased we are with 
what has come,.from that I but I must be content and endure patiently 
if Allah wills". When az-Zubair came to the Messenger of Allah and 
told him that he said: "Let her come", and she came to him, prayed 
over him, looked at him, said: "Verily we belong to Allah and verily 
to Him do we return", and sought forgiveness for him. Then the 
Messenger.of Allah gave the order and he was buried.
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The burial of the martyrs.
The family of 'Abdallah ibn Jahsh who was the son of Umaimah bint 'Abd
*
al-Muttalib, Hamzah being his uncle - and he was mutilated like Hamzah 
except that his liver was not cut out - said to me that the Messenger 
of Allah buried him along with Hamzah in the same grave, but I have 
not heard that from any other (source( except his family.
Ibn Ishaq: Some of the Muslims carried their slain to Medina and
buried them there but the Messenger of Allah forbade that and said: 
"Bury them where they fell".
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Muslim az-Zuhri related to me on the 
authority of 'Abdallah ibn Tha'labah ibn Su'air the 'Udhrite, ally of 
the Beni Zuhrah, that when the Messenger of Allah looked on the slain 
on the day of Uhud he said: " I am witness that Allah will raise up 
on the day of Resurrection all those who have received wounds in the 
way of Allah; their wounds will bleed; the colour will be that of 
blood, and the odour will be that of musk. Find out the one of them 
who best knows the Qur'an and place him in front of his friends in the 
grave". They buried them in graves by twos and threes.
Ibn Ishaq: My uncle Musa ibn ïasâr related to me that he heard Abu 
Hurairah say: Abu 'l-Qasim said: "All who have been wounded in the way 
of Allah, Allah will raise up on the day of Resurrection; their 
wounds will bleed; the colour will be that of blood and the odour will 
be that of musk".
Ibn Ishaq: My father Ishaq ibn Yasar related to me on the authority
of some shaikhs of the Beni Salimah that the Messenger of Allah said 
that day when he ordered the burial of the slain: "Look for 'Amr ibn 
al-Jumüh and 'Abdallah ibn 'Amr ibn Haram, for they were true friends 
in this life, and put them in one grave".
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah set out on his return journey
to Medina, and, according to what I heard, Hamnah bint Jahsh met him.
When she met the people she was told of the death of her brother,
'Abdallah ibn Jahsh and she said: "Verily we belong to Allah and.
verily to Him do we return", and sought forgiveness for him!!. Then
the death of her uncle Hamzah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib was announced to
• • •
her and she said: "Verily we belong to Allah and verily to Him do we 
return", and sought forgiveness for him. Then the death of her husband, 
Mus'ab
. bin 'Ümair .was’.announced to her'and.she cried aloud and walled. The 
7; Messenger of Allah said:."Verily a woman's husband occupies a '" "" 
.special place in her affections", because of what hè saw of her . . 
composure in the,ease of her brother and uncle and her outcry about 
her husband. . '
The weeping of the wives of thé Helpers for Hamzah*- . .
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The Messenger- of Allah passed by one of the houses of the Helpers of
the Beni 'Abd al«Aahhal and Thafr.and heard them weeping and wailing
. over their, dead. The Messenger of Allah's eyes filled with tears 
and he wept. Then he said: "But Hamzah has no one to weep for him".
When Sa*d bin Mu'adh and Usaid bin Hudair returned to.the tribe of
the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal. th.ey commanded their wives to gird themselves 
and go and weep for the uncle of the Messenger of Allah. '
.Ibn Ishaq: Hakim bin Hakim bin *Âbbâ(| bin. Hunaif related to me on
# ■ . * .
the-authority of one of the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal. , He said: When the
Messenger of Allah heard them weeping for Hamzah he went out to^ -
them - they were at.the door of the mosque weeping for him - and said
"Return, may . Allah have mercy on you, you have beenlatcdhsolatioh'-iH^ 
’ yourselves".
Ibn Hisham: He forbade mourning that day.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Ubaida.h related to me that when the Messenger of
Allah heard them weeping he said: "May Allah-have mercy on the. 
Helpers,for magnanimity, belongs to them and what I have known (of it) 
is of old. ©rderhthemato go^ ;av^ ayVh'*l.i; ■ .
The affair of the woman of ad-Dina#? / . '
Ibn Ishaq: *‘Abd al-Wahid bin Abu’'Aun related to m.e on the authority 
of Isma'il bin Muhammad bin Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas* He said; The 
Messenger of Allah- passed by a woman qf the Beni Dinar whose husband, 
brother and father had been killed while at Uhud v/ith the Messenger 
of Allah.' When their deaths were announced to her she said: "How 
did the Messenger of Allah fare?". They said: "He is v/ell 0 Uram 
So-and-so, Praise.be to Allah, he is as you would like him to be",
. She said: "Show me. him that I may see him". He was .pointed out to 
her and when she saw him she; said; "After you .every calamity is 
but a light thingV meaning a small thing. .
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Ibn Hishamï AX-Jalal is used of much or little and here it refers 
to little. Imru ’l-Qais said using the word in this sense:-
The killing by the Beni Asad of their chieftain 
Is not everything else a small thing?
Ibn Hisham: The words of thé poet al-Harith bin Wa’lah use it in 
the sense of 'big*, '
If I forgive, I forgive much
If I make an attack I weaken myself.
The washing of the swords*
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah returned to his family he
handed his sword to his daughter Fatimah and said: "Wash the blood
off it my daughter, for it has indeed been true to me to-day". 'All
bin Abu Talib also handed her his sword and said: "Wash the blood 
*
from this also for it has been true to me to-day". The Messenger of 
Allah said: "If you have fought bravely, Sahl bin Hunaif and Abu 
Dujanah have also fought bravely".
Ibn Hisham; The Messenger of Allah's sword was called "Dhu *l«Faqar"
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars related to me that the Messenger
of Allah said to 'All bin Abu Talib: "The polytheists will not 
inflict the like of it on u© till Allah grants us victory".
Ibn Hisham: One of the.scholars related to me that Ifoh Abu Hajih
said: "A crier called out on the day of Uhud: “There is no sword
*
but Dhu '1-Faqar and no young man but 'Ali'".
Ibn Hisham: The day of Hhud was Saturday' thelf if teenthr bf
-  - .
Shawwal,
Departure of the Messenger of. Allah in pursuit of the enemy.
When the morning of the Sunday came, the sixteenth night of Shawwal 
having passed, the Mu'adhdhin of the Messenger of Allah called the 
people to seek the enemy, His Mu'adhdhin announced that no one 
vms to go out with us except those who had been present with us 
yesterday* Then Jabir bin l'Abdâllàh bin 'Amr bin Haram spoke 
to him and said: " 0 Messehger of Allah, my father left me
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behind in charge; of seven sisters of mine and said; *We must not 
both leave these women;without a man, and I am not the, one tooyield 
precedence':toy ou tin îf ightihg^along^ with n^he Messenger to f Allah, so sc
stay behind in charge of your sisters^, and I remained behind in 
charge of them". So the Messenger of Allah granted him leave'.and he 
went out with him» The Messenger* of Allah set out merely to 
frighten the enemy; that they might hear he had gone out in search 
of them, sq.that they would imagine h'e had a force at his disposai,, 
and that they had not been so- weakened by what had befallen them 
that they could not follow up the enemy * -
Ibn Ishaq: *Abdallah bin Khârijah bin Zaid. bin Thabit related to
me on the authority of Abu ®s-Sa’ib. client of *A*ishah bint 'Uthnian 
that one of the friends'of the Messenger of Allah of the Beni 'Abd 
al-Ashhal who witnessed Uhud with the Messenger of.Allah said: "I 
witnessed Uhud v/ith the Messenger of- Allah, I and a brother of mine, 
and v/e came-back wounded. When the Mu'adhdhin of the Messenger of 
Allah announced the departure ip search of the enemy, I said to my 
brother and he said to me: 'Shall we let à raid with the Messenger . 
of Allah escape us although we. have no beast on which to ride and we 
are both badly wounded?*., and v/e set out with the Messenger of Allah# 
I v/as not so badly wounded' as he was'and when he was tired out I 
carried him by turns and he marched in turns - till, we got. as far as . 
-the Muslims had gone. ' .
Ibn Ishaq; The 'Messenger of Allah advanced till he reached Hamra*
. - : . . 
al-Asad which is eight miles from Medina» he' appointed Ibn Umra
Maktum governor of Medina, according, to what Ibn Hisham says.
Ibn Ishaq: He: remained thére\Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, after
which he returned to Medina.
The affair of Ma'bad the Khuza'ite*. .. . ■ ■ ■ i L. , .  l.. . . . . . .  I    . I.  I . I
According to what ,* Abdallah bin Abu Bakr relat'ed to me, Ha'bad tain 
Abu Ma'-bad the Khuza'ite passed by him. Kh.ikza*ah, both Muslim and 
polytheist, was a secret source of intelligence for the Messenger 
of Allah in Tihamah. They had an understanding v/ith him that: they • 
would conceal from him nothing that took place there. Ma'bad
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v/as at that time a polytheist and he said: "0 Muhammad, that which
has befallen you where your comrades are concerned is hard on us and
we would lilie Allah to preserve you for their sake". While the
Messenger of Allah was in Hamra* al-Asad, he went out and met Abu
Gufyan bin Harb and those who were with him in ar-Rauha *. They had # ■ * ■
agreed to turn back on the Messenger of Allah and his friends, and
said: "We have smitten the;héht of his friends, their leaders and
their noblemen, and^  are vwd.ltQ^ egoirbackvbeforeu^ ife exterminate them; we
shall do the same to their remnants and make an end of them". When
Abu JSufyan sav/ Ma*bad, he said; "What is your news, 0 Ma*bad?" He
said: "Muhammad has gone out with his friends in search of you,
accompanied by a gathering the like of which I have never seen, and
they are burning in wrath against you, Those who remained behind him
that day have joined forces with him, repentant at what they haveto
dbne, filled with a rancour against you the like of which I have never
seen". He said; "Out upon you! What are you saying?". He said: "i
do not think you will set forward till you see the manes of the
horses". He said: "We had resolved to do the same thing to them again
and exterminate what was left of them?* He said: "I forbid you to do
that, and indeed what I sav/ moved me to recite some stanzas of poetry
about them". He said: "What did you recite?"* He said: "I said:-
%' mount almost dropped with fright at the noise 
When the country swarmed with troops of horse 
Racing like noble lions which will not be found wanting 
When the encounter takes place, and not devoid of arms 
I kept on running, thinking the earth was tilting 
When they uttered the name of a chief not deserted 
And I said: "Woe to Ibn Harb when you encounter him 
When the torrent dahhes against a nation*,
Verily I am a prophet to the people of the sacred placé 
exposed to the sun
To every one of them who possesses intelligence and sense 
The cavalry detachments of the army of Ahmad are not 
contemptible
And that about which I have given warning may not be 
described -Xs idle tâlkv'ith,
That turned back Abu Gufyan and those who were with him* A party of 
horsemen from "Abd al-Qais passed by him and he said: "Where are you 
going?". They said: "We are going to Medina", He said: "Wherefore?" 
They said: "We need provisions". He said: "Will take a message 
to Muhammad for me which I want to send to him, and if you do this 
I will lade these (beasts*) with raisins for you in 'Hkath to-morrow?"
They said: "Yes", He said: "When you get there tell him we have 
resolved to go against him and his friends to exterminate what is 
left of them"» Bo the party passed by the Messenger“of Allah while he 
was in Hamra* al-Asad, and informed him of what Abu Sufyan and his 
friends had said# He said; "Our sufficiency is Alledi! What an 
excellent Patron!".
Ibn Hisham; Abu 'Hbaidah related to us that when Abu Sufyan bin Harb
*
went away on the day of Hhud he wished to return ta Medina to 
exterminate the remnants of the friends of the Messenger of Allah, and 
Safwan bin Hmaiyyah bin Khalaf said to them; "Do not do it, for the 
people are in angry mood and we dread that they 
kind of battle frgm: what they had,), so go back", and they went back» The 
Prophet said while he was in Hamrâ* al-Asad when word came to him that 
they were contemplating returning; "By Him in whose hand is my life, 
stones have been marked for them, wpre/lthèÿlgrèétéd^ withfthem^ln")^the 
mqrhfetheyywqUlddbp aslyhsterdayt#hich is past".
The killing of Abu 'jRggah and Mu'awiyyah bin al-Mughirah#
The Messenger of Allah on that journey of his before he retaned to .
Medina took Mu'awiyyah bin al-Mugbi^^k bin Abu *1-*A© bin Umaiyyah
■ -, ‘ ' •'
bin *Abd Shame who was the grandfather of *Abd al-J-Malik bin Marwan ,
the Jumahite. The Messenger of Allah had taicen him prisoner at Bedr 
and then released him, so he said: ",0 Messenger of Allah,pardon me".
But the Messenger of Allah said; "Ho indeed, you shall not anointt j 
your cheeks in Mecca and say: *X deceived Muhammad twice*; smite off 
his head, 0 Zubair"; and he struck off his head* ■ • , ,
Ibn Hisham: I heard on the authority of Ba'Id bin al-Mueayyib #hat he
said: "The believer is not bitten twice from the same hole; behead
him O'Asim bin Thabit"; and he beheaded him. It is said that Zaid 
bin Harithah and *Amniar bin Yasir killed Mu'awiyyah bin al-Mughirah 
after Hamra’ al-Asad# He had taken refuge v/ith 'Hthman bin 'Affin 
who sought protection for him from the Messenger of Allah, and he 
granted it to him on condition that if he were found after three days 
he would be killed. He stayed over the three days and hid himself and
the Prophet sent the pair of them and said; "You will find him in
such-and-such a place, and they found him and slew him#
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The affair of 'AbdaXlah bin Ubai after that,
Ibn Ishaqs When the Messenger of Allah came to Medina, "Abdallah bin 
lîbai bin Salul, according to v/hat Ibn Bhihab the Zuhrite related to me, 
had a place in which he stood every Friday, which was acknowledged (to
be his) out of respect for him in himself and for his people; he was
held in esteem among them* When the Messenger saton Fraiday as he was 
preaching to the people he got up and said: "0 people, this is the 
Messenger of Allah who is in your midst; Allah has honoured you with 
him,' and in him has made you great; so help him; strengthen him, 
hearken to him and obey him", and then he eat down. After he did 
what he did on the day of Uhud and the people went back, he arose and 
did that just the same as he had been doing (before), but the Muslims 
beside him seized his garments and said: "Bit down enemy of Alla&, you 
are not worthy to do that since you did what you did". Bo he went out, 
stepping over the necks of the people, and saying: "It is as if I had 
said something wicked; I got up to give him support". One of the 
helpers met him at the door of the mosque and said: "Out upon you!
What is the matter with you?" He said# "I got up to support his affair
and some of his friends, jumped 04 me, pulls d me about and treated me
roughly. It was as if I had said something wicked when I got up to 
support him". He said: "Out upon you! Go back; the Messenger of
Allah will ask forgiveness for you". He said: "Indeed I desire not 
'that he shoud ask forgiveness for me".
Ibn Ishaq: The day of Uhud was a day of calamity, misfortune, and
trial in which Allah tested the believers and tried the hypocrites 
who manifested belief with their tongues but were hiding unbelief in 
their hearts: a day in which Allah honoured with martyrdom those 
people under His patronage whom He wilJe d to honour.
Éëhtion of the part of the Qur^an'that came down about the day of Uhud. 
Abu Muhammad "Abd ai-Malik bin Hisham related to us. He said: Ziyad 
bin "Abdallah the Bâldta^ite related to us on the authority on the 
authority of Muhammad bin Ishaq the Huttalibite. He said: The part
of the Qur'an vAich Allah the Blessed, the Exalted, sent down about the 
day of Uhud v/as sixty verses of "The Family of "Imran* in which is a 
description of what happened on that day , and His reproof to those 
whom He reproved. Allah say© to His prophet:-
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VJhen thou didst go forth early from thy household to 
settle the believers in position for the battle; Allah 
hears and knows.
Ibn Hisham: Tabaivwi’ al-mu'minin means to choose positions or
encampments for them. Al-Kumait bin Zaid said:-
p that I had been before him I would have chosen the couch
This stanza occurs in some stanzas of his.
That is; He hears what you say; He kWws what you conceal.
When two sections of you had thought of giving up
That is: Of deserting; and the two sections were the Beni Baiimah bin
dusham bin al-Khazraj, and the Beni Harithah bin an-Babit of the Aus.
*
They were the two wings. Allah, the Blessed the Exalted says:- 
And Allah was their patron 
That is: The One who warded off from then^cowardice which they had
contemplated, and that showed itself in them merely from a certain 
weakness and feebleness which came upon them; it was not due to any 
doubt about their religion. Bo He took upon Himself to ward that off 
from them in His mercy and help till they were secure from their 
feebleness and weakness, and joined up with their prophet.
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars of al-Asad related to me * He said:
We prefer that we should have considered doing what we considered 
I  doing since Allah took care of us in it.
Ibn Ishaq: Allah, the Blessed, the Exalted says:-
let the believers put their trust in Allah
That is: Any one of the believers in whom is weakness let him put
his trust in Me; let him ask Me for help and I will help him in his
affair, avert (evil) from him, that I may give him satisfaction in it,
protect him, and fortify him in his intention.
Allah hath already hekped you at Betdr, when ye were 
insignificant; act piously toward Allah then, perhapd you ' 
will be thankful.
That is: Act piously towards me, for it would be but gratitude for My
favour. Allah helped you at Bodr when you were fewer in number and
weaker in strength.
Ihen thou wert saying to the believers: "Will it not be 
enough for you that your Lord reinforces you with three 
thousand of.the angels sent down
Yes, if ye endure and act piously, and they come upon you
in this very rush of theirs, your Lord will reinforce you
with five thousand of the angels designated.
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That is: If you endure against my enemy, obey my commandment, and they 
come upon you in this headlong way of theirs, I will reinforce you 
with five thousand of the angels designated.
Ibn Hisham: Masawwamin means "marked*. We heard on the authority of
al-Hasan bin Abu ’1-Hasan that he said: "They marked their horses*
tails and manes with white wool, but Ibn Ishaq says their markings on
the day of Bedr were white turbans. I have mentioned that in the
narrative of the day of Badr. As-sima means "the mark*, and in the
Book of Allah, (it is said);-
They bear their mark on their faces from the effect of 
prostration. (Surah 48: 29).
That is: Their mark
....Stones of baked clay, piled up, marked 
(Surah 11: 82).
He means: Marked. We heard on the authority of al-Hanan bin Abu ’1-
Hasan that he said: On them is a mark to signify that the are not the
stones of this world, but the stones of punishment. Eu"bah bin al-
*Ajjaj said:-
Now the glowering coursers are on trial before me
They will not compete with me if they have not been marked
They have fixed their eyes and rushed along
Ajdhimü with Dhal means "they hastened* and ajdamu with Dal means
'they cut*. These stanzas are in & pO:eMtdf.cKiâ $ h a t h mètre.
Masawwamah also means "pastured*, and in the Book of Allah (it is
said):-
Marked (special) horses (Surah 3: l4)
Bushes on which ye pasture (herds) (Surah l6: 10).
The Arabs say: "He pastured his horses or his camels (Sawwarn khailahu
wa ibiahu wa asâmahâ). Al-Kumait bin 2aid said;-
A
We have lost a shepherd who was good (to his flock)
And the loss of the herd means the destruction of the flock.
Ibn Hisham: Musjihan means "of easy temperament, being good to the
sheeÿ *. This stanza is in a poem of his.
Allah only set that forth as good news for you that your 
hearts thereby might be at peace: help cometh only from 
Allah the Mighty the Wise
That is; I have designated for you the angelic hosts whom I did
designate merely as good tidings for you, and thereby to reassure
your hearts, because of your weakness which is known to me, and there
±B no help except from He , because of %  authority and power* and 
that because might and wisdom belong to Me* and not to any of my 
creatures* Then He said:-
that He might cut off a flank of those who have disbelieved * 
or might cast them down so that they would retire 
disappointed
That is: That he might cut off a flank of the polytheists by a
slaughter whereby He might be avenged of them or turn them back 
disappointed* That is: Those of them who were left would turn back 
in rout, disappointed, without having obtained any of the things for 
which they had hoped*
Ibn Hiehams Yakbatuhum means *He afflicts them with the greatest
grief and denies them what they desired* # Dhu ar**Rumi%ah said s#* 
iWhatever grief I forget I will not forget our 
! situation_____________________ ________ _________ ___ ______________
In perplexity between joy and grief*
Ya2£batuhuin also means *he threw them dowm on their faces**
Ibn Ishaqs Then He said to Muhamiad,, the Messenger of Allah:-
Thou hast nothing to do with this affair whether He relents 
towards them or punished; for they are wrong-doers
That is: You have nothing to do with the sentence on my servants
except in so far as I have given you commandment about them. Either
1 will relent towards them in my mercy, and if I will, I will do so;
or I will punish them for their offences, which is within my right,
for they are wrong-doers# That is: they have deserved that by
disobeying me.
Allah is forgiving, compassionate
That is: He pardons offences and has mercy on mankind according to
what is in them* Then he saids-
0 ye who have believed, live not on usury doubled twice 
over
That is: Do not live on what you were living on when you were
following another religion since Allah has guided you to Islam, for it 
is not permitted to you in your religion
but act piously toward Allah perhaps you will prosper 
That is: Obey Allah; perhaps you will escape the punishment of which
Allah has warned you and attain© to the rewards which He desires you 
should have.
And fear the Fire which has been prepared for the 
'• uhbélievërs-
That iss Which has been appointed as an abode for those who
disbelieve in Me. Then He sayss-
And obey Allah and,the messenger, perhaps ye will find 
mercy
in rpproof of those who disobeyed His messenger when he commanded them
what he commanded them on that day and on other days* Then He saidî-
And hasten towards forgiveness from your Lord and Paradise 
wide as the heavens and the earth prepared for those who 
act piously
That is: An abode for those who obey Mo and obey my messenger
Who contribute in prosperity and in adversity, who restrain 
their anger and deal leniently with the people ; Allah 
loveth those who do well
That is: That is what well-doing is, and I love those v/ho do it
Who, when they commit an indecency or a wrong against 
themselves, remember Allah and ask forgiveness for their 
Bins - and who forgiveth aina but Allah? - and do not 
persist in what they have done, when they know
That is: If they have done an indecent thing or wronged themselves
by disobedience, they remembered Allah’s prohibition of it and what
He had forbidden them, asked His forgiveness for it, recognising that
none but He forgives sins and did not persist in what they had
wittingly done amiss. That is: They did not continue in disobedience
to Me after the manner of those who give Me associates, and who go to
excess in disbelief of Me when they know that I have forbidden them to
worship another
The recompence of such is forgiveness from their Lord and 
hardens beneath which rivers flow, in which to abide; good 
is the reward of those who labour
That is: The reward of those who obey.
Then he goes on to mention the ucalamity^oe which came down on them,
the calamity which smote them, the trial of what was in them, and
His taking some of them as martyrs; and said by way of comfort to
them, and to inform them of what they did and what He did to them;-
Precedents have happened before your day; go about in the 
land and see what was the end of those who treated 
(prophets) as liars
That is: Visitations of vengeance have come from Me on the people
who accused my messengers of lying and who gave Me associates, (such
as) *Ad and Thamud and the people of Lot and the men of Midiàn who
saw examples of what came from Me. upon them and upon those whQ were
—
following what they followed, for I was forbearing with them. That is:
Lost they should imagine that My vengeance was withheld from your
enemy and mine for the nation which I caused to prevail over you, that
He might teat you thereby and It ell you what you had. Then He said:-]
This is an explanation for the people, a guidance an an 
admonition for those who act piously
That is: This is an explanation for the people if they will accept the
guidance, and guidance and admonition. That is; Light and learning
for those who act piously; that is: for those who have obeyed me and
recognised %  affair
Do not grow faint and grieve
That is; Do not weaken and do not despair because of what has come
hpon ) ou when ye have the be st of it
That is; The victory will be yours at the end
if ye are believers
That is; If you have accepted as genuine ify prophet and what he brought
you from Me*
If a hurt affect you
That is ; A wound
s imilar hurt has already affected the people
That Is; A wound like it
These days we cause to alternate among the people
That is; We change misfortune and testing about among the people
that Allah may know those who have believed and may choose
martyrs from amongst you; Allah loveth not the wrong-doers
That is; That He might distinguish between the believers and the
hypocrites, and to honour with martyrdom such of the people as He will
so honour* Allah does not love the wrong-doers; that is; the hypocrites
who with their tongues manifest obedience while with their hearts they
persist in disobedience
And that Allah tnay test those who have believed
That is; That He may prove those who have believed to save them by
means of the trial that has befallen them, with regard to their
endurance and certainty
and annihilate the unbelievers
That is; That Ho might render null and void the utterance by the
hypocrites of that which was not in their hearts, that Ih might make
manifest the unbelief which they conceal* Then the Bxààted said;-
Or did ye think that ye would enter Paradise without Allah
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knowing ■those of, you who' strove and knowing thoe e of you 
who endure
That is ? Did you think that you would enter Paradise and receive, My 
rewards of honour and, X would never prove you with hard things or 
afflivt you with that which you dislike, so that 1 might know whether 
that faith of youu^in %  was genuine* and the endurance of what befell 
you in %  (way)*
Ye have been desiring martyrdom 
for the truth which you follow
before ye met your emmy 
He means those who roused up the Messenger of Allah to take them out 
against the enemy, because they had missed being present on the day 
which was before it at Bedr, and in desire for the martyrdom which 
had escaped them, there# He says:-
So now ye see it and are beholding it 
That is: Death by swords in the hands of men who intervened between 
them and you while you were beholding them and He averted them from 
you #
Muhammad is only a messenger| before him other messengers 
ha’^e passed away* If then he dies or ia killed, will ye 
turn back upon your heels* if anyone turns back on his 
heels ho will not injure Allah at all; Allah will reward 
those who are grateful
That ias In reference to the saying of the people: ’Muhammad is slain’
and their consequent rout and breaking away from the enemy* If he
die then or be slain, will you go back from your religion to he
uhbelievere as you were (before) and abandon the struggle against
your enemy, the Bock Of Allah, and His religion which His prophet
left with you; and he has made it plain to you in what he brought you
from me, that he is mortal and will leave you.
If anyone turns back upon his heels
That is; Goes back from his religion
ho will not Injure Allah at all
That is; Huch a thing will not diminish the power, sovereignty,
authority, and might of Allah
Allah will reward those who are grateful
That is: Those who obey Him and d o ^  according to Hie commandment.
It is not given to anyone to die unless by permission of
Allah written and dated
That is: Muhammad has a fixed term which he will reach and that will
be whenever Allah wills -
Whoever desires the reward of this world, We will give him 
thereof, and whoever desires the reward of the next world
we will give him thereof; We shall recompence those who
are grateful,
That is: Whoever of you desires the world and has no desire for the
Hereafter, We will give him the provision that is allotted to him and
they will not interfere with him (in his enjoyment) of it; tout he will
have no part in the Hereafter* And whoever desires the reward of the
Hereafter, We will give it to him, all that he has been promised,
together with the provision with which he will be recompensed in this
world; and that is the reward of these who are grateful; that is: those
who show piety. Then He said;-
How many a prophet (has there been) along with whom many 
thousands fought and did not grow faint because of what 
befell them in the way of Allah, nor did they weaken or 
humble themselves I Allah loveth those who endure.
That is: How many a prophet has been killa d when he had many
thousands: that is; a great host, and they did not grow faint because
of the loss of their prophet, nor did they weaken in their efforts
a&ainst the enemy, nor did they humble themselves because of what had
befallen them in the fight for Allah^and their religion; that was
endurance; and Allah loves those who endure.
All that they had to say was; ^0 our Lord, forgive u^eur 
sins and our extravagance in our affair, set firm our feet, 
and help us against the unbelieving people”•
Ibn Eishams the singular of ar-Bibiyyin is Eibbi and their saying
ar-Ribab refers to the descendant?of *âbd Manat bin Hdd bin Tabighah#
bin Ilyas and Dabbmh, because they gathered together and formed a 
«
confederation. They mean (by the word),groups; and thè singular of
ar-RibSb is Kibbah and Bitoabah* which means a collection of arrows or
sticks or something of that sort, and they likened them to them*
ïïmaiyyah bin Abu ^s-galt said:-
• *
Around thoir satans are myriads - thousands who have 
buckled on the nailed armour.
This stanza is in a poem of his. Ar-Ritoabah also means the covering
in which the divining arrows are wx‘apped.
Ibn Hlsham: As-Hinawwar moans coats of mail, and ad-dusur':means -Ithe
nails ' in the 'rings*' - = Allah to ■ Whom- toelbng power and 'glory %'says s>
But we carried him upon a thing of planks and nails.
' (Burah 13) . .
The poet, who was Âbû /1-Akhraz of Tamîm said;
.with nails in the end of the erected palm stem*. . .
Ibn Ishaq: That is; Say what they said, and know that it is only
for .sins on'your.part, and ask his forgiveness as they did,.and go 
on in your religion as they did, and do not turn back on your heels 
and ask,as they aske^, that He would'raalte firm your feet, and seek . 
help from Him as they ©ought help from.Him against the unbelieving* 
This .saying of'theirs was uttered v/heh. their prophet was actually 
kil3e d; they did not dp as you did*
So Allah gave them the ‘reward of this world
. ■ ■ . '■ ' 
in victory over their enemy ' ' .
and the .good reward of the Hereafter
which'Allah had promised* , ' .
Allah loveth those who do well* ’
0 ye who have believed, if ye obey those who have 
. disbelieved they will send you back upon your heels and ye 
‘ will return losers,
That is: From your enemy, and both this'world and the Hereafter
will go. . '
' Hay,Allah is your patron, and He is the best of helpers*
For if what yo.u say with your tongues be the truth from your.hearts
place your confidence in Him, seek not help from any other source,
and. turn not ^ack on your heels apostatising from. His religion.
We phail cast terror into the hearts of those who 
. ■ . havfe disbelieved . ' :
■ ' ' Î' ■ ■ .
by means of |;j/hich, I helped you- against them because they associated 
with Me something for which X gave them no authority. That is.: Do 
not supposer thati their end will be victory or that they will gain 
the masterÿ-over you^ so long as you put your confidence in Me, and
follow My/laffairl in reference to the mishap which befell you from 
é'.'. ■ .1 ■ ■ ' ’ ■
them on account |pf sins you brought forward for yourselves wherein
you disobeyed' commandments and in so doing were.disobedient to
My prBphet'^ \ . . .• ' / • ‘ ‘ ' /- . <
. . '  Ailah m^de good His promise to you when ye were sweeping
: I'' ^ e m  awhy by His permission, until when ye flinched, and
• (i.. IviVd in^]withdrawing from the affair .and disobeyed after
. . i /âe jhad ©howh you what ye love,
's / Soî)|e of you wish this world and- some, of you wish . , .
’ _ /jth.|J Hereafter ■ ' _ ■ ; , ,
Than Re turned you from them, that He might try you, but 
now Ho hath pardoned you; Allah ,1© bounteous to the 
believer#.
That is; I have fulfillsd for you the help against your enemies which 
I promised you when you wiped them out with the sword; that Is, killingj 
by my permission and my strengthening of your hands against them and 
my withholding of their hands from you*
Ibn Hisham: Al-Hass means extermination* You say: ’Hassastu ’s-Bhay* 
if you have exterminated it with the sword or in some other way*
Jarir said:-
The swords will sweep them av/sy like as an outbreak of fire 
ascends through the gathered brushwood
This stanza is in a poem of hia* Hujbah bin al-*Ajjaj said:-
When we complained of a blasting year 
Which ate up the withered after the green
These tv/o stanza© are in a ©hort-metre ÿoem of his.
Ibn Ishaq: Hntil when ye flinched
That is: You fell back
and vied in withdrawing from the affair
That is; You disagreed about my affair: That is: You abandoned the
affair of your prophet and the covenant he had made with you, meaning
the archers »
after He had shown you what ye love 
That is: Vittory about which there could be no doubt and the rout of 
the people from their women and property 
Borne of you wish this world 
That is: Those who desired booty in this world and abandoned the
obedience which they ware commanded to pez'form for which there ie the 
reward of the Hereafter
and some of you wish the Hereafter 
That is: Those who have striven in (the way of) Allah and did not
disobey in respect of what was forbidden them for the sake of any 
chance gain of this world of which they were desirous, but hoping for 
the best of Z'eward© which is with Allah in the teT• That is:
Those who have striven in (the way of) religion and did not disobey 
in respect of what was forbidden them for the sqke iB® any chance gain 
of this world, that He might test you and that in some of your sins. 
Allah forgave you the serious part of it that He might not destroy
you because of the disobedience you liave shown to your prophet; but 
I returned to you with my favour, and thus Allah was gracious to the 
Believers. If ïie inflicted punishment for some of their sins in this 
transient world,by wa^ y of discipline and admonltian.3 He did not destroy 
;in them all the rights they owed Him, because of an act of 
disobedience which overtook them, in mercy and help to them on 
laccQunt of the faith that was in them^ __ ___________
Then he cautioned them about fleeing from their prophet In that when
they were called they did not respond favourably at his call* He said:
When ye were making the ascent without turning aside for 
anyone though the messenger was calling to you from behind 
you; so He recompensed you with distress upon distress 
that ye might not grieve for what ye have missed or fok* 
what has befallen you
That is: Grief upon grief because of the slaughter of your brethTJ^n
who were slain, the superiority of your enemy over you, and. what
happened to you through the words, of him who said; ”Your prophet is
slain^U These were some of the things that followed each other in
succession, distress on distress, that you might not grieve for the
victory over your enemy that escaped you after you had seen them with
your eyes; or for the slaughter of your brethren which befell you, till
I dispelled that grief from you*
Allah is aware of what ye do.'
That by means of which Allah dispell© d from them the grief and
distress which had befallen them was (the fact) that Allah turned back
from them the lie of Satan about the killing of their prophet* When
they saw the Messenger of Allah alive in their imidst, they thought
little of the enemy v/hô had escaped them after the victory over them
and the misfortune which had befallen them in regard to their brethren
when Allah turned away death from theirprophet.
Then after the distress He sent down upon you security 
a sluiAber which came over part of you, but a ##rt of you 
were concerned about themselves, imagining about Allah 
what is not true - the thoughts of Paganism, saying; "Have 
we any say in the affair at all?"* Bay; "The affair belongs 
to Allah entirely*
They conceal within themselves what they do not reveal to 
thee, saying: "If we had had any say in the affair, we 
should not have been killed hero”* Hay; *Uf ye had been in
your houses, those who were decreed to be slain would have
gone forth to Uie places where they lie”, in order that 
Allah might try what was in your breasts and prove what
A?—
was in your hearts; Allah knqv/eth your Inmost thoughts.
So Allah sent down slumfeer from Himself a© a security to the people
who were convinced about Him, and they slept.without fear* But the
people of hypocrisy were concerned about themselves and in dread of
being slain because they did not hope for an issue, so Allah mentioned
their sorrow and regret at what befell them# Then Allah,^ praise béitô
Him, said to Hie prophet:-
If ye had been in your houses •
and had not come to this battlefield where Allah revealed those secretfe
of yours which He revealed. He would have brought forth those who
were destined to be slain to another field of battl#, there to fall,
that thereby He might try what Was in their breasts and prove what was
in their hear ts : .
Allah tooweth your inmost thoughts.
That is; That which is In their breasts which they have sought to
conceal from you is not concealed from Him. Then He said:-
0 ye who have believed, do not be like those' who have
disbelieved* and who say with regard to their brethren who
travel about in the land or are on raids: "If they had been
with us they would not have died or been slain”, so that 
Allah might lay that aa a sorrow on their hearts# It is
Allah who give© life and causes to die, and Allah ie
observant of what ye do*
That is; Do not be as the hypocrites, who'px*ohibit their brethren
from fighting in the way of Allah and (from) going about in the land
in obedience to Allah and Hi© Messenger, and saying; when they die or
are killed: "Had they obeyed us they would not have died or been slain?
so that Allah might lay that as a sorrow on their hearts* That is:
Because of their little faith* Xt is Allah who giveth life and
causeth to die* That is: He brings forward what He wills and puts
back what H© wills where.their death is concerned by His power* Then
He said;
Burely if ye are killed in the way of Allah or die, 
forglvenos© and mercy from Allah are better than what 
ye amass*
That is: Death is a fact from which there is no ©scape, and death in
the way of Allah, or being killed is better, if they only knew and 
were persuaded, than what they amass from the world, for the sake of 
which they hold back from the struggle for fear of death and being 
killed, for the sake of the blooms of the world they have gathered, _ 
in their indifference to the Hereafter.
Eurely If ye die or are killed
Whichever, it is
to Allah will ye be gathered
That is; To Allah is the return. Let not the world then deceive you
and.be not deceived by it, and let the struggle and what Allah has
deaired for you weigh mox^ e with you than it does. Then the Blessed,
the Exalted* said;-
As by the mercy Allah /thou hast been lenient to them 
and if thou hadst been rough And hard of heart they would 
have disbanded from about thee
That is; They would indeed have abandoned thee
overlook thoir offence \
i'hat is'? ■ Pass’ it over
and ask pardon for them and consult them in the affair, and 
when thou art resolved place thy trustv.ppdnAAllbhj Allah 
loveth those who place their trust (upon him)
Ho mentions tb His prophet his loniencyjtcwards Hhejn %rd patience with
' ■ . ' ' ' ■ ■ ' ..(#1:, 
them in their weakness and lack of endurance, in face of the roughness.
If it had come upon them, from him in connection with their departure
from the obedience to their prophet which He imposed on them.
Then He said;
Overlook their offence
That is; Pass it over
and ask pardon for them
The sins of those people of the faith who have become polluted
and consult them in the affair
That is; That you may show them that you hearken to them and seek
their aid even if you could do without them out of friendship for them
on the ground of their religion ^
and when thou art resolved
That is; About an affair which has come to you%from Me, and mx affair
of your religion concerning fighting your enemies, and nothing else
suits either you or them, do according to what you have been commanded
in opposition to those who oppose you and in agreement with those who
agree with you ,
and place thy trus^ t upon Allah
That is; Be content with Him rather than with mon
Allah loveth those who place their trust (upon Elm).
If Allah help you, no one can overcome you, but if He 
abandon you$ who will help you after Him?
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That is; Lest you should leave My affair to the people and I
abandon the people to %  affair
Upon Allah
not upon the people
let the believers put their trust
Then He said:-
It was not the part of a prophet to defraud; he who 
defrauds will bring what he has defrauded on the day of 
resurrection; then each one will be paid in full what he
has earned and they will not be wronged.
That is : It was not the part of a prophet to hide from the people
that with which Allah had sent him to them, either through fear of
the people or from desire; and whoever does that will bring it to
the day of resurrection and he will be recompensed for what he has
earned, without being wronged and without anyone ancroaching on
his rights.
Is he then who follows after the approval of Allah
regardless of whether people are pleased or displeased
like him who settled under anger from Allah
to please the people or displease them. Is he then who is on the way
of obedience to Me and whose reward is Paradise and the approval of
Allah like him who has settled under anger from Allah and deserved
His displeasure
and whose resort is Gehenna - a bad. place to go to?
Are the two allegories the same? Recognise ye.
They are (set in) degrees with Allah; and Allah is 
observant of what they do.
To each one there are degrees in Paradise and the Fire for what they
have done. That is: Allah is not ignorant of those who obey Him
and of those who disobey Him. Then He said:-
Surely Allah bestowed a favour on the believers when He 
raised up among them a messenger, one of themselves to 
recite His signs to them, to purify them, and to teach 
them the Book and the Wisdom, although they had formerly 
been in manifest error.
That is: Surely Allah bestowed a favour on you 0 people of the Faith
when He raised up amongst you a messenger, one of yourselves, to
recite to you His signs about what you have done amiss and about what
you have done (aright), and to teach you good and evil, that you may
recognise the good and do it, and the evil and avoid it, and to
tell you of His approval of you when you are obedient to
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Him so that you may abound in obedience to Him, and avoid the
disobedience for which He is displeased with you, that thereby you 
may save yourselves from His vengeance and obtain His reward in 
Paradise *
Even though you had formerly been in manifest error
That is; In the blindness of the Barbarism, That is; You did not
recognise the good, nor did you ask forgiveness for evil, deaf to
good, dumb to the truth, blind to the guidance. Then He mentioned the
disaster that had befallen them and said:-
When then a misfortune befell you and you had already 
inflicted twice as much you say; "Whence is this?" Say;
"It is from yourselves; Allah hath power over all things*
That is: If a misfortune has befallen you with regard to your
brethren for your sins, you have already inflicted twice that on your
enemy, on the day that came before at Bodr^ in slain and prisoners;
and you have forgotten yoiu' disobedience and departure from what your
prophet commanded you; you brought that on yourselves#
Allah hath power over all things
That is; Allah has power over the vengeance and the pardon which He
wills for His servants*
What befell you on the day when the two hosts met was by 
the permission of Allah, and in order that He might know 
the believers
That is;. What befell you when you and your enemy met was by my
permission when you did what you did after my help come to you and
you found my promise to distinguish between the believers and the
hypocrites true*
and in order that He might know those of you who played 
the hypocrite;
That is; That He might malçe manifest wliat was in them
and word was passed to them: "Come, fight in the way of 
Allah or defend"
means 'Abdallah bin tfbal and hi© friends who turned away from the
Messenger of Allah when he marched against his enemy, the polytheists,
at Uhud, and their saying; "Had we known you were going to fight we 
*
would have marched with you and defended you, but v/e did not imagine
there would be a battle"* So Allah made manifest that which they
were concealing within themselves. Allah aayss-
They were that day nearer to unbelief than to belief, 
saying with their mouths what was not in their heart©
That ie; They were showing you belief when it was not in their hearts.
but Allah knoweth what they conceal
T hat is: What they hide#
Those who say regarding their brethren
of their kindred and tribe who were emitted with them
"If they had obeyed us they would not have been killedV 
Say; "Rebel death from yourselves then, if ye speak the 
truth" .
That is; There is no escape from death, and if you are able to ward
it off from yourselves, do so. That was merely because they played
the hypocrite and abandoned the struggle in the way of Allah in their
hankering to remain in this world and as a means of escape from death.
Then He said to His prophet, to inspire the believers to fight and
make death easy for them:-
Oount not those who have been killed in the way,of Allah 
as dead, nay, alive are they with their Lord, provided for 
Delighting in what Allah hath given them of Hie bounty, 
and rejoicing in those who, left behind, have not yet 
joined them, that fear rests not upon them, nor do they 
grieve.
That is; Do not imagine that those who have boon slain in the way of
Allah are dead. That is; I have brought them to life and they are
with me, provided for in the rest and bounty of Paradise, rejoicing in
the reward which Allah has given them for their struggle on Hie behalf,
and glad about those who, left behind, have not joined them. That is:
They are glad in the coming of their brethren who have joined them in
t h ^  way of the struggle by which they went, that they might share
with them the reward which Allah has given them; Allah has put away
from them fear and sorrow* Allah says;»
Rejoicing in the favour and bounty of Allah and that Allah 
doth not allow the reward of the believers to perish
Because of the fulfilment of the promise which they beheld with their
eyes, and great is the reward#
Ibn Ishaq: Isma*11 bin Umaiyyah related to me on the authority of Abu 
’z-2ubair from Ibn ’Abbas. He said: The Messenger of Allah said;
"When your brethren were killed at Uhud, Allah put their spirits in 
the insides of green birds which go down to drii*k at the rivers of 
Paradise, and eat of its fruit, and perch on the golden candlestick 
in the shadow of the throne# When they found out how excellent was 
their food and drink and how good their resting-place, they said;
-ksz~
"Would that our brethren knew what Allah has done for us, that they 
may not grow weary of the struggle or shrink from war". Allah said;
"We shall indeed inform them about you", and He sent down these 
verses to His messenger; "Count not*
Ibn Ishaq; Al-Harith bin al-Fudail related to me on the authority of 
Mahmud bin Labid the Helper from Ibn ’Abbas that he said; The 
Messenger of Allah said: "The martyrs are at Bâriq, a river at the 
gate of Paradise, in a green pavilion; their sustenance comes forth 
to them from Paradise morning and evening*
Ibn Ishaq; One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of ’Abdallah bin Has'ud that he was asked about these verses:
Count not those who have been killed in the way of Allah 
as dead, nay, alive with their Lord, provided for.
he said; "We have indeed acquired about them and we have been told that
when your Muslim brethren were killed at Uhud, Allah put their spirits
in the insides if green birds, which go down to drink at the rivers of
Paradise, and eat of its fruit, and perch on the golden candlesticks
in the shadow of the throne, and Allah looks down upon them and says;
*© my servants, what do you desire? I will give you more*; and they
say; ’Our Lord, there is nothing in addition to what you have given us
Paradise in which we eat wheresoever we will'* Then He looks down
upon them and says: *0 ray servants, what do you desire? I will give
you more*; and they say; *Our Lord there is nothing in addition to
what you have given us - Paradise in which we eat wheresoever we will,
except that we would like our spirits to be returned to our bodies,
and that vm should be returned to earth and fight for you and be killdd
a second time’"*
Ibn Ishaqs One of our friends related to me on thé auüio:d#y of 
’Abdallah bin Muhammad bin 'Aqil. He said; I heard Jabir bin 
'Abdallah say; "The Messenger of Allah said to meîL’O Jabir, shall I 
not give you good news?* I said; ’%  all means, 0 prophet of Axlah*.
He said; ’When your father was killed at Uhud, Allah brought him to 
life and said to him; -t*What do you desire, 0 ’Abdallah bin *Amr that 
I should do for you?4 He said; fO Lord, I would like you to send me
back to earth and I would fight for you and be kill) d for you a
second tirae'H. -
Ibn Ishaq; *Amr bin 'AbTd related to me oh the authority of al-Hasan-
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He said; The Messenger of Allah said; "By Him in whose hand is my 
life, there is not a believer who leaves this world and would like 
to return to it for an hour of the day, even if he got the world and 
all in it, except the martyr, who would like to be returned to the 
world and fight for Allah and be kilb d a second time.
Ibn Ishaq; Then Allah the.Exalted says;-
Those who responded to Allah and the messenger after the 
hurt had fallen upon them *
That is; The wounds; and.they are the believers who marched with the
Messenger of Allah on the day after Uhud to Hamra* al-Asad in spite
* •
of the pain they suffered from their wounds
for those of them who did well and acted piously is a 
great reward
To whom the people said; "The enemy have collated (forces) 
against you; therefore fear them!" But it increased their 
faith and they said: "It is on Allah that we count, and 
good the trustee"
The people v;ho said to them what they said were a few individuals from
*Abd Qais to whom Abu Sufyan said what he said. They said; "Abu
Bufyan and those who are with him are coming back to you". Allah says;
So they returned with go^ness and bounty from Allah 
without evil having touched them. They followed after the
approval of Allah, and Allah is the possessor of great
bounty.
In reference to the meeting with the enemy which Allah had turned away 
from them.
That wan only Satan
That is; That company, and what Satan put into their mouths
frightening his clients
That is: Scaring you with his clients
so do not fear them, but fear Me if ye be believers
Let not those who vie in haste after unbelief grieve thee;
That is: The hypocrites
they will not injure Allah at all, Allah does not intend 
to grant them a share in the Hereafter, and for them is a 
great punishment
Verily those who have bought unbelief at the expense of 
belief will not injure Allah at all, and. for them is a 
painful punishment.
Let hot those who have disbelieved think that We forbear 
with them for their own good; We forbear with them simply 
that they may increase in guilt, and for them ia a 
humiliating punishment.
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Allah,is not one to leave the believers in the situation 
in whioh yè are till He distinguishes the bad from the good#
That iss The hypocrites.
Nor is Allah one to lay open to you the unseen
That is : Concerning that wherewith He wills to try you that you may
be on your guard against what comes to you
but Allah chooseth of His messengers whom He v/illeth
That is; He informs him of it
so believe in,Allah and His messengers, if ye believe,and 
act piously
That is: If you return and repent
there is for you a great reward.
List of names and poetry omitted.
The story of the day of ar-Haji* in year three,
Abu Muhammad *Abd al-Malik bin Hisham related to us. He said; Siyad
bin 'Abdallah the Bakka’i.te related to us on the authority of Muhammad
bin Ishaq the Muttalibite. He said; Vlsim bln ’Umar bin QatSdah • • • *
related to us. He said i A deputation of *Adal and al-Q,ar# came to
the Messenger of Allah after Uhud,
Ibn Hiaham; 'Adal and al-Qara belong to al-Haun bin XChuaaimah bin 
Mudrikah, and they are also giveRas al-Hun.
They said to him: "0 Messenger of Allah, Islam has come amongst us,
send with us then a few of your friends who shcall instrutt us in the 
religion, show us how to recite the ^^ ur'an, and teach us the 
institutions of IslamV Ho the Messenger of Allah sent a group of six 
of his friends. They were Marthàd bin Abu Marthad, the Gliahawite, 
ally of Hraazah bin *Abd al-Huttalib, Khalid bin al-Bukair the L&'dthite, 
ally of the Beni ’Adi bin Ra’b; ’Asim bin Thabit bin Abu '1-Aqlah ;' 
brother of the Beni *Amr bin ’Auf, Khubaib bin 'Adi brother of the
Beni Jahjabâ bin Eulfah bin #Amr bin 'Auf, Said bin ad-Dathinnah
brother of the Beni Biyâdah bin *Amr bin Suraiq.,,, and ’Abdallah bin 
Tarlq® ally of the Beni Thàfar. . The Messenger of Allah placed Marthad* V
bin Abu Marthad, the Ghanawite ia charge of the group.. They sot out 
with the people and when they were at àr-Hajï’ a water-spot of Hudfeail 
in the vicinity of the HijSz at the approach to al-Had’ah, they broke 
faith with them and called bn Hudhail to help the# against them.
The first thing that alarmed the party was when men with drawn swords
descended upon them. They drew their swords to fight them,.but they
said to them: "We have no desire to kill you, but we want to smite
one of the people of Mecca whi are amongst you, and you have the
covenant and compact of Allah that we will not kill you". But Marthad
bin Abu Marthad, Khalid bin al-Bukair, and *Asim bin Thabit said:
"we shall never accept covenant or engagement from a polytheist".
*Asim bin Thabit said.î-
What excuse havejwhen^I am active and possess arrows
And ray bow has a string stout and strong
The broad arrow-heads slip off its sides
Death is a reality and life is vanity
And all that Allah has decreed comes down
To man, and to Him man returns
If I do not fight you ray mother will be deprived of a son,
’Asiin also said:
Abu Suleiman and the feathers of him who feathers the 
arrows
And a tree like a blazing hell
When districts grew prosperous and well-inhabited I was 
not afraid
And shields of ox-hide made smooth
And a believer in what came down to Muhammad.
*Asim also said:-
Abu Suleiman and another lilce me shot our bolts 
And my people were men of honour.
’Asira was given the surname of Abû Suleiman. Then *Asim fought the 
party till he and his two friends were slain. When ’Asira v/as slain 
Hudhail wanted to take his head to sell it to Sulafah bint Sa'd bin 
Shuhaid. She had vowed when her two sons were slain on the day of
Uhud that if she got the head of 'Asira she would driihc wine out of
• Kffo
his skull. But a swar# of bees protected^, and when the swarm
interposed between them and him, they said: "Leave him till evening
when it will go away from him and t^on we will get him". Then Allah
sent a flood which bore up *Aslra and carried him away. *Asim had
* . •
made a covenant with Allah that no polytheist would ever touch him
nor would he touch a polytheist, for fear of defilement, ’Umar bin
al-Khattab said when he heard that a swarra of bees'had protected him 
"Allah keeps the believing servant. ’Asim had vowed that no polytheist
should ever touch him and that he would never touch
his life, and Allah pro tec ted"'him after death since he kept himself 
pure in life.
Names omitted.
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As for ^aid bin ad-Dathannah, Khubaib bin 'Adi, and 'Abdallah bin
Tariq, they were weak and yielding and desired life, so they gave
up their arms and were taken prisoner# Then the took them off to
Meéoa to dispose of them therO and when they were in ath-ihiahran
• #
'Abdallah bin Tariq freed his hand from the bonds. Then he drew hi© 
©word and the party kept at a distance from him till they killed him, 
and they burled him in ath-Th«hnan As for Khubaib bin 'Adi and %aid 
bin ad-Dathanimh, they brought them to Mecca,
Ibn Hlsham; They sold them to i^uraish in e:«chan§e for tv/o prisoner© 
of Hudhail who wore in Mecca*
Ibn Ishaq Î .Hujair bin Abu Ihab the Tamiruite , ally of the
Naufal, a son of 'Utb&h bin al-H arith bin 'Amir bin Haufal by his
mother, purchased Khubaib, to slay him for his fathef.
Ibn Ishaq! As for Said bin ad-Dathannah, Eafwan bin ïïmaiyyah 
purchased him to slay him for his father ïïmaiyyah bin IChalaf. As far 
a© %aid was concerned, Safwanabin ïïmaiyyah sent him with a ollont of 
his called Nastas to at-Tan'im $ they put him out of the sacred 
territory in qrder to slay him. A company of Quraish, amongst whom "
was Abu Sufyin, bin Harh collected^ and Abu Bufyan said to him; when
he was brought forward to be kilite d: ”0 Bald, I adjure you by Allah, 
would you wish that Muhammad were now with u© in your place, that we 
might strike off hi© head, and that you were amongst your people?".
He ©aids "I would not that a thorn should injure Muhammad in the place 
where ho now is oven if X could be among my people’*’ Abu SufySn said; 
"X have never seen anyone amongst men love one another with the lova 
which Muhammad's friend© have for hi$"# Then Nastas slew him, may 
Allah have mercy on him,
As for Khubaib bin 'Adi, 'Abdallah bin Abu Najih related to me that 
it was related to him on the authority of MawiyÿàH a cllentess of , ; , , , 
Hujair bin Abu Ih&b, who had islamiaed* , Bhe said; Khubaib was 
imprisoned in my house, and I looked at him one day, and verily, in 
his hand was a bunch of grape© like a man's head from which he v/as 
eating, when I knew of no grapes to eat anyv/here in the land*
Ibn Xsiiaqï, 'Asim bin 'ïï^ar biUi QeitSdah and 'Abdallah bin Abu Hajih ■
« f t  T *  y v  f t  ' ''
both related to me that hse ©aid* "Ho said to me when his execution 
was nears 'Bend, mo a tool that I may puj^ ify myself with it>for death*.
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She saidî So I gave a razor to a boy of the tribe and said to him:
"Take it to thlB man in the houea*. The lad had barely gone away to 
him with it when I said: 'What hâve I done? The man will exact his 
revenge; he will kill this boy and It will be man for man** When he 
handed him the tool he took it from his hand said: *By.your life, 
your mother did not fear troavhery on my part when she sent you to me 
with this tool*, and let him go*
Ibn Hieham: It is said that the boy was her ©on*
Ibn Ishaq: ’Asim said: Then they set our v/ith Khubaib and brought him 
to at-Tan*im to crucify him. He said to them: *If you thinic it good 
to allow me to perform two (prayer) cycles, do eo*. They said: ’fou 
may do so, make your prostrations*. Bo he performed two cycles, and 
completed them and did them thoroughly‘. Then he camé forward to the 
people and said: 'Were it not that you would imagine that I delayed 
through fear of being slain, X would have prayed much more** Khubaib 
bin 'Adi was the first to establish those t%?o cycles as a procèdent 
for the Muslims when they were being slain. Then they lifted him up
on a piece of wood and when they had bound him he said: *0 All&h we have
received the message of Thy messenger; tell him to-morrow what is 
being done to us** Thon he said: ’0 Allah number them each one and 
slay them one by one. Let not one escapeP* Then they killed him, 
may A13.ah have mercy upon îiim* Mu'awlyah bin Abu Sufyan said: * I
was there that day amongst those who were present along with Abu
Bufyauj and I saw him throwing me on the ground to escape from the 
imprecation of Khubaib*. They said:, *Xf a man were cursed and he 
lay down on his side, it passed away from him**
Ibn Ishaq: tahya bin 'Abbad bin 'Abdallah bin az-SSubair related to me
on the authority o|: his father .’Abbad bin al-Hârlth. He said: *M 
heard him says * I did not kill Khubaib, t was too young for that, but 
Abu Mais&rah, brother of the Beni *Abd ad-Bar took a spear and placed 
it in my hands. Then ho took hold of. my hand and the spear and 
pierced him with It and killed him*".
Ibn Ishaq: One of our friends related to mo : ho uaids *IJmar bin al-
Khattab appointed Ba'id bln;'Amir bin Hldhaim the Jurnakite to the 
* * , * *
command of part of Bÿria  ^ A fainting fit came over him. while ho was 
amongst the people and that was mentioned to 'ïïmar bin al-Khatt%b
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and it was- Yeaid:;-'- The' ^ man is amitié»*. 80 * Umar made enquiries of him 
on oho occasion when he came to him and Bald: *0 Sa*Id, what is this 
that - àameb&6vè&tyo##A He said: *0 Commander of the Faithful, there is 
nothing- the matter with me, but I was amongst those who were present 
when Khubpib bin *Adi was put to death, and heard his imprecation.,
How it- never occur® to .my-..mind when I am in an assembly but I faint 
That increased him Ihfèho estimation of
Ibn Hishain: Khubaib remained in their hands till the Sacred Months
were over and then they killed him# ' '
Ibn Ishaq; According to what a client of the fam.l3..y of %aid bin,
Thabit related to me on the authority of *ikrimah a client of Ibn
'Abbas or on the authority of B&'id bin Jubair from Xbn 'Abbas, cart
of the came down about that raiding party. Ibn 'Abbas said:
When the raiding party in which were Marthad and 'Aslrn was,smitten .
at ar‘*Eàjï*.i some of the hypocrites said; 'Alas for these deluded ones
who have perished thus; they did not stay -with their families nor did
they transmit the message of their friend*. So Allah sent down'about
that saying of the hypocrites \ Ahdrthëegodd ivhiche camerf oathat 1 r; of
pompahy i^hrbufebfwhhtt He said:-
Among the people are Bome whose words about the nearer 
life please thee ■
that is: In reference to the part of Islam which he manifests with
his tongue
and call Allah to witness as to what is in.thoir hearts
while they are in opposition to what they say with their lips
though they are the most persistent wranglers'
That is: When he tal3%a to you and goes back on you,
Ibn Hishams Al-aladd is the one who makes trouble and whose '
quarrelsomeness has grown to an intenae degree.; Its plural is *ludd*.
A3."Muhalhll bin Eabi'ah the Taghliblte , whose nsmie is Imru* '1-Qais
also given as 'Adi said;-
Underneath the stones there is both cruelty and tenderness 
And a contentious person full of strife, a litigator
It is also given as 'aighlaq' according to what ibn Hlsham a&ys.
This stanza la in a poem of his, At-Tirimmah bin llaliim; the Tay*itc
*  #  *
said in description of the chameleon:-
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He lopks down upon the upright trunk
as if he were an antagftniet who had overcome his
contentious adversaries
This stanza is in a poem of his*
Ibn Ishaq; The Exalted said:-
And when they turn away
That is; (When) they went away from you
they run about in the land to cause corruption therein, 
and to destroy the tillage and the stock; Allah loveth 
not corruption
That is; He love© not that it should be wrought and it pleases Him 
not*
When one say© to them: "Show piety towards Allah", pride
in guilt seizes them* Gehenna is what they have to
reckon on, a bad bed indeed!
But aiaong the people are some v;ho sell themselves out of 
the desire to please Allah, and Allah is kindly to His 
servants,
That is; They have sold themselves to Allah by striving in His way 
and by the performance of what is due to Him, and thus they perished, 
He refers to that raiding party.
Poetry omitted.
The affair of Bi'r Ma'unah in Bafar of year four.
Ibn Ishaq; The Messenger of Allah stayed (in Medina) for the 
remainder of Shawwal, Dhu ’l«Qa*dah, Dhu *1-Hijjah - the polytheists
being in charge of that pilgrimage - and al-Muharram.
Then the Messenger of Allah sent out the men of Bi*r Ma'unah in
Bafar at the beginning of the fourth month after Uhud.
According to what ray father Ishaq bin Yasar related to me on the
authority of al-Mughirah bin *Abd ar-Hahraan bin al-Harith binHisham
and 'Abdallah bin Bekr bin Muhammad bin ’Arar bin Hazm, and tfeher
* *  ^
scholars, whose account is (as follows). They said: Abu Bara',
'Amir bin Malik bin Ja'far, the brandioher of spears, came to the
Messenger of Allah at Medina, and the Messenger of Allah put Islam
before him fcr hi© consideration, and invited him to accept it, but
he did not ialaraize although he was not far from it. He ©aid: "0
Muhammad, if you sent some of your friend© to the people of Najd
and they invited them to accept your affair, I have hope© that they
would respond to you". The Messenger of Allah said: "I am afraid of
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what the people of Najd might do to them"* Abu Bara’ said: "I will be
their protector, send them then, and let them invite the people to
your affair". Bo the Messenger of Allah sent al-Mundhir bin *Amr
brother of the Beni Sa'idah, the one who hurried to his death, in
charge of forty of his friends of the best of the Muslims amongst
whom was al-Harith bin as-Simmah bin Î4ilhân, brother of the ^eni *Adi # # . #
bin an-Hajjar , 'Urwah bin Asma'bin as-Salt the Sulamite, Nafi* bin
Budail bin larqa the Khuza'ite, and 'Amir bin Fuhairah a client of Abu
Bekr the Faithful, and they were in charge of some of the be st of the
Muslims whose names are given, They marched till they reached Bi'r
Ma'unah which is between the country of the Beni 'Amir and the stony
tract of the Beni Bulaira; both places aie near at , but it is nearer
the stony tract of the Beni Bulaim. When they made camp there, they
sent Harâm bin Milhan with the letter of the Messenger of Allah to the * *
enemy of Allah 'Amir bin at-Tufail, When he came to him, he did not 
even look at his letter but rushed upon the man and kilM him. Then 
he called the Beni 'Amir to his aid against them but they refused to . 
respond to that to which he called them and said; "We will not betray 
Abu Bara’v/Hen he made a compact with them and granted them a safe» # 
conduct". So he called to his aid some tribes from the Beni Sulaim, 
'Usaiyyah, Hi'al and Dhakwan, and they responded to his call to do that, 
and they set out, surprised the party and surrounded them in their 
camping place. When they saw them they drew their swords and fought 
them till they were slain io the last man, may Allah have rnerqy on 
them, except Ka'b bin &aid, brother of the Beni Dinar bin an-Najjar, 
They left him while there v/as still life in him and he extricated 
himself from amongst the slain and he lived till he was killed on 
the day of al-Khandaq,a martyr. 'Arar bin Omaiyyah the Damrite was in 
charge of the camels of the party along with one of the ^eipers a man 
of the Beni #Amr bin 'Auf .
Ibn Hisham; He was al-Miindhir bin Muhammad bin ' Uqbah bin Uhaihah 
bin al-Julah.
Ibn Ishaq; The first intimation they got of the disaster that had 
*  ■
befallen their friends was from the birds hovering over the camp.
They said; "These birds have some business", and they came up to see 
and lo, the party (lay) in their blood, and the horsemen who had 
smitten them standing by. The Helper said to *Amr bin Umaiyyah;
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"What do you think?" He said; "I think we should go the Messenger of 
Allah and give him the news". The Helper said; "I certainly do not 
prefer myself to the battlefield on which al-Mundhir bin *Amr was 
slain nor do I prefer that men should tell me about him". Then he 
fought the party till he was slain, and they took *Amr bin Umaiyyala 
prisoner. When he told them that he was from Mudar, 'Amir bin at- 
Tufail released him; he shore his forelock and set him free from 
slavery in which he was because cf his mother. Then 'Arar bin ïïmaiyyah 
set out and when he was in al-Qarqarah at the beginning of a canal 
two men of the Beni 'Arar drew near*
Ibn Hisham; The were from the Beni Kilab and Abu 'Arar of Medina 
said they were from the Beni Sulàira,
Ibn Ishaq: Theyalighted with him in the shade where he was
and these two men of *Amr had a treaty with the Messenger of
Allah and a safe conduct of which 'Arar bin ïïmaiyyah did not know.
He questioned them y/hen h W y  alighted; " Where, do you come from?"
They said: " From the Beni 'Amir ". He left them alone till they
fell asleep and then attacked and slew them and it seemed hhat he
had exacted revenge from the Beni 'Amit by means of them for the 
■ ■ , ■ ' 
friends of the Messenger of Allah whom they had killed. When
'Arar bin Ïïmaiyyah came to the Messenger of Allah and gave hmm the
news the Messenger of Allah said:" You have killed two men whose
blood-wit I will pay ". Then the Messenger of Allah said;" This
is the v/ork of Abu Bara* this is what X disliked and feared",
Bo Abu Barâ* heard that and 'Amir's betrayal of him weighed
heavily with him and what.had befallen the friends of the Messenger
of Allah who were under his safe conduct because of him, Amongst
those who were slain was 'Amir bin Fuhairah. Hieham bin 'Hrwah
related to me on the authority of his father that 'Amir bin
at-ïufail said:" Which one of them was it whom I saw lifted between
heaven and earth after he v/a© slain Until 1 saw heaven without ,
« _
Aeeing him?" They- said;- " He was Amir bin Fuhairah • One of the 
Beni Jabber bin Raima bin Malik bin Ja'far related to me . He said 
Jabbar was amongst those who were.present theü*. that day with 'Amir. 
Then he islaraized. He said: " One of the things which called me 
to Islam was on that day I, pierced one of them with a spAar between 
the shoulder blades and I-saw that point of the spear vvhen it came
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out of his cheat and I heard him say:' I am victorious". Bo I 
said to myself ; * He i% hot vie torious j have I not killed the man?' 
When I asked later about his saying they told me he referred to 
martyrdom and I said;? Ha has gained the victory in the name of 
Allah.
Poetry Omitted.
The affair of the expulsion of the Beni an-Nadir in year four
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah set out to the Beni an-*
Nadir seeking their help in the .matter of the blood-wat of those 
two slain men of the Beni 'Irnir whom 'Amr bin ïïmaiyyah the Damrite 
had slain be ëauaéï- b f ) t h ë 11 r eat y o fpr tëc tib h > which f the" Mess eiiger of
Allah had .aaadesVfi'th? them, according to what Yasid bin Human 
related to me. There was a compact and a treaty between the 
Beni an-Nadir and the Beni 'Amir. When the Messenger of Allah 
came to them to ask their help in the matter of the blood-wit of 
those two slain #en they said:" Yes, 0 Abu'l-Kasim we will help 
you in any way you like with regard to that about which you have 
sought our aid* Then they went aside by themsllves and said :" You
ff
will never get the man in the position in which he now is - the 
Messenger of Allah v/as sitting against a wall of one of their 
houses - " so which of you will go up on this house and hurl 
a rock down Upon hi# and let us be quit of him”#. *Amr bin Jihash 
bln Ka'b , one of them, îgaveihi^ as^ senitiiito-thatti in and said: " I 
will do that? Bo he went up to cast a rock on him as he said^ 
while the Messenger of Allah was with a few of his friends amongst 
whom were Abu Bekr and 'Umar and 'All. Bo word came to the 
Messenger of Allah from heaven about what the people intended to 
do and he ai'oT^ae, took hia departure and retu.rned to Medina, When 
his friends found the prophet long in coming they went in search 
of him, and they found a man coming from Medina whom they asked 
about him and he said :” I saw him entering Medina” . Bo' the 
friends of the Messenger of Allah went on till they reached him and 
he gave them the news of the treachery which the Jews had planned 
for him , The .Messenger of Allah gave orders that préparationa be 
made to Anarch against them and fi^ht them and he placed Ibn Umm 
Maktum in charge of Meiina according to what Ibn Hisham says. Then
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he marched and encamped against them. -
Ibn Hisham: That was- in the month of Rabx* I. He besieged them for 
six nights and the prohibition of wine came down. _ ' ’
Ibn Ishaq: They fortified themselves against him in strongholds
* ' "
so the Messenger of Allah ordered the palm-trees to be cut down' 
and burned. Then they cried Out ; "0 Muhammad, you used to forbid .
* you
wickedness in the land and rebuke him who. did it ; what do^  mean, 
then, by cutting down the’.palm trees and burning them?". There was 
a group of the Beni *Auf bin al-Khazraj amongst whom was 'Abdallah 
bin Ubai bin Salul, Wadi'ah, Malili bin AbU Qauqal,.Suwaid and 
pa'is who sent (word) to the Beni an-Nadir: "If you stand fast and
■put ui) a good defence we will, not let you down; if they fight 
against you, we will fight with you, and if you are expelled we will 
go out with you". So. they awaited, that help of theirs but it never . 
came, and Allah cast terror into their hearts, and they asked the 
Messenger of Allah to expel them and. desist from shedding their 
blood on condition that they should take as much of their .property 
as the camels could, carry away, with the exception of armour. He 
did that, and theytook away as much of their property as the camels 
could carry even to the extent,of removing their houses from their 
door-steps and putting them on the camels to take away with them.
They went to.. Khaibar but there were some of them who went to Syria. 
The noble men of those who went to Khaibar were Sallam bin Abu *1™ 
Huqaiq, Kinanah'. bin ar-Rabx* bin Abu *1-Huqaiq and Huyyai bin Alchtab. 
When they settled there the people were obedient to them.
•Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me that it v/as related, to him that 
they took their wives, sons, and properties with them, together with 
tambourines, musical .pipes; and' the singing-girle who played
them behind them - and amongst them was Hmm *Amr wife pf'Urwah ibn 
lal-Ward the 'Absite whom they sold to him, and she was one*of the 
I women of the Beni Ghifâr with; a pride and-boastfulness the like of 
L3bich_was_naver_seen_in^any_tribe of people in their time. They left 
their property to the Messenger of Allah, and it was his ov/n to-do 
with as hé liked. So thé. Messenger of Allah divided it amongst 
the original Émigrés apart from the Helpers,
except that 8ahl bin Hunaif and Abu Dujanah Simak bin liharashah made 
mention of poverty and the Messenger of Allah made them grants# None 
of the Beni an^Nadir accepted Islam with the exception cf two men 
Yamin bin *Umair bin Ka*b, cousing of *Amr bin dàhash and Abu Sa*d 
bin Wahb v/ho islamiaed for the sake of their property and kept it*
Ibn Ishaqs One of the family of Yamin related to me that the Messenger
of Allah said to Yamln ; **Did you not see what I encountered from your
cousin, and what he purposed with regard to my affair*** So Yamin made
a bargain with a man to kill *Amr bin Jihash,and he killed him
according to what they say* The whole of the Chapter of the Rounding UP
came down about the Beni an-Nadir, in which he mentions the vengeance
with which Allah smote them and how He gave His messenger mastery over
them, and what He did to them through him* He said;-
He it is who hath expelled those of the People of the Book 
who have disbelieved from their dwellings at the beginning 
of the round-up
Ye did not think that they would go forth and they thought 
that their strongholds would be their defence from Allah; 
but Allah came upon them from whence they ddd not reckon on, 
and cast terror into their hearts so that they demolished 
their houses with their own hands and the hands of the 
believers*
That refers to their demolition of their houses lintels and all when 
they Carried them away
Consider this ye that have eyes
Were it not that Allah had prescribed expulsion for them
It was vengeance upon them from Allah
He would surely have punished them in this world
i'hat is: By the sword
and for them in the Hereafter is the punishment of the Fire*
Along with that
the fine palms which ye cut down or left standing on their 
roots
Al-Linah means those date-p&lms which are other than the best 
was by the permission of Allah 
That is; They were cut down by the command (£ Allah; it was not 
wickedness but it was vengeance from Allah that He might <cnfound the 
reprobate.
Ibn Hisham: Abu 'Hbaidah said i Al-Lxnah is from al-alwan and they 
are those^ dates which are neither of good quality nor stuffed^ _
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. a.-.:, Bhu ar-Humraah said:-
Ab if on top of my saddle-frame were a bird's nest .
On a palm tree stout of stem whose sides quiver.
This stanssa is in a poem of his.
What Allah hath allotted to His messenger from them
Ibn Ishaq: He means from the Beni an-Nadïr
ye rushed neither horse nor camel upon it but Allah giveth
authority to His messengers over whomsoever He willeth;
Allah hath power over everything
That is: The spoils belong to him specially
Ibn Hishara: Aujaftum means you stirred (them) up and jn%der,lhem
Jweary 'oh iD. march, Tamlm bin Hbai bin Muqbil one of the Beni
'Amir bin Sa*sa'ah said;- # *.
Men who defend their sacred things with swords newly 
polished
From a party of horsemen at times when thé band rushed 
their horses forward*
This stanza is in a poem of. his* It is the run or the march. Abu
%aid the Tai'ite whose name is Harmalah bin al-Mundhir said!-
*
She-camels bound with girths as if they were Indians of 
.swords. 4 a ^
For B IpJtrtg journey through barren m untry in search of 
pasture.
This stanza is in a poem of his, Al-Wajlf also means the palpitation
of the heart and liver, which is their beating* Qais bin al-Khatim
the Thafrite. said:- ,
*
Even though they brought forth her whom they knei^
Our livers would palpitate behind them*
This stanza is in a poem of his*
What Allah hath allotted to His messenger from the people 
of the towns is for Allah and the messenger
Ibn Ishaq: That which the Muslims rush upon with horses and camels
and that which they capture by force in war belongs Jîo Allah and to
the messenger
and the kinsman* the orphans, the indigent and the follower
of the way that it may not be passed from hand to hand
among those of you that are rich; what the messenger gives
you take, and what he forbids you refrain from
He says: This is another (way of) dividing with regard to what was
captured in war among the Muslims in addition to what Allah had given
him. Then He said:-
Hast thou not seen those who have played the hypocrite
_ “ 4 6 6 -
meaning 'Abdallah bin Ubaiand his friends and those who were followers
of their affair
saying to their brethren the People of the Book who have 
disbelieved
meaning the ^eni an-Madir; (and so on) down to his sayings-
. Lilce those a little before them who experienced the evil 
result of their affair and for them is a punishment painful,
meaning the Beni qainuqa*. Then (follows) the story down to his
saying; »
Like Bat an when he said to mans, "Disbelieve", and then when 
he had disbelieved said; "I have nothing to do with thee,
.I fear Allah, Lord of the worlds
So the latter end of both of them is that they are in the 
Fire, to abide therein; that is the recompense of the 
wrong-doers*
Poetry omitted.
Ibn Hisham; Abu 'ilrnr of Medina related to me that after the Beni an-
Nadir the Messenger of Allah made a raid against the Beni al-Mustaliq ♦. ' * #
and 1 will mention their story, if Allah wills, in the place in which 
Ibn Ishaq mentions it.f «  %  - . ,  . - .
The raid of Dhat ar-Rlqa* in year four.
Ibn Ishaqs Then the Messenger of Allah remàined in Medina, after the 
raid against the Beni an-Nadir was over, for the month of Rabi' II, 
and part of dumada. Then he made a raid to Najd in search of the Beni 
Huharib and the Beni Tha'labah of Qhatafân. The Messenger of Allah 
appointed Abu Dharr the Ohifarite governor of Medina; but, according 
to what Ibn Hlshâà says, it was 'Uthman bin 'Affan.
Ibn Ishaqs He made camp in Kakhlah, and this is the r^aid cf Dhât ar- 
Riqa'.
Ibn Hishams It was called the raid of Dhat ar-HiqS* merely because 
they mended their banners there. It is also said that Dhat ar-Riqâ 
was a tree in that place which was called by that name.
Ibn Ishaq: He found, there a great gathering of Ghatafân , and the
people approached each other but there was ho fighting between them.
The people were so frightened of each other that the Messenger of 
Allah led the popple in the prayer of fear. Then he took the people 
away.
Ibn Hisham; *Abd al-Warith bin Sa*£d the Tannurite related to us.
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He eaid: lunus bin 'übaid related to us on the authority of al-Hasan
bin Abu 'l^Hasan from Jabir bin 'Abdallah in connection with the 
prayer of fear* He said: "The Messenger of Allah performed two cycles 
with a section and gave the salutation, whilst a section were 
#âbih'6-th'e-enê&yt Then they came and he performed two
further.cycles with them and gave the salutation.
*Abd al-Warith related to,us, he said: Ayyub related to us on the
authority of Abu *&-2ubair from Jabir. He said: The Messenger of
Allah drew us up in two lines and made us all kneel together. Then 
tJc Messenger of Allah prostrated himself and the first line'did 
likewise, and When they had finished those who followed them performed 
their prostrations by themselves- Then the first line withdrew and 
the second came forward and took their places. Then the prophet made 
them all kneel down together; then the prophet prostrated himself 
and those who were following him did likewise along with him. When 
they lifted their heads the others made their prostrations by 
themselves. Bo the prophet made them all kneel together and each of 
the two lines performed two prostrations by thems^flVes.
*Abd al-Warith bin Sa'id related to us . He said: Ayyub related to
us on thé authority of Nafi' from Ibn 'Umar. He said: "The Imam 
would arise and a section would arise with him, while a section kept 
close to the enemy, and the Imam would make them kneel and perform 
their prostrations.- Then they would withdraw, and they would be the 
ones who were close to the enemy; the others would come forward and 
the Imam would make them kneel and perform their prostrations. Then 
each section performed a cycle of prayer by themselves. Bo they had 
a cycle with the Imam., each of t them, and each of them a cycle by 
themselves.
Ibn Ishaqi ,^ Amr bin VUbaid related to me on the authority of al-Hasan
from Jabir bin 'Abdallah that one of the Beni MUharib called Ghanrath
said to his people <£ Ghatafân and Muharib: "Shall I not slay
Muhammad for you?" They said: "Certainly, and how will you slay him?"
He said: "I will take him by surprise". So he approached the
Messenger of Allah while he was sitting with his sword in his lap
and said: "0 Muhammad, look at this sword of yours"* He said: "Yes".
It was mounted with silver according to what Ibn Hicham says. Then 
he took it and drew it and began to brandish it in a disquieting
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manner, but Allah restrained him. Then he said: "0 Muhammad, do you
not fear me?" He said; "No, I do not fear you". He said; "Do you
not fear me when the sword is in my hand?". He said; "No, Allah will
protect me from you". Then he reached for the sword of the Messenger
of Allah and gave it back to him. Bo Allah sent down?-
0 ye v;ho have believed remember the goodness of Allah 
toward you when a people meditated stretching forth their 
hands against you and He restrained their hands from you; 
show piety towards Allah, and on Allah let the believers 
put their trust* (Surah 5* 11),
Ibn Ishaq: ïazid bin Human related to me that it was sent down merely 
in connection with #Amr bin Jihaeh, brother of the Beni an-NadIr, and 
what he purposed doing; but Allah knows best whether that was so*
Ibn Ishaq; Wahb bin Eaisaa related to me on the authority of Jabir 
bin 'Abdallah. île said; I set out with the Messenger of Allah on the 
raid of Dhat ar-Hiqa* to Hakhl on an emaciated camel of mine* When 
the Messenger of Allah set out on the return journey and the ; com;^ any s 
Igdt moving, X began to slacken pace till the Messenger of Allah 
overtook me and saidi "What is the matter with you, 0 Jabir?" I said; 
"0 Messenger of Allah, this camel of mine is delaying me". He said; 
"Make him kneel down". I did so# and the Messenger of Allah made his 
kneel down; then he said; "Give me this stick from your hand or cut me 
a stick from a bush!'* I did so, and the Messenger of Allah took it 
and goaded him with it several times* Then he said; "Mount". Bo I 
mounted and he started off, and by Him who sent him with the truth, he 
kept pace with his sho-camel In a race* I had a conversation with the 
Messenger of Allah and he said; "0 Jabir will you sell me this cajael of 
yours?" I said: "0 Messenger of Allah, nay, I will give you a present 
of him". Hé said: "No, sell him to m ". I said; "State me his price". 
He said; "I will take him for a dirhem". I said; "Nay, you would 
defraud me, 0 Messenger of Allah" He said: "For two dirhems". X said:
"No". So the Messenger of Allah went on raising his price for me till
he reached the ounce* I said; "Are you satisfied?". He said; "tes".
I said; "I’Hen he is yours". He said? "I will tali:e him". Then he said;
"0 Jabir, have you married yet?". I said; "Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah". 
He said; "Is it one who has been married before or a maiden?". I said: 
"No, one who hus been married before". He said; "And why not a 
maiden who would have sported with you and you with her?"* I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, my father was slain on the day of Uhud, and 
left seven daughters so I married a woman of experience who could 
guide and care for them". He said ; "You have db ne well, if Allah 
wills, and verily, should we come to Birar, we will order a camel to 
be slaughtered and we will remain there that day, and she shall hear 
of us and spread out her cushions"# I said: "0 Messenger of Allah, we 
have no cushions". He saids "Verily there will be", and when you 
return do a shrewd piece of business"^ When we came to Biray the 
Messenger of Allah ordered a camel to be sacrificed and we stayed 
there that day. When evening came, the Messenger of Allah came in 
and so did wo, and I related my talw to the woman and what the 
Messenger of Allah had said to me. Bhe said: "May they be your 
ransom, hearing and obeying!". When morning came, I took my camel by 
the head and brought him along and made him kneel at the door of the 
mosque of the Messenger of Allah and I eat down in the moequg near him. 
The Messenger of Allah went out, saw the camel and said: "What is this?' 
They said: "0 Meeeonger of Allah, this is a camel which Jabir has 
brought". He said; "Where is Jabir?"» So I was called to him, and he 
said; " %  nephew, take your caiuel by the head for he is yours". And 
he called Bilal and said to him; "Take Jabir and give him an ounce".
I went with him and he gave me an ounce and a little in excess. It 
went on increasing with me, and its being in our house could be seen 
till it was carried off along with our things which were carried off
yesterday - meaning the day of al-Harrah.
' . *
Ibn Ishaq: %  uncle Badaqah bin Yasir related to me on the authority
. *
of !AqIl bin Jabir from Jabir bin 'Abdallah the Helper. He said; We
set out with the Messenger of Allah in the raid of. Dhat ar-Riqa* to
Nakhlah. A man ,irâphd(l the wife of one of the unbelievers. When the 
Messenger of Allah left on his return journey, the husband who had 
been absent came back, and when he heard the news he swore he would 
not stop till he had spilled blood among the friends of the Messenger 
of Allah, and he set out to follow the %ssenger of Allah* The 
Messenger of All&h made camp and eaid: "What man will guard us to-night 
and one of the Emigres and one of the Helpers answered the summons 
and said: "We will,. 0 Messenger of Allah". He said: "Station 
yourselves at the entrance to the ravine". The Messenger of Allah
and his friends had encamped In a ravine of the valley. The two men
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were 'Ammar bin Yasir and 'Abbad bin Bishr according to what Ibn 
Hieham says
Ibn Ishaq: When the two men went out to the entrance to the ravine 
the Helper said to the Emigre; "Which part of the night do you wish 
me to be on guard, the first part or the latter part?"* He said: "The 
first part"# Bo the Emigre lay down and slept and the Helper started 
to pray* Then the man came up and when he saw the figure of the man 
ho recognised he was doing sentry for the party, and he ot an arrow 
which found its mark, but he pul3e d it, threw it down, and remained 
standing still. Then he diot a second arrow at him which found its 
mark, but he pul3jsd it out, threw it down and remained standing still.
He did the same thing to him a third time and it found Its mark, but 
he pulled it out and threw it down. Then he knelt and performed a 
prostration* After that he roused his companion and said: "Bit up,
' He jumped up and when the man saw the two 
of them he recognised that they were aware of his presence and he fled* 
When the Emigre saw the blood there was on the Helper, he said: "May, 
Allah be praised! Why did you not rouse me the first time he ©hot you?" 
He said; "I was engaged on a Burah which I was reciting and I did not 
want to break off till I had completed it, but when he kept on shooting 
I knelt down and gave you the call, and I swear that had it not been 
that I would have lost a pass which the Messenger of Allah ordered me 
to guard, he would have killed me before I would have broken it off 
or finished it,
Ibn Hishams It is also give as 'unfidhaha'*
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah returned to Medina from the raid 
of Dhât ar-Riqâ', he remained there for the rest of Jumada I,,Jumada II, 
and Rajab*
The last raid to Bedr in Bha'ban of year four.
Ibn Ishaq: Then he set out in Bha'ban to Bedr for the appointment
with Abu Bufyin and made camp there.
Ibn Hishams He appointed 'Abdallah bin 'Abdallah bin Obai bin Balul 
governor of Medina.
Ibn Ishaq: He remained there eight days awaiting Abu Sufyan, and.Abu
Èufyân set out with the people of Mecca and encamped in Majannah in
—Ayi—
the vicinity of ath-ThahrSn^, hut some people say he got as far as
Hïsfân* Then he thought it beet to return and said; "0 people of
Quralsh, nothing suits you but a fruitful year, when you tend the
trees and drink milk, but this year is a barren year, and I am going
back, so do you likewise". Bo the people returned, and the
inhabitants of Mecca nicknamed them 'the army of the meal-bags',
saying; "You set out with only gruel to drink", The Messenger of
Allah remained in Bedr awaiting Abu Bufyan to keep his appointment, ,
when Mafchshl bin 'Amr the D&mrite, he who had made peace between him
and the Beni Damrah in the raid of Waddân, came to him and said: "0
Muhammad, have you come to meet Quraish at this water-spot?". He said: 
*
"Yes, 0 brother of the Beni Pamrah, and if you so desire, we will 
return to you, along with that, what is between you and us, and fight 
you with the sword till Allah decide between you and us". He said:
"No, 0 Mohammad, we db not want that from you". Bo the Messenger of 
Allah remained there awaiting Abu Bufyan
Poetry omitted.
The raid of Dumat al-Jandal in the month Rabi' I of year five.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah went away to Medina and
remained there till Dhu al-Hijjah had passed. The polytheists were in.
control of that pilgrimage, which was year four after the arrival of 
the Messenger of Allah in Medina. Then the Messenger of Allah made a 
raid to Dumat al-Jandal#
Ibn Hisham; In the month of Rabi' I, and he appointed Bibâ' bin
'Orfutah the Ghifarite governor of Medina.
Ibn Ishaq; Then the Messenger of Allah returned before he reached it 
without meeting opposition, and he stayed in Medina for the remainder 
of the year*
The raid of 'The TrenchV in Bhavmal of year five.
Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-Maiik bin Hisham related to us. He said; Siyad
bin 'Abdallah the Bakka*ite related to us on the authority of
Muhajûmad bin Ishaq the Muttalabite. He said: Then the raid of 'The » # # *
Trench' took place in ShawwSl of year five. Yazid bin Human a client
of the family of az-Subair related to me on the authority of 'Urwah
bin az-Eubair and one who is above suspicion, from 'Abadallah bin Ka'b 
bin Malik and Muhammad bin Ka'b the ^urathite, az-Euhri, ' Asim bin
'Umar bln Qatadalv, 'Abdallah bln Abu Bokr, and other scholars of oure*
The account of each of them la contained in the account of 'The Trench*
them
and some of^  relate some things that other do not relate, They said:
The story of 'The Trench* warn that a group of Jews amongst whom was
Ballam bin Abu *X-Huqalq, the Nadrite, Hujyai bin At;htab the Nadrite,* # # • #
Kinanah bin Abu ’1-Huqalq the Hadrite , Eudhah bin Qais the wS*ilite5
eind Abu ' Amrnar the Vla’ilite, with a group of the B*enl an-NadIr and a
group of the Beni Via*11 and they wore the ones who mustered the
confederacies against the Messenger of Allah - set out and came to
Quraish in Mecca , called on them to fight the Messenger- of Allah, and
said; "We will be with you in opposition to him till we exterminate
him", Quralsh said to them; "0 Jewish people, verily you are the
People of the First Book, and you have knowledge about that upon which
we have come to differ, Muhammad and we- Is our religion or his the
better?"- They said; "May, your religion is better than his, and you
are fitter for the truth than he.These arc they concerning whom
Allah sent down:^
Bast thou not seen those to whom a part of the Book has 
been given believing in Jibt and Taghut and saying to those 
who have disbelieved; "These are Setter guided as to the 
w£y than those who have believed"?
These are they whom Allah hath cursed, and for him whom 
Allah hath cursed you will not find a helper
down to His saying;-
Or are they jealous of the people on account of the bounty 
which Allah hath bestowed upon them- We gave the family of 
Abraham the Book and the Wisdom, and We gave them great 
power
Some of them have believed in It, and some of them have 
turned (others) away from it - Gehenna is a sufficient 
blaze- (Surah 4: ^1 - 55)*
When they said that to Quraish it pleased them, and they were quick
(to do) what they called on them to do - make war on the Mea^enger of
Allah, and on that they agreed and gave him their promise- Then that
group of Jews set out and went to GhatafSn of Qais 'AilSa, called them
to fight the Messenger of Allah, told them that they would be with
them, and that Quraish were following their lead in that thing, so thyy
cast in their lot with them in it- Bo Quraish aet out and their
leader was Abu Sufyan bin Harb, and Ghatafân set out and their leader*
Vfas 'Hyainah bin Hlsn bin Hudhaifah. bin Bedr in command of the Beni “ 
Fazarah and al^Harith bin 'Auf bin Abu Harlthah the Hurrite in command
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of the Beni, Hurrah, and Mis'ar bln Bxikhallah bin Kuwairah bin Tarif • 
bin Buhmah bin 'Abdallah bin Bilal bin Hulâwah bin Ashja'bin Raith bin 
Ghatafân in command of thoseof his people of Aahja* who followed him.
The digging of. the Trènoh,
^hen the of Allah heard of them and the affair on which they
had agreed he made the trench round Medina. The Messenger of Allah
worked on it to inspire the' Muslima with a desire for the recompense
and the Muslims worked with'him; he set to it with a will and so did
they. But certain of the hypocrites held back from the Messenger of
Allah and the Muslims la'i their work, they began to dissembler? by*s^ doing
the;light work and to steal away to their families without the knowledge
or permission of tho of Allah. When a necessity overtook
any of the Muslims which had to be attended to, he would mention that
to the Messenger of Allah,, ask his permission to do what needed bo be
done, and he would grant it. When the man liad finished his business
he would return to the work on which he had been engaged because he
desired what was good and . , Bo Allah to
Whom belong power and glory eent down about those believers
The believers are those who have believed in Allah and His 
messenger, and who when they are with him on some commdin 
affair, do not go away until they ask his permission;
Those who ask thy permission are those who believe in
Allah and His messenger, so if they ask leave of thee for
some business of their own, grant it to whomsoever thou
wiliest, and ask pardon for them from Allah; verily Allah is 
forgiving, compassionate, (3urah 24: 62).
This verse came down about those Muslims who were àntioipàtingaad J,Atô
rewardt and desiring It and also obedience to Allah and His messenger*
Then He, to Whom belong power and glory said, in reference to the
hypocrites who were stealing away from the work and departing without
permission from the prophets-
Do not make the call of the prophet to you the same among 
you as your call to each other; Allait knoweth those of you 
v/ho slip away secretly,, so let those who oppose (by 
absenting themselves) from His affair beware lest a trial 
befall them or a painful punishment come upon them,
(Burah 24: 63) ,
Ibn Hisham; Al-Llwadh means concealment of a thing at the time of
flight. Hassan bin Thabit said:*
Qixralsh is fleeing from us secretly 
That they may iîét’^ htay— ^heir senses have left them 
This stanza is in a poem of his and I have mentioned it in the poetry
of the day of Uhud. '
la, it aotjtruo that to .Allah belongs what la In the 
heavens and ^ the earth? He knowèâîh, what je are about
Ibn Ishaq: Whether of truth- or falsehood
and on, the day when they are made to return to H.tm Me ..will
announce to them what they have done; Allah 1© knowing 
about everything# (Bui'ah 24; 64X* p
Ibn Ishaq; The Muslims worked on it till they made it strong and 
recited verses during the work about one of the Muslims called 
Ju'ail whom the Messenger of Allah named 'Amr* They said:*
After Ju'ail he called him 'Amr
One day he wasshelp to the poor (man)
In the book of Ibn XshSci it is 'pur&ty*. When they came to (the word) 
•Amr the Messenger of Allsili éald; " *Amr"; and when they came to (the 
word) Thahr the Messenger of Allah said "Thahr".
The miracles which appeared to the %ssenger of Allah during the 
digging of the trenchi^ne of which was the great rock#'
Ibn Ishaq; During the digging of the trench there were happenings
about v/hich I heard which were a warning from Allah concerning the 
genuineness of His messenger and a confirmation of his prophetic 
office# and the Muslims savf them with their eyes* Home of the things 
I hoard was that Jabir bin 'Abdallah related that in a certain part 
of thé trench a great rock gave them trouble and they complained about 
it to the Messenger of Allah. He called for a vessel of water# spat 
in it, and prayed for what Allah willed he should pray fora After 
that he sprinkled the water over the rock, and those who were present 
said; "By Him vjio sent him with the truth, It crumbled down and turned 
back into a heap of sand which did not impede either axe, mattock, or 
shovel.
Ibn Ishaq; Sa*id bin Mina related to mè that It was related to him 
that a daughter of Bashir bin 8a*d sister of an*Nu1man bin Bashir 
said; " %  mother called me and gave me a handful of dates in my 
cloak and said; *Go my little daughter to your father and your uncle 
'Abdallah bin Hawahah with their dinner! So X took it and went away 
with it and I passed the Messenger of Allah while I was searching for 
my father and uncle and he said: 'Come my little daughter, what is 
this you have got?** I said,; *0 Messenger of Allah, these are datés 
with which my mother sent me to ray father Bashir bin Ba'd and my
uncle 'Abdallah bin Hawahah for their dinner'. Ho sedds 'Bring them
*
here*5 and X poured them into the hands of the Moeaenger of Allah 
and they did not fill them, Then he ordered a cloak to be spread out* 
and he apaoed out the dates upon it ao that they \vere scattered all 
over the cloak* Then he, said to a xmn who was with him; ' Gall the 
people of the trench to come to dinner* ^ and the people of the trench 
collected round him and began to eat of them* and they began to multiply 
till the people of the trench rose up by which time they were falling 
off the edges of the cloak".
Ibn lahaqï Ba'ïd bin Mina related to. me on the authority of Jabir 
bin 'Abdallsh# Ho said: We worked with the Messenger of AllfJx in the
trench and I had a little, lamb which ,was not fattened; I said: "If
only we might prepare it for the Messenger of AlXaîi2" So I gave the 
order to my wife and she ground a little barley for ourselves and madè 
bread for us out of it* while 1 killed that If^b and roasted it for 
the Messenger of Allah* When evéhing came and the MoBsongor of. Allah 
wanted to, leave the tremoh'^ we did our day's work in it and when 
evening came we returned to our families I said; "I Hairo prepared 
for you a email lamb which we had, a M  along with it we made some 
barley-^bread and I would like you to come with me to my abode'* X 
merely wanted the Messenger, of Allah to o.ome with mo by himself.
When I said that to him he said; "Yes". Then he gave orders to a 
crier end he cried out; "Go with the Meesengor of /illali to the house 
of Jabir bin 'Abdallah"* I said; "We belong to Allah and verily to 
him we return"* So, the Messenger of Allah came and the people came 
with him; he sat down and we brought it out to him* and he asked a 
blessing and named the name of Allah# Then he ate, and the people 
kept coming to it in succession# When a party had finished they got 
up and others came * till the people of the trench took their 
departure#
He said: It was related to me on the authority of Salman the Persian
that he said: "I was wielding my pick^aKe in a certain part of the 
trench andcà stone wasgtdojha$dfor me and the Messenger of Allah was 
nearby. When he saw me strike and saw the difficulty of the spot for 
me he came down* book the piok-^axe from my hand* struck a blow and 
lightning shone out underneath it* Then he struck a second time and 
lightning shone forth again below it* Then he struck with it a third
* 4 ? 6 -
time ànd lightning shone forth below it again. X said: 'May my father 
and mother be your ransom, 0 Messenger of Allah, what is this that I 
have seen gleaming below the pick-axe as you struck?* He said: *Sid
you really see that, 0 BalmahV*. X said: 'les*. He said; *As for the 
first, Allah will give me victory thereby over the Yemen; as for the 
second, Allah will, give lUe victory thoroby over Byria and the west; 
and as for $he third, AllahAi/ill give me victory thereby ober the east* 
One who Is above suspicion related to me on the authority of Abu 
Hurairah that he said when these countries were conquered in the time 
of * Umar and. 'Uthman and' afterwards:  ^ Oonquer what seems good to you.
I By Him in whose hand is the life of Abu Hurairah, you have not 
'conquered any city and you will not conquer a city till the day of 
^Resurrection except Allah give its keys to Muhammad before that*.
The Quraishite unbelievers encamp against Medina.
Ibn Ishaq; When the Messenger of Allah had completed the trench, 
t^uraish advanced and encamped at the junction of the water-courses 
in Humah (or Dumah) between al-Jurf and Sughabah with ten thousand mo^n 
from their contingents and those of the Beni Kinanah and the people of 
Tihamàh who followed thorn# Ghatafan also advanced with the people of 
Najd who followed them and encmaped in Dhanab Naqma beside Uhud# The 
Messenger of Allah and the Musliiîis went out till they had put Hal* in 
their rear accompanied by three thousand Muslims and set up his camp 
there with the trench between him and the people*
Ibn Hiaham* He appointed Ibn Umm l^ îaktum governor of Medina*
Ibn Ishaq: He gave orders for the women and children to be put in
the strongholds.
The departure of Huyyai to Quraithah,
He said; The enemy of Allah, Huyyai bin Akhtab of Nadir set out and 
went to Ka*b bin Asad of Quraithah, the man who entered into the 
compact and covenant of the $eai ^uraithah. He had made peace 
between the Messenger of Allah and his people and made a compact with 
him on that basis. When Ka*b heard Kuyyai bin Akhtab he locked the 
gate of his stronghold ag&iinst him: He asked for permission (to enter)
but he refused to open to him, so Kuyyai called out to him: "Out 
upon you! 0 .Ka*b open to me" # He said; "Out upon you^O Kuyyai ! You 
are an inauspicious man# X have made a covenant with Muhammad and I
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am not going to break what is between him and me and I have 
experienced nothing but fidelity and veracity from him". He ©aids 
"Out upon you! Open to me and I will talk to you". He said: "I will 
not do it". He said: "You have only locked me out from your boiled 
v/heat lest I should eat some of it with y ou olhWmàdbe t h W  mann^ngry 
iand he opened the door to him. He said: "Out upon you, 0 Ka*b! I 
have brought you the might of the age, and an overflowing sea; I have 
brought you Qpraieh with their leaders and chieftains and have put 
them in camp at the junction of the water-courses at Bumah; also 
Ghatafân with their leaders an d chieftains and I have put them in 
camp at Bhanab Haqma beside Uhud# They have made a covenant and 
compact with me not to go away till v/e extirpate Muhammad and those 
who are with him", Ka'b said to him: "You have brought me the weakness 
of the age and a waterless cloud whose moisture has been poured out, 
which thunders and gives out lightning but there is nothing in it.
Out upon you 0 Huyyai, leave me to what I have for I have not 
experienced from Muhairmiad anything but veracity and fidelity" But 
Huyyai did not desist from Ka'b wheedling and coaxing him and gave 
him a covenant and a bond from Allah that if Quraish and Glmtafan 
returned without ©laying Muhammad, "I will go into your stronghold 
with you till there befalls me what befalls you". Thus Ka'b bin Aead 
broke his covenant and rid himself of what was between him and the 
Messenger of Allah.
Despatch by the Messenger of Allah of the two Sa'ds to ascertain the
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news for him.
He said: When the news reached the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims 
he sent Sa*d bin Mu'adh bin an^Nu'man who was at that time chieftain 
of the Aus, and £a*d bin'Ubadah bin Dulaim, one of the Be&i Ba'idah 
bin Ka*b bin al-Khazraj, who was at that time chief of the Khazraj,
accompanied by 'Abdallah bin Hawihah brother of the Beni Khazraj and
„  f " - ,
Khavnvat bin Jubair brother of the B@ni 'Amr bin 'Auf and said; "Go and
see if v/hat we have heard about these people is true or not. If it
Is true, convey it to me by a mode of speech I recognise and do not
weaken the people; but if they are fulfilling what is between them
and us, publish it to the people. So they set out and went to them
and they found them as wicked as they had heard they were in regard to
what they inflicted on the Messenger of Allah. They said: "Who is
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the Messenger of Allah; there is neither covenant nor bond between 
Muhammad and us", Sa'd bin Mu'adh abused them and they abused him, 
he was an impulsive man* 8a'd bin 'Ubadah said to him: "Cease to 
revile them for that which is between them and us is more serious than 
reviling"* Then Ba*d and Ga'd and those who were with them came to 
the Messenger of Allah, greeted him and said: "*Adal and al-QarahV 
that is; (It is) like the treachery of *Adal and al-^arah towards the 
men of ar-R&ji* Khubaib and his friends. The Messenger of Allah said; 
"Allah is great! Rejoice 0 Muslim people!
The fear and the earthquake on the day of the Trench;
He said; Thereupon their troubles increased and fear became more 
intense and the enemy came upon them from above and below, so that the 
believers imagined all sorts of things and hypocrisy made its 
appearance in some of the hypocrites, and Mu'attib bin Qushair brother 
of the Beni 'Amir bln *Auf said: "Muhammad used to promise us that we 
should devour the treasures of ICosroes and Caesar, and to-day not one 
of us considers himself safe to go totthèèÿrivy".
Ibn Hishamî A scholar in whom I have confidence related to me that 
Mu'attib bin Quehair was not one of the hypocrites and argued that he 
was one of the men of Bedr.
Ibn Ishaq: And Aus bin qaithi one of the Beni Harithah bin al-Harith
» .  *  » .
said: "Our houses are a weak spot for the enemy"- that is on the
authority of a group of men of his people -"so give us permission to 
set out and return to our dwellings for they are outside Medina". So 
the Messenger of Allah and the polytheists remained twenty nights and 
more, almost a month, without any fighting talking place between them 
except the shooting of arrows and the siege.
Ibn liBhSm;■ It is also given as ar-ramya.
The affair of the peace and the breaking of it.
According to what *Asim bin * Umar bin C^ atidah and one who is above 
suspicion related to me on the authority of Muhammad bin Muslim bin 
♦Hbaid Allah bin Ehihab the Yiuhrite, when the trial waxed severe on 
the people, the Messenger of Allah sent to MJyainah bin Hisn bin 
Hudhaifah bin Bedr, and to al-Harith bin *Auf bin Abu Harithah the 
Murrite,the two leaders of Ghatafân, and offered them a third of the 
produce of Medina on condition that they retired with those who were
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with them and left him and his friend© alone# Thus peace wa© made 
between him and them, and they"even wrote out the document, but apart 
from the negotiation© abodt it, no attestation or resolution or peace 
took place* When the Messenger of Allah wished to carry out this 
purpose he sent for Ba'd bin Mu'adh and Ba*d bin 'üfbâdah, mentioned it 
to them and asked their advice about it* They said to him; "0 
Messenger of Allah, if it is something you want we will do it. Or is 
it something about which Allah has given you commandment-which we must 
do, or something you would do for ua?". He said; "Nay, it is something 
X would do for you, and indeed X would not have done it had I not seen 
the Arabs shooting you down with one bow and distressing you on every 
side, and I wanted, by some means or other, to remove from you the 
brunt of their attack". Ba'd bin Mu'adh said to him: "0 Messenger of
Allah# we and this people were giving associated to Allah and 
worshipping idols; we neither worshipped Allah nor recognised Him, and 
they do not desire that they should eat a date from it except as a 
guest or by purchase* 3o then, when Allah has honoured us with Islam, 
guided us to it^’. and made us strong by means of you and it, shall we 
now give them our property? There is no need for us to do this, and 
indeed we will give them nothing but the ©word till Allah decide 
between them and ua". The Messenger of Allah said: "That is your 
affair", and 8a*d bin Mu'adh took the document, erased the writing that 
was on it and said; "Let them fight ua".
The crossing of the trench by a group of the polythéiste*
He said: Bo the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims remained with their
enemies besieging them but no battle took place between them except 
that some horsemen of (^ uraish put on their armour for the fight and
set out on their horses, went as far as the encampments of the Beni
Klnanah and said; "Prepare to fight, and you shall learn wht are the 
horsemen to-day". Then they advanced with their horses at the gallop 
till they stood before the trench, and when they saw it, they said; 
"This is a trick which the Arabs did not use to practise"#
Ibn Hlsham; It is said that Salman advised the Messenger of Allah to
do this and one of the scholars related to me that the Emigres ©aid on
the day of the Trench; "Balman ia one of us"; and the Helpers also
said: "Balman is one of us", and the Messenger of Allah said; "Kalman , 
is one of us, the people of the House* ,
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Ibn Ishaq: Then they made for a narrow place in the trench, set spurs 
to their horses and they dashed madly through it and took them across 
the marshy ground between the trench and Sal'. Then *Ali ibn Abu 
Talib went out with a band of Muslims and held against them the gap 
through which they had impelled their horses, while the horsemen came 
towards them at a gallop. *Amr ibn *Abd Wudd had fought on the day 
of Badr till his wound disabled him so he did not see the day of Uhud. 
When the day of the Trench came he went out with a distinguishing 
mark displayed thatjit might be known where he was. When he and his 
horse came to a halt he said: "Who will take the field?", and *Ali ibn 
Abu Talib took the field against him and said to him: "0 *Amr, you 
made a covenant with Allah that no man of Quraish should invite you 
to (drink) one of two wines without your accepting it from him". He 
said: "Yes". 'Ali said to him: "Then I call you to Allah, to His 
messenger and to Islam". He said: "I have no desire for that". He 
said: "Then I call upon you to fight". He said; "Wherefore my 
nephew? I would not like to kill you". *Aii said to him: "But I 
would like to kill you". 'Amr was enraged thereat and leapt madly off 
his horse, maimed it, struck it on the face and advanced to meet 'Ali* 
They fo ught circling round each other and 'Ali killed him. Then their 
horsemen retreated in flight and dashed across the trench.
Poetry omitted.
The slogan of the friends of the Messenger of Allah on the day of the 
Trench and the Beni Qufaizah was: "Ha’ Mim! They shall not be helped. 
The affair of Sa'd ibn Mu'adh.
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Lailah 'Abdallah ibn Sahl ibn 'Abd ar-Rahmin the
Helper brother of the Beni Harithah related to me that 'A’ishah, 
mpther of the believers was in a stronghold of the #eni Harithah on 
the day of the Trench. It was one of the best fortified strongholds 
in Medina, and Umm Sa'd ibn MU'adh was with her in the stronghold. 
'A'ishah said: "That was before the veil was imposed on us. Sa'd ibn 
Mu'adh came past wearing a short coat of mail from which his whole 
arm protruded, and in his hand was a spear with which he strutted 
quickly along and said:-
Wait a little, Hamal shall witness the battle
There is nothing in death to fear when its time has come
His mother said to him: "Overtake them my son, you have fallen 
behind". 'X’ishah said: I said: "0 Umm Sa'd, I would have liked Sa'd's 
coat of mail to be more ample than it is". I was afraid on his account
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lest an arrow should ©mite him. So Sa'd bln Mu'adh was shot with an 
arrow which out the vein in his arm* According to what 'Aaim related 
to me, Hibban bin a^i.e bin aiAAriqaE one of the Beni 'Amir bin Lu'ai 
©hot him. W'hen he hit him he said: "'"ako that from mo, I am the son 
of al-'Arlqah", Sa'd said to him: "May Allah cause your face to sweat 
in the Fire. Q Allah, if Thou has reserved any war for 4^raish , ; ■ 
preserve me alive for it, fpr there is no people I vo uld like better 
to fight against than .a people who have harmed Thy messenger, accused
him of lying and expelled him; 0 Allah, if Thou hast ordained way
between them and us, make it a means of martyrdom for me, and do not
cause me to die till my eye be consoled with the .%ni Q^uraithah",
Ibn Xshâqî One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority 
of 'Abdallah bin E’a'b bin Malik that he ©aid: "No one other than Abu
Usamah the Jushamite, ally of thé Behi Makhzum, kilJn d Ba'dV but Allah 
know© best whether that was so.
Ibn Hishâraî It is said that it was Khafijah bin 'Sslm bin Hibban who 
©hot Ba'd.
The affair of Bafiyyab* ',
Ibn Ishaq: Yahya bin 'Abfoad bin 'Abdallah bin az-Subalr related to me
on the authority of his father 'Abbad. He said: Safiyyah bint 'Abd
al-Muttalib was in Farl* a stronghold of Hasaân bin Thabit* Bhe ©aid!
"Hassin bin Thabit was in it with the women and boys. One of the Jew©
' ' ' -'X-r-
came up and began to walls around the-stroBÿhold. The Beni ^uraithah
were at war afte^ having severed (the bond) that was between them and 
the Messenger of Allah, and there was no one between them and us to 
defend us. The Messenger of Allah and the Muslims were at the throats 
of their enemy, and wore unable to come away from them to us, if anyone^ 
came to us. I said: *0 Hassan, this Jew, as you see, is piking round 
the stronghold, and X cannot be assured that he will not point out 
the breach (in our defence©) to the Jews v/ho are behind us, while the 
Messenger of Allah and his friends are occupied elsewhere; go dowm then 
and slay him*. He said; 'May Allah forgive you, 0 bint 'Abd al- 
Mutteilibl Surely you recognise that I am not the man to do thatP*
When he eaid that to me, and X saw no help from him, X girded myself, 
took a club, went down in him from the ©tro#ghold and beat him with , , 
the club till I had killed him* Udien X had finished him^I returned to 
the stronghold and said:-,'0“ Hassan, éo down to him and taîce hi© ©pàils
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for the only , thing that kept me from doing it was the fact that he was
a man'* He said: ' I have no doBlro to talte his spoil, 0 hint 'Abd al-
Huttalihî * *
ihn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah and his friends remained in the
' 9 ' '
state of fear and distress that Allah M d  described because of the 
demonstration which the enemy made against them and theâj? advance upon 
them from above and below*
The affair of Su'aim when he incited the polytheists to withdraw from 
the prophet.
nt f TMl PW iJ H ^ HiiWilimJn'tM
He said: Then Nu'Aim bin Mas'ud bin 'Amir bin Unaif bin Tha'labah
bin Qunfud bin Hllal bin Khalav/ah bin âshja* bin Raith bin Ghatafân 
came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I have 
accepted Islam and my people do not know of my islamisation, so give 
me whatever orders you v/ill". The Messenger of Âlîah said: "You are 
only one man amongst us, so induce thera to withdraw from me for war is 
treachery". 8o Nu'aim bin Maa'ud set out and went to the ,Beni 
Quraithah- he had been a drinl^ing companion of theirs in the Age of 
Barbarism - and said: "0 Beni Quralthah, you know my love for you, 
and the peculiar nature of (the relationship) that la between you and 
me"* They said: "You have spoken truly; you are under no suspicion 
with us", He said to them: "Quraish and GhatafSn are not Xu the same 
position as you. This country is yours, here is your property, your 
wives, and your children and you are not able to transfer from here 
to another place. Quraish and Ghatafân have come to make war on 
Muhammad and his friends and you ha've given them backing against him, 
while their country, property, wives, and children are elsewhere. They 
are not in the position in which you are. If they get an opportunity 
they will seise it, but diould it be otherwise they will betake them­
selves to their own country, and leave you with this man to fight it 
out in your country, and you will not be able for- him if he is left 
with you. Bo do not fight with the people till you get from them some 
of their noblemen as hostages who will remain in your hands as a 
security for you, on condition that you fight Muhammad till you malce 
an end of him". They said: "You have given good advice".
Then he set out and went to Q.uraish and said to, Abu Sufyan bin Harb , 
and the men of Quraish who were with him; "You know cf , my love for 
you and my separation from Muhaimaad. I have, got wind of an affair
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about v/hich î consider it Biy duty to inform you,, by way of advice to 
you, but keep It secret"* They said: "?ie : will do so". He said: "
"Knov/ then that the Jewish people have repented of what they did in 
connection with what is between Muhammad and you* and have sent word 
to him (to this effect); *We ha^c repented of what we have done. Would 
it satisfy you if we got for yoUrfrom-the two tribes of Quraish and 
Ghatafan some of their noblemen and handed them over to you * and
you could out off their heads* Then v/e would be with you against
those of them who remained till we had exterminated them'* He has 
sent word to them signifying his agreement* Bo if the Jews send word 
to you asking some of your men as hostages, do not hand over to them a 
single man of yours"*
Then hé set out and went to Ghatafân and said: "0 People of Ghatafân 
you are (the people of) my origin* my kindred,' and the dearest of men 
to me# and I do not think you suspect me." They said: "You are right, 
you are not Under suspicion with us"* He said: "Keep a secret for me"a 
They said: "We will do it" Then hé told them the same thing as he had 
told Quraish* and gave them the warning he gave them*
When the night of fehe Sabbath in Bhaivwal of year five came - and it was
one of the doing© of Allah for His messenger - Abu Bufyan bin Harb 
and the chiefs of Ghatafân, sent 'Ikrimah bin Abu Jahl with a group of 
Quraish and Ghatafân to the Beni Quraithah* and ©aid to them: "We are 
not in a permanent abode, the camels and horses are dying, go out to 
battle in the morning then that we may make an exû. of Muhammad and 
finish what is between him and us"* They sent word to them: "To-day is 
the Sabbsath, and it is a day in which we do nothing. Some of us have 
done wrong in it# and there befell them that which is not hidden from 
you. But with all that* we are not the ones who will fight with you 
against^iMuhammad till you as hostages some of your men who will
remain in our h?^ nds, as a secur^t^ us till we put an end to 
Muhammad* for we fear that if the war took a heavy toll of you and 
the fighting was sore on you, you would speedily betalte yourselves to 
your own country, and leave us with the man in Our country, and we 
would be helpless against him"*
When the messenger© brought back to them what the ’^eni Quralthah had
said, Quraish and Ghatafân said? "What Nu'aim bin Mae'ud related to 
you was indeed the truth". Bo they sent word to the ^ani quralthah;
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We shall certainly not hand over to you a single one of our men. If 
you wish to give battle come out and fight". When the messengers 
brought them this word, the Beni Quraizah said: "That which Nu'aim 
ibn Mas'ud told you was indeed the truth. The people want only to 
fight; if they see an opportunity they will seize it, but should it 
be otherwise, they will beat a hasty retreat to their own country and 
leave you with this man in your country". So they sent word to 
Quraish and Ghatafân: "We will not fight along with you till you give 
us hostages", but they refused them. Thus Allah induced them to 
withdraw from each other, and Allah sent a wintry wind of intense 
cold upon them which began to overturn their utensils and throw down 
their tents.
The affair of Hudhaifah in that raid.
He said: When news of their disagreement about their affair reached
the Messenger of Allah, and how Allah had made a cleavage in their 
confederation, he called Hudhaifah ibn al-ïaman and sent him to them 
to seewhat the people would do by night,
Ibn Ishaq: Yazid ibn Ziyad related to me on the authority of Muhammad
• > •
ibn Ka*b of Quraizah. He said: "One of the people of al-Kufah said
to Hudhaifah ibn al-Yaman; '0 Abu 'Abdallah, did you see the Messenger 
of Allah and were you his friend?". He said: "Yes, my nephew". He 
said: "What did you do?". He said: "We were making strenous exertions" 
He said: "Had we been contemporary with him we would not have left him 
to walk on the ground, we would have carried him on our necks’.*, 
Hudhaifah said: "I saw us with the Messenger of Allah in the Trench 
and the Messenger of Allah prayed for part of the night. Then he 
turned to us and said: 'What one of you will go and ascertain for us 
what the people have done and come back?". The Messenger of Allah 
made the return a condition, "And I will ask Allah that he be my 
companion in Paradise", Not one of the people arose because of the 
intensity of their fear, hunger and cold. When no one arose the 
Messenger of Allah called me, and I could do nothing else but get up 
when he called me. He said: *0 Hudhaifah, go and get among the 
people and se what they are doing and do not relate anything till you 
return to us'. So I went and got amongst the people while the 
wind and the armies of Allah did to them what they did; they did not 
leave standing a vessel, fire, or tent. Then Abu Sufyan arose and 
said: *0 people of Quraish let each man look who is sitting beside 
him*. So I took the. hand of the man by my side and said: 'Who are
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you?"# He said: "Bo-and-so son of Bo-and-so"# Then Abu Sufyan said:
"0 feople of (^ uraish* you have not come to a permanent abode, the 
horses and camels are dead, the Beni Quraithah have gone back on us 
and we have heard in regard to them that which we dislike. Besides 
all this we have encountered what you see from the force of the wind, 
no vessel of ours will stand at rest, no fire of ours will stay alight, 
and no tent of oure will hold together* On your way then for that is 
what I am going to doV Then he went to his camel which was hobbled,
'jSeated himself on it, struck it, and it jumped up with him on three 
jlegs and its fetters were not loosed till it stood up. Had it not 
j^been for the covenant of the Messenger of Allah with me: 'Do nothing 
till you come to me*, and I wished it to be so, I would have slain 
him with an arrow. . ___ _____
Hudhaifah said: I returned to the Messenger of Allah and he stood
praying in a figured gown belonging to one of his wives.
Ibn Hishams Al-Marâjil is a specie© of Yemenite brocade adorned with 
figures.
VJhen he saw me he drew me to his, side and cast the edge of the gown 
over me. Then he knelt and prostrated himself and I was there the 
while, and when he gave the salutation I told him the news.
Ghatafan heard what! Quraish had ^one and they withdrew and retired 
to their own country* , ;
Ibn Ishaq! When the morning vqme the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims 
left the trench, returned tbeMedina, and laid aside their arms.
The raid on the Beni Quraithah in year fiveJ 
When noon came, Gabriel came to,the Messenger of Allah, according to 
what aa-Suhrirreiated to me, wearing a turban of silk embroidered with 
gold, riding a mule on which was a saddle coveredçwith a piece of 
velvet brocade, and said: "Have you indeed laid aside your arms, 0 
Messenger of,Allah?"* He said: "Yes". Gabriel said: "The angels have 
not yet laid aside their arms, and you have come back merely at the 
request of the people. Verily Allah commands you 0 Muhammad to march 
against the ^eni Quraithah, and I am nom on my way to them to terrify 
them". So the Messenger of Allah gave orders to a mu^adhdhin and he 
announced to the people: "Whoever will hear and obey let him not pray
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the afternoon prayer except among the Beni Qiiraithah". According to 
what Ibn Hxsham says, he appointed Ibh Umm Maktum governor of Medina*
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah sent 'Ali bin Abu Talib ahead with
his standard to the Beni Quraithah and the people tried to get ahead
of it. *Ali bin Abu Talib advanced till he was near the strongholds
• ‘ »  - ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ ' , . \
when he heard a foul epithethin reference to the Messenger of Allah,
so he went back, met the Messenger of Allah on the way and said; "0
Messenger of Allah, there is no necessity for you to come near these
vile creatures". He said: "Why? I suppose you have heard from them
something harmful to me". He ©aid; "Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah"; He
said; "If they had seen me they would not have said anything like that";
When the Messenger of Allah drew near to their strongholds he said;
"0 brethren of the ppes, hath Allah humbled you and sent down His
vengeance upon you?". Thfeyysaids "0 Abu ’1-Qasim, you have not been
in ignorance". The Messehger of Allah passed by a gboup of his friends
on as-Saurain'bexore he reached the Beni Quraithah and said; "Did . . .
anyone pass by you?". They said; "0 Messenger of Allah, Bihyah bin 
Khalifah the Kalbite passed by us on a v/hite mule on which was a 
©addle covered with a piece of velvet brocade". The Messenger of
Allah ©aid! "That was Gabriel who ha© been sent to the Beni Quraithah' ' ’ ' . . .
to ©halxe down their strongholds and cast terror into their hearts".
When the Messenger of Allah came to the Beni Quraithah he encamped at 
one of their wells in the vicinity of their cattle called Bi*r Anna.
Ibn Hisham! Bi’r Anni*
Ibn Ishaq! And the people arrived one after the other. Some of them
came after the last night prayer without having prayed the afternoon
prayer in accordance with the Saying of the Messenger of Allah; "Let
none pray the afternoon prayer except among the Beni Quraithah".
Something which was unavoidable in connection with the fight had
occupied them and they had refused to pray till the came to the §eni
Quraithah in accordance with the saying of the Messenger of Allah, 80 
*
they prayed the afternoon prayer there after the last night prayer, 
and Allah did not stigmatise them for' that in His Book.nor did the 
Messenger of Allah upbigtad' them. %  father Ishaq bin Yaear re3a&ed 
this story to me on the authority of Ma'bad bin Ka'b bin Malik the 
Helper.
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The affair of their siege and what Ka'b bln Asad said to them.
He said: The Messenger of Allah besieged them for twenty-five nights
till the siege bee ame a sore trial to them, and Allah cast terrob
into their hearts. Huyyai bin Akhtab had gone in with the Beni
♦ *
Quraithah into their stronghold - when Quraish and Ghatafân went back 
and left them - in fulfilment of the covenant he had made with Ka'b 
bin Asad. When they realised that the Messenger of Allah would not 
depart from them till he had oughti with of them, Ka'b bin Aead said 
to them: "0 Jewish people, there has come down upon you the affair 
which you see: I am now putting before you three attiTtude'aVtakénwhich-
ever you wish'.* They said: "What are they?". He said: "We may follow
this man and accept him as genuine; indeed it has been made plain to 
you that he is a prophet commissioned, and that he is indeed the one 
whom you will find in your Book; thus you will save your lives your 
properties and your children". They said: "We will never abandon the 
command of the Torah nor will we exchange it for another". He said:
"If you refuse me this, come then, let us slay our wives and children 
and go out to Muhammad and his friends as men with naked swords; we 
will have left behind us no responsibility, and Allah will decide 
between Muhammad and us. If we perish we perish, and we shall not have 
left behind us any posterity for whom we shall be afraid* If we are 
victorious, by my life we shall take to ourselves the women and 
children". They said; "We slay these poor people and what'is the good 
of living after them"* He said: "If you refuse me this, to-night is 
the night of the Sabbath and it may be that Muhammad and hie friends
have felt secure from us during it, perhaps we will find some
negligence on the part of Muhammd and his friendsV They said: "Shall 
we corrupt our Sabbath and commit therein a misdeed which none before 
us ever committed except those of whom you have knowledge and there 
came upon them the Metamorphosis, which thing is not hidden from you". 
He said: "Not one of you since the time his mother gave him birth has 
spent a single night of his life girded"(for battle).
The affair of Abu Lubabah and his repentance.
Then they sent word to the Messenger of Allah: "Send us Abu Lubabah 
bin 'Abd al-Mundhir brother of the Beni 'Amr bin 'Auf" (they were 
allies of the Aus) "that we may ask his advice about our affair", and
the Messenger of Allah sent him to them. When they saw him the men
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stood up la his honour and the women qnd children began to weep before 
him so that he pitied them. They said to him: "0 Abu Lubabah, do you 
consider we should acu^eptath.eaju^'isdictiond Muhammad?" He said: 
"les"I and made a sign with his hand across his throat that it would 
mean their slaughter*'. Abu Lubabah said: "My feet had not started 
from their place till 1 recognised that I had been a traitor to Allah 
and His messenger". Then he went on his way and did not come to the 
Messenger of Allah, but bound himself to one of the pillars in the 
mosque and said: "I will not leave this place till Allah forgive me 
for what I have done". He also made a covenant with Allah: "I will 
never go to the Beni Quraithah nor will I ever be seen in a town where 
I have beea a traitor to Allah and His messenger".
Ibn Hisham: According to what Kufyan bin 'Uyainah said on the authorit;
of Isma'Il bin Abu Khalid from 'Abdallah bin Abu Qatadah, Allah sent
down in connection with Abu Lubabah:-
0 ye who have believed, do not deal treacherously with
Allah and the messenger and do not wittingly betray your
trusts. (Surah 8: 27)*
ibn Ishaq: When news of him came to the Messenger of Allah -hbethought
hetbàd^dblayedaloègî"- he said: "If he had only come to me I would have 
asked forgiveness for him, but since he did what he did I will not be 
the one to set him free from his place till Allah forgives him".
Ibn Ishaqs Yazid bin 'Abdallah bin Qusait related to me that 
forgiveness for Abu Lubabah came down to the Messenger of Allah while
he was in the house of Umm Salimah. Umm Kalimah said: "I heard the
Messenger of Allah at dawn as he., laughed and I said: 'What are you 
laughing at? May Allah give ydutà'' heartyrlaugh .:%.He said: "Abu 
Lubabah has been forgiven". I said: "And shall I not give him the
good news?". He said: "By all means, if you so desire". So she stood 
at the door of her room - that was before the veil was imposed on
them - and said: "0 Abu Lubabah, rejoice, Allah hath forgiven you".
The people then rushed to him to set him free but Abu Lubabah said: 
"Nay, the Messenger of Allah must be the one to set me free with his
own hand". When he passed by him on his way to the morning prayer he
freed him.
Ibn Hishams Abu Lubabah remained bound to the post six nights. His 
wife came at every time of prayer and loosed him for the prayer and
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then he would go back and be bound to the poat> according to what ane
of the scholars related to ihe. The verse which came down about his
repentance (was) the saying of ,Allahî-
Others have acknowledged their sins, they have mingled 
upright conduct with other (conduct) that is evils, possibly 
Allah will releht^towards them; verily Allah is forgiving 
compassionate. (Burah 9: 102),
Ibn Ishaq.; Then Tha$labah bin 8a*aiyah, tJsaid bin Sa’aiyah and Asad 
bin *Ubaid;a group of Radal who were neither from the Beni Quraithah 
nor the Beni ah*Hadir their pedigree was higher than that, they were 
cousins of the people;' islamiaed on the night on which the Beni 
Quraithah came down at the .command of the Messenger of Allah#
The affair of *Amr bin Bu$da.
•Amr bin Bu*da of ^Uràithàli went out that, night and passed by the body-
*
guard of the Messenger of Allah of which Muhanimad bin Maslamah was in
charge# When he saw him he said: **Who is this?** He said; **I am *Amr
bin Su Ma**# *Amr had refused to go in with the Beni Quraithah in*
their treachery against the Messenger of Allah# He said; **I will 
never deal treacherously with Muhammad**. Muhammad bin Maelamah said 
when he recognised him; **0 Allah do not make it unlawful for me (to 
forgive) the errors of noble men**, and he let him go his way# So he 
went on and ©pent that night in the mosque of the Messenger of Allah 
in Medina and then took his departure and it as not known till this 
day towards which part of the land he set his face# His affair was 
mentioned to the Messenger of Allah and he said: **That was a man whom 
Allah delivered because he kept his promise**# Some people claim that 
he was bound with a rotten rOpe amongst those of the Beni Quraithah 
v/ho were bound when they came down at the command of the Messenger of 
Allah, and the rope was cast, off and where he went is not known# The 
Messenger of Allah uttered that saying about him but Allah knows best 
whether that was so#
Their descent at the command of the Messenger of Allah and his 
appointment of Ba*d as their judge#
He said: When morning came they came down at the command of the
Messenger of Allah and the Aus came forward and ©aid: **0 Messenger of
Allah, they are our clients in contradistinction to the Khazraj, and
you did what you did with the clients of our brethren lately*’# Before 
the Beni ^uraithah^ the Messenger of Allah had besieged the Beni
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Qaiïiuqa*, who were allies of the Khazràÿ, and they came down at his 
command and *Abdallah bin Ubai bin Balul asked him for them and he 
granted them to him. When the Aus spoke to him, the Messenger of 
Allah said; **Would you not be satisfied 0 people of Aus that one of 
yourselves should pronounce sentence on them?**. They said; ’’Certainly** 
He said; ’’That belongs to Ba*d bin Mu*adh”. The Messenger of Allah 
had put Ba#d bin Mu*adh in the tent of a woman of Aslam called 
Kiifaidah in his place of worship, who was treating the wounded men and
anticipated a reward for herself by serving those of the Muslims who 
were in need ' messeuger of Allah h M  said to his people
when tiie arrow wounded him in the trench; ’’Put him in the tent of 
Rufaidah and I will return to him shorlly”. When the Messenger of 
Allah appointed him arbiter of the fate of the Beni Quraithah, hist
people came to him, mounted him on an ass which they had made 
comfortable for him with a cushion of hide, for he was a bulky, comely 
man, and brought him to the Messenger of Allah, saying as they did ao;
**0 Abu 'Amr, do well by your clients, for the Messenger of Allah has 
entrusted you with this merely in order that you may treat them well". 
When they had repeated this many times to him he said; "The time has 
come for Ba'd that the blame of no blamer should attach itself to feim ". 
in the way of Allah"i Then some of his people who were with him went 
back to the quarter of the *Abd al-Ashhal, and some of the Beni
Quraithah announced the mournful tidings to them of the word they had 
heard him spea&, before Ba*d came to them. When Ba'd came to the 
Messenger of Allah and the Muslims, the Messenger of Allah said;
"Stand up in honour of your chief". The Emigres of Quraish said he 
meant only the Helpers, but the Helpers say he meant by it the Muslims 
in general* Bo they stood up in honour of him and said: "0 Abu 'Amr 
the Messenger of Allah has turned the affair of your clients over to , 
you that you may pronounce sentence on them". Ba'd said; "Then the 
covenant and compact of Allah is binding on you that the sentence shall 
be as I pronounce it?" They said; "Yes". He said: "And upon all who 
are here on this side where the Messenger of Allah is?", and he was 
turned away from the Messenger of Allah out of deference to him* The 
Messenger of Allah said; "Yes". Ba'd said; "Then I pronounce 
sentence on them that the men be slain, the property divided, and the 
woman and children sold into slavery".
-4 9 1 -*
Ibn Ishâq: ,*Âsim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah related to me on the authority
of 'Abd ar-Hahman bln * Amr bin Ba*d bin Mu'adh from 'Alqamah bin *
Waqqas the Laithite. He said: The Messenger of Allah said to Ba'd:
"You have indeed pronounced upon them the sentence of Allah from 
beyond the seventh heaven".
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars in whom 1 have confidence related to
me that #Ali bin Abu Talib cried out while they were besieging the 
Beni Quraithahs "0 Battalion of the Faith"; and he and az-Zubair 
advanced and said; "I will indeed taste of that of which Hamzah tasted 
or I shall overcome their stronghold". They said; "0 Muhammad we will 
come down at the command of Ba*d".
The slaughter of the ^eni Quraithah.
Ibn Ishaq; Then they were brought down and the Messenger of Allah 
imprisoned them in Medina in the house of bint al-Harith, a woman of 
the Beni an-Najjar. Then the Messenger of Allah v/ent out to the 
market-place of Medina which is its market-place to-day and dug 
trenches in it. Then he sent for them and struck off their heads at 
these trenches as they were brought out in batches. Amongst them was 
the enemy of Allah, Huyyai bin Akhtab and Ka'b bin Asad, the chief of 
the people who were six or seven hundred in number. Those who give a 
larger estimate say there Were between eight and nine hundred of them. 
They said to JCa'b bin Asad as they were bein§&takèh away in batches to 
the Messenger of Allah; "0 Ka'b, what do you think will be done to us?" 
He said; "Will you never understand? I)o you not see that the caller
does not withdraw and that whoever of you is taken away does not
return? This is indeed death". The Messenger of Allah did not desist 
from that work till he had made an end of them. Huyyai bin Aiïhtab 
the enemy of Allah was brought out and he was wearing a flowered 
cloak of his,
Ibn Hisham; Euqahiyyah means a kind of figured work on cloth.
ahd he had torn it in all directions as far as he could reach with his 
fingers, lest anyone should get it, as his hands were tied behind his 
neck with a rope. When he saw the Messenger of Allah he said • "I
have not blamed myself for my enkity to you, but, he who forsakes
Allah is forsaken"* Then he approached the people and,said; "0 people,
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verily there is no objection to the affair of Allah - a writing, 
fate and slaughter which were decreed for the Childten of Israel.
Then he squatted down and his head was struck off- Jabal ibn Jawwal 
said:-
By thy life, Ibn Akhtab did not blame himself 
But he who forsakes Allah is forsaken 
He strove till his life had its vindication 
And made a great effort in quest of glory
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Ja'far ibn az-Zubair related to me on the
authority of *Urwah ibn az~Zubair from 'A'ishah, mother of the 
believers, that she said: "None of their women were slain but one.
She was with me talking and laughing outwardly and inwardly while the 
Messenger of Allah was putting her men to death in the market-place, 
when the crier called out her name: ’Where is So-and-so?*. She said:
* I am she*. I said to her: *Alas for youl What is the matter?'.
She said: * I shall be slain*. I said: 'Wherefore?*. She said: 
'Because of a deed I did*. So he took her away and she was beheaded". 
'A’ishah said : "I do not forget in admiration of her, her happiness 
and excessive laughter when she realised she was to be slain".
Ibn Hisham: It was she who cast down the millstone on Khallad ibn
Suwaid and killed him.
The affair of az-Zubair ibn Batâ.
Ibn Ishaq: According to what Ibn Shihab Az-Zuhri said, Thâbit ibn
*
Qais jfbn ash-ShammsLS went to az-Zubair ibn Bâta of Quraizah, who was 
nameS^'Abd ar-Rahman. Az-Zubair had conferred a favour on Thâbit 
ibn Qais ibn ash-Shammas in the Age of Barbarism. One of the
descendants of az-Zubair told me that he had coraferred a favour on
him on the day of Bu.'ath, when he took him, cut his forelock, and set 
him free. Thabit, who was a very old man, came to him ahd said: "0 
Abu *Abd ar-Rahman do you recognise me?". He said: "Shall the like 
of me not know the like of you?". He said: "Verily I desired to 
reward you for your helping hand to me". He said: "Verily the 
generous one rewards the generous". Then Thabit ibn Qais Came to the 
Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I am under 
obligation to az-Zubair for a favour, and I would like to recompense 
him for it; grant me his life". The Messenger of Allah said: "He is
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yours". So he came to him and said: "The Messenger of Allah has
granted me your life, so you may live". He said: "What should an old
man who has no family and no children do with life?". Thâbit went to
the .Messenger of Allah and said: "Q Messenger of Allah, may my father
and mother be your ransom, (grant me) his wife and children". He said:
"They are yours". So he came to him and said: "The Messenger of
Allah has granted me your family and children, so you may have them".
He said: "The people of a family in the Hijâz, with no property; what
*
use would it be to them to live in these circumstances?". Thabit 
came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
(grant me) his property". He said: "It is yours". Then he came to 
him and said: "The Messenger of Allah has granted me your property so. 
you may have it". He said: "0 T&âbit, what happened to him whose face 
was like a Chinese mirror in which the virgins of the tribe appeared? 
Ka*b ibn Asad?". He said: "He is slain# He said; "What happened to 
the chieftain of town and country, Huyyai ibn Akhtab?". . He said:
"He is slain". He said: "What happened to him who was our vanguard 
when we advanced and our defender when we retreated, 'Azzâl ibn 
Samwal?". He said: "He is slain". He said: "V/hat happened to the 
two companies, meaning the Beni Ka*b ibn Quraizah and the Beni ’Amr 
ibn Quraizah?". He said: "They have gone to their death". He said: 
"Then I ask you, 0 Thabit by the helping hand which I gave you that 
you will join me to my people, for there is no good in being alive 
after these men, and I will not wait the length of a bucket rope till 
I meet my beloved". Then Thâbit brought him forward and beheaded him". 
When Abu Bakr the Faithful heard what he said 'Till I meet my beloved', 
he said: "INdeed he shall meet them in the Fire of Gehenna therein 
to abide for ever".
Ibn Hishâm: Qablah dalu nadih (Receiving the bucket) Zuhair ibn
Abu Sulmah said about it:-
The one who receives the bucket sings whenever his hands 
grasps the pole and stands pouring it out.
Ibn Hishâm: Here is the explanation of the stanza of Zuhair. Qâbil
means the one who takes the bucket when it comes up out of the well; 
an-nâdih is the camel which draws the water wherewith to water the 
palm-trees. This stanza is in a poem of his.
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The affair of 'Atlyyah and Bifa'ah
Ibn IshaqÎ The Messenger of Allah ordered all of them who had reached 
maturity to be killed#
ibn Ishaqs Shu'bah bin Hajjaj related to me on the authority of "Abd 
al-Malik bin 'ümàir from 'Atiyyah of Quraithah# He said: The 
Messenger of Allah had given orders that all of the Beni Quraithah 
who had reached maturity should be killed, ahd I was a youth and they 
found me but X had not reached maturity so they set me free.
Ibn Ishaqs Ayyub bin 'Abd ar-Rahman bin 'Abdallah bin Abu Sa'ea'ah 
brother of the Beni 'Adi bin an-Hajj&r related., to me that Salmah 
daughter of Qais, mother of al-Mundhir, sister of Salit bin Qais, who 
was one of the aunts, of the Messenger of Allah, had prayed along with 
him towards both Qiblas, and hsd given him the Pledge of the ^omen, 
asked him for Rifa'ah bin Samwal of Quraithah. He was a grown man 
v/ho had. taken refuge with her and he had known them before that. She 
said? "0 prophet of Allah, may my father and mother be your ransom, 
grant me Rifa'ah, for he claims that he will pray and eat cartel's 
flesh. So he granted him to her and (thus) she kept him alive.
The division of the’ spoil of the Beni Quraithah.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah divided out the property of
the Beni Quraithah, their wives and their children to the Muslims, 
and designated that day the lots both of horses and men, after setting 
a fifth of it. A horseman got three lots; two lots for the horse and 
one for the rider. A man who had no horse got a lot. There were 
thirty six horses on the day of the Beni Quraithah* It v/as the first 
spoil to go by lot after the fifth was taken away • Thereafter 
divisions (of spoil) took place according to this precedent and thaèe 
that had previously been established by the Messenger of Allah, and 
this precedent was followed in the wars.
Then the Messenger of Allah sent Ba'd bin Zaid the Helper, brother of 
the Beni *Abd al-Ashhal with some of the captives of the Beni 
Quraithah to Najd and with them they purchased for themselves horses 
and weapons*
The affair of Raihanah
He said; The Messenger of Allah had chosen for himself Haihanah, one 
of their women, the daughter of 'Amr bin dunafah, one of the women
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of the Beni "Amr bin Quraithah, and ehe was with the Messenger of 
Allah as a chattel of his till his,death* The Messenger of Allah had 
proposed to marry her and put the veil on herj but she said: "0 
Messenger of Allah, let me remain your chattel, for this will be,
easier both for you and* me", and he left her as she was# When he
made her captive she was pressed to accept Islam, but refused 
everything but Judaism, so the Messenger of Allah kept her apart, and 
on that account grieved in himself because of her affair# Whilst he 
was with his friends he heard a footfall behind him and said; "Verily 
this will be Tha'labah bin Ba'yah to give me the good news of the 
islamisation of Haihanah"* He came to him and said; "0 Messenger of 
Allah, Haihanah has islamized#, and that affair of hers pleased him#
And Allait sent down about the affair of the Trench and the affair of
the Beni Quraithah the story in The Chapter of the Sects in the Qur’an,
* -
in which He mentions the trial and the favour which had come down to
them and His sufficiency for them when He removed that from them,
after the saying of those people of hypocrisy who said (what they said):
0 ye who have believed, remember the favour of Allah 
towards you, when hosts came upon you, and We seat ' , 
against them a wind, and hosts which ye saw not; Allah is
observant of what ye do.
The hosts were Quraish, Ghatafan, and the Beni Quraithah, and the 
hosts which Allah sent upon them with the wind were the angels. Allah 
says;-
When they came upon you from above you, and from below you; 
v;hen (your) eyes turned away and (your) hearts were in (your) 
mouth© and you imagined things about Allah
Those who came upon them from above were the Beni Quraithah, and those
who came upon them from below were Quraish and Ghatafan. Allah, the
Blessed the Exalted says:-
There were the believers tried and violently agitated*
The hypocrites and those in Whose hearts is disease were
saying; "Allah and His messenger have promised us nothing
but illusion"*
In reference to the saying of Mu'attib bun Qushair when he said 
what hé said.
When a party of them said; "0 people of Yathrib, there is 
no abiding place for youV and a part of them were aslsing 
leave of the prophet saying; "Our houses are left 
defenceless"; they were not left defenceless, they were 
ohly wishing to flee.
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Xn reference to the saying of Aus bln i|aithi and those cf hi© people 
who were like-minded.
If an entrance had been made upon them from it© flanks 
That is; Medina. ■
Ibn Hisham; Al-Aqtar means * the sides’ and its singular is *qatr*;
also given as al-Aqtar whose singular is 'qutr*. Al-Farazdaq said;-
How much wealth Allah opened up for them by it 
And the horses were lying on their sides
It is also related as al-aqtSr,and this stanza is in a poem of his.
and they had been asked to (join in) sedition
That is; To return to polytheism
.they would have joined in it and they would have remained 
in it only for a little while
Yet they had covenanted with Allah previously that they 
would not turn their backs; the covenant with Allah (is a 
thing whose fulfilment) is required.
They were the Beni Harithah , the ones who intended to show cowardice
on the day of Uhud with the Beni Salimah, when they intended to show
cowardice on the day of Ühud. Then they made a covenant with Allah
that they would not return to such a thing and Allah mentions to them
that which they had given of themselves. Then He sâidî-
Flight will not benefit you, if ye flee from death or 
from being killed; in that case ye will not enjoy life 
except for a little
Bay: "Who is there that v/ill defend you from Allah,- if He 
intends evil against you, or intends Qiercy towards you?". 
They will not find for themselves apart from Allah either 
patron or helper.
Allah knoweth those of you who hinder
That is : The people of hypocrisy
and who say to their brethren: "Gome hither to us", and who 
come but seldom to the attack
That is: Except to ward off (something) or provide an excuse.
Being niggardly toward© you
That is: In reference to the ranooux|which was among themselves
When fear comes you may see them looking towards you, their 
eyes rolling about lilce one who faints at the point of 
death
That is: Out of reverence for him and in. f eariof him. hi'u
but when fear passes awgiy they will flay you with their s&ai]p 
tongues
That is; In saying what you dislike because they do not hope for the 
Hereafter and no hope of reward sustains them and they dread death
with the dread of those who do not hope for what is after it#
Xbii Hishams Salaqulcum means 'they use exaggerated terms regarding 
you'; they blast youCwith their tongues) and do you harm# The Arabs 
say: 'Khatïb 0allaq* and 'Khatib Mislaq*• (An eloquent orator, or an 
orator with a burning tongue, A'sha of the Beni Qais bin Tha'labah 
said Ï-
Amongst them is glory, forbearance, valour; from them 
(comes) the eloquent orator-
This stanza is in a poem of his#
They think that the Confederates have not gone away
Quraish and Ghatafan*
if the Confederates come they will wish that they were 
living in the desert among the Bedouin, enquiring for news 
of you, and if they should be amongst you, they would not 
fight except a little#
Then He comes to the believers and says:-
You have had a %ood example in the Messenger of Allah, for 
those who hope for Allah and the last Day
That is: Lest they shpuld prefer themselves to him and to the place
in which he was# Then He mentioned the believers, their sincerity,
and their faith in the distress with which He tried them which He had
promised them, and said:^
They said: "This is what Allah and His messenger promised 
us; Allah and His messenger have spoken truth", and it 
only increased them in belief and submission
That is: In endurance of the distress and in submission to the decree,
and in belief of the truth of what Allah and His messenger had
promised them. Then He said;-
Amongst the believers were men who were sincere in the 
covenant they made with Allah; some of them have fulfilled 
their CO urse
That is; They have finished their work and returned to their Lord,
referring to those who were martyred on the days of Bedr and Uhud*
Ibn Hisham: Qada nahbahu means 'he died*. An«-Hahb means*the life*
# * *
according to v/hat Abu 'Ubaidah told me. Its plural is *huhub'.
Dhu ar-Rummah said:-
The Harithites fled away at even after Haubar met his
met his death where the horses met
This stanza is in a poem of his# Haubar was from the Beni Jl-Harith
bin Ka'b; he means Yaaid bin Haubar# An-#Nahb also means 'the vow*
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Jarir said3-
In Takhfah v/e fought with kings, and on the evening of 
Bisiam our horses raced for a wager#
He says: In accordance with a vow# She had vowed to kill him and sho
did so* This stanza is in a poem of his* Bistam was Bistam bin Qkie
#  ' *
bin Mas'ud of Bhaiban; he was Ibn Dhu al-Jaddain# Abu *Ubaidah
related to me that he was a horseman of Habï'ah bin Hizar# Takhfah
is a place# An-Hahb also means a stake, a bet, which is the wager*
Al-Farasdaq saidî-
When Ka*b laid a wager for the pcopXeas to which of us 
was best he gave (the reward) in accorda nee with the 
wager, to the liberal man#
An-Nahb also moans 'weeping*; their saying 'yantahib' is from it#
An-Nahb also means 'the need','the concern*» They say; 'I have no
concern with them', Malik bin Nuwairah the Tarbu'ite saidi- . ____  _
I have no need of them except that I seek the red-eyed 
camels of Shudun which you desire^^  -----   _   _ _
Hahûr bin IFausihah one of the Beni Taia al-Lat bin Tha'labah bin 
•ükâbah bin Ba'b bin 'All bin Bekr bin Wa’il said: -
Ibn Hisham; They were clients of the Beni Hanlfah#
A non-stop flight saved Joseph the Thaqafite after the 
standard had fallen
Had I overtaken him I would have satisfied his need and
there is protection for every one who is wronged#
An-nahb also means a journey which passes quickly.
others still look forward
to what Allah has promisedin the way of help and martyrdom in the
same way by which his friends went, Allah to whom belong power and
glory says;-
they have not changed in the least
That is; They have not doubted or hesitated in their religion nor did
they seek to exchange it for another*
That Allah may recompense the truthful for their truth­
fulness, and may punish the Hypocrite© if He so willeth, 
or relent towards them, verily Allah is forgiving, 
compassionate.
Allah sent those who have disbelieved back home in their 
rage
That is; Quraish and Ghatafan
without having obtained any advantage; Allah relieved the 
believers of fighting; Allah was strong, mighty.
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And He brought down those of the People of the Book v/ho 
backed them
That isî The Beni Quraithah-
from their stronghold©
/is-Sayasi means the fortresses, and towers in which they were#
Ibn Hisham; Suhaim# a slave of the Beni ’1-Hashis said; The Beni
* # #
'l-Hashas belong to the Beiji Asad bin IChuzairaeh## # '
The bulls were prostrated and the women cf. Tamim were
rimiiing to the strongholds
ThiG stanza is in a poem of his# As- SaySsI also means 'the horns'.
# #
An-Habighah the Ja*dite said;*
And tlB nbbles of my people (were dead) so that I was
left like one with a broken horn
This stanza is in a poem of his- Abu Baud al-IySdx said;-
We terrified the black horns ( the mountain gazelles) 
on whose forelegs are marks of pitch and tar.
As-Bayasi also means the needle which belongs to the weavers,
# » *
according to what Abu 'Hbaidah told me and he recited to me ( a stanza)
belonging to Duraid bin as-Bimmah the Jushamitei Juehaia bin Mu'awiyali
bin Bakr bin Hav/azins-
I looked at him while the wind took hold of him (or the 
spears stuck in him)
Like the descent of the weaver's needle on the outstretched 
web#
This stanza is in a poem of his. As-Bayâsï also means that which is
on the feet of the cock, swellings lilce miniature horns# As-Sayasi
also means 'the origins'# Abu 'Ubaidah told me that the Arabs say;
" May Allah cut him off by the roots",
Ibn Ishaq:
* And He cast terror into their hearts; p&rt ye killed and 
ye took prisoner a part#
That is; The men wore killed and the women and children were made
prisoner#
And He caused you to inherit their land their dwellings
and their properties and land which ye had never trodden;
meaning ïQiaibar
Allah had power over everythi&g, (Surah 33* 9-2?)#
The death of Sa'd bin Mu'Sdh. ■
ibn Ishaq; When the business of the Beni Quraithah was finished, the
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wound of Sa'd bin Mu'âdh burst open and he died of it a martyr,
Mu'adh bin Rifa'ah the Surqite related to me. Be ©aids Whoever of
my people I wished would have related to me that Gabriel came to the
Messenger of Allah when Ba'd bin Mu'adh was taken in the middle of thhe
night, wearing a silken turban and said: "0 Muliammadi who is this dead 
man for whom the gates of heaven have been opened and for whom the 
throne has trembled?". So the Mesaengar of Allah drew his cloak
around him and wont in haste to Sa*à and found he had died.
'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me on the authority of 'Amrah biiit
*Abd ar-Rahman. She said: 'A’ishah drew near on her return journey
from Mecca accompanied by 'Us&id bin Hudair, when he learned of the
- *■ *
death of a wife of his, and he was grieved for her after a fashion, 
'I’iohah said to him* "May Allah forgive you,' 0 Abu Yahya, do you 
grieve for a woman when you have been deprived of your cousin for 
whom the throne has trembled?"#
One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority of al-Hasan 
of Bosrah* He said: Ba'd was a stout man but when the people carried 
him they found him light, and some of the Hypocrites said: "Surely, 
he was stout and we have never carried a lighter bier"# The Messenger 
of Allah heard that and he said: "Verily he has carriers besides you,
and by Him in Whose hand is my life, the angels have rejoiced at the
spirit of Ba'd and the throne trembled for him#
Ibn Ishaq: Mu'adh bin Rifa*ah related to me on the authority of
Mahmud bin 'Ahd ar-HahmSn bin 'Amr bin al-Jamuh from Jabir bin 
# * *
'Abdallah# He said: "When Sa'«I was buried and we were with the 
Messenger of Allah, ha gave praise, and the people gave praise with 
him, Then he uttered a lakbir and the people. uttered a Talcbir along 
with him. Then they said: "0 Messenger of Allah,wherefore did you 
give praise?". He said* "The grava became narrow for this good 
servant till Allah granted him relief from it".
Ibn Hisham: The summing up of the story is the saying of '%shah;
"The grave had a straltness, if any one could have escaped from it, 
it had been Ba'd"#
Ibn Ishaq: One of the Helpers said of Ba'd:*
The throne of Allah did not tremble at the death of any
who have died of whom we heard except for Ba'd bin Abu 
'Amr#
Hmm Ba'd said lamenting him as bis bier was borno away «
Ibn Hisham; Bliù was Kubaishah bint Kafi* bin Mu'awiyab bin ’iJbaieL bin
Tha'labah bin 'Abd bin al-Anjar who was Judrah bin 'Auf bin al-
Barlfch bin al-Khazraj:- .
Woe to the mother of Ba'd oh account of Ea*d 
For valour and resolution 
Mobility and glory 
,A knight prepared 
By whom a place wae filled.
He.said; The Messenger of Allah saysî "Every mourner lies except her
who mourns for Ba'd bin Hu'adh’i
List of names and poetry omitted.
The killing of Ballâm bin Abu ’1-Huqaiq
When the business of, the Trench and the affair of the Boni Quraithah 
had been disposed of, Ballam bin Abu '1-luqaiq who was Abu Rafi'was 
amongst those who formed parties against the Messenger of Allah.
Prior to Uhud the Aus had slain Ka'b bin al-Ashraf on account of his 
enmity to the Messenger of Allah and his incitement (of people) 
against him, and the IChazraj asked the permission of the Messenger 
of Allah to kill Ballam bin Abu ’1-Huqaiq v/ho was in Khaibar, and he 
granted it.
Muhammad bin Muslim bin Shihab the 0uhrite related to me on the 
authority of 'Abdallah bin Ka*b bln Malik. Ee said: One of the
things which Allah did f<r His messenger was that these two tribes of 
Helpers the Aus and the Khazraj were trying to outdo each other in 
defence of the Messenger of Allah, like the rivalry of two stallions; 
the Aus did nothing of benefit to the Messenger of Allah without the • 
Khazraj saying; " You shall not indeed do anything in excess of what 
we have done"for the Messenger of Allah and Islam", and they would 
not desist till they had done something similar to it; if the Khasraj 
did anything the Aus said the same thing. Ihen the Aus killed Ka'b 
bin al-Aahraf on account of his hostility to the Messenger of Allah, 
the Khazraj said: "You shall not do anything in excess of what we 
have done", and they consulted together as to which man harboured an 
enmity to the Messenger of Allah like Ka'b bin al-Ashraf. They 
mentioned Ibn Abu '1-Huqalq who was in Khaibar and asked permission 
of the Messenger of Allah to slay him which he granted them, five
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men of the Béni Balimali of al*IChazraj went out against him; 'Abdallah 
bin 'Afcik, Mas'ud bin Sinan, 'Abdallah .bin Unais, Abu Qatâdah 
al-Harith bin Bib'lyy, and Khuaa'iyy bin Aewad, an ally of their© from 
Aslam. The Messenger of Allah put 'Abdallah bin 'Atik in command of 
them and they set out, and he forbade them to kill either woman or 
child* They went on their way and when they reached Khaibar they went 
to the abode of Ibn Abu ’l-H&qaiq by night and they did not leave an 
apartmont in the abode that they did not bolt on its inmates# He v;as 
in an upper room of hio which had a ladder up to it by which they 
ascended and stood before hie door# They nought permission to enter 
and his wife came out to them and said: "Who are you?" They said: 
"People of the Arabs; \vc are looking for stores". Bhe said; "There 
is your man; go ±n to him"# He said; When we entered wè locked the 
room on her and ourselves fearing that a struggle might take place 
between him and us# His wife called out and apprised him of our 
arrival and we hurried up to him with our daggers as he lay on his bed* 
There was nothing to guide us in the darkness of the house except his 
white cloak, like fine Egyptian linen, which was thrown (Ôvor him^#
When his wife called out, about our arrival, one of our aukber raised 
his dagger against her, then he remembered the prohibition of the 
Messenger of Allah and withheld his hand. Had it not been for that 
we would have made an end of her that night. Ihon we stabbed him with 
OUI' daggers, 'Abdallah bin Hnais preseed heavily upon him with his 
dagger in his abdomen and finished him off while he said; "Qatni 
Qatni"* that is, Enonghl forrme!%oughkforn$e!/'Then we went out and 
'Abdallah bin 'Atik was a man of weak sight and he fell from the 
ladder and seriously dislocated his hand. It is said it was his 
foot according to what Ibn Hisham says. We carried him, so that we. 
ëïould get him to the aqueduct from their springs and get inside it#
Ke saids So they lit torches and ran about looking for us and when 
they despaired (of finding us) they went back to their friend and 
stood around hiî^  whilst ho died amongst them# We said; "How shall 
we know that the enemy of Allah has died?" One of us said: "I will 
go and find out for you", and he went away and mingled with the 
people# He said; "I found his wife with a lamp in her hand, looking 
into his face while the- Jews stood round about him, and she was 
relating the story to them and saying; * I heard the voice of Ibn 
'Atik*. Then I made myself a liar and said; "Where is Ibn 'AtII::
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ân this country?". Then she approached him, looking into his face
and said: "By the God of the Jews, he has died"# X never heard a
word that was sweeter to any soul than that"# Then he came to us and
gave us the news. 80 we carried away our friend, returned to the
Messenger of Allah, and told him of the killing of the enemy of
Allah# But we disagreed in his presence about his killing; each of
us claimed him* The Messenger of Allah said; "Show me your daggers"#.
We brought them to him, he looked at them and daidî "This dagger of
’Abdallah bin Unais killed him,, for I see on it traces of food"#
Haaaan bln Thabit said when he mentioned the killing of Ka’b bin el-
âshx*af and the killing of Ballam bln Abu ’ImBuqaiq*-
What a band you found 0 Ibn al-Huqaiq and you 0 Ibn 
al-Ashraf
They come to you by night with their daggers flill of 
energy like lions in a tangled thicket
When they came to you in your country, they made you taste 
death with their fast-killiiig swords
Seeking to promote the victory of their prophet's religion 
and making light of everything which deprives of life and 
wealth*
Ibn HishamÎ Els saying 'dhuffaf* is on the authority Of another 
than Ibn Ishaq# ■
The Islamisation of 'Amr bin al-'As*
Ibn Ishaq; Yaald bin Abu Habib on the authority of Rashid a client
of Habib bin Abu Aus the Thaqafite from Habib bin Abu Aus# He said:
*
'Amr bin al-'As related to me with hie own lips# He said; When we 
#
dispersed with the Confederates from the Trench, I got together some 
men of Quralsh who were -minded with me and listened to me, and 
said to them; "Know that X thinly the affair of Muhamm d
I prédominâtes affairs in a vicious manner and I have decided on 
‘something I'Hso^ lsHiat do y oil about it?"# They said;
"What do you think" #''He said; "I thifik we should go. to the Negus
and stay with him; If Muhammad gains the victory over our people we
would be with the I'legus, and iU la more pleasing to us that we should
be Under his control than that we should be under- the control of
Muhammad. If the people should be victorious, wo are men whom they
have known and we shall experience nothing but good from them"# They
said; "This is indeed a (good) idea"# I said; "Collect then what we
shall give him as a gift; the most pleasing gift that can be given
him from oUr country is skin©;’* So we gathered many skins fçr him
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Bind, set out and went to him* We wore with M m  when 'Amr bin
Umaiyyah the Damrite came to him. The Messenger of Allah had sent
him to him In connection with the business of Ja'far and his friends, 
and he went in to him and came but from him- I said to my friends:
"This is 'Arar bln ïïmaiyyah; if I had gone in to the Negus and asked
him for him he would have given me him and I would have out off his
head# If I did that Quraieh would see that X had given them
satisfaction whom I had killed the messenger of Muhammad"# He said;
Bo I v/ent in to him and prostrated, myself as I was in tM habit of 
doing, and he said; "Wblcomo to my friend?. Bo you bring me a gift 
from your country?". I said: "Yes, 0 king, I have brought you a gift 
of many skins"- Then X took it forward to him and it pleased him so 
he desired to have, it- Thon I said, to him: "c|cing, X saw a man come 
out from your presence who is the messenger of a man who is an enemy 
to us, give him to me that 1 may kill him for he has smitten some of 
our noblest and choicest men"# He said: He grew angry and stretched
out his hand and struck his nose with it in such a way that X imagined 
he had broken it, and if the earth had opened for me X would have gone 
into it to get av/ay from him. Then I said to him; "0 king, had X 
thought you v/ould dislike this X would not have asked you for it"-
Ho said; "Do you ask that I should give you the messenger of a man to
whom comes the angel Gabriel v/ho used to come to Moses, that you may 
kill him?" X said: "0 king, is that what he is?". .He said; "Out upon 
you, 'Amr, obey mo and follow him for he has the truth, and he will 
be victorious over those who oppose him even as Hoses v/as victorious 
over Pharaoh and hia hosts"* I said; "Will you pledge me to him in 
accordance with Islam?", He said; "Yes", stretched out hia hand and 
I gave him the pledge in accordance with Islam, Then I v/ent out to 
my friends with my ideas changed from what they had been but I 
concealed my islamisation from them.,
Bo X set out to go to the Messenger of Allah to accept Islam when I 
met Khalid bin al-Walid as he was comlÿg from Mecca, - that ?/as a 
little while before the talcing of Mecca - and X said to him; "Whither 
av/ay, 0 Abu Suleiman?"* He said: "Theway :has..become^  plain,y the?mam 
is a prophet and X. go to islamise,. How long, then?", % said;
"Indeed I am coming only to islamise", So we came to the Messenger
'‘Cairo Text.
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of Allah In Medina and Khâlid bin al-Walid went forward, Islamized, 
and took the pledge* Then 1 drew near and said; "0 Meoaenger of 
Allah, J make a covenant mth you on.condition that my former ©ins 
shall be forgiven and that 1 will notmention ' whatr come# later't. Th‘e 
Messenger of Allah said: "0 'Amr, take the oath, for Islam cuts off 
what was before it, and the Migration cuts off what weis before it"#
So X took the oath and went away#
Ibn Hishâms It is also said: Islam causes to fall what was before it, 
and the Migration causes to fall what v/a© before it,
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me that 'Uthman bin 
Talhah bin Abu Talhah was with them, and islamlzed when they 
islamized #
Ibn Ishaq; Ibn az-Bib'ar:C the Sahmite said:^
I adjure 'UthMan bin falhah by our treaty
and the rendezvous of"the people at the place of kissing
And the alliance which the fethers contracted
And Ehalid is not released from the like of them
Bo you wish a key other than the key of your house?
And what glory of àn ancient house do you desire?
3)0 not trust KhSlid after this
And 'UthmSn brought misfortune from which It ia hard to
escape*
The conquest of the Beni Quraithah was in Dhu ’l^Qa'dah and the 
beginning of M m  ’l^hijjah. The polytheists were in charge of that 
pilgrimage# \
The raid of the Beinl Bihvan#
Ibn Ishaq:'Then the Messenger'of Allah resided in Medina Dhu *l*Eijjah
Muhar/ram, Bafar, and the two montha of Bafoi* and in Juraada Ï at the * ,
beginning of the sixth month after the conquest of the Beni Quraithah 
he set out Against the Beni BihySn seeking the ^enémiês^:of ji* *
Khubalb bin 'Adi and his friends. He made it appear that he was 
going to Syria, that he'might throw the people off their guard, So he
aet out from Medina, and, according to what Ibri Hisham says, he 
appointed Ibn Ham Maktum governor of Medina,
Ibn Ishaqs He went by way of Ghurab, a mountain in the vicinity of 
Medina on the route to %-ria, then, by Malchid and Petra# Then he 
turned left and went by way of Yain, then by' Sulchàir'at al«'Yamam. , where 
tiie road took him straight to al-Mahajjah on t,he road to Mecca, Bo
he forced the pace of march and encamiped in Ghuran, where were the
sèttiemenis' of the Beni Lihyqu - Ghuran is a valley between Amaj and
♦üsfân •*“ beside a town called Sayah, only to find they had taken
precautions and were out of reach on the mountains# When the Heasenger
of Allah made camp there, having failed; to taJse them by surprise as
he had wished, he said: "If we go down to 'Uafan the people of Mecca
will think we are coming against It"; ao he set out with two hundred
horsemen of hia friands and encamped in 'Uafan# Then he sent two
horsemen <f hia friends who got as far b.b KurS* al*0hamim and returned#
The Messenger of Allah uheh act out on his return journey# Jabir bin
'Abdallah Said: • "X heard the Messenger of Allah say when he turned to
go back: 'Beturning and repentant, if Allah wills, praising our Lord:
I take refuge■in Allah from the hardahipaof the journey, the vexations
of the return, and the= evü eye on family and wealth'"* The story of
the raid of the Beni Libyan Is on the authority of *Asim bin 'Umar bin* •
Qatâdah and 'Abdallah bin Abu'Bekr on the authority of 'Abdallah bin
Ka'b bin Malik; Ka'b bin Malik said about the raid of the Beni Libyan:-
«
Had the Beni Lihyah waited on each other
They would have *ineÿ: bands in their dwellings who were
brave warriors
They would have found the vanguard whose fear fills the 
beastB
In front of myriads like the hosts of the Milky Way
But^they were like weasels following the defiles of the 
Hijaz which have no exit#
The raid of Dhu Qarad#
Then the Messenger of Allah returned to Medina, but he was not in it 
more than a few nights till 'Uyainah bin Hisn bin Hudhaifah bin Badr 
the Fazarlte swooped dovm at the head some horsemen from Ghatafan 
on the milch-camels of the Messenger of Allah in Ghabah# A man of the 
Beni Ghifâr and hia wife were in charge of the camels, and they killeed 
the man and carried off the woman with the milch-camel#.
Ibn Ishaq; 'Asimbiu 'Umar bin Qatâdah, 'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr, and 
one who is above suspicion related to me on the authority of 'Abdallah 
bin Ka'b bin Malik « each of them related a part of the story of the 
raid of Dhu Qarad - that the first one who knew of their presence was 
Salamah bin 'Amr bin al-Akwa' the Aslamite, who had gone out in the 
morning in the direction of al-Ghabah accoutred with his bow and arrows 
and accompanied by a boy belonging to Talhah bin 'Ubaid Allah, ahd ha 
had with him a horse of his which he was leading# When he ascended
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the mountain pass of al-Wada he espied some of their hqrses so he 
. went up in the vicinity of Sal* and cried out: "0 for his two mornings", 
Then he set out at a run after the party - he was like a lion - and he 
overtook the party and began to drive them back with arrows, saying 
as he shot ( at them):-
Take this ! I am Ibn,al-âkwa *
To-daÿ is the day of the baser sort
When the horses turned in his direction he fled away and evaded them
and when he was able to shhdt he did so and said;-
Talœ this* I am Ibn al-Aiiwa’
To-day is the clay of the baser sort
One of thorn said; "Our little Akwa* which means * the beginning of
the day * # . .
He said; The call of Ibn âlcwa* reached the Messenger of Allah and he
cried out in Medina "Helpi Help!"* So the horsemen gathered for the
Messenger of Allah and the first of the horsemen to reach him was
al-Mqdad bin *Aiar ; it was he who was called al**Miqdad bin al-Aswad
an ally of the Beni ^uhrah# The first horseman of the Helpers to
take his stand by the Messenger of Allah after al-Miqdad,was *Abbad.
bin Bishr bin Viaqash bin EUghbah bin 0a*ura, one of the Boni *Abd al-
Ashhal, and Ea*d bin Bald one of the Beni Ka»b bin *Abd al-Âshîial and
Usaid bin Thuhair brother of the Beni Harithah bin al-Harith about
whom there is doubt, and *Ukkashah bin Hihsan brother of the Beni• •
Asad bin Ehuzalmah, and Muhris bin Madlah brother of the Beni Asad# *
bin Kh'uzaimah, and Abu Qataclah, al-Harith Bib'ayy brother of the Beni 
0alaaah, and Abu Ayyash v/ho was *Hbaid bin &aid bin as-Bamit brother 
of the Beni %uraiq.
When they came together to the Messenger of Allah he appointed Sa*d 
bin ISaid in command of them, then he said; "Go out in search of the 
party and I will overtake you with the people"# According to what I 
heard the Messenger of Allah said to Abu Ayyash : "0 Abu Ayyioh, had 
you given this horse one who is a better horseman than yourself he 
would have overtaken the party". Abu Ayyash said: "1 said: *0 
Messenger of Allah, X am indeed the beat horseman of the people*. So 
I struck my horse and ho did not take mo fifty yards till be threw me 
off and I was amazed that the Messenger of Allah should say: *Had you 
given him a batter rider than yourself*, while I said: *I am the best 
horseman of the people^ Home'men of the Beni 2iuraiq claim that the
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Meseenger of Allah gave Mu'adh bin Ma*is the horse of Abu Ayyssh,
»
or else it was *A*idh bin ^S'is bin Qais bin Ehaladah. He ?/as the 
eighth, but some people reckon Balamah bin 'Amr bin al-Akwa*one of 
the eight and exclude Usaid bin Thuhair brother of the Beni Harithah; 
but Allah knows best whether that was so# Balamah was not on horse­
back that day; he was the first to ovortalsie the party on foot# The 
horsemen went out in search of the party and came up with them#
Ibn IshaqÎ 'lesim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah related to me that the first
horseman to overtake the party y;as Muhriz bin Nadlah brother of the* *
Beni Asad bin Khuzaim&h* Huhriz was called *al-Akhaam' and also
#  ^
'Qumair'# The scare took place when a horse belonging to Mahmud bin
Maslamah ambled round the garden when he heard the neighing of the
horses - he was a trained hors# full of energy - and some women of
the Beni 'Abd al«Ash hal said when they saw the horse ambling around
the garden with the stump of a palm tree to which he was tied; "0
Qumair, are you minded to ride this horse in the state in which you
see him and join the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims?"# He said:
"Yes"; and they gave it to him, and he set out on it, and with his
energy it v/as not long till he got ahead, of the (other) horses, and
overtook the party# He stood in front of them and said: "Btand still,
0 people of the Beni al-Lakl'ah till the reserves of the Émigrés and
Helpers who are behind you come up with you"* He said: One of them
attacked and killed him and the horse ambled round no one being able
its
to get hold of him and stopped at v, halter of , the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal. 
Bone of the Musliîîis was slain but he#
Ibn Hisham: WaqqSs bin Mujazziz was slain along with Muhria that day
according to what more than one scholar says#
Ibn Ishaq: The name of Mahmud's horse was Dhu al-Limmah#
■ • •  #  '
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of 'Abdallah bin Ka'b bin Malik that Muhriz was only on a horse 
belonging to 'Ulckashah bin Hihsaa called* al-Janah, and Muhriz was 
slain and al-Janah was captured. When the horses came up to each 
other, Abu Qatâdah, al-Harith bin Ribb'ayy brother of the Beni Salamah 
killed Habib bin 'Hyainah bin Hisn and covered him with his cloak.
Then he joined the people and the ^essenger of Allah came Up at the 
head 'of the Muslims# '
Ibn Hishâm: He appointed Ibh Umm Maktum governor of Medina#
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Ibn Ishâq: When Habib lay shrouded in the cloak of Abu Qatidah the
people said; "Verily we belong to Allah and verily to Him do we 
return", and said; "Abu Qatidah is slain". The Messenger of Allah 
said: "He is not Abu Qatidah but one who has been slain by him on
whom he has thrown his cloak so that you may know he is his man".
•Ukkâshah ibn Mihsan overtook Aubâr and his son 'Amraibn Aubar who 
were riding on the same camel, pierced them both through with a spear 
and killed them. They rescued some of the milch camels and the 
Messenger of Allah marched off and encamped in the mountain beside 
Dhu Qarad, and the people joined him. The Messenger of Allah made 
camp and remained there for a day and a night. Salamah ibn al-Akwa* 
said to him: "0 Messenger of Allah,- had you sent me out with a 
hundred men I would have rescued the rest of the herd and seized the 
necks of the party". According to what I heard, the Messenger of 
Allah said to him: "They are even now milking (them) in Ghatafan". 
Then the Messenger of Allah apportioned to every hundred of his 
friends a camel for slaughter and they stayed there. Afterwards the 
Messenger of Allah returned and came to Medina.
The Ghifirite woman makes her escape from them.
The wife of al-Ghifari came up on one of the she-camels belonging to 
the Messenger of Allah, went to him and told him her story. When she 
had finished she said: "0 Messenger of Allah, verily I vowed to Allah 
that I would sacrifice her if Allah granted me deliverance by her".
He said: The Messenger of Allah smiled and said: "Bad is the reward
you would give her, since Allah mounted you on her and by her gave 
you deliverance and now you would sacrifice her! A vow is not a vow 
when made in disobedience to Allah or with regard to something you 
do not possess. This is one of my camels; return to your family with 
the blessing of Allah". The story about the wife of al-Ghifârï, 
what she said and what the Messenger of Allah said to her is on the 
authority of Abu 'z-Zubair of Mecca from al-Hasan ibn Abu *1-Hasan 
of Basrah.
Poetry omitted
The raid on the Beni '1-Mustaliq in Muraisi' in Sha'ban of year six. 
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah resided in Medina for part of
Jumâdâ II and Rajab. Then he launched an attack on the Beni #1- 
Mustaliq in Sha'bSn of year six.
Ibn Hisham: He appointed AbS Dharr the Ghlfarité governor of Medina:
but It is ©aid’ it was. HiimalïaiV bih' *AbdaxXah the 'Laithit© « ‘ ■
Ibn Ishaq: *Asim bin * Umar bln'Qatadah, 'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr, and 
MUhaaimad bln Xahva bin Habtan related to me - each of them related to* « è
me part of the account 61 the Beiii ’1-Mustaliq. They said; The
Messenger of Allah heard that the Beni '1-Mustallq were assembling• #
(their forces) against him , and (that) their leader v/as al-Harith 
bin Abu Dirar Abu Juwairiyah bint al-Harith hife uf the prophet* \^ Hen 
the Messenger of Allah heard about them he went out against them and 
met them at one ox their wator-’spots called al-Muràisi* in the vicinity 
of Qudaid towards the ©ea-ooast* So the people drew ^-neari and fought 
.and Allah routed the Beni ^1-Mustaliq and slew those of them .whom He 
sleWf and gave as spall to the Messenger of Allah their sons, wives 
and properties, and granted them to him as booty. One of the Muslims 
from the Beni Kalb bin *Auf bin 'Amir bin Laitii bin Bakr called 
Hisham was killed. One of the Helpers from the kinsmen cf 'Ubadah bin 
0-s«Bamit killed him in error thinking he was one of the enemy. While 
the Messenger of Allah was at that water-spot a party of the people 
want down to it fox' water. 'Umar bin al-Iüiattâb had with him a hired 
servant of his from the Beni Ghifâr called Jahjah bin Mae'ûd who was 
leading his horse. Jahjah and Biniai bin Wabar the Juhanite, ally of 
the Beni *Auf bin al-K.hazraj, pressed against each other at the water 
and they fought. Then the Juhanite called outs "0 people of the 
Helpers!", and Jahjah cried out: "Ô people of the Emigres!*. 'AbdaMah 
bin Ubai bin Balul, who had a company of his tribe with him, in 
command of which was Said bin Arqam,. a young man, was enraged and 
said; " Have they now done it? They have vied with us fcr nobility 
a.nd they have outnumbered us in our own country. I do, not reckon 
ourselves in the same category as the women's gpvms of Quraioh, except 
as the first said: "Fatten your dog and he will eat you". If wc
return to Medina the stronger will expel from it the weaker# Then he 
went up to those of his people who were with him and said; "This ie 
what you have brought upon yourselves, you have allowed them the 
freedom of your country, you have shared your property with them, and 
if you withold from them v/hat you now possess they will turn aside to 
other abodes than yours", Zaid bln Arqara heard that and carried it 
to the Messenger of Allah - that was when the Messenger of Allah had
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finished with hie enemies *- and gave him the news. 'Umar bin al-- 
Khattâb was with him and he said; "Gomraaad 'Abbad bin Bishr to slay 
him". The Messenger of Allah said to him: " How will Ij: be, 0 'îîmqr,
if the people relate that Muhammad slays his friends? Kay, but give 
the proclamation to march". That was at an hour when the Messenger
of Allah did not usually march, but the people set out. When 'Abdallah
«  ■ '
bin Ubai bin Balul heard that laid bin Arqam had told the Messenger 
of Allah v/hat he had heard him say, he went to the Messenger of 
Allah and swore by Allah: "I did not say" what he said, and "I did not 
utter it". Be was noble and great in hi© tribe, and those of his 
friends from the Helpers who were with the Messenger of Allah said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, perhaps the young man made a slip in his story 
and did not remember what the man said", out of kindness to Ibn Ubai 
and in defence of him.
When the Messenger of Allah got started on his v/ay Ueaid bin Hudair 
met him and greeted him with the prophetic greeting. Then he said:
"0 prophet of Allah, you have gone away at an unusual hour, one in 
which you were not wont to set out"# The Messenger of Allah said to 
him: "Did you not hear what your friend said?" He said; "Which friend, 
0 Messenger of Allah?" He said; "'Abdallah bin Ubai". He said; "And 
what did he say?". He said: "He asserted that if ho returned to 
Medina the strong in it would expel the weak". Then indeed, 0 
Messenger of Allah, you will surely expel him if you wish, he is the 
v;eaic and you are the strong"# Then he said: "0 Messenger of Allah, 
deal gently with him# Allah bm ught you when his people were 
preparing for him the chaplet wherewith to crown him, and he sees that 
you have baulked him of the kingdomV
The Messenger of Allah marched with the people all that day till 
evening came and all that night till morning came, and the fore part 
of that day till the sun was doing them harm. Then he made camp with 
the people and it was not long till they lay down on the ground and 
fell asleep* He did that merely to distract the people from the event 
that had talcen place the day before in connection with 'Abdallah bin 
Ubai.
Then the Messenger of Allah wont away with tîae people, crossed the
Hijils and made camp at a well in the Hijaz a little way above an-Haql'
»  »
called Daq'a*. When the Messenger of Allah set out a strong wind blew
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upon the people, which did them harm, and trey feârèd It, The 
Messenger of Allah said; "Do not fear it, for it hl6we merely on 
account of the death of one of’ the great ones of the unbelievers". 
When they returned to Medina they found that Bifa'ah bin Zaid bin at- 
Tabut, one of the Beni Qainuqa*, one of the great men of the Jew© and 
a resort for the Hypocrites, had died that day. The chapter about 
Ibn Ubai and those who were in a similar position in which Allah 
mentions the Hypocrites, came down. When It came down the Messenger 
of Allah took Zaid bin Arqam by the ear' and ©aid; "This Is he who 
rendered his due to Allah with his ear". 'Abdallah bin 'Abdallah bin 
Ubai heard of the affair of his father.
Ibn Ishaq; *Asim related to me that 'Abdallah went to the Messenger # '* #
of Allah and said; "I have heard that you wish the death of 
'Abdallah bin Ubal on account of what you have heard about him. If. 
you (intend) doing it, command me and I will bring his head to you. 
Khasraj know that they have not a man who has greater filial piety 
towards his father than I have, and % fear that you should give the 
order about him to another and he should kill him, for then my soul 
would not suffer me to regard the slayer of 'Abdallah bin Obai going 
about amongst the people and I would slay him and thereby slay a 
believer for an unbeliever, and I would go into the Fire". The 
Messenger of Allah said; "Hay', - we will deal gently with him and 
cultivate hie friendship as long as he remains with us". In after 
days when lie did any wrong It was hia own people who took him, 
censured him, and treated him rudely, ao the Messenger of Allah said 
to 'Umar bin al-Khattab; #hen he heard that affair of theirs; "What 
do you think,0 'Umar? Had I slain him the day you said to me; 'Kill 
him*, noses would have quivered for him; if I commanded thoM to kill 
him to-day they would do so". 'Umar said; "I know that the command 
of the Messenger of Allah is greater in blessing t^an my command".
ii3.qyas bin Bababah came from Mecca a Muslim according to appearances 
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I have come to you a Muslim and I 
have come seeking the blood-wlt for my brother who was slain in error’ 
So the Messenger of Allah commanded that the blood-wit of his brother 
Hisham bln Bababah be given him. %Ie remained with the Meaaongcr of 
Allah for a little while and attacked and alew his brother's killer. 
Then ho went back to-Mecca .an apostate. He said in Verses he spoke:-
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It eased the sonl that he died reclining in the hollow place 
The blood from the vein© of hi© neck ©mearing hi© clothe©
The care© of the aoül before hi© murder 
Visited (me) and kept me from having a ©niooth couch 
By him X achieved vengeance and obtained revenge 
And X was the flrat to return to idol©
By him, I avenged Fihr and placed responsibility for his 
blood-wit  ^ .
On the uobléfô of the Bezil an~Majjar the îifâstersof Fari* •
Mlqyaa bin Sab’abah also said;-'
I dealt him a blow which got me my revenge and which 
drew forth drops (of blood) which spurted out and stopped 
I said while death was covering his wrinkles 
"You are not safe from the Beni Bakr when they are wronged
Ibn hisham: The slogan of the Muslim© on the day of the-Beni ‘ ■
Mustaliq was: "0 victorious one,- ©lay, ©layi". '#.
Xbn Xshaq; Some men of the Beni ’1-Mustaliq were slain that day and 
*Ali bin Abu Talib killed two of them, Malik and his son.
The affair of Oru?/alr*iyah. bint al-Harlth mother of the believers.
Re said: The Messenger of Allah took many of them captive ; his portion
was.distributed amongst the-Muslima*. Amongst the captives who were 
taken that day was Juwairiyah bint al-Harlth. bin Abu Dirar, wife of 
the Messenger of Allah*
Xbn Ishaqs Muh&'iimad bin Ja'far bin az-3ubair related to me on the * #
authority of '[Jrwah from ’l^ishah* She said: "When the Messenger of 
Allah apportioned the captives of the Beni ’1-Mustaliq, Juwairlyah 
bint al-Harivh went by lot to Thâbit bin Qais bin ash-Bhamma© or to a 
cousin of his anq| she entered into a bond with him for herself * She 
was pleasing and of great beauty and ao once od uld see her without 
being captivated. So she cams to the Messenger of Allah- seeking his 
help about her bond* 'A’ishah said: Suddenly I saw her at the door
of my room and I loathed ker for I knew he would in her what I 
saw. She went in to him and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I am 
Juwairiyah bint al-Harith, bin Abu Dirar the chief of his people, and 
a misfortune which is not hidden from you has come upon me* X fell 
by lot either to Thabit bin Qais or to a cousin of his, and I entered 
Into a bond with him for myself, and I have come to you to seek your 
help with my bond? He' said* "Is there nothing better for you àhan 
that", She ©aid: "And what might that be, 0 Messenger of Allah?"*
He Said: "I will fulfil your bond and marry youU, Bhe said; "Yes,
0 messenger of Allah". Ee said; "I will do It". *So the newa went out 
to the people that the Messenger of Allah had married duwairiyah bint 
al"Harith bin Abu Dirâr, and the people saids »*K:ineraen of the Measenger 
of Allah and they relinquished what they had. got. Thus by his 
marriage to her one hundred people of the Beiil *l«Mustallq were set 
free* and X know not a woman who was the means of greater blessing to 
her people than she*
Ibn Hishâmî It is said that when the Messenger of Allah retired from
the raid of the Beni *1-Mustaliq accompanied by Juwairlyah bint al-
Hàrlthç and was in Dhat al-Jalsh, he gave Juv/aii*:î.yah Into the charge
of one of the Helpers g VladS^ ah, and ordered him to keep her saf el^ r.
When the Messenger of Allah returned to Medina her father al-Harith
*
bln Abu Birar brought the ransom for his daughter. When he was in
alMqJq he looked over the camels he had brought for her ransom and
coveted two of them and concealed them in one of the clefts of al-
*Aqiq. ïlien he came to the Mensonger of Allah and aaidî "0 Muhammad
you have captured my daughter and here is her ransom". The Meseenger
of Allah said: "Where are the two camels you concealed in al*$Aqiq in
such- and such a cleft?" Al^Harlth aaidî "I testify that there is no
*
god but Allahs and that you, Muhammad are the Messenger of Allah, for 
no one but Allah disclosed thatV So al-Harith islamised along with 
two sons of his and some people from his tribe, and he sent for the 
two camels, brought them, and gave them to the Messenger of Allah, and 
hia daughter Juwairiyah was handed over to him and she islamissed and 
Wfâmë aigoddvMuslimS go- So the Messenger of Allah asked
her father for her and he gave her in marriage to him and gave her a 
dowry of four hundred dirhems.
The affair of al-Walid bin UJqbah,
Ibn Ishaq: lasid bin puman related to me that the Messenger of Allah
sent al-Walid bin »Hqba.h bin Abu Mu*ait to them .after their 
acceptance of Islam, When they heard of him they rode.out to meet him. 
When he heard of them he was afraid of them, returned to the Messenger 
of Allah and told him that the people meant to kill him and had
withheld from him the alias they had. The Muslims talîœd much about a
raid on them and the Moseenger of Allah decided to make a raid on them. 
While he was thus occupied a deputation came from them to him and 
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, we heard of your messenger when you sent
him to us, And wo want out to maet him to do him honour and to give
him the alms wo had, but ha turned back In great haste. We have
heard that he said to the Messenger of,Allah that we went out to kill
him, hut we certainly did'not go out for that", 80 Allah sent down
about him and them:^ . -
0 ye who have h&lieyéd, if a reprobate come to you with a 
report bo clear (about it) lest ye commit a stupidity 
against a people, and find yourselves regretting what ye 
have done.
Know that the Messenger of Allah is amongst you; if he
wore to obey ;you in much of the affair, y a would be in
distress* (Burah 4 9 ï 5 “ ?)*
According to what one who is above suspicion related to me on the = 
authority of aa^^uhri from *Urwah from *A*ishah, ,the Hosaongor of 
Allah raturned from that march of his, *Â*iehah being with him, on 
his March, and when ho was hear to Medina the liars said about her 
what they said*
The account of the falsehood in the raid of the henl ll^Mustaliq 
±n_^ 'oar six#
Ibn Ishaq; Av.-?4uhri related to me on the authority of MAlqamah bin 
Vfaqqas, Sa*id bln Jubuir, *Urwah bin aa-Subalr, and *hbald Allah bin 
*Abdallah bin *htbah* Bach of them related to me a part of this 
account, and some of the people kne#^itrbetier^than^6thehs%-and .%
have collected for you what the party related to me*
Muhammad bin Ishaqs lahya bisi *Abbad bln ’Abdallah bin aa-Subail*
related to me on the authority of his father from ’A^ishah, and
’Abdallah bin Abu B@di:r on the authority of *Amrah bint *Abd ar-
Hahman from *A?iahah on her own authority when the liars said about 
*
her what they aaicU Bach of them had a part in relating it on the 
authority of all these, some of them relating what his friend did not 
relate, each of them treate:^uheroast^authorxtatiyeand each of them 
related about her what ho h^ard* She said; When the Messenger of 
Allah wanted to act out on an expedition he cast lots among his wives, 
and took with him her whose arrow cmm out. When the raid of the 
Beni ’l-Miiatallq took place ho cast lots among his wives as he was in 
the habit of doing and my arrow came out on top with him, so the 
Messenger of Allah took me with him* She said; At thatstimeasions 
they ate only sustaining food which did not cause them to put 04 
flesh and grow heavy. When my csuael was saddled for me I took my
seat In my litter* then the party who aaddlod him for me came and 
carried me by taking hold 'of the bottom of the litter, which they 
lifted up and placed on. the oarshl’a back, after which they secured 
It with the rope, took the camel by the head and led him away# Bhe 
said; When the Messenger "of Allah had finished that expedition he 
turned baok and when he was neah' to Hedim he made camp at a certain
cam.ping«plaao and spent part of the nii^ ht there# Then he made
%
proclamation among’the people that the march would be resumed and
they moved on# I had gone out on some business of mine, wearing
round my neck ei necklace of mine in which were gams of Tlxafar , and
when I had finished It slipped from ny neck without me being aware of
it# When 1 returned to the tent X sought It on my neck but did not
find it# The people had begun to move , 0o I wont back to the place
where I had boon and searched for it till -I found it# The party who
saddled my camel for iuo came in my abaenOe> and when they finished
saddling him they tOok up the l i t s u p p o s i n g  that 1 was Inside, as
I was v;ont to be, mounted it and fastened it on to the camel, never
doubtiixg that X was in it, and than took the camel by the head and '
led him away. Then X returned to the camp and found therein neither
any that called nor answered; the people had departed# Blie said: Bo
X .wrapped myself' up in my outer, garment, and lay down where I wae
realising that if 1 had been missed they would have returned for me*
I was lying thus when Bafwan bin alWm’attal the SuXàirdte passed by* # #
me# Fie had remained the army for some business cf his and did not
spend the night with the people^ Ho saw my figure in the distance
and came up and stopped by me, and he had soon mo before the veil 
vms impoaed on us# VIhon he saw me he said; "Verily ve belong to 
Allah and verily to Him we return ; a littor-woman belonging to the 
Messenger of Allah". % was wrapped up in my clothes. Ho said; "What 
kept you behind, may Allah have mercy on you?" Bhe,,oaid; X did not 
speak to him# Theft he brought his camel near and said# "Mount", and
withdrew from me* So X mounted* and ho .took the camel by the head
and went away in haste searching for the people# But wc did not 
overtake the people and X m,m not missed till X arrived* The people 
had made camp and when they were settled in the man appeared leading 
my camel, so the liars said what they said, and the camp was thrown 
into a ferment but X know no tiling about that.
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Bo VÎO came to Medina and it was -nqt long till I fell seriously 111 
but I heard nothing about that* The story reached tbs Messenger of 
Allah and my parents>3 but they mentioned neither little nor much of it 
Lo me, but X did not ekporienca certain kindnesses from the Messenger 
of Allah* When I had been sick.before he was compassionate towards 
me and treated me kindly but he did not do that In that illness; lb aid 
not:: likfet he came in to me and my mother
was with me nursing me (Ibn Hisham: EJie was Dmm Huain and her name
was Sainab bint *Abd Duhman one of the Beni Firas bln Ghanam bin 
Malik bln kinanah) he said; "Mow is that (girl) of yours?**, and 
beyond that he did not go, When X was grieved in myself I said; "0 
Messenger of Allah’*- when I saw what X saw of his unkindness to me - 
"if you give me leave Ï will move to my mother and sue will nurse
me". He. said; "There is nothing to prevent jou doing that". Bo I
moved to my mother and X had no knowledge of what had hapiioned till I 
had recovered, from my illness after more than twenty days, 14e were 
an Arab tribe and we did not put lavatories in our houses as foreigners 
do, a custom which we loathe and detest; we merely went to the open 
spaces of Medina, and the women only went out each night for this 
business of theirs. 1 went out one night on my business accompanied
by Hmm Mis tali bint Abu Euhm bin al-Muttalib bin *Abd Manaf. Her 
mother wad bint Balclir bln ’Imiir bin Jta’to bin Sa’d bin Taim aunt of 
Abu Bakr the Faithful. Ehe was walking along with me when she 
tripped o,u her garment and saldi "Hmlmppy Miatahl" (Miatab was a 
nickname; M s  name was *Auf). I sails *'By the life of Allah^ bad is 
what you havo said about one of the .Sadgres vdio has witnessed Badr".
She said I "Have you not heard the neiva 0 bint Abu Bekr?" I said;
**#hat is t.he news?", So she told me what the liars were saying. I
said: *'Xs this what has taken place?", Bhe said: "Yes, indeed it,
has", X was not able to do my business and went back,, and X v/ent on 
weeping till X imagined it would split my liver,'' $ said to .my mother; 
"May Allah forgive.youl The people were relating what they were, 
relating and you mentioned nothing of it to me". She said: "0 my 
daughter* make this affair easier for yourself. It Is seldom that a 
beautiful woman is married to a jiiaa who loves her and has follow- 
wives but these multiply scandal against her and the people do 
likewise". Bhe said; The Messenger of Allah stood up amongst the 
people and preached to them but 1 have no knowledge of that. He
praised and blessed Allah and said; **0 people* what do certain men 
mean who work.me ill where n%r family is concerned, and speak against 
them that which is not .true* Indeed I knoty nothing but good about 
them’X They say that too about a man of v/hom I have known nothing but 
good* and who dpee not enter one of my houses except he is accompanied 
by meV The main part of that (scandal) originated v/ith •Abdallah bin
Ubai bin Salul and certain men of the Khaaraj along with what Mis tali
■ ' ' ' ' ■ ' - ■ . 
and Eaiiinah bint Jalish said. That v/as because her sister ^ainab bint
Jahsh v/as a wife of the Messenger of Allah, and none of hie wives but
She disputed my position in his affections# As for îSainab Allah
preserved.her in her religion; but as for Haranah she broadcast what '
she broadcast, comparing me unfavourably with her sister, so that I y
v;as Eiiserable thereby* :
Whmi the Messenger of Allah made that statement, Vsaid bin Hudair said: 
"0 Messenger of Allah, if they are from the Aus we will give you
satisfaction for them, and if they are from our brethren the hhasraÿ-
give us your orders, for they deserve to have their heads cut off".
She said: Sa*d bin *îîbadah, vjho béfon*that had been considered a
good man, rose and said; "You lie I They shall not be beheaded, and 
indeed you made this statement only because you knew they were from 
the Khàaraÿ. Had they been from your people you would not have made 
it". Hsaid said:’ "You lie, but you arc a hypocrite who argue© on, 
behalf of the Hypocrite©", So the people were roused up and 
(something) evil almost took place between those two tribes of the 
Au© and the IChazraj * Then the Messenger of Allah came down , came in 
to me, and called Ali bin Abu Tallb, and Hsamah bin 2aid and asked 
their advice. As for Haamah he gave me a good name and said: "0 
Messonger of Allah,you know nothing but good of your family, and wo
know nothing of them but good; this is a lie and a baseless 
calumniation^ A© for *Ali, he said: "0 Messenger of Allah, the 
women are many, and you can réplade (her). Ask the servant girl for 
she will speak the truth", So the Messengor of Allah called Burairaix 
to ask her• and *Ali bin Abu Talib arose and struck her a severe blow 
and ©aid: "Tell the truth to the Messenger of Allah". She said:
"I know nothing (of ’A’ishah) but what is good and I did nottfind 
IM ’l.’iéhahiàny ' def éçti'^ y r except that : X was kneading my dough and X 
asked her to watch but she fell asleep and tte sheèp came and, ate it,1
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Then the Messenger of Allah came In to me and,my parents and a v/omaa 
of the Helpers were with me ; I was weeping and she was weeping with , 
me,; -He squatted dov/n* praised and blessed Allah and said: "0 *A7lshah 
verily you have heard what people say* so act piously towards Allah#
If you have" committed the fault which the people say repent towards 
Allah, for Allah accepteth repentance on the part of his servants".
Bhe said; No sooner had he ©aid that to me than iiiy tears dried up so 
that X felt them not at all and I expected my parents would reply to 
the Mossenger of Allah on my behalf, but they did not spealc. I swear 
by Allah that I was too insignificant and of too little account for 
Allah to send down a <^ ur’an about me which should be recited in the 
mosque at v/orship, but I had been hoping that the Messenger of Allait 
would see something in his sleep whereby Allah would declare it false 
for me because He had knowledge of my innocence; or that he should 
receive some word; but that a Qur*an should come down about me, I was 
indeed too insignificant in my pwn estimation for that- When I saw 
that my parents did not speak I said to them: "Will you not teply to 
the Messenger of Allah?"* They said; "Indeed we know not how to reply 
to him", 1 know of the people of no fmnily to whom there came what 
came to the family of Abu in those days* When they were unable
to .answer,me, my tears flowed (afresh) and I wept, then I said: "I 
will never repent to Allah of what you have mentioned, and I know that 
if X made acknowledgement of what people say, when Allah knows that ;
I am innocent of it, X would admit something that did not happen: if 
I denied v/hat you say you would not believe me". She ©aid; Then I, 
sought for the name..of Jacob but could not remember it, so I said;
"But I will Bay as the father of Joseph said; ’Patience is admirable, 
and Allah is the Helper against what you describe’"., She said: The
Messenger of Allah was still squatting when there overshadowed him 4 
that which used to overshadow him from Allah, so he was wrapped in his 
clothes and a cushion of sldn placed beneath his head*. As for me, 
when I saw v/hat I saw of that, I was not afraid, nor was I anxious. I 
knew that I was (declared) innocent and that Allah would do me no 
wrong. As for my parents., by Him in whose hand is; the life of ’A’xshah 
the clothes v/ere not tedten-off the Messenger of Allah, till I 
imagined they themselves would pass out in dre§d lest there come from 
Allah a confirmation of what the people said. Then the clothes were
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takon off the Messenger,of Allah and he sat up, while the perspiration 
poured off him like, pearls on a winter day. Eo he began to wipe the
sweat from his f orehead and say s "He Joice * 0 * A > ishah! Allah hath
revealed thine innocence"* I said; "Praise be to Allah!" Then he 
went out to the people and addressed them and recited to them the part 
of the Qur’an Allah had sent down to him about that. Then he ordered 
Mstah bin Uthathah* Hassan bin Thabit* and Haranah bint Jahsh, v;ho 
were amongst those who had spoken openly of adultery to be beaten as 
their punishment. - -
My father Ishaq bin Yasar related to me on the authority of some of
the Beni an-Najjar that the wife cf. Abu Ayyub Khalid bin Zaid, Umra
Ayyub said to him: "0 Abu Ayyub, do you not hear what the people are
saying about *A’ishah?". He said: "Certainly, and it is a lie. Would
you do that, 0 üinm Ayyub?" She said: "No, I would certainly not do
it". He said! "’A’ishah is better than you". When the Qur’an came
down with mention of the evil-speakers and the liars who said what
they said, lie to Whom belong power and glory said;-
 ^ Verily those who have produced the lie are a small faction
amongst you; do not consider it evil for you, rather is it 
good for you; every man of thorn will bear the guilt he has 
earned for himself, and for him amongst them who was 
responsible for the built of it is a great punishment.
That was Hassan bin Thabit and his friends who said what they said.
Ibn Hisham: It is said that v/as ’Abdallah bin Ubai and his friends.
Ibn Hisham: He who was responsible for the bulk of it was ’Abdallah 
bin Ubai, and ibn Ishaq has mentioned that previously in this account*
Then He Whose praise is glorious said;-
Why, when ye heard it did not the believing men and the 
believing women form in their minds a good opinion,
That is: And say what Abu Ayyub and his wife said. Then He said;-
When ye took it up on your tongues and spoke with your 
mouths thing of which ye had no knowledge and ye thought 
it a light thing while in Allah’s eyes it was serious. 
(Bûrâh 24: 11 - 15).
When this came down about ’A’ishah and about those who said of her 
what they said, Abu Bakr, who was spending money on Mistah because of 
his relationship and his need, said: "I will neyer spend anything on 
Mistah, nor will I ever grant him a favour after what he said about
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•A’ishah, and what he bro ught upon us* Bo'Allah sent down about that:■«
let not those of; you who ,have abundance and ample means 
owoar off from giving to relatives and the poor and those 
who emigrate in the way of Allah; but let them pardon and 
overlook; do ye not like that Allah should forgive you;
Allah is forgiving, compassionate, (Burah 24: 22)
ï^ oetry 5 etc-omitted i
vlbn Ishaqs Abu Baler saidi"Certainly, i v/ould like Allah to. forgive me", 
Bo he restored to Mistah the money'he was spending on him and said:’
"I will never taice it away from him".
The affair of Hassan and Bafwan,
Ibn Ishaqs Then Safwan bin al-Mu*attal encountered Hassan bin Thabit 
with the sword when he lieard what ho had said about him. Along with - 
that Hassan had spoken in verse alluding to Ibn Mu’attal and those of 
the Arabs of Mudar who had islamijaed'and said:- ........
The followers of the prophet have become strong and 
numerous . - ,
And Ibn Furai’ah has become without equal 
His mother has lost one to whom I was friend 
Or he v/as caught in the lion’s claws
For the one whom I/meot in the morning and slay .
There shall no blood-wit be given nor retaliation in kind 
Not this is the sea when the wind blows 
And it heaves and casts the foam upon the beach 
There is no one more victorious, when you soe me 
. I cleave like the hail cloud 
As for Quraish, I will not maice peace with them 
Till they returh from error to guidance 
And abandon al-lat and al-’Haza in their secluded spots 
And all of them worship the One Eternal (God)
And,witness that what the Prophet said to them was true 
And fulfil the covenant of Allah and confirm it,
So Ibn Mu’attal encountered him with the sword and emote him. Then he
said according to what Ya’qub bin ’Utbah related to me:--
Talte from me the edge of, the sword for I am a young man;
If 1 am satirised I am not a poet? ,
Ibn Ishaqs Piuhammad bin Ibrahim bin al-iîaritli the Taimitc related to me
tliat Thabit bin Qais bin ash-Bharmnas attaclted Bafwan bin al-Mu’attal
when he ©note Hassan, tied his hands behind his neck with a rope, and
took him to the abode of the Beni ’1-Harith bin al-Khazsraj, ’Abdallah
bin Pawahah met him and said; "What is this?" He said: "Does not not
surprise you that he has smitten Hassan with the sword and I thinlc has
-, - ' . _ 
done no other than slay'him. ’Abdallah bin Hawahah said to him: "Does
the Messenger of Allah know anything of. what you have done?" He said: 
"No", He said : "Ypu have indeed been. daring ! Set the man free". Bo -, 
he freed him and they went,to the Messenger of. Allah and told him 
about that and he called Hassan and-Eafwan bin ai-Muattal • vlbn al-^  
Mu’attal; said; "0 Messenger of Allah* he harmed me and satirized «10* 
so rage drove me on and; I struck. him" * . The .Messenger of Allah said to 
llassin; *tO: Hassan* you have behaved in an unseemly aianner tov/ards my 
people (after) that Allah has.guided thorn to Islam". Then ho said; 
•Hasean* treat him well who ha© smitten you". Hé said; "That shall 
be yours". - . , ' ' -, - ,
Ibn Hishams: It is also given as * after that Allah has guided you to 
Islam’ ë . V . \ ' - ; - - ■
ibn Ishaqs Muhamaidd bin Ibrahim related to me that the Messenger of
Allah gave him in compensation for it Biraha’ a castle belonging to
the Beaii Hudhailah in Medina to-day which was a property belonging to
Abu Talhah bin Eahl* He gave it as aims to the Messenger of Allah*
and he gave ;it to Haasan for the beating he got. He also gave him
Birin à Coptic slave-girl àh0 she bore to him *Abd ar-Rahman bin
Hassan . ’A ’ishah said: He was akked about Ibn al-MU’attàl and they
. -, V .. / 1: . - '1.' . . '' . '.1.1- .
found him to be a discreet man who did not go near women, and after
that ho was slain a martyr.
Then Hassah bin Thabit said in apology for what he had said about the 
/.  ^ ' ' ' ' ' . - :
matter of ’A’ishah;- ' x •: ' <
Ghaste* sèdaté* she ia not suspected by doubt 
She would be.hungry ,rather than have the flesh of the
. ' h e e d l e s s  ‘ ‘ ■
' ; The noble woman of a tribe ; from Lu’ai bin Chalib
; ; ; Who are noble in endeavour and Y/ho ©e glory .endures
- ' Pure* Allah has made goo& her character ■
And purified her from everything that is evil and vain 
If I have said that which you assert \
Let not my finger© lift illy whip to BÎO (?)
; And how should iBy love as long a© I live and iny help 
Be to'the faiaily of the Messenger of Allaix - the ornament 
of (all) gathering-plaoe© . ■
, . He has an exalted position over ail people :
The longest leap would come short of him 
‘ Verily vHmt has been said does not stick ; ,
, / V ; But it is the saying of a man Y/ho is a «lalevolent liar.
Ibn Hisham; His stanza ’the noble v/omah of a tribe and the. stanza, 
Yjhich fallows it ’He has an' exalted position' are on the authority of
; - V-: ■ '/ , : : • ; ■ ; : ;
Abu Zaid the Helper. . / - \ ' -
Ibn Hiahiin: Abu ’Ubaidah related to me that a woman praised the 
daughter of Hassan bin Thabit in the présence of *A’ishah. and said:)*
Chaste* sedate, she is not suspected by doubt 
' )■ She would be hungry rather than have the flesh of the
■- heediesG.: ,, , . ■  ^ ^
•I’iBhali eaids But her father tsaid that).
Ibn Ishaq: One'of the Muslim© said about the beating of Hassan and
his friends for their falsehood against ’A’ishahS"^
Ibn:Hisham; About the beating of Hassan and his two friends;-
- . - ' . ' - ..  ^ .
Hassan tasted that which he deserved
, . , And Hamnah and Mistah, because they used unseemly language
Theyêngaged in secret conjectures about the wife of ;
; ; . . : V ..theiryprophet \ \ \ \ ;  ^ .E: /
And in displeasing tile bountiful Xiord of the Throne. 80 
- they were afflicted 
They harmed the Messenger of Allah by it and spread abroad 
A disgrace v/hioh shall remain - they made it general 
, property and they v/ere disgraced
And the stout whips v/ere applied to: them as i& they v/ere
shpv/ers of rain pouring from the highest rain-cloud.
The affair of al-Hudaibiyah in the latter part of year six and 
mention of the trea^ if friends] 
of Allah and Buhail bin *Amr-
Ibn Ishaq? Thon the Messenger of Allah resided in Medina for the 
remainder of Ramadan and Bhav/wal, and set out in Dhu ’l-Qa’dah on 
the lesser Pilgrimaget wishing to avoid hostilities# .
Ibn Hisham: He appointed lumailah bin *Abdallah the laithito governor 
of Medina. . - :.. . '
Ibn Ishaqs He called together the Arabs and the nomadic Beduin v/ho 
were around them to go out v/ith him for he was afraid of what Quraisli 
might do in case they should oppose him by force or block his 
approach to the House, but many of the ‘^eduin,dallied with him. Bo 
the Messenger of Allah set out with the Immigres and Helpers and the 
Arabs who followed him, took with the sacrificill animals, and donned 
the pilgrim garb, so that the people might feel themselves safe from 
attack by himj and that they might know that he came merely as a 
pilgrim to the House to venerate it. :
Ibn Ishaq: Muhastuad bin Muslim bin, Bhihab the Zuhrite on the authority
• * ° . „ • 
of ’Urwah bin az-Zubair from Miswar bin Malchramah and .Marv/an bin
ai-Haîcm that they related to him; They ©aids The Messenger of Allah
set out in the year of al-Hudaibiyah* wishing to visit the House* not
wanting to give,battle * and took with him; seventy sacrificial animals.
The people numbered seven hundred men so that there was an animal for
every ten persons. According to what I heard* Jablr bin ’Abdallah
■ ' . ■ - ' ' ■ ' , . ' 
eaidî "We* the men of al-Hudaibiyah were fourteen hundred". Az-Zuhri
' . - ■ ; » ^ - 
said: The Messenger of Allah set out, and when he was in ’Usfan^Bishr
bin Bufyan the ICa’bite met him,
Ibn Hisham: Bushr
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, these Quraishites have heard of your 
march, and have come forth,accompanied by those i#o have but newly 
given birth and by those who have children; they are clothed In tiger 
skins and are encamped in Dhu Tuwa* They sw*#r by Allah you shall 
never enter it (Mecca) and Khalid bin al9Walid is in command of their 
cavalry which they have sent forward to Kura* al-Ghamim The 
Messenger of Allah said: "Unhappy QuraishS War has destroyed them!
What would it matter to them if.they left me and the rest of the Arab© 
alone: if they smite me that will be just what they want: if Allah 
grant© me the victory over them they would enter Islam in their 
multitudes 1 if they do not do that they will fight while there is 
strength in.them. Whatever Quraish may imagine I will not cease to 
strive for. that with which Allah sent aie till Allah shall cause it to 
triumph or the front (or side).of my neck be cleft". Then he ©aid; 
"What man will lead us out by ano ther read than that- they have 
occupied?".  ^ %
Ibn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin Abu Baler related to me that a man of Aslam
said: "X v/ill, O Messenger of Allah". He led them though the defiles 
by a rough bbulder-^etrewn path. When they emerged from it -it had
been hard on the MusllMs - they came on to level ground at the end of
the valley and the f^ esseiiger of Allah said to the people: "Says, *We 
will ask pardon of Allah and repent toward© Him *", and they said it.
He ©aids "It was the. very same relief which was offered to the. . 
Children of Isjë§‘êl but they would not aay it"?^
Ibn Hisham; The.Messenger of Allah issued orders to the people and said;
March to the rightybetween the mounds of al-Harad along a road which .
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would bring them out at the pass of al-Murar, the declivity of al- 
Hudaibiyah towards Lower Hecca- Bo the army went by that route and 
when the cavalry of Quraish saw the dust of the army, (and realised 
that) they had by-passed the.road which they occupied, they galloped 
back to Quraish. The Messenger of Allah went on and when he was 
through the pass of al-Murar, his she-camel knelt ,dov;n. The people 
said: "She is stubborn". He said: "She is not stubborn and stubbornness| 
is not a quality of hers, but He who restrained the elephant from Meccai 
is holding her back.i Quraish shall not call me to any course of action 
to-day for the purpose of uniting the kindred that I will nob grant". 
Then he said to the people: "Make camp". They ©aid to him; "0 
Messenger 6f Allah, there is no water in the valley at which we may 
encamp",. So the Messenger oÇ Allah took an arrow out of his quiver, 
and-gave it to one of his friends who went down one of the disused 
wells * pricked it on the inside, , and it welled up with abundance of 
water ao that the people had to move the kneeling place of the camels 
away from it.
One of the scholars related to me on the authority of certain men of
Aslam that the man who. went down the v/ell v/ith the arrow of the
Messenger of Allah was Hajiyah bin Jundub bin ’Uraair bin Ya*mar bin
Darim bin *Amr bin Wàthilah bin Sahm bin Masin bin Balaman bin Aslam ,
bin Afsa bin Abu Heirithah who-was the driver of the sacrificial 
*  *
animals of the of Allah. '
Ibn Hisham; Afoa bin Harithah. ,
Ibn;Ishaq: One of the .Scholars asserted to me that al-Bara’ bin *Azib 
said; "It was I who took down the arrow of the Messenger of Allah". 
Allah knows best whether that was so.
Aslam recited some stanza© of poetry which Najiyah composed whom we
suppose took down the arrow and Aslam said that a maid-servant
belonging to the Helper© came up with her bucket while Hajiÿah was in
the well procuring water for thé people and said:-
0 thou who art filling the bucket© here is my bucket for you
Verily I saw the people praising thee
They pra^g© yoU iQf* something good and honour you
Ibn Hisham; Verily I saw the people praising you.
Ibn Ishaq: Najiyah said while he was in the well procuring water for 
the people
A Yemenite slave girl-knew
That I was filling the buckets and my name is Najiyah :
With a wide gash which gave forth a spray
I I pierced the oncoming enemy in the chests. __ _ _
Aa-Zuhri said in his account; When the Messenger of Allah had
settled in Budail bin Warqa’ came to him at the head of. some men of
Khuaa’ah and spoke with him and enquired of him why he had come. He 
informed them that he had not come seeking war: he came merely as a
pilgrim to the Hpuse in veneration for its sacredneos. He told them
much the same as he had told Bishr bin Eufyan, so they returned to
Quraish and said: "0 people of Quraish, yoU are being too hasty where 
Muhammad is concerned. Muhaiimiad has not come to fight: he comes 
merely as a pilgrim to this House", and they were suspicious of them 
and insulted them and said: "Even if he has come without any desire 
to fight he shall never come in to us forcibly5 the Arabs will not
relate that about us".
Az-Zuhri said; Khuaa’ah v/ero in the confidence of the Messenger of
Allah* Muslim and polytheist alike and hid from nothing that took
place in Mecca. Then they sent Mikraa bin Hafs bin al-Akhyaf brother
of the Beni ’Amir bin Lu’âi to him and when the Messenger of Allah saw
him coming he said: "This is a treacherous man. When he came to the
Messenger of Allah and spoke with him, the Messenger of Allah said
much the same thing to him as he had said to Budail and his friends,
and he went back to Quraiah and informed them of what the Messenger:of
Allah had said to him. Then they sent al-Hulais bin ’Alqamah or Ibn
Zabban to him - he was at that time chief of the tribal contingents
and he was one of the Beni ’1-Harith bin *Abd Manat bin Kinanah. When
the Messenger of Allah saw him he said; "THis man is from a tribe
who worship so send forth the sacrificial animals to meet him that he
ina^ see them? When he saw the animals come racing towards him from the
side of the valley in their garlands,, and they had eaten their hair
because they had been confined fcr so long without being brought to
the place of sacrifice, he went back to Quraish without coming to the
Messenger of Allah in wonderment at what he had seen. He told them
that and they said to him: "Bit down, you are only a desert Arab and 
have no knowledge".
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Ibn Ishâq: ’Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr related to me that al-Hulais wàs
enraged thereat and said: "0 people of Quraish, it was not for this 
that we made a treaty with you, nor was it for this that we entered 
into an agreement with you. Shall one who comes to the House of 
Allah to venerate it be debarred from it? By Him in Whose hand is the 
life of al-Hulais, Muhammad shall be left free to do what he has come 
to do or I shall surely withdraw the contingents as if they were one 
man". They said to him: "Do nothing rash; leave us alone 0 Hulais, 
that we may obtain for ourselves those (terms) which will be 
acceptable to us.
Az-2uhrl said in his account: Then they sent ’Urwah ibn Mas’üd the
Thaqafite to the Messenger of Allah. He said: "0 people of Quraish,
I have seen the reproaches and insults which those you have sent to 
the Messenger of Allah receive when they return, and you recognise you 
are a fdther and I am a son". (’Urwah was a son of Subai’ah bint *Abd 
Shams). "I heard of that which had overtaken you so I gathered together 
those of my tribe who own allegiance to me, and I came to you myself 
to give you comfort". They said: "You have spoken the truth; you are 
not under suspicion with us". So he set out, went to the Messenger of 
Allah, squatted down in his presence and said: "0 Muhammad, have you 
collected a rabble of people and brought them against your owh tribe 
to break it up thereby?". Quraish^ave come forth accompanied by those 
who have but newly given birth, and by those who have children; they 
are.clothed in tiger skins and they swear by Allah that you shall 
never enter it (Mecoa( by force. I swear by Allah that it seems to me 
that these will be routed and desert you by to-morrow". Abu Bakr the 
Faithful was sitting behind the Messenger of Allah and he said: "Suck 
the uncircumcised part of al-Lat! Shall we desert him?". He said:
"Who is this, 0 Muhammad?". He said: "This is the son of Abu Quhafah". 
He said: "Had you not stretched out a helping hand to me I would have 
recompensed you for it, but this will be instead of it". Then he made 
to seize the Messenger of Allah by the beard while he was speaking to 
him, and al-Mughîrah ibn Shu’bah was standing guard over the Messenger 
of Allah in armour and he struck away his hand when he took hold of 
the beard of the Messenger of Allah and said: "Withdraw thy hand from 
the face of the Messenger of Allah before it be cut off". ’Urwah said: 
"Wretch! How churlish and ill-mannered you are!". The Messenger of
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Allah smiled and ’Urwah said to him; "Who is this, 0 Muhammad?" He 
said: "This is your nephew al-Mughirah ibn Shu’bah". He said: "0 
unfaithful one! Did I not wipe our your evil only yesterday?".
Ibn Hisham; ’Urwah meant by this saying of his that al-Mughirah had, 
before he accepted Islam, killed thirteen men of the Beni Malik ibn 
Thaqif and the two tribes of Thaqif, the Beni Malik the kinsmen of the 
slain men, and the Ahlaf, the kinsmen of al-Mughirah, attacked each 
other and ’Urwah paid the blood-price of the slain men, thirteen blood- 
wits in all and settled that affair.
Ibn Ishaq: Az-2uhri' said: The Messenger of Allah spoke to him in much
the same way that he had spoken to his friends and told him that he had 
not come seeking war. So he went away from the Messenger of Allah after 
having seen what his friends were doing for him. He did not perform 
ablutions without their striving to get the water he had used; he did 
not spit without them anticipating it; not a hair of his dropped that 
they did not pick up. So he returned to Quraish and said: "0 people 
of Quraish, I have gone to kosroes in his kingdom, Caesar in his king­
dom, and the fiegus in his kingdom and I have never seen a king over 
any peoplelike Muhammad among his friends. I have indeed seenua 
company who would never betray him for anything; see what you think 
then".
Ibn Ishaq: One of the scholars related to me that the Messenger of
Allah called Khirash ibn Umayyah the Khuza’ite and sent him to 
Quraish in Mecca, to inform their noble men about him and why he had 
come, and mounted him on a camel of his called ath-Tha’lab. They 
maimed the camel of the Messenger of Allah and wanted to slay him but 
the contingents gave him protection, and set him free to go back to 
the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of 'Ikrimah client of Ibn ’Abbas that Quraish sent forty or fifty men 
and ordered them to go round the camp of the Messenger of Allah and 
kill any of his friends (they should find). They were captured in one 
swoop and brought before the Messenger of Allah who forgave them and 
set them free, although they had cast stones and shot arrows into 
his camp
Then he called ’ üinàr bin al-îCha.ttab to pend him to. Mecca to inform the 
noble© of Quraish. afoout him and ivhy he had come . He said; "0 •
Messenger of Allah, Ï am, afraid ,cf. Quraish on my own account and there 
is no one of the Beni ^Adi bin K & ’b in Mecca to afford me protection ; 
and Quraish .know my enmity and rudeness to them,, but I will indicate to 
you a man who has more power in Mecca than I have ^ ’Uthman bin ’Affan". 
The Messenger of Allah called ’Uthman bin ’Affan and pent him to Abu 
Sufyan and the nobility of Quraish to tell them that he had not come 
for war* that he came ftîerely as a pilgrim.to the House and in . 
veneration for its sacred territory* So ’Uthman,set out for Mecca
and Aban bin S a ’id bin al-Qas met him when he entered Mecca or before
■ . ! . - . . \ ■ . ■ . 
he entered it, took rasponsibility for him and afforded him protection
till he had communieated the message of the Messenger of. Allah. ’Uthmàn
went to Abu Sufyan and the great ones of Quraish and informed them of
that wherewith the Messenger of,Allah had sent him and they said to
him when he had delivered the message* o,f the Messenger of Allah: "If
you desire to circumambulate the House, do so*’. He said: "I shall
certainly not do so ti3,l the Messenger of Allah circumambulates it ,
along v/ith me". So Quraish kept him in custody with them and thé ;
Messenger of Allah and the Muslims heard that ’Uthman had been slain.
The’ Pledge of Oonsent *-* , , .
Ibn Ishdq: .’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me that .the Messenger of
Allah said when he'heard.that ’Uthman had-been slain: "We will not go
away till we have gone forth against the people"* The Messenger of 
Allah called the people to tat*.e the pledge*which was the Pledge of 
Consent, under a tree. Thé people said: "Thu messenger of Allah pledgee 
them till death", but Jabir bin ’Abdallah said: "The Messenger of 
Allah did not pledge us till death, but he pledged us not to desert, 
and the people gave this pledge to the Messenger of Allah. None of 
the Muslims who were present abstained but al-Jadd bin Qaid brother of 
thé Beni Salirnah". Jabir bin ’Abdallah said: "It was as if I saw him 
hanging on to the .shoulder of his she**camel to which he attached him- 
self to hide behind her from the people",. Then word came to the 
Messenger of Allah that what.had been said abut ’Uthman was false.
Ibn Hisham: WakI’ mentioned on the authority of lama*11, bin Abu
iChaiid fi’om aah-Sha’bi that the first on& to give the Pledge of 
.' - ' - . ' ■’ ' ' the Asadite*
Consent to the'Messenger of Allah was Abu Binaii
' • , . -53»-' ; , . , ,
One lU; v/hpm X .have confidence! related to me 04 the authority of /
whoever related;it to:him with it© chain of authorities from Ibn Abu
MuXaikah from Ibn lAmr that the Messenger of Allah (himself) took the - 
Pledge for.’Uthman and'struck one of his hands on the other, * ' :
The affair of the truce, . : . . '
Ibn Ishaq; Aa-Zuhrx. aaid; Then QUrâish sent Euhail bin ’Anir, brother 
of the Beiid* Amir bin Lu’ai to-the Messenger of Allah and said to him; : 
"Go to Muhammad^-and make peace with him, and let there, be .nothing in' - 
the peace but that hè go away from us this year, for the Arabs shall
never relate about us that he came in upon us by force". So Suhail
bin ’Amr went to him and when the Messenger of Allah saw him coming he 
said; "The. people want peace since they have sent this man". When 
Buhail bin ^Amr reached the Messenger of Allah he made his proposals* 
and the conference was long, and they replied to each other* and peace 
was made between them,
When the. matter v/as arranged and nothing remained but the writing, . 
’Umar bin al-Khattab jumped up, went to Abu Bakr and said; " 0 .Abu .
Bakr, 1© he not the ; Messenger of Allah?". He said: "Certainly". He
said; "Are we not the Muslims?", He. said; "Certainly". . He said; "Are
they, not the polytheists?".. He said; "Certainly". He 'said: "On what 
basis then are we given; a lower status in regard to our religion?" Abu 
Bakr said; "0 ’Umar, hold on by his stirrup, for I testify that he is 
the Mesaenger of Allah". *Umar said; "I too testify that he is the 
Messenger of Allah". Then he went to the Messenger of Allah and said: :
"0 Messenger of Allah, are you not the Messenger of Allah?". He said;
"Certainly". He said; "Are we not the Muslims?". He said; "Certainly". 
He said;; "Are they no t the poly theists?". : He said : "CeI'tainly He 
said; "On what basis theii are/we given a Ibwer status in regard to our
; religion?". He said: "I am the servant and messenger of Allah; I will 
never disobey Hie commandment and He will never let me perish". ’Umar 
said: "I did not cease to give alms, fast, pray,- and free slaves
because of what I did that day but of fear of the w o r d s  which I spoke
when I hoped they would be (for) good. .
. Then the Messenger of Allah called ’All bin Abu Talib and said; "Write; 
’in the name of Allah thé Merciful, the Compassionate *.rSuhail said:
"I do not recognise this, write; ’In thy name 0 Allah” ^J The
Meseéngèr of Allah.said! "Write: ’In thy name;0 Allah’", and he wrote 
it* Then he said? "Writ©! ilhOBe are the conditions on v/hich Muhammad 
the Messenger of Allah has inade peace v/ith Buhail bin . ’Amr*". Suhail 
said! ’’Had Ï testified that you ai*© ■ the Messenger of Allah I v/ould not - 
have fought against you, write instead your own name and the, name of / 
your father*'# .Bo the Messenger of Allah said: "Writes ’ThOG© are the 
03 nditiohs , on which Muhammad bin ’.Abdallah has-made, peace with Suhail 
bin ’Amr. They have agreed to put ’away war from the, people for ten ;V * 
years during which the people will be-secure ;and refrain from 
(Attacking) each other on condition that whoever of Quraish goes over 
to Muhammad without the permission of his patron he shall return him 
to them; but whoever of• those who are v/ith Muhamjmd shall go over to 
Quraish they shall not send him back to him. Apact of non-aggressioh 
is in existence betv/een us, no ©word shall be drawn and; no treachery 
practised. Whoever v/iohe© to enter. into a compact and covenant with. ï
Muhammad can do so, and whoever wishes to enter into a compact and 
covenant with Quraish can do so*"* , Khuza’ah rushediforWard and' said:
- "We.^'are in compact and covenant with'''Muhamraad'v^ ■:Er:>^ ^^ -. i.c.W. ■ The - :' 
Beni'Bakr rushed up and said: "#© arc in compact and covenant with
Quraish. You shall- take your departure for this year Without coming in
to us in Mecca. : Next ÿéar however, we shall withdraw from you and you. . 
inay enter it .v/ith your friends and remain in it for three day© and you 
shall have only the \veapone; of ■ tie© traveller - daggers in their sheaths; 
You shall not enter it with anything else?>' * -i'; ' , -
While the Messenger of Allah ;v/as ■ v;riting* tlie document along v/ith 
Buhail bin *Amr,VAbu.Jandal, bin: Suhail bin •Amr arrived in shackles 
haying .made his escape to the Messenger of Allah. . The friends of thé 
Messenger of Allah had gone out without any doubt of ,a victory because 
of a vision v/hich the Messenger of Allah had seen. , When they saw the ;
: peace and.the return (journey) and what the Messenger of Allah himself 
had borne, great misgiving©,entered the hearts of the people so that , 
they almost perished. When Buhail saw Abu Jandal, he went up to him, .
V struck him on the ; f ace^ took ,him by the upper , part of his garment and : ;
said: "0 Muhammad, this question was settled between you and,me. before 
this man came to you". He said# "Yoti are right". So he. began to .drag' 
him .along roughly by the upper part of his garment and pulling him to 
take him back, to Quraish, and Abu Jandal began to shout at the top of : .
- : : - 1.' .- : ' . ' \ ; . . ' : 
his voice: "0 Muslim people, shall I bérreturned to thepolytheists 
who will persecute me-for My faith",.and that increaaed the feelings 
the people already had« The Messenger of Allah said: "0 Abu Jandal 
be patient, and content for Allah will gr&int relief and an issue to 
you and to those weak people who are with you* We have concluded 
peace, between the people and ourselves and we have given them and they 
have given us the covenant of Allah and we shall not deal treacherously : 
with them". Then tUmar bin al-Khattab rushed up to Abu Jandal, walked 
alongside him and saids "Have patience, 0 Abu Jandal, they are merely 
polytheists, and the blood of any one of them is but the blood of a 
dbg", while he offered hint the hilt of the sv/ord*, * Umar said; "I hoped 
he would take the sword and smite his father with it, but,the man 
grudged (to kill) his father and the treaty was put into, effect".
When the Messenger of Allah had finished the writing he made certain 
men of the.Muslims- and certain men of the polytheists witness of the 
peace: Abu Bakr the faithful, ’Umar bin al-Khattab, *Abd ar-Raîimin
bin *Aufg ’Abdallah bin Suhail bin, ’Amr, Ea ’d bin Abu Vlaqqas, Mahmud 
bin Maslamahj Hikraz bin Hafa who was a polytheist, and ’All bin Abu 
Talib who did the writing and was thé scribe of the document.
The Messenger of Allah had pitched his tents outside the sacred territof 
but he prayed inside the sacred territory.. When he had finished v/ith 
the peace he took his animals and sacrificed them; then he squatted ; ; 
down and shaved his head. According to what I heard, the one who 
shaved his head that day was Khirish bin Imalyyah bin al-I’adl the 
Khuza’ite. When, the people saw that: the Messenger of Allah had , •
sacrificed and shaven they made haste to sacrifice and shave.
Ibn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin AbS Najih related to me on the authority of
al-Hujahid from Ibn ’Abbas# Hé said: Borne, people.shaved on the day
of al-Hudaibiyah and others shortened their hair and the Messenger of 
Allah saidi "Allah be merciful to those who have shaved". They aaid: 
"And to those who have shortened their hair, 0 Messenger of Allah".
He said: "Allah be merciful to those who have shaved". They said:
"And to those Y/ho have shortened their hair* 0 Messenger of AllahE..
He said: "Allah be merciful to those who have shaved"# They said:
"And to those who have shortened their hair, 0 .Messenger of Allah".
He said: "And to those who have shortened their hair". They said: hO ; 
Messenger of Allah^ why did you emphasise your call for mercy for those
, ; . ' . . ; -^33-
who had shaved apart from those who had shortened their hair?"* He 
said; did not .dbub't"'. - _
lAbdailab: l)in ilbu Bajlh said; Mujahid related to me on the authority 
of Ibn FAbbas that the Messenger of Allah sacrificed; amongst his ,
sacrifices on the day of al-Eudaibiyah a camel belonging to Abu Jahl,' ' ' ,' ' ' * ‘ - .
on whose head was a silver ring, in order to irritate the polytheists
thereby. ‘ .
As-ZiUhri said in his account; Then the Messenger of Allah broke up
camp and returned and when.he was between Mecca and Medina there came
down the Chapter of the Victory; (Eurah 48; 1 - ), - . *
Verily We have given thee an evident victory -
In order that Allah may forgive thee thy sins that are
past and those that are still to,come,: and perfect. His i
favpui? to thee and guide thee in a straight path.
Then follows the story about him t\nd his friends till lie comes to
mention the ..Pledge : and says ; -
Verily thosewho take the oath to thee are in reality 
taking the oath.to Allah; the hand of Allah is above their 
hands; so whoever breaks faith* to his own hurt he breaks 
it*, and to those who fulfil what they have pledged to 
. . Allah, He will give .a great reward. %
Then He mentions the Beduin v/ho had remained behind and said of the
time when he called them together to go out with him and they dallied
with him:,- , ' . . ' ,
The Beduin who are left behind will s a y .to thees "Our 
properties and households kept us busy,
Then (follows) the account of them till he comes to His sayings-
Those who are left behind will say when ye set out; tq take 
spoils: "Let us follow you", wishing to alter what Allah 
said. Eayr "Ye shall not follow us#.*....";
Then .follows the accouAt of them and the struggle of a people of 
great courage which was.offered to them.
Ibn Ishaq: - ’Abdallah bin Abu Hajih related to me on the authority of 
*Ata*bin Abu Ribah from Ibn ’Abbas. He said: Persia
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me,on the authority'
of as-Zu-hrx* that he said: The people of great courage were the
(Beni) Hanlfah with the liar (Musailamah). Then He said:-
' Allah was satisfied with the believers when they Were
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©wearing allegiance t(^  thee under the tree * so He hath 
sent down the Assurancè^ upon them and hath recompensed
them with a victory near at hand* and numerous spoil© to
talœ; Allah wa© mighty wise.
Allah hath promised you numérou© spoils to take * and hath 
hastened these for you* and hath restrained the people*©
. hands from you, that it might be a sign to the believers* 
and guide you in a straight path
A M  others which ye were not able(to take) Allah hath 
comprehended, and Allah had power over all things.
Then He mentioned hi© withholding of him and restraining of him from 
fighting after victory over them (came) from Him meaning the group 
of whom he took some and restrained them from him. He said:-
He iti , is who hath restrained their hands from you and your
hands from them in the middle of Mecca, after He had given 
you the vmctory over them* and Allah v/ae observant of v/hat 
* ye did .
Then He said:- ' - '"■■■ •
They are the ones v;ho have disbelieved, and have turned 
aside from the sacred mosque both you and the offering 
prevented from reaching its place
Ibn Hisham ; al-Ma’kuf means ’kept back*. A ’©ha of the Beni Qai© bin 
Tha’labah ©aid:-
It was a© if a thread supported the necklace on the sides 
of the shapely neck of Ghasal
This stanza i© in a poem of hi©»
Ibn Ishaq:
Had it not been for men and women v/ho were believers, whom 
ye did not know @ lest ye should have trampled them and 
disgrace fallen on you unwittingly on their account.#.
Al-Ma*arrah means ’fine*, or ’indemnity’ ’lest an indm©nity should 
befall you unwittingly on their account and you pay the blood-wit. A b 
far as wrong-doing was concerned Ho had no fear of them.
Ibn Hisham : I have heard on the authority of Mujahid that he said/
This verso caiae down about al-Balid bin al-Walid bin al-Mughirah, 
Balamah bin Hisham,*Ayyash bin Abu Rabi’ah, and Abu Jandal bin Euhail, 
and their like.
Ibn IshaqI Then he said;
When those who have disbelieved set fierceness in their 
hearts, the fierceness of the Barbarism
meaning Suhail bin ’Amr when he scorned to write: *Xn the name of 
Allah the Merciful the Compassionate’and that Muhammad was the
' . I . ,. / ' : ' . ; ,
Messenger ' of Allah»-. Then he said:- •
then Allah sent dovm His assurance upon His messenger and 
upon the believers and caused them to cleave to the word 
of piety, they being most eniitled and fit for it *
That is: The declaration of the Unity| the testimony that there is no
god.but Allah and that Muhammad is His servant and Messengèr*; Then
He said:- ' ' ■ i
Allah hath indeed given to His messenger a true and right 
vision: "Ye shall certainly enter the sacred mosque if :
Allah wills in security, your head© shaven, your hair cut 
short* fearing nothing"# He knew what ye did not know#, i
That iai In reference to the vision which the Messenger of Allah s a w " :
that he would enter Mecca is security without fear# He says: Your  ^
4ieada shaven, your hair cut short* along with him* fearing nothing# He :
knew what ye d M  not know of that# '
and before that He hath appointed a victory near at hand 
the peace of al-Hudaibiyah#
Az-Zhhri says: No previous victory won in Islam was greater than this
the fight took.place only where the people met# When the.truce was . 
sighed and war was laid aside and the people trusted each other they 
met and engaged in conversation and discussion and no one of any 
intelligence spoke of Islam without entering it. In those two years 
there came in as many as Imd been previously in Islam or more#  ^ ;
Ibn Hisham: The prbSf of the words of az-Zuhri that the Messenger of =
A3Ilah want to al«Eudaibiyah at the head of one. thousand, four hundred I
men is In the saying of Jabir bin ’Abdallah: "Then he went out the , ■ =
year of thé conquest of Mecca,which was two years after that, at the 
'head of ten thousand men". - . ■
How the affair of some of the v/eak people went after the peace#
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah returned to Medinas Abu Basir
* utbah bln Usaid bi Jariyah who was one of those Interned in Mecca* 
came to him# When he came to the Messenger of Allah* Azhar bin *Abd ’
*A.uf -bln ’Abd bin al-Harith bin Zuhrah and al-Akliaas bin Shariq bln
*A.mr bin Wahb the Thaqafite wrote about him to the Messenger of Allah
and thé^sent one Of the Beni ’Amir bin Lu’ai accompanied by a client of 
theirs who brought the letter of al-Aahar and'aX-AIchnas to the ;
Messenger of Allah). Thé Messenger of Allah said: ."We. have given those.
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people what you know and treachery is not permitted to us in our 
religion and Allah will appoint for you and the weak ones who are with 
you relief and an issue, so go back to your people"* He said: "0 
Messenger of Allah, will you return me to the polytheists who will 
persecute me for my faith?". He said: "0 Abu Basir, go, for Allah 
will appoint for you and the weak ones who are with you relief and an 
issue". So he departed with the pair of them and when he was in Dhu 
’1-Hulaifah he squatted beside a well and his two friends squatted 
along with him. Abu Basir:said: "Is this sword of yours sharp, 0 
brother of the Beni *Amir?" He said: "Yes". He said: "May I see it?". 
He said: "Yes, if you wish". Then Abu Basir drew it, attacked him and 
slew him. The client ran away and went to the Messenger of Allah 
while he was squatting in the mosque. When the Messenger of Allah saw 
him coming he said: "Verily this man has seen fear". When he came to 
the Messenger of Allah he said: "Out upon you what is the matter with 
you?". He said: "Your friend has slain my friend", and he had not 
finished till Abu Basir came up girded with the sword and stood in the 
presence of the Messenger of Allah and said: "Your responsibility is 
discharged; Allah has made a settlement for you; you gave me up to the 
party and I am now protected in my faith so that I may not be 
persecuted on account of it or sent away". The Messenger of Allah 
said: "Alas for his mother! A kindler of war if he only had men".
Then Abu Basir went out and encamped at al-’Is in the vicinity of Dhu 
*1-Marwah on the sea-coast on the route which Quraish were in the 
habit of taking to Syria. The Muslims who were incarcerated in Mecca 
heard the saying of the Messenger of Allah to Abu Basir: "Alas for his 
mother! A kindler of war if only he had men", and they set out to 
join him in al-'Is and almost seventy men of them gathered to him.
They reduced Quraish to great straits, they overcame none of them that 
they did not kill, and no caravan passed by that they did not waylay 
till Quraish wrote to the Messenger of Allah asking him for the sake 
of their kinship to give them refuge for they did not want them, and 
the Messenger of Allah gave them refuge and they came to him in Medina.
Ibn Hisham: Abu Basir was a Thaqafite.
Ibn Ishaq: When Suhail ibn *Amr heard of the killing bÿ Abu Basirof 
their friend of ’Amir he leant his back against the Ka’bah and said:
"I will not take my back away from the Ka’bah till the blood-wit be
be paid for this man? - Abu Sufyan bln Ilarb said.three time»:- ’’This is 
just'Sheer folly)oitbshail aôt^be pàid^Vs
Poetry omitted '
The affair of the female Emigres after the truce*
W»B.tmp*feFi Ii‘it 14 w,M#Lii \I#I IP»'.*.» Il mi p. i.w.i*#i ,ArAf&*9ZK=wie*.m«*h'W.iË# lii W'l# "I I'*.* ■# #A;WI'P".i,f I Mf ' ua
Ibn Ishaqs tjmin Kulthum bint ’ Uqbah bin Abu M u ’alt migrated to the 
" * ' ' _ . 
Messenger of Allah during that period* Her two brothers* ’Umarah and
al-Walid two sons of ’Uqbah set out and went to the Messenger of. Allah
to ask him to return her to them in terms of the treaty between him
and Quï^aish at al-Hudaibiyah^ but he did not do it; Allah disallowed
■ « - ' : '3
that *. - - '
Ibn Ishaq: Az-Zuhri related to aie on the authority of ’Urwah bin az- 
Zubair. He said* 1 went in to him as he was writing a letter to Ibn 
Abu Hunaidah the friend of al-Walid bin ’Abd al-Malik, and he wrote to 
him asking him about the saying Of Allah the Exalted;-
When believing women come to you as Emigres examine them - 
Allah know© best their f a i t h t h e n  if ye know them to be , :
, believers do not send them back to the unbelievers -■ such
women are not allowable for them nor are they allowable for 
such women* and pay them what they have expended, it is ho 
crime that ye marry them after ye have, given them their 
hires, and do not hold on to ties with the unbelievers*
Ibh Hisham:' The singular of al-*Isam is ’Ismah and means a rope or a i
. _ ' / ' - . . ' ' . ' " ' . - 
Gordi '- A ’sha o f ,the Beni-Qais bin Tha’labah said:-
We prolong the night journey to the man Qai© * t
And from each tribe take ropes*  ^ j
This stanza ie in a poem of his* ■
and ask what ye have expended, %nd let them ask what they I 
» have expendedI that is thé judgment of Allah; He judgeth ;
; between you: Allah is knowing* wise* (Burah 60s 10). j
So ’Urwah bin az-Zubair wrote to him: Verily the Messenger of Allah i
made peace with Quraish on the day of al-Hudaibiyah on the understandin
that he would send back to them those who came without the permission
of their patron. ' When v/omén migrated to the Messenger of Allah and to
Islam* Allah disallowed that they be returned to the polytheist© when
they have gone throughSthe inquisition; of/Islam^v arid they have .
recognised that they have come only out of a desire for islam; and ho
ordered the return, of. their dowries to them if they are kept away frpm 
them, 11 they have roturned to the Muslims the, dowry of their women ’
they have kept avmy from them* That 1© the judgment of Allah who / 
judgeth between you* and Allah is knowing* wise,* So the Messenger of : 
Allah retained the women ;€ind sent back the men. He asked for the ;
dowries of the women whom they had kept back from, them v/hièh " Allkh
commanded him to ask for, and that they wou3.d sÇnd back to them the y
same as they sent back to them if they did it# Had it not been for 
this judgment which Allah gave*, the Messenger of Allah would have■ sent 
back.the women as he sent back the mien. Had it not been for the truce ,
and treaty which was in force between, hiia and Qux'aish on the day "of ,‘V
al-Hudaibiyah9 he would have, kept the women and woiild not have given '
'■ O - ' ' ' . ' ' ' ' , ■ - I
them back the dowries whichrwas what he was in the habit of doing with
the Muslim women who came to him'before the treaty* '
' 0   ^ ' ■ ' , ' . :
Ibn Ishaq: X asked as-Zuhrf’about this verse and the saying of Allah
in it : -. . ■ " " ' ' ■ : . ■. , : " ' ■
: If any of your wives slip away from you to the unbelievers*
and ye malxo retaliation give to those whose wives have 
gone av/aythe equivalent of what they have expended; show 
piety towards Allah in whom ye are believers. (Surah,6 0 s 11).*
He saids If the family of any of you slipped away to the unbelievers : 
and no woman camé to you for whom you could get the same as they got 
from you* give them booty in exchange if you have.taken it. ■
When this verse came' 'down:-. . . . . -
0 ye who have believed, v/hen believing, v/omen come to you : 
.as Emigres ■  ^ ' -/\ ;
down to his sayings-
and do not hold on to ties with the unbelievers...* . :
amongst those who had divorced their wives v/as ’ Umar bin al-Ilhattab
who had divorced his wifeQuraibah bint Abu Umaiyyah bin al-Mughirah*
and Mu’awiyah bin Abu Sufyan married her after him, and they were both ■
polytheists in Mecca/* Also Umm Kulthum bint Jarwal* Umm ’Ubaid'Allah
^  ■ u .
bin ’Umar, a woman of Khusa’ah. and Abu Jahm bin Hudhaifah bin Ghanim 
a man of his people* married her* and they were both polytheists* .
Ibn Hiahams Abu ’Ubaidah related to us that some of those who were.
With the Hessénger of Allah said to him when he returned to Medina:
"0 Messenger Of Allah* did you not aay that you would enter Mecca In 
safety?". He said? "Certainly* but did I tell you it would be this 
year?"* They said; "No"o He said; "It is as Gabriel told me". :
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âcGount of tile imrcli against Khaibar iii al^Maharram of year
Muiiariimad bln Isiiaq said; Then the Messenger of Allah § when she
returned from al-Hudalbi^ah^ resided in Medina Dhn ^1-Hijjah and part1 -
of ai-Muharram, the poljtheists being in charge of that pilgrimage^
In the latter part of al«Muharram he set out for Khaibàr,
*
Ibn Bisham s He appointed Hpîîiailah bin * Abdallah the Laithite 
governor of Medina, and he gave thè banner which was a white one to
•All bin Abu Talib. . .
,
The affair of 'Emir bin al-Akwa*.
Ibif ishaq; Muhamiüad bin Ibrahmm bin a3.-rHarith the Tairnite related to 
6  »  -
me oh the authority of Abu ^l^Haitham bin Kasr bin Dalir the Aslamite
'
that.hi© father related to him that he heard the Messenger of Allah 
eay on the march to Khaibar to *Arair bin al«Akv/a% who was the uncle 
of Ealamah bin *Amr bin al«*âîr,wa*3 and tfe name of al-Altvm • was Sinan ; 
’‘Come down 0 Xbn al-Akwa• ^ choose for us one of your little things’’«
Eo he came dowm reciting verses about the Messenger of Allah and said ;-
Had it not bp en for Allah we would not have, been guided 
aright .
We would not have given alms no would we have prayed 
Verily when any people acted wrongfully towards u©
And if they wanted dissension we refused
Eo send down Assurance to us
And.make firm our feet when we meet.
The Messenger of Allah said; "May the lord have mercy on you!’*. •Umar 
bin al-™IChattab ©aid: "0 Messenger of Allahp you should have given us 
a longer time in which to enjoy him". He was slain a martyr on the 
day of Khaibar. According to„what I heard his death took place 
because his sword recoiled upon him while he was fighting and inflicted 
a serious wound from which he died. The Muslims were in doubt about 
him and said; "It was merely his armour that killed him". Eo his 
nephew Ealamah bin •Amr bin al-Akwa* asked the Messenger of Allah about 
that and told him what the people were saying* The Messenger of Allah 
said;. "He is indeed a martyr" 9 and he prayed over hira and the Muslims 
did likewise* ■
The prayer of the Messenger of Allah when he was near to Khaibàr.
Ibn Ishags One who is above suspicion related to me 0x1 the authority 
of *Ata® bin Abu Marwan the Aslamiie on the authority of Abu Mu*attib 
bin *Amr that when the Messenger of Allah drew near to Khaibar he said 
to his friends inaongst whom I was; t’Stand still" ^ Then he ©aid :
: ' y ' - - " . ' / A. % ; : ,. ; - . ' ' ; ' ' :/
"0, Allah9 Lord of the beavens and-what they overshadow» X,ord of the ;
earths and the little they poBsessj Lord of the/satans^ and what 
they lead astrâyj Lord of. the %^lnds and what they scatter? we ask Thee
|for the good~in this village and its people and the best of what is in 
lit; and we take refuge in Thee from its evil, the evil of its people, 
and the evil of what is in it. Go forward in the name of Allah". This 
iwas what he said about every village he entered, _______
The saying of the people of Khaibar^when they saw the Messenger of 
Allah. ' . -. - ' ' ' ''  ^ ' x .
e i*æ #ew -iw irtw *»  _ '
Ibn Ishaq; .One who is above suspicion related, to me on the authority .
’ of‘' Anas > bln Malik'.’ He said;, ■ VlbeU; the Messenger of Allah made' a raid ' 
on a people he . did not attack them till the m o r n i n g I f  lie heard a 
proclamation hè withheld his hand; if he did not hear such proclamataioii 
ho attacked. . Vie made damp at Khaibar by night, and the Messenger of : 
Allah spent the night until morning came and he did not hear a ' 
proclamation, so he mounted and we mounted with him. I was mounted 
behind Abu Talhah, and my foot was touching the foot of the Messenger 
of Allah, aaid womnOt the labourers of Khaibar as they chme forth ;
carrying their hoes and baskets.. When they saw the Me as e nge r o f All ah ■ 
and- the army they said; "Muhammad and the army with-lhim",, and, they 
turned their backs in flights The Messenger of Allah said; "Allah is 
greatf Khàlbàr is undone I Verily when we desbend on the coasts of a 
people the morning of those who are warned is disturbed".
Ibn Ishaq: Harun related to us a like sfccry on the authority of
Hmnald on the authority of Anas. . , .
Camping places of the Messenger of A13.ah on that raid, -
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah set out,from Medina to Khaibar
he went by way of •Isr where a mosque was built for him and then by 
way, of Sahba’.. Then the Messenger of Allah advaxiced ..with.ihis < . -  
and encamped In a valley calle d ar^Kaji* , thus, encamping between them 
andChatafan to cut off any help they might give to the people pf 
Khaibar, for they v/ere helping them againet, the Messenger of ,Allah.
I heard that when Ghatafan: heard of the camping place ; of the . . ;
Messenger of Allah at Khaibar they gathered themselves together and ; ,
went-out to assist the Jews against him but when they had gone a 
day*© march they heard a rumour behind them about their:prbpertieb 
and famiiiesg and they imagined that the people had gone against
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them in their absence g so they retraced their steps* stayed by their 
families and propertiess and left tho issue between the Messenger of 
Allah and Khaibar. . , ,
The Messenger of Allah•© subjugation of the strongholds,
He said: The Messenger of Allah advanced bit by bit on the properties
tailing them one by and subduing them stronghold by stronghold* The
first of their strongholds to be taken was that of Ea*lms where Mahmud
*
bin"Maslamah was slain - a  mill-stone was thrown from it upon him 
and it killed him.: He%t came alM^anms, a stronghold of the Beni Abu
1^-Huqaiqg (where) the Messenger of Allah took some of them prisoner* ,
* ' - , ' . -
amongst whom was Eàfiyyah daughter of Huayy bin Alchtab* who was the* • ■ * ' '
wife of Kinanah bln ar-Habi* bin Abu and two female ,
*
cousins of hers. The Messenger of Allah chose Gafiyyah for himself* 
Dihyah bin Ehalifah. the Kalbite had asked the Messenger of Allah for 
Safiyyah* and when he chose her for himself he gave him her. two 
cousine. Thus' the prisoners from Khaibar were distributed amongst 
the Muslima, ' ' -
The Messenger of Allah*© prohibition of certain things on the day of 
Khaibar., .
Ho said; The Muslims ate the flesh of some of their asses but the 
Messenger of Allah took steps to prohibit the people from (doing)’ 
certain thing© which he named for them; „ ^
Ibn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bln *Amr bin Bamrah the Faaarlte related to me
on the authority of *Abd&llah bin Abu Ealit from hie father. He said; 
The Messenger of Allah’s prohibition of the eating of domesticated
assea* flesh came to us when the pot^were bubblihgbyer^with it and we
turned them upside down.
’Abdallah bin Abu Hajih related to us on the authority of Makhul that 
the Messenger of Allah disallowed them four things at that time: going 
ix> the pregnant women among the captives; eating domesticated asses; 
eating any beast of prey with teeth; and selling .spoils before they 
have been divided. ,
Xbn :Xsliaqj Eallam bin Kirkirah related to me on the authority of *Amr
bin Dinar from Jabir bin •Abdallah the Helper « Jabir did not witness
Khaibar - that when the^Messenger of Allah forbade the people to eat
the flesh of assOsy he allowed them to eat the flesh of horses, =
Ibn Ishaq: TasJ.d ; bixi Abu Habib related to me on thé authority, of Abu
Maiîsuq a cliexit of :Tujib, from\Hanash - the Ean’ anite., . fié. saidt We .
attacked with Huv/aifi* bin Thâbit the Helper al- Maghrib-aiitd he
subdued one of its villages called Jarbali and: stood up as an orator in
our midst and said:- .
0 People, X will say nothing about you except what I heard 
the Messenger of Allah say about us on the day of Ehalfoar; 
The Messenger of Allah stood up In our midst .and said: "It 
ie not allowable for a man who believes in Allah and thé 
last day to water the tillage of another". He means going 
to the pregnant women among the captives. "It is not 
allowable for a man who believes in Allah and the last Day 
to tak.0 a woman of the captives before he give her an 
interval.. It is not allowable for a man who believes in 
Allah and the last Day to dispose of spoils before they are 
divided. It is hot allowable for a man who believes in 
Allah and the Last Day to ride a beast (taken) from .the 
spoil of the Muslims till he has made it lean and then»
I return it to it. It is not allowable for a man who believes; 
;in Allah and the I%t Day to don a robe from the booty of the! 
[Muslims and return it to it after he has worn it^ou^
Ibn Ishaq: Xasicl bin * Abdallah bin Qusalt related to me* that it was
related to him on the authority of ’Hbadah bin as-8amit* He said: On
the day of Khaibar* the Messenger of Allah forbade us to sell or buy 
unwrought gold for wrought gold, or unwromght silver for wrought silver 
and said: "Buy unwrought, gold with wrought silver, and■ iinwrouglit 
silver with wrought gold",
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah began to tWce the etrangholds,
and properties one after another* .
The affair of the Boni \Sahm of Aslam#
•Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me that someone of Aslam related to 
him that the Beni Sahm of Aslam came to the Messenger of Allah and said: 
"0 Messenger of Allah, .we are hard-pressed and we possess aiothing" A 
but they found that the Messenger of Allah did not possess anything 
he could give them. He said: "0 Allah? Thou knowest their circum­
stances; they have no means and I have nothing to give them* so 
overcome for them that stronghold of theirs which has the most v/oalth, 
food and cooking-fat", So the people went out in the morning and 
Allah overcame for them the stronghold of as-Sa*b bin Mu.’adh and there 
was not in Khaibar a stronghold with more food and cooking-fat than it*
,■ y: '; ; ■ - 'y ::.  ^  ^: "/y,,/ v
Tlie affair pf 'Marhab : and hia dèàth, / ' '  * - ; ■ ' / . ■
'ïbiï ishàqî' When ..thé Messenger, of AlXàh had subdued some of ' their ; ' -
stronghoicls aîid poBéesBod himèeXf of some of their property, they came 
to two of their strongholds * al-%atih and a.s-Biilalim , which - were .the
. ,V ■ «  _  ' ' "   ^ , . ■ ■■
last trbrongholds of the ypeople of Khaihar to be cohqiiered. The . 
Messenger of Allah laid siege to them for ten nights and more* . ;
Ibn Hishira: ,The slogan of the friends of the Messenger of Allah on r
the day of Khaibar : was : "O' vic torious cnie | Slay I Slay S ".
Ibn Ishaqs.’Abdallah bln Sahl bin *Abd ar-Sahmah bin Sahl. brother of
the Beni Harithah related tq:me on the authority of Jabir bin
•Abdallah, .lie said:, Marhab the Jew came oUt of their strongholdg
having collected, his. arras'* reciting poetry and saying:-
\ ... . Khaibar knows that 1 am Marhab : - - ■
Equippediwith ahsharpoweappn^taoherostried *
Sometimes 1 give thrusts/ at other times blows,
- '.Z^ /: . ’ - When, the lions advance eni'aged ' . y % '/■ ■
Wlmt I protect is safe; none approached it. ■. , ^ >
■ " ; The ohe who makes the attempt will be scared off by my '■
^ A ' kttack ' ;/ ' - " A.' ' -L : y . . v;-. ' .. . /,/'
He saidr "Who will, fight a d m  1 " * Kalb bln Maliki answered him ànd
 ^ V ÿ\ ; , ' . ' ' -/T ^
: ■ Khaibar knows that‘X am K a •b . ' , , ‘
The reliever of distress* the daring* the strong.
■ When was is. kindled, and breaics out  ^ -
I have a sharp sword lUce the lightning flash
. We ' shall,'tréad you,'down till as-Sa^b is overcome ;
We shall either be given the poll-tax or else divide 
the spoil ■' " . %
In a finely-poised sca3.e in which ie no error ■
■Ibn lisham: Abji Said, the-Helper'recited to mes- ; ,
lümibar knows that Î am.Ka’b , , ' ■ \
And that whenever war breaks out , - .
■Baring and strong* X by-pass fear ;
' :, I have a sharp sword lllce the lightning flash
; . ; Xh àn'uiierringy.haiiddwhich makes no miatake ■ ' ■
. We will beat you down till.as«Ea*b is brought low . . A
Marhab was from Himyar. ' f ,! ' , ■ . ;  ^ , • .
Ibn Ishaq': . ’Abdallah bin Salil . related to. me on the authority of Jabir
bin '’Abdallah,'; He said: .The.Messenger of/Allah said: "Who will go
out against this man?", HuhOimaad bin Maslamali said: "I will* 0 .. :
:■-■ . y  \ - - y  L - ' , -  ':'!■ '
.Messenger of Allah* for I have been wronged and I seek revenge for my
hrother; who..,was ■ slain yesterday", He. said: "Go out against:' him* , I- :
0 Allah* help him againat him!" When they drew near to each other one 
of the ancient 'gum-trees* came in between them* and one of them took -
aheiter behind It from the other* and whenever he took shelter behind \
it 3 his opponent out the part of it that.was near to him till each of 
them became visible to the other* and it remained between'them like a
man standing upright * without any branches on it* Then Marhab
attacked Muhammad and struck him but he was on ilia guard against him 
with his shield so that his swor4 came do?m upon it and it seiEed it 
and held it fast* a.nd. Muhammad bin Muslim smote and slew him* ■
Ibn Ishaq? . Then- after Marhab his brother lasir came ..out sayings "Who 
Will fight a duel?" Hisham bin .*0rwah asserts, that ass-Eubair bin 
aliAwwam wbnt out to meet ■ Ïasir.ï , and h4>s mother Eafiyyah bint ’Abd al-
Muttalib said: "0. Messenger of Allah, he will slay my son" « He said':::. . :
. ' • ■ ' . .. '• ’ . 
"hay* your son will slay him* if-Allah wil3,s. Then as-^ubair went'out*
they met g and as«*iSubair slow him.
Hisham bin ‘Urwah related to me that someone said to aa-Zubair: "Your 
sword was indeed'sharp and cutting tp-day’S  and he said; "It. v/as not,  ^
sharp; but\l : fore ediit y ' : --
The affair of ’All on the day of Khaibar. ‘
Ibn Ishaq: Buraidah bin Btifyan bin Fàrwah the Aslamite related to me
on the authority of his father Sufyan from Salamah bin ’Amr bin al»
Akwa* , Ee saidr The Messenger of Allah sent Abu Baler the Faithful 
with his standard ag;aisnt ; some-of the strongholds of iChaibar * and ho 
fought and returned without achieving victory although he endured 
hardship. The next day he sent *ÏÏmar bin al-Khattab* and he fought 
and returned without achieving victory although he endured hardship.
The Messenger of Allah said; "1 shall give the standard to-morrow to 
a man who loves Allah and His messenger by whose hands Allah will 
grant vietOï»y who shall not flee", 3 o the Mesaengor of A13.ah called 
•All who suffered from ophthalmia* spat in his eyes and;said: "Take 
this banner and bear it forward till Allah grant you victory". Bo he 
det out with it groaning going at a half-trot and we were following 
behind him and He planted his. standard in a cairn of stones beneath 
the strongho;id, A Jew looked down at him from the top of the strong­
hold and eaid: "Who, are you?.". He said; "X am ’.All bin Abu Talibc .,
The Jew 'said t "By that which ,.wa,B Aient ; down to Moses * you have become
liigh in raaik", /or . words to that, effect. .He didInot returh' till Allah
: -y ■. '■ ■■ ■ ;; :
granted victory [ to his asmis, %
Xbn Ishaq: iiVodaliaii bin‘,,aX-Hasan related to me on the authority bf
one of his' people ’ from Abu Rafi' * client of the. Messenger of , Allah; \ 
He-said? We set out with *Ali when the Messenger of Allah sent him - ■
with his standard,: When he draw near to the stronghold^ its people; 
came oat against him-cind he fought ; them; One of the Jews smote him 
and knocked his shield out of his hand, b o ’All obtained a door which 
was.beside the stronghold, made a shield out of it for himself, and, 
went on fighting with it in his hand till Allah granted him victory.
Then he threw it away when he had done with it and I found myself mnd 
seven othsers with me of whom X was, the eighth doing our best to turn ; 
over this door, but in vain* '.
The affair of Abu l-Iasar, Ka*b bin *Amr« *
Ibn Ishaq; Buraidah bin Eufyan the Aslamito related to me on the
'authority 'of some of; thO' Beni,Bs.iamah from Abu ® 1-Xasar* K a • b bin *Amr. ; 
He said: We were with the Messenger ,of Allah ixa Khaibar one evening
Jwhen a flock of sheep belonging to a Jew came up towards their strong- ; ■ 
, hold while wje were besieging them. The Messenger of Allah saidr "l^ ihich 
man will provide food for. us from these sheep?", . Abu ’1-Jasar saidi , 1 
I said: "I will * 0 Messenger of Allah".,' He said: "Do It then". He said 
So I,set out running like an ostrich, and when the Messenger of Allah 
looked at me as* I turned away, he said: "0 Allah* let us enjoy hiiii for 
a long time". So I overtook the sheep when the first of them had 
entered.the Btronghold9 seized two lambs from the rear, carried them 
in my arms, and brought them along quickly as if I had nothing, and ' 
laid them down before khe Messenger of Allah* and they killed and ate
them.. Abu 1-Yeisar was one of the last of the friends of the Messenger;
df Allah to die and when he related this story he wept* He said; "By 
my life9 they enjoyed me, for I was one of the last of them".
The affair of Safiyyah the mother of the /be11evera. -
Ibn Ishaqs When the Messenger of Allah had subdued al-qamua* a
, e .  - ■ ■ : / - 1 . : _  ' » , -  ■ , ; '
stronghold of the Beni ’l-Huqaiq* Bafiyyah daughter of Huayy bin . .
Akhtab and lahother;/ along with her were brought to, the Messenger, of 
Allah. Bilal, who brought them, made them pass.by some of the slain 
,Jewe *; : and when the one, who was with Eafiyyah saw them* she screamed, 
beat her face* .and cast -dust on her h e a d W h e n  the Messenger of Allah
. - - - : ' y - --546^  . ' \'\v
saw. her, he - Balds "Take this eho-devil away from me". He gave orders 
-for Hafijyah to foe put behind him, and he east his cloak, over her, so 
the MuGllms realised that'the Hesaengei* of Allah had chosen her for \ 
himself. According to what I heard, the Messenger of Allah said to 
Bilal3 ,when he saw what he saw in that Jewess: "Were you deprived of , 
pity, 0 Bilal, when you brought two women past their slain men-folke". 
Safiyyah had seen In a dream when she the bride of Kinanah bin. .
ariSabi* bin Abu ^l-Euqaiq, that the mooh had fallen into her lap. She 
showed her vision to her husband and he said: "This means nothing else 
than that you desire Muhammad-* the king of al-Hijas. ", and struck her 
a blow on the face which gave her a black eye. When she was brought to 
the Messenger of Allah she still boreths mark of it, so he asked her 
what it was and she told liim this story. ;
The remainder of th© affair of Khaibar: The punishment of Kinanah bln
\ ^  - '  . /  / ^  '
Kinanah bin ar-Rabi®, . who had the treasures of the fiesrl'an-Nadir, was ? 
brought to the Messenger of Allah. He asked him about them and^ he ■ , / 
denied all knowledge'of their whereabouts. Then one of the Jews was 
brought to the Messenger of Allah and ho said to him; " 1 saw Kinanah' 
walk around this ruin every morning". The Messenger of Allah said to ; ; 
Kinanah: "Do you agree that if we find.it with you I shall kill you?"
He said: "Yes". Bo the Messenger of Allah gave orders for the ruin to ;
be excavatàd and part of the treasure was brought out from it. Then he
asked him about the remainder but he refused to give it Up. , The 1 .'
Messenger of Allah gave! orders to as-Subalr bin aX-’A w a m  .and said: 
"Torture him till you extract what he has got" * and/az«faibair struck : lv 
fire-with a flint,.on his chest till he was at the point of death. ■
Then the Messenger of Allah handed him over to Muhammad bin Maslamah/i •-/ 
and he beheaded hiiii (in retaliation for) his brother Mahmud bin .
■ ■Maslamah. \ -, '-/-y-'
The Messenger of Allah makes peace with the people of Khaibar.
Tile .Messenger of Allah besieged the people of Khaibar in their two
strongholds of al-Watih a.ud as^Bulalim*. and when 'they: v/ere convinced ; 
that destruction awaited them* they asked him to banish them? and 
prevent their bloodshed* and he did so. The Messenger of Allah had . 
appropriated all the prop.ertiOB, ash-Ehiq? Hata.t and a.l-Katifoah, and 1; 
, all the strongholds except those two. When the people of Fadak: heard
that they had done what they did, they sent to,the Messenger of Allah
asking him to banish them; and. prevent their bloodshed, and they would
leave him the properties,: and he did so. One of those who went to and
fro between them s.nd the Messenger of Allah was Muhayylsah bin Mas’ud ‘
brother of the Beni Harithahi Whan the people of Khaibar capitulated 
. - ' . . ' ■ . 
on these terms, they asked: the Messenger of Allah to treat with them ^
for a half of their property, They said: "We know more about it than
you* and are better cultivators than you". Bo the Messenger of'Allah
made peace .with them: on the half-and-half basis* *o|i condition that • ;
if we desire to expel you we may do so’* and the people of Fadak made
peace with him on those terms. Khaibar was divided as spoil amongst
the Muslims, but Fadak was entirely, assigned to the Messenger of Allah
because they did not go against it with either horse or camels.
The affair of the poisoned kid * - ' ■ - . :
When the Messenger of Allah was enjoying quietness* âiàinàb bint al- { 
Harith, wife of Eallam bin Mishkam* made him a. present of à roasted 
kid. Ehe had aaked which part of the kid the Messenger of Allahllikod* 
and she was told: "The shoulder",so she dosed it well with poison* then 
poisoned the rest of the kid and brought it along. When she placed it 
before the Messenger of Allah * he took up the shoulder and:chewed a 
mouthful of it but did not swallow it. Bishr bin a3.-Bara® bin Ma’rUr;
. . who was with him? took' some of it as the Messenger of Allah had done,; -
but Bishr swallowed it while the Messenger of Allah spat it out* Then 
' .he 'said? /"This bone tells me that it is poisoned"* ,'He, called for her 
and she confessed and he said: "What made you do this?". She said;"You 
ihf lidt ëd : onmgr people what is hot hidden from you and I said ; ’ If he is 
'It'king* X shall be rid of liim but if he is a; prophet he.' will 'be / !
informed*". He said; The Messenger of Allah passed over her (fault), 
but Bishr died from the mouthful he had eaten# .
Ibn Ishaq? Marwan bin ’Hthman bin, A.bu Sa'id bin al»Mu*alia related, to 
" ' ' \ , ' " . '. '' - - - 
me. He said; The Megao&ger of Allah saidl siifLthéûsiGkiîèss /withA^À,
which he died when Hmm Bishr binf . al-Bara’ bin M a ’rlir-went in to visit 
him: "0 IJîïim Bishr* even now I feel a stoppage in the great artery 
because of the mouthful yHiic,h -X ate with your brother at Khaibar*
.He said: Wherefore the Muslims consider that the Messenger of Allah ..
; vdied martyr in addiÿiom to the prophetic office with which Allah, 
honoured \ : l . - 'l . ./k ' 7 . ' '1 .Î
■ ‘ , :-54:8- : : . - , . ■ • ' . . ;
Ibn Ishaq: When thâ Messenger of Allah had finxahed with Khalfoai', he
went away to Wadi al-Qura and besieged its people some nights* After 
that he set out on the return journey to Medina.
The affair, of the fraudulent slave* 1
: Ibn Ishaq: Thaur bin 0ald related to me on the authority of Salim?
client of ’Abdallah bin Muti* from Abu lïurairah.' He said: When we -
we'nt away from Khaibar with the Messenger of Allah to .Wadi al-i)ura 
we made camp there in the evening at set of sun. The; Messenger of , .
Allah had'-a slave^boy whom hifa’.ah bin', fiaid-of-•JüdBail îànd from the ; 
sub-division of Dubab had given hiM/çk- ■ W ■'
Xbn Hishazn: Judham brother of Lakhm ' " . ■ . 1
he said: He -was putting-away the saddle of the Messenger of Allah
when an unknown arrow struck and killed him^ We said: Congratulations! | 
Paradise' is his I " # The Messenger; of Allah scùlds "By no means, by Him ? 
in whose : hand'is the life of Muhammad* the cloak which he pilfered ;[
from the spoils of the Muslims on.the day of Khaibar. is even now ;
bursting in.the FireV He said: "One of the friends of the HasBonger of 
Allah heard it, came to him# and saids "0 Messenger!of Allah# I took ; 
two straps for my sandals". He said: "A portion of the Fire of like
siae shall be assigned to you".
The affair of Ibn al-Mughaffal-.. - :
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion» related to me on the authority
of ’Abdallah binMtighaffal the Musanlte. Ha said: "Ï took a leather • 
bag of auek from the spoils of Khaibar, and carried it on my shoulder 
to my tent and my comrades. But the man who had been appointed in o//I;: 
charge.of the spoil met me, took it by the side and said: ’Fetch this
that we may divide; it amongst the Muslime*» I said: ’Ho* Indeed, I
shall hot give it to you*# and he began to pull the/bag awayIfrom/rn 
The Messenger of Allah saw .u© while wé were doing that ? smiled broadly and 
said to the man in charge of the spoil: "It dee s not concern you# 
leave it to him". $o he let it go and X took it to my tent and my 
comrades and v/e ate it. . ' :
The, Messenger of Allah goes in. to Eafiyyah 1
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah had Safiyyah brought to him
. : " ' ' ■ *  - ,  ' . .
either at Khaibar or on some part of the journey, the woman who .
‘ attired heribraided her hair and made her look.her best for the 
, 'Messenger of Allah was tfsim Sulaira bint Milhan Hmm Anas bin Malik. : :
The Messenger of Allah spent t}3© night with hei' in a pavilion of his  ^
and Abu Ayjub bin-Aald brother of the Beni an-Hajjar spent the night 
with dagger girt guarding the Messenger of Allah and walking around 
’ the pavilion? till the Messenger of Allah emerged in the morning.
When he eaw him stationed there he said: "0 Abu Ajyub, what is the . 
-matter with you?". He said: "0 Messenger of Allah? I wqs.afraid of 
this woman where you were concerned. She is a woman whose father? 
husband# and people you have slain* and v/as but recently an 
unbeliever* and X was afraid of her on your accaount". , They claim ■ 
that the Messenger ox Allah said ; "0 Allaii? keep Abu Ayyub# as he has 
spwnt the night keeping me".
The'ïkc* affair when they overslept the time fee morning prayer;
Ibn■Ishaq: Aa-^uhri related to me on the authority of Ea’id bin al-
Miisayyâb He said; When the Messenger of Allah took his departure
from Kiiaibar and was on the way? he said towards the end of. the night ;
"'A ho will watch for dawn for us'in case we oversleep". Bilal said:
"I will? 0 Messenger of Allah# I will keep watch for you". So the
-Messenger of Allah made camp and the people did likewise and went to
sleep? but Bilal started to pray and he prayed as long as Allah willed
he should pray. Then ho leant against his camel and was waiS-ing ready
to meet the dawn ? but his eyes grew heavy and he fell asleep? and the
touch of the sun was the. first thing that wakened them. The Messenger
of Allah was the first of his friends to av/ake from sleep and he said:
_  - 
"What have you done to us, 0 Bilal?". He aalds "That which laid hold
of you laid hold of me". He said: "You have spoken the truth". Then
the Messenger of Allah led the way forward, a little bit_# dismount^
 and nerformed hisLablutigns, the people following auiti) Then he
; commanded Bilal and he announced the Prayer, and the Messenger of
I Allah led the people in Prayer. When he had given the salutation he
went forward to the people and said: "If you have omitted the Prayer,
jpray it; if you have remembered it, Allah the Blessed the Exalted
:says: ’Perform the Prayer in remembrance of Me*",
XJi. ■*- «"
Ibn Ishaq: According to what I heard, when the Messenger of,Allah
conquered Khaibar he gave Buqalm the Abslts the domestic fowls and 
animals that were there. The Conquest of Khaibar was in Safar.
Poetry omitted.
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Ibn Ishâqi Some wives of the Muslims witnessed Khaibar with the 
Messenger of Allah and he gave them a small part of the spoils 
without giving them full shares.
The affair of the Ghifirite woman.
Ibn Ishaq: Sulaimin ibn Suhaim related to me on thr authority of
Umayyah ibn Abu ’s-Salt from a woman of the Beni Ghifar whose name 
he gave to me. She said; "I came to the Messenger of Allah along with 
some women of the Beni Ghifâr and we said: "0 Messenger of Allah, we 
would like to go along with you on this undertaking of yours - he was 
marching against Khaibar - and attend the wounded and help the Muslims 
as we are able". . He said: "With the blessing of Allah". She said:
"So we set out with him, and I was but a young maid, and the Messenger 
of Allah mounted me pillion on the provigion-bag of his camel.
Towards morning the Messenger of Allah made camp; he dismounted and I 
descended from the provision bag of his camel and there was some 
blood, of mine on it. It was the first menstruation I had had, so 
being ashamed I climbed on to the camel in my confusion. When the 
Messenger of Allah saw what I had and the blood he said: 'What is the 
matter with you, perhaps you have been menstruating'. I said: 'Yes'. 
He said: 'Attend to yourself now# then take a vessel of water, throw 
salt in it and wash away the blood which has come on the provision 
bag, and return to your mount'. When the Messenger of Allah
conquered Khaibar he gave us a small part of the spoil, and he took
this necklace which you see on my neck and gave it to me, hanging it 
on my neck with his own hand, and I shall never let it go". She said:
It was on her neck till she died and then she enjoined that it be
buried with her. She never purified herself from menstruation 
without putting salt in her water of purification and she enjoined it 
to be put in her washing water when she died
List of names omitted
The affair of al-Aswad the shepherd, in the stpry of Khaibar.
Ibn Ishaq: The story of al-Aswad the shepherd, according to what I
heard, was that he came to the Messenger of Allah while he was 
besieging hheibfrthe strongholds of Khaibar with some sheep of his.
He was a hired servant to one of the Jews, He said: "0 Messenger of 
Allah, expound Islam to me'.' He expounded it to him and he islamized;
/ ; ; ' k ; ; -.. \ :y - - . ;
The. Messe% e r  of Allah did not déém anyone of too; little account to 
call him ’.to Lslam and expound it: to'ham. When he lslami%ed he said: ; ■ = 
. "Q Messenger of Allah# 1 was hired servant to the owner of these sheep . 
which have been entrusted to -me%^what shall Ï do with t h e m ? " H e  saids ,: 
"Throw (something) in their faces aud they will return to their owner"* 
or/words to that effect. Ho aJ,-A£3^ vad went and took and handful of 
pebbles, threw them in their faces and said; "Go back to your owner 
- for X will not go with you. They went but with one accord as if a,
drover were driving them and entered the fortress. Then he advanced to 
that fortress to fight with the Muslims and a stone struck and killed 
him. He had never prayed a prayer to Allah? and he was brought to the 
Messenger of Allah and placed behind him. He was shrouded in a cloak 
which, he' v w ©  5 • and the Messenger of Allah? with whom were,a few of his ! 
friends, turned towards him and then turned av/ay from him. They saidi 
"0 Messenger of Allah, why .did you turn away from him?". He saidi'
"How two of his épousés from the Hourie of Paradise are with him". '
.Ibn Ishaq : lAbdallah bin Abu Haiih -told that it was mentioned to him
■ that when a martyr 'ia slain, his/two'spouses from the Houris of : i .
Paradise are let down to him, and they wipe the dust from his face and 
jssiy : "May,‘Allah-cast .dust ' on the ■ face‘ of "him-who has cast -dust 'on thee, 
and. kill him who has killed thee" . ' ' ‘ " ' ! ^ - :
The affair of al-Haijaj the S^lamite. ! , ‘ \ !
Ibn Ishaq: ..When Khaibar was conquered# al-Eajjaj bin 'Hat the ■
1. - ' : . : : - ' . . . ' ' " \ . : I
Eiilamite and froBi the .sub^dl vision of al-Bahis s|aoke to the Messenger.
! ‘ of Allah' and said: "Ô Messenger" of-'Allah, I have property in Mecca
with my v^ife. Shaibah bint Abii Talhah She became his wife and by
- her'.he had Mu® rid'.bin àl-ïiajjaj and pX'Operty, dispersed amongst the I 
merchants of the inhabitants of Mecca. - "So- give me leavei'ü; Iléssenger'; - 
of Allah"., and he . gave him. leave. He - said: "0 Messenger of Allah, : I ■"
, must heeds speak". . He said:."Say on". AliHajjaJ said: "I set out:
- and when I reached .Mecca 1 f ound some men of .(ÿiraish.;in Th.aniyat al-r, - . 
Baida'*, who . were ‘picking up the ne,we.-and asking about the affair of Jjhe
- Messenger of Allah. - : They had heard that he had.marched against : 
Khaibar, and they recognised that it was theitowne of the Hijas, as 
fartas-fertilityy-imphegnability:andemân/power Wére concerned-dhd they
were-asking travellers, who-came .:past. . When they ■ saw-me, they, said:: ,
' /: "Al-Haj jhi ^ 4-h ’ IlatT, but; -they didnot know .cf ; my islamiaatioh.: ;
. - ' \ .y . ' 1
"Give us' th5 ixews-o/O :Abu-Muhammad for we have heard that, the .disrupter.' . 
has gone to .Kahibar# a town of the .Jew© a.nd affertile pla#w in the ,■ , ■
Hijas". I said: * I .have heard that# aaid I have news that will please y
you’*,1 So they jiungioh: to : my cameli allb; aroundc ©aying:o "Come t>h Ô-ht .
Ha j jâ j, ' ’ tell ' us ♦ " I said : • He has been routed v/ith a . rout the lilce *
of which you have never heard # and his fiviends .have been slain..with, a . 
slaughter the like' of which you have never heard# a^ id Muhammad ha©: 
been made jirisoner, and they have said; We will not-slay him. ao; .that we ; 
may send him to Mecca and they will kill him in their midst for their yi 
m'eai vvho have been ©lain by - him’ * ' .80 they went and cried it in Mecca y, .%
•and said;*Hew© has come to you! . This Muhammad - you are merely waiting.
till he shall be brought to you and alain araongst you’. I said; ’Help
.me to gather together my property in Mecca for my creditors, for I want:
to go to Khaibar and obtain some of Muhammad's routed army# before the
■ ■ ' ' - • . - 
merchant© anticipate Me to what is there. , :. . y
Ibn Hishams it is also •given as ’the spoil of Muhafflffad*. ‘i  ' '
. . .  - - ' ' :
Ibn Ishaq: He ©aid; 80 they started and collated for m  my property /
in the most expeditious manner of which 1 have heard* Then I'went to
my wife and said: ’My property’# I had property stored with her in 
case I should go to Khaibar and get some opportunities of trade -before' . 
the merchants COu3.d precede me* When al-’iibbas bin ’Abd al-Muttalib; 
heard the'news and (word) came to him about .me he came up and stood by 
My .side while i was in one of the merchants* booths and said: *0 /
Hajjaj# what (news) i© this you have brought?*. I said: ihave you, 
kept what I placed in your care?*. He said: *Yee*. I ©aid: ’wait 
behind for me so that I may see you in private for ; I am now engaged 
in collecting my property as you see# go away from m  till 1 have done*. 
When I. had finished with everything that belonged to me in Mecca and y 
decided to set out X.metal-*Abbas.and said; 'OyAbu' 1^-Fadl keep.my 
story secret for me for three days for I am afraid of a seax'ch# ,'then 
say whatever you please ’ ' He said : * 1 will do it *. X said : ' Indeed 
I left your nephew à bridegroom to the daughter of their king' - ,
meaning Safij^-yah bint Huayy *he:'. has .indeed .conquered .Khaibar *, cleared', 
out all that was in it* ànd it belongs to him and his •.friends* He 
said 1. "What are you saying, 0 :'Haj jlij? * ;'X ©aid: 'It is indeed so; ' : !, • 
keep, quiet about rae thesv - I have islamlaed and I came merely to take 
away, my po aSe © sionà ; in'" f ear ? l e s t U  èhoùldob e depriyed of-them; ' Wheny s 
. three" daye --X'/-, • i-.r/:/ , • !  / /'V "■ i '::•/'
have, passed manifest your affair# for it ie in line with what you lilcé I 
When the, third day came y al-'Abhae donned a robe he had# perfumed > 
himself, took his staff, set out, went to the iCa* bah, and circuraai/i* 
bulated it. When they saw him they said: "0 Abu ’X-Fadl, this, is- ' ; 
indeed endurance in face of the misfortune". Ho said: "Hot at all.
By Allah by Whom you swear Muhammad has conquered Khaibar, and was left 
a bridegroom to thé daughter of their king. He has secured their.pr 
properties. and what is in it| it belongs to him and, his friends". They 
said; "Who brought you this nevi^ s?". He said: "He who brought you what 
he brought you. He came in to you a Muslim, took his possessions# and 
went away to join Muhammad and his friends and be v/ith him". They said:;
-, * ' . ' ' . j
"Help, b servants of Allah I The enemy of Allah has made liie get-away, j 
but had .we known there would have been a matter to settle ■ between him > ;
and us". They did not have long to wait till news of that .came to 
them» - . . ■
Poetry of the day of Khaibar omitted. .
Mention of the division éf Khaibar and Its properties. \
Ibn Ishaq; Then the division oflthe,.'properties of Khaibar, of ash-Bhiq, : 
■Matat# and al«Katlbah took place*’. Ash«Ebiq and Natat were the shares 
of the Muslims, and al-ISatilbah was the fifth of Allah, the share of . , 
the prophet, the_relatives# the orphans and the poor,.sustenance for 
th# wives of the prophet and for the men who went to and froubetween 
the Messenger of Allah and the people of Fadak in connection with the , 
peace amongst xvhom .was Muhayyisah bin Mas’Üd, to whom the Messenger-of ’ 
Allah gave, thirty camel loads of barley and thirty came3. loads of dates. 
Khaibar was .divided airiongst the men of al^Hudaibiyàh, both those who 
saw Khaibar and those who were a b s e n t a n d ’no one was absent but ,
Jabir bin iAbdaliah bin • Amr bin Ear ami, and to him the Messenger of
: . y . * \ '
Allah gave el share equal to the shares of those who v/ere there. Its 
two valleys were the vails y of aa-Buralr and the valley of Khas, they 
were the two parts into which Khaibar was divided. Katat and aah^Bhiq 
were (divided into) eighteen lots) of which Katat was five lots and 
ash-Bhiq thirteen, so ash-Shiq ans Hatat were divided into one 
thousand eighteen hundred shares; The number of the friends of the 
Messenger of Allah to whom Khaibar was apportioned was one thousand 
eight hundred shares, t ih men and horses, fourteen hundred men and two 
hundred’ horses. Each.horse had two shares and its rider à share, and
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eaoîî foot-aoldier had a share. . Each lot had a man In, charge ,around 
.v/hom were gathered one hundred men so that there were eighteen lots 
altogether.- ■ ’
Ibn -Hlshams On the day of Khaibar the Messenger of Allah .declared ■ J 
Arab■the horses of true Arab’ blood and contemned the mongrel breeds, ’ - :
List of names and shares omitted*
Then the Messenger of Allah divided up al-ICatibaîi which was the Wadi 
Khas, amongst hia relatives, his wives# certain men■of the Muslims and 
certain women, to whom ho gave part of it. The Messenger of Allah 
allotted to Fatlmah two hundred, camel loads# to *Ali bin Abu Talib a 
hundred camel loads# to Uaamah bin Zaid two hundred and fifty camel 
loads of , dates A to ’Aiishah two hundred camel loads# to. Abu Baler bin 
Abi,i Quhafah a hundred camel loads# to *Aqil bin .Abu Talib one hundred 
and forty camel loads, to the Beni Ja’far fifty camel loads# to Rabx* 
bin al“ïïSrith a hundred camel loads ? to as-Salt bin Makhramah and his 
two sons a hundred camel loads g to as-3alt forty loads of it? '>'o Abu 
Habiqah fifty camel loads# to Hukanah bin *Abd Xaaid fifty camel loads# 
to Qals bin Makhramah thirty camel loads# to Abu ’3.-Qasim bin 
Hakhramah forty camel loads# to the daughters of ’ O^aidah bin, a3_- 
.Hàrith and the’daughter of al-Husain bin al-Harith a hundred camel 
loads, to the * .ibid bin *Abd, Yagld sixty.camel loads# to Xbn Aus
bin Msikhramah thirty camel loads# to Miatah bin Utliathah and Ibn Ilyas 
fifty camel loads# to Hmm Rumaithah forty camel loads# to Hu’aim bin 
.Hind thirty camel loads § to Buhainah bint al-Harith thirty camel loads . 
to ’Ujair bin *Afod Xa^id thirty camel loads? to ïïmm al-Hakm bint a%- 
2aibair bin *Abd al«Muttalib thirty camel loads, to Jumanah bint Abu 
Talib thirty camel loads# to Bmm al—Arqam fifty camel loads? to *Abd 
ar-Rahman bin Abu Baler forty camel loads, to Hamhah bint Jahsh thirty 
camel loads# to Hmm az-Subair forty camel loads, to Duba’ah bint àz- 
Sjubair forty camel loads, to Ibn Abu Klimiais thirty camel loads# to 
Umm Talib forty camel loads, to Abu Basrah twenty camel loads# to 
Bumailah the Kalbite fifty camel loads,, to ’.Abdallah bin Wahb and his 
two sons ninety camel loads#’forty of which v/ere far his sons, to IFmiii 
Habib bint Jahah thirty camel loads# to Haiku bln 'Abdah thirty camel 
loads# and to his (Muhammad's) wives seven hundred camel loads. ,
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In thé name of Allah the Merciful#.the,Compassionate; Mention of .what 
Hiihamjiiad the ■ Messenger of’Allah. gave his wives from the wheat of < /
Khaibar. . !
He a3.1btted to them one hundred and. eighty loads : to #atimah daughter 
of the Messenger of Allah eighty five loads? to Usamah bin 21aid forty 
loads? to al-Miqdad bin al-A^wad fifteen loads# to Umm Humaithah five 
loads?? 'bthman bln *Affan and ’Abbas being witnesses and recorders,
Ibn Ishaq: Ealih bin ICalsan related to me on the authority of Ibn '
Ehihab the., .^uhrite from 'IJbaid Allah bin ’Abdallah bin *Htbah bin ;
Maa’ud,- He said: .The Messenger of Allah; gave.directions only about thr
three things at the time of his death: he left to the Raha’itos as_ ■! 
much of the land of Khciibar as would, produce one hundred camel loads| 
to the barites as much of f;he land of Khaibar as would produce one ; :
hundred camel loads^ to the Eaba*ites as much of the land of Khaibar as 
would produce one hundred camel loadsJ to the Ash’arites as mueh of ' j 
the land of Khaibar as would produce one hundred camel loads. He also ; 
enjoined that the (decision about) sending Hsamah bin Zald bin 
Haritliah be implemented? and that two religions should not be left in 
the Arabian peninsu3.a5^"f-
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah had finished with Khaibar? Allah 
cast terror into the hearts of the people of Fadak when they heard 
what Allah had caused to come on the peiple of Khaibar? and they sont 
to the Mesaengex* of Allah to make peace with him on terms of (the 
surrender of) the half of Fadak* Their, messengers came to him either 
at Khaibar or on the way or after he returned to Medina# and he accepted 
that. Fadak belonged, entirely to the Messenger of Allah for none had 
gone against it either with horses or riders.
Hames of Darltes omitted.
According to what 'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me# the Messenger 
of Allah sent 'Abdallah bin Bawàhah as arbiter between the Muslims, and 
the Jews and to.assess for them. When they said; "Ton are encroaching 
on our rightsV he would.say: "If you wish# let it belong to us,- and if.
you wish, let it belong to you". The Jews said: "Oh this stood the 
heavens and the earth". But 'Abdallah bin Hawahah assessed them only 
one year when, he, was slain at Mu^tah#. may Allah have mercy on him,- . 
Jabbar bin Eakhr.bln’ïïmayyàh bin Khansa^brother of the Béni Salamah 
was the one who assessed them after 'Abdallah bin Kawahah. : v : >
' àhe affair of Ulbdciliah, .bin' , ; ■ ' .. : v£ ;' '
His sàid! ' So the romaine'd -in thia state and the’ Huslirus
experienced bo harm - iii their dea3.ingb with them till they at ta eked'. ' 
and killed •*Abdallah " biii Sahl., brother'; of,- the Beni Harithah in the ,•
. time ■ of , the Messenger of, Allah ; . and the, Messenger ' of Allah. and the = - ■ \'/' : 
Muolims. auspec ted them, of killing him. > 1 -, ' ' ' \ ;
Xbn Ishaq: Az-.^ühri related to me on the'authority of Sahi bin Abu
Hathmah? and Bushair» bin Yasar client of the Beni Haritha a3,so 
related to me an the authority ofEahl bin Abu Hatihiiah. He said; 
•Abdallah bln 8ahl was killed in Khaibar* He went to it with some ■ 
friends oi his to get dates from iÿ and he was found in a well; his 
neck had /been broken and he was thrown into it. So they took him but 
and hid hiza away and then came to „the Messenger of Allah and mentioned 
his business to him, . *Abd ar-Rahman came to him accompanied by hie'.
' two nephews,'fiuwayyisah and Muhayyisall# the tvm sons of Has'Ud-. ' %
•Abd ar-hahman was the youngest, of them in-'years, the one to whom the 
.blood vd.t would'be paid# and hé held high rani;: among the people.- When 
lie spoke before Ill's;’two. nephews? the' Messenger oJ: Allah said:
The- eldest! The èidést Î .
ibn Hlehami It ie also given as "Extoll ExtolI" (or: "Say a Takbir)
according to-what Malik bin Anas said. . • ■ . ' '
So he! was silent and HViwayyls’ah and Muhayyasah spoke and he epok©-, 
afterwards. They, told the Messenger of Allah about the killing of 
their friend and the Mesbenger^.of Allah said: "Wrlll you give thkk: name 
of the killer and get the oaths of fifty men that it was he and we .wilJ 
hand him'.over to you". They said: "0 Moss.enger of Allah? wo are not 
in the habit of swearing' about that w h i c h  we do not know". Ho said s 
"Will fifty of them then swear to you by Allah that they did no t kill 
him and that.they do not know who killed him# and then they shall be
clear of his blood?". They said: "0 Messenger of Allah# we do not
accept the faith of the ^ewa; the,unbelief amongst is greater than 
that they would tklce an oath about crime",. So thè Messenger of Allah 
gave him a hundred camels of his own. Sahl said; "I shall not forget 
. a tawny, young she-camel which struck me when I was collecting them",
Ibn Ishaq; Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin al^Harith the Taimlte related to
\ - . -  ^ :/ j* V  ' ' . / .
me on the; authority of *Abd ar**3baiman bln Bujaid bin C^aithi brother of ,
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the. 33eni Haritliah. Muhammad bln Ibrahim ©aid: I swear that Sahl did
■ n
not know any more than lie did but he was older khan lie was, and he 
-said to him: "The business did not take place, in that'way ; Sahl only 
imagined It, The. Messenger of Allah did not sayl 'Swear about some- ■ 
tiling concerning which you have no knowledge*, but when the 
told him He wrote to the Jews of Khaibar: !A murdered man has been 
found (somewhere) amongst your houses; you #*ust pay his blobd-wit*. 
They- wrote to him swearing by Allah that they neither murdered him 
nor .knew the murderer? and the- Messenger-of Allah paid the blood-wit 
for '
Ibh Ishaq: *Amr bin Bhu'aib related to mb a like story to that of
*Abd ar^jRahman bin Bujaid except that he said in his account: * Day his 
'
blood money or' bevsureùof > wa'rj and. they wrote swearing by Allah that 
they neither murdered him.nor knew! the murderer* Bo the Messenger of 
Allah ,f.aid the blood-money for him out of his own property.
The expulsion o f ‘the people of Khaibar.
Ibn Ishaqs 1 asked Xbn Shihab op what terms the Messenger of Allah 
had granted' the Jews,of Khaibar their date palms? when he granted 
them the palms on the basis of (an agreement about) their produce; did' 
he give them to them till his death, or did he grant* them to them ,on 
some other terms? Xbn Bhihab informed me that the M^esenger of Allah 
conquered Khaibar by force after a battle? and Khaibar v/as part of
â à y e .  ,  .
what Allah^as spoil to the' Messenger of Allah? from which the
Messenger of Allah deducted tlie fifth and then divided it amongst the
Musliam, Those of its people who surrendered did so on the under-
standing that they would be expelled after the battle. Then the
Messenger of Allah called them and said; "If you lilce# I will hand
these properties over to you? condition that you work them and
their produce be divided between you and us. I will:/confirm:io ybuo. o
what, Allah has;;confirmedoto .youV!:.- :';. So they accepted and they stayed
on those terms to"-work the properties, Ti*,e Messenger of Allah sent
'Abdallah bin Rawahah who divided the produce and dealt justly with 
. .. _
them in his- assessments. When Allah caused His prophet to die? Abu
Balur acknowledged the agreement after the time of the Messenger of
Allah, and left it in their hands in accordance with the treatment
which the Messenger.of Allah had .given them till he died. * Umar .
continued thorn in .possession, at the beginning of his reign; then ha;
heard that the Messenger of Allah had said during the illness in wlrioli* 
Allah took hims "There shall not exist together two religions in the 
Arabian peninsula", *Umar made enquiry about that till he was certain 
and then sent to the Jews and said; "Allah hath given me permission 
to expel you, I have heard that the Messenger of Allah said; *Tv;o. 
religions shall not exist together in the Arabian peninsulei* . Whoever 
then, holds a contract from the Messenger of Allah let him bring it to 
me and I will honour it, but whoever of the Jews does not hold a 
contract from the Messenger of Allah let him prepare for expulsion.
Bo ’Umar expelled those of thorn v/ho did not hold a contract from the 
Messenger Of Allah* .
Ibn iaîiaqî Hafi*, client of ’Abdallah bin *bmar related to me on the 
authority of ’Abdallah bin ’bmàr. He said; As-2ubair bin al-’Awwam, 
al-Miqdad bin al-&swad, and X wont out to our properties In Khaibar 
to make a contract about them. When we arrived we separated to go to 
our properties* Ï was attacked under cover of night while I lay asleep 
on my couch and my arms twisted out of my elbow joints* When morning 
came my two companions were called to my aid, and they came to me and 
asked me; i*Who did this to you?". X said; "I do not know", Bo they 
put my arms right, brought me to ’Hmar and he said; "This la the work 
of Jews"* Then he stéod up ih the midst of the people, made a speech 
and said: "0 people, thq %8sengér of Allah treated v/ith the Jews of 
Khaibar on the understanding that we could expel them if they wished. 
They have attacked 'Abdallah bin ’Hmar and twisted,his arms as you 
have heard, in addition to their attacks on Aiy Helpers before him. We 
doubt not that they have perpetrated it; v/e have no enémy there but 
them, So whoever has property in Khaibar let him go to it for I am 
expelling the Jews", Thus he expelled them*
Ibh Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me on the authority of
’Abdallah bin Makhaf brother of the Seni Harithah, Ho said; When 
’Jmar expelled the Jews from Khaibar, he ride out at the head of the 
Emigres and the Helper© and Jablar bin Bakhr bin Hmayyah bin KhansS’ 
brother of the Beni Salamah who was the assessor and accountant for 
the people of Medina went with him, also Ya%id bin Thabit* These two 
men divided up Khaibar in accordance with the original drawing of lots 
that had been made for it. /
Xilst of/name© and lots omitted.
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ïbai Hishaiîir Süfyan bin ’üyaihah mentioned èn the authority of al-* 
Ajlah on the authority of ash-Sha’bi that Jà’fàr bin Abu Talib 
returned to the Messenger of Allah the day of the conquest of Khaibar 
and the Messenger of Allah kissed him between the eyes, clung to him, 
and ©aid: "X do not know which of the two thing© please me most - the 
conquest of Khciibar or the return of Ja*far.
Mention of the reurn of Ja’far from Ethiopia, »
Xbn Ishaq; The friend© of the Messenger of Allah who remained in the 
country of Ethiopia till the Messenger of Allah sent *Amr, bin 
jmayyah the Damrito to the Hogue in connection with them and ho 
transported them in two ships and brought them back to him while he
was in Khaibar after al-Hudaibiyah, were;-
' ' . . V  . ■ - ■ .
” List of names omitted*
Of those who emigrated to the country of Ethiopia and did not return :
until after Badr and whom the Bogus did not transport in the two ships
to the Messenger of Allah; ^Iso those who returned after that and the
emigrantsto Ethiopia who died there (were): From the Beni Bmayyali bin
’Abd Shams bin *Abd îîan^, ’Bbaid Allah bin Jaheh bin Ri^afo, the
... , ' ■ '. - ■ » " ■ ' ■ 
Asadite, Asad of Khuzaimah, ally of the Beni t)mayyah bin *Abd Sham©
accompanied by hi© wife Bmm Habibah bint Abu Bufyan and, hia daughter,
Habibàh bint ’lïbaid Allah, It was because of her she was surnamed
Umm Habibah bint AbU Bufyan; her own n^me was Ramlah.. He ( HTbaid
Allah) emigrated with the Muslims ^nd when he reached the country of
Ethiopia he became a Christian, separated from Islam, and died there
a Christian. The Messenger of Allah married hia v/ife Hmm Habibah
■ « ' . ; ■ ■ , ' ■ : 
bint Abu Bufyan bin Harb after his death,
Ibn Ishaq: Muhamfiiad,bin Ja*far bin az-Subair related to me on the .
authority of *Urwah. Ho ©aid; ’Hbaid Allah bin Jahsh set out aa à 
Musiim along v/ith the (other) Muslims and when he arrived in the 
country of Ethippia he became ei Christian, Whenever he passed the 
MuBliBXB of the friends of the Messenger of Allah he would say: " We 
have opened our eyes but ydu are only trying to open your eyes".
That is: ’We see but you still seeking sight but do not yet ©oe".
For young whelps v/hen they v/ant to open their eyes to see try to do 
so beforehand, .and that became a proverb for him and them* That is;
We have opened our eyes and we éee, but you have not opened your ?
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eyes to see and you are merely trying to do that.
Further list of names omitted.
The Pilgrimage of Fulfilment in Dhû *1- Qa'dah of year seven.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah returned to Medina from Khaibar 
he resided in it the two months of Habi*, the two Jumâdâs, Rajab, 
Sha’ban, Ramadan, and Shawwal, in which period he organised some raids 
and sent out some raiding parties. Then in Dhu"*l-Qa*dah, the month 
in which the polytheists had debarred him, he set out to perform the 
Lesser Pilgrimage - the Pilgrimage of Fulfilment, in place of the 
Lesser Pilgrimage from which they had debarred him.
Ibn Hisham: He appointed *Auwaif ibn al-Adbat the Dilite governor
of Medina. It is also called the Pilgrimage of Retaliation because 
they debarred the Messenger of Allah in Dhû ’1-Qa’dah, the sacred month 
of year six, so the Messenger of Allah retaliated on them and entered 
Mecca in Dhû ’1-Qa*dah the sacred month in which they had debarred 
him, in year seven. We heard on the authority of Ibn ’Abbas that he 
said: "Allah sent down about that:-
And the sacred things are (subject to the law of) 
retaliation (Surah 2: 194),
Ibn Ishaq: The Muslims who had been debarred with him fulfillede.that
Lèssei*:;iPglgrimage and that was year seven. When the people of Mecca
heard of him they withdrew and Quraish related among themselves that
Muhammad and his friends were in difficulty, fatigue and distress.
The affair of the wrapping and the running.
One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority of ’Abdallah 
ibn ’Abbas. He said: They arranged themselves in lines for him at
the House of Assembly to see him and his friends. When the Messenger 
of Allah entered the mosque he tucked his cloak under his right arm, 
leaving the right arm exposed, and said: "May Allah have mercy on a 
man who showed them power from himself to-day". Then he kissed the 
Stone and started running and his friends ran with him till the House 
hid him from their view and he kissed the Yemenite Stone and then 
walked till he kissed the Black Stone. He performed three circum­
ambulations running in this fashion and walked the remainder of them. 
Ibn ’Abbas said: The people imagined that it was not obligatory on 
them because the Messenger of Allah did it merely for the benefit of 
the tribe of Quraish because of what he heard about them. When he
performed the Pilgrimage of Farewell, by which precedent was
e
: '/ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' : ' . -561"' \ , \ ' ' ' / ,
éBtablishèdvche made it obligatory.
The entry of the HeBsenger of Allah into Mecca*
Xbn Ishaq: ’Abdallahbin Abü Bakr related to me that when the
Messenger of Allah entered Mecca oh that Lesser Pilgrimage# he did so:
with ’Abdallah bin Rav/ahah holding his camel’s rein and saying;-
. - , . . ■ -
Clear ; the sons of the unbelievers from hie path
MaLce way# for all good,is in. His passenger .
0 Lord, i am a believer in what he says >
1 reGognise the verity of Allah in accepting him
We have k i l M  you in accordance with his interpretation 
As v/e have killed you according to hie revelation 
With blows which smite heads from necks 
And cause a man to forget his friend.
Ibn Hisham: We have killed you .in accordance with his interpretation 
down to the end of the stanzas belongs to ’Armaar bin Yasir in 
connection with a day other than this; and the proof of.that ie that 
Ibn Bawahah referred only to the polytheists. The polytheists did not 
acknowledge the Revelation, and,only, those who acknowledge the . 
Revelation can be slain in accordance v/ithiit.
The marriage of the Messenpcor of Allah and Màimûnah in Mecca* ,
Ibn Ishaq; Aban bin Balih and ’Abdallah bin Abu Hajlh related to me
oh the authority of *Ata’ bin Abu Bibah and Mujahid Abu *1-Eàjjaj on
the authority ! of Ibn ’Abbas that the Messenger of Allah married ,
Maimûnàh bint al-Harith on that journey of hie while hé was i n ,the
pilgrim state., . It.was .al-’Âbbaà, bin ’Abd al-Muttalib 'who gave ,her to 
him* % '/y -
Ibn EiGham: Bhe put her affair into the hands (f her Sister ümm al-
Fadl# and tkun al-Dadl was thè/wifç.7 0fi://ï: U  / B of al-’Abbas , bo,
• . ■ * '• 
bmm al-Fadl turned her affair over to al-’Abbas who married her to
the Heèsehgér of Allah, and gave her four hundred dirhems as dov/ry
on behalf of the M^séengèr of Allah, . ' .
Departure of the Messenger of Allah from Meccâ.■
Ibn Ishaqs Bo the Messanger of Allah remained three days in Medina 
and then Huv/aitib bin ’Abd al-’iJzaa bin Abu Qais bin ’Abd Wudd bin 
Hasr bin.Malik bin Hisl came to him at the head of a group of ■ , . 
Quraishites on the third day^ and Quraish had given him authority to 
expel the/Messenger of Allah from Mecca, They said:to him; "Your 
time is up, depart from us". The prophet said; "Ho harm will come to 
you if you v/ere to let me remain and 21; married amongst you, and made
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you a feast and you attended it". They said: "We have iio need of your’ 
food; depart from Bo the Messenger of Allah took his departure
and placed Abu Hafit his client in charge of Maimunah and he brought 
her to him at Sarif, where the Messenger of Allah went in to her* Then 
he returned to Medina in Dhu’*i-Hijjah;
Ibn Hisham: According to what Abu Ubaidah related to me$ Allah the
Exalted sent down to him:*
Verily^llah hath given to His messenger:a true and right 
vision: "Ie shall enter the sacred mosque, if Allah will, 
in security, your heads shaven, your hair cut short, 
fearing nothing"?- He knew what ye did not know, and before 
that He hath appointed a victory near at hand, (Surah 48:27)
meaning Khaibar. • •
Mention of thigu raid of Hu’tah in Jumada 1 of year eight, and the 
killing of Jaifar* ^aid, and ’Abdallah bin Bav/ahah#
Ibh Ishaq: He resided there the remainder of Dhû ’1-Hijjàh, the 
poiythâsists being in charge of that pilgrimage, al-Muharram, Bafar, 
and the two months of Babi*. Then in Jumada I he sent his expedition 
to Byria which was defeated afeHuHah. =
Muhammad: bin Ja’far bin aM#Aibair related to me on the authority of
- * ,, ■ ■ ' ' ' ' ' - ' ‘ ' ' , ' • ■ ■ ' • ■ ■ 
•Hrwah bin as-2ubair. He said: The Messenger of Allah sent his
expedition to Mu’ta# in Jumada I of year eight, put Said bin Harithah
in command of t hem and said ; "Should %aid be slain, Ja’far bin Abu
Talib shall talco command of the people; should Ja’far be slain,
’Abdallah bin Itav/ahah shall take command of the people"i So the
people equipped.themselyoB and made ready for setting out, and they
were three thousand men. When the time of their departure came, the
people said farewell to thé commanders of the Messenger of Allah and
wished them well. When iAbdallah ibn:::Ràwâhàh:!wasabiâdèn/farewell
along with the other commanders of thé Messenger of Allah, ho wept,
and they said: "What maizes you weep 0 Ibn HawOhah?"- He said: "It is.
not from love of the world or from deep affection to. you, but I heard
the Messenger of Allah recite a verse from the Book of Allah, to
Whom belong power and glory in which he mentions the Fire :-
Hot one of you but shall go down to it - that is for thy 
Lord a fixed decree. (Surah 19: 71)*
and X do not know what my return will be like after I go down. The
Muslims said: JMay Allah accompany you, protect you, and bring you
back to ue in safety* ’Abdailnb; bin Rav;ahah said;-,
, But I ask' forgiveness of the Merciful
And a v/ide wound which casts forth the foaiTiing, blood 
" #r a swift thrust a# tkc hands of îîarran;
ïlith a spear that perforates the bowels and liver 
Eo that it shall be said when men pass near my grave 
, , Allah guided the victor and he kept,right* -
Ibn IshaqÎ Then the people prepared for departure# and'’Abdullah bin 
Bav/ahah came to the Messenger of Allah, bade him farewell, and said:-
Allah confirm the good He gave to thee 
With the confirmation (He gave, to) Moses, and help/lüie, 
him who was helped ;'
X discovered in thee the good as a gift from heaven ^
Allah knows that I have clear perception
liiou/art the Messenger. , and/whoever has been deprived , of
his gifts /. £ / : "
And his countenance - destiny ha© been unkind to him
Ibn Hisham! Qne of the scholars of poetry recited these stanzas to me
(as follows ) . J- . ' - . ; ;; " : ' : / / .
Thou art the messenger, and whoever has been deprived of
his gifts • , /'
And his countenance - destiny has been unkind to him
I^y Allah confirm the good He gave to thee
Above (all) the messengers, and help like him who v/as 
■ helped - J '  ^  ^ "
I discovered iU thçe the good as a gift from hoaven
Ah "insightiw hich-alfkeM r r%
'sàw? -Hm. 'DFV: 'VOU,, ; \ \ ' ' , .
He means the polytheists. These stanza© are in a poem of hi©*
Ibn Ishaq; Then the people set out, and the Messenger of Allah 
accompanied them (some distance) aùd when he bade them farewell and 
left them, ’Abdallah bin.Bawahah said:-
May peace abide with the man to whom I have said farev/ell 
In ^akhl, thé best of escorts, and the best of friends-
Then they went on and made, camp in Mu’an in the country of Syria.
There word reached the people. that Heraclius had encamped in l’îa’ab 
in the country of al-Balqa* with one hundred thousand Byzantines, and 
(another) hundred thousand who had joined him from Lalchm, Judham, 
al-Qain, Bahrâ’, and Bali, with a man of Bali, from the sub-division 
of Irashàh called Malilc bin iSafilah in command of them. When that 
word came to the, Muslims, they remained in Mu*an two nights considering 
their position, and they said: "Wé will write to the Messenger of
Allah and inform him of the numbers of our enemy, and he will either 
re-inforce us with men or give us his orders and we will carry them 
outy So 'Abdallah ibn Rawahah encouraged the people and said: ”0 
people, that which you hate is that which you have come to seek - 
martyrdom. We do not fight the people in numbers or strength or 
abundance of anything; we do not fight except by this religion with 
which Allah hath honoured us. Forward then! It will be one of two 
desirable things, either victory or martyrdom". The people said:
"Ibn Rawahah has indeed spoken the truth", and they went forward.
Poetry omitted.
The meeting with the Byzantines,
Ibn Ishaq: Then the people advanced and when they were on the borders
of al-Balqa’, the hosts of Heraclius, both Byzantine and Arab, met
them at one of the villages of al-Balqa* called Masharif, As the
enemy drew near the Muslims withdrew to a village called Mu'tah and
there the people met. The Muslims set themselves in array for them
placing a man of the Beni 'Udhrah called Qutbah ibn Qatâdah in
*
command of their right flank, and a man of the Helpers called 
'Abayah ibn Malik in command of their left flank,
Ibn Hishim: He is given as 'Ubidah ibn Malik.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the people met and fought, and Zaid ibn Hirithah
fought with the standard of the Messenger of Allah till he died on
the spears of the people. Then Ja'far took it and fought with it and
when the battle closed in around him, he threw himself off his roan
mare, maimed her, and fought the people till he was slain. Ja'far
was the first Muslim to maim (his mount) in Islam.
ïahya ibn *Abbad ibn 'Abdallah ibn az-Zubair related to me on the
authority of his father 'Abbâd, He said: My fosÿer-father, who was
one of the Beni Hurrah ibn 'Auf, and was in that raid, the raid of
Mu'tah, related to me. He said: "I can even now see Ja'far throwing
himself off hia roan mare, maiming her and fighting till he was
slain, while he said:-
Bravo! Paradise and its approach 
How splendid it is! How cool its drink!
The Byzantines are Byzantines, their, punishment draws near 
Unbelievers whose pedigree is not to be found 
It is ray duty to smite them when I find them
Xbn Hishamî A scholar in whom I have confidènce related to me that 
da’far bin Abu TaXib took up the standard in his right and when it 
was cut off .he took it in his lieft§ and' when it was cut off hé 
clapped it in his arms and so was slain- He was a man of thirty» 
three years of age* Allah rewarded him for that with two v/ihgs in : , 
Paradise with which he flies wherever he wills- It is said that one 
of the Byzantines struck him a blow that day which cut hirà in half.
Ibn Ishaqs fahya bin ’Abbad bin ’Abdallah bin az-Zubair related to me
on the authority of his father .’Abbad* He saids foster-father,
who was one of the Beni Hurrah bin*Auf related to me* He,saids "When
Ja’far was killed- ’Abdallah bin Rawahah took up the standard,
advanced with it on his horse, and went to talce the field in some
hesitation, and saidî> -V
I swore 0 my soul that you should take, the field.
IMiat you should take the field or be compelled (to do so)
If the ppople make 'a tumult and their walling, increases 
Wily do 1 .see you loathing Paradise 
You have fcr Ipng been contented
Are you anything but a little clear water in an old skin?
He also saidl- ' ' . ' ’ ' _
0 soul, if you do not kill you will die 
This is the fate of death you endure 
Whatever you desired you were given 
If you do what they two did you are guided*
He means his tvjo friends Zaid and Ja’far. Then he took the field and
when he did so a cousin of his came, to him with a me^t bone and said:
"Strengthen your loins with this; you have found in these days what
you have found"* He took it out of his hand, took a bite out ,<f it , .
and hé heard the abrgingE ] in the direction of the people and said:
"And you (still) in the world"# Bo \ie cast It out of his hand, took
his sword, advanced and fought till he was slain* Then Thabit bin
brother of the B^ni ’l-’Ajlan took up the banner and said: "0 Muslim
people 9 agree on one of your men"* They said: "You". He said: "I
will not do it", so the people agreed on Khalid bin al-Walid and when
he took the banner he held the enemy at bay and avoided them. Then
he withdrew and they withdrew from them till he got the,people away.
The Messenger of Allah is informed of the disaster to the people.
Ibn Ishaq: According.to what I heard, when the people were emitted ,
the Messenger of Allah said: "Zaid bin Harithaii took the standard
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and fought with it till he was slain a marÿyr; then Ja’far took it
and fought v/ith it till, he was slain a martyrV Then the Messenger of
Allah was. sile|it and the faces of the Helpers changed for they 
imagined that there,was .something,about'’Abdallah bin Rawahah they 
would dislike, and then he said: "So ’Abdallah bin Rawahah took it 
and.fought with it till he'was slain a martyr". Then he'said; "They
have been : séen 'by ; me ' in Paradise , as a sleeping man may. see ^ on
thrones of gold, and I saw in the throne of 'Abdallah bin Hawahah an 
inclination awhy from the thrones of his two friends. I said: 'Why is 
this?’, and I was told; 'They went(right into battle), while ’Abdallah 
hesitated somewhat (before going in)l"
'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me on the authority of Umm * lea of" *
Khuza'ah from Umm Ja’far bint Muhammad bin Ja’far bin Abu Talib from
. *■
her grandmother Asma* bint ’Umais.' She said: "When Ja’far and his
friends were slain, the Messenger of Allah came in to ræ after I had 
• dyed eighty;:pound4ibn Hisham: It is given as forty skins), kneaded my 
dough, bathed my children, anointed them, and cleansed themi The 
Messenger of Allah ©aid to me: 'Bring me the sons cf. Ja’far’, and he 
smelled.them while his eyes shed tears* I said; *0 Messenger of Allah, 
may lîîy father and mother be your ransom, what makes you weep, have you 
heard anything about Ja’far and*his friends?’* He said; 'Yes, they 
were slain this day'• ' So I began to cry aloud and the women gathered 
to me and the Messenger of Allah v/©nt to his family and said: 'Do not 
neglect the family of Ja’far to males them food for they are occupied 
with the affair of their master’".
*Abd ar-Rahman-bin al-Qaslm bin Muhammd related to me on the authority 
of his father from ’A ’ishah wife oft the prophet. She said; When 
news of the death of. . Ja* far . came ^ we recognised the grief in the face 
of the Messenger of Allah* A man went la to him and,said: !'0 
Messenger of Allah, the women are troubling us and are a trial to us". 
He said? "Go back to them and silence them", and he; vj;ent* Then he 
came back and said, the s^ie thing and added; *Bhe aaidxthat perhaps 
restraint would do his people harm** He said; "Go and silence them 
and if they refuse, pour dust in their mouths". I said to myself:
"#iy Allah curse you, yqU did not omit yourself and you are.not ' 
obedient to the Messenger of Allah". I recognised that he would hot 
. be .able to pour dust in their mouths*
. -56?- ' /
ïbn Ishaqs Qutbah bin Qatâdah the 'Udhritê, who was in command of
the Muslim right wing, attacked and killed: Malilc bin zSfilah. Qutbah
"bin. Qatâdah ©aids- . ;
I pierced Ibn Zafilah bin al«Irash 
. With a spear which penetrated-his body and broke 
Then I struck him on the neclc 
And he swayed as sways tÎB branch of a tree 
We drove away his cousins’ wives - ,
Like cattle on the day of Raquqain.
Ibn Hiehahi: - His words ’Ibn al-Irash’ are on the authority of another 
than Ibn Ishaq*. The third stanza is on the authority of IChhlid bin 
Qurrah*. It is also given*as; Malik bin Bafilah*
The saying of.the-sorcorees of Hadas* , '
Ibn Ishaq: There wa^ a sorceress of Hadas who, when she heard that
' ' . ,  ^ . - 
the army of the Messenger'of Allah was approaching, said to her
people of Hadas - her people- were a sub-tribe called Beni Ghanm:-
I warn you of a narrow^eyed people
Who look with hostile glance
Who drag,the horses along with violence ^
And pour out the mixed blood ,
So they took her at her word and withdrew from Lalsiim and after that^
she became the wealthiest person in Hadas. Those who bore the brunt.
of the fighting that day were the fienl Thà’labah a sub-tribe of Hadas
and they were ever afterwards few in number. When Khalid got the
people off the field he set out with them on the return journey.
Their entry into Medina. ■ . . .
Muhammad bin Ja’far bin az-Zubair related to me on the authority of 
’Urwah bin az-Zubair. He said: When they approached the outskirts
of Medina, the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims met them* He said: 
The children ran forward while the Messenger of Allah was approaching 
with the people on his beast. He said: "Talce the children a^d carry t 
them, but give me Ja’far's eon". Bo ’Abdallah bin Ja’far was brought 
to him and he took him up and,mounted him in front of him. The people 
began -to throw duat on the army and say: "0 runaways, who have fled 
in the way of Allah"i The Messenger of Allah said: "They are not 
runaways5 they are the one© v/ho shall return, if Allah will".
’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me on the authority of ’Amir bin ,
’Abdallah bin az-Zubair from one of the family of al-Harith bin
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bin Hishâm, who were his uncles, from Uma Balamah wife of the prophet;. 
He said: Umm Salamah said to the wife of Balamah bin Hisham^bin al-
•As bin al-Mughirah; "Why do I not see Salamah present at prayer with 
the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims?"* She said: "He is unable to 
come out; whenver hé comes out the people cry at him: *0 runaway who 
fled in the way of Allah*. So ho stayed in his house and, did not , 
go out".
Ibn Ishaqs <^ais bin al-Musahhar the Ya'marite ©aid about the, affair 
of the people and thé affair of Khalid. v/hen he feared for the people’s 
safety and withdrew them ^ making excuse : for what the people did that 
day and what Khalid did:»
Indeed my soul:' does : not - c ease:? to blame me 
; ' For my stand while the squint-eyed horses were held In 
check , .
I stood there without seeking help or advancing 
Or protecting him_who was destined to die 
But I^imitated Khalid
Khalid Ihasxno eqUal a m o n g t heopeople p:
%  :%)irit was agitated because of Ja’far 
In M u ’tah v/hen arrows did not benefit him who threw them 
And he brought over to us both their two sides 
Emigrés, neither polytheists nor unarmed (men)
Qais made plain in this poetry of his something about which people
:
differ, (namely) that the people refrained from fightingt^hrough 
'dislike of death, and he justified the withdrawal by Khalid of those 
who were with him*
Ibn Hishams According to what we heard, az-Zuhri said: The Muslims
appointed Khalid bin al-Walid as their commanded, and Allah opened 
the v/ay for them, and he remained in comnand of them till he returned 
to the prophet.
Poetry and list of names omitted*.
Mention of the reasons that made the march on Mecca necessary, and
an account of the conquest of Mecca in Ramadan of year eight,
Ibn ishaq: After (the return of) his expedition to M u ’tah, the
* :
Messenger of Allah resided (in Medina) Jumada II and Rajab,
Then the Beni Bakr bin *Abd.Manat bin Kinanah attacked Khuza’.ah v/hile 
they were at a water spot of theirs in Lower Mecca called aljWatir*
What started the trouble between the Beni Bakr and Khuza’ah was a
V;, ,-269-
laan of the *1-Haërami whose name was Malik Bin 'Abbddi and al«
_  *'
Hadrami was in treaty relations ivith aX-Aswad bin Razn, who set but 
on a trading trip and v/hen he was in the middle of Khuaa'ite 
territory, they attacked and slew himari seized his property.
Then the Beni Baler attacked and slew a man of Khuza'ah, and Khuza’ah 
a little while before Islam,.attacked the Beni ’1-Aswad bin Razn the 
Billte, who were the most noble and dignified of the fieni Kinanah « 
Salma, Kulthura and Bhu’waib, and killed them in 'Arafah at the l-vj. 
bpundaryj stpnee :pf i.theysacred territory.
Ibn Ishaq: One of the Beni ad—Dil related to me. He said. The
Beni '1—Aswad were paid two blood—wits in the Age of Barbarism, 
because of their excellence ^^ongst_u8 and we_were paid^one^ ----
Ibn Ishaq; While the B$hi Baler and IQiuza’ah were engaged,on that,
» ■ - ' ■ ,
Islam interposed between them and the peoplewere distracted from
each other by. it. .When the peace of al-Hudaibiyàh took place between
the Messenger of Allah and Qhraioh, according to what az-Zuhri
related to me on the authority of * Urwah bin az-Zubair from al«Miswar
bin Makhraiiiah, Mirwah bin al-Hakm and other scholars of ours related
mo g amongst the condition which they required of him and he required
of them was that whoever wished to enter into an alliance and compact
with the Messenger of. Allah could do so, and whoever wished to enter
into an alliance and compact with Quri'afeh ould do so. Bo the Beni
Bairr entered into an alliance with Quraish and Khuza'ah entered into
an alliance v/ith the Messenger of Allah*
Ibn Ishaq:. When the truce was declared, tho Beni ’d-Dil of the Beni 
Bekr seized the opportunity it afforded them of getting their revenge 
from KhuzaVah ,for those individuals belonging to them v/ho had been 
killed amongst the Beni ’1-Asv/ad bih.Raan., , Bo Haùfal . bin Mu’awiyah 
the Dilite, who was their leader at that timet set cat ai/.tb© hood nf 
the Beni *d-Dii, for not all the Beni Bakr followed him, and came upon 
Khusa'ah by ; night while they were at al-W^tir, a water-spot of theirs. 
They killed one of their number and withdrew. Then they fought and 
'Juraish helped the Beni Bakr with arms and some of Juraish fought with 
them secretly by night and drew Khuza'ah into the sacred territory. 
When they reached it, the Beni Bakr said: "0 Raufal, we have entered 
the. sacred territory. Beware of your God! Beware of your God!*.' .
He ©aid: "A great word. It ,has no deity to-day;;. 0 Ten! Bcdur, talce 
your revenge, forvfoy my life-you are steaXing in the sacred territory 
and will you not take your revenge in it . , On the night they • fell -• 
upon them, in al-Watlr they lolled one of them called Himabbih* He .v/as 
a man with a weak heart and he had gone out along with one of his ;
people called Tamim bin Asad.: Munahbih oaid to him: "6 Tamim, save
’ " ■ : ' ■ . . ■ ' ■' w/ir '■ ' ' ' ■'■ : - -
yourself 9 as for me I am a .dying man; they^klll me or spare me, niy
heart has given up". So Tamim departed and made hie escape and they
over took-Hunabbih and killed him. ; When Khuza’all entered Mecca they
took refuge in the house of Budail bln Warqa’, and in the house of a .
client of theirs called Rafi*.
Poetry Omitted.
The departure of.'Amr bin Salim the Khuaa'ite to the Messenger of . 
Allah. •'
Ibn Ishaq: When the Béni Bakr and Juraish helped each other against
îümsa*ah, inflicted what they, inflicted Upon them, and broke the 
covenant and treaty, that: was between them and the Messenger of Allah, 
in that they regarded as lawful (prey) Khuza'ah, while they were 
in alliance and .treaty with the Messenger of Allah, ,*Amr bib Salim 
the Khuza’ite, and a member of the.sub-division of the Beni Ka'b set 
out and went to the Messenger of Allah atvMedina. That.was one of the
things that set the conquest.of Mecca oh foot. So he stood before
him as he squatted in the mosque amongst the people and said;- ,
P Lord, X am seeking (from)Muhammad
(Fulfilment) of the ancient treaty between his father and 
■ ' ' our father ■ ■
You were the sons and we the parents
, Then we islamized and did not withdraw our hands ,
HeIp,then9 may Allah provide you with a ready help
And call on the servants of Allah to bring help
Amongst them the Messenger of Allah has prepared (for war)
If he is wronged his. face grows stern 
At thé head of many troops he marclie s., raging 
Verily Juraish have broken their, promise to you 
And hâve set aside their treaty certified ,
And laid for ,me an ambush in ICida’
.- And thought I would not call anyone
While they are mèân and few in .humbers ,
. They came upou us while we were Gleepingiinral^Watir .
And slew us kneeling a%%d prostrating. :
Ibn Eishams . It is related;as:-  ^ ' _ " _ - - % ,1
* Achieve then-almighty victorymay;AllahgUidé.you.
, ; ' V ' .,-571-: '- . .j; \ . -
It is also related as;f
\ ' We g0.ve you birth and you. were a child.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah said: "You will receive help 0
'Amr bin Salim "* Then a rain cloud from heaven appeared to the 
Messenger of Allah,and he said; "Verily this cloud will rain down help
for'' thé Beni^-Éà’b"
Departure of Budail- bin Warqa® to the Messenger of Allah,
Then'Budall; bin Warqa’, set out. at the head of . a group of IChuza’ah and 
went to the Messenger of Allah in Medina, and told him of what had 
been,inflicted on them and of the backing which juraish gave to the 
Beni Bakr against them. After that t^ey sot out on their return, 
journey to Mecca, The of Allah said to the peoples "It
seems that-Abu Sufyah is coming to you to strengthen, the alliance 1 
and lengthen the period". Budail bin Warqa’ and his friend© went away 
and they met Abu Sufyan bin harb in 'Usfah, Juraish having sent him 
to the Messenger of Allah to airengthen the alliance, and lengthen its 
duration for they were in dread because of what they had dona. 'When. 
Abu BUfyan met'Budail bln Warqa’'he Saids "Where have yoU come from,
0 Budail?" - ho supposed*^  he had been to the Messenger of Allah, He 
said: "I have marched at the head of Khusa’ah through this plain and 
through the bottom of this valley". He said: "Did you not go to the 
Messenger of Allah?" He said; "Ho", When Budail had gone away to 
Mecca, Abu SufySn said: "If he has really been to Mecca he will have, 
given (his camele) date-stones as fodder". Bo he went to the place 
where his beast had knelt down, took up some of its clung, crumbled it 
in his fingers and found date*©tones in it. He said: "I swear by 
Allah, Budail has been to Mub.ammacl»
The arrival of Abu Bufyan in Medina,
- Then Abu BufySn set out. and went to the Messenger of AlDrh in Medina,,
and went to his daughter Umm Habiliah bint Abu Sufyan When he went
. . .  . ; ' ' '
to squat on the mat of the Messenger of Allah, she folded it up out of 
his reach and he said: "My daughter, I do not know whether you think 
more of me than this mat, or whether you think more of it than you do 
of me". She said: "Hay, it is the mat of the Messenger of. Allah, and 
you are an unclean polytheistf©o I would not like you to squat on 
the mat of the Messenger of - AH^h". He said; ^There has surely 
befallen you/sOnié great evil, after (you left) me, my daughter". /
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Then he set out? went to the Messenger of Allah, and spoke to him but
he answered him not a word* Hext he went to Abu Bakr and told him .
that he should apeak to the Messenger of Allah for him but he said:
"I will not do it". Then he went to ’Umar bin al-Khattab, spoke to
him and he-' said: "Shall I intercede with the Messenger of Allah for
you? Evan if X could find nj»thing but the 'atonis I would fight ypu
with those". Then he went away to ’All bin Abu Talib who had Fatimah
. ■ «
daughter of the Messenger of Allah and she had Hasan bin ’All? a boy
' . “ . 
crawling in front of her. He said:, "0 ’All, you are the most closely
related to me of the people; I have come for a necessity, and I will
not go back as X came, empty-handed. Intercede with the Messenger of
Allah for mo". He said to him: "Alas for youS The Messenger of Allah
has resolved on an affair about which we cannot speak .todhim;i. Then
he turned to Fatimah and said : "0 daughter of Muhammad, have you a
mind to command this little ©on of yours that he may give protection
among the people, and he will be lord of the Arabs till the end of
time?. Bhe said; "My little ©on has not reached an age when he may
give protection among the people, and no one is able to give
protection against the ï’^essenger of Allah". He said: "0 Abu Hasan,
I perceive that matters have become critical for me, give me some
advice". He ©aids "Indeed X know of nought that will avail you at all
except that you are the chief of the Heni Kinanah. Arise then and
give protection among the people and afterwards go back to your own
country". He said: "Do you thinlc that will bring me-any benefit"?
He said: "Nog I don’t suppose it will, but I see nothing else for you
to do". Bo Abu Sufyan went to the mosque and said: "0.people, I have
given protection among the people", after which he counted his camel
and took his departure. When he came to (Juraish they said: "What is
your news ? "  ^ He ©aids "X went to Muhammad and spoke to him but he .
answered me not a word; then I went to ^ bn Abu Juhifah, but found no
good in himI then I went to Ibn al-Khattab and found him the meanest
of the enemy".
Ibn Hisham: The most hostile of the enemy.
. .  ■ , . .
Ibn Ishaq: "Then I went to ’All and found him the easiest of the
people and he indicated to me a certain course which I followed but 
I do not know whèther it avails me anything or not". They said:
: : ' / v : :  v' '■
"What did he command you to do?". He said; *%e coimnanded me to give
protection among the.people, which X did". They said;. "Did Muhammad
sanction that?". He said: "Ho"* They said; "Alas for you! The man
Carried on,till he made sport of you; what you said will not benefit 
you"* ..lie ©aids/"Indeed 1^; couldJ'seé-.';hcthihg?.'élhé^ '^tâ':do", -
The phepv^ rt'tioh ofl the Messenger of Allah for the raid of the Conquest.
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The Messenger of Allah gave orders for preparations to be made and he
ordered his family to equip.him* Abu Bakr came in to hie daughter
'A’iehah while she was pr^parliig some of the accoutrements of the
Messenger of Allah, and saids "0 my daughter, has the Messenger of/
Allah Commanded you: t c(e quip : him? " : She said? "Yes, so prepare . /
yourself"i He said: "Where do you think he is goingV’U She said:
"Indeed. I knov/. not", Then the .Mesaenger of Allah informed the people
that he was going to Mecca and commanded thorn to be thorough in thoir
preparations.; He said: "0 Allah, take away sight and news from
Juraish so that v/e may take them by surprise in their own country"*/ .
So the people made ready, and, Hasaan bin,Thabit said to incite the
people mentioning what had befallen the men of Khuza’ah?.- . ,
, It was of concern to me and I did not see in Mecca's vale 
^  ,The men,of the Beni .Aa’bwith heads shorn off = . , ;
/ ; At the hands of meh v/ho- did not unsheath their swords
, ; , , And .many slain whose clothes were not;cbyéred (or buried) >
' Would that I knew whether you v/ould get my help! .
, ' : ' , 0 Sùhail bin ’ Amr its heat and its punis Went  ^ /
, . . Safwan is an old camel the, hair of whose thighs lias bqen
' ' ..-'cut; away ' ' \ ' ' " . - . ' .-'/•. ■ /' ,
This is the time of war - its tie^rope has been stretched 
: Do not trust ùsO Ibn Umm Mujalid ; - / ,.
If they give pure milk and their teeth are crooked ' ,
And do not ; be anxious about them for our swords - <  
Have /a conflict whpsp door is opened by death. , / ;
The saying of Hassah:. . ' '■•■/ . , . _/. . /, ■/ , • , , /
:; . ; : At the hands of men who did hot unsheath their swords ' ;
refers to, juraish * By- Ibn Hmm Mujalfd he refer© to ' Ikrlmah' bin
Abu Jam;: : ■ . : ;
The affair ;of/the letter of Hatlb bin Abu:Balta’ah. /; A
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ja’far bin az-Zubair related to me on the 
authority of *Brwah bin az-Zubair and other scholar© of ours. He said; 
When the Messenger of Allah decided to march to Mecca, Hatlb bin Abu 
Ealta’ah:wrote a letter to .Juraish ,informing them of what the 
Messenger of- Allah had decided to do^ (namely) W, march against them* /
. H- ' . / ' ; y / : -
Then he gave it ' t,o a ■ woman whom Muhammad' bin Ja’far claims belonged
to Huzaiiiah but others claim that she was Harah a clientes© of one of .
the Beni ’Abd al«Muttalib, and he gave her a reward on condition that
she delivar.it to Quraish so.she put it on her head and twined her
J.ocks over it and set out with it* ■ But news of what Hatib had done 
' ' ' . .. - . - ' ° / . : ' 
came to the Messenger of Allah from heaven, so he sent ’All bin Abu
Talib and az*Zubair bin al-’Awwam (after her) and said: "Overtake a
woman by whom Hitib ha© sent a letter to Quraish warning them of what
we have decided upon where they are concerned", They set out and
overtook her in al-Khalxqah - Khaliqah of the Beni ’Abii Ahmad, asked
her to dismount and searched her saddle but found nothing, Then ’All
bin Abu Talib said to her: "I swear by Allah that the /^^essenger of
Allah was not told a lie and we were not told a lie, and you shall
surely produce this letter, for us pr we will search you". When she
saw his thoroughness she saidi "Turn aside". He turned aside and she
undid the locks of her head and "extracted the letter, handed it over
to-him, and he brought it to the Messenger of Allah. So the Messenger
of Allah called Hatib and said: "0 Hatib, what made you.do that?"*
He said: "0 Messenger of Allah, X am indeed a believer in Allah and
His messengers I have neither changed nor exchanged, but X v/as'a man
who had no root© among the people and no kindred, while I had children
and a family amongst them, (and I did this) to conciliate them towards
them"* Hmar bin al-Khattab said;' "0 Messenger of Allah, ,let me strike
off his head for the fellow has turned hypocrite". The Messenger of
Allah ©aid: "Who knows, 0 ’Hmar@ pezimp© Allah lokked upon the men of
Badr on the day of Badr and said: ’Do what you please for I have
forgiven you*"* Then Allah sent down about Hatib
0 ye who have believed, do not take enemy and your
enemy as friends, showing them love
dowm to His saying;»
< ■. " - • ■ ' • ; , .
-There was a good example for you in Abraham and those with
him when they.said to their people; "We are quit of you
and of what ye serve apart from Allah, we renounce yoUs =
. and there has appeared between us and you enmity and
hatred for ever till ye believe in Allah alone.,..,
(Burah 60s 1 « A)
down to the end of thé story.
Xfoii Ishaq; Muhammad bin Muslim bin Bhihab the Zuhrlte related to me 
on the authority of ’Ubaid Allah bin ’Abdallah bin,’Utbah from
, • ■ -575- ■
'Abdallah bin ’Abbas, He said; Then the Messenger of Allah went on 
his way and he appointed as his vicecergent o^er Medina Abu Ruhm 
. Kulthïïiiî bin Husain bin 'Utbali bin Khaiaf the Ghifaritoé He set out 
after ten days of the month of Ramadan had elapsed 9 and the Messenger 
of Allah fasted and the people fasted with him till he was in al»
Kudaid between 'Usfan and Amaj when ho broke his fast, -
Thb Messenger of Allah encamps in Marr ath-Thahran #
Ibn Ishaq: Then he went on and made camp in Marr ath-Thahran at the
head of ten thousand Muslims, Bulaini had seven hundred men and some 
of them say Bulaiïd had a thousand men and Muzainah had a thousand men 
and in bvery tribe there was preparedness and submission. The Emigres 
aîxd, Helpers weni,out with the Messenger of Allah, not one of thorn 
remained behind him, .When the Messenger of Allah made camp in Marr 
ath-Thahraa, and the nows waa withhold from Quraiah so that no news 
reached them about the Messenger of A3.iah and they did not know what .. 
he was doing, Bo Abu Sufyan bin Harb^ Hakim bin Hizim, and Budail bin 
Woxqa' went out on those nights to. find out the news and see if they 
could pick up or hear any news9 and al-'Abbas, bin 'Abd al-Muttalib 
met the Messenger of Allah on the way,
Ibn Hisham; He met him in al-Juhfah migràting with his family and 
prior to that he was resident in Mecca as the provider of water.. The. 
Messenger of Allah v/as pleased with him, according, to what Ibn 
Shihab the Zuhrite said.
The affair of Abu Bufyan bin al-Harith and 'Abdallah bin Abu Umayyah,
_  _  _  «  "
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Sufyan bin al-Harith bin .'Abd al»Muttalib and
o • o#
'Abdallah bin Abu Umayyah bin al-Mughirah also met the: Messenger of 
Allah in Niq al«'üqâb which is between Mecca and. Medina and sought to 
go in to (see), him, and Umm Salaüiah spoke to him about them, and. said;
"0 Messenger of Allah, your uncle's son, your aunt's v/on nd your 
brother-in-law are here". Ho said; "I did not wish (to see) them; as 
for my uncle's son, he disgraced my honour- and as for the son of my 
aunt and brother-in-law it was he who said to me in Mecca what he said". 
When word of that ceme out to them, Abu Sufyan who was accompanied by 
a small, son of his, said; "Hewill surely give permission or X will 
take,my small son by the hand and we will wander in the land till we 
die of hunger and thirst? IVhon the Messenger of Allah heard that, ho 
had pity on them, granted them permission and they went in to him and
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acoepted Islam. Then Abu Sufyan recited to him what he said about
his acceptance of Islam, apologised to him for what had come from him
in the past, and said:-
By thy life, on the day when I bear a banner
The horsemen of al-Lat will overcome the horsemen of
Muhammad
(I*was) like one walking in perplexity in the darkness 
of nigh
And he gave me shelter when I went in the true way and 
accepted guidance
A guide other than myself gave me guidance
And one whom I had persecuted most violently received me
with Allah
I debarred (people) from Muhammad and kept myself aloof 
in my struggle with him
And made false claims even though I was not related to 
Muhammad
They are what they are, whoever does not say what they like 
Even though he be a man of judgment he is blamed and 
ridiculed
I wanted to satisfy them while not adhering to the people
in every assembly so long as I was not guided
Say to Thaqif I_do not wish to fight them
And say to Thaqif: "Threaten someone else not me".
I was not in the army^that took ’Amir
And it was not the result of ray tongue or my hand
Tribes came from a far country
Strangers came from Sahara and Surdad.
Ibn Hishamî It is given as;-
He whom I had persecuted most violently guided me to 
the truth?^
Ibn Ishaq: They say that when he recited to the Messenger of Allah 
the words
And one whom I had persecuted most violently received me 
with Allah
the Messenger of Allah smote upon his chest and said: "You did indeed 
persecute me with violence".
The meeting of air»’Abbas with Abu Sufyan ibn Harb and their business.
When the Messenger of Allah encamped in Marr az-Zahran, al-’Abbas
* *
ibn ’Abd al-Muttalib said: "Alas for the morning of (Juraish! If the # •
Messenger of Allah enters Mecca by force before they come to him and 
seek his protection, it will be the destruction of Quraish to the end 
of time". So I mounted the white mule belonging to the Messenger of 
Allah and set out and went to al-Arak, and said: "Perhaps I will 
find some wood-cutter or milkman or someone with a
necessity coming to Mecca who will inform them where the Messenger of 
Allah Is that they may come out to him and seek his protection before 
he enters it by force"* I was going forward on the mule seeking that 
for which I had come out when 1 heard the speech of Abu Sufyan and 
Budail bin Warqa’ as they were returning by slow stages, and Abu 
Sufyan was saying:  ^ I have never seen fires like last night nor a 
camp"( lil^e it)* Budail said: "This is Khuza'ah whom v/ar has stirred . 
up". Abu Sufyan saidÏ "Khusa'ah are too few and insignificant to have 
fires lilce these and a camp like, this". So 1 recognised his voice 
and said: "0 Abu Eanthalah", and he recognised my voice and said: "0 
Aibu ^1-Fadl". I said: "Yes". He said; "What is the matter with you% 
May my father and mother be your ranaomi"# I said: "Out upon you^ Abu 
SufyanI This is the Messenger of Allah at the head of the people.
Alas for the morning of Quraish!"'* He said: "What is the trick, may
my father and mother be your ransom?" X said: "If he overcomes you,
he will cut off your head, mount then on the rump of this mule that X
may take you te the Messenger of Allah and seek his protection for. 
you". So he:mouhted behind while his two friends returned, and 
i brought him (to the Messenger of Allah). Whenever I passed by one 
of the fires of the Muslims they said: "Who is this?", and when they ' 
saw the mule of the Messenger of Allah and. me riding it, they said : 
"The uncle of the Messenger of Allah. When I passed by the fire of 
'TJraar bin al-Khattab* he said: "Who is this?", andNîame up to me.
When he saw Abu Sufyan on the rump of the beast he said: "Abu 
Sufyan, the enemy of Allah! Braise -be to Allah who has put ypu in 
our power without either covenant or compact!". Then he set,put 
running in the direction of the Messenger of Allah and the mule ran 
and beat him by as much as a swift beast beats a slow man, and X leapt 
off/the mule and went in to the Messenger of Allah. 'Umar went in to 
him and said: "0 Messenger of Allah5 here is Abu Sufyan! Allah has 
put him in our power without either covenant or compact. Give me
leave ani I will cut off hie head"^ I said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
I have taken him under my protection". Then I squatted down by the , 
Messenger of Allah, put my hand on his head and said;,"Ho one shall 
Impart the secret to him to night but me". ’A-hen * Umar had tallied at 
length about his affair, X said: "Slowly, 0  ^'Umar ! If he were one of 
the Beni *Adi bin Ka*b you would not say this, but you know he is one 
of the Beni 'A.bd J'fenaf". • He said: "Slowly, 0 'Abbas! lour
Islamisation on the day you islamizéd v/as more pleasing to me than 
the islamisation of al-Khattab, had he islamlzed, and it does not 
Gonoern me except that X know that your islamisation was more 
pleasing to the Messenger of Allah than, the islmmizatlon of al- 
Khattab'"* The Messenger of Allah .said: "0 'Abbas, take him to your 
tent and bring him to Me in the morniiig"* So X took him to my tent 
and he spent the night with me, and when morning came 1 took him to 
the Messenger of Allah* When he saw him he ©aids "Out upon you9 Abu 
Sufyan! Has not the time come fcr you to knov/ that there Is no god 
bjit Allah". He said* "May I ransom you with my father and mother, 
how clement, how noble, how generous you are| I thought that,if there 
had been any other god besides Him he would yet be of some avail to 
me"* He saidJ Out upon you, Abu Eufyan| Has not the time come for you 
to know that I am the Messenger of Allah?". He said? "May 1 ransom . 
you with my. father and mother* how clement,how noble, how generous you 
are! A© to this there is.something of it in my soul even now". Al-' 
•Abbas said to him; "Out upon you! Islamlze and testify that there is 
no god but Allah, and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah before 
your head be cut o f f S o  he testified the téstiitohy of the truth and 
accepted Islam. ,A1-'Abbas of Allah, Abu Sufyan 1
iB'm..man .who llkoa glory,, appoint something fcisr him". Ee saidr .HYos, 
ühoGVùy oBteea the houee ef Abu be e&f e, wMovey loolm hia
will, bé the moeqw will W
The detention of Abu Sufyan in a narrow part of the valley. .
When he went to take his departure, the Messenger of Allah ©aids "0 
•Abbas, detain him in the narrow part of the valley where the mountain 
side juts dut so that the armies of Allah may pass by him and he may - 
see them". He said;' Bo I went out and detaihed^him in the^narrowp&rt 
of tile valley where the Messenger of Allah commanded me to detain him 
while the tribes v/ith tîièir' standards passed byy Whenever a tribe pt;;; : £ 
passed by he would says "0 •Abbas, who are th^se? I would say:
"Sulaim", and he would say: "What have X to do with Bulaim?". . Then' 
another tribe would pass by and he would say; "0 'Abbas, who are. these?* 
I would say; "Muzainah", and he would ©ays "What have I to do with 
Muzainaii?’/, ( and so oh)^till all the tribes were accounted for. Ho 
tribe passed Without him asking me about it, and w^hen I informed him
about-them9 he would say; "What have I to do with the Beni Bo-and-ao\* . 
till the:Messenger of Allah passed by at the head of his squadron of 
green ; mailed knights * . .
IbhHisham; P. They were ’ called ♦ the ; green ones * because of the /%reat
quantity:of f rmour and,their'appearance In it* Al-Harith bin
' ' ’ ' ' " ;. ■ , '. 
Hillizah, the ' lashkurite-^said;^'. -, / / '  ^' ./ ' ■
' And I refer to Hujr» Ibh Uma Qatam - :
Who had Persians clad in armour’ , ' ;
He means the squadron5 and.this stanza is in a poem of his* .Hassan
bin Thabi't said?- ; ' ' - .
' When he saw. the banks .of Badr ap-lye with an armoured
. brigade of the'^eni ’ Wdiathhy. :  ^ . . \
This stanza’ is amongst some stanzas of his which we have recorded in
the poetry of thé day of Badr* , ‘
Ibn Ishaq: In it v/ere the EmigréB and W^elperag nothing v/as seen of
them but, a wall of iron* He said: "Praise be to Allah., 0 .’Abbas, v/lio 
are these?"* X saidt "This is the Messenger of .Allah at the head of
the Emigres and Helpers"* He said: "No one has power or ability to
stand against/them, and indeed, 0 Abu ®l»Fadl, the kingdom of.your - 
nephew has become great". I said: "0 Abu Sufyan, it i s ,the prophetic 
office". He said: "It is thus then". I said:: "Haste back to your : 
people",* When he caBie to them he cried out at the top of his voice5/ 
"0 people ofQur&ishg this Muhanmmd has come upon you with that which 
you have no power, to resist. Whoever enters the house of Abu Sufyan 
will be safe? Hind bint ’Htbali went up to him, took him by the 
whiskers and said: "Slay the greasy, gross butter-skin, v/ho xs a 
disgrace to the vanghard of a xiation!"* He said: "Alas for you! Let 
her not deceive you% for there has come upon you that .which you have 
no power to resist. Whoever enters the house of'Abu Bufjan will be 
safe". They said; "May Allah destroy you! What good.would your 
.house do US?". He said; "AjkI whoever looks his door on himself .will 
be safe and whoever goes into the mosque will be; safe"* Bo the people 
scattered to their houses and to the mosque. . :
The Messenger of Allah reaches'Him Tuwa. ; ■ _ - .• ' ■
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallàh bin Abir Hakr :related to me that when the
Messenger of Allah arrived at Dhu Tuwa, he stood up on his; cameiy : 
wearing as turban àhpiec'ei of a striped Yemenite garment of reddish.
hu©9 and lowered his head in token of humility before Allah, when he 
saw the victory with which Allah had honoured him, till his ibeârd 
almost touched the middle of the saddle.
Ibn Ishaq! Yahya bin *Abbad bin 'Abdallah bin as-Zubair related to :. 
me on the authority of his father from his grandmother Asma® bint 
Abu Bakr. She said: When the Messenger of Allah halted on Dhu Tuwa, 
Abu Quhafah said to a daughter of his - one of his smaller children: 
little daughter, take me up to Abu Qubaiu". She said: His
eyesight had failed. Bo he took him up to it and he said: "My little 
daughter, what do you see?" Ehe said: "I see a blackness gathering". 
He said: "That is the cavalry". She said: "Axid I see a man running 
to and fro in front of the blackness". He said: little daughter,
that is the man who sets the army in battle arrayV meaning the man 
who is in eoBimand of the cavalry and who advances at their head. Then 
she said! "The blackness has spread". He said : !’Then indeed the 
cavalry are on the move, take me quickly to my house". Bo she brought 
him down but the cavalry mat him,before he reached his house. The 
girl had a silver necklace round her neck but a man met her and tore 
it off her neck. When the Messenger of Allah entered Mecca and went 
into the place of worship, Abu Baler came leading his father, and when 
the Messenger of Allah saiv him he said: "Why did you not leave, the old 
man in his house and I would have gone to him there". Abu Bal:ir said: 
"0 Messenger of Allah, it was more fitting that he should come to you 
than that you should go to him". Bo he made him squat down in front 
of him, rubbed his chest,.and said to him: "Islamize", and he did ao. . 
Bo Abu Bakr brought him in, and his head was like the mountain plant, 
and the Messenger of Allah said; "Change this hair of his". Then 
Abu Bakr arose, took his sister by the hand, and said: "I adjuré you 
by Allah and Islam for the necklace of îuy sister", but no one made 
answer. Then he said: little sister, be content without your
necklace, for trustworthiness amongst men to-day is indeed rare.
The disposition of the army for the entry of Mecca.
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Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah bin Abu Hajih related to me that when the 
Messenger of Allah disposed his arrjiy on Dhu Tuwa, he ordered az- 
Zubair bin al-'Awv/im to enter at the head of some of the people by viay 
of iUida. Az-Zubair was in command of the left wing. He also 
ordered Ba'd bin 'Hbadah to enter at the head of some of the people
. ' ' ' V.  ^ /.-58 1- \ , ' . . ' - ' -
by way of Kada «
Ihn Ishaq: A scholar asserts that when Ba’d want towards Mecca to
' ' ' ' ■ ■ • : 
enter It he eaidi-
To-day is a day of battle
To-day the sacred territory will be profaned 
One of the Emigrés heard him (Ibn Hisham: It was •Umar bin al-Khattab) 
and said; "0 Messenger of Allahglisten to what Ba’d bin 'Ubadah said# 
We cannot be certain that he will not make a sudden onslaught on 
Quraish". Bo the Messenger of Allah said to *Ali bin Abu Talibs 
"Follow him, take the banner (from him)^ and be thou the one to carry 
it into Mecca".
Ibn/Ishaq; ’Abdallah bin Abu Bajih related to me in the course of his 
narrative that the Messenger of Allah ordered Khalid bin al-Walid to 
enter Lower Mecca at the head of some of the people by way of al-Liÿ. 
Khalid wâs in command of the right v/ing in which were Aslam, Bulaim, 
Ghifar, Muzainah and Juhainah, and otïior Arab tribe©v Abu 'Ubaidah 
bin al-Jarrah advanced with the column of Muslim© which poured into 
Mecca in front of the Messenger of Allah* The Messenger of Allah 
entered by way of Adhakhir and reached Upper Mecca where his 
pavilion was erected* :
-Tho affair of the people of al-ÎChàndamah.
Ibn Ishaqs ’Abdallah bin Abu Hajih and ’Abdallah bin Abu Baler related
to me thqt Safwan bin Umayyah, ’Ikrimah bin Abu Jahl and Suhail bin
’Amr had collected men in al-Khandaraah in order to fight* Hima© bin
Qais bin Khalid, brother of the Beni Bal^ r, was preparing arms and ■ /
repairing them before the entry of the Messenger of Allah, and his
wife said to him; "Why aré you preparing these things that I see?".
He said: "For Muharrmiad and his friends". She said: do not thinlc
that anything will happen to Muhammad and his friends". He said:
"I certainly hope to give some Of thera to you as servants". Then he
:8aid:-'\- , ' . ' / /' ^
If they advance to-day I have no weak point 
. This is the complete armour a well^sharpened spear,
A sword v;ith good edgeejbv;ift to draw. %
Then he witnessed al-Khandamah with Bafwan, Buhail and ’Ikrimah. When
the Muslims from the company of Khalid bin al-Walld met them they
engaged them in a sort of battle and Eurz bin Jabir one of the Heni
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Muharlb bin Fihr and Khunals bin Khalid bin Habi’ah bin Asrara ally of 
• , ' . * 
the Béni Mmiqidh were slain* They were amongst the horsemen of .
Khalid bin al-Walid, bub got separated from him, went by a different
route, and both of them were killed. Khunais bin Khalid was slain
before Kura bln Jabir, so ICurz placed him between his feet and fought
over him till he was slain, reciting as he did so and saying:»
Bafra’ of B^ni Filir know 
Glean of face and pure of heart
I will surely strike to-day on behalf of Abu Eakhr.
Khunais was surnamed Abu Bakhr«
Ibn Hishims Khunais bin Khalid bin Khuza'ah
Ibh Ishaq : ’Abdallah bin Abu Bajih and ’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr
related to mo* ' They said: Balamah bin al-Maila^ of Juhainah,. one of
the horsemen of Khalid was killed, and almost twelve or thirteen men
of the polytheists were killed and they were routed* So Himas fled in
rout and entered his'house and said to his wife; "Lock the door on me".
She said: "Whatever-are -you; saying?" He said:» .
. 'r Verily if you had seen the day of al-Khaiidariiah 
. , When Safwin^and 'Ikrimah fled
And Abu lazïd stood like a widow left with orphan children 
While the Muslims met them with; swords 
They cut off each arm and'head at a blow 
- And nothing could be heard but the shouting (of warriors) 
They had a lion’s roar behind us and a chesty growl :
You wbuld hoit: hayje utterédf&hâ leajsTt word in blame.
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars of poetry recited to me his saying:»
’Jjike/a widow’ which is ascribed to ar-Ha*’as the Hudhalite. The
slogan of the friends of the Messenger of Allah on the day of the
conquest of Mecca, Hunain and ,at-Ta^if v/as the slogan ; of the Emigres ;
"0 fienl ’Abd ar-Eahman"•'The slogan of the Khazraj was: "0 Beni 
- ' ' . / . . - - . . - ' . ' 
’Abdallah", and the slogan of the Aus: "0 Beni ’Hbaid Allah".
Thé affair of the few individuals whom the Messenger of Allah ordered 
to be slain*
Ibn Ishaq; The Messenger of Allah had talœn an oath of his Muslim 
commanders when he ordered them to enter Mecca:that they would not 
fight with any except those who fought with them, but he also took 
an oath about certain people whom he mentioned by name and ordered 
them to be killed ew n if they were found underneath the coverings of 
the ICa’bah. . Amongst them was Ibn Ea’ d brother of the B@hi «Amir 
bin Id’ai, and the Messenger of Allah ordered him to be slain
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merely because he had ielamized and wrote out the revelations for the 
Messenger of Allah when he reverted to polytheism and went back to 
Quraish. He fled to 'Uthman ibn 'Affan who was his foster-brother 
who hid him and brought him to the Messenger of Allah, after the 
people and the inhabitants of Mecca had settled down, and asked for 
protection for him. They assert that the Messenger of Allah was 
silent for a long time and then said: "Yes". When ’ÎJthmân went away 
the Messenger of Allah said to his friends who were around him: "I 
kept silent so that one of you might arise and strike off his head". 
One of the Helpers said: "Why did you not give me a sign, 0 Messenger 
of Allah?". He said: "Verily a prophet does not put (anyone) to death 
by a sign",
Ibn Hisham: He islamiaed afterwards and ’Umar ibn al-Khattab made him
governor of one of his provinces, and ’Uthman ibn 'Affan made him 
governor after 'Umar,
Ibn Ishaq: And 'Abdallah ibn Khatal one of the Beni Taim ibn Ghalib.
He ordered him to be killed because he had been a Muslim and the 
Messenger of Allah sent him out to collect the tithe, sending along 
with him one of the Helpers accompanied by a client of his who served 
him, who was a Muslim. He made camp, ordered the client to kill a 
goat and prepare food for him and went to sleep. When he awoke he had 
prepared nothing for him so he attacked and killed him,,after which 
he reverted to polytheism. He had two singing girls, Fartana and her 
friend who had sung in mockery of the Messenger of Allah, so he 
ordered the pair of them to be killed with him.
And al-Huwaihith ibn Nuqaidh ibn Wahb ibn 'Abd ibn Qusai who was one 
* *
of those who did him harm in Mecca.
Ibn Hisham: Al-'Abbas ibn ’Abd al-Muttalib had taken Fatimah and Umm
• •
Kulthum the two daughters of the Messenger of Allah from Mecca to 
Medina and al-Huwairith ibn Nuqaidh molested them and threw them on 
the ground.
Ibn Ishaq: And Miqyas ibn Dubabah. The Messenger of Allah ordered
him to be killed because he had killed the Helper who had killed his 
brother in error, and had reverted to Quraish and polytheism.
And Sarah a clientes© of one. of the fieni 'Abd al-Muttàlib and ' licrimah 
bin Abu Jahl, Earah was one of those who had done him harm In Mecca* 
As fcr 'Ikrimah9 he fled to the, Yemen and his wife.9 Umm Halcim bint, 
al-ilarlth bin Hisham, asked the Messenger of Allah for protection for 
him which he granted* So she went out in search of him, brought him 
to the Messenger of Allah* and he islamized*
As for ’Abdallah bin Khatal, 8a ’id bin Huraith'the Makhzumite and Abu 
Barzah killed'him and shared in shedding,his blood* ,
As for Mqyasg bin Dubabah, HUmailah bin ’Abdallah® onè of his tribe
killed him, and the sister of Miqyas said about his death:-
I Ëy'nÿ life; Kaîïâh'hâë'bFoJght ortîs^pêbpie T]
I And afflicted the guests of winter through Miqyas !
Good be the eyes of him who saw the like of Miqyas 
I When the confined wom^ broi^h^ forth nonfood w^s r^  ^ __
-As for the twO singing girls of Ibh Khatal one of:them was killed and
■  ^ . 
the other fled and vAien protection w a s  sought for her from the ,
Messenger of All all afterwards he granted it* , , ;
As for Sarah* protection ivas sought for her and granted. Then she 
lived till one of the people trampled her under the feet of his horse 
in the valley in the time of ’Umar bin al-Khattab and killed her*
As for al-Huwairith bin Nuqaidh, ’All bin Abu Talib killed him. \
Ibn Ishaqs. Sa’id bin Abu Hind related to me on the authority of Abu 
Hurrah, client of Aqil bin Abu Talib that Umm Hani^ daughter of Abu 
Talib, said: When the Messenger of. Allah encamped in Upper Mecca? two
of my in-lawG from the Beni, MakhzUm fled to me - she was married to 
Hubairah bin Abu Wahb the Makhzumite. She said: So.’All bin Abu
Talib my brother came in to me and said: "I will surely kill them", 
so I locked them in my house and came to the Messenger of Allah while 
he was in Upper Mecca* I found him washing himself out of a basin in 
which Were traces of dough while his daughter Fatimah screened him 
with her cloalt*: When he had washed, he took hie cloaït, girded it oh, 
and performed eight prostrations of the. forenoon prayer. Then he.came 
to, me and said: "Welcome, 0 Umm Hani^, what has brought you?h,. Eo I 
told him the story of the two men and ’All and ho said: "We have 
protected .those whom you have protected, and grated security to those
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to whom you have granted it, and he shall not slay them".
Ibn Hisham: They were al-harith ibn Hisham and Zuhair ibn Abu Umayyah 
ibn al-Mughirah.
The Messenger of Allah's circumambulation of the Ka'bah after the 
victory and his sermon.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Ja'far ibn az-Zubair related to me on the 
authority of 'Ubaid Allah ibn 'Abdallah ibn Abu Thaur from Safiyyah 
bint Shaibah that when the Messenger of Allah encamped in Mecca and the 
people were reassured he set but, went to the House, and circumambul­
ated it seven times on hie camel, touching the stone with a stick in 
his hand. When he had completed his circumambulation he called 
'Uthman ibn Talhah, got the k^yof the Kâ'bah from him. It was opened 
for him, he entered it and found in it a pigeon of wood which he 
broke with his own hands and threw away. Then he took his stand at 
j:he door of the Ka'bah while the people collected in the place of 
worship for him.
Ibn Ishaq: One of the scholars related to me that the Messenger of 
Allah stood at the door of the Ka'bah and said: "There is no god but 
Allah alone; He has no partner. He has made good His promise, helped
His servant and put the confederates to flight by Himself. All
benefits, blood-monies, and possessions that will be claimed are 
entirely at my disposal, except the guardianship of the House and 
the giving of water to the pilgrims. There shall not be for the man 
who is killed by a mistake that is like an intention, whether by whip 
of stick, a blood-wit exacted under stringent terms, of a hundred 
camels, forty of which are with young. 0 people of Quraish, Allah 
hath put away from you the pride and boastfulness about ancestors 
that pertained to the Age of Barbarism. Men are (descended) from 
Adam, and Adam was taken out of the dust. Then he recited this verse
0 people, we have created you male and female, and made you
races and tribes, that ye may show mutual recognition;
verily the most noble of you in Allah's eyes is the most 
pious...... (Surah 49: 13)
to the end of the verse. Then he said: "0 people of Quraish, what do 
you think I will do in your midst?". They said: "(T^at which is) good; 
a noble brother, the son of a noble brother". He said: "You may go, 
you are now dismissed". So the Messenger of Allah squatted in the 
place of worship and 'Ali ibn Abu Talib went up to him with the key
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of the Ka’bah in his hand and eaid: "0 Messenger of Allah* combine for 
us the office of chamberlain with that of supplying water* may Allah 
bless you". The Messenger of Allah said: "Where is ’Uthman bin Talhah? 
and he was called to him and he said; "Here is your keyg 0 ’Uthman, 
to-day is a day of righteousness and fulfili^ h^t?i\
Ibn Hisham; Safwan bin'Uyainah mentioned that the Messenger of Allah 
said to ’All bin Abu Talib;'"I will give you merely that of which you 
have been deprived; not that of which you would deprive (others)?
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars related to me that the Messenger of
Allah entered the House on the day of the victory and saw there the 
pictures of the angels and other beings. Ho saw Abraham portrayed 
with the divining arrows in his hand making distribution by lot* and 
said: "May, Allah destroy them! They have made our Shaikh cast lots 
with arrows. What business.has Abraham with diving arrows? Abraham 
was neither a Jew nor a Christian but he was a Hanif, a Muslim; he was 
not one of the polytheists'," Then he ordered those pictures to be 
effaced* which was done *
Ibn Hisham; He related to me that the Messenger of Allah entered the 
Ka’bah accompanied by .Bilal# Then the Messenger of Allah came out and 
Bilal v/as left behind, and ’Abdallah bin ’Amr went in to Bilal and 
asked him where the Messenger of Allaii had prayed but he did net ask 
him how much he had prayed. When Ibn ’Amr entered the House, ho 
went straight ahead leaving the door behind him till there was three 
cubits between him and the wall and there he prayed, aiming at the 
spot which Bilal had indicated to him.
The call to prayer by Bilal at the Ka’bah. on the.day of the victory.
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He related to me that the Messenger of Allah entered the Ka’bah,the 
year of.the victory accompanied by Bilal and he ordered him to give 
the call to prayer. Abu Eufyan bin Harb* ’Attab binhAsid and al- 
Harith bin Hisham wefo squatting in the courtygkéd of the Ka*bah and
' / - ' ' ■ - ■ ■ ■ w ■ • • -
’Attab bin Asid said; "Allah hath indeed honoured Asid because he does 
not hear this and hear, what would provoke him to anger". Al-Harith 
said;. ’’If Isknew that he was right. I would follow him". Abu Sufyan 
said; "I.will say nothing; if I.said anything these pebbles would 
inform about me". The prophet camo ,out to them and said: "I know what 
yon have said", and hé repeated it to them. Al-Harith and 'Attab
©aids "We, testify that thou art the HoBsehger of Allah* for there wap 
no one with us to overhear this so that we could say that, he informed
. ■ /  . - / ,, - ■; :  ^ -  t '
Ihn Ishaqs Sa’id bin Abu Sindar the Aslamlte related to me on the 
authority of a man of his people. He ©aids A man called Ahmar Ba’s 
was with us who was a brave man^ When he slept he snored loudly bo 
that it was well known where he was* and when he spent the night in a / 
settlement he retired apert* If the settlement was attacked in the 
night they Galled out : "0 Ahmar^ ! * and lie would rush out like a lion; 
nothing would stand in his way. A raiding party from Hudhall came 
along seeking, the settlement where he vja© and when they drew near to . 
the settlement* Ibn al-Athwa’ the Hudhalite said; "Do not be in a 
hurry till I have a look around for if Ahmar is in the settlement there 
33 no way of approach to them*  ^vv since he has a snore thati cannot be 
hidden". 0 0  he listened and when he heard him snoring he went up to 
him* planted his sword in his chest* thrust it home and killed him#
Then they attacked the settlement and they cried out; "0 Ahmar/* but 
there was no Ahmar. When the year of the victory came* and on the day; 
after it* Ibn al-Athwa* the Hudhalite came and entered Mecca’ to look 
around and make enquiries about the affair of the people. He was a, 
polytheist*, and Shuza'ah saw him* recognised him* and surrounded him 
while he was alongside one of the walls of Mecca* and said: f’You are 
the killer (f -Ahmar"., He said; ”ÿes* 1 am the killer of Ahniar* whatpwill 
you do?’’lv Then Khirash bin Umayyah came up with girded dagger and Said 
’’Etaiid away from the. man"* and we dlci not thinlc other than that ho ; 
wanted to■ clear the. people away from him, but when ¥/e did clear away 
from him* he attacked him, pierced him in the abdomen with his dagger 
and it seemed to me that his bowels streamed out from his abdomen and 
his eyes stood, in his head as he said; "Have you done it 0 people of 
IChuza’ah?", and then fell down heavily. The Messenger of Allah said*
"0 people, of Ehuza'ah* withdraw your hands from bloodshed * for blood­
shed has increased. You have killed a man .and if it will te cf any 
benefit I will certainly pay compensation for him", - c
Ibn Ishaqs 'Abd ar-Rahman bin Harmalah the Aslamite related to me bn 
the authority of Ea’id bin al-Musayyab;: Ho said; When the Messenger 
^ôF’Aiîiih“'heard^whâ'r“ he“said;“ "Verily" " “ 1
îKhirash is a murderer? thereby stigmatising him
 ^ ; - 588-  - ■ ;
The sermon of the Messenger of Allah the day after the victory*
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Ibn Ishaqs Sa’Id bin Abu 8a’id the Maqburite related to me on the 
authority of Abu Ehuraih the Khusa’ite. He said: When ’Amr bin
az-Zubair came to Mecca to iightuagaihst f M.m brother ’Abdallah bin :
az-Zubair* I went to him and said to him: "0 sir* we were in the 
company of the Messenger of Allah when he entered Mecca; Thé day 
after the victory* Ehuza’ah attacked and killed a man of Hudhail who wai: 
a polytheist. 8o tho Messenger of Allah arose in our midst* gave an 
oration, and saids. *0 people, verily Allah made Mecca sacred in the 
day He created the heavens ahd.7 the earth, and it remains most sacred 
till the Day of SeSurrectipn* It is not permissible then for any man 
who believes in Allah and the Last Day to shed blood in it or cut a 
tree in it. It was not permitted to any who came before me and it 
. will, not be permitted to any who shall come after me, nor is it 
permitted to me eAcept in this hour in anger against its inhabitants, 
and then it will return to its sanctity as of yore. Let him v/ho is a 
witness inform him who is absent and whoever says to you that,the 
Messenger of Allah made war in it, say that Allah made it allowable ‘ 
for Hi© messenger, but He did not make it allowable for you 0 people 
of Khuza’ah. Withdraw your hands from bloodshed for it has increased. 
You have committed murder and if it will be of any benefit X will 
certainly pay compensation for him. Whoever is slain after this 
sojourn of miné hie people will have the better of two choices, either 
the blood of the killer if they so desire, or there may be-a blood-wit 
for him if they so desire Î' Then the Messenger of Allah paid the 
blood-money for the. man whom Khuza’ah had killed. Then ’Amr said to - 
Abu Ehuraih; ’’Go your way 0 Shaikh, for we know more about, its 
Sanctity than you; it does not protect the shedder of blood nor the 
one who has cast off his allegiance, nor the one v/ho forbids the poll- .
tax" . Abu Shuraih said: "X v/as a . witness and. you were absent and the
Messenger of Allah commanded us that those who wore present should 
inform those %vho were absent. Nov/ % have informed you and it is your 
affair". ' / T. ' . \ ■ . ' - ' ' y '
Ibn HishamsI heard that the first murdered man for v/hom the Messenger . ■ 
of Allah paid compensation the day of the victory was Junaidab ^ bin 
al-Alcv/a’ whom the Beni Ka’b killed; he paid one hundred she-camels <
for'him./ V'- . /' 7'7//'/ ,
, t \ : -589. . ' ' , .
^hè Gàylmæ of thé Helpers, the daj of Who ?ictorj.
Ibn.Hxshams I heard on the authority of . laliÿa bin Sa’ld. that v/hen the 
prophet wa© victorious at'Mecca and' had entered it he stood in prayei* . 
on aB-"Safa: whilst the Helpers stood around him. They said amongst . 
themselves t you thinls that ■ the Messenger of Allah % sinc èhAllàh has 
conquered! fcr him his country and town^ will abCde in it^U When he
finished his prayer ha skids ^What were you saying?”. .They said; ”Xt
was nothings' 0 Messenger of Allah”g but he did not cease to, ask them 
till they told him g and the prophet said s ”Allah forbid! Where: ye 
livegthere will X live, and where ye die, there too will I die”..
The fall of the idols at a signal .from the Prophet »
Ibn Hishams One of the narrators in whom I have confidence who gives
chain of authorities related to me on the authority of Xbn Shihab
the Suhrite from *Ubald Allah bin ’Abdallah from Ibn ’Abbas.‘ Hè said:
The Messenger of Allah entered Mecca on the day of. The Victory and
went around it. Around the House were idols which were b/ound with
lead, and the Prophet began,to point to the idols with a cane in his
hand and; say - • ' . . . . . . . .
, Truth hath come and falsehood, gone; yeri^ffalsehood
vanisheth away. (Surah 17s 8l) 1 ,
He did not point at the face of an idol but it fell on its back and he
did not point to any of them from'behind but it fell on its lace till
not one of them remained that had not fallen. Tamim bin Asad;the
Eiiuaa ’ ite- said about that ; -  ^ -
’ In thé idols is an example and knowledge ,
, To whoever.hopes for â reward or punishment
The affair ox ifadalah* ■ ^
Ibn Hishami ^é related to me that Padalah bin ’Hmair bin al^Mulawwih
^ ‘ • . ' A *
the haitliité wanÿed to kili the Prophet as he was circumambulating the 
House the year of The Victory. fJhen he drew near him, the Messenger 
of Allah said; ”Is it Fadalah?”;' He said; ”^es«lt,io Padalah, 0 
Messenger- of Allah”. He eald; ^What wore you talking to yourself 
about?”. He said; "Hothing. X v;as making mention of Allah”. The , 
Prophet, laughed and said; ”Allah forbid!'% Then he placed his hand
on ills breast;,and his heart was'calmed* FadaXah said; ”Ho did not '
talee his hand off my breast till there was nothing dearer to me in .
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the whole of creation than him”. Fadalah said: ”So I returned to my 
family and passed by a woman with whom I had been talking who said: 
'Come for a chat’, and I said: ’No', and Fadalah went away saying:-
She said: 'Come for a chat*, and I said: 'No
Allah and Islam refuse you that
And did you not see Muhammad and his tribe
In the Victory on the day the idols were smashed
You would.then have seen the religion of Allah arising
clearly
And polytheism with darkness covering its face.
The affair of Safwan ibn Umayyah.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Ja'far related to me on the authority of
’Urwah. He said: Safwan ibn Umayyah set out to make for Jeddah to go 
by boat from there to Yemen. 'Uj^ air ibn Wahb said: ”0 Messenger of 
Allah, Safwan ibn Umayyah the chieftain of his tribe has fled away
from you to cast himself into the sea, so give him protection, may
Allah bless you!". He said: "He is safe". He said: "0 Messenger of 
Allah, give me a token by which he shall recognise your guarantee", 
and the Messenger of Allah gave him the turban in which he had entered 
Mecca, So 'Umair went away with it and overtook him when he was about 
to embark, and said: "0 Safwan, may I ransom you with my father and 
mother! Fear Allah! Fear Allah in your soul lest you destroy it. Here 
is a guarantee from the Messenger of Allah which I have brought you".
He said: "Alas for you! Go away from me and do not speak to me". He 
said: "0 Safwan, may I rensom you with my father and mother! He is 
the best of men, the most righteous of men, the most clement of men, 
the most excellent of men, this cousin of yours; his might is your 
might, his honour is your honour, his kingdom is your kingdom". He 
said: "I am afraid of him on my own accout". He said: "He is more 
clement and more honourable than that". So he came back with him and 
he brought him to the Messenger of Allah, and Safwan said: "This man 
claims that you have given me protection". He said: "He spoke the
truth". He said; "Grant me then two months option". He said: "You
shall have four".
Ibn Hishim: A man who was one of the scholars of Quraish related to me
that Safwan said to ’Umair: "Alas for you! Go away from me and do not
speak to me for you are surely a liar", because of what he had done to
him, and we have msntioned it in the latter account of the day of Badr.
Ibn Ishaq: Az-Zuhri related to me that Umm Hakim bint al-Harith ibn
Elahma a W  bimt aWValid - Pakhitah .was tü© wife of Safwan ;
bln Umayyah, and Umm Hakxm wa© the wife of ’ Ikrlmah bin, Abu Jahl '/ 
islamlsed.: A© for, Umm Hakim, slie^  sought, proteotion from the Messenger
of Ailali for..’Ikrimah. which .h© granted, and she went to him in the • 
lemen and brought him back. When.’Ikrlmah and Safwan islamlBed the 
Messenger of Allah confirmed them as husbands,and wives in accordance ; 
with the, former, marriage* ■ '■ ■ ' -■  ^ .
Poetry connected with islamisation of Ibn ag;«Zifo’arI omitted
Ibn Ishaq: .As for Hubairah bin Abu Wahb, the Mdkhzumite, he resided 
in Mecca till he died an unbeliever and he had ïïmm Hasii ^ daughter of 
Abu Talib whose name was Hind» / , % /;
. poetry omitted
Ibn. Ishaqs \ The Muslims who witness the victory .of Mecca were ten; 
thousand in number. From the Beni Sulain seven hundred, but some say 
a thousand§ from the Beni Ghifar four, hundred| from Aslam four hundred 
from Muzainah a thousand and three: and the rest of them were from 
Quraish, the Helpers and their allies, and contingents of Arabs froiE ! 
Tamlm* Qais and Asad* " ,1
. '' - Poetry.omitted*
The islamisation of ’Abbas bin Mirdas* , /
Ibn Hisham: According to v/hat gpééof ; the scholars of poetry related 
to me the islamisation of 'Abbasybin Mirdas ,v/as (on this wise). Hie 
account (of it) was that his father had a.n idol which he worshipped.
It was a stone called Baniar* When Mir das was at the point of death he 
said to •Abbas: son, worship Damar for he can both benefit you
and do you harm. Whilst •Abbas was at Bamar one dayhé heard someone 
calling from his interior and saying:- ; ! i :
Say to , the tribes of‘Sulaim, all of them
Bamar has perished and the people of the mosque are alive 
. He who has inherited tÎB prophetic office and the guidance 
After the Emn ojÈ" Mary is from x^uraish and is guided .
Pamar has been destroyed and it was once worshipped 
Before .the Book,came to the Prophet Muhammad» , : . “
So ’Abbas burned BamSr,'joined the Prophet and islamised* ‘ ; .
Further poetry about thé conquest of Mecca omitted. .
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The march of Khalld bin al-Walid against: the Boni O’adhxmah of 
Kinanaîi afte^y the Victory and the march of ’ All to aet right
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Ibn Ishaq: , The Messenger of Allah:sent out parties of men to the ;
clistrleta, around Mebca to call to Allah to Whom belong power an€
glory’ but he dM not command them to fight. ; Amongst thpsewho were 
sent out was Khalid bin al-Walid and his: orders were to goy tlic pugh 
Lower Tihamsih issuing, the invitation*, lie did not send him to fight 
but he subdued the Beni; Jadhimah and killed some of them»
Ibn HishamiS“ ’Abbas bin Mirdas said about that:- y ,
When you appointed Khalid commander of the people ;
. / and advanced him - then he advanced -
With an army which Allah guided of which you were 
y' ' commander y, :
And in the way of truth slay him who was unjust.
Ibn Hisham: /These .two stanzas are in a poem of his in coniiectio n
with the,day:of Hunain and I will mention them in due course $ if 
Allah wills. y. '■ ' \ . ' ' ..y .. % - . ' - .-,i\y\/-' 'il. y:' '
Ibh Ishaq: Hafcim bin Hakim bin ’Abbad bin Hunaif related to me on ;
the authority of Abu'Ja'far, Muhammad;bin •Ali. He said: When hthe
Messenger of Allah was victorious at Mecca, ho sent Khalid bin al- 
Waild to issue the invitation (to Islam) ; he did not send hinim to 
fight*• Accompanyihg him. were the Arab tribes of Sulaim bin Mah^ir 
and Mudllj .bin Mur rah and they subdued the Beni Judhaimah bin ’Aiair, 
bin *:Abd Manat bin Kinanah.‘ When the people saw him they took up / 
arm©. and Khalid said: "Lay down your arms for the. people have 
islamlzèd". - 'V// \ !y;
Ibn Ishaq: One of our friends^ a scholar of the Bezii Jadhlmah 
related to me. He said: When Khalid ordered u© to lay down our
arms, one of our number called Jahdam said: "Out upon you, 0 Beni 
Jadhimah! It i© Khalid, and after you lay down arms.there' will be ; 
nothing but captivity and after captivity there will bq nothing but 
.decapitation, and so ;I will never lay down r^ y arms". So some men 
of his people took him and ©aid: "0 dahdam, do you wish to ©hod our 
blood? Vêrilÿ thé' people have islamized, war has been laid aside : 
and the people^àré eàfe". They did not let him go till they had y: 
deprlvs d '. him,;, of; yhis/weapons, and the people ;. laid -, down their ' arms
at; the Word/of Khalid* ■ • y - ^ ■ '■.■;-
Ibn Ishaq: Hakim bin Haltim related to me on the -authority of Abu
Jà'far Muharaniacl bln ’Ali. He ©aids "When they laid them down, he
' ' , . . - , ? , ' ' , , , ; ■ . ■ ■ ‘ ' 
gaye orders for them to be handcuffed, put them to the sword and
slew those^^^them, whom he slew, When hews of it reached the Messenger ;
of Allah,"he lifted his hands to heaven and said; bO Allah, I am : ;
inhoeent befdre thee of that which Khalid bin al-Walîd hath doné".
Ibn Hisham: Qpe of the scholars, related to rag, that it was related to 
him on èîie authority of Ibrahim bin Ja’faz' al-Hahmudi* He said; The 
^Messenger of A3.1ah said; "It seemed to me as if I had taken a 
mouthful of curds and dates and enjoyed Its taate, but some af it 
stuck in my throat when X swallowed it ,■and ’ Ali put . in his hand 
and took it out"* Abu Baler the Faithful said; "0 Messenger of All ah, 
here is ope of your marauding bands which you may send out and some­
thing that is pleasing may come to you out of i t a n d  objection may 
be; raised to some of them so send 'All that he may smooth it over.
Ibn Hiohams He related to that one of the people escaped, came 
to t h e 'Messenger of Allah, and gave him the news. The Messenger of 
Allah said; "Did anyone'disapprove of what he did?". He said; "Yes, 
a fair middla-sized man disapproved of it, but Khalid chided him 
and ho fell silent. Another man, tall and of uneven temperament,, * 
disapproved of it, doing it repeatedly, and both of ; them expressed 
strong disapprobation” . 'If mar bin al-Khattab said; "As for the 
first, .0 Messenger of Allah, he was a son of •Abdallah, and as for ; ‘
the second,- ho was a client of Abu Hudhhifah, Salim (by name),
Ibn Ishaq; Hakim bin Hakim related to me on the authority of Abu 
Jc\®far. Muhmamad bin \Alil Ho said; Then the Messenger of Allah 
called 'All bin AbU Talib and said; "0 *Ali, go to these people, look 
into their affair and put the affair of the Age of Barbarism beneath 
your feet” . So 'Ali set out and went to them, and he had money which 
the Messenger of Allah had sent .with him, eo he paid them compensation 
for the blood shed and the property seized - he compensated them 
even for a dog’s drinking dish, till no bloodshed or property v/as 
loft which he had not compensated* There still remained some money 
in his possession so he said to them when he had done with themq "Is 
there yet any bloodshed, or .property for which compensation has not ,
been .paid?"* They said; "No". He s a i d " T h e m  I will give you the 
remainder of this money as, security for thé Messenger of Allah 
against what lie does ,not know and what you do net know” . He did so, 
returned to the Messenger of Allah and gave him the nev/st He said; 
"You did rights you did well". Then the Messenger of Allah stood up 
in front of the Q,lblah with outstretched hands till the parts beneath 
his shoulders was visible and said throe times; "0 Allah, I am 
Innocent before Thhe of what Khalid bin al-Walld hath done” .
Ibn Ishaq: Some of those who excuse Khalid say that he said; "1C
*  ' -  . ' K »  ' - ^
did not fight till 'Abdallah bin Hudhai;ah the Sahmite ordered mè to 
do so and said; 'The Messenger of Allah has commanded yoii to fight 
them because they have held back from Islam'"*
Ibn Hisheim; Abu -of Medjhm said ; When Khalid came to them, they
said: "We have become: Babiaha^. woi.haveibecomoe SabiansM*-'»
 ^ . " ■ ' ■ ' • ■   : " .1 .1, ,
Ibn,Ishaq; ■Jahdam said to the Beni^ Jadhlmah after they laid down /
their arms,and he daw what Khalid was doing to them; ”0 Beni Jadhimah,: 
the throw is lost. I warned you about that into which you have 
fallen” . According to what I heard,,there were words between Khalid 
and ,'Abd ar-Sahman bin *Auf about that* 'Abd ar-Haliman, .said to him: 
"You have.done according to the custom of the Age of Barbarism in 
(the age of) Islam"* He said; "I have merely avenged your father". 
®Abd ar-Hahman said; "You lie, I killed mj father’s murderer and, you 
avenged your uncle al-Fakih bin al-Mughirah"•. Thus there was enmity 
between the pair of thorn, and the Messenger of Allah heard of that 
and eaids "Keep cool, 0 Khalid. Leave my friends alone, for if you
had an Uhud ^ gold and spent it in the way of Allah you would not be
■- ' ' -G ' y  -  . . -, "
the equivalent of either a morning or an evening of one of my friends”
Al-Fakih.bin al-Mughirah bin ’Abdallah bin ’Umar bin Makhzum, ’Auf 
.bin ’Abd *Auf bin ’Abd bin al«Harith bin Zuhrah, and ’Affan bin Abu 1^- 
’As bin Umayyah bin 'Abd Shams had gone off as merchants to the Yemen* 
'Affan was accompanied by his son 'Uthnian and ’Auf by his son 'Abd 
ar-Rahman* m en  they returned they brought back with them the goods 
of a man of the Beni tJadhiniah bin 'Amir who had. died in the Yemen to 
his heirs. One of them called Khalid bin- Hisham claimed the goods 
and met them in the country of the Beni Jadhlmah before they reached
/- . \ \ \ \ . - , " - ' - ,': / ; 
the dead man's family. They rafused ham and he fought them along 
with the men who were with him in order to take,the goods and they . 
fought him and 'Auf bin 'Abd 'Auf and al-Faîmh bin al-Mughirah were 
slain, and 'Affan bin Abu ^i-'Aa and hia son 'Uthman escaped» So they 
seized the goods of al-Falmh'bin al-Mughirah and/those of 'Auf bin 
'Afod 'Auf and carried them away* Then 'Abd ar-Rahman bin 'Auf killed 
Khalid bin Hisham the murderer of his father and. Quraish determined 
to make a raid on the Beni Jadhimali* The Beni Jadhimaluisâidi "The 
killing of your friends was not the work of ai/y.-rpartisahs of ours | 
a party attacked them in ignorance and slew them, without ' our;//- \
knowledge@ but wb will make restitution to you for the blood shed and 
the goods sàizod? Quraish accepted that,,. ' / , /
. : Poetry omitted.- -/
The march of Khalid bin al-WalSd to destroy al-'IJaga.
Then the Messèngèr of- Allah sent Khalid bin al-Walld to al-'Uzza 
which was in Bakhlah. It was a house which the tribes of Quraish, 
Eihanah and Mudar venerated - all of them. Its'custodians, and 
chamberlains were, the Beni Ehaifoan of the Beni Sulaim allies of the 
Beni Hashim, Whan its servitor the Bulamite heard that Khalid was 
on his ¥/ay to it he huny his dagger about its neck .and went up to
the mountain where it was situated, and as he went he said:- /
I 0 ’ÏÏzza gather your strength which will avail you nought 
1 Against Khalid; throw off the veil and tuck up your garments 
j o  'Uzza if you do not slay the man Khalid 
rEither make speedy atonement for your sin or obtain help
\%eh Khalid reached it. he destroyed it and returned to the Messenger 
of Allah. ' ' / '
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn Ehihab az-Zuhri related to me on the authority of
'Ubaid Allah bin 'Abdallah bin 'Utbah bin Mas'ud. He said: The
Messenger of Allah resided in Mecca for fifteen nights after his 
victory curtailing the Prayer;
Ibn Ishaq: The victory.of Mecca took place when there were left
ten days of the month of Bamadan of, year eight; ‘ , '
The day of Hunain in year eight after the Victory,
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Ibn /Ishaq: When ' Hawazin heard of the .Messenger of Allah and? the, 
victory which Allah had granted him at Mecca, Malik bin 'Auf the
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Nasrite gathered them together and along with Hawazin there gathered 
to him the whole of Thaqif, Nasr and Jueham as a whole, Sa*d ibn 
Bakr and some men of the ^éni Èilâl, but they were only a few. None 
of Qais "Allan except these witnessed it, neither Ka'b nor &ilab of 
Hawazin were present at it, and none of them of any repute witnessed 
it. At the head of the Beni Jusham was Duraid ibn as-Siramah who 
was of no use except for his advice and his knowledge of the ways of 
war being an old man of experience. At the head of Thaqif were two 
chieftains of theirs; at the head of the Confederates was <^ 5iib ibn 
al-Aswad ibn Mas’ud ibn Mu’attib, and at the head of the Beni Malik 
was Dhu 'l-Khimar, Sabi’ ibn al-Harith ibn Malik and his brother Ahmar 
ibn al-Harith, and the affair of the people collectively was in the 
hands of Malik ibn 'Auf the Nasrite.
The saying of Duraid ibn as-Simmah.
When he decided to march against the Messenger of Allah he placed 
their cattle, wives, and children with the people (in the rear). When 
he encamped in Autas the people collected to him with Duraid ibn as- 
Simmah at their head in a litter of his in which he was carried. When 
he dismounted he said: "In which valley are you?*’. They said; "In 
Autas". Hé said: "What an excellent range for the horses, no rough, 
stony eminences and no level ground! Why do I hear the growling of 
camels, the braying of asses, the crying of infants, and the bleating 
of sheep?". They said: "Malik ibn 'Auf drove along with the people 
their cattle, wives and children". He said; "Where is Malik?". They 
told him: "Malik is here", and he was called to him. He said: "0 
Malik, you have become chieftain of your people, and this day is a day 
of importance for the days that come after it. Why do I hear the 
grumbling of camels, the braying of asses, the crying of infants, and 
the bleating of sheep?". He said: "I drove along with the people 
their sons, their wives, and their cattle". He said: "Wherefore?".
He said; "I wish to place every man's family and cattle behind him so 
that he may fight for them". So he rebuked him and said: "A shepherd 
of the flock forsooth! And will anything bring back him who has been 
put to flight? If the day goes in your favour nothing will be any use 
to you but a man with swmrd and spear, and if it should go against 
you, you will be put to shame with regard to your people and your 
cattle". Then he said: "wiiat about Ka’b and Kilab?" They said:"Not one
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of them has witnessed Hé **Uouragfe and resolution are
lacking* Had it been a day of grandeur* and honour Ka’b and Kilab
would not' have stayed away from it= and, I would have been pleased, had
you done what ICa'b and iCilab haye done? .Which of you have seen it?"
They ^ said;. " *Amr bin 'Amir,and 'Auf bin 'Amir"; 'He said:."Those are
the two weal^ ones o£, 'Amir, v/ho neither benefit nor do harm. 0 I4alik
you will'accomplish nothing by bringing the people of Hawazin to. thé
sacrifice-of the oavaXry. Take; them up to the inaccessible places
of their country and the high places of their people and then meet.
the ,Sâbiansj on the back© of the horses. If you gain the day, thOse
who are behind you will join you, and if it should go against you,
it will find that you have protected your families and your cattleU.
He ©aid; "1 will not do that; you have grown old and so has your. mind.
You shall indeed obey me 0, people of Hawazin or X will thrust myself
through with this sword so that, it comes out of my back” ./. He disliked
that Buraid should have any say or opinion. They ©aid: ’H?e will obey
you". Duraid bin as-Simmah said: "This is a day I did not witness
but which did not pass me by"
/ 0 that X were a young man on this day
In it I would run and walk at a gentle pace ’
X would drive the long-haived horses by the forelock
A© if.they were middling-sized sheep.
Xbn Hisham: More than, one echolar of poetry has recited to m e :>
0 that X were a young man on this day. . ;
Ibn Ishaq: Then Malik said to the peoples "When you see them, break
the sheaths of your swords and advance a© one man.
He said: Umayyah bin 'Abdallah bin 'Amr bin 'Hthman related .to me
that it was related to him that .Malilc bin 'Auf posted some of his. 
men as watchers and théy came.in with their joints disordered and he 
said: "Out upon you!. , What is the matter with you?". They said; ."We 
saw whit© men on piebald horses and were unable to control ourselves, 
till this that you see befell us. -But that did not turn him Imok 
from, going in accordance with hi© own deslresv' .
The despatch of Xbn Abu Hadrad. :
Ibn Ishaq: A?hen the prophet of Allah; heard about them he sent '
fAbdallah bin Abu Hadrad:the.Aslamite to them and ordered him to go . 
amongst the- people and Stay amongst them till he knew what there v/as
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to. be known, and then bring him their news* So Ibn Abu, Hadrad went 
away, got amongst them, and remained amongst them till he heard and . 
knew what they decided to do about fighting the Messenger of Allah.
So he heard of Malik and the ,affair of Hawazin.on which they were
f ■ ‘engage^and returned to the Messenger of Allah and gave, him the news.-
When the Messenger of Allah.resolved to march against Hawazin to meet
« .  ■ *  ■
them* it was mentioned to him that Safivah bin Umayyah had some suits.
of mail and arms which belonged to him,.so he sent to him and.said -
he was a polytheist at that time - ”0 Abu Umayyah, lend us your arms
and we will meet our enemy with them to-morrow” .. Safwan said: ”Is.
#
It by compulsion, 0 Muhammad?"; He .said: "Nay, a loan, and under 
guarantee that we will return ' them to you"? He said; "Th.ere is no 
harm in this", and he gave him a hundred suits of armour along with 
their complement of arms. They say that the Messenger of Allah 
asked him to give them sufficient for their transport and he did so.
The departure of the Mesae.nger of Allah*
He. said: Then the.Messenger Allah set out accompanied by two
thousand of the people of Mecca as well as ten thousand of his 
friends v^ ho had come forth with him when Allah grahted them victory 
at Mecca,: so. that they were twelve thousand men. The Messenger of, 
Allah appointed *Attab bin Asid bin Abu ’i-'Is bin Umayyah bin "Abd 
Shams governor o,f Mecca in charge of those of- the people who remained 
behind. Then the Messenger of Allah went away to meet Hawazin.
• Poetry omitted,. ' '
The affair.of Dhât Anwat.
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn Shihab aa-Zuhrl' related to me on the authority of
Sinan bin Abu Einan the Du*ilite on the authority of Abu Witqid the 
Laithite, .al-Harith bin Malik. He•said: We set out with the-Messenger
of A ^ l a h  to Hunain and we had been but lately» in the Age of Barbarism.
‘ • ■ ' . • '
We went with him , to Hunain, and the unbelievers 6f Quraisn and others* '
besides them of the Arabs had a great green tree called Dhat.Anwat
■ ' . ■ • 
to which they came each year, hung their arms upon it, performed
sacrifices at it, and worshipped at it on a certain day. While we
were marching with the Messenger of Allah, we-saw a great green ■
lotus-tree, and. called-out from the sides of the road: "0 Messenger of.
Allah, appoint for .us a Dhât Anwat since they hâve one". The
.Messenger of Allah said: "Allah is.most great! . By Him in whose hand
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is the life of Muhammad, you have said v/hat the people of Moses, ©aid 
' • ■ . ' - 
to him: ’Appoint for us a god since they hove gods’".. He said: "You
" ' A.
are indeed a people who are ignorants it is your way, and you are 
surely following the ways of those who were before you".
Ohio rout of the people.
Xbn Ishaqs ’Asirn bin 'Umar bin Qatadah related to me on the authority 
of 'Abd ar-Rahman bin Jabir from hie father Jabir bin 'Abdallah* He 
salds When we reached tie valley of Hunain we descended into one of 
the valleys of Tihamah, (which was) wide and sloping* We only 
completed the descent into, it in the darkness that precedes the dav;n. 
But the people had got to the valley ahead of us and lay in wait for 
us in its clefts and sides and defiles having disposed themselves, 
equipped.themselves and made themselves ready. The first shock we 
got was when detachments (of men) rushed out upon us as ive were 
making the descent as one man, and the people broke and fled; no one 
stuck by another.
The steadfat&ness of the Prophet.
The Messenger of Allah withdrew to the right* Than he said: "0
people, come to me, X am the Messenger of Allah, I am Muhammad bin' / . . .
'Abdallah", but there was nothing. The camels charged each other, 
and the people fled away except that there remianed with the 
Messenger of Allah a few of the Emigres and Helpers and people of his
family. Amongst the Emigres who, stood steadfast with him were ABu
- ' ' ' ' ' ' . ’ ' _ - . ' 
Baltr and 'Umar. From the . people of his family vjere, 'Ali bin Abu .
Talib ,al-'Abbas8 Abu Sufyan bin al-Hari-th, and his son, al-Fadl bin
'Abbas, Habi'ah .bin: al-Havithg, Usamah bin Zaid, Aiman bin Hmm Aiman
who was slain that day. .. - ■
Xbn Hisham: The name of the son of Abu Sufyan bin al-Harith was 
Oa'far, and the name of Abu Sufyan was al-Mughirah, and some people 
reckon Q,utham bin al-'Abbas amoÿ gst them and do not reckon the son 
of Abu Sufyan. :
Ibn Ishaqs 'Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatâdàh related to me on the authority
of 'Abd ar-Hahmail bin Jabir bin 'Abdallah. He said: Also a man of
Hav/azin on a tawny camel of his, in his hand a black banner on the
head of a long spear was in front of Hawazin and they were behind
him. When; he.overtook anyone he pierced him with,his spear and. when 
the people escgzped him, he raised his spear to those who were
\ y y , y, ' - ; //'yy
behind hlm and they followed him# •' ' . , . , y -
ïbn Ishaq; When' thé people were routed.and the coarseipeople of Mecca 
who were with the Messenger of Aliall saw the rout, some of them gave 
utterance to the a amity that was; #lthin them,' AbS' Sufyan bin Harb 
saids "Theix* rout will, hot stop short of the sea; the divining ;
arrows àre indeed with him in hia quiver",. Jabalah. bin al-Hanbal ; '
cried,■CXbH; Hisham; Kaladah bin al-Hanbal, who, with his brother 
Saftvan bin Umayyah, was .a polytheist during the period which the 
Messenger of Allah appointed, for him; "Has not sorcery been brought
to nought to-day?", Eafwan said to him; "EHence, may Allah break .
your teothl It is more agreeable, to me that .a man of Quraish should 
lord it .over me than a man of 'Hawazin" * /. . % y ' - y /. '
Ibn; ïohaq;' Bhaibah bin 'UthMaJi bin Abu Talhah brother of the Beni 
*Abd adlOar said; I said; "I will be avnnged on Muhammad this day".
His father had been killed ythe day ol. Uhiid. "X will slay Muhammad / : ' 
this day” . He said; Bo Ï circled round the Messenger of Allah to 
slay him but something came over me so that; my heart was veiled, and 
I bcdùldimOt; beary itY 3 so I knew ha was protected against me.
Ibn Ishaq:' .One ;of the people from, Mecca related to me that when the 
Messenger of Allah left Mecca for Hunain and.saw the hosts of Allalp 
who accompanied him, he said: "We shall not be overcome to-day 
because of fewness of .numbers". ■ ' y ’’ ; y ■ ; y'
Ibn Ishaq : Borne people assert that one o.f the Beni Bakr said it.
The return of the pe.ople at the call of, a,!-*Abbas and:.the victory 
after the rout. . : - '■ . l  i,.. y
Xbh IfShaq; As-Zuhri related to me on the authority of Kathir bin al- ,
’Abbas from hia father al-'Abbaa bin *Abd al-Huttalib. He said: I
was with the Messenger of Allah holding the ring of the bridle of 
hia ¥/hlte mule with which I. had tied her up. I was a stockily built 
ma'rr \¥ith .a . strong voice:'qnd the Messenger of Allah said when he saw- 
what he saw on the part of the people: "VHxither, 0 peOple?". But I.v 
saw the people had no carèlyiy IJ .) for anything, so he said; "Ù 
'•Abbas,: cry out; /'O people of the Helpers, 0 people of the aoaeia-» 
t r e e . They answered him: "Here we are, at your service"; , A man . 
would go to bring: his OEimbl.back and be unable to- do tha.f^ .so ha, 
would takè hia suit of armour, cast it round his neck^ take his // 
;:sword ana; amela, leàÿ o #  hiia c ^ el, set hinyfre^, and. follow .-the .
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voice till he reached the Messenger of Allah. When a hundred of 
them had gathered to him they faced the people and fought. The first 
call that went out was; "0 people of the Helpers", and finally it 
.ended with; "0 people of the Khazraj". They were tenacious in battle 
and the Messenger of Allah looked on at the scene of the conflict of 
the people as they fought and said: "Now the oven has warmed up".
Ibn Ishaq: *Asim ibn *Umar ibn Qatldah related to me on the authority
of *Abd ar-Rahmân ibn Jabir from his father Jabir ibn ’Abdallah. He 
said: While that man of Hawazin, the standard bearer on his camel
was doing what he was doing, 'Ali ibn Abu Talib advanced on him with 
one of the Helpers. ’Ali came up behind him and severed the camel's 
two tendons so that he fell on his hind quarters. Then the Helper 
leapt on the man and gave him a blow which severed his leg in the 
middle of the shank so that he fell prone off his mount. So the 
people fought and when the people returned from their flight they 
found the prisoners handcuffed with the Messenger of Allah. The 
Messenger of Allah turned to Abu Sufyan ibn al-Harith ibn ’Abd al- 
Muttalib who was one of those who remained steadfast with the 
Messenger of Allah and who became a good Muslim when he islamized as 
he held the crupper of his mule’s saddle and said: "Who is this?".
He said: "I am your mother’s son, 0 Messenger of Allah".
The affair of Umm Sulaim.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr related to me that the Messenger of 
Allah turned and saw Umm Sulalm bint Milhan, who was with her 
husband Abu Talhah, and her waist was bound with a striped cloth of 
hers, and she was pregnant with 'Abdallah ibn Abu Talhah. She had 
Abu Talhah*s camel with her and she was afraid the camel would be too 
strong for her so she drew his head near her and put her hand in the 
nose ring together with the nose rein. The Messenger of Allah said: 
"Is it Umm Sulaim?". She said: "Yes, may I ransom you with my father 
and mother, 0 Messenger of Allah. Slay those who have fled away from 
you as you would slay those who fight against you, for they are 
worthy of that". The Messenger of Allah said; "Will Allah be 
sufficient, 0 Umm Sulaim?", She had a large knife with her and Abu 
Talhah said to her: "What is the meaning of this knife you have got,
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P \Ûmm Eüiâim? ’•. She: ©kid;;. "It ' ia';à/knife ,Xr took with ^jiiich,-/if, any of.
the /polytheists came y near me ^ 1. would have riptped him open*'* . Abu ; /
TaXhahy said; UDo you not hear, 0 {Messenger of Allah5 .what; Umm Sulaim 
with the. mote© :, in he "eyes/©ays?',y / -, . ■ ..:
Ibn Xahaq: When thé iiëâaehgér of Allah set out for Hunain he joine d
the Beni Sulaim to adApahhak bin Sufyan the Salbite so they belonged’ 
to him and Vfère with/him» - - •
■ ' Poetry.-omittedë - ' . , '
The affair of Abu Qatadah and his plunder*
ibn Ishaq: ' ’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me that it was related
to him on the authority of Abu Qatadah the Helperî and one of our
friends v/ho is above suspicion related to me on the authority of
Nafi* 5 client of the Beni GhifSr, Abu Muhammad from Abu. C^ataclah* Boitli
of -them said; I saw two men fighting-bn the day of Hunain? on© â
Muslim-/and the other a polytheist• , When one of the polytheists
wanted to help his friend the polytheist against the Muslim, I went up
to him, struck h im'on the hand, and cut it,off3 but he seized me by
thé peek with the other, hand and did mot Release me till*I felt the
smell Ofvdedth (It is,' related as selll. of blood according to what ibn
Hlsliam ,says') and he almost killed me. Had it not been that loss of ;
bibod-weakened him, he would have killed me, and he fell and I slevl
:-'hiMit y 'Thé .battle/.kept me away from him and one of the people of Mecca
pasbéd’vbÿ him and plundered him. When ,the weapons bf war wore laid/;
aside and we had'finished v;ith thé pho’ple, 'the Mêsstïiiger of Allah ;
said;."Whoever has'slain anyohé to M m  belongs his spoil"- I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah, I killed a man who had spoil, but the battle .
kept me away from him and I know hot who has plundered him"- One of
. the people' of Mecca’.said?''".Hé. speaks the truth. O'Messenger'of Allahq';"- y
: (the plunder of that slain man is with me),.give M m  satisfaction on
my behalf from thé .plunder"- AbU Bakr the Faithful said: "No, ho
shall not give-him satisfaction out of it, you mean that you shall
share the booty with one of the lipas of Allah who fights on behalf
of the religion of Allah. Give back to him the plumier ; of the man
he slew". The/Messenger of Allah said : "Me is, rights give him back
his plunder". Abu l)atadah Bald:;.., "Mo I got it from him, sold
.with its price. I bought some palm-trees and that was the first 
property I acquired. "/,/. . . :. y'- - ' ' . /  ^' .; ./
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Xbn XeiiSqî One who i© above ©uëplcâon related to ’ Ma on the authority 
of Abu Salamah from Xèhaq bin .'Abdallah bin Abu Talhah from Aha© bin 
Malik*” He said: Abu Talhah- single-handed- plundered twenty-.men on 
the day of. •Hunain* ' ;
The help- of ttet e^ ngels.' - .
Ibn Ishaq: My father Ishaq bin Yaear related to me that it was related 
to him on the, aiithority of Jubair bin Mat'am. He said : Before the 
rout of the people whilst they were,fighting, I saw something like 
a black o6vex*ihg from heaven .and. it fell between: the people and ds, 
and X looked and lo black ants had spi?ead abroad filling the valley*
I did not doubt it was the angels,and there remained nothing but the 
rout of the people*’.' .* ..
The rout of the ÿôlytheista* ,
Xbn Ishaq; When Allah put the polytheists of the people of Hunain to
- . t - -, - . . ;......  ^  /
flight and made it possible for the Messenger of Allah to overcome
them a Muslim woman saidi^* / . ; - . '
The horsemen of Allah have overcome the horsemen of al-Lat 
Allah is more worthy of steadfastness -
Ibn Hishajjis Eome scholars in the narration of ppetry recited it to
me ( t h u s ) ‘ • ' ■ . - -
Thé horsemen of Allah have overcome the horsemen of al-Éat 
And Ills horsemen are more entitled .to. be ateadfast* ;
Ibn Ishaqs When Ha^/azin were routed® the battle, waxed hot on the part 
of Thaqif against the Beni> Malik and seventy men of them were slain 
under their banner amoiigst whom was ' 'Uthman bin 'Abdallah bin Râbï'ah 
bin al-Harith bin Habib* Their banner was with Dhu ll-Khimar and 
w Ib  n he was slaing ■'Othman bin 'Abdallah took it and fought with-it 
till he-was slain* ■'
ibn Ishaq: 'Amir bin Wahb ;bin al-Aswad told me. .• He said: Wh'en'the; .
Messenger of All&h heard , of his .death he said; "Xîay Allah curse him , 
for he- hated %uraish” • ' ■ ■ - ■ ’ ' • . ' • . - ' ' -
Ibn IshaqÎ. Xa-'qUb bin 'Utbah bin al-Mughirah bin al-Akhnas'related/.
//. V ; . ' ' " '
to me that an unclroumcised Christian slave belonging to 'Uthmian bin
'Abdullah was slain along with him. '.Whïfele one of thé Helpers was •
stripplhg . the . slain men of .'Thàqïf ' he uncovered the slave us he waa.
stripping, him and: found liim uncircumcised » Bo he cried out at the,
— '
top of Hia voices "0 Arab people® Allah knows that Thaqif are 
uncircumcieed» ,Al-Mughirah bin Shu*bah said: So I took him by the
hand as I was afraid it would go out about ue among the Arabe and 
said: "Do aiot say that® may my father and mother be your ransom; he 
is merely a Christian slave of ours". Then I began to uncover the 
slain for him and say: "Do you not see that they are circumcised",
Ibn Ishaq: The banner of the Confederates was with (^^ribbin al-Aswad
and when the people were routed he propped his banner against a tree
and fled® both he and, his cousin^ and his people the Confederates.
Hone of the Confederates was slain except two men® one from the Beni
Ghirah called Wahb and the ot^ier from the Beni. Kunnah called al-Julah;
#
When the Messenger of Allah heard of the killing of al-Julah® he said: 
"The prince of the young men of Thaqif is slain to-day except what- 
Happened.- to v> Xbn Hunaidah". By Ibn Hunaidah he meant al-Harith bin 
Hwais» , ' ' '
Poetry omitted.
Xbn Ishaq: When the polytheists were routed they went to at-Ta^if 
accompanied by Malik bin *Auf@ but some of them encamped in Autas® 
and some of them went off in the direction of Halchlah. Ho one but 
the Beni Ghirah of Thaqif went ofi towards Malihlah and the cavalry 
of the Messenger of Allah pursued thm e people who went to Nakhlah 
but did not pursue those who went by way of the mountain passes.
The killing of Duraid bin as-Éimmah -
Habi'ah bin RufalV bin Hhban bin Tha'labah bin Rabl'ah bin Yarbii* bin 
SaramaX bin *Auf bin Xmru *1-C)aisg who was called Ibn ad-Dughannah - 
she-was. his mother and that-'epithet overshadowed/his name; it is also 
given as Ibn Ladh'ah^ according to what Ibn Hisham says) overtook 
Duraid bin aa-SiGimah and took hold of his camel's bridle supposing 
him to be a woman® because he was in his litter® and lOg it was a man*
He made him dismount and found he was a very old man and he was Duraid.
bin as-Simmh but the youth did not recognise him, Duraid said to 
him: "What do you wish with me?”. . He said; "I will slay you". He 
said: "Who are you?” * He said; I am Rabi'ah bin Hufai’ the Bulamite. 
Thenhe struck him with his sword but to no purpose. He said: "What 
your mother has armed you with is useless. Take this sword of mine
from behind the baggage in the litter and strike with it* keep above
the bones and below the skull for thus msed to smlto men. Then when 
you go to your mother tell her that you have slain Duraid bin as-
Eimmah® for many a day have I protected your women? The Beni Sulaim
*' ' ■ ' '/
assert that Babi’ah said: "When I smote him he fell uncovered. and his 
perineum and the insides ox his thighs were like parchment from 
riding horses bare-back”» When Habi’ah returned to his mother he 
told her of his having killed him'and she said: "He did indeed free 
three mothers of yours"» » .
Poetry omitted.
The affair of Abu 'Amir the Ash'arite.
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah sent Abu 'Amir the Ash'arite after
those who had gone in the direction of Autas, He overtook some of
the people who had been routed* they charged him in battle® and ABu
'Amir was shot with.an arrow and killed® so Abil Musa the Ash'arite.
who ¥/as his cousin took the banner* . He fought them® Allah granted him
victory and he put them to flight* They claim that it was Salamah
bin Duraid who shot Abu 'Amir the Ash'arite with an arrow which
struck him in the knee and killed him and said;-
If you enquire about-me, I am Ealamah
Bill Saraadir for whoever enquires after him
I smite the heads of the Muslims with the sword»
Bamadïr was his mother* '
The fight waxed hot on the Bide.of the Ben Nasr against the Beni.
Ri’ab and they claim that 'Abdallah bin Q,ais who was called Ibn al- 
'Aura- and vms one of the Beni Wahb bin R i ’ab said; "O Messenger of 
Allah* the Boni B i ’ab have been destroyed"» They assert that’ the
■ - è . ■
Messenger of Allah said; " 0 Allah® recover (them from) their 
calamity". , .
The affair of Malik bin 'Auf.
Malik bin 'Auf went out after the rout, stood up amongst some horse­
men of his people, on.an eminence by the wayside and said to his 
.friends; "Stand still till your weak ones go away and join others 
than you". So he stood there till the routed people who had joined 
them went on their way. .Malik bin 'Auf said about that:-
Had it not been for two chargee on Muhaj 
T.he road would have been too narrow for the followers 
. Had it not been for the. charge ofDulman bin Nasr 
At Haldilah which leads to Shadiq
-6o6^\ ; ' , ;  ^ . '
■ r. Ja'far and the Beni Hilal would have returned
. Discomfited riding pillion with difficulty
Ibn Hishiua; Thèse stanzas belong to Malilc bin 'Auf about a day. other 
than this g and , among the thlnga which indicate that that is so 1 © 
the saying of Duraid bin as-Eimmah at the beginning of this narrative; 
"What yabout rKa^ 'b  ^ They said; "Not one of them has
witnessed it” , ' Ja'far .was the son of Kilab » But Malik bln 'Auf 
says in these stanzas; * ^
Ja'far and the Beni Hilalwould'have returned,
I heard that some cavalry appeared whi].e Malik and his friends were 
on the eminence .and. he said to his friends: "What do you see?" They 
said: "We see a party of men setting their lances between the ears 
of their horses, which are long of thigh” , iïo said; "They are the 
Beni Eulalm* no harm will come to you from them” . When they drew 
near they went along the bottom of the valley. Then other horsemen 
appeared in their walce‘^ and ; he said to his 'friendss "What do you see?" 
They ,said: "We. see, a body of men .on horse.babk showing spears without 
any distinguishing mark” » He said; "They are the Aus and thè Khazraj, 
no harm will come to you from them”* When.they reached the -bottom 
of the eminence they took the same^road as the Beni Sulaim? Then a 
single horseman appeared and he said to his friends: "What do you see?” . 
They said; !’We see a horseman long of thigh® restihghis lance on his 
shoulder® his head bound with a red plaid". He said: "This is as- . 
Zubair bin al-'Awwam® and Ï a\vear by al-Lat he will surely fall upon 
you® 80 stand firm against him”. When .az*»Zubair reached the bottom 
of ths ..eminence hè saw the party® came towards them, and kept on 
■fighting them- with his lance ■ till he dislodged them from it.
The-rest of the story of Abu 'Amir. .
_  ' . '
Ibn Ishaq: Ealamah'said as h e ’took away his wife and made his escape
from them:-"
■ You made.me for^getjyh^ you w e r e j i o ^ G u f  .
!-B.na you recognised on the morning we, were at the fooi^ 
of the hill .  ^ ' '
I protected you when riding 'v'/as beloved ' ; ,
And I walked behind you with the walk of the halt 
When each man who had experienced misfortune and -was , - '
'.....fleet of' foot fled away .;' ' ' ■ ' . . ■ ' ' .
From mother and friend and did not returnV ■ =
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars of poetry in whom 1 have confidence
related to me* HIb account was that Abu 'Amir the Ash*arito met
ten brothers of theXpolytheists on the day of Autas* One of them
attacked him/ and Abu 'Amir attacked, him® calling him to Islam the.
' - - ' " -t ' . ' - ' « _
while and saying: "b Allah* testify against him", and Abu 'Amir
slew him. Then another of them attacked him. and Abu 'Amir attacked.
him, calling him to Islam the while®,and saying; ”0 Allah® testify
against him”® and Abu 'Amir slew him* Then they began to attack him
one by one* and Abu 'Amir attacked* saying that the while, till he
had slain nine and the tenth remained. He attacked Abu 'Amir, and
Abu 'Amir attached him® calling him to Islam the while* and saying;
"0 Allah* testify against him” * The man said: ”0 Allah, do not
testify against me” ? and Abu 'Amir withheld his hand and he ;escaped,* .
He islamized afterwards and his islamisation was a good thing and
whenever the Messenger of. Allah saw him, he said: "This is he ¥/hp was
scared by Abu 'Amir"; Then two brothers al-'Alaà and Aufa, sons of k
al-Harith of the Beni Jusham bin Mu'awlyah shot Abu 'Amir? the one
got him in the heart and the other in the knee* and they killed him.
The Abu Musa the Msh'ârite took command of the people, attacked and
slew the pair of them* . One of the Beni Jusham bin Mu'av/iyah said
in a lamentrfor/them: ~ '
The calamity was the killing of al-'Ala® -
He fulfilled all his due and was not supported
They two were the slayers of Abu 'Amir
He'was the wleldér of a shimmering ©word with streaks in it 
They have left him at the place of battle ,
As if over, his side was,a garment dyed (red)
You will" not find their liice among men
With fewer faults or truer of. aim.. , , ;
The Messenger- of Allah prohibits the slaying of women; , . ,
*T rrh-T. i-wiitfciTinTi iiTaiiÉ-i-*-ifi « r r , n  irir^ n f , , iTT^ T7T«ihni->*f^ “■■fn'Tii-; iT nTTTH-iTfilur i iTT I i ' r " f rwf iru m iffirr/ai 1 ■ i>it i iii i in i H  I t ‘ " ii' * iV* - ' i w iiTnirtn-riTirr' i i i n i 'i 'rT' rr '
Xbn Ishaqs One of dur friends related to me that the Messenger of
Allah passed by a woman that day whom Khalid. bin al»-?/alid had slain 
and the people wore milling around her. He said; "What is this?”. / 
They said: "A woman•whom Khalid bin al-Walid has slain". The, 
Messenger of Allah said to some of those who were .with him: "Go after 
Khalid and say ; 'The Messenger of Allah forbids-you to slay, child, 
woman, or hired s e r v a n t - '
The affair of Bijad and ahh»»Shaimah.
Ibn Ishacx: One of the Beni Sa;*d bin Bakr related to me that the 
Messenger of Allah said that,day: "If you get Bijâd* a man of the
, ■ -608- . . - 
Beni'Sa*d bin Eakï*, in your power® do not let him give you the Blip*
He. was gàilty of some misdemeanour and when the Muslims got him in 
their pox^er® they drove him and his family to the Messenger of Allah* .
They also drove along vwlth'them ash-Shalmah bint al-Harith bin "Abd
- ,  - - ■ • ’ , - ,  . , .
al-’Uasa* fosterrslster of the Messenger of Allah* and treated her 
roughly while they were bringing her. She said to the Muslim©s "Knov/ 
that I am the foster-sister of your friend"® hut they did not believe 
her till they brought her to.the Messenger of Allah*
Ibn Ishaqs Yazid bin 'Ubaid the Ea'dlto related to me* He said;
When she was brought -to the Messenger of A3.1ah, she said: ” 0 Messenger 
of Allah.® verily I am your sister” * He said; "And what sign have you. 
of that” , She said: "A bite which you gave me on my back whilst I was. 
carrying you". Bo the Messenger of Allah recognised the,mark and 
spread out his cloak for her, made her sqWt/down on it® gave her a . 
choice and ©aid; "If you wish you may abide with me® loved and . :
honoured® and if you wish that I should give you something useful and 
yoiii return to your people® I will do It". .She said; "Hay® give me a 
dowry and send me back to my people". So the Messenger of Allah gave 
her a-dowry and sent hér back to her people* The Beni Su'd assert 
that he gave her, a ©lave of hi© called Makhul and a servant girl, 
a.nd they married ohe another® and some of their descendants ©till 
survive amongst them* . '
Ibh Hisham; Allah sent down about the day of Hunain:
' Allah hath already helped you on many battle-fields & and 
oh the day-^  b'f Hunain. when your .number pleased you
to the . end of the two verses where-He ©ays;-  ^ ■
that is the récompense of the unbelievers* .(Surah 9* 25 & 2 6 )
..Names of martÿrs and poetry omitted.- '
Ah account of the raid of at-Ta if after Hunain in year eight*
■ ' ™ “ - - 
When thé defeated army of Thaqif/returned to at-Taif®they locked the /
gates of the city ,on themselves and niade 'preparations for the battle*
Neither 'Urwah.bin Mas'ud nor Ghailan bin Salamah witmeshed Hunain ■
- ,  -  " * 
or tile' siege of at-Ta^if for they were in Jiirash learning to manipulate
engines. .of siegeY%^' . catapult© and battering-ram©* Then the Messenger
of Allah, marched, against at-Ta'®.if when he had finished with Hunain* '
' . . ' " .r, /. . -
' / Ppétry omitted*. ^
Ibn ishaqs The Messenger of. Allah went by way of Nakiilah In Yemen, 
then by way of ^^arn® then by way - of-, Mulaih then by way of Bahrat«ar^ . 
Rugha® of Liyyah where he built:-a .mosque and prayed In It, .
*Amr bin Shu'aib related to me that h e 'granted retaliation for blodd 
at that time in Bahx’at-ar-RUgha^and it was the first blood for which 
retaliation was granted in Islam. A man of the Beni Laith had killed 
â man of Hudiiail and he killed him for him. The Messenger of Allah 
gave orders about, the castle of Malik bln 'Auf xvhen he was in Liyyah 
and it-was. destroyed.-, • ' . •
Then he went along a road which was called 'The'Marrow*and when he ■ 
set out on it he asked about its name and said: "Wiiat is the name of 
this road?‘I® and he was told?" "The Narrow". He said; **Nay, the Easy"^ 
By it he came out at Hakhb and dismounted beneath a lotus-tree called 
ae-Sadirah near to the property of a,man of Thaqif* The Messenger 
of Allah sent word to him: "Either you set out or, ,your garden will 
be destroyed for you”. He refused to go out so the Messenger of : 
Allah ordered its destruction. . Then the Messenger of Allah went on- 
his way and he-halted near at-Ta’i f a n d  màdechiscamp therè.ü. Andd' G * ' ' /
some of his friends were killed,bg ÿhe arrow© because the camp was
near the walls of at-Ta*if« and the arrows got them. The Muslims
were unable to enter by their wall which the had shut up against them
;and when those few friends of his were kills d with the arrows he
placed hi© camp where the mosque stands in at-Ta®if to-day and
' * *
besieged them for twenty nights and more.
Ibn Hisham:.. It is said; Seventeen nights. ■ ' , ' ' '
Xbn Ishaq? Two of'his wives accompanied him; one of them was Hmi 
Salamah bint Abu Umayyah and he erected two pavilions for them and 
then prayed between them® and stayed therof When Thaqif surrendered, 
lAmr bin Umayyah bin Wahb bin Mu'attib bin Malilc built a mosque over 
the .place where theMessenger of-Allah pray'ed. According to what 
they say® there is a column in that mosque upon which the sun never ! 
rose on any day without a noise from it being heard. , So the Messenger 
of Allah besieged^them®-fought a bitter fight with them® and they 
shot at each other with arrows* ;
Ibn Hisham-:The Messenger of Allah cast stones, àt them with a 
catapult. One in whom I have confidence related to me that the
’ " , ..-610-' ' - ' ' ■'-■ ■■
Messenger .'.of Âllall was the first one in Islam to hurl stones with the
catapult when he hurled them àt the people of at-Ta^if.
'/ ' ' : . ' ' - ' " ' ' " ' ' ' - 
Ibn Ishaq; And when the, day of the crushing came at the walls of " -
. ' ■ ' A  ' "  ■ ■ , ' ' - '
at-Ta if:, a few pp thé" friends of the Messenger of Allah went uncleP pn 
engine! of ^ sieèeand erej>t forward with it to the walls of at«Ta’if to 
L- penetrate them. But Thaqif■dropped down upon them ploughshares of 
iron which had been heated in the ,fire ® so they emerged from below it 
and Thaqif shot arrows at, them and killed some of them* Then the 
Messenger of Allah ordered the grape-vines of Thaqif .to be cut down 
and the people fell to cutting them down* And Abu Sufyan bin Karfo
» »  ' s u  ■ '  ■
and al-Mughirah bin Shu*bah came to at-Ta^if and palled upon Thaqif 
"to guarantee our safety till we speak to you". They gave them a 
guarantee of safety and they called on some of the women of quiaigh 
and the Beni Kinânah to go out to them® as they were afraid captivity, 
would be their lot® but they refused» Amongst them was Aminah bint 
Abu Sufyan whokvas married to * Urwah bin Mas'ud® by whom he had. Baud 
bin .*Urwah. . ' '
Xbn Hisham; It is ©aid that the mother of Baud v/as Màimunah bint Abu 
Sufyan who,was the wife of Abu Murrah bin 'Urwah bin Mas'ud and.she 
■bore to him Baud bin Àbu Hurrah* , . %-
■ -u ' ' '■ ,
Ibn Ishaq: And the woman of FirSa bint Siuvaid bin *Amr. bin .Tha'labah
- » ' '
who had 'Abd ar^Eahman bin Marib® and the woman of Fuqaim Umaimah bint 
an-Nasi’ UMayyali bin Qal*.. When the women refused them Ibn al-Aswad 
bln Mas’ud said to them:"0 Abu Sufyan® and Mughirah® shall I not guide 
you to something better than that for which you have come? The 
pi'operty of the .Beni Aswad bin Mas'ud is where you know it to be”. The
Messenger of Allah was between it and at-Taif encamped in a valley
called al-'Aqiq. "Verily .there is not in at-Talif a property of 
greater extent® or one which » yields more produce® or one more '
prosperous than the property of the..B.ani 'l-Aswad' and if- Muhammad '
' . ' . . * 
carves it up it, will never be prosperous. Speal^ to .him then, and let
him either, take it for himself or leave it to Allah and the relatives g-
for the. near relationship which'exists between him and us in not
unknown". They.claim that the/Messenger of Allah left it in their
7' ' ' ’ '!Banda» » - - - * /
X’.heard- that the Messenger'of Allah, whilst he. was besieging at-Ta'if'
' \ ' - ' ' rfllT- .  y   ^ ,
said to Abu Bakr the Faithful: "I saw that a wooden cup full of milk 
■ was given to me- but a.oock peeked it and'"spilled: out what was, in it",
Abii Balil ■ said: "X do not thiidc you will obtain from; them what you 
desire at this time", ' The. Messenger of Allah .©aid,; "And X too do not % 
think so” . ' ' ■ '7
Then Khuwailah* bint Hakim, bin Uniayyek bin Harithah bin al-Auqas, a 
woman, of Sulaim who was the wife of 'trtliman bin Math'un said; "0 
Messenger of Allah® if Allah grant© you the victory over at-Ta*if .
, give me the jewels of Badiyah bint-Ohailan bln Salamah or the jewels 
of al-Fari'ah bint 'Aqil". 7 They vmre amongst the most beautiful i.w.omen 
of T h a q i f t was told that the Mesaenger of Allah said to her: "If 
X am hot gillOwed :' (to »cohquer)Thaqff, what then 0 Khuwailah"* So 
IChiwailah Vs/ent. out and mentioned that to 'Umar bin al-Khattab and he 
went in to the Messenger of.Allah and said: ” 0 Messenger of Allah, - 
what a. tale. IQmv/ailah has told rael She, says you said it"é , He said;
,"X did say it”* Are you not allowed (victory) over them® 0 Messenger 
of Allah?” . He said: "No” ; He ©aid; "Ehall X not then give the 
proc3.amatioEL to march?”. He said; "Certainly", and 'Umar gave the 
proclamation to march, vïhen the people departed. Sa'id bin 'Ubaid
 bin Usaid bin Abu *Amr bin *Ilaj called .out : ”Eo the tribe is
remaining”. .MJyainah bin Hisn said: "Yes, with glory and honour".
' One . of the Muslims said to him: Allah fight ydu, 0 'Uyainahl
, Are you praising the polytheists for beinglweilnqefendedr from the,.,Mess^ 
enger/pf Allah, while you have come.to help him (against them)?" He ©aid:
"I did. not come to., fight Thaqif with you® but X wanted Muhammad to 
conquer at-Ta’if, and X should get a slave girl from Thaqif, with 
whom 1 would hàversèxuaiiintercpursëI in the hope that she would, 
bear me a man-child, for Thaqif are à Tpeople:bfIshfpwdhess ?and sagacity.
,Home of the slaveo who were besieged in at«'l‘a®if surrendered to the 
Messenger of Allah during his stay there® islamized, and he set them 
free. . /
Ibn , Ishaq ; One who is. above suspicion; related to me on the authority 
'of ’Abdallah b In : ' Mukad dam from' some men of Thaqif. ! They saidr When .
the people of at-Ta*lf. islamized number of them epoke about those’
.alaves and .the Messenger of. .Allah said: "Mo® they are the, freedmen of ,
/ Allah” , and;, amongst those who spoke about them was/al-Harith bin Kaladah
-612-
Ibn Hishamî Xbn Xèhàq has given tiae names of those slaves who 
surrendered* . - -
Ibn Ishaq; Thaqif had got a family belonging to MarWan bin Qais the
Da.iusite who had ialamized and helped the Messenger of Allah against
Thaqif*. Thaqif base their claim to be from Qais on the fact that the
Messenger of Allah said to Marwan bin Qais: "0 Manvan® take the first.
man of 'c^ ais you meet (as hostage) for your family” . He met Ubai bin
Maliiv the Qushairite and took M m  till they should restore to him
,his family* Ad-Dahhak bin Eufyan the Kilabite took part in that
and spoke with Thaqif so that they set free the family of^Marwan ,
and he released Ubai bin Malik for them. Ad-Dahhak said concerning
something that was between him and Ubai bin Malik;-
■ Have you forgotten my generosity 0 Ubai. bin Malik 
When the Messenger turned his eyes away from you 
Marwan bin qais led you on a rope 
In contempt as the tame animal is led 
A band from Thaqif returned against you 
. . When the. one who seeks evil comes to them they, let him
have It
They were the masters and their senses came back to them 
Concerning you when your soul was in despair.
■Xbn Hisham: ’Yuqbiau' is on the authority of other than Ibn Ishaq.
Names of martyrs and poetry omitted. .
T.lie affair of the property and prisoners of Hawazin, and the gifts to 
those of them whose hearts were won over, and the favour of the 
Messenger of Allah towards thorn.
When the Messenger of Allah took his departure from at-Ta"if® he set 
out by way of Dahna and made camp' in al-Ji'ranah with the people who 
accompanied him. He had many prisoners from Hawazin and one of his 
friends said, to him the day he left Thaqif : "0 Messenger of Allah, 
curse them". The Messenger of Allah said: "0 Allah guidé Thaqif 
aright quid bring them (into Islam)?
Then a.delegation from/Hawazin came to him in al-Ji'ranah « The 
Messenger of Allah had six thousand prisoners from Hawazin (composed) 
of women and children, and an un.known number of camels and sheep.
Ibn Ishaq: *Amr bin Shu'aib related to me on the authority of his
father from his.grandfather 'Abdallah bln *Amr that the delegation of 
, .Hawazin came to the Messenger of‘Allah, having islamized, and said:
: ' %  , ■ !  ' ■ _ /  ■ , : ,. '
"0 ‘MaBsexiger of Allah® - verily- we;, are ; à, race , and a iribe,- and. : ' - , . : ■
misfortunes of which you are.not Unaware-have befallen us,,grant us . :
your favour then® and may Allah bestow his favour on you” . A'man of
Hawazin and of'the sub-division of' the Beni Sa*d bin Bakr called ;
%uhair and surnamed Abu EUrad rose and said: "0 Messenger of Allah,
in these enclosures there are your paternal and maternal aunts, and , ;
your nurses who have nursed you. If we nursed al-Harith ibn Abu Shimr <
I or an-Nu*mân ibn al-Mundhir and he came against us in the way you have
I done we would hope for his favour and generosity, and you are the best
iof the pledged ones.
Ibn Hisham : ■ It ' is also related as: . ■ Iff'we .'.euckled al-Harith, bin . --
Abu Shimr or'an-Bu’man bin al-Mùndhiri-
Ibn Ishaq: . fAmr bin Shu’alb related to im on the authority of his
- - ' :"f . à ' '  ^ -
father, from his grandfather 'Abdallah bin 'Amr., He said: . The f
Messenger of - Allah said: "Your sons and wives or your property  ^-whiÊIif
is dearer to you?"» They said: "0 Messenger of Allah, you have given
- us the choice between our property -and. our honours nay ® give ' back .to '
.-.us ■■•our wives and sons for they , are dearer to us" » He said: "As for
wliat belonged to me and the Beni * Abd al«'Hut talib ® tha.t is yours. A
..When I pray tie noon prayer with the people, arise and-say: ■ *We ask
the intercession of the -Messenger-of Allah with the Muslims, and of.-- .
thé Muslims .with the Messenger of ' Allah concerning our wives and,
children's and I will grant it to you/and ask It for you".
When the Messenger-, of Allah prayed the noon prayer with the people 
they- arose and said , that which-ho^had commanded them and the '
. . .Messenger of Allah, said: "As for whàt^belonged to me-and the Beni ' ''•"
' , 'Abd' al-Mut talib a that is yours?;- The'Emigres- said:, "And'-'what 'we iiali 
, -belongs to .the Messenger of Allah” .•; ■ The Helpers said: "And what' w e . '
, - had belongs to the Messenger/of Allah? - Al-Aqra,® bin;Habis said:- ' . - 
■-"As far and 1 'and the-Beni'Tamim-are concerned, no". 'Hyainàh bin.
V ïïisïi ©aid: "As far a© Ï and" the Beni. Fasarah are concerned®, no". !
'Abbas bin Mirdae said:. "As ■ far as ,I and the Beni Sitlalm, are .concerned,
,. ho?'* : I'he .Beni, .Sulaim said : .//Of. c o u r s e w h a t  we had belongs to. the. '
. Messenger of Allah". 'Abbas said to the Beni Eulaim: "You have 
Aveakaned me ". The MoSeehger of Allah said ? "Whoever of you ref uses /..
..- ■fe his x’ights.'with %'ogard .t6 . the.se; 'c.aptiyes^ shall receive six-
Ghares'for every captive from the .first booty J  capture'% /5Q their 
women and children: w,ere returned to them; ' , .
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Wajaahg Xaaid bin •Ubald.the Sa*dite related to me
that the Messenger of Allah gave *All bin Abu Talib a young woman 
called Raitah bint Hilal.bin Hayyaa bin Hîmairah bin Hilal bin 
Kasirah bin Qusayyah bin Nasr bin Sa’cV bin Eaîî.r* He also gave 
*Ut.hinan bin *Affan .a young woman called Ztalaab bint Ha,yyan bin •Amr bin 
Hà;yyan, He also gave 'Omar bin al-IChattab a young" woman whom he gave . 
to his son ’Abdallah, bin ’Umar. ;
Ibn IshaqÎ Nafl% client, of ’Abdallah bin ’Umar related to me on 
the authority of ’Abdallah bin ’limar* He said: I sent her to my 
uncles the Beni Jumah to fit her out and prepare her for me while I 
should circumambulate the House, after which I would come to.them, as 
,1 wanted- to have her when X should get back to her* 1 went out of 
: the mosque when I imd finished and lo, the people were runningj- I 
said: "What is your business?". They said: "The Messenger* of Allah. ,
- hs-B given back our ^Vomen and children to us". I said: "That woman
friend of y .urs is with the Beni Jumah, go and take her". They went
■
to her and took her.
Ibn Ishaq* As for ’Uyainah bin Hisn, he took one of the old women of
< i ' . '  a t
îiawazin and when he took her he said: "I see an old woman whom I ' 
reckon to be a person of pedigree in the tribe; perhaps her ransom will 
be a large one". When the Messenger of Allah returned the captives , 
for. six shares, he refused to give her up. Suh'aii- Abu Burad said to 
.him: "Put her away from you, her mouth is not cool, her breasts are 
not rounded, her womb will not bear, her husband will have no regrets 
about her, .and she has not a good supply of milk". So he returned 
her for- the six 'shares when Zuhair said what he said. They say that 
’Uyainah met al-Aqx*a* bin .Habls, complained to him about that, and he 
said: "You did not bake her pure and inexperienced nor yet in middle 
life when soft and plump".
The islamisation of Malik bin *Auf thePMasrite-
Messenger or Allah said to the deputation of Hawa&in enquiring 
after Halik bin ..’Auf what he .was doing* They said: "He is in at«TaPif 
-with Thaqlf". The Messehger, of Allah said: ' "Tell,Malik that if he, '
; comes to me a Muslim X;.,will return, to him his family and property ' ' '
and will give him a hundred camelaV Word of that was brought to
Malik and-he went out to. him from.atrTa^if, Malik was afraid of
*  «
Thaqif on his own account lest they should get to know that the
Messenger of Allah had said to him what he said and should imprison
him. Bo he ordered his riding«caffiel to he prepared for him, and he
ordered a horse of his which was brought to at.«Taklf<, He set out by
night riding on his horse at the gallop till he reached his camel
where he had ordered it to be kept-for him- He. mounted it and
followed the Messenger of Allah and came, up with him either in al-
Ji’ranah or in Mecca, and he returned his family and property to him
and gave him a hundred camels. So he islamised and I became . l-r-
a good. Muslim, g- Malik bin lAuf said when he ielamised:-»
I have neither seen nor heard of one lilse him 
Among all the people of one like Muhammad ■ 
lie fulfilled (hio promise) and gave generously when-he 
was asked
And whenever you will, he will tell you of what will be 
on the morrow
And when" the sqUadrontgrewlinistrehgth ' 5" '
With the lance and the stroke of every sword
As If he were, a lion in charge- of whelps  ^ . ,,
In the dust lying in ambush in his den
The ' Messenger of Allah put him i.n charge of those of his people who
islamised' and those tribes were "I'hum^lah, Balamah and Fahm, and with
them he fought T h a q i f H o .  flock of theirs went out that he did not
a.tback till he reduced them to great straits. Abu Mihjan bin Habib
bin ’Ami* bin ’Hmair the Thaqafite said:-
The enemy dreaded our flank 
Then the - Beni Balamah raided u a -
Malik brought them to us , .
: In breach of the covenant and its inviolability .,
- ' ■' ' They cmme to us in our encmapmen-ts '
And we were the people of vengeance.
The.division of the spoil.
Ibn Ishaq; When the Messenger of Allah had finished returning the .
captives of Himain to their people he mounted and the people followed 
- ' ■ '
him saying; "0 Messenger of Allah, apportion to us our spoil of 
camels and sheep", so that he was forced, beneath a tree and his cloak 
was snatched from off him*' He said; "0,people, give me back my cloak, 
for X swear to you that if you had cattle in number* like the trees 
of Tihamahg X would divide them amongst you, and you have 2101 found 
Me-niggardly, cowardly, or false"- Then he went . t.o 'the;' side of a'
' • -*6x6" ' V'
camel, plucked a hair from its hump, took it between two of his 
fingers, held it aloft and said: hi would keep nothing of your spoil,
not even this hair, only the Fifth, and even the Fifth will be given
back to you. , Restore even a needle and thread for fraud will mean 
disgrace. Fire, and deep htUHlliation for those who practise it on 
the day of Resurrection. He-said: Bo one of the Helpers brought a
ball of fine thread and said; "0 Messenger of Allah, I took this ball 
to make a pack-saddle cloth for a camel of mine which has a sore"#
He said: "As far as my share of it is concerned, it belongs to you";
He saids "Since it has come to this, I do not want it", and he threw
it away#- ' ‘
w ,  '  '  ■ ,
Ibn Hisliam î Said bin Aslam related to me on the authority of his 
father that *Aqil bin Abu Talib went in to his wife Fatimah bint ,
S ha lb ah bin Hàbi'ah on the day of Huiiain with his dagger smeared v/ith 
blood, and she said: "I realise that you have been fighting but what 
^poil have you taken from the polÿthààsts?"» He said: "Mothing but h 
this needle with which you. may sev/ your clothes", and he handed it , 
over to her# Then he heard the herald of the Messenger of Allah say: 
"Whoever has taken anything, even a needle, and thread, let him return 
it"; *Aqil came back and said,; "I see .that your needle: #ust go backy 
and heytook" :it) and- cast it among .the spoilG. " ^ ;^ ! tbe o ; «
The gifts to those whose hearts were to bè won,over;
Ibn Ishaq; The -Messenger of Allah gavé (gifts) to those whose hearts 
were to be won over. ' They were some of the nobles of the people ^
whom he would win over, and through whom he would win over their 
people. He gave Abu Sufyan bin Harb a hundred camels, he gave his ; 
son Mu ’.awiyah a hundred camels, he- gave Hakim bin Hi^am' a. hundred , 
camels, and he-gave al-Harith bin allHarith bin Maladah, brother of 
the Beni ’Abd ad-Dar a hundred camels., ?
Ibn Hisharfls Husair bin al-Harith bin Ealadah and it is possible that
his ;.name was al-IIarith-also; - y : — y:-:?-
Ihn Ishaq; ' He'gave.-,al-Harith‘bin' Hishaiîi a hundred' camels, he gave . ;
Buhail bixi *Amr a hundred caméis/ he gave Hûwaitib bin lAbd al-*Uzsa
' ' ' :
bin Abu :,(%ais a% hundred camolf X he- gave al- ’ Ala^bin Jariyah ' the 
; Thagafite , ally o f .the Beni ^Uhrah a hundred cameIs,: he.gave ’Uyainah 
bin Hisn bill: Hudhaif ah bin Badr a hundred camels:, and he gave y I t :
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al-âqra* bin Eabis the Tamimite a hundred camels, he gave Malik bin 
*Auf the Masrite a hundred camels, and he gave Bafv/an bin Umayyah a 
hundred camels- These v;ere the people who got a hundred* He gave 
less than a hundred to certain men of Quraish amongst whom v/ere 
Makhraniah bln Baufal the Siuhrite, *Umair bin Wahfo the Jtuuahite, and 
Hislîâm bin 'Amr brother of the Beni ’Amir bin Lu^ai* I do not 
remember what ho gave them but I know it wae less than a hundred.
He gave Sa’Id bin Yarbu* bin ’Ankathah bin ’Âmar bin Makhaum fifty 
camels, and he gave the Sahmite fifty camels.
Ibn Hisham; His name was ’Adi bin Qaisé
,Ibn Ishaq: He gave •Abbas bin Hirdas some camels which displeased 
him and he reproached the Messenger of Allah about them. ’Abba© 
bin Mirdas said in reproach of the Messenger of Allah:- 
It was booty which I got
For iny charge on the colt on the sandy plain 
When I v/akened the people lest they should sleep 
When the people slept I did hot sleep 
%  booty and that of al-*übàid 
Was divided between ’Hyainah and al-Aqra*
In war11 was a means of vdef end e: ;r , ; Ry , y xY :
And I was neither given anything nor afforded protection 
Excepttyôùngydamgls whicKXIiiwas ^ivengivsn 
Equàlî in nümbërlto theih^fouf ■v:lëgsry-1’
neither Hisn nor Habis ■
Were superior to my father in the assembly =
And as a man I am not inferior to either of them 
Whoever you put dovm to-day is not exalted*
Yunus the Grammarian recited to me:-
Heitlier Hisn nor Habis
Were superior to Mirdas in the assembly.
Ibn lahaq: The Messenger of Allah said: "Talce him and put a stop to 
(the reprocahes of) his tongue against me"$ So they gave him till 
he was satisfied, and that was the stopping of hie tongue which the 
Messenger of Allah commanded. ‘
Ibn Hisham: One of the scholars related to me that ’Abbas bin Mxrdas 
came to the Messenger of Allah, and the Messenger of Allah.said to 
him; "Was it you who said: ’%  booty and that of ’Hbaid was-(divided) 
between al-Aqra* and ’Uyainah?". AbU Bakr the Faithful said:
"Between ’Uyainah and al-Aqra** The Messenger of Allah said; "The 
two things are one". Abu Bakr the Faithful ©aid: hi bear v/itness
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that you are just what Allah said: «
We have not taught him the art of poetry npr does it
beseem him. (Surah ^ 6 ; 69)-
Ibn Hisham; One of the scholars in whom I have confidenccifrelatod to 
me with a chain of authorities from Ibn Shihab the 5uhrite from 
*Ubaid Allah bin ’Abdallah bin ’Utbah from Ibn ’Abbas. He, said: The
Messenger of Allah received a pledge from ^uraiah and others and ,gave 
them part of the spoils of Hunain on the day of al-Ji’ranah;
List of names omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ibrahaim bin al-Harith the Taimite related to 
• * •
me that one of his friends said to the Messenger of Allah: "0
Messenger of Allah, you gave ’Uyainah bin Hisn and al-Aqra* bin. ' ■ . , ■ ' . ..
Habis one hundred each and, passed over Ju’ail bin Suraqah the Hamrite". 
The Messenger, of Allah said;, "By Him in whose hand is the life of 
Muhammad, Ju’ail bin Buraqah is better than all those liîce ’Uyainah 
bin Hisn and al-Aqra’ bin Habis who walk the earth, but I have been
*  *  ' V  ■
winning them over that they may islamize, but I had confidence in 
Ju’ail bin Buraqah where his islamisation was concerned"..
The objection of Dhu ’1-Khuwaisirah the Tamimite.
mat' m il i V i"i iiw I j m iw y i^iwi^i j           *fdmpiW LiT;w. y w i;M '#11#
Ibn Ishaq; Abu ’U^aidah bin Muhammad bin ’Ammar bin Yasir related to
me on the authority of Miqsam, Abu ’l-Qa^im, client of ’Abdallah bin
al-Harith bin Haufal. .He said: I set out with Talid the Laithite
and we went to ’Abdallah bin ’Amr bin al-’Ae as he v;as circumaiu-
bulating the House with his sandals dangling in his hand, and we
said to him: "Were you present with the Messenger of Allah when the
Tamimite spoke to him on the day on Hunain?". He said: "Yes, a. man
of the Beni Tamim called Dhu ’i-Khuwaisirah came and stood by him
as he was giving to the people, and said; *0 Muhammad, I saw what
you did to-day*. The Messenger of Allah said: ’Yes, what did you
thihli? *. He said: *X did not think you did justice*. The prophet
got annoyed and said: ’Out upon you! If justice is not to be found
with me with whom will it be found?’. ’Umar bin al-Khattab said:
•0 Messenger of, Allah^ shall I not slay him?*. He said: ’Bo, let^him
live for he will have à sect that will carry out a thorough
investigation of religion^ and they shall go out from him just as
the arrow flies from the socket, one looks for the head and nothing 
is there, then for the shaft and nothing is there4 then for the
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dént in the bow-string and nothing is there, it has already gone to 
the offal and thé blood*** -
Ibn Ishaqs Muhaiamad bin ’Ali bin al-Husain, Abu Ja’far related to me
'  '  ■ * #  . .  ' ' ' ' V  4
the same narrative as Abu, ’Übaidah and called him Dhu ’l-XChuvmisirah.
Ibn Ishaqs ’Abdallah bin Abu Bajih gave me a similar account on.the 
authority of his father* . . .
'. Poetry.omitted*
What the Helpers said that day. ■
Ibn Ishaqs *Ssim bin ’Umar bin Qathdah related to me on!the authority 
of Malmud bin Labid. from Abu Sa’id the IChudrite* He said: When the-
Messenger of Allah distributed among Quraish the gifts which he 
distributed, and also among the ..Arab tribes, and there was nothing 
for the Helpers, the tribe of the Helpers v/eie grieved so that they 
had much to say about it* ; Onè of them said: "The Messenger of Allali 
has found his ov/n people", so 8a’d bin ’Ubadah went in to him and, 
said: " 0 Messenger of Allah, the tribe of the ^^ elpers are grieved 
with you because of what you did with the spoil which you took. You 
distributed it maongst your people and gave huge gifts to the Arab 
tribes, but none of it came to the tribe of the Helpers". He said: 
"What have you got to fio with that, 0 Ha’d?"* He said: "0 Messenger 
of Allah, I surely belong to my people"* He. said; "Collect your 
people for me in this enclosure". Bo Ha’d went out and gathered the 
.Helpers together in that enclosure. Borne of the Emigres came and he 
let them pass? but others came whom he turned back. When they were 
collected for him, Ba’.d came to him and said: "The tribe of the 
Helpers have collected for you". Thé Messenger of Allah came to them, 
praised and blessed Allah in a befitting manner, and said: "0 people 
of the Helpers, what ie this talk I hear about you ? Ah outbreals of 
rancour in Xyoursel Ves against me? l ? Bid I not
come to yèu when you were in error and Allah guided you aright, needy 
and Allah enriched you, enemies, and Allah brought your hearts 
together?". They said: "Certainly, Allah and His messenger are most 
benevolent and generous". Then he said? "Do you not answer me, 0 
people of the Helpers?"... They} said; "What ansvmr shall v/e give you,
0 Messenger of Allah? To Allah and His Messenger belong benevolence 
and generosity". He said; ."Had you wished you might have said with
' : - ./ -620-:, :  ^  ^ ' 
truth and I would, have believed you:’You came to us after having been 
called a liar and we accepted youks genuine, rejected and we helped 
you, an outcast and we/gave you shelter, destitute and v/e cared for 
you’* Are you disturbed in mind, 0 people of the Helpers, about the 
herbs of the world with which .I have won over a .people to islamize, ’ 
while I had confidence in your islamisation? Dies it not .please you,
0 people of the Helpers, that the people should take the sheep and h 
the camels while you bring back the Messenger of Allah to your tents? 
By Him in whose hand is the life of Muhammad, were it not for the 
Migration, I would be a felldvz-Heiper, and if thé people/ took one 
path and the Helpers took another path, X would tread the path of 
the Helpers. Allah haveinercy on the Helpers, their.sons, and their 
sons* sons He said; 80 thé people wept till they wet their 
beards and said; "We are satisfied with lot and share, 0 Messenger 
of Allah". Then the Messenger of Allah took his departure and they 
disbanded* '  ^ ' ' ' 'Y .
The Lesser Pilgrimage of the Messenger of Allah from al-Ji’rânah, his 
appointment of ’Attab bin Asid as hie successor in authority over 
Mecca», and the pilgrimage of ’Attab with the Muslims in year eight.
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Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah set out from al-J - on
the Lesser pilgrimage after hé had given orders for the remainder 
of the spoil to be stored in Majannah in the vicinity of Marr 
ath^Thahran. When the Messenger of Allah had completed the ceremonies 
of the Lesser Pilgrimage, he took his departure and returned to 
Medina. He appointed ’Attab bin Asid as his successor in authority 
over Mecca and he left Mu’adh behind along with him to instruct the 
people in the religion and teach them the Qur’an, and the %ssenger 
of Allah vms followed by the remainder of the spoil*
-  ' ' ' . ' ' ' .
Ibn Hisham: I heard on the authority of 0âid bin Aslam that he said:
When the Prophet appointed '’Attab bin Âeîd governor of Mecca he gavâ/
him.an allowance of ,a dirhem a day, and he made a speech to the
people and said?"May Allah make hungry the liver of him who is
hungry on a dirhem (a day). The Messenger qf Allah has given me an
allowance of a dirhem.a day and I have need (of help) from none".
Ibn Ishaq: The Lessor Pilgrimage of the Messenger of Allah was in 
Dhu ’1-Qa’dah and he returned to Medina either in the latter part 
of Dhu ’1-Qa ’ dah' of the beginning of Dhu *1-Hi^jah * ;
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Ibn Hishæà: The Messenger of Allah returned to Medina when there
were still six night© of Dhu ’l-Qa’dah left according to what Abu 
. ’Anil' of Medina says. '
Ibn Ishaq; The people made the Pilgrimage that year under the same 
conditions as the Arabs made the Pilgrimage. ’Attab bin Asid took 
the 'Muslims on pilgrimage that year which v/as year eight. The people 
of at-Ta’if remained in their polytheism and aloofness in at-Ta’if 
. during the period between Dhu ’l-Qa’dahsWhen the Messenger of Allah 
took his departure, and the month of Ramadan in year nine.
The affair of Ka’b bin Zuhair after _the departure from at-Ta’if.
■y . y •. •
When the Messenger of.Allah returned after his departure from at-Ta’if 
Bujair bin Buhair bin Abu, Bulma wrote to his brother ICa’b .bin Suhair 
telling him that the Messenger of Allah h^ -d killed some men in Mecca 
from amongst those who had satirized him and done him harm, and that 
the poets of Quraish who were left alive, namely, Ibn az-Zib’ari 
and Hubalr bin Abu Wahb, had fled in haste* "If then you are in need 
hasten to the Messenger of Allah, for he will slay hone who comes to 
him repenting, and if you will not do this, make your escpae from
the country to your place of asylum.
Poetry omitted*.
Ibn Ishaq; When the.letter came to Ka’b the earth was toe narrow for 
him and he.went in fear for himself and his enemies who were in his
settlement agitated him and said; "He is as good as dead". When ho
could hit find escape in any other way, he composed his poem in 
which he praised the Messenger of Allah , and mentioned his fear 
and thé agitation caused him by his enemies who calumniated him. .
Then he set out and v/ent to Medina, and he stayed with a man of 
Juhainah whom he knew, according to what I was told, who took him to
the Messenger of Allah in the morning when he was praying the morning
prayer and he prayed with the Messenger of Allah. Then he indicated
the Messenger of Allah to him and said: "This is the Messenger of
Allah; go up to him and seek protection from him. I v/as told that 
he v/ent up, to the Messenger of Allah, squatted beside and; put his 
hand in his hand, but the Messenger of Allah did not recognise him 
so he said: "0 Messenger of Allah, Ka’b bin Zuhair has come to seek 
your protection in repentance and as a Muslim. Will you accept him 
if I bring him to you?". The Messenger of Allah;said: "Yes".
' '■ —622— ' .
He said: "0 messenger of Allah, I. am Ka*b bin Zuhair#-
Ibh Ishaq: *Asim bin ’Umar bin Qatadah rélated to me that one of the
Helpers leaped on him and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, leave the 
enemy of Allah to -me and I will strike off his head". The Messenger , 
of Allah said: "Let him be, for he has come repentant and abjuring ' *j 
his former position". - 80 ka’b ,was incensed at the tribe of the 
Helpers because of what their friend had done to him and because ' 
not One of the. Emigres had anything but'good to say of him.
Poetry omitted-. - 
The raid of Tabuk in Ra.jab of year nine.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah resided in Medina during the
period between Dhu *1-Hijjah and Rajab when he ordered the people to 
prepare for an expedition.against the Byzantines# Az-Zuhri, Yazid 
bin Ruman, ’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr, ’Asiij bin ’Umar bin Qatidah, and 
other scholars of ours mentioned to us - each of them related what  ^
he had heard about ^ the expedition of Tabuk and some of them related 
what'others did not relate -that the Messenger of Allah ordered his 
friends to prepare for an expedition against the, Byaahtines. It was 
a difficult- time for the people because of the intense heat and ' 
barrenness in ; the land.# .The fruit also was ripe and peoplecprefèr /.'■ 
to. remaoin in their vineyards and booths* and hate to be disturbed at 
that season, of the year. The .Messenger*jof Allah rârèlÿ/weht/ 
out on a raid.withouttgiving;some hint/ofhit ; of èlse rhelgave: it It' 
out that he was going in another direction,.-but in the-case of the 
expedition of Tabuk that was not so, for he made it plain to the 
people (beforehand) having regard to the long distance, the 
difficulty of the. season, and th.e great numbers of the enemy against 
whom he was going,so that the people-could get their provisions ready. 
He ordered the people to equip themselves and told them that he was 
marching against the Byzantines» One day.while the Messenger of 
Allah was engaged in his preparations he said, to al-3add bin j%ais one 
of the Beni Salamah; "ojfadd,. have .you a mind to fight the sallow 
face’s this year?". He said: "0-Messenger of Allah, v/ould that you 
would give me leave and nqt tempt me, for my people know that there 
is not a man who takes a greater delight in women than I. do and I 
fear that if I'see the women, of the sallow faces I would not restrain
myself. Thé-Messenger of Allah turned away from him and said: "I
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grunt you leave". This verse came down about aX-Jadd. bin Qaiei-
’8ome of them say: "Give me leave and do not tempt, mo".
Have they not fallen into temptation? Verily Gehenna is 
round about the Unbelievers- (gurah 9: 49);
That iss Since he feared temptation by the women of the sallow-faced
ones, when that was not ti:e case, the temptation into which he fell
by remaining behind the Messenger of Allah v/as greater and his
preference for himself before him. He says; Verilyi Gehenna iso?-/
behind him, ■ ; ' .A party of the Hypocrites said to each other:
"Dp not march out in the heatV thereby abstaining from the struggle,
doubting the truth, and agitating the messenger. Bo Allah who is
blessed and exalted sent down about them:-
They said; "Do not march out in the heat"; say: "The fire 
of Gehenna will be hotter ©till, if they would use their 
intelligence"; .
Let them laugh a little and weep much - a recompense
for what they have gained. (Burah 9% 8l & 82).
■
Ibn Hisham: Ath-Thiqah related to me on the authority at whoever
related it to him from Muhammdd bin Talhah bin *Abd ar-Rahman from
* - . . *
lahaq bin Ibrahim bin ’Abdallah bin Harithah from his father froma /' ' ' .
his grandfather. He said : The Messenger of Allah heard that some 
of the Hypocrites were gathering in the house of Buwailim the Jew,
which was at Jaaum, to turn people away from the Messenger of Allah
in the expedition of Tabuk. The Drophet sent Talhah bin ’Hbaid 
Allah with a few of his friends against them and ordered them to 
burn the house of Buwailim over their heads, which Talhah did;
Ad-Dahhak bin Khalifah bin Thahr tjumped from the: rPof lof the thé
. *  • •  •  _ ' >  ' / :  ' ;
house and broke his leg and his friends rushed out and escaped* 
Ad-Dahhak said about that:-..... .:  ^  ___________ _ __ __ — — — -
*  .  . . .  r r - ~ —  ^  -  I
I,By the House of Allah, ad-Dahhak and Ibn Ubairiq were v;
I about to be burned in the fire of Muhammad L-
I remained*after X had ascended the house of Buwailim 
Rising painfully on my broken leg and my elbow
Peace be upon you! I ©hall not return to anything like it
X am afraid, whoever the fire envelops.is burned,
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah set about his journey In
earnest, ordered the people to equip in a hurry, and stirred up
rich people to spend and sacrifice in the way of Allah, and some of
the men of wealth made eacrlfices in.^anticipatiôhhofcrewàrdl v ’■Uthman
bin 'Affan spent a large sum on that; no one else spent anything lilce
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Ibn Hishâm; One in whom I have confidence related to me that Uîthman 
bin ’Affan spent a thousand dinars on the destitute army in the 
expedition of Tabuk and the Meseenger of Allah said; "A Allah, 
accept ’Uthman for I am pleased with him"•
The affair ,of the Weepers.
Ibn Ishaqs; Then certain of the Muslims came to the Messenger of Allah. 
They were the Weepers, and they were seven (men) from the Helpers 
and others; From the Beni ’Amr bip ’Auf, Salim bin ’Ülair, ’IJlbah 
bin Zaid, brother of the Beni Harithah, Abu Lailah ’Abd ar-Hahmaîi 
bin Ka’b, brother of the Beni Maain bin an-Kajjar , ’Amr bin Humam 
bin al-Jiuauh brother of the Béni Salamah, ’Abdallah bin al-Mughaffal 
the Muzanlte, but some people say he was ’Abdallah bin ’Amr the 
Muzanite, Haramai bin ’Abdallah brother of the Beni Vfaqif, and ’Irbad 
bin Sariyah the Fazarite. They asked the Messenger of Allah to 
provide them with mouhts for they were needy folk. He said; "I can 
find nothing On which to mount you", and they turned av/ay their eyes 
brimming over with tears, in grief that they could fi^d nothing to 
give, i heard that Ibn Yamln bin /’Umair bin Ka’b the Hadrite met 
Abn Laila^ ’Abd ar^Rahiàaa bin Ka’b 4 and ’Abdallah bin Mughaffal as 
they were v/eaping and said; "What makes you weeÿ* They said;
"Wo caj'iie to the : Messenger ■ of Allah to obtain a mount but we found 
with him nothing on which hé could mount us, and we have nothing 
which will enable us to go.out with him". Bo he gave them a,pack- 
animal of his, supplied them with some dates and they set but with 
the Messenger of Allah.
Ho saidV Bom© of the Bedouin who wanted to excuse themselves came 
to him and offered their excuses but Allah did not excuse them» It 
v/as mentioned to me that they were a group of the Beni Ghifar. Then 
his joux'néy \vas arranged by the Messenger of Allah and he resolved 
to march. But there v/ere a few of the Muslims who withheld from the 
Messenger of Allah dm purpose and remained behind him not be cause of 
doubt or .suspicion amongst \vhora were Ka’b bin Malik bin Abu Ka’b, 
brother of the Beni Balamah, Muraruh bin ar-Eabi’ brother of the 
Beni ’Amr bin ’Auf, Hilal; bin Hmayyah brother of the Beni,Waqif, and 
Abu Haithamah brother of the Beni Salim bin ’Auf. They were a 
faithful group whose%islamisation was not suspect. When the : 
Messenger' of Allah set put, he pitched iiis camp on the hill of
Farewell*
Ibn Hishams He appointed Muhammad bin Maslamah the Helper governor 
of Medina* ’Abd al^’Aziz bin'Muhammad the Andarawardite said that 
when the Messenger of Allah set Out to Tabule he appointed 0iba’,
bin • Ifffuthah governor of Medina.
' ' ■ - •  '  , • "  .
The Hypocrites remain behind:' -
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Ibn Ishaqs ’Abdallah bin Hbai _pitched: hi^ :camp ^ on his own :(his en^ *f 
campmentubéing) lower down in the vicinity of . Bhubab* According to 
what they say^ it was not the leaser of the two camps. When the 
Messenger of Allah marched out, ’Abdallah bin Ufoai remained behind 
with those Hypocrites and doubters who remained behind. The 
Messenger of Allah appointed ’Ali bin Abu Talib his agent in charge 
of hie family and ordered him to care for them. But-the Hypocrites 
caused him embarrassment by sayings "He appointed him merely because 
he found him a bore and (wished)to be rid of him". When the 
Hypocrites said that, ’Ali bin Abu Talib took his arms, set out and 
went to the Messenger of Allah v/ho was encamped in al-Jurf, and 
©aids "0 Prophet of Allah, the Hypocrites assert that you appointed 
me merely because you found me a bore and wanted rid of me". He said: 
"They lie; I appointed you in charge of what I left behind me, 
return then, and, talee my place over my family and your family. Are 
you not satisfied 0 ’Ali to be in the, same position with regard to me 
as Aaron was in regard to Moses, with this exception, that there j 
shall arise no prophet after me". 80 ’Ali returned to Medina and 
the Messenger of Allah went on his journey*
The affair of Abu Khaithamah. . ,
After the Messenger of Allah had been on the march for several days 
Abu Khaithamah returned to his family on a hot day and found two,, 
wives of his in two arbours of theirs in his garden. Each of them , 
had sprinkled her arbour with water and made it cool inside for him 
and had also prepared food for him. When he entered he stood at the 
door of the arbour and looked at his two wives and what they had done 
for him and said: "The Messenger of Allah is in the sun, and wind, 
and heatwhile Abu Khaithamah is in a cool shade with food prepared 
and a good-looking wife, abiding by his possessions. This is not 
justice". Then he said: "I shall certainly not enter; the arbour of
either of you hut will join the Messenger of Allah; so prepare me 
victuals^ and they did so# ^ brought out his pack-animal,
saddled it and went out in search of the Messenger of Allah till he 
overtook him when he arrived,in Tabuk- ’Umair bin Wahb the Jumahito 
had overtaken Abu Khaithamah'on the vvay while ho was looking for the 
Messenger of Allah, and they went together. When they drew near to. 
Tabula, Abu Khaithamah said to ’TJmair bin W a h b V I  have committed a 
fault and you must remain behind me while I go to the Messenger of 
Allah"» He did ao, and when he approached the Messenger of Allah 
while he waS:encamped in TabSc the people said; HThere is a mounted 
man coming along the road". The Messenger of. Allah said; "It will 
be Abu Khaithamah". They said; "0 Messenger of Allah,it is indeed 
Abu Khaithamah^. When he dismounted he came forward, and greeted 
the Meaaenger of; Allah, and: the Messenger of Allah said to him;
"Woo to you, .0 Abu Khaithamah!" Then he told him his story and the 
Messenger of Allah . said to him ; \**\f ell done î " and blessed him.
Xfon Hisham: Abu. Khàithamah, whose name is Malilc bin Qais aaidoabOut
that:- ' ■ ■ ' - ' - ’ '
When I sav; some people playing the hypocrite in religion 
I camé to that which was more tolerant and more honourable 
And 1 gave a pledge with my right hand to Muhammad , '
And did not commit a crime or conceal any illicit action 
I left in thé arbour a woman with hennaed hands and 
date palms
And noble fruit trees whose fresh fruit had grown black 
When a hypocrite was in doubtl myself inclined him towards
religion'- . . -
Wherévér'.'hç/waBlténding;f/.lJ;//''-c/ - //i
Their affair when they encamped in, al-Hijr.
Ibn Ishaq;' When the Messenger of Allah was passing through the 
vails y of al-Hijr he alighted there and the people drhhk from its 
well. When they relaxed the Messenger/of Allah said; "Do not drinlc 
any of its water, and do not purify yourselves with it for prayer, 
and whatever dough you have made feed it to the camels but eat none 
of it and let none of you ^o out to-night unless he has a companion 
with.him. The people (all) did what the Meseehgcr of Allah commanded 
them to do except two men of the Beni Sa*idah, b2xe of whem went/out 
to relieve nature and the Other went cut in search of a camel of his. 
As for the one who went out to relive nature, he was strangled/in 
the place to which he v;ent, and as for him v/ho went in search of his
camel, the wind carried bin away and east him on the mountains of 
Tai ® * The Messenger of Allah wa© informed about that and.he eaid: ; . 
"Did X not. forbid any of you to go out except he had his friend with 
him?". ' Then he prayed for the for the man who: was omitten in the 
place to v/hioh^  h^ and he Was healed; and as for him; who ■
f ell on the mountains of Taÿy ! Tayÿ * gave : him back to /.the .Measenger ;; 
of Allahfwhen he returned to Medina» The account about the two men 
ia bn the authority of /’Abdallah bin Abu Baler from ’Abbia bin Bahl 
bin 8a’d the Sa’idite/ ’Abdallah bin Abu Balir related to me that 
al-*Abbas gave him the haiues; of the two men, but he had confided 
them to him and ’Abdallah refused to mention their names to mo. \
Ibn Hishamsv X heard on the authority; of àz-Zuhri that he said: When
the Messenger of i Allah passed through al-kijr he wrapped his cloak Y 
round his face and hurried his mount forward, and said: "Do not enter 
the houses of those who did wrong except with/laméntatiph for fear 
there befall; you the:like of what befell themV ; / /
Ibn Ishaq; : TOen the people went out in the morning and found no ; 
water they complained about it to thé Messenger of Allah* The 
Messenger of : Allah ■ pray ed and Allah sent a cloud v/hich 'gave rain 
till the people had abundance of water and thèy carried away what
thoy/requiredi ; ;'/^ ;. ;% ;_;/' i'/_: /%, * -.//;.'/\-"'/V-'/'/
Ibii/Ishaq; ’Asim bin ’Umar h^n Qatadah related to me op the authority 
of Mahmud bin Labid from certain men of the Beal ’Abd al-Ashhal. He v 
haid: X said ; to Mahmud: "Did the,people reooghise the hypocrisy (when 
it v/aa)/amongst them?"./ He said; "Yo b, à man o  uld recognise it on 
the ; pa. r t of; his brother, his father, his uncle, or among his kindrod 
and' then they would keep, ât- dark from each other". Mahmud ; said : ; : 
"Some of -My people told me abput one of thé hypocrites wïhOBe / . /
hypocrisy was...'récégniséd: who was marcliing with% the .Messenger: of. / . ;-./
illali as he marqhod. VEien the affair of the water in al-Hijr took 
place 9 and thé - Measenger of Allah prayed when he did, aîid ; Allah, séht 
the cloud : and it gavé rain so that the people had abundance of ;water 
they'said: "We went to him and/said: ’put upo^vyoul Xs /there / ‘ 
anything \ further: after this? ’ He ; said: / ’ A passing cloud’H./ /
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The Messenger of Allah is informed regarding his ©he-camel when she
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger ox Allah marched on, and when he was
at a certain point oh’thé v/ay his she-camel strayed and his friends 
went out in search of her. One of his friends, called * Umarah bin
Hazm, who was from ’Aqabah and had seen Badr, and was an uncle Of
* " ‘ ■ ' ' '
the Beni ’Amr bin.Hazm, was with the Messenger of Allah, while Zaid
: * _ . - 
bin al-Lusait of the Qainuqa’ was in his tent., '
* , . ■
Ibn Hisimms He is also given as Lusaib..
He s%as a Hypocrite.. Zaid bin al-Imsalt said while he wds in * ’ %araii * s 
tent and ’Umarah was with the Messenger of Allah: "Does not Muhammad 
claim to be a prophet and bx'ings you nows qw heaven and yet he /does 
not know where his ahe-camel is". The Messenger of Allah said while 
’Umarah. was with him: "A certain man has said: -IMu-harmiiad brings you . 
news of the affair of heaven and yet he does not know where his she- 
camel is’ . Certainly I know nothing except v/hat Allah hath taught 
me, and Allah hath shown me v/here she is ; she is in this valley in 
ouch and such a crevice and a shrub has caught her by the bridle. Go 
theha and bring her to meh* Bo they went and brought her and ’Hmûrah 
bin Hazm returned to his tent and said: HIndeed it was as wonderful , 
as something thé': Méssehgër ôf/Aïlahcrelated to us on a previous 
occasion about a saying of someone about which Allah informed him 
that it was such and such a thing", in reference to the saying of 
Zaid bin al-Luaalt. One of thæe v/ho were in the tent of *Umarah
a  *
and was not present with the Messenger of Allah said: "Zaid made this 
statement before you came, and ’Umarah took him roughly by the neck, 
saying the while: ’To me, ye servants of Allah, a cunning man has been 
in'my tent without my realising it. Go out of my tent, 0 enemy of 
Allah, and be friend of mine no more’". ' .
Ibn Ishaq: Some people claim that Zaid repented afterwards but some
say that he remàined under suspicion of evil (motives) till he died.
The affair of Abu Pharr.
Then the Messenger of Allah weiat on his way and when a man dropped 
behind they would says "0 Messenger of Allah, Bo-and-So has dropped 
behindy and ho v/ould say: "Let him be, if there bo good in him Allah 
will bring him up to you, and if it be otherwise, Allah hath given 
.you relief from him." He was told: "0 MeeèeBger of Allah, Àbü Dharr ;
, ' -629-  ^ '
has dropped behind.and his camel is holding him up". He said: "Let
him be, if there be good in him Allah will bring him up to you, and ■
if it be otherwise, Allah-hath given you relief from him". Abu Dharr
waited long for his camel and as it still delayed him, he took his
gear, carried it on his back, and set out on foot to follow in the
wake of the Messenger of Allah. The Messenger of Allah encamped in
one of his cajuping-places and a Muslim watchman -looked out and said: 
n ■
"0'Messenger of Allah, this man is walking along the road by hiîüself . 
The Messenger of Allah said: "It must be Abu Dharr". When the people 
had regarded,him they said: "0 Messenger of Allah, it is indeed Abu 
Dharr". The Messenger of Allah said: "May Allah have mercy on Abu 
Dharr, who walks alonÉ, and will die alone, and be raised up alone".
Ibn Ishaqs Buraidah bin Bufyan the Aslamite related to me on the , 
authority of Muhammad bin Ka’b of Quraithah from ’Abdallah bin
a  ■ ' O  '
Mas’ud. He said: When ’îîthman exiled Abu Dharr to ar-Rabadhah and
death overtook him there, no one was with him but his wife and his 
alave-boy, and he commanded them: "Wash me, shroud me, and place me 
in the middle of the road, and say to the first party that passes by 
you; ’This is Abu Dharr, friend of the Messenger of Allah, help us i 
to bury him*". Y/hen he died they did that with him and put him in 
the middle of the road, and ’Abdallah bin Mas’ud came with a party 
of people from Iraq on the Lesser Pilgrimage when they v/ere confronted 
with a bier on the roadway on which the camels almost trod. The 
slave-boy went up to them and said: "This is Abu Dharr, friend of the 
Messenger of Allah, help us to bury him". So ’Abdallah lifted up his 
voice and wept and said; "The Messenger of Allah spoke the truth; you 
shall v/allc alone, you shall die alone, you shall be raised up alone I* 
Then he and his friends dismounted and buried him, and ’Abdallah 
bin Has’ud related his atory to them and what the Messenger of Allah 
said to him in his march to Tabuk.
The Messenger of Allah is informed about the statement of the
HypQCX*lltfGG ,
# # ■ /Hf—I I , %A W
Ibn Ishaq: There v/as a party of Hypocrites amongst whom werelYadi’aha f . '
bin Thabit, brother of the Beni ’Amr bin ’Auf and a man of Ashja’ 
ally of the Beni Salamah called Mukhashshin bin Huma^ ,jf‘a'?7
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Ibn Hishaffl : Mulchashaha
who were making allusions to the Messenger of Allah as he v/eht to
Tabuk, They eaid to one another; "Do you reckon that the fighting
of the Aryans will be like the fighting of the Arabs v/ith each other?
And it seems to me that by to-morrow you will be bound with ropes as
a means of alarming and terrifying the believers", Mukhashshin bln
liumayyar said : "I would prefer to be sentenced that each of ue be
given a hundred laahes and get off with that rather than that a
Qur^an come down about Us for this statement of yours". According
to what I heard, the Messenger of Allah said to ’Ammar bin Yasir;
"Follow up this party, for verily'they have forged a lie and ask
them about what they said. If they deny it, say ; "Certainly you
said such and such a thing"., lAmmar went to them, said that to them
and they came to the Messenger of Allah to mal^ e excuses to him.
Wadi’ah bin Tliabit said while the Messenger of Allah was stationary
on his she camel, and he began to speak while holding the camel’s
girth-band; "0 Messenger of Allah, we were pnly indulging in talk
and playing,'and Allah sent down about them;-
If thou askest them they will no doubt say; "We were only 
indulging in talk and playing.... (Surah 9s 63),
Mukhashshin ibh Humayyar^aidi ”''0 Messenger 6f~Àllâh7 my~own”nâme ancT 
ithat of my father have held me back". The one who was forgiven in this 
'verse was Mukhashshin ibn Huraayyar so he took the name of 'Abd ar-Rahmân.
He asked Allah that He would slay him a martyr whose place was not 
known and he was killed on the day of al-ïamamah and no trace of him 
, was found,  ^ -
Arrival of the Messenger of Allah at Tabula,
When the Messenger of Allah arrived at Tabule, John bin Eu’bah prince
of Aylah to him and made peace with him and paid the poll-tax. The
inhabitants of Jarba* and Adhruli also came to him and ^aid the poll-
tax. The Messenger of Allah wrote a letter to them which they have,
and he wrote to John bin Hu’bah;-
In the name of Allah, the Merciful the Compassionate:
This ia a guarantee from Allah and Muhamnad the prophet 
and Messenger of Allah feranted) to, John bin. H u’bah and 
the people of Aylah whose ships: and carvvano by land and 
sea enjoy the protection of Allaiv and Muhammad the 
prophet and those who are with them 'çf \t% people of Syria
the people of Yemen and the people, of the sea-côast. 
Whoever of them does anything wromg, his wealth will not 
avail him and it xvilX b'e hoîiifioent for whichever of the 
people talces it. It will not be permissible that theybe 
kept away from the water which they wish to go, or that 
they, should be prevented from talcing any road they wish 
whether 'by land or sea.
sends Khalid bin al-Walid to Ukaldar of Dumah»
Then the Messenger of Allah called Khalid bin al-Walid and.sent him 
against Ukaidar of Dumah. He was, tJkaidar bin ’Abd al-Malikg a man 
of ICindah^  who was king over it and he. was a Christian. The Messenger 
of Allah said.to Khalid: "You will find him hunting the wild cow".
Bp Khalid aet out till he was within sight of his fortress. It was 
a.clear moonlit night and,he was on hia roof with his wife while 
the cows were spending the night rubbing the castle gates with ; their 
horns. , Hi© wife' said to him; "Have you ever* seen the lilte of this?"
He said: "Ho indeed". She said; "Mho would leave this?"* He said;
"Ho one", Eo he went dovm and ordered his, horse .and it was saddled 
for him/ and a company of his household rode out with him amongst 
whom was a brother of his, called lîaBsan. Thus he mounted and they: 
set out with their short spear©* When they came out, the cavalry of 
the Messenger of Allah met them5 and they took him prisoner and kiliied 
his brother* He was wearing a long-sleeved gown of silk embroidered 
with gold which Khalid seized and sent to the Messenger of Allah 1 
before he returned to him. .
He said: ’Asiiii bin ’Umar bin Qatadah related to me on the authority
of Anas bin Malilc* He said: I saw the robe of Ukaidar when it was
brought to the Messenger of Allah and the Muslims started touching
it with their hands and marvelling at it* The'Messenger of Allah
said; "Do you marvel at this? By,Him in whose hand is my life, the 
■ ^ - ' 
turban of .Ea’d bin Mu’adh in Paradise is bet ter than this" v
Ibn Ishaq: Then Khalid brought Ukaidar to the Messenger of Allah
and he preserved him alive and made peace with him on condition
that he paid the poll-tax. Then he aet him free and he returned to '
his town* A man of Tai called Bujair bin Bajrah said recalling the
* ^ 
saying of the Messenger of Allah to Khalid ; "Yc>ai will find him
hunting the wild cow",V and what the cow^ did that night till they.
brought him out to eCnfirm- the saying of the Messoager of Allah;-:
Blessed be the driver of the eowa
Verily I eaw'Allah guide every leader . ,
So/who, wpu3*d turn;aside from'the mam of Tabuk .
:/ For ¥/e Yfora, indeed commanded, to strive* /
The Messenger of Allah romaine# in Tabiik somewhat more than ten nights
but not longer* Then he took hiâ departure and returned to Medina*
The outrmsh of the water in the' valley at the /prayer of the Messenger 
of Allah* .. ; ,
#ïui£>i-»**w^i**?»»jçs»Trw<aOTK«‘*raiK^ 3Mr«x;tes»*<«a»Jfwtex=Mi?À , , , r   ^ f " '  '  * - •
On the way there was water which came forth In^a trickle barely 
sufficient to give drink to phe or two or three horsemen in a valley 
called ladl ’IrMnshaqqaq* The Messenger of Allah saldt, "Let not , 
those who have'preceded us /to that viater drav/ from it ,at all till we 
reach.it"» He said:. A group of the Hypocri-t^se got to it before, him 
and. drew what,-'was■ in . It»' When the Messenger of Allah.cama to, it^ he 
stood ovex" it and aaw nothing there and said: "Who. got to this water 
ahead.'Of and he v/as told: "0 Messenger of Allah, Ep-^and-Eo and
8o-and^Eo"» He saidi "Bid 1 not forbid them to draw any of.it till 
I should come to. it?" 4 and the Messenger of Allah cmnsed them and, 
called down evil upon them», Then lie dismounted^ put his hand beneath 
the trickle, and it began to pour into his hand as much as Allah, 
willed it should pour into it* Then he sprinl^led the p3,ace with It* 
wiped it. with'his hand prayed for the blessing which .Allah, willed he 
should .pray for* and there gushed out so much water* àe one who hoard 
it says 4 that It had a noise like thunder^ ao that the people dr£uilc 
and dfew what they needed* The Messenger of Allah said: "If you 
survive? or./ whoever of you survives* will hear of this valley, and it 
is the most fertile of all before it and behind it"4
Account df thé deàth of ’Abdallah the, Muzanitè the owner Of the twO 
striped.■-garments•, : ’..I-','
He said: Muhammad bin ibrahim bin al-Harlth the Thimite related to
m e ,that •Abdallah bin Mas•ud related# He said: When I was with the , 
Messenger of Allah In the expédition of Tabule I rose in the middle 
of the night and observed a fiery torch in the vicinity of the camp:
I followed it keeping it in sight and it was the Messenger of Allah 
with Abu Bakr and *Umar. •Abdallah* the owner of the two striped 
garments had died and they had dug a grave for him* and. the Messenger 
of Allah was in the grave while Abu, Bakr and ’Umar lowered him down 
to him ae he said; "Lower, your brother to me":* and they lowered him
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- down to him. .When he had prepared him for hi© niche he ©aids "0 
Allaii* X have been pleased"with him* do Thou be pleased with him", 
’Abdallah bln Ha©’ud/sald;. "lYou3.d that X had been; the occupant of the 
■ g r a v e " : A - • '■ ■ ' • : ■ / ' ' ’ '■ ■/ ■ ' ' ‘ . - ''-  ^ .
Xtan Hlsham; He was called the owner of the two Btr:l;ped garments 
because he yearned for Islam but his people prevented/him from 
(accepting) It* treated him with severity* and àt last left him wlÿh 
one garment and no other, Al-Bljad Is thick coarse clothing. So he 
fled away/from them to the Messenger of Allah ? and,when he got near 
him he tore his garment In two ? _ girded himself with one piece * and 
, threw the other around him* after which he came to the Messenger of, 
Allah. Because of that, hé was called'the owner of the two garments’. 
Al-Bijad also means sackcloth, ' '
The affair of Abu Hulna, , , ‘ ’ / ,
Ibn Ishaqs Ibn Ehihab the Ziahflte said on the authority of Ibh 
tîkaimah 'the Laithite from a nephew of Abu Huhm the Ghifarité-that he 
heard Abu Buhm? îCulthïim bin al-Husain? who was one of the friends/of 
the Messenger of Allah v/ho took the pledge Imder the tree* say:, ,X / 
went with the Messenger of Allah op the expedition.of Tabuk» I : .
marched with him one night when we were in al-Akhdar hear to the 
, Méaèenger of Allahg and we were, overcome with drowsiness*, but' I .set 
myself to keep, awake. ï'^y beast drew near to thàt of the Messenger, , 
of Allah and this made m© afràid that his/foot in the stirrup, might 
get- injured* so ; I set .myself to guide my beast , away from him till drow- 
sxness- overcame me in a certain. part of the way; and we v/ere . more or 
less in darkness. beast pressed.against that of the Messenger of
Allah while his foot was in the stirrup and I wa© only awakened/by/.  ^
him saying: "Oh" * and Î said:, "0 Messenger of Allah? pardon me" ,/ lie 
said: "March oh". Then the Messenger,.of Allah,started to enquire 
about the /Beni Ghifar who had reinainéd behind and - X told him about ; 
them,. He asked me: X^What did the red ones who are tall of stature . .
do?E* and I told him about them remaining behind^ He said: "lYhat 
did the black f'tizsy-haired shd.¥*t people : do?", I said: "I do not 
recognise that they, belong to us". He eaid: '/lîïés*:;.tjhose: who/ihave .
oat tie - in 8hab#kat -EhAdakh" / L. .^ 4 and' !■
remembered.them in connection with the Beni Ghifar and I did not 
mention them till I recalled that they v/er© a group ; from Aslam who .
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v/ere allies amongst /isj, and I said: "p Messcmger of Allah ?, they were” 
a party from Aslam* allies amongst .iis'l. The Messenger of Al^ lali aaid:v 
"What was to hinder any of them whop he remained behind (Himself) V., 
from mounting an active man on one of M s  camels in, the way of âllàli.' 
Verily the dearest of my people to me who.could, remain behind me are 
the Emigrés of Quraish* the Helpers? Ghifar? and Aslam", ■ ; .
The affair of the Mosqué of Contention during the return from the . 
campaign of Tabule. , - : ,
Ibn Ishaq; Then the Messenger of Allah advanced and encmpped in Dhu 
Awan? a town distant one, hour from Medina* The custodians of the , : 
Mosque of Contention came to him while he was preparing for Tabuk and 
said: "0 Messenger of Allah? xvo hâve built a mosque for those who are 
sick or in need on a wet .or-wintry night* and we would like you to 
come 'and pray with us in ik". He said: "I earn on the point of malting 
a journey and work prevents me"? or words to that effect, "But when 
we return* if Allah wills* v/e will surely come" and pray with you 
there". When he encamped in Dhu Avmn* intelligence about the Mosque 
came to him, and the Messenger of Allah called Malik bin ad-Duldishum* 
brother of the Beni Ealim bin ’Auf* Ma.’n bin *Adl or his brother 
•Asim bln ’Adi? brother of the Beni ’l-’Ajlan and said: "Go against 
this mosque? 'the people of v/hich are wrong-doers* and pull it dowii- 
and burn it". They set out in haste and went to' the Beni Ealim bin 
•Auf who were kinsmen of Malik bin ad-Didchahum? and Malik said to 
Ma•n : "Walt for me till I bring a fire out to you from my people".
He went in to his people? took branches of palm trees and with them 
kindled a fire. Then they came out at a run,: entered it wîiile its 
people, were in it? burned and destroyed it? and they scattered av/ay 
from it". Then there carae down about them what of the Qur’an came 
downs- ■ ; , ..
And those, v/ho have chosen a place of worship out of 
. , opposition and unbelief ancl to cause division among the
believers#.,.*, (Eurah\9* I0 7 ),
to the end of the story, %'
Hames of builders omitted, ,
The mosques of the Meesengsr of.Allah between Medina and Tabuk were 
designated and had names, (OHiere was) a mosque.in Tabule* one in 
Thaniyat Mdran, one in Dhat az-Zirab, one ip al-Akhdar* one In Dhat 
al-Khithmi* one in Ala’, one on the,outskirts of Petra in Dhanab ,
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Kawaliib* on© In 8hiq? Bhiq ^ara? on© in Dhu ’l-Jifah* one lu the 
higher part of Hauda* one in al-Hijr? one in Sa*id* one in the Wadi 
which to-day is Wadi ’l)Qurag one in Ruq’ah in ash-Shiqqah* which 
belongs to the Beni ’tidhrah? one in Dim ’ 1-Marwah, one in Faifa%
"
and one In Dhu Khuslmb.
The affair of the tliree who were left behind and the affair of those 
who excused themselves in the expedition of Tabuk. -
The Messenger of Allah returned to Medina. A number of the Hypocrites 
had remained behind^ also those three individuals of the Muslims i 
remained behind without either doubt or hypocrisy - K a ’b bin Malik 
Muraraii bin, ar-I^ibi*, and Ellal bin Umayyah, The Messenger of Allah 
said to hie friends; "Do not speak to any of these three". Those 
Hypocrites who had remai:ned behind came to him* began swearing fealty
to him and excusing themselves? but the Messenger of Allah turned
jaway from them. Neither Allah nor His messenger excused them, and the
i
iMuslims dissociated themselves from the words of those three people.
Ibn Ishaq; Az-Zuliri? Muhammad bin Muslim bin Shihab raentioned on tlie
authority of *Abd ar-Raluaan bin: ’Abdallah bin K a ’b bln Malik that hiè ,
■ ■ *
father*,’Abdallah, who was leading’his father about when he lost his 
sight? said; ÎH heard my father K a ’b bin Malik relate his story when 
he remained behind the Messenger of Allah in the expedition of Tabult 
and his two friends. He said: I did not remain behind the Messenger
of Allah on any expedition he undertook except that I remained behind 
in the expedition to Badr* and that was an expedlj;ion in which neither. 
Allah nor His messenger blames any who remained behind. That v/as 
because the Messenger of Allah set out merely in search of the caravan 
of Quraisli and Allah brought him and the enemy together v/itiiout an 
appointment. With the;Messenger of Allah X witnessed al-’Aqabah when 
we bound ourselves by contract to Islam? and I would not prefer to 
have witnessed Badr instead of it even if the expedition of Badr is 
more memorable among the people, story* when I remained behind 
the' Messenger of Allah in the expedition of TabuZt? Js that I was never 
stronger nor in easier circumstances than I was when I remained behind. 
him in that expedition. Indeed I had not collected two camels before 
till I collected them.in connection with that expedition, Whenever 
the Messenger of Allah.wanted to mâlce a foray he disguised i;t with 
: something else till the time for that for^ arrived. But. when the -
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time for that expedition came, the Messenger of Allah undertook it 
during a time of intense heat, faced a long journey and^numerous 
enemy, and disclosed the affair to the people so that they might get 
their victuals ready for it. He also informed tham as to the direction
in which he intended to go. The Muslims who followed the Messenger of
Allah were numerous - no roll could contain them. Ka'b said: Few
men wished to be absent but they imagined it would be hidden from him 
till a revelation from Allah came to him concerning it. The 
Messenger of Allah undertook that expedition when fruit was good and 
shade preferred and people were inclined towards it. So the Messenger 
of Allah and the Muslims made preparations together and. I took to 
going out in the morning to make preparations along with them, but I 
would return without having done anything, and I would say to myself:
"I am able to do that if I like". So that kept on putting me off,’ 
but a sense of purpose urged the people on, and the Messenger of 
Allah went away in the morning accompanied by the Muslims when I had 
not completed any of my preparations. I said: "I will fit myself out 
a day or two after them and overtake them". So I went out early after 
they had gone away to equip myself but I came back without doing any­
thing. Then I went out in the morning and returned without accomplish­
ing anything. That kept on putting me off till the expedition had 
hasted away and passed me by. Then I thought I would take to the 
road and overtake them, and would that I had so done, but I did not.
When I went out amongst the people after the departure of the Messenger
of Allah and went around them, it would grieve me that I did not see 
anyone except a man who was accused of hypocrisy or one of those whom 
Allah had excused because of weakness. The Messenger of Allah did not 
mention me till he reached Tabuk and he said while he was squatting 
amongst the people at Tabuk: "What about Ka'b ibn Malik?". One of the 
Beni Salamah said: "0 Messenger of Allah, his cloak and his self­
admiration have kept him in". Mu'adh ibn Jabal said to him: "What 
you have said is bad, and indeed, 0 Messenger of Allah, we have 
known nothing of him but good", and the Messenger of Allah was silent. 
When I heard that the Messenger of Allah had set out on the return 
journey from Tabuk my sorrow came to me and I began to remember the 
lie and say: "How will I emerge from the wrath of the Messenger of 
Allah to-morrow?", and I was asking the help of every one of my
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family who could give me advice# When they told me that the Messenger ‘
of Allah still, on the imyg lying departed from me? and. 1 /
recognised that 1 could not escape from him except by telling the 
truth* and I made i^ p my mind to tell him the truth. The Messenger ' , 
of Allah returned from .Medina in the morning and when he returned 
from a journey he was in the habit of beginning in the mosque; He • ' 
performed two cycles of prayer and, then squatted, with:the people»
When he did that* those v/hq had remained behind came to him and 
began swearing fealty to him and excusing themselves* and there were- 
more than eighty of them. The Messenger of, Allah accepted their 
declaration and their /oath, asked forgiveness for them* and 
committed their secrets to Allah. YIhén I came to him I greeted him 
and he smiled the smile of an angered man* Then he said to me:. "Come/ 
here"* and X walked up and squatted down before' him and he said to 
me; " What kept you behind? Did you not .purchase a mount?,". I said:
"0 Messenger of Allah* if X were squatting in the,presence of 
another than you of the people of this world* I thinli I v/ould', escape 
his wrath by means of an excuse» , 1 have'indeed been, given a plea 
but 1 know that if 1 related to you a lying story to-day you would , 
be pleased with .me, but Allah would be quick to make you angry with 
me 5 if X relate a true story you will realise from it that X hope
my retribution,will come from Allah» I had no excuse at all for I
was never stronger nor in easier circumstances than J was,when 31 ,.
remained behind you". The Messenger of Allah said;,"As far as this 
is concerned* you have spoken the truth about it* rise then? that 
Allah may give judgment in your' case". Bo 1 arose and some men of 
the Beni Salamah arose with me and followed me,, They eaid to me:
."We have never known you perpetrate a fault before this and you are 
weak because you did not make an excuse to the Messenger of Allah ,-° 
the excuse which those who have remained behind gave-him? and the , . 
Messenger of Allah asking forgiveness for your fault \yould»have been 
suf ficient for you^, r Tliey would not leave me. alonettill I wanted to 
go back to the Messenger of Allah and call myself a liar. Then Ï 
said to them: "Di anyone .besides me experience, this :(treatment),?"*
They said: "Yes* two men who said much the.same as you and they were 
told the same as you". X saidY "#ho were they?". They said:
"Hurarah bin.E'abi’fcthe ’Amrite from the Beni ’Amr bin ’Auf And Hilal
bln Ab# Umayyeih the lYaqifite*.'. They mentioned two, good* men; who were 
worthy of, imitation and when they mentioned them I was silent. "Thhe 
Messenger of Allah has forbidden us to speak (to, you) 0 three among, 
all who remiaihed behind". So the people avoided us and changed 
towards le till both myself, and the earth changed.for'thm worse and ; 
it was/not Any more/the^world that- I Ü6éd'^#^kndw^^^ and we remained 
in that state for fifty nights# As for my two friends* they were 
Bubmisslve/ahd :rêmained indoors? but as for me? i was the youngest 
and strongest of the party? and 1 was going out and witnessing the 
prayers with the Muslims and going around the streets Lut no one
spoke to me* X would go to the Messenger of Allah and greet him
while he was in session after the prayer and X would say to myselfI 
"Did his lips mpve in réponse to my greeting?dr not?"* Then I would 
pray close by him and look at him by stealth* Ylhen 1 came to prayer* 
he looked at me* but when I.turned towards him he turned away# When. / 
that ill-treatment of me by the Muslims had gone on for some time, I / 
set ; out on foot, and, scaled the walls of the garden of Abu Qatadah,
-my cousin, and thé dearest of men to me* X greeted him but he did( 
not return my greeting* Then I said: "0 Abu Qatadah?: I adjure you ’ 
by Allah? do you know that X love Allah and His messenger?", but he 
remained;silent* X adjured him a second time and he remained silent.
X adjured him a third time i^ nd he remained silent* J adjured him a 
fourth time and he said; "Allah and His messenger know beat"* .
.eyes filled, with tears, X leaped up, scaled the wall and went out to 
- the msirket. When Î was walking in the market, of the labataeans 
of Eyrie, who had brought food to sell in Medina asked about me and 
said: "Who will direct me to Ka’b bin Malik?"# So people began pointing 
me out to him and when he came to me he handed me a letter from the 
king of Ghassan v/hich he had written on a. piece of fine aille, in :
which he said:- ; , ’ ■ -/ ;
Now we have heard that your .master has ill-treated you 
when Allah did-not a|>point you to the house of sham© or 
to ruinV come tp/xusfoweiwilltqonsole you.
When X read it X saidi "This too is a calamity* What has befallen 
me has been reported so that one of thé polytheists covets me"* So 
i put it in the ovèn and made a blaze with it.  ^ v (
Thus we remained^till forty nights of the fifty had paesed and, the 
Mèssengér of Allah came to me and said4 '"The^  Allah
- ■ ■ ; , ■ -5?9-. ' '■ ’ : ■'
commande yon to withdraw frpm yonr wife"* I said: ^Bhall I divorce 
her or what?", Ha oaid: "No^ withdraw from her and come not near 
- her"* He sent the same mésange'to ; ray two friends. I said to my wife:’ 
"CïO to your family and remain with them till Allah gives whatever 
decision He will glva in this matter"^
He said: llie wife of Eilal hln Umayyah came to the Messenger of . .
Allah and said to him; "0 Messenger of Allaha Hilal bin.Umayyah Is a ' 
very old man^ in a state of neglects with no servant^ would it be 
distasteful to you if I serve him?". He said: "No, but let him not 
come near you". Bhe said: HIndeed he has.no desire for me, 0
Messenger of Allah, and ho has not ceased to weep since there
happened to him what happened till this day, and I am afraid for his 
: Bight". One of my family said to me: "You should ask the permission
of . the Messenger of Allah to have your wif e ; ha has given permission 
to the wife of Hilal bin Hmayyah to serve him"* I said: "I will not 
Book his permission to have her; I do: not know what tin Messenger of
Allah would say to me if % asked permission to have her since I;ara
a young man* '
He said : Ho we remained (in, that state) for ten nights after that
till fifty nighta were completed from the time the Messenger of 
Allah prohibited the Muslims from speaking to ue, and I prayed the 
morning prayer for fifty days on,the top of one of our houses in 
the state which Allah mentioned^ *Ihe earth was too narrow for us . 
although it : was v/id© and I was in distress^. : / « I had erected a
tent on the top of Sal* and 1 was,in it w h e h X  heard the voice of 
Bomeéneiwho^hadhgoneoto thè^tap^bf Bal* calling out at the top of his 
voicei "Re^’oioeg 0 K a ’b bin Malik". Ho I prostrated myself in
and I realised that relief had come. , The : Messenger of Allah 
proclaimed to the people that Allah had relented towards us when ho 
prayed the early morning prayer, and the people went away to give us . 
the good news* Some messengers of the good tidings went off to myv 
two friends,: while a man gallop^ed his horse towards me, But a 
runiier of Aslam ran, climbed thé mountains and the voice was quicker 
than the horse. When the man whose voice X had hoard came to Me t6 
give" me the good neifs, I took off my two garmenta and clothed h i m , 
with them for joy $ and. at that time X had none other so I borrowed
■two garments and. donned thora. , Then I went off in. the direction of 
the Messenger of. Allait, and -the people met me giving me the good noxm 
of the . relenting and saying: ,”May the relenting of Allah give you joyî" 
till I entered the mosque where, the Messenger of Allah was squatting 
with the people around him. Talhah bin ^Hbaid Allah came up to me,
, *. ft
congratulated me, and ivished, me joy, but not one M  the Emigres
save he got up for me * iCa*b bin Malik did not forget it to Talhah,
|Ia*b said: When I greeted the Messenger of Allah he said to me whilo
his face lit.%) with pleasures "Rejoice in the best day has passed
over your head since your mother gave you birth"; X said: "Was it
from you* O'Messenger of Allah* or from Allah?"* He said: "Nay$
from Allah".When the Messenger of Allah rejoiced at good news it
seemed as if his face were a piece of the moon, and it was by this
that Viîè recognised when he rejoiced. When I squatted do\m before him
I said: "0 Messenger of Allah* it is part of my repentance towards .
Allah that 1 should rid myself of my property as alms for Allah and
His messenger". The Messenger of Allah said: "Retain some of your
property for yourself for that is better for you". I said: "I will
retain my share ^whlch is in Khaibar": X also said: "0 Messenger of
Allaîi, Allah hath delivered me by means of the truth, and it is part
of my repentance towards Allah that X relate nothing but the truth
as long as X live". I know of no one amongst men whom Allah has
tried more in the matter of relating the truth since I mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah than He has tried me, and certainly I
have not sought purposely to tell a lie from the time I mentioned
that to the Messenger of Allah to this day, and I hope Allah will
keep me in that'/which is yet to come, Allah sent down:--
Allah hath relented towards the prophet and the Emigres
and the Helpers who followed him in the hour of difficulty
after the hearts of some of them had nearly swerved aside;
then He relented towards them, verily He is pitiful with
them, compassionate.
And towards the three who .were left b e h i n d %  
down to his saying:
and be with those 'who speak the truth, (fiurah 9: llB & 119).
Ka*b said: Allah did not grant me any favour whatever, after He ■
guided me to Islam^ greater where I, vjas concerned than my truth™ 
fulness to the Messenger of Allah at that time, so that I did not 
lie to him and perish as those who lied to him, had perished. . Allah
the Exalted said about those who lied to Him when He sent down the
revelation, as evil a thing as He ever said of any. He, said : - .
They will swear to you by Allah when ye return to them 
- . that ye aiay turn from them; so turn from them, they are
: * , pollution,, and their resort is ^chenna, a recompense for *
what they have been piling up ^
' They will swear to you in order that ye may be satisfied ,
with them; , so if. ye are satisfied with them, A].lâh will, 
not be satisfied with.the people who are reprobates,: ;
,% '(Surah 95' 95 & 96). - . - . ' . ■ ;
He said: We were left over, the :threeipf ius, .from.Cthèiaffair of-those
whom the Messenger of Allah accepted w Ib  n they swore to him and he : 
excused them and asked forgiveness for’them* The Messenger of Allah 
Ipft. over our affair till Allah gave the decision about it that He
gave. It was in connection with that that Allah said:-
And towards the three whose cases were left over . .:
The leaving ox u b over which Allah mentioned did not refer to ouf 
remaining behind from the expedition to Tabukg but to his leaving us 
over and deferring our cases, in contrast to those who swore to him,
.and made excuses to him which he accepted. ' . .
.The affair of the delegation of Thaqif and its islamisât.ton, in the 
month of Ramadan of year nine* . .
Ibn Ishaq: The Messenger of Allah returned to Medina from Tabule in 
Ramadan, and An that month a delegation from Thaqif came, to him.
The account of them is that when the Messenger of Allah took his 
departure from them, *ïïrwah bin Mas*ud. the Thaqafite followed,him 
and overtook him before he reached Medina. He islami%èd and he asked 
him to take Islam back to his people. The Hesaenger of Allah said to 
hiiiig according to what his people relate: "Verily they will kill you". 
The Messenger of Allah recognised that there was in them a certain 
pride in holding aloof (fromlslam) which they showed. .’Urwah said:
"Q Messenger of Allah, I am dearer to them than their first-born".
Xbn Hishams It is alao^iven as.*their eyesight*.
Ibn Ishaqs He was loved and obeyed among them and he went out to call < 
his people to Islam i n ,the hope, that, they would not .disobey him 
beaaurse of his position amongst thera* But when he looked down, on 
them from an upper room of his after he.had, called them to Islam 
and declared his religion to them, they shot arrows; at him from all
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Bides and one of them struck hlm. and killed him. The Beni Malik 
assert that one of them called Auo bin *Auf, brother of the Beni 
Ballm bin Malik killed him but the Confederates assert that one of 
them from the Beni ♦ Attab bin Malik, called Walib bin Jabir killed him. 
They said to *Brwah: "What do you think.about your death?"* Ho said; 
"An honour with which Allah hath honoured me.; a martyrdom which Allah 
hath brought to me. There is nothing more in connection with me than 
'what was in connection with thC martyrs who were alain with the 
Messenger of Allah before he went away from you, so bury me with them", 
and they did so. They,assert that the ^^saenger of Allah sa,id about 
him? "He ims in connection with, his people like what the, man of Ya Sin 
was in connection with his people".
Then Thaqîf remained thus for some months. after the killing of * Hrwah' 
after which they held deliberations among themselves when they 
realised that they had not the strength to fight the Arabs around. '
them xiio had given their pledge (to the Prophet) and islamisscd.
Ya’qub bin ’Htbah-bin al-Mughirah bin al- Akhnas related to me that
*Amr bin Uma^yah, brother of the Beni *Ilaj$ was an Emigre on account
of *Abd Yaiil; for there was enmity between them, *Amr bin Ümayyah .
was the v/isost of the ' Arabs and he went to *Abd Xalil bin *Amr ,
entered his dwelling* and'#ent word to him sayings "*Amr bin Hmayyah .
shys to you; *Come forth*"* *Abd lalil said to ,the miessengers "Out
upon you* was it *Amr who sent you to me?"- He said; "Yes* and
behold he stands within your house"* He said: "Verily this is
something I would not have imagined for *Amr was more unapproaGhable
than that"# So he went out to him* and when he saw him he welcomed
him and *Amr said to him; "There has come to us an affair from vHiich '
there is no getting away. You have seen what has transpired of the
affair of this man; the Arabs have all islami%ed and you have not
the strength to fight them, so consider your position"* Thereupon
Thaqif held consultations amongst theineelves and said to each other;
"You see that no flock of yours is safe and none of you sets out
without being waylaid"* Bo they deliberated togethor and decided to
send someone to the Messenger of Allah as they had, sent ’tlrwah* They
spoke to *Âfod Yalil bin *Amr bin *Hmalr who v/as the same .age as 
'Orwah bia Mae'Sd put that proposition before him but he
refused to. do it* for he was afraid they would do to him what they
did to *(lrwah when he returned, so he said "I will not do it till
you send some others with me". Then they resolved to send two men
of the Confederates with him and three of the Beni Malik so that
they would be six in number * Along with * Abd Yalil they sent al-Haltai
*
bin *Amr bin Wahb bln Mu'attib and Shurahbll•bin Chailan bin
Balai'iiah bin Mu'attib* Prom the Beni Malik they sent *tîthman bin
Abu ®l«-*As bin Bishr bin *Abd Buhman, brother of the Beni Yasar* Aus
bin *Auf * brother of the Beni Salim bin *Auf* and Numair?bin Kharaahah
bin Rabi*ah5 brother of the Beni *1-Harith. So *Abd Yalll set out
with them he being the heàd-man of the people and the one in charge
of their affair* but he set out in fear that xvhat happened to ' Hrxvah
bin Mas*ud would happen to him* so that when they returned to At-Ta^if
* •
each of them would draw off the attention of his kinsmen*
When'they drew near to Medina and made.camp in Qanat they found al-
- ,
Mughirah bin Shu*bah there taking his turn at herding the boasts of
the friends of the Messenger of Allah, for this v/as a duty which fell
to his friends in turn. When he saw them he left the beasts with the
Thaqafites and leapt away at a run to inform the Messenger of Allah
of their arrival, Abu Balsr the Faithful met him before he went in
to the Messenger of Allaîï and he informed him about the party from
Thaqif that they had come desiring to swear fealty and accept Islmn .
on the conditions the Me^uenger of Allah would laÿ down for them and
to receive a written charter with regard to their tribe, their
country, and their property, Abu Bakr said to al-Mughirahs "I adjure
you by Allah do not go to the Messenger of Allah before me, so that I
may be the one to relate it to him", and al-Mughirah did so. Then
Abu Bakr went in to the Messenger of Allah and Informed him of their
coming to him and al-Mughïrah accompanied them to his friends and
passed the noon-time v/ith them teaching them how to greet the
Messenger of Allah for theypractised nothing but the greeting of the
Barbarism, When they came to the Meaaenger of Allah, he erected a
pavilion for them in the vicinity of his mosque according to what
they say. Khalid bin Sa*Id bin al-*As -was the one who went to and
fro between them and the Messenger of Allah till they had drawn up
their charter and it was Khalid who wrote it with his own hand fHeÿ
did: not eat tho food which came to them from the Messenger of Allah 
before Khalid had eaten of it till they had islamlsed and completed 
their charter* One of the things which they asked the Messenger of 
Allah to leave them was at«Taghiyah, which was àl-îtSt, and not 
destroy it for three yèaré but they Messenger of Allah did not grant 
tliat request* They kept oh reducing the period by a year and he 
refused till they warè asking for one month after their return but 
he réfùae.d to leave it for any period at all* According to what they 
declared, they wanted that (concession) only in order that their ■
Ignorant ones* their women and their childten should agree to 
abandon it, and they dislilced the idea of frightening their people 
by destroying it before Islam had entered into them* The Messenger 
of Allah refused everything except to send Abu Bufyan bin Harb and 
al-Mughlrah bin Bhu*bah to destroy it* In addition to the request 
to leave them at-Taghiyah they had asked him to excuse them from 
prayer and thht they should not have to break their idols with their 
own hands. The Messenger of Allah said: "As for the breaking of 
your idols with your own hands 9 we will spare you that, but ae for 
prayertheism'ie no /good in a religion which does not have prayer in 
It",* They said: "0‘Muharmiiad, we will yield to you even if it is a 
degreLdation";*
When they had islamised and the Messenger of Allah had written their 
charter for them, he appointed *Hthman bin Abu^1-*As, who wasbnevof the 
youngest of them in years, to bé their loadërHbecause he was the 
keenest of them in studying Islam and learning the QUr^an. Abu Bokr 
said to the Messenger of Allah: "0 Messenger of Allah, I have 
observed that this'youth is the keenest of them in studying Islam 
and learning the Qur ^ an"* .
Ibn Ishaq: *Xsa bin *Abdallah related to me on the authority of
•Atiyyah bin Sufyan bin Eabl*ah the Thaqafite from one of their
delegation* He said: When we had islambed and were fasting with the
Messenger of Allah/for the remainder of Ramadan, Bilal used to bring
us our break-fast in the evening and in the morning from the Messenger
of Allah* He would bring us our morning break-fast and we would say:
"We perceive Cl (by this) that dawn has come", to which he would say:
"I left the Messenger of Allah partaking of his morning breali:-f ast" g 
in reference to the postponement of the raorhing. break-fast • / He would .
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bring us our evening break-fast and we would say: "We do not see that 
the sun has yet completely gone", to which he would say: "I did not 
come to you till the Messenger of Allah had eaten". Then he put his 
hand in the dish and took a mouthful out of it.
Ibn Hisham: With our break-fast and our morning meal.
ibn Ishaq: Sa*id ibn Abu Hind related to me on the authority of
Mutarrif ibn *Abdallah ibn ash-Shakhiyyir from *Uthraan ibn Abu ’l-*As 
He said: One of the last things the Messenger of Allah enjoined on
me when he sent me to Thaqif was that he said: "0 •Uthmân, shorten 
the Prayer and value the people by the weakest of them, for amongst 
them are great, small, weak, and needy ones".
The destruction of at-Taghiyah.
Ibn Ishaq: When they had finished their business and set out to
return to their country, the Messenger of Allah sent Abu Sufyan ibn 
Harb and al-Mughirah ibn Shubah with them for the destruction of 
at-Taghiyah, They set out with the party and when they reached 
at-Ta’if al-Mughirah ibn Shu'bah wished to send forward Abu Sufyan 
but Abu Sufyan refused to do that and said: "Go in yourself to your 
people", and Abu Sufyan remained with his belongings in Dhu ’1-Hadra. 
When al-Mughirah ibn Shu*bah went in he attacked it with his pick-axe 
while his people, the Beni Mu'attib stood round him fearing he would 
be shot at or killed as 'TJrwah was killed. The women of Thaqif came 
out with uncovered faces weeping for it and saying:-
The Protector is to be wept for 
The ignoble ones have betrayed it 
They did not fight to any purpose.
Ibn Hishim: *To be wept for* is on the authority of another than
Ibn Ishaq,
Ibn Ishaq: Abu Sufyan said while al-Mughlrah was striking it down
with the axe: "How sad for you! How sad for you!". When al-Mughlrah 
had destroyed it and taken its possessions and jewels he sent word 
to Abu Sufyan when its jewels and possessions of gold and &nyx stones 
were collected, Abu Malih ibn 'Urwah and Qarib ibn al-Aswad had 
come to the Messenger of Allah before the delegation of Thaqif when 
'Urwah was slain, desiring to break with Thaqif and never
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to unite with,them in anything. They iolamiaed and the Messenger of
Allah said to them: "Take as your patron whomsoever you wish"# They
said; "We will tWce Allah and His Messenger as our patron". The
Messenger of Allai: said; "Your uncle is Ahu Sufyan bin Harb", They
said: "Our uncle is Abu Sufyan bin Harb"* When the people of at-Ta^if
islcimisGd and the Messenger of Allah sent Abu Sufyan and al-Mughirhh
to destroy at-Taghiyah g Abu Malih bin *Urwah asked the Messenger of
Allah to settle a debt incurred by his father *Urwaii out of the
possessions of at-Taghiÿaüië The Messenger of AH*Hi said to him; "Yes".
* *
Then C^ arib bin al-Asy/ad said: "Settle it also for al-Aswad, O 
Messenger of Allah", for *Urwah and al-Aswad were brothers the sons 
of the same father aiki mother. The Messenger of Allah said: "Al- 
Aswad died a polytheist", Qarib said to the Messenger of Allah:"But 
it, will come to a Muslim^vho is a relative" meaning himself, "X ,am 
the ono who is responsible for the debt and it is I v/ho ask for it"*
So the Messenger of Allah commanded Abu Sufyan to settle the debts of 
'Urwah and al-Aswad out of the possessions of at-Taghiyah. When 
ai^Mughirah collected its possessions he said to Abu Sufyan; "The 
Messenger of Allah has commandod you to settle the debts of '.Urwah 
and al*-Asv/ad", and he did so-
The charter of the Messenger of Allah which he wrote for them was:-
In the name of Allah, the Merciful the Compassionate. From 
Muhaimnad the Fro phot, the Messenger of Allah to the 
believers,, Verily the forest of Waj its chase shall
hot be cut down. Whoever is caught doing anything of that 
nature shall be scourged and his garments taken av/ay and 
if he repeat the offence he.shall be seised and brought 
to the Frophet. Muhammad. This is the command of the 
prophet Muhammad the ^%ssenger of Allah, and Khalid bin 
rSa'id wrote by command of the ^ossenger Muhammad bin 
?Abdallaho Let no one transgress it and do wrong to 
himself in regard to what Muhaimnad the ^"%ssenger of Allah 
Lac commanded,
The pilgrimage of AbuBakr with the people in yoar nine, and the 
Prophet's choice of 'All bin Abu Talib to carry cut the first 
renunciation, on his behalf and mention of the renunciation and the
stories in connection withit.
Ibn Ishaq: . Then the Messenger of Allah resided for the remainder of 
the month of Ramadan, Bhaxx'v/al and Dhu '^l^Qu'dah in Medina, , and sent
. '  - c-. v:. '/ '
Abu^Bakr as'Vo^^&udcr of the pilgrimage in year nine to arrange 
their pilgrimage for the Muslims, and the people of the polytheists 
were’in their stations for their pilgrimage * Bo Abu Bakr and the 
Muslims who were with him set out and there came down a renunciation 
concerning the breaking of the treaty which was betvjeen' the Messenger
of Allah and the polytheists on the basis of which relations between
' ' \ ,* " ' - • ", • ' ' ' 
him and them were adjusted, (namely) that no one should be debarred
from the House who came to it and that no one should be feared
during tho saored/months. That was a general treaty between him
and the people of,polytheism, and along with that there were special
treaties between the Messenger of Allah and the Arab tribes specified
for a definite period. So there came down about it and about the
hypocrites who remained behind him at Tabuk and about what some of
them said and in it Allah revealed the secrets of peoples who were
concealing something different from what they revealed, some of them
are known to us by name and some are not so known. He said:-
Renunciation by Allah and His messenger of the polytheists
with whom ye have made covenants
That is: In reference to the polytheists who are included in the
general, treaty
Bo go about in the land four months and know that ye
; cannot frustrate Allah and that Allah is the humiliator
of the unbelievers >
And a proclamation from Allah and Hie messenger to the 
people on thé day of the greatest pilgrimage, that Allah 
renounces the polytheists (as does) also His messenger
That is:, After-this pilgrimage. ~
So if ye repent it is better for you, but if ye turn away, 
know that yé cannot frustrate Allah; announce (thou) to 
those who,have .disbelieved a painful punishment 
Except those polythiests v^ ith v/hom ye have made a covenant
That is: The special treaty for a specified period
o.nd who then ' have not failed you in anything, or backed 
anyone against you; fulfil their covenant up to the end 
of its period; Allah loveth those who show piety 
Then v/hen thé sacred months have slipped away
He means the four which were appointed to them for a term
slay the polytheists wherever ye find them, selae them, 
beeet them, lie in ambush for them everywhere; if they 
repent, perform the Prayer and give alms, then set them 
.free; Allah is forgiving, compassionate ,
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If one of the polytheists 
That is: One of these xvliom I have commanded thee to slay
Its protection of thee, grant him protection until he 
hear the word of Allah, then see that he reaches a place 
of security; that is because they are a people who have 
no knowledge.
Then Ho said;-
How shall the polytheists
With whom you have a general treaty that they shall not intimidate
you and that you shall not intimidate them In the sacred place or
during the sacred months
have a covenant with Aliah and with His messenger except 
those with whom ye have made covenants at the Bacred 
Mosque
They were certain tribes of the Beni Bal^ r who had entered the compact
and covenant of Quraish on the day of al-Hudaibiyah for the period ■
which was specified between the .Messenger of Allah and Quraish* None
but this tribe of ^ uraiah had broken it and they were ad-Bil from the
Beni Bakr who had entered the covenant and compact of (^uraish, and he
was commanded to fulfil the terms of the covenant to those of the
Beni Bakr who had not broken it for its duration*
as long as they act straight with you, act straight with
them; verily Allah loveth those vvho show piety.
Then Ho said;
How? If they get the upper hand of you
That is; The polytheists who have no covenant for a specified time
but belong.to the polytheists who have the general covenant
they will not regard bond or agreement.
Ifoii Hisham: Al-ill means the alliance. Aus bin Hajar one of the Beni
Hsaid bin *Amr bin Tamia said:-
Had it not been for the Beni Malik and the alliance which 
v/as observed
And Malik, graces and dignity are found amongst them.
This stanaa is in a poem of his. Its plural is 'alal*. The poet 
said;—
There is no bond between you and mo 
Bo do not be at pains to create a bond
Adh-dhimmah means 'the covenant*. Al-Ajda* bin Malik of Hamdaa who
was Abu Masruq bin al-Ajda*and was skilled in jurisprudence said:-
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We have a CQVénant to observe that you shall pass 
through the land whether it be known to usor unknown
This stangsa is in three stansas belonging to him. Its plural is
'*'dhimara*... ., / . - /'
they will satisfy you.with their mouths but their heart© 
will refusal the most of them are reprobates 
They have sold,thé signs of Allah for a small price, and 
have turned (people), aside from His way; that which they 
have been doing is evil* . :
In respect of a believer they will hot regard bond or 
agreement ; they are the ill-disposed. ,
That is : They .have shown hostility to you
So if they repent and perform the Prayer and pay the alma 
they are your brothers in religion - We make clear Our 
signs for a people, who have knowledge.
Ibn Ishaq: Hakim bin Hakim bin "Abbad bin Hunaif. related to me bn
* " ’ * ' ' *
the authority of Abu.Ja'far, Muhammad bin *Alig that he said; When
' ■ ' ' ' / * . ' ' ' 
the renunciation came doxm to the Messenger of Allah he had already
sent Abu Bakr the.Faithful to carry out the pilgrimage for the people
and someone said to him; "0 Messenger of Allah, you should have sent
it to Abu Bakr". He said; "Hone' but one of my house shall deliver it
- ■ ■ ■ ■' .. ' ' ' ■ .
for me", and he called 'All bin Abu Talib and said to him; "Talce this
Surah of :
story from the beginning of thoy^RenunGietion and, proclaim it among
the people on the day of sacrifice when they are; collected in lüna 
that no unbeliever shall enter Paradise, that no polytheist shall 
malœ the pilgrimage after this year or circumambulate the Hpuse naked, 
and whoever has "a .cbyenant with the %ssenger of Allah it shall be 
observed to the end of its term. Bo •AXi bin Abu Talib set out on 
the she-caiî\el. of the Messenger of Allah with the slit ear and over­
took Abu Bakr the Faithful* When Abu Bakr saw him on the road he 
said: "Are you a commanded or one under orders?u* .pe said: "Hay, one 
under orders".. Then they went on their way and Abu Bakr carried out 
the pilgrimage for the people and when that took place that year the 
Arabs were at the stations on the pilgrimage which they had had in
the Barbarism. When the day of sacrifice came, *Ali bin Abu Talib
. ' . ; • * 
arose and proclaimed to the people that which the Messenger of
Allah had commanded him* and said: "0 People, verily no unbeliever
shall enter Paradise, and no polytheist shall perform the pilgrimage
after this year, nor shall he circumambulate the House naked, and
whoever has a trety with the Messenger of Allah, it is still in force
; -65Ô- . ' . . '
till the end of its term", and he granted a respite of four months 
to the people from the day on which he made the proclamatiom to them 
60 that each tribe might, get to a place of security and to their \ 
country. Thereafter no polytheist had treaty or alliance with the 
Messenger of Allah except lie who had a treaty with him for a ©peel fled 
period and it remained in force till the end of the period, and after 
that year no polytheist might perform the pilgrimage or circumambulate 
the House naked*
Xbn Ishaq; This was a renunciation of the polytheist© who had a 
comprehensive treaty, but the people who had a specified period had 
up till the end of the period*
Ibn Ishaq; Then Allah commanded His messenger to make war on the
polytheists both tàose who had the treaty for a specified, period who
had broken it and^those who had the comprehensive treaty after the
four months which he appointed as a term for them, except in case©
where any of them made an attack during these months when he was to
be attacked in return. He said;-
Will ye not fight against a people who have violated their
oaths, and had it in mind to expel the Messenger, and who
took the initiative with you the first time? Are ye afraid 
of them? Allah is more entitled to you fear if ye be 
believers
Fight them and Allah will punish them at your hands, will 
humiliate them and aid you against them, and will bring 
healing to the breasts of a people who are believers, and 
will take away that anger of their hearts; Allah relenteth
That is: After that ' ’ .
. towards whomsoever He willeth; Allaii is knowing, wise 
Or did ye reckon that ye/would be left (at peace) when 
Allah did not yet know those of you who had striven and 
have not chosen any ally apart from Allah and His messenger 
and the believers* Allah is well aware of what ye do »
Ibn Hishim; Walljah means auj, intruder,its plural i© Wala^ij and it 
comes fromimlaja, yaliju; that is, dakhala yadkhulu^ In the Book 
of Allah (it is said);- '
till a camel enter the eye of a needle (Surah 4o).
That is: Goes into* He bsljbi > They did not chose a partisan apart 
from Him, hiding from Him something other than they manifested like 
what the hypocrites do, manifesting faith to those who have believed 
and when they went apart to their satans they,said;."we are with you".
/ . ' . ' - -651-
The poet said:-
Know that you havG been made a partisan 
They have brought to you death unmixed.
Ibn Ishaq: Then, he mentioned the saying or Quraish; "W© are the
people of the sacred territory, the providers of water for the •
pilgrims, and those who visit the House on the hessar Filgrimage, so
there is no one superior to us", and said:-
They only shall visit Allah's places of worship who have 
believed in Allah and the Last Pay
That is: Your pilgrimage is not on that baeis. Only those shall
visit Allah's places of v/orshipi that is, those who visit them aright,
who have believed in Allah and the Last Pay
have performed the Prayer, brought their alms, and have 
feared nothing but Allah;
% a t  is: These are Its, pilgrims
haply such will be among those who are rightly guided
and haply truth is from Allah- Then he saids-
D o .ye place the giving of water to the pilgrims and the 
visitation of the Sacred Mosque on the saiao level as him 
who has believed in Allah and the Last Pay, and has 
striven in the way of Allah? They are; not alike in Allah's 
estimation**
Then the story *(follov/a) and he ends with mentioning Hunain and what
happened there - their turning away from their enemies and the help
which^Allah'Sent down after their forsaking- Then hé said:-.
The polytheists are simply filth, so after this present
year they shall not approach the Bacred Mosque; if ye
fear poverty ' '
That v/as because the people said: "The markets will be cut off from
us and trade will die and all the benefits we deriycd from it will
go away'l so Aildh said:-
if ye fear poverty, Allah will enrich you from His bounty 
if He willeth; "
That is; From another direction
Allah is knowing, wise*
Fight against those v/ho do not believe in Allah nor in 
the Last Day, and y/ho do not malce forbidden;what Allah 
and His messenger have made forbidden, and who do not 
practise the religion of truth, of those who have been 
given the Book, till the pay the polli^tax off-hand, being 
humbled* ' -
That is: In this there is compensation for the cutting off of the
^Variant: "About their enemy' .  ^ 'L-'l::
markets which ye feared; Â||ah hath compensated you for what was
talten. away from youwitlijihe affair of polytheism by the poll-tax
which He gave you from the necks of the People of the Book* Then
He mentioned the people of the two Books and the evil and calumny
against him that existed among them and ended with His saying;-
Many of the Rabbis and moiiks coneuite the wealth of the 
people in vanity, and turn(others)aside from the way of 
Allah; those who treasure up gold and silver and do not 
expend them in the wUy of Allah - to them give tidings 
of a painful punishment.
Then he mentioned the Postponement and the sins which the Arabs
committed in connection with it. The Postponement was the making
secular some of the months which Allah had made sacred, and making
sacred some months which Allah had made secular. He saids-
Tho months with Allah are twelve in nu>;iber, (written) in 
Allah's Book on the day when He created the heavens, and 
‘ the earth; of these four are sacred; that is the right 
religion; so do not wrong each other in them
That is: Do not make what is sacred secular? nor what is secular
sacred, as the polytheists have done.'
The Postponement
which they were practising
i© simply an increase in unbelief in which those who have 
disbelieved go astray; they malte it secular one year and 
sacréd the next, that they may make the number of what 
Allah hath made sacred, adaptable, and make secular what 
Allah hath made sacred; the evil of their deeds appears 
good to them, but Allah guideth not the unbelieving people.
Then He mentioned Tabula and the sluggishness of the Muslims in regard
to it and how much they said about the expedition against the
Byzantines when the Messenger of Allah called upon them to fight them;
also the hypocrisy of those v/ho played the, hypocrite when they wore
aUïïünoned to the struggle to which they were summoned; and their v/rong
actions in Islam with which he reproached them. He said:-
0 ye .who have believed, what is the matter with you? When 
one says t<9 ypu: "March out in the way of Allah", ye are 
weighed down to the ground....
Then follows the story down to His saying:-'
..He will inflict Upon you a painful punishmant, and will 
^substitute (for you) another people.
down to His saying:-, . -
If ye do not aid him, Allah hath already aided him, when >;
those who have disbelieved expelled him, the. second of 
two when they were in the cave*
Then He said to His Prophet mentioning the hypocrites:-
L If it were some gain near at hand and a Journey with a .
' : definite object, they would follow thee; but the distance
. is too great, for them;, they will swear by Allah: "If we 
were able we should go out with you", destroying themselves; 
Allah knoweth they are lying. '
That is: That they are able#
. Allah f orgive thee I why didst thou admit them until it was 
clear to thee v/ho spoke truly, and thou didst knov/ v/ho 
were the ones who were lying
down to His saying:-
Had they gone out with you, they would have added to you 
nothing but corruption, and they would have run about in 
; the midst of you desiring to bring sedition upon you and
amongst you are some who would have listened to them*
Ibn Hisham: Auda'u Khilalakum means 'they went about among your y/eak
■ ™ ' ' ' ' ' ■ -. ' ' ■ . . 
ones* Al-Ida* is a way of going quicker than y/all^ing. Al-AJda* bin
Halils .'of Hamdan said’:-- ■ ■
, . One alone chases you who pounces on his prey
With à kind (of gait) between running and cantering
This stanza is in a poem of his.
ibn Ishaqs The people of rank who sought his permission (to remain
behind) were, according to what I' heard, 'Abdallah bin. Hbai bin
Salul and al-uadd bin Qais. They were noble men in their tribe, and
Allah withheld them frpm setting out with him because of what He'lfew ,
of them for they would have corrupted his soldiers; there was In his
army a group of people who liked them, and would have obeyed them in
anything to which they called them, because of their rank amongst ,
them. So He said:-
amongst you are some who would have listened to them;
Allah knoweth the wrongdoers 
.. They were desirous of sedition before this
That is: Before they asked permission of thee
and turned things upside down for thee /
That Is: In order to induce your friends to fors alee you and turn
your affair back upon yourself . -
until the truth came, and the affair of Allaii gained the 
upper hand in spite of them. :
Some of them say: "Grant; me permission and do not tempt 
me"; have they not fàllan into sedition?
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The one w h o  ©aid that, as his name was given to «a, was al-Jadd bin .
Qaie, brother of the Beni Balamah, when the Messenger of Allah
summoned him to fight the Byzantines, Then follows the story down
to His saying:- . .
If they were to find a plaeat of refuge, or caves; or a . 
place to enter they would have turned aside to it as they 
ran av/ay -
Borne of them speak 111 of thee with regard to the aim©; if 
they are given a share of them they are pleased, if they 
are not given a share of them they are angry
That is; Their thought* their satisfaction and their annoyance is
with regard to their worldly things. Then he made plain for whom
the alms were intended and named those who were to receive them:-
The alms are only for the poor and the destitute, for the 
agents employed therein, for those whose hearts are to 
be won over, for (the ransom of) slaves, for debtors, for 
expenditure in the way of Allah, and for the wayfarer - 
an ordinance from Allah; Allah is' knowing; wise.
Then He mentioned their treachery and the harm they did to the
Prophet and said:-
Borne of them insult, the Prophet and say: "He is (all) ears" 
Bay: "Good ears for you; he believe© in Allah and gives 
credence to the believers
And a mercy for those of you v/ho have believed but for 
those who injure the Messenger of Allah is a painful 
punishment.
According to. what I heard the one who màde that statement was Nabtal
bin al-Harith, brother of the Beni 'Amr bin *Auf, and this verse
oaniQ down about him, because he said: "Muhammad Is (all) ears;
whoever tells him anything he believes it". Allah says:-
.Says "Good ears for you .
That, is? He hears the good and believes it. Then He said : -
They swear to you by Allah in order that they may satisfy 
you , but it is more, fitting that they,should satisfy 
Allan and His messenger if, they are believers.
Then He ©aid:
If you ask them they will no doubt say: "We were only 
engaging in conversation and playing"; say? "Were ye 
mocicing at Allah, His signs, and His messenger?"
; '
down to His saying;-
If one section of you be p£vrdoaed, another .section will 
be punished. _
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The one who made this statement was Wadi' ibn Thâbit, brother of the 
Beni Umayyah ibn Zaid, from the Beni 'Amr ibn 'Auf, and the one who 
was forgiven, according to what I heard, was Mukhashshin ibn 
Humayyar the Ashja'ite, ally of the ^éni Salamah because he denied 
part of what he heard from them. Then the story describing them 
(follows) till he comes to His saying:-
0 thou Prophet, strive with the unbelievers and the 
Hypocrites, and be roughtwith them; their resort is 
Gehenna - a bad destination.
They swear by Allah that they did not say it, but they 
spoke the word of unbelief, and have disbelieved after 
becoming Muslims, and had in mind what they did not 
attain to; nor had they anything to take revenge for 
except that Allah and His messenger had enriched them of 
His bounty.
down to His saying
neither a friend nor a helper.
The one who made that statement was al-Julas ibn Suwaid ibn Garnit,
and a man who was under his protection called 'Umair ibn Ga'd
it
reported it to him but he denied^and swore by Allah that he did not 
say it. When the Qur'an came down about them, he repented and 
withdrew(it), and according to what I heard, his repentance was' 
genuine. Then He said;-
Some of them make a covenant with Allah: "If He giveth us
of His bounty we will certainly give alms, and will be of
those who are upright. ' , !
The one who made a covenant with Allah was Tha'labah ibn Hatib, also 
Mu'attib ibn Qushair and they were brothers from the Beni 'Amr ibn 
'Auf. Then He said:-
Those who speak ill of the believers who are volunteers 
in the matter of alms-giving, and at those who find nothing 
to give but their effort, and scoff at them - may Allah 
scoff at them, for them is a punishment painful.
Those who were volunteers in that matter of alms-giving were *Abd ar-
Pahmin ibn 'Auf and 'Asira ibn 'Adi, brother of the Beni 'l-'Ajlan
because the Messenger of Allah urged alms-giving and made a 
special point of it. So 'Abd ar-Rahraân ibn 'Auf arose and gave alms 
to the tune of four thousand dirhems, and 'Asim ibn 'Adi arose and 
gave alms to the tune of one hundred camel loads of dates, and they 
spoke ill of them and said; "This is nothing but hypocrisy". The one 
who gave saJlms according to his ability was AbU 'Aqil brother of the 
Beni Unaif who brought a measure of dates, emptied it into the alms and
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they laughed at him and Bald? "Verily Allah {do withqu^^ the i ^iv.-
measure of Abü *Aqll Then He mentioned what they said to each
.other when the Messengér of Allah odmmnded them to fight and
ordered; them to march to Tahuk in spite of the intensity of the heat
and the barrenness of the country. He said:-
They said: "Do not march out in the heat"; say: "The fire
of Gehenna will be hotter still, if they would only be
sensible
Let them laugh a little and weep much 
down to His saying:- . ;
Let not their wealth or their children please thee#
Ibn Ishaq: Az-Suhri related to me on the authority of 'Übaid Allah
bln 'Abdaàlah bin 'Utbah from Ibn tAbbas. Ho aaid: X heard 'Umar
bin al-Khattab say that when 'Abdallah bin Ubai died the Messenger :
of Allah v/aa invited to pray over him, and when he stood over him
about to pray, X turned round so that I stood face to face with him
and said: "0 Messenger of Allah, will you pray over the enemy of.
Allah, 'Abdallah bin Ubai who said such-and-such a thing on such-and-
such a day, and I specified the days. The Messenger of Allah smiled
and when I had enumerated a number of occasions, he said: "0 'Umar,
leave me alone, I have been given the choice and I have made my
choice* It was said to me: 'Ask pardon for them or do not ask it for
them; if thou ask pardon for them seventy times Allah will not parddn
them; and if I knev/ that he would be pardoned if I asked more than
seventy times, I would ask more> than seventy times"T^ Then the
Messenger of Allah prayed over him, went with him, and stodd beside
his grave till the had finished with him. He said: I was aniaaed at
myself and my boldness, towards the Messenger of Allah, and Allah and
His messenger know best. It v/as but a little while after that when
these two verucc came down;- . '
Never pray thou over any of them when he is^  dead or stand 
over his grave; they have disbelieved in Allah and His 
messenger and have died while they mere reprobates.
After that the Messenger od Allah did not pray over az/y Hypocrite .
till Allah the Exalted took him. , '
Ibn Ishaq; Then He said:- . .
When a surah, is sent down ‘Swhich says); "Believe in Allah 
and strive in company with His messenger", the possessors 
ofX long purses ask leave of thee .
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Xbn Ubai v/as one of these and Allah reproached him with it and
mentioned that he had done it. Then He said:-
But the messenger end those who have believed with him 
have striven with goods and personsand the good things are 
for them; they are the ones who succeed#
And the apologists of the Bedouin came asking to be 
excused; and those who lie to Allah and His messenger 
sit still ________
to the end of the story. The ones who made excuses for themselves, 
according to what I heard, were a party of the Behi^ ^^ ^^  amongst
whom was Khufaf ibn Aima* ibn Rahadah. Then follows the narration to
.
the people who made excuses till he comes to His sayxng:-
Nor against those to whom when they came to thee that 
thou jaighiest mount them, thou saidst; "I cannot find an 
amimal .on which to mount thee"; they turned away, their 
eyes full of tears ; for grief that they found not anything 
to contribute*
They were the Weepers* Then He said:-
Only is there an opening against those who, being rich,
. ask ememption from thee; v/ho are content to be with those 
who stay behind, and Allah hath set a seal upon their 
hearts : they have no knowledge*
Those who stayed behind were the women. Then He mentioned their -
oath 1 c with the Muslims and their excuse and said;-
Bq turn away from them
down to His saying:-
so if ye are satisfied with them, verily Allah will not be 
satisfied withjthe people who are reprobates.
Then He mentioned the Bedouin and those of them who had played the
hypocrite, and their waiting in ambush for the Messenger of Allah and
the believer© and ©aid;-
Gome of the Bedouin regard what they contribute as a tax, 
azid wait for some change of fortune to befall you; à 
change of evil shall befall them; Allah is one who hears 
and knows*
Then He mentioned- the Bedouins v/ho were sincere in faith and said:-
But some of the Bédouin believe in Allah and the Last Bay 
and regard what they contribute as a means of access to 
Allah, likev/ise the prayers of the Messenger - are they 
not a means of access for them.
Then He mentioned the original Émigres and Helpers, their excellence,
and the good reward which Allah promised them, and United with them
those who followed them in well-doing, and said:-
Allah is satisfied with them and they are satisfied with
■ ' Him. . ‘ ' ;
-Then .He"said:-, : - , - , . -
/ Of the. Bedouin who are round about you some are Hypocrites
and some of the people of Medina too have,become hardened 
in hypocrisy.
That is; They have persevered in it and have refused everything else.
We shall punish them, twice
According to what 1 heard, the punishment w h ich Allah promised them ■
twice would foe their remorse about the affair of I slain which they
had had, and the anger which would enter into them about that would
be without reckonong; then their punishment in the graves when they
went to them;.then the great punishment to which they would be-sent -
the punishment of the Fire and eternity in it. Then He said;-
Others, have acknov/ledged their sins, and with an action 
that is right they have mixed another that is wrong; . : 
perhaps Allah will relent tovmrds them; verily Allah is 
forgiving, compassionate.
Then He said:-
Take alms of their good to cleanse and purify them thereby
to the end of the story. Then He said;*
Others are deferred for the command of Allah whether He 
will punish them or relent towards them
They were the three who were left behind and the Messenger of Allah
' . ' ■ t
deferred their affair till their, repentance came from Allah.
Then He said:- ' .
As for those\who have chosen a place of worship out of 
opposition .
to the end of the.story. Then He said;«
Allah hath bought from the believers their persons and 
their goods at the price of Paradise (in store) for them.
Then (follows) a narration of the story of Tabuk and what happened
during it which runs to the end of the Surah.
'The (Surah of) Renunciation was called in the time of the Messenger 
lof Allah and afterwards "The Scatterer"because of what it laid bare 
Jof the secrets of the people
Tabule was the last expedition the. Messenger of Allah undertook!
Poetry omitted.
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>
Mention of year nine and ita being called the Year of Deputation© 
and the descent of the Chaj>ter of the Victory*
Xbn Xshaq; When the Messenger of Allah had conquered Mecca and 
finished with Tabuk, and Thaqif had.accepted Islam and sworn 
allegiance to him, deputations of. the Arabs came to him from every 
quarter* , -
Xbn Hishams Nbu 'Ubaidah related to me that that was in year nine 
which v/as called the Year of the Deputations. .
Ibn Ishaq: The Arabs were merely awaiting the affair of the tribe
of Quraish and the affair of the Messenger of Allah where Islam was
concerned, because Quralsh were the foremost of the people? their
guide, the people of the House and the sacred territory? of pure .
blood, being the descendants of Xahmâel son of Abraham, and the
leaders of the Arabs, a fact which they dai not deny* It was
Quraish v/ho stood up to fight the Messenger of Allah, and offer him
opposition* Bo v/hen Mecca v/as conquered, and Quraish submitted to
him and Islam-subdued them, the Arabs recognised that they had not
ai
the strength to fight the Messenger of Allah or to be enmity with 
’ - ' . ' 
him, so they entered the religion of Allah, to Whom belong power and
glory, in parties which came to him from all quarters* Allah says
to His Prophet:-»
When the help of Allah and the victory arrive 
And thou seest the people entering the religion of Allah . 
in crCwds 
Then utter the praise of thy Lord
That is? Praise Allah for the religion which He hath revealed
and ask pardon of Him, for verily He was relenting*
(Burah llO: i  * 3) '
The arrival of the deputation of the Beni Tamlm and the descent of
the Chapter of the Chambers.
Thus deputations of the Arabs came to the Messenger of Allah, and 
'ïïtarid bin Hajib bin Zùrarah bin 'Udus the Tamimite ar.rived at the
head of the nobles of the Beni Tamim amongst whom were al-Aqra* bin
Habxs, az-2ibriqan bin ladr the Tamimite, one of the Beni Sa'd, and 
lAmr bin al-Ahtam(and)al<-Habhab jjbin Zaid) . (Ibn Hishanu a'i-Hutat) 
He was the one between whom and Mu'awi|iaji bin AbU Sufyan the » 
Messenger of Allah made a bond of brotherhood. The Messenger, of
: '  ^ ' L . *66oL ' - . ' ./ . . -
.AlXah had established a bond of brotherhood between some of hi© 
friends the Emigres: between âbü Bakr and * Umar, between 'Utiiman
bin 'Affin'*ahd 'Abd arr-Ràbiaan bin * Auf, between Talhah bin 'Ubaid 
Allah and az*Zubair bin al-'Awwam? between Abu Dharr the Ghifarite 
and al*Mlqdad bin 'Amr the Bahranlte , and between Mu'awiyah bin Abu 
Sufyan and al-Hutat bin Tasid the Hujasha'ite# Al«Hutat died with 
Mu'awiyah during his caliphate, and Mu*awiyah took what inheritance 
he left because of this bond of brotherhood. Al-Farazdaq said to 
Mu'awiyahs-
0 Mu'awiyah? your father and jny uncle left an inheritance 
And hi© near relatives took possession'of it 
Why have you consumed the inheritance of al-Kutat 
And an inheritance of war which is hard foto you.you 
despise. ' '
These two ©tanzasoccur in some ©tanzas of his. .
Ibn Ishaqs In the deputation of the Beni Tamim were.Ha'aim bin 
Y&zid, Qaia bin al-Harith? and Qais bin 'Asim brother of.the Beni 
8a'd, who were part of a big deputation from the Beni Tamlm., .
Ibn Hishams 'Utarid bin Hajib? .one of the Beni Barim bin Malik 
bin Hanthalali bin Æliïc bin Zaid Manat- bin Tamim, al-.Aqra * ' bin 
Habis one of the Béni Barim bin Malik, al^Hutat bin Yazid one of the
•  . ' , . -  , . . a
Beni Barim bin Malik, az-Zibriqan bin Badr, one of the Beni Bahdalah 
bin 'Auf bin Ka*b bin Sa'd bin Zaid Manat bin Tamim, 'Amr bin al*
Ah tarn, one of the Beni Minqar bin 'Ubaid bin>iàl*Harith bin 'Amr bln 
Ka'b bin Sa'd bin Zaid Manat bin Tamim, and Qais bin 'Asim, one of
■ - ■ . - . . . - . 9
the Beni Minqar bin 'Ubaid.
Ibn Ishaqs With them was 'Uyainah bin Hisn bin Hudhaifah bin Badr ,
•  . *  - •  * . ■ .
the Fazarite, al-Aqra* bin Habia and 'Uyainah bin Hian had witnessed 
along with the Messenger of Allah the conquest of Mecca, Hunain and 
at-Ta'lf, and when the deputation of the Beni Tamim came both were 
with them. When the deputation of the Beni Tamim entered the mosque 
of the Messenger of Allah they called to the Messenger of Allah from 
the rear of hi© apartments (and said); "0 Muhammad, come out to usU, 
Their cry was an insult to the Messenger of Allah but he came out 
to them and they said; "We have come to have a contest with you,; 
allow our poet and orator to ©peak". He said; "I give your orator . 
permission, let him speak". So 'Utarld bin Hajib stood up and ©aid; 
"Praise be . to Allah who hath bestowed His bounty upon/us : He is 
worthy of it, v/ho, hath made us princes and granted us great v/ealth
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wherewith to bestow gavours. He has made us the strongest people of 
the East, the most numerous of them and the best equipped of them 
in resources. Who then among men is like unto us? Are we not the 
princes of the people and in possession of their favour? Whoever 
would strive with us let him enumerate the things we have enumerated* 
And verily, if we wished, we could speak at great length but we 
would avoid doing that concerning what He hath given us, and we are 
well known for this. I say this in order that you may say something 
like what we have said, and tell of an affair better than ours* Then 
he squatted down.
The Messenger of Allah said to Thâbit ibn Qais ibn ash-Shammis 
brother of the Beni ’l-Harith ibn al-Khazraj: "Rise and give an 
answer to the oration of this man", and Thâbit arose and said:- 
"Praise be to Allah whose creation is the heavens and the earth in 
which He executed His affair; His knowledge embraces His throne and 
there had been nothing at all except by His bounty. Then it was by 
His power that he made us princes and chose the best of His creation 
as a messenger, whom He honoured in pedigree, made him speak 
voraciously, caused him to excel in merit, sent down His Book to him, 
and entrusted him with His creation, so that he was Allah's chosen 
one from all the worlds. Then He called upon the people to believe in 
him, and the Emigres of his people believed in the Messenger of Allah, 
and those who were of his kindred - the most noble of men in pedigree 
and the goodliest of men in appearance and the best of men in deed. 
Then we were the first of creation to comply and to respond to Allah 
when the Messenger of Allah gave his call. As for us, we are the 
Helpers of Allah the ministers of His messenger who fight the people 
till they believe in Allah. Whoever believes in Allah and His 
messenger has protected his life and property, and whoever disbelieves 
we will contend against him in (the way of) Allah at all times and 
it will be an easy matter for us to kill him. I make this statement 
of mine, and I ask the forgiveness of Allah for myself and the 
believers, men and women. Peace be upon you".
Poetry omitted.
Ibn Ishaq: When Hassan ibn Thabit had finished what he had to say
al-Aqra' ibn Habis said: "By my father, this man has got something
' his'-orator ’^is''-âblercikanipurs-r/' hi© poet/;'■'i s ■ more" 
poetical thazi oursi their voice© are louder than oura. When the 
Party had finished they accepted Islam and the Messenger of Allah 
gave them their trophies which were good ones. The people had left 
'Amr bin al^Ahtam behind in charge of their camels and he was the ,
youngest of them ,in y ears? and Qais bin 'âslm who hated 'Amr bin
; . ■ - . . . '  ^ ^  ' ' 
al-âht^i said? "0 Messenger of Allah? there was one of the men in '
our camp who is young and I regard him as of no account". The
Mëàsenger of Allah gave him the same as he -gave the people? and .
*Amr bin al.*Ah^am said? when-he heard what Qals had said? satirising
■ him:- - '
You have continued to belittle the hairless ones (when)
; , you reviled;Me \ ' - '
: ■ . In the presence of the Messenger : of Allah; you did not
V speak, the truth and you v/era not right ; "
: ■' -We.-lmve to a large extent become your masters, and your,
- \ ; v mastery is h r o k a n ; '■ - .ii., .
(like) the teeth of (the dog v/ho) sits on his tail.
Xbn; Hisham: A stanza remains which we have omitted because lieuiâés
.unseemly language in it.
Ibn Ishaq: Part of the Qur’an came down in connection with' them:™ .
Verily those who call to thee.from behind the chambers - :
; are mostly people who have no knowledge, (Surah 49? 4).
The, story of 'Amir bin at-Tufail.and Arbad bin Qaia in connection 
with the delegation from thb iBezii 'Amir,
A delegation from the Bani Amir at the head of whom were 'Amir bin 
at-Tufail and Arbad bin Qais bln Jaz* bin Khalid bin Ja*far and 
dabbar bin Salma bin Malik bln Ja' far cake to thé Messenger of AlXali, 
These three were the chiefs of their people and their satans, 'Amir 
bin at«Tufa:ll came to the Messenger: of Allah with treacherous intent. ' 
ICls 'people had said to: him: "0 •Aiiiir? thé pee>pl%.Jiave ielamized, so 
do thou likewise"• He said: "X M v e  sworp that: 1 will not desist 
till the Arabs: are., foilov/ing in my wake; shall I then follow in the- 
walce of this youth from Quraish?", Then he said td AirbadF'-VWhen v/e 
go to the man I will diverthia face from you?and when I do that? slay 
him with the sword"# When they came to, the Messenger of.Allah 'Amir 
bin at-Tufail said5 "0 Muhammad? dome àsiderwith Èèl'i " He said: 
"certainly not till you balleve in Allah:alone". He said: "0 "
X  y . .  .. - 6 6 3 - 1 ' :  , . . V  . :: ' - / V l i
Muhcumadds corne asidéL wltB and began tallying to him in the .
hops that Arbad would do what he had. oommo.ncle'd him to do ? hut .'Arbad ' 
was somewhat perplexed* • When,*Amir saw what he was doing, he said:
• "O Huhaimadi come aside':withvffie^ '=*l» Hè said : "No? till you believe,
. in Allah alone ? He has no partner". When'the Messenger of Allah : ; 
rebuffed him he said: "Then I will indeed fill it (Medina) with mom 
and horses against you". When he turned .away? the Messenger of . - .
Allah said: "0 Allah? let this be enough of 'toir bln a,t~Tufail".\ - ' . ' ^ #
When they:wont away from the Messenger of Allah? 'Iinir said to Arbads 
"Out upon you? 0 Arbad! What about the thing X commanded, you to do? 
.There was not on the face of the earth a man more / fearsomee than you 
in my estimation than you? but I ©wear to you by Allah? I shall never 
be afraid of you after to-day". Ho ©aid; "May you have no father!
Do not be hasty with me. Indeed I had just set my minâ on doing 
what you commanded me to do with regard to him? but you came between 
the man and me? till J could see nobody but you?.and should I ©mite 
you.With the sword". Thus they set out on their return to their 
country and y/hen they were at a certain stage of the journey ? Allah 
. sent a plague (spot) on 'Amir binàt-Tufail*© neck ? and Allah killed 
him In iihe house Ox a woman of the Beni Salu’l* Then he said; "0 Beni 
'Amir? is IhereMa/dinease :likO-5the Idiseàse of Ihe^yqung/camellih-a 
, the house of a woman of the Beni Salul?"
Ibn Ishaq ; Aliter they had'buried him? his -friends set out and reached 
the country of the Beni 'Amir in two companies# When they arrived 
their people came to them and said: "What.la behind you, 0 Arbad?"
(i.e. What news have you (brought?). He said: "Nothing. He called 
us to the worship of, something and I would that he were beside me how ■ 
for I would smite him with arrows a^d kill him". A day or two aftèr 
-he.said"this he set out with a camel of his which he had for saleg 
. and Allah sent a thunderbolt on him and his camel v/hich consumed them
■ bo th 6 Arbad bin Qais was a brother of labid bin Habi * ah by hia ’
■ mother* ' ' ' • -, •. /;■
Ibn Hlsham; Zaid bin Aslam mentioned on the authority of *Ata’ bin
Yasar from Ibn 'Abbas, He said; Allah sent do v/n about * Amir and ■
, ^ Arbad: - , / ' . . ■ - \ -L . , ^
- ; Allah knoweth what each female carries and by hov; much
’ the womb© ahrinlc or i#rea©é? : \L/,\ \
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do\m to His
and apart from Him they have no patron. (Surah Ï3* 8 ^  13)*
He said: /l?hoee wlio follow one another (l.e* angels) are those who
keep Muhammad by the oommand of Allah* ïhen He mentioned Arbad and
that wherewith Allah slew him and said s*»*
and He sendeth the thunderbolts and amitoth with them 
' whmmsoever ploaseth • ■
down to Hi© sayings-
strong in device. (Surah 13r 13)*
Poetry omitted#
The arrival of M m a m  bin Tha’Xabah as delegate from the Beni Sa*d
I  i i i i n ^ - n  r t r - r r r i - T ï i i - r t i- n i - T H y i — f  r * — r r f i l ' - f - m r i  v r  i ' ' i #  , iil i l t  W i i  f i « M  i H i  J i l l  ■É> in»"‘T r  ^ » T T I  I f t i  i m  r  I liiii f i l  111- 1,1 • ■ ■  I ■ !  r - 111,  m  T — i n  : * i f  M ' f # ' *  # * T m L  #11
bin Baler.
Ibn Ishaqs The Beni Ea*d bln Baler ©eht one of their ,men called'* /  ^ ' .
Dimam bln Tlia*3..abah to the Messenger of Allah#
Ibn Ishaqs Muhamimad bin al-Walïd bin Huvmlfi* related to me on the
o  *  -  '  .
authority of Kuraib, client of *Abdallah bin ^Abbas from Ibn *Afobi©s 
He ©aid; The Beni 0a*d bin Baler sent Damam bin Thallabah as 
delegate to the Messenger of Allah and he came to hlm$ dismounted at 
the.door of the mosque§ hobbled his camel^ and entered the mosque
where the Messenger of Allah was squatting with his friends. Dimam
■
wa© a robust man* very hairy and the possessor of, two locks. He came
up and stood before the Messenger of Allah and his friends and said;
*H*sfhich of you is the son of lAbd al«Kuttalib?” . The Messenger of
Allah ©aids "1 am the son of *Abd al-*Muttalib^^. He said; ‘hire you
#  •
M u h a m m a d ? H e  ©aid; He ©aids '*0 Ibn *Abd al-Muttalib* I will
* *
question you and use hard language to you in the matter ao do not be 
grieved in y o u r s e l f # He said; "I will not be grieved in myself * ask 
about anything that seem© good to yo\P*. He ©aids ”I adjure you by 
Allah* you3? God* the God of those who were before you* and the God of 
those who will be after you* ha© Allah sent you as a messenger?*’.
He ©aids ”lesg of course". He said; "I adjure you by Allaîa* your GOd* 
the God of those who were before you* and the God of those who will 
be after you* did Allah command you to command us to worship Him 
alone* not to associate anything with Him* and to cast aside these 
equal© which our fathers worshipped along with Him?!’# E© ©aid;. "Tee* 
of course". He ©aid;. "I adjure you by Allah* your God* the God of
so:
those who were bèfôre you* and the God of those vdio will bo after you*
did Allah coRmiani .you that Y/e should pray these five prayers?"* He
said; Then he went oh to mention the ordinances of ^slàm one
by one* the alms^ÿ the fast, the pilgrimage* and all the institutions
of Islam? adjuring him at each ordinance as he had done concerning
those which went before* and when he had finished he ©aids "Then I 
testify that there la no god but Allah * 1 testify that Muhammad là 
the Measenger of Allah,,and X will fuflfil those ordinances and shun 
vAiat you have, forbidden lie* and I will neither add nor take away",
Then he went out to return to his camel and the Messenger of Allah 
©aids "If the owner of the two locks: spoke ;thèv;truth he^ will: IIg . , , 
enter • Paradise". Bo he came to his camel, loosed its shacklee, set 
out and went to his people and they gathered together to him and the 
very first utterance he gHve was to. say; "Bvil ie'al-lat and 
They said; "Gently 0 Blmami : Pear leprosy, fèar elephantiaais, fear 
madness" . Ha. said; "Alas for; youÎ They neither benefit lior do injury* . 
Allah hath sent a mossenger and'given him a Book ,by vdrich He has 
delivered you from that which you have followed. I testify that .
there is no god but Allah a l o n e H e  has no associatèsr that Muhammad 
Is His servant and messenger and I have brought you from him that 
which he has commanded you to perform and that YHiicix he has. forbidden 
you". He said: ^And from that day there was not; a man or woman in 
his settlement who'was not.a Muslim. lAbdallah bin:*Abbas said; "We 
did not hear of the delegate’of any-tribe who w a s  better than Bâ^ naiîi 
bin Tha’labah.-- / .. ' ' - ' . "
The arrival of al<yJarud with a deputation of ♦Abd Qaie*
Ibn Ishaq: Al-Jarud bin *Amr,bin Hanaèh brother of 'Abd al^Qais came 
to the Messenger of Allah.
Ibn Hisham ; Al-Jarud bin Bishr bin al^Muialla with a deputation of: 
’AbcV, al-Qais, and hè .vjas a Christian, ":.■ ■■ , . r ,
Ibn Ishaqs One lYho la abdve suspicion related to me on the authority 
of al*-Hasan. He said; When he came to thé Messenger of Allah, lié 
tallied with him and the M’oBBahger of Allah expounded Islam j called ;
him to it, and desired to hàvb him in it. He said; "0 Muhammad,, I 
had a religion but,X will abandon my religion for yours,: will you 
then guarantee to me ;my religion?’’. The - Messenger : of Allah: said; V: ;
"Yes* I will guarantee that Allah has guided you to what Is better 
than It"* Bo he and his friends ialamis.ed* Then he asked the, 
Messenger of Allah for a mount and the Messenger of Allah said: "I 
have nothing on which to mount you"* He said; "0 Messenger of Allah, 
between us and our country are some stray beasts belonging to the 
people* may.we get to our country on them". He said: "Ko, I warn you 
to beware of them for they are merely the burning of the Fire"* So 
al**Jarud went away from Îiiî'a and returned to his people* He m d o  . .
good his acceptance of Islam and remained firm in his faith till he 
died although he lived to see. the Apostasy*
When thœ © o f  his people who, had islami^ed returned to their former 
religion with al~Gharur bin al-Mundhir bin an-Hu’man bin al-Mimdhir,' 
al-darud arose and spoke testifying the testimony of the truth and 
called to Islam and ©aids "0 people, verily I testify that there is' 
no god but Allah; that Muhamm d is His servant and messenger; and I 
declare an unbeliever whosoever v/ill not (thus) testify* •
Ibn Eisham: It is also related as; i will beVenbugW for those’who- 
do not testify P .
Ibn Ishaq: Before the conquest of Mecca, the Messenger of Allah had 
#
sent al-*Ala^' bln al^Hadrami to al-Mundhir bin Sawa the •Abdite and ;
»  $
he islami’^ed and his ialomii^ation was a good thing* Then ha dle’d 
aftdr the Messenger of Allah before thss apostasy of the people of 
Bahrain, and al-*Ala^ was with him as a governor of the Messenger of 
Allah over Bahrain*
The arrival of the deputation of the Beni Hanifah accompanied W
T_--*l ■.■Ttr:riniTiT I>lTl-l-.W'*.M  ■. IW H" l# l #ll rtl l W  I IÉII l l I ■ > W P'W  lim Ip  rf**iTI TTT— If T 1T'"|-Tr Ti n! -T— I' 'l I 1 ' \ ' II 1 \m 1* W  ***
■the li&r Musailamali* ' ' ' - .
A deputation of the Beni Hanifah amongst whom was Kusallamah bin 
Habib the liar ceuae to the Messenger of Allah «
Ibn Hishami Mueailamah bin Thamamah v/ho was surnamed Abu Thumamah.
Ibn Ishaq: Their lodging’-place was in the house of the .daughter of .
al^Raritha woman of the Helpers and from the sub-divisipn of the
Beni an-H&jjar. One of scholars from the inhabitants of Medina
related to me that the Beni Hanifah brought him to the Messenger of 
' . . . - '
Allah concealed in clothee while the Moesenger of Allah was..
squatting with his' friends and he had a leafless branch of palm .and
on M e  head weré palm leaves* When he came to the Messenger of ;
Allah whilst they viere coneéaliîig him with clothes, he spoke to him - 
and requested (something) from him and the Heasexxger of Allah said - 
to him: "Had you asked for this leafless palm branch X would not :
have given it yo you"#
Ibn:Ishaq; An old.man of the Beni Hanifah from the inhabitants of :
. . - \  ' /  : . ' . '
al"*Yamamah related to m© that this incident took place in another way*
He assorted that the deputatioix of the Beni Haaifail came to the ?
Messenger of Allah leaving Muaailamah behind in their tents* When, : ;
they islamized they mentioned where:he vms and said: "0 Messenger of ‘ V :
Allah, ive have left a friend of ours behind In our tents with the :
animal© to look after them". Sd the Messenger Of Allah ordered for y
him the same as what he had ordered for the people and saldi *?He is  ^ ?
none the worae in station amongst you", that is, because he kept thé ■
effects of ills friends* That was v/hat thé ■ es a eng er of Allah meant. f =
Then they went away from the Messenger of Allah axid brox.ight hirmtthe:
answer he h&d given him* When they reached al-Yamamah the enemy of Allah
apostatized, pretended to be a prophet, lied to them and said;
"Verily I have been made a partner with ,him in the affair? and he
said to the deputation which had gone with him; "Did he not say to :
you when you mentioned me to him: *He is none the worse in sta.tion
amongst you*. That means nothing else but that he knows Ï have
foeepîixe a partner with him in the affair". Then he began to use
. rhyming prose and to say to them anything he said in imitation of t^he
%rian. : - ' • . ' ' f'
Allah hath bestowed favour, on the pregnant woman 
He extracted from her a breath which blows between the 
i ' ■' - dermis and the Intestines - //'
He made wihe Whd :addîiéry allowable ^
He put away from the Prayer and withal he testified to the Messenger 
of Allah that he was a prophet and Hanifah agreed with him about that. 
Allah, however, knows best whether that v/aa so* '
The arrival of Bald al-Khail with the deputation of Tayy. :
Ibn-Ishaq; A deputation from Tayy with %aid al-Ehail who was thmâr 
chieftain at their head, came.to the Messenger of Allah* When they \
came to him they talked with him and the Messenger of Allah 
expounded Islam to them and they islamiaed and their islamisation was
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genuine. According to what one of the men of Tayy’ who was above 
suspicion related to me, the Messenger of Allah said: "No man of the 
Arabs was ever mentioned to me for his excellence and then came to me 
whom I did not find to be inferior to what had been said of him 
except Zaid al-Khail for all that was in him was not told". Then the 
Messenger of Allah called him "Zaid al-Khair" and apportioned him Faid 
and certain lands along with it and gave him a document for it. Then 
he set out from the Messenger of Allah on his return journey to his 
people and the Messenger of Allah said: "If Zaid escapes the fever of
Medina for it is.,.......". He said: The Messenger of Allah gave it
another name than ’fever’ and another name than 'Umm Maldam’, but he 
did not confirm it. When he went out from the town of Najd to one of 
its water spots called Fardah the fever attacked him and he died 
there. When Zaid felt death approaching he said:-
Are my people journeying to the east in the morning 
And having come to Najd shall I be left in a house in 
Fardah
Many a day when I was sick there have come to me 
Visitors, and those who are not wearied are in distress
The affair of ’Adi ibn Hatim.
As for ’Adi ibn Hatim, he said, according to what I heard: "None of 
the Arabs had a greater loathing for the Messenger of Allah when he 
heard of him than I had. For myself, I was a man of dignity and a 
Christian, I was marching at the head of my people, ,taking a quarter 
of the spoils. I had a religion and I was a prince among my people 
because of what had happened to me. When I heard of the Messenger of 
Allah, I loathed him and said to an Arab slave I had who was the 
shepherd for my camels: ’May you have no father! prepare for me from my 
camels some well-fed, trained beasts and hold them in readiness near 
me. If you hear that an army belonging to Muhammad has entered this 
country give me word’. He did so, came to me one morning and said;
•0 Adi, that which you were going to do if the cavalry of Muhammad 
came upon you, do now, for I have seen some banners about which I made 
enquiries and they said: +These are the armies of Muhammad+’. I said: 
’Bring my camels to me’, and he brought them. I mounted my family and 
children and said: ’Go to the people of my religion, the Christians in 
Syria’. So I passed through al-Jushiyyah (given as al-Hushiyyah 
according to Ibn HishSm)
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and left behind me a daughter belonging to Hatlm in the settlement* 
When X: came to Syria X resided there but the cavalry of the ’
Messenger of Allah were fol3.Qwing after me and they took the daughter 
of Hatim amongst those whom they - took (captive), and she was brought 
 ^to the Messenger of Allah amongst the captives from Tayy, for the 
Messenger of Allah had heard of my flight to Byria* Hatim*s 
daughter was put In an enclosure at the door,of the mosque in which 
the captives were imprisoned, and the;Messenger:d Allah passed by 
so she,rose up before him •* she,was a chaste woman *■ and saids ’Ô 
Messenger of Allah, the,father is dead and the trustee has gone away, 
so grattme pK>toctlon, and m a y .Allah grant you favour** He said:
HVho la your trustee?** She said; *Adi bln Hatim ** He said: $The 
one who fled from'Allah, and His messenger? * * Bhe said: *The& the 
Messenger of ^ Allah went away and left me and when he passed by me 
the next day X said;much the same thing to him^ and he said to me 
much the same as he said the.day before* When he passed by me the , 
following day after I had despaired- of him a man signed to me from 
behind him: -fïîise and speak,to him^l Bo I rose up before him and said: 
H'O Messenger of Allah* the father is dead, and the trustee has gone 
away, so grant me protection, and may Allah grant you favour** He 
said: 4-X will do it * but do not be in a hurry to set out till you 
find one of your people in whom you have confidence that he will 
talce you to your country* then give me word-^; X made enquiries about 
the man who had sighed to me to spe^r. to him and X 'was told: {■♦All 
bin Abu Talibi^ & Thus I remained till a party of horsemen from Bali 
or Quda’ah arrived * All I wanted was to get to imy brother in Syria ,
BO X went to the Messenger of Allah and said: fO Messenger of Allah, 
a party of .my people in vdiom X have confidence has come f** Then the 
Messenger of Allah clothed me* and gave me something towards expenses, 
and I went.away with them and arrived in Byrià*? *Adl said: "I was
sitting with my family when I saw a camel-litter approaching and 
heading towards us i X said: ’HatimVs daughter’, and lo, it v/as she* 
When she stopped befbre^ i me : she angrily reproached me saying: *You 
apparat 1st I you vjrong-doer. You took away your family and children 
and abandoned your father*s widov/ who gave you birth* . X said: *My 
little sister, say nothing that is not good, for indeed X have no 
excusé; Î have done all you have said*. Then she dismounted and -
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, resided with m e . She was,a woman of resolution ao I said to her î 
’What do.you think of the affair of this man?’. - She,said; ’Indeed 
I thlnlc that you should join him without delay, for if the man be a 
prophet the one who gets to him first will receive his generosity, g 
and if he be a king, you being what you are, Y/ill never be 
brought low t Y/horé power in the Yemen Is concerned’. 1 said: ’This
is indeed (good) advice’. So I set out, came to the Messenger of 
Al.lah in Medina, went in to him while he was in the mosque and
. greeted him# He said; ’Who is this,man?* * I said: * Adi bin Hatim*,
'  -  ■ , 
and the Messenger of Allah arose, and took me to his house. While he
was on his way thither ah old weWt woman met him and asked him to*
atop, and he stopped with her for a long time while she told him
what she wanted# I said to myself: ’This la no king*. Then the
Messenger of Allah took me (with him) and when he entered'hia house
he took a leather cusnion stuffed with palm leaves, threw it to me
and said I "Bit on this*. I said; * Nay, you sit oj> it*. He said;
* Nay, you*, so Ï sat on it while the Messenger of Allah sat on the
ground. I said to myself: ’This i© not the affair of a king*. Then
he saidi *How now 0 *Adi bin Hatim, are you not a Nakusian?*. .1
said; ’Certainly*. He said; ’And did you not march against your
people for a quarter of the spôiX?*. I said; ’Certainly*. Hd said:
’That was not allowable for you in your religion*. I said; ’That is
so’. So I recognised that he was a prophet commissioned who knows
what is not known. Then he said: *0 ’Adi, perhaps the poverty which
you see amongst them prevents you from entering this religion, but
1 assure you, - wealth is just, about to come to them in such abundance
that none will be found to' take it. Perhaps the numbers of their
enemies and the fewness of their own numbers prevents you from .
entering it, but X assure youj it will not be long till you hear of
a woman setting-out on her camel from al-Qadisiyyah, to visit this
House without fear. Perhaps v/hat prevents you from entering It is
the fact that you perceive the jjower and authority to belong to
others: I swear by"Allah that you are on the point of hearing that
the .white castles in the country of Babylon have been bestowed upon
them*. So I islami%ed". . ’Adi said; "Tv;o were fulfilled and the
third remained (uhfulfilled)/, but it will surely come to pass. X
saw-the white castles of the country of Babylon conquered and-I saw
the woman set out on her carael from al-Qadisiyyah without fear to 
perform the pilgrimage of this House, and I swear by Allah that the { 
third will yet be acGomplished and wealth shall be in such abundance: 
that none, will be found to taice it? '
The arrival of Farwah bin Husaik the Muradite.
Ibn Ishaq; Farv/ah bln Musaik the Muradite came to the Messenger of 
Allah, (thus) separating from the kings of Kindah and withdrawing _ ' 
from them to the Messenger of Allah# Borne little, time before. Islmi
a battle took place between Murad ,an^ Hamdan in,which Hamdaii got 
their will of Murad and made à great slaughter on a day which v/ae. 
cal]é à the day of ar-Bato# The one who led Hamdan against Murad that 
day*was al«Ajda* bin Hallk# . ' ■ ,
Ibh Hishajn; The one who led Hamdan that day was Malik bin Harim of 
. ' / :* ' ' 
Hamda.n;
Poetyy omitted, : -%'.é
Ibn Ishaq: When he reached the Messenger of All&h$ the Messenger of
Allah said to hlm^ according to what I heard: "Was that which befell 
your people oh the day or ar**Badm bad. for you, 0 I’arwah?"* Hb said;
"0 .Messenger of Allah, whpi©, there whose people are smitten with the 
IMce of what smote my people and .does, not .suffer harm?"• The ; -
Messenger 6f Allah said to,him; "Verilythat will merely be an 
increase of good for your people where*Islam is concerned". The 
Prophet appointed him governor of Murad,.Eubaid, and Mudhhlj.- ‘ a l l ' 
of them| .and sent with him ÎÜialid bin 6a,’id bln al«’As to tel^e charge 
df the aljaa hnd he remained with him in his country till the 
Messenger of Allah died# • . * ' - -
The arrival of ’Amr bin Ma’dï Karib with some men of the Beni Zubald* ■ 
•Mir bin Ha * dl Karib came to the Messenger of Allah with; some men ; , \
of the Beni Zùbàld and Islamlsed, ’Amr said to Qala bin Halcahuh the 
Muradite Gwhen the af fair of the Messenger of Allah reached them; "0 . 
QairS, you are the chieftain of; your people,' and we have heard that a - 
man of Quralsh called Muhammad has arisen in the Hijas saying that y;; 
he is a ’, prophet, so- let us go -that we knov; what knov/ledgé he
has, If he lé a prophet as he*says it will be obvious to- you, and ; 
when we find him -we will -follov/ him,; but If he is something else, 'we -
. : /- ; . -!&72~ '
V/ill know what knowledge he has# Q.ais ref need to do that, and treated 
his advice as stupid, so ’Amr bln Ma’dl Karib rode off, came to the . 
Messenger of Allah, ialami^ed, accepted him as genuine, and believed 
in him* When %aid bin ^Mcshiih heard that he threatened ’Amr, abused 
him and said: "He disagreed with me and rejected mj advice"*
Poetry omitted
Ibn Ishaq I ’ Amr bin Ma&di Karlb resided aiaong his people, the Beni
Eubaid v;hen Farwah bin Mueaik was their governor. When the
Heaaenger of Allah dies, ’Amr bin Ha’di Karib apostatized and when'.
he did that he said:-
Wq found the reign of Farwah an evil reign 
An ass whose nos© smells the hind-quartors -
And if you but saw Abu *Hmair
You would see a bag of wiGkedness and treachery* /
Ibn lîiehams His saying ’bithifr* is on the authority of Abu ’Hbaidah.
The arrival of al-Ash’ath bin Qals with a deputation of Kindah.
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Ibh Ishaq: Al-Ash’ath bin Qais caeie to the Messenger of Allah with a 
deputation of Kindah*
Ibn Bhihab az-Zuhri related to me that he cmiie to the Messenger of 
Allah with eighty horsemen of ICindaîi, and they went in to the 
Messenger of Allah in his mosque after they had combed their Itumriant 
hair and put on antimony wearing long-sleeved garmènta of striped' 
material v/hich they had embroidered with silk* When they .v/ent in to 
the Messenger of Allah, he said: "Have you not accepted Islam?". They 
said: "Certainly". He said: "What then is the meaning of this silk 
around yoUr necks?", so they tore it up and threw it away. Then 
al-Ash*ath said to him : "0 Messenger of Allah, w© are sons of Al^ il 
al-Murar, and you are a son of Akil al-MurSr". The Messenger of 
Allah smiled and said: "They placed in this lineage al-’Abbas bin 
*Abd al-Muttalib, and Rabi * ah bin al-IIarith". A3,-’Abbas and Habi* all
were two merchants and when they v/ent abroad amongst the Arabs and 
v/ere asked who they were they said; "We are sons of Aîcil al-Murar", 
thereby obtaini.ng considération, because Kindah were kings. Then he 
said to them; "Nay, wo are the Beni ^n-Nadr bin ICinanah, v/e do not 
follow the pedigree of our mother, v/e are not disavowed by our father" 
Al-Ash’ath bin Qais said; "Have you finished 0 people of Kindah*
; / : ' F: //' -%.;' I ^673- \
Any man I hear say it I will give him eighty strokes.
Ibn Hlaham; Al-Ash’ath was one of the descendants of Akil al-Murar 
on the distaff side. Skil àX-Murâr was ai-Harith bin ’Amr bin Hujr 
bin ’Amr bin Mu’av/iyaii bin al-Harith bin Mu’av/iyah bin Thaur bin 
Mumtti*'bin Mu’awiyah bin Eindï, also given as Kii^ah. He was 
called & i l  al-Murar merely bebause *Amr bin al-Habulah the Ghassanid 
attacked them:while al-^arith was away and took spoils and captives. 
Amongst those he-ibok captive was Hmm Unas.daughter of ’Auf bin 
Hulialiim of Shaiban* wife Of al^Harith bin ,’âmr. * Ehe had said to ,
*Amr about his journey: "It seems that a black man v;ith pendulous
lips whose under-lip is like that of a camel who eats sedge (or 
viper s grass) Seized you by the neck", meaning al^Harith . Bo he 
was Called Akil al-HurSr,'and al-Murar is a shrub. Then MlrHarith - 
pursued him amongst Bekf bin Wa’il, overtook and slew him deliyering 
his. wife : and what he had taken. Al-IIarith bin Hiliizah the iaslilcurite 
said to ’Amr bin al-MUndhir who was *Amr bin ilind the Aakhmite;-^ '^ ,;: ' ; 3
We'hâvë hcIpêd'^uy^^Ô^ lord of Ghassan to avenge the biopa
of your, father al-Mundhir because blood is immeasurable. _
because aX-Harith the Lame the Ghaeaanid killed his father al-Mundhir.v 
This stanza is in a poem of his., This story is longer than X have 
given it , and only thos e consideration,a of brevity which I have 
mentioned prevent me from relating it. It is said (on the other hand): 
Akii ai-Murar was Hujr bin ’Amr bin Mu’Ewiyah, who is the author of 
tMs account and he was called ÂIcll al-Iiurar merely because, on that, 
raid he and friends ate a shrub called al-Murar (sedge)i ,
The arrival of Surad bin ,*Abdallah the AZdite, ' *
Ibn lahaq: Surad bin ’Abdallah the Azdite came to the Messenger of ;
Allah with a deputation of al-Aad, islamized, and his islamisation 
was genuine. Bo the Messenger of Allah made him governof» of those 
of hie people who had islamized, and commanded him to fight with those 
who had islamlzed, against, the polytheista of the tribes of the Yemen, 
who were his neighboursl: - Eurad* ibn iAbdallahl setG oUt by ^ the eommahd" of 
the Messenger of Allah and made camp at Jurash, which at that time 
whs a closed town and in it were some Yemenite tribes, Khath’am had 
come to it for refuge and entered it along with them when they heard . ^  
of the Muslim march against them. ,Ho' besieged them'there,for'nearly
a iuontli but inside it they v;ere b eyond his reach#; Then he went away
from them to return and when he, reached a, mountain of theirs, called '
Shakar , the inhabitants of Jurashv imagin that he had turned away :
from them in rout* So they v/ent out in search of him and when they
overtook him he turned on tham and made'a terrifoie slaughter amongst
them. The people of diiraeh had sent tv/o of their men to the
Messenger of Allah in Medina to make enquiries and observations*
While they were with the Messenger ;pf.Allah one evening, the
Messenger of Allah said: "In what country is Bhakar?’*# , The tv/o mon
of ' duraah came up to him and said; ?0 Messenger.-, of Allah, there is/ a' ■>.:
mountain in bur couhtry called Kashar; thus the people of durash call
it"*: ; H0 said; "It is; not Kashar but BhslcarH* They said: "What is
there concerning it?"l. lïa ©aid: "The victims for Allah are being ;
sacrificed there just now". The two men squatted down beside either
Abu Baler or ’Hthman, who said to them; "AlaB for you! The Measonger 1
of Allah was :just now giving you bad :tidings abput your people, .so :
go to the Mesaengor of Allah and ask him to pray to Allah to refrain
from your people?. They ;v/ent up to him and asked iiim to do that and
he said; "0 Aiïaîii refrain from them"* Then they set out from the
Messenger of Allah to return to their people and ; they found their
l>eople had been snitten on the day Eurad bin • Abdallah smote them, ■ ;
the day on which thé Messenger of Allaii said what he said , and the :
hour wherein he imentioned what he mehtionod* So a deputation from
Jurash set out, came to the Messenger of Allah and islamized, and he
prescribed for them a protected area around their town with well- v
known marks for horses and riding-animalB, ' and. for tillage by
ploughing animals, ahd whoever of them looked. after.:it waS not
allowed to use any of it. :; A man of al-Azd said about that raid - - 1
Khath * am Had Inflicted defeat oh al-Azd in the Age ; of Barbarism when
they encroached upon ythe Sacred month;- ; ; ; ; ' ;
3.-^. .What - a %raid 1_ #'é./hevér - made a raid without being V,/- ' I;
-, . j . . dlGamQintgd ... . \
In it were mules and horses and ass es 1
■. ' - ' Till ; we;.; came ' to a lit tie .-ass -'.amongst- its ; buildihgB . ■ ■ - ;
And the concourae of Ehath’aiii - the consecrated ones were 
%:V , oasy for-. -thW^ \ , ' / ;; V ' -
. ' - '-.'If I: laid aside the thirst ; which I was enduring ■
I would hot care whether they profeased religion afterwards 
V -  o r 'd l s b e l i W e d #  - ' " C -3 '"  :v:' \ j  .A:; :
The messenger of the Himyarite princes arrives (bringing) their Book. 
The Book of the kings of Himyar came to the Messenger of Allah after 
his return from Tabuk, and the messengers of their acceptance of Islam 
were al-Harith ibn *Abd Kulil, Nu’aim ibn *Abd Kulal, and an-Nu’min 
prince of Dhu Ru'ain, Ma’afir and Hamdan. Zur’ah Dhu Yaaan sent Malik 
ibn Murrah the Rahawite with (the announcement of) their acceptance 
of Islam and their abandonment of polytheism and its people. The
Messenger of Allah wrote to them:-
In the name,of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
From Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah, the Prophet* to 
al-Harith ibn *Abd Kulil, Nu’aim ibn *Abd Kulal, and an- 
Nu’ihan, prince of Dhu Ru'ain, Ma'ifir and Hamdan. To you 
(I say) Praise Allah 1 Allah besides Whom there is no other 
deity. Now your messenger reached us on our return from 
the country of the Byzantines. He met us in Medina and he 
has delivered your message, given your news, and informed 
us of your acceptance of Islam and your fighting against 
the polytheists, and that Allah hath guided you aright if 
you do that which is right. Obey Allah and His messenger 
perform the Prayer,pay the Tithe, give Allah a fifth of
the spoils after the share of the messenger and his choice.
Also the alms which have been prescribed for believers; of 
land a tenth of what is watered by spring and by heaven; of 
what is watered by irrigation half a tenth. For forty 
camels a young female foal still sucking; for thirty camels 
a sucking male; for five camels a lamb and for ten camels 
two lambs; for every forty head of cattle a cow, and for 
every thirty head of cattle you should sell a male or 
female goat; for every forty sheep pasturing on their own, 
a lamb. It is an ordinance of Allah which He hath imposed 
on the believers, so whoever excels in good it will be 
better for him. Whoever fulfils this, gives testimony as 
to his acceptance of Islam, and helps the believers against 
the polytheists, he is indeed one of the believers; he shall 
have what they have and be responsible for that for which 
they are responsible; he shall enjoy the protection of 
Allah and His messenger. Whoever embraces Islam, be he 
Jew or Christian shall be one of the believers; he shall 
have what they have and be responsible for that for which 
they are responsible. Whoever remains in Judaism or 
Christianity shall not be turned away from it; he shall pay 
a poll-tax, for every adult male or female bond or free a 
full dinar - the value of a Yemenite robe, or its equiv­
alent in cloth. Whoever fulfils this to the Messenger of 
Allah shall have the protection of Allah and His messenger; 
whoever refuses it shall be the enemy of Allah and His 
messenger.
Now the Messenger of Allah, Muhammad the Prophet (sent) word 
to Zur’ah Dhu Yazan: If my messengers come to you I 
command you to treat them well; Mu’adh ibn Jabal, 'Abdallah
"■•i:
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bin Zaid, Malik bin ’Übâdah, *Uqbah bin Himrp Malik bin 
Miirrah ahd tbeir friends. Collect what yon have in the 
way ‘ of ftl-ina and of poll-tax from those , subservient I to you 
you and bring them to my messengers. Their commander is 
Mu’adh bin Jabal, let him return satisfied
Now Muhamxfiad testifies that there is no god but Allah and 
that he.is His servant and messenger.
Then Malik bin Hurrah the Rahawite related to.me that you 
have islamiaed - the first of. Himyar, and have fought 
the polytheists, so delight in*good. I command you to 
treat Himyar well; do not deal treacherously and do not 
desertÎ for the Messenger of Allah is the protector of 
both rich and poor among you. The alms are not allowable 
for Muhammad or the people of his house; they are tithes 
by which distribütionpis.^mâde too poor Muslims and the 
wayfarer, Malik has delivered the nows, kept the secrets, 
and I command you to treat him well. I have sent to you 
some of my good people, the foremost in their religion and 
knowledge, and- 1 command you to treat them well, for they 
should have consideration. Peace be upon you,-the mercy 
of Allah and His blessing.
The command of the -^ e^ssenger of Allah to Mu’adh when he sent him to 
the Yemen. -
Ibn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin Abu Bakr related to me that it was related 
to him that when the Messenger of Allah sent Mu’acUi he charged him
and put him on oath and said: "Be gentle, be not hard: announce good
tidings; do not frighten. You are going to a tribe of the People of
the ^ook who will ask you what is the key of Paradise; says ’The
testimony that there is no god but Allah alono, He has no associates’".
■ • «a ■ ' ' ‘
00 Mu’adh set out and went to the Yemen and performed wh&t the M 
Messenger of Allah had commanded him. A woman of, the inhabitants of 
the Yemen came to him and said: "0 friend of the Messenger of Allah, 
what right has a woman*a husband ober her?". He said; Out upon youI 
a woman cannot give her husband his dues but do your best to give him 
them as far as you are able".. She said: "Even if you are the friend
of the Messenger of Allah you know what is due to the husband"* He
said; "Out upon you! if you return to him and find iiis nostrils , 
pouring out matter and blood and you sucked it up till it stopped,
you would not have given him his dues"*
The islamisation of Farwah bin ’Amr the Judharnite* ,
Ibn Ishaq: Farwah bin ’Amr bin an-Nafirah the Judharnite and from the 
sub-division of an-Nufath sent a messenger to the Messenger of Allah \ 
vjlth his islamisation and gave him the gift of a white mule. Farwah
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was a governor for the Byzantines over those Arabs who adhered to
them* Hla district was Mu’an and thé country of Syria that lay 
around it. When the Byzantines heard of his islamizatlon, they 
sought him out till they found him and Imprisoned him*
Poetry omitted*
When the Byzantines resolved to orUoify him at a v/ater-apot of
theirs called ’Ifra in Palestine, he ©aid:-
Has Salma heard; .that her husband is at the water? w 3 % .:r - 
of *Xfra over one of the riding beasts
On a ahe-eamel whoso mother the stallion had not touched
whose extremities were pruned with reaping-hooks.
Ibn Bhihab az-Zuliri asserts that when they brought him forward to
kill him he said:- ,
Tell the leaders of the Muslims that I am at peace with 
my Lord my great One and Hiy abode.
Then they beheaded and crucified him at that water-spot and may
Allah the Exalted have mercy on him.
The Islamization of the Beni ’l-Harith bin K a ’b.at the hand of 
KhaliS bin al-Walld.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the *'^essenger of Allah sent ÎChalid bin al-Walid in 
the month of Babï’ïï or Jumada I of year ten to the Beni ^i-Harith 
bin E a ’b in Najran and commanded him to call them to Islam for three 
days before he fought with them. "If they respond, receive them; if 
they don’t, fight them". Eo Khalid set out and went to them, and he 
sent out parties to-, go in ever direction and give the call to Islam 
and ©ays "0 people, accept Islam and you v/ill be safe". Bo the 
people accepted Islam and entered into that to which they were 
called, and Khalid resided among them teaching them Islam and the 
Book of Allah and the law of His Prophet, for the Messenger of Allah 
had comanded him so to do If they accepted Islam and did not fight# 
Tiiei* Khalid bin al-Walid wrote to the Messenger of Allah:™
In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Gompaseionate.
To Muhammad the Prophet, the Messenger of Allah from 
lüialid bin al-Walid. Peace be upon thee 0 Messenger of 
Allah, and the mercy of Allah and. Hi© blessing* I praise 
Allah on your behalf beside© whom there is no other deity. 
How, 0 Messenger of Allah, you sent me to the Beni ’1- 
Harith bin K a ’b and commanded me when I cmae to them not 
. t o  fight them for three days but to call them to Islam.
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If they islamized I was to receive them, impart to them the 
distinguishing features of Islam, teach them the Book of Allah 
and the law of His prophet; if they did not islaraize I was to 
fight them. So I came to them and called them to for
three days as the Messenger of Allah commanded me, sending 
out amongst them parties(to say): "0 Beni ’l-Harith, accept 
Islam and you will be safe? so they islamized*without 
fighting. I am now residing among them, commanding them to 
do what Allah hath commanded; and forbidding them to do what 
Allah hath forbidden; I am imparting to them the distinguish­
ing features of Islam and the laws of the prophet until the 
Messenger of Allah writes to me. Peace be upon you 0 
Messenger of Allah and the mercy of Allah and His blessing.
The Messenger of Allah wrote to him (as follows)
In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
From Muhammad the Prophet, the Messenger of Allah to
Khalid ibn al-Walid. Peace be upon you. To you ( I say)
Praise Allah besides Whom there is no other deity. Now your
letter has come to me by your messenger saying that the Beni
’l-Harith ibn Ka’b accepted "^ -slam before you fought them;
responded to the Islam to which you called them, testified
that there is no deity but Allah, and that Muhammad is the
servant of Allah and His messenger; and that Allah hath
guided them with His right guidance. Give them good tidings,
warn them, come hither and let their deputation come with
you. Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His
blessing.
So Khalid came to the Messenger of Allah and a deputation of the Beni 
*1-Harith came with him amongst whom were Qais ibn al-Husain who had 
an obstruction in his throat, Yazid ibn *Abd al-Madan, Yazid ibn al- 
Muhajjal, ’Abdallah ibn Qurad az-Ziyadx, Shaddad ibn ’Abdallah al- 
Qanâni, and ’Amr ibn ’Abdallah.ad-Dibani. When they came to the 
Messenger of Allah and he saw them he said: "Who are these people who 
look as if they were men from India", and someone said to him: "0 
Messenger of Allah, these are the Beni ’1-Harith ibn Ka’b". When they 
stopped in front of the Messenger of Allah they greeted him and said: 
"We testify that thou art the Messenger of Allah and that there is 
no deity but Allah". The Messenger of Allah said: "I too testify that 
there is no deity but Allah and that I am the Messenger of Allah".
Then the Messenger of Allah said: "You are the (kind of people) who 
want to come forward when they are held back", and they were silent; 
none of them answered him. Then he repeated it a second time and 
none of them answered him, and he repeated it a third time and none 
of them answered him. He repeated it for the fourth time and Yazid
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bin *âbd al-Hadan ©aids "Yes, 0.messenger of Allah, v;e are(the kind 
of people^who want to come forward when they are held back. He said 
if four times and the Messenger of Allah said: "Had Khalid not v/ritten. 
that you islamiaed v/ithôtiit fighting I would have cast your heads 
beneath-your feet" * . Yazid bin *Abd al-Madan aaidt "We certainly did 
not praise you nor did we praise Khalid". .He said: "Whom did you 
praise?". "We praised Allah who guided us by means of you, 0 
Messenger of Allah". He said: "You have spoken the truth". .Then the 
Messenger of Allah said: "By what means did you conquer those who 
fought against you in the Age of Barbarism?". They said: "We did n6 t 
conquer anyone". He said: "Of course you did, ycv conquered those 
who fought against you". They said; "0 songer of Allah, we 
conquered those who fought against us because wo kept together, did 
not separate , and ôM no one wrong in the first place". He said:
"You have spoken the truth". Then the Messenger of Allah put '^ais 
bin al-Husain in comniand of the fieni ,'^i-Harith bin Ka’b and the 
deputation of the Beni ’1-Harith returned to their people at the end , 
of Ehawwal o.r the beginning of Dhu ’ 1-Qa’ dah. After they returned to 
their people it was only a matter of four months till the Messenger of 
Allah died.
The Messenger of Allah sends ’Amr bin Hâzm to them;
After their deputation went back, the M^j^^^enger of Allah sent ’Amr bin
Hazm to instruct them in the religion, teach them the laws and the 
knowledge of Islam, and to receive their alms. He wrote him a letter 
in which he laid down conditions for him and gave him his orders:-
In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate «
$his às a declaration from Allah and His messenger. 0 ye 
Mio have believed, fulfil you^compacts.
A covenant from Muhammad the Prophet, the Messenger of 
Allah with ’Amr bin Hazm when he sent him to.the Yemen. 
iL-e commanded him to*show piety towards Allah in all his 
affair, for Allah is with those v/ho aro pious and those, 
who do good. He commanded him to tal^e what is just as 
Allah had commanded him and that he sliould give tidings of 
good to the people and command them to pm^form it; that he
should teach the people the Qur’an and ground them well in
it; that he should forbid the people that any man touch 
the Quran unless he were in a state, of purity; that he 
should inform the people of what they have and what their 
duties are; that he should be lenient towards the pdoplo 
on a matter of right but be severe on them in a matter of • 
wrong-doing, for Allah detesteth wrong-doing and hath
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forbidden it. He said; Verily •the curee of Allah is on^the 
wrongdoers. He was to give the people the good news of 
Paradise and Its works; and he was to warn the people of 
the Fire and its v/oii^ s and to cultivate the friendship of 
the people . till they were grounded in the religion. He was 
to toaoh the people the knowledge of the pilgrimage, its 
regulations and.ordinances and what Allah hhd commanded.
The Greater Pilgrimage is the Greater Pilgrimage and t h e , .
Lesser Pilgrimage is the ’Hrnrah. He was to forbid the 
people to pray in à ©ingle short garment unless it be a 
garment v/hdse edges fold over the shoulder and he was to 
forbid any of -them to use in kneeling a garment whose 
opening was toward heaven. He was to forbid.any of them 
to twist the hair of his head on the nape of his nock and 
when there was unrest among the people he was to forbid any 
call to the tribes and kinsmen; their call should be to 
Allah alone who has no associate. Whoever then did notcall 
on Allah but called on the tribes and clansmen let them 
smite with the ©word till they aialce their call to Allah 
alone who hà© no associate. He was also to enjoin the 
people about the performance of the ablutions^ their faces, 
their hands to the elbow© and their feet to the.ankles and 
they should wipe their heads.as Alla had commanded them.
He alao commanded (the observance of) the Prayer at the 
proper time'with full prostrations and due humility to be 
performed ;in the morning and at noon when the eun begins to 
decline, then in the.late afternoon when the sun is turning 
away from the earth, and at sunset when night is coming.on; 
it should not be deferred till, the stars appear in the sky; 
and the evening prayer in the early part of the night. He 
commanded them to go to the worship when called to it
and to perfom ablution when they went to it. He commanded . 
him to take a fifth of the spoils for Allah and the alms 
prescribed for believer©i of lands a tenth of what is watered 
by springs and rain, and of what is watered by irrigation 
half à tenthI for every ten camels two lambs, anf for every 
twenty (camel©) four lambs; for every forty head of cattle 
a cow; for every thirty head of cattle a male or female,goat; 
for every forty sheep pasturing on their own a lamb. It is 
the ordinance of Allah which He has imposed on the believers 
concerning - alms * Whoèver excels ; in well-doing it will be 
better for. him? and whoever has assçepted Islam in sincerity 3 
be he Jew or Christian oh hi© own accouht is one of the 
believers; he has what they have and he ia responsible,for 
that for which they are responsible. VihoGver will remain 
in Judaism or Christianity will not foe turned away from it.
On every ad|ilt male or female,bond or free,a full dinar or 
it© equivalent in cloth* Whoever fulfils this shall have 
the protection of Allah and His messenger, and whoever 
rejects it i© aii enemy to Allah and Hi© messenger ànd to all 
the believers* The blessings of Allah be upon Muhammad, 
and His peace, mercy, and blessing. .
ihe arrivai of Bifa’ah foin Zàid the Judhamité. \ '. ’ ■'■ "'y
Hifa’ali foin Zaid the Judhamite and.from the subdivision of ad-»Dufoain' , ' . • # a
oaiae to the Messenger of Allah during the truce of al-Hudalfoiyah 
before Ehaifoar, gave the Messenger of Allah the.gift of a slave boy 
accepted Islam, and his islamisation v/aa genuine. The ^^ essengex^  ,of 
Allah wrote him a letter for his people and in hla letter (he said);-
In the naine of Allah, thé Merciful, the Compassionate.,
This is a letter from Muhaimiad the Messenger of Allah to
Rifa’ah bin Said- X have sent him to his people as a whole
and those who have come amongst them to call them to Allah 
and Hi© messenger» Whoever comes is. in the party of Allah 
and in the party of His messenger, and whoever turais hi© 
back ha© protection for two months- .
When Blfa’ah came to his people, they complied and accepted Islam*. 
Then they went to the atony place - the ©tony place of ar-Rajla’and' 
encamped there,
The arrival of the deputation of. Hamdan, , .
Ibn Hisham; According to what one in v/hom I have confidence related;
to me on the authority of ’Amr bin ’Afodallah bin lîdhalnah the ’Abdite 
from Ifon Ishaq the Habilite a deputation of Hamdan cajiae to the 
Messenger of Allah. He said; The depu&ation camé to the Messenger 
of Allah and they met him on his return from Tabulii . , They were
wearing sewn Yemenite^ turbans, and (rode on) saddles
of Mais wood bn.,Màhrite and Arhàfoitevcâmelsv?Malik-àndlanothér maà 
composed extemporary verse^ihx the (party. One of i>themny/ould say;- 
Mamdan are the best subjects
Ho kings in the world have the like of them -
Their dwelling is,in the high, places^- from them com© the
heroes ,
They have much natural wealth and good revenues - •
The other would says- .
We have passed by well^watered towns with abundance of 
; fruit to come to you , , ^
In the dust of summer and autumn 
(Our camels) bridled, v/ithjropee of palm
Malik bin Namat stood up before him and saidi "0 messenger of Allah,
■ ■ . ' ■ ■ ' • . 
the best of the people ,of Hamdan from every settlement and
encampment have come to thee, riding on swift young camels,, and
joined together by the bonds of Islam, on whom the blame of any who
blame will not rest, from the province of ICharif,ïami and Shakir
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people of caiuels and horses who have complied with the call of the 
messenger and abandoned goddesses and idols* Their covenant will 
not foe broken so long as la’la’e remains or the young gazelle' races 
with vigour", , So the Messenger of Allah wrote for them a letter in 
which (he said):-
In the name of Allah* the Merciful* the Compassionate#
\ A letter from Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah to the
province of Kharif and the people bordering on the heights 
and the winding tracts of sand with its delegate Dhu ’I**
. - Mash’Sr Malik bin Namat and those of his people who have
: islamized v/ith him. They shall keep their highlands and 
lowlands on condition that they pfoserve the Prayer and pay 
the Tithe; they shall eat their acacia-fruit and tend V “ 
their plants* For that they have the covenant of Allah 
\ and the protection of His messenger and their witnesses 
are the JiSaigres and Helpers. • , .
Poetry omitted
An account of the two liars Musailasmh the Hanaflte and al-Aswad 
the ’Ansite.
Ifon Ishaqs The two‘liars Musailaniah bin Habib and al-Aswad bin K a ’b 
the ’Ansite gave out utterances in the time of the Messenger of Allah; 
the one in al*ïamamah among the Behi Hanifah, and the other in,San’a ’ 
Yazid bin ’Abdallah bin Qusait related to me on the authority of 
•Ata® bin Yasar or his brother.Sulaiman bin Yasar from Abu Sa*id 
the Khudrito* ,He said: X heard the Messenger of Allah when he was
speaking to the people from the pulpit say: "0 people, I have seen 
the night of power and I was caused to forget it, and I have seen 
two bracelets of gold on my arms ahd loathed them so I blew upon them 
and they flew aw|sy and I interpreted them to foe these two liars - the 
man from the Yemen and the man from al-Yamamah". .
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of Abu Hurairah that he said; I heard the Messenger of Allah say:
"The hour will not come till there shall come forth thirty impostors 
claiming the prophetic office". '
The departure of the governors and officials who wore in charge of 
_th^al^* .
Ibn Ishaq; The Messenger of Allah had sent out governors and officials
* Tin charge of the alms to every country where ^slam had established 
itself. He sent al-Muhajir bin Abu Umayyah bin al-Mughirah to 
Ean’a ’ and the ’Ansite who was there came out.against him. He sent 
ZiySd bin Lafoîd brother of the Beni Bayadah the Helper to Hadramaut
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and to be in charge of their alms. He sent *Adi bin Hatim to Tayy
to be in charge of it and the aims and the Beni Aoad* He sent Malik
bin Nuwairah (Ibn Hisham: Al-Yarbu*I) to be in charge of the alms of
the Beni Hanthalah*, He divided the alms of the Beni Sa ’d between
#  '
two of their men assigning az-Eibriqan bln Badr one district of it 
and Qais bin *Asim the other. Ho sent al«*Ala’ bin al~Hadrami out 
to be in charge of Bahrain and he sent *Ali bin Abu Talib to the 
people of Najran' to collect their alms and bring him their poll*ta%.
The letter of Musaliamah to the Messenger, of Allah and the reply to it. 
'Musailaraah bin Habib wrote to the Messenger of Allah (saying);-
From Musailamah the Messenger of Allah to Muhajnnad the 
Messenger of Allah. Peace be upon thee. Now I have been 
made a partner with thee in the affair- Verily to us 
belongs half the country and to Quraish the other half;
but Quraish are a people who transgross the bounds. '
Two messengers came to him with this letter.
Ibn Ishaq;. An old man of Ashja* related to me on the authority of 
Salamah bin N u ’aim bin Mas’ud the âshja’ite from his father K u ’aim*
He said; X heard the Messenger of Allah say to those two when he read
their letter: "What do you say?". They said; "Wo say as he ©aid".
He ©aid; "Were it not that envoys, are nota put:, to deaths Ic would/surely 
have" beheaded you both" 1 \ Then he . wrote to \Musailamah: - . r •
In the«name of Allah, the Merciful* the Compassionate.
From Muhammad the Messenger of Allah to Musailamah the liar. 
Peace Be upon all who follow the true guidance. Now the 
earth belongs to Allah and H© maketh whomsoever Me ivilleth 
of His servants to inherit it, and the reward is for those 
who act piously;
That was at the end of year ten.
The Pilgrimage of Farov/elll . ■
Ibn Ishaqs When Dhu ®l-*Qa*dah came the Messenger of Allah made 
preparations for the pilgrimage and commanded the people to make 
preparation© for it.
Ibn Ishaq; ’Abd ar-Rahman bin a3,-Qasim related to me on the a.uthority 
of hi© father al-Qasim bin Muhammad from ’A ’ishah wife of the Prophet. 
She said; The Messenger of Allah set out to maj?,e the pilgrimage five 
night© before the end of Dhu ’l-Qa’dah.
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Ibn Hishain; He appointed Abu, Dujanah the Ea’idlte governor of Medina 
and it is also said that it was Elba’ bin ’Urfuthah the Ghifarite#
Ibn Ishaq; *Abd ar-Raliman bin al-Qasim related to me on the . 
authority of his father from ’A ’ishah. Ehe said: He did not mention
anything but the Pilgrimage and neither did the people# The
’ Messenger of Allah had brought sacrificial victims and so had some 
: nobles of the people and when he was in Sarif he ordered the people to 
occupy themselves with the Lesser Pilgrimage withtheexception ofthose 
who had brought sacrificial victips, I was menstruating that day 
and he camo in to me while I was weeping and said; "What is the matter 
with you 0 'A’ishah? Perhaps you are menstruatingI, said'.’Yes,1/and 
indeed I would have been glad if I had not come with you this year on 
this journey". He said: "Say not so, for you are doing all that any 
pilgrim.does except that you will not circumambulate the House". So 
the Messenger of Allah entered Mecca and every man who had not got 
sacrificial victims with him quitted the pilgrim state for the Lesser 
Pilgrimage and ad did his women«follcs. When the day of sacrifice 
came, I was brought a great quantity of meat which v/as thrown into 
my house and Ï said: "What is the meaning of this?". They said:
"The Messenger of Allah has sacrificed the cattle for his wives- 
When the night of the stones came, the Messenger of Allah sent me 
with my brother *Abd ar-Rainaan bin Abu Bakr who took me on the Lesser 
Pilgrimage from at-Tan'im in place of the Lesser Pilgrimage I had 
missed.
Ibn Ishaq: Nafi*, client of ’Abdallah bin ’Umar related to me on the
authority of ’Abdallah bin ’Umar from Hafsah bint *Umar. She said:
• «
"When the Messenger of Allah comraanded his wives to quit the pilgrim 
state for the Lessex^ Pilgrimage we said: "0 messenger of Allah,
what is there to prevent you quitting the pilgrim state with us?"»
He said: "I have sent sacrificiàl victims and have taken up my 
position and I will not quit the pilgrim state till I sacrifice m y . 
victims.
’All- on his return from the Yemen comes to the Messenger of. Allah 
during the Pilgrimage. ' .
Ibn Ishaq; ’Abdallah bin Abu Najih related to me that the Messenger 
of Allah had sent ’All to Najran and he met him in Mecca after he
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had donned the pilgrim garb# He went in to Fatimah* daughter of the 
Massenger of Allah ,and found aha had doffad the pilgrim garb and had 
made ready# He aaids "What is the matter with you* G daughter of 
the Messenger of Allah?"- She said: "The Messenger of Allah 
commanded us to quit the pilgrim state for the Lesser Pilgrimage so 
we have doffed the pilgrim garb. Then he camé to the Messenger of 
Allah and when he had finished giving the news of his journeyg the . 
Messenger of Allah said to him: "Go and circumambulate the House 
and quite the pilgrim Gtate as your “friends have done". He aaidi 
"Ü Messenger of Allah* X have made the invocation as you have done". 
He said: "Go back and quit the pilgrim state as your friends have 
dome". He said: "0 Messenger of Allah* I said vjhen X entered the 
pilgrim .state : / W  '^Allah, I will make the same Invocation as thy 
.prophet, servant and messenger Muhammad does’". He said; "Have you ' 
any sacrificial victims?"- He said: "No". So, the Messenger of ‘ - 
Allah gave him à share of his sacrificial animals ànd he remained in- 
the pilgrim state v/ith the Messenger of Allah till they finished the 
Pilgrimage and the Messenger of Allah sacrificfed victims for both of: 
them. ■ • ' ■ . ' ' " '
Ibn IshaqI lahya bin ’Afodallah bin ’Abd ar-Rahman bin Abu ’Ararah 
related to me on t h e .authority of Yazid bin Talhaii bin Yazid bin 
Hultanaii. He said: When *Ali came, from the Yemen to meet the 
Messenger of Allah in Mecca* he hurried to the,Messenger of Allah, 
and, appointed In his place in command of the troops who were v/ith him 
one of his friends* and he decided to clothe every man of the compaiay 
with a robe from the linen which ’All had with hlm. When his army 
came near he went out to meet them* and lo* they were wearing robes. 
He saidI - "Alas for youS What.is this?"- He said; "X clothed the 
company, so that they might present a good appearance when they came 
aiaong the people". Ho said; "Alas for you! Talce them off before 
you come to the M©esenger of All^üi". 80 he took the robes off the 
men and put them back among the linen. He said; The army showed 
discontent over what hé had done to them.
Ibn IshaqI ’Abdallah bin ’Abd ar-Rahmah bln M a ’mar bin Hazm related 
to me on the authority of Eulalmsin bin Muhammad bin Ka’b bin ’Ujraii 
from hie aunt Eainab bint ÎCa’b who was the wife of Abu 8a ’id the 
Khudrite from Abu Sa ’id the Khudrite. He said; The people ;
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complained about ’All and the Messenger of Allah stood up to speak 
and I heard him say: "0 people, do not complain about 'All for he is 
too intractable in what concerns Allah and the way of Allah to be 
complained about". ,
The Messenger of Allah’s Sermon at the Pilgrimage of Farewell.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah went on his pilgrimage,
showed the people the rites of the pilgrimage, taught them its laws, 
and delivered to them a sermon in which he made clear what he made 
clear. He praised and magnified Allah and said:-
0 people, hear my words for I know not if ever I shall 
meet you again in this place after this year. 0 people, 
your lives and property are sacred till you meet your Lord, 
as sacred as is this day, as sacred as is this month.
Verily you will meet your Lord, and He will ask you about 
your deeds; I have told you. Whoever has a security let 
him fulfil it to him who has entrusted him with it.
Verily usury has been abolished but you have your capital 
without either oppressing or being oppressed. Allah hath 
decreed that there shall be no usury; all the usury of al- 
’Abbas ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib shall be abolished* All blood- 
revenge which obtained*in the Age of Barbarism is abolished, 
and the first blood-revenge X abolish is that of Ibn Rabi’ah 
ibn al-Harith ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib who was nursed among 
the Beni Laith and Hudhail killed him, and his is the first 
bloodshed of the Age of Barbarism with which I begin.
Now 0 people, Satan has despaired of ever being worshipped 
in this country of yours; but if he is obeyed in anything 
other than that, he will be well pleased with those deeds 
which you consider of no account; wherefore guard your 
religion against him.
0 people, the Postponement is simply an increase of 
unbelief, in which those who have disbelieved go astray; 
they make it free one year and make it sacred another that 
they may equalise the, number which Allah hath made sacred; 
so they make free what Allah hath made sacred, and make 
sacred what Allah hath made free. Now time has come round 
as it was in the day when Allah created the heavens and the 
earth, and the number of the months with Allah is twelve, 
of which four are sacred; three following in succession 
and Rajab of Mudar which is between Jumada and Sha'ban.
Now 0 people, ye have rights over your wives and they have 
rights over you. It is incumbent on them not to defile 
your beds with anyone you dislike or practise any open 
immorality. If they do, Allah hath allowed you to seclude 
them in their apartments, and to beat them, but not 
severely. If they refrain therefrom let them have suitable 
food and clothing. Treat youh wives well for they are 
with you as captives not possessing anything for themselves; 
ye have taken them merely on the security of Allah and ye 
have made their persons lawful to you by the words of Allah.
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Opeople understand, what I say* for I have given my message 
and 1 have left that amongst.you - the Book of Allah and 
the laws of His Prophet,-* which if yé hold fast ye v/ill 
never go astray. -
0 people listen to my words cind understand them# Know that 
every Muslim is .the brother of every other Muslim@ and 
that the Muslims are brethren# Nothing which belongs to a 
man is lawful far his brother* unless given freely out of 
good-will. Do not then commit injustices against each 
other# 0 Allah* have I given ny message?
I was told that the people said: "Yes* of course", and the Messenger 
of Allah said: "0 Allah* bear witness"#
Ibn Ishaqs Yahya bin ’Abbad bin. ’Abdallah bln. as-Zubair related to 
me on the authority of his father ’Abfoad# He said: The man who
called out the words of the Messenger of Allah for the people when 
he was on *Arafah was Ràbi’ah bin Umayyah bin IChaiafo The Messenger 
of Allah would say to him: Bays "0 people* the Messenger of Allah 
says : ’Do you know what month this is*"* and he would say it to them 
and they said: "The sacred month". Then he would say to him; **Say ■ - 
to them: * Verily Allah hath made your lives and property as sacred 
as this month till you meet your Lord *". Then he would say: "Say;
*0 people* the Messenger of Allah says: Do you knovj what territory 
this'is*"* and he would call it out and they would reply.; "The 
sacred territory". Then he would say: "Bay: 'Verily Allah hath made 
your lives and property as- sacred as thie sacred territory of yours 
until you meet your Lord". Then he would say; Bay; "0 people* the 
Messenger of Allah says; * Do.you know what day this is’"; he would 
repeat it to them and they would say: "The day of the great 
Pilgrimage"# Then he v/ould, says "Say to them: ’Verily Allah hath 
made your lives and property as èacrôd as this day until you meet 
your Lord*"- .
Ibn Ishaq: Laith bin Abu Sulaim related to me on the authority of
Ehahr bin Haushab the Ash’arite from ’Amr bin Kharijah# , He said:
•Attab bin Asid sent me* to the Messenger of Allah in connection with 
something or other when the. Messenger of Allah was standing on ’Arafah 
X delivered my message and then took my stand below the she-camel of 
the Messenger of Allah so that her foam was falling-on my head, X 
heard him when he said; "0 people* verily Allah hath rendered to 
everyone who possesses rights their dues; a v/ill for an heir ’
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is not permitted. The child belongs to the bed; the libertine shall 
be stoned. Whoso claims falsely another for his father or turns to 
other patrons, the curse of Allah and of the angels and of all 
mankind shall rest upon him". Allah will not accept from him 
artifice or ransom.
Ibn Ishaq: 'Abdallah ibn Abu Najih related to me that when the
Messenger of Allah stood on 'Arafah, he said: "This station (referring 
to the mountain on which he stood) and all 'Arafah is a station.
When he stood by the devil on the morning of al-Muzdalifah he said: 
"This station and all al-Muzdalifah is a station". When he sacrificed 
at the place of sacrifice in. Mina, he said: "This place of sacrifice 
and all Mina is a place of sacrifice". Thus the Messenger of Allah 
completed the Pilgrimage, showed them the rites, taught them the 
stances Allah had imposed on them in the Pilgrimage, the throwing of 
the stones and the circumambulation of the House, also what was made 
allowable for them in the Pilgrimage and what was forbidden them. It 
was the Pilgrimage of Completion, and the Pilgrimage of Farewell, 
because the Messenger of Allah did not make the Pilgrimage after that.
The despatch of Usamah ibn Zaid to the country of Palestine.
Ibn Ishaq: Then the Messenger of Allah returned and resided in Medina
for the remainder of Dhu '1-Hijjah, al-Muharram, and Safar, and laid 
upon the people the duty of sending an expedition to Syria. He 
appointed his client Usamah ibn Zaid ibn Harithah as commander and 
ordered him to take the cavalry by the borders of al-Balqa’ and ad- 
Darum in the country of Palestine. So the people made preparations 
and the original Emigres set out with Usamah ibn Zaid.
The envoys of the Messenger of Allah go forth to the kings.
Ibn Hisham: The Messenger of Allah sent some of his friends as envoys
to the kings by whom he wrote to them, calling them to Islam.
One in whom I have confidence related to me on the authority of Abu 
Bake the Hudhalite. He said: I heard that the Messenger of Allah
went out to his friends on a day after the Lesser Pilgrimage from 
which he was debarred on the day of al-Hudaibiyah, and said: "0
people, verily Allah hath sent me as a mercy arid a sufficiency, so do 
not differ about me in the way the disciples differed about Jesus,
Son of Mary", His friends said: "0 Messenger of Allah, how did the 
disciples differ?". He said: "He called them to that,to which I have
called you, and those whom he sent, on a mission near at hand were 
content and consented,’ but tlioSe whom he sent on a mission far av/ay ’ 
detested it and were sluggish; SoVJesiaa. complained about that to 
Allah and when the sluggish ones arose in the,morning they were 
each one speaking the language of the people to. whom;they were sent• 
'Ihe Messenger of Allah sent put some of his; friends as envoys and by , 
them wrote letters to the kings in which he dalledrthem to Islam. He 
sent Dahyah bin Khalifah the Aalblte to Caesar, làEperor; of the / 
Eyaantinesi lie sent ^Abdallah bin Hudhafah thé Sahmite to KosroeB% 
king of Persia^ he sent l^ Aiar bin tJmayyah the Damrlte to the Megus, 
Icing of Ethiopiahe; sent’ Hatib bin .AbK Bal-ta*ah to the Muqauq.ia, ; ; 
king of Alexandria I he sent *Amr bln al^®As the Bahmite to Jaifar y . 
and *Iyadh, sons of al-*Julanda, the Asditea, kings'of *TMan, he sent 
Salit bin *Amr one of the Beni . * Amir bin Lu al to fhumaimh bln Uthal 
and Haudhah bin *Ali9 the two Haiiàfltesg kings of al-Yamamah ; he 
sent al« *Ala ^, bin al-Hadraifii to al-Mundhir bin Sa\mQ.the *Abdit© king 
of Bahrain5 and he aent Shuja’ bin Wahb, the Asadite .to al-Harith 
bin Abu Shimr' the Chassanid, king of the borders of . Syria ' V
Xbn Hlshai'ti: He sOnt Shuja* bin Wahb to Jàbalâia; bin al-Aiham\ the ; 
Ghassanid; and he sent al^Muhajir biii .Abu ÏÏmayyàh the Maidishmlt© id 
al^Harith. bin *Abd Kulal the. Himyafite,. king, of the Yemen,  ^ '
Ibn .Hiaham?:,;I have'given .the genealogy of Salit, I'humamahs Haudhah,/ 
and-,al«Mundhir. , ■ d - ' ' •' . / , -
Ibh Ishaq: Yasid bin Abu Habib . the Egyptian related to me that he 
found a book in. which was a record of those TJhom the. Messenger of 
Allah sent out to the countries and kings both Arab and non-Arab, and 
what he said to his friends when he., sent them out. So X sent it to
Muhammad bin BhihSb\aK-^uhrl and ha recognised it 5 and in it was
recorded that the Messenger of Allah went but to his friends and said 
to them; '^Verily Allah hath sent me as a mercy and a sufficiency ; so
carry it out for me, may Allah have mercy on youT Bo not differ
about me as the disciples differed about Jesus,; Son of Mary". They 
said: "0 Messenger of Allah, how did their defferencé arise?'** He > 
said: "He called them to something simlleir to i^hat I have called you® 
lie who was kept near at hand liked it and consented, but hb whom hé 
sent far away detested it and refused* Bo Jesus complained about ; 
them to Allah tb -whom belong;power.and glory, bnd each, one of them ; /
began speaking the language of ,the country to; which,jie was sent,:
Ibh Ishaq; The disciples v/hoa Jesua Son of Mary sent forth, and the 
followers who wore on earth! after them were:^ Peter the disciple 
and along with him Pàùl*-- Paul was one of the f ollowersl not One of 
.the disciples-- to Koaej Andrew ahd!Manta to the country whose . '
inhabitants eat menV Thomas to the, country of Babylon , a land of 
the east.I Philip» .to Garthagé which is .(in) Africa^ John to B^hesus, . 
the town of the young men who were the companions of the cave5 James' 
to Jerusalem which is Aeliq. the city of the Holy Place; Ibh Thalma^, ; 
to the Arabians , which is the! country of the Hi las; Simon to the 
country of the Berbers! and ïahudhh: who was--put in the place of ; "
Judas was not one of the original disciples^
Mention of all the raids*  ^ , ■
Xbn Ishaq; All the raids in which the Measanger of Allah took part in 
person, were tivehty seven, and they were: The raid of .Waddan which, le
the raid of al-^âbwa® ; the raid of Buv/at in the vicinity of Eadwag the 
m i d  of ,al™ ’ Ushairah belonging to a sub-tribe of Yanbu* , the raid of 
thé First Badr in search of Kura bin Jabirs the raid of the Greater 
Badr where Allah slew the war lords of Quràiehj the raid against the 
Beni Biilaim till he reached !al*Kudx'| the raid of the Meal-Bags in • 
search of Abu Bufyan bin Harb| thé raid of Ghatafan, which was the 
raid of Dhu. Amarri the raid of Bahran î-îa’dan in the Hiiiijs 1 the raid' 
of BhudV the raid of Haajira?-al«Asadj the raid against the Beni an- 
IkAdiî^ j tho, ra.i'd of Bhat ar«Biqa* of Makhl| the raid of the last Badr) 
the raid of Dumat al^Jandal; the raid of al-Ehahdaq| the raid against 
the Beal Quraithah| the raid against the Béni,Lihyan j of Hudhail? 
the raid of Dhu Qarad, the raid .against the Beni ^l«*Mustaliq of 
Khusa*ah| the raid of alkHudaibiyah when he did not wish to fight bût
the polytheists barred his,may) the raid of Ehalbari'then the 
Pilgrimage of,Fulfilment; the raid/of the Conquest (of Mecca)) the 
raid of Hunain; the raid of at^Ta*if; the raid of Tabulu; Of these 
he fought in nine raids; Badr, Uhud^ alrlOxandaq, Quralthah, Mustaliq 
Klmibar, !the Conquest,! Himaih, aiidat«Ta Ilf » . . - !
Mentioh of all the'raidingjarties and 'minor missions. " k - -,
Hia minor .missions' and-milding! parties; were: thirty,-eight- in number 
between them, The raid of illbaidah bin al™l.îarith. below Thaniyat aï- 
Marah;,^/the, raid of Ham%ah bin *Abd al-Muttalib , to the sea-Shore in!" ;
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the vicinity of al-*. le , and some people put the raid of Hamaah; -
■ ■ '1. , \ ' _ ' • . - 
before that of Ubaidah;,.the raid of Sa'd bijx Abu Waqqas to al-;
Ehariear! the. raid of * Abdallah bin Jaheh to Makhlah; the raid of
gSaid bin Ilarithah to al^qaradah; the raid of Muhamraad bin Maslâmah. ,
(to. slay) Ka*b bin al-Ashraf! the raid of Marthad bin Abu Marthad
the Ghanawito to &r-Eaji'; the. raid of al^Mundhir bin *Amr to B i V
' ' ' . _  ^ ^ 1 - ' : 
Ha * unah 5, the raid of Abu ! Ubaidah bin al-Jarrali to I)hu ^i-.^aBsàh : !
. . ■ - ^ -  ' ■  ,  ■ "
on the road to Iraq; the raid of lUmar bin al-Khattab to Turbah in 
thé country of the Beni * Amir; the raid of •All bin Abu Talib to the
Yemen; the raid of G.halib bin * Abdallah the Kalbite fron Kalb of ' ; '
Laith 'to ,al«Kudaid and, he 'am.p'te > the. Beni .^l-Mülawwih*' • ;
An; account of the raid of Ohallb bin ^Abda].lah the Laithite against
  ;    . .
the'Beni 1^-Mula%wih, . . - ,
This: account of it is what Y a ’qub bln ^ütbah bin al-'Mughirah bin al- , 
Akhnde, related to. me on the authority of Huslim bln ’Abdallah bin 
IChiibalb the Juhanité from Jundub bin Mukalth the Juhanito. He Said: . 
T h e -MesBengér of Allah.sent Ghalih bin ’Abdallah the Kalblteg Kalb •. 
bin ®Auf bln Lalth, out at the head of a raiding-party in which Ï
was present and ordered him.to set his cavalry on the Boni
Mulavmih nvho 'werè in Quds-id. We set out .and when. ?/e reached ^%udoid : 
we'met al-Harith bin Malik who was''ibn-.al-Barsa* -ah4 - took !him ; 
(prisoner).* He said* "I , have come t# accept Islam) t j X merely came 
out to the Messenger of Allah"« We; said to him; "If you be a Muslim 
bonds will do you no harm for ohe night, but if you are something 
else we,will make you secure and strengthen the bonds» Then we left, a 
black man)/ one of our friends in charge of him and said to him; "If 
he tries to get the bettér of you, cut off his head. We marehed on 
mxid reached al«*Kudaid .at set of sun, and we were in the vicinity of .
the vailey when my friends sent me out as their scout* X set out
and .went to an eminence/which overlooked the settlement^ so X ascended 
it till I reached the summit and observed the settlement* I was 
.lying flat on the eminence when one, of them emerged from his tent ■ 
and said to his wife; "I see.a blackness on the hillock which X did
not see in the forepart of the day, so look to your prévision bags
and see if you have loot anything; ^in case the dogs have dragged< A ■ ; 
of some of them".. So she looked and said : "Bo « I have lost. ' . "
no thing V He said: "Hand me lay bow and two arrows", and she did so, .
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Bo he let fly an arrow which got me in the aide and X pulled it out,, 
laid it, aside and remained in my place, Then he let fly the second 
which he planted in my shoulder and I pulled it out, laid it aside, 
and remained in my place. He said to his wife; "If he were a scout 
for a tribe he would have moved for both my arrows got him. May you, 
have no father! When you get up go for them and collect them so that 
the dogs may not chew them for me". Then he if ont inside and we left 
them alonetill theyhad settled down to sleep and at the first peep 
of dawn we set the cayalry on them, and we fought and drove ai#y the 
cattle. The crier for help of the people went but and there came 
upon us a great concourse with which Vife were unable to cope so we . 
took away the cattle. We passed by Xbn al-Barsa’ and his'friend 
and mounted them with.us. The people came up till they were quite 
near to us with nothing between them and us but the valley of al» 
t^ udaid, and Allah,'the Blessed, the Exalted, sent a flood into the 
valley from where He viilled without a cloud or rain that v/e could éee. 
He brought something which no one had power over or was able to pass, 
so they stood looking at us while we dpoye away their cattle and not 
one of them,was able to cross over to us and we drove them off 
speedily till v/e were out of their, reach and they were unable to pur­
sue ms, and brought them to the Messenger of Allah. . ,
Ibn Ishaq; A man of Aslam related to me on the authority of one of 
them that theslogan of the friends of the Messenger of Allah that 
night was; "Blay! Blayt^ A versifier of the Muslims said while he 
drove (the cattle) away:»
' Abu'"!i-^asiM has refused (to allow) you to remain in
remote pastures
And in their,green juicy tangled herbage
Whos e i)ops wer e : ÿ ellowHike the c olour of something gilt : :
Xbn Hisham: It is also given as ’kalaun adh-dhab*.
Ifon Ishaqs The raid of !Aii bin Abu Tallb on the Béni 1 Abdallah bin 
Sa*d.of the people.of Fadak; the raid of AbU^l-’AhjaHhe Sulamite 
on the country of the Beni Bulaiffi, in which he and all his, comrades
were killed; the raid of ’XHiashah bin Mihsan on al-Ghamrah; the raid
' . . . . - V ■:
of Abu Salamah bin 'Abd al»Asad on.Qatan , one of the water spots
of. the Beni, Asad in the vicinity of ,Hajd, in which Mas’ud bin *Urwah ;
was slain: the raid of *Muhammad bin Maslamah, brother of the Beni
Harithah oh al-QurtU®of.HawSzin; the raid of Bashir bin Sa*d on the
' ' - ' V "^93- ■- ' ■ , _ % ■ ■■’ ’
Beni Murrah of. Fadak! the raid:of Bashir- bin S a ’d in the, vicinity of 
iOiaibari the raid of Kaid bin Rarithah 6n al-Janmm in the country of 
the Beni Sulaim; the raid of 2jaid bin Harithah an judham in the V 
.■■country, of'Khushàin*, ' ' ^
Ibn lllsham: On my own authority and that of ash-Shafa’i from *âmr
bin Habib from Ibn Ishaq; In the country of Hlsma. . ,
■ ■■; ' / Y, - : :■"' v.,,
The raid: of Yiaid bln Harithah bn judham* . -
Ibn Ishaq; According to what one v/hb is above suspicion related to- tae 
on the authority of pertaim nbm of Judham who were well versed in it 
the account of it is that whenTHifa’ah bin Said the ,Judiiamite 
returned to his people from the Messenger of Allah with his letter 
calling them to Islam, they complied, A short time afterwards ; 
Dihyah bin IGmlifah the iCalbite returned* from Caesar the Bysantinb 
Bîiperp^ s*,at the time the Messenger of. Allah sent him, and he had some 
merchandise with him. When he was in one of their valleys called
Bhinar, al-Hunaid ban Aus and his son Aus bin al-Hunaid! two men of .
1 ■ '  ^ .*_/ ': ' ■ : : -■ ^ ; • ■ - 
ad-Bali * g Vi?ho ?;ere a sub division of ! Judham, at tacked Bihyah bin
^ ./ - i i  ^ .
Khailifàh and,carried off all he had got* Hewe of that came to a
party of ad-Bubaib g kinsmen of = Bif a * ah bin tv who had become
i:Mnsiimsi;unduresppiidedy:.so: they "gatheredHvtogether tto :tal-HuhaidiandtiMls
son uvith. an»Ku*man bin Abu Ji’al at their head* When they met them -
they fought, and rah bin Ashqar the Bafarlte and from the sub- ,
division of ad-I)ul*a declared his. origin that daypvpaying: "I am Ibn
liubhaV and shot an»Hu*man bin Abu Ji*al ivith an arrow, striking him
on thà knee with, itV . He said when he struck him; ;iVfake this* X am
Ibn Lùbna"• His mother was called Lubna® Hassan bin Millah the r; :
Bubâiblte had been a friend of Dihyah bin khalifah before that and ,
had tamght iilia the essence of the Book* ' : V
^  ^ I \ ^ ^  - -, /
Ibn Hishami . It is also given as Qurrah bin Aehqar tile Dafarite and
'■ Ha^ân bin''Hiilah* ' -
Xbnflshaq; One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
■ of certain men of Judham, : Ho said; They retrieved what was in the 
hands of.al-Eunald and his son and returned it to Dihyah, who set out 
. went to the ..Messenger ■ of Allah* told him. his tale .and. demanded the 
death of al-Bunaid and hie son, so the Messenger : of Allah sent 5aid 
bin Harithah against them * This was wbat gave!rise to the,raid;
by 2ald against Judhami and he sent an army v/lth him* Then Ghatafan, 
Wa’xl* and those who belonged, to Salaman and Ytaid bin Hudhaim parted 
company with Judham ‘when HiiSa’ah bin Said 'came to them with the letter 
of the Messenger of Allah, and they (Judhjam) .encamped in the stony 
tract, the stony tract of la^ » But Hifa’ah bin Said who had
no knowledge of this was in the mountains of Hayyalx along with some, 
men of the Beni Biibaib, the rest of the Beni Bubaid being in the ' 
valley of Midan-in the vicinity of the stony trace, in the part of it 
that- stretches eastwards. Bo the àrmy of ^aid bin Harithah advanced 
from the passes, fell on al-Maqis opposite the stony, tract, collected 
all the people and cattle they could find, and slew al-Hunaid, his . ; 
son, and two men of thé Beni l-Ahnaf #- ’ . '
-, ■ ' y ' - '
"Ibn Hisham:"' Of the Beni ll^ A^tjnaf ® '
Ibn Ishaq: Also a man of the Beni ’l-IOiasib; When the Beni 
Bubaib heard of that, the army being; in: the desert of „-Midaxi, a party., 
of bhern too to their horses^ Amongst those who rode out were Hassah 
bin Hillah on a max'C'belonging to Suv/aid bln %aid called al™’Ajajah) 
Unaif bin Millah on a mare belonging to %pxah called Highal; and 
Abu Said bin *Amr on a mare of his called Shamir. They set out and 
when they reached the army Abu Said and Hassan said to H^aif bin 
Millah; "Withdraw from"us and go away, for we fear your tongue". So 
he parted from them, but they had not gone far till his mare began 
pawing the g ound with her fore-feet and jumping around, and he said;
"I! amymOreeténacidùsabf- thé'iwÔ!"mën"ihUn*you-are^'of’the iwd horses" and
slackened the rein and allowed her to overtake them. They said to . 
him: "Since you have done what you have dune, v/ithold from us your 
tongue and do not bring ill-fortune upon us to-day"; and they charged
each other that none of them should speak but Hassan bin Millah.
There was a saying amongst them in the Age of Barbarism which they 
recognised the one from the other. When any of thém vxished to smite
with his sv/ord he would say? "Thuri", or "Burl". When they discovered
themselves to thé army the people came running up and ïlasean said to. 
them?."we are a party of Muslims". The first'one to meet was.a man 
on a black horse who advanced to drive them in (as prisoners), and. - 
lînaif said; "Buri" but^Hassah said: "Slowly". When they stood before 
2&id bin Harithah? Hassin said; "Wo are a party of Muslims" and %aid 
bin Harithah said? "Recite the essence of the Book" a.nd Bassin did so.
Then bin Harithah aaid; l^ProcXaim tJirougbt army that Allah :
hath forbidden ua the mountain-pass of this party from which they ,
. '  ' '  ! '  \  \  '  '  . - \  -  '  '
. came except they,.break’ thglr agreement. .Mow the sister of Hasaaa
bin Millah who was the wif e of Abu Wabr bin * Adi bin llmayyah bin
ad^Dubaih was among the captives, and Eaid said to hiiR? "Take her")
and she seized him round the waist* Hmm al-Fizr, a woman of Bula*
said: "Will you set free your young girls and leave your mothers in
paptivity.?". One of the Beni *I-lChasib said; "She'-.belongs • to the
Beni id“Dubaib and the witchery of their tongues is current to-day"i .
Home of the army heard it and informed Said bin Harithah,ând he
ordered Hasaan’s sister to take her arms .from around his waist and 
'' ' " ' * - / ' ' ' ^ . ' ! / -X '
said to her: "Be seated, here with your - cousins till Allah gives His
decision with regard to you", and they retired* île forbade the army
to descend into their valley, from which they had come. So they
spent the evening with their people; and v/aited for the time of
milking a few she-camels belonging to Suwaid bin Shid and when they :
had dr mils, their milk they rode out to Rifa’ah bin Elaid® Amongst those
who rode out to Bifa’ah bin ^aid that night were: Abu 0aid bln .’Amr,
Abu Shammas bin *Amr, Suwaid bin 0aid, Ba*jah bin^aid, Bardha* bin
!Sald, ThaClabah bin Baid, Huldiaribah. bin * Adi, Hnaif bin Fllilah, ;,
ard Easaan bin Millah, and they came to Rifa*ah bin 0aid in the
morning in the mountains of Rayyah behind the stony tract who was at
a well there in the stony tract of Lailah. Hassan bin Millah said
to him; "Here you are squatting milking the goats whilst the women of
Judham are captives; the letter which you brought deceived them".
Then Hifa*ah bin %ald called for a camel of his and began bracing the
saddle oh it , saying the while;» ! v
Are you a. tribe, br are you summoning a tribe?
Then he set out, accompanied by them, taking Umayyah bin Dafarah. 
brother of the ICiiasibite the murdered man, along with him, making an 
early start from behind the stony tract and got to the plains of 
Medina in three nights. When, they entered Medina'and reached the 
mosque one,of the people regardéd them and said; "Do not make your 
camels kneel down to have their fore-fiet out offy so they dismounted 
from -them, while they stood upright* When they went. i n . to the . . 
.Messenger of Allah, he saw them and made a- signal to fchemwith his ,
: hand that they should come forward from behind the people* When 
IZifa’ah bln ^ aid opened the .conversation on© bi? the people arose
^ ' ' . '' ' ' /. 
and said! "Q Messenger of Allah, these are a group of sorcerers", and
repeated It twice. '. Then Rif a * ah bln !3aid'said: j ' "Hay Allah have , . .
mercy on him who aneaks nothing hut good of .us this day", and
Rif©•ah bin Said handed ,to the Messenger of Allah the letter which
he had written for him and said: "Beware 0 Messenger of Allah! His
letter is of old, bis treachery is recent". TheMo^Benger of Allah
said; "Head it 0 young mân and announce it"* When he read his letter
he asked them for nevm which.they gave him* The Messenger of Allah
said: "What shall I do, about the slain" three times* Hifa’ah said;^
"You know best, 0 .Messenger of Allah, we will not forbid to you
what is allowable nor will we make allowable to you what is forbiddenV
Abu 7iB.±â bin ’Amr said:. "0 Messenger of Allah, release to us those
who are alive? those v/ho have been slain are beneath these feet of
mine"* The Messenger of Allah said; "Abu Said is right. Hide out
with them 0 ’All". 'All said ; "0aid will never* obey me, 0 Messenger
of Allah". He said: • "Take this sword of mine"; and he gave him-his
sword*' Then ’All said; "0 Messenger of Allah, 1 have no beast on ;
which to ride"? so they, mounted him on a camel belonging ta Tha’labah
bin VAmr called Mikhal* They sot out and a messenger from gtaid' bin
Harlthaîi met them on a she-camel from the herd of Abu Wabr called
aeh“Shamr. They made him dismount and he said: "O "All, what is my
business?"* He said: "They recognised their property and took it".
Then they marched on, met the army in the desert of al»lahlatain%
; «
and took all they had even to the extent of taking a woman's small 
pad from underneath a saddle. - -
 ^ Poetry omitted.
The raids are completed and we return to detailed mention of 
raiding parties and minor missions. '
Ibn Ishaq; Also the raid.of Bald bin Harithah on at-Taraf in the
' ' .7 '  ^ ' : '
vicinity of Nalchl on the. road to Iraq. ■ ■ ,
The raid of %aid bin Harithah on the Beni Fazarah and the death of 
hmm Qirfah. ■ '  ^ .
Also the raid of Eaid bin Harithah on the Wadi ^l*»Qura where he met _ 
the Boni Fasarah in which some of his friends were slain. Said 
himself was brought out from amongst the slain, and Ward bln ’Amr 
bin Mldï'ash was-slain in it, He waé one of the Beni Said bin ■ , . / ' ‘ 
Hudhail and one of the Beni Badr killed him* . . ?
!,àms
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ïbnMlshàms- ' B a ’d''bin'HudhaiBi*-, ■ ; !) . . / -y ' - - ■-
Ibn ïehaq; Vilien lSald bi.ii Harithaii returned he took an oath that no
ablution for (ceremonial) impurity should touch his head till he had
made a raid against the Beni Fazarah, and when he was healed.of his
wounds the -^esBenger of Allah sent him against the Beni Faaarah with
an army and he fought then in Wadi '’i-Qura and ■ slew some of them.
v^ais bin Musahhar the Ya’murite killed Mas’adah bln Hakamah bin
Malik bin iludhalfah bin Badr, and Umm Qirfah, Fatimah bint Rabl’ah
bin Badr v/as made prisoner^ Bhe was the wife of Halik Viin Hudhaifah
bin Badr and a very old woman. A daughter of hera and ’Abdallah bin
Has’adah were also taken prisoner. &aid bin Harithah ordered Qais
bin al-Musahhar to slay Bmm Qirfah a n d ‘he put her to à violent death.
Then they brought the daughter of Umm C^ irfarh and Ibn Mas’adah to the
Messenger of Allah. The daugh fc or o f , Uuim ^^irfah vias - the wife of .
Balamah bin ’Amr bin al-Akwa*? it was he who got hèr® She belonged to
an honourable family among her.people and the Arabs said: "If you had
been stronger than Dim (^irfah you could not have increased". Salamah
asked the Messenger of Allah for her and he gave her to him. Then he
gave her to M s  uncle Hazn bin Abu Wahb and she bore to him *Abd
arARahman bin Hazn., Qais &in al-Musahhar ©aid about the slaying of
Mas’adah:»- ‘ .
. I rushed upon him on a reddish brown horse who raced like 
■ his mother!s son ■ -
On the reddish brown horse X was • an avenger while he lived 
I attacked him on the 0olt when X saw him 
;(I attacked) the hero of many battles from the family of
I poised against him a lance a© if it were ;
A ahoôtihg star blazing out for the beholder in an open '
- ; . place,/... ' ./, : /. ;. .
The raid of ’Abdhllah bin Baxvahah to slay al-Yusair bin Riéam» ,
The raid o f .’Abdallah bin;Eawahah against Khaibar on two occasions and
one of them was when he killed al-Yuaair bin RizSm.. : ; . .
Ibn Hisham: He is also given as al»Yusair bin Razlm.
The story of £il»Yusalr bin Rizam was that he was in Khaibar collecting 
Ghatafan for an .attack on the Messenger of Allah so the, Messenger ; of 
.Allah sent ’Abdallah bin iawàhàh against him with a group of his 1
friends amongst whom was ’Abdallh. bln Unais, ally of the Beni
Salamah,. .- When they came to him they ©poke with himg. gave him gifts. /)
\ : '■ -698- ; ; '■X ,  ,
and said: "Verily If ybu come to the Meseanger of Allah he will 
give you a command and honour you", and they did not desist till he 
set out in their company with a group of Jews, ’Abdallah bin Hnais 
having mounted him on his camel* When they were in al-QAraqrah, 
six miles from Khaibar, al-Yusair bin Hizam repented of his.going 
to the Messenger of Allah, and ’Abdallah bin Unais caught him in the 
act of reaching for his sword, rushed upon him, struck him with his 
sword, and.cut off his leg* Al-Yusair struck him with a cudgel of 
y.ew that was in his hand and wounded him on the head, and every one
of the friends of the Messenger of Allah turned on one of the Jews
and killed them all except one who made his escape on foot. When 
’Abdallah bin huais returned to the Messenger of Allah, he apat on 
. his gash and it neither suppurated nor did him any harm* /
(There was) also the raid of ’Abdallah bin ’Atik against Khaibar in
which he killed Abu Bafi’ bin Abu ’l^huqaiq.
The raid of ’Abdallah bin ünais to slay Khalld bin Bufyan bin 
Hubalh the JIudhalite, , ;
The raid of ’Abdallah bin tjnais against Khalid bin Bufyan bin Mubaih 
the Hudhalitei The Messenger of Allah sent him against him when he 
was in either Eakhlah or ’Urnah collecting men to make an attack on 
the Messenger of Allah, and he killed him. . . .
ibn Ishaq: .Muhammad bin Ja’far. bin az^ESubalr related, to me. He ■ said;A # V  " ,
‘/Abdallah bin h'nais said; "The Messenger of Allah called me and said;
’I have heard that Ibn Bufyan bin Hubaih the Hudhalite is collecting 
men to make an attack on me, and he Is in either Ealchlah or ’Hrnah; 
go against him and slay him’* I said: ’0 Messenger of Allah, describe 
him to me that I may recognise him?* He said; ’When you see him he 
will surely remind you of Satan, and the sign ox what is between him 
and you is that whon you see him yoU will fiitd that he has a " 
trembling’ *, So I set out with girded dagger and I was guided to him 
while he was in oqha^ge of the women in litters looking for a camping- 
ground for them and the time was the late afternoon* When I saw him 
I found the trembling of which the Messenger of Allah had spoken to 
me. So I approached him fearing that there would be some manoeuvres 
between him and me which would distract me from the Prayer, so 1 
prayed whilst 1 was wall^ing towards him., making signs with my head.
:::1
Then. I /reached him he. said: .’Who is the man? ’. I said: • ’One of the 
• Arabs .who has heard of you and of your gathering (men) • against .'this' : ‘ 
man) he has ,como to you. in connection with this*. He said: -’Yea, .'I,' : 
am engaged on that)», Go I walked with him-some little way , and .when 
:, it became possible for me I attacked hiiu with the dagger-and’ siev/ him* ■ 
Then 1.went'away, leaving his li’t'.t era ; oyer turned upon him, When 1 
..returned to-the .Messenger of Allah and he saw me hé said: ’The matter 
has .prospered)* I àâid.î ’ 1 .have slain him, . 0 .Messenger- of Allah’ *
He .said!’’You have axjo.kôïi the t^uth’ « Then he brought me into his 
house, gave me. a staff and said: ’Keep this staff by youg 0 .’Abdallah
bin Unala*. 8 o I took It out to the; people and they said: !’What, is
(the .meaning of ) this staff?*. 1, said; The Mes songer of ' Allah gave ■ 
it to me and Ordered, me^to keep it bj me*-. They .said: ’Will you 
- not then go back to the Messenger of Allah and ask him why-it is
thus?*.l Ho I went back, to the Messenger of Allah and said: *0 .■'
/Messenger of Allah) why did you give me this staff? 'He said: * A - 
sign between you and -me on the -Pay of Resurrection. ' Verily few . 
people will have staffs in their hands on that day* V Go * Abdallah f{
.,bin Unais put it along with his dagger ^ and.it remained constantly w i t h  
him till he died and then he ga ve /orders : that lit.ibé putjln hiscsHroud 
and they were buried together, ; ;
Poetry omitted*
Ibn Ishaq: The raid of 5ald bin Harithah, ja’far bin Abu Talib,
and/’Abdallah bin Rav/ihah to IKiu^ tah in the country of Syria where 
they wore slain; the raid of K a ’b bin ’Umair the Ghifarite bn Dhat ' 
Atlah in the country of Syria where he and all his comrades were'' 
slain? and the raid of ’Uyainah bin Hisn bin Hudhaifah bin Badr 
against the Beni *l»’Anbar of the*Beni Tamxm.
-The raid of .)Uyalnah bin Hien against the Beni )1-’ anbar. of. the 
Beni Tamim. -, ‘ - • ' -
The account of them is that the Messenger of Allah sent him against 
them and he attcked them,, killing some of them, and taking some of them 
prisoner* ' : ■ . ; ;
’Asim bin ’Umar bin Qatadah related to me that * A,® i shah said to the 
Messenger of Allah: "0 Messenger of Allah, I am responsible for a !, 
slave of the descendants of Ishmael". He said: "The captives of the
-700-,
Beni ’1-Anbar are coming now and we will give you a man of them bo 
that you may set him free.
Ibn Ishaq: When their captives were brought in to the Messenger of
Allah a deputation of the Beni Tamim took to their horses and
came to the Messenger of Allah amongst whom were Rabi'ah ibn
Rufai*, Sabrah ibn 'Amr, al-Qa*qai ibn Ma’bad, Wardan ibn Muhriz,
Qais ibn ’Seim, Malik ibn ’Amr, al-Aqra’ ibn Habis, and Firas ibn
Habis. They spoke to the Messenger of Allah about them and he freed
some and accepted ransom for others.
List of names and poetry omitted.
The raid of Ghalib ibn ’Abdallah on the country of the Beni Murrah.
Ibn Ishaq: The raid of Ghâlib ibn ’Abdallah the Kalbite of Kalb
laith on the country of the Beni Murrah in which he slew Mirdas ibn 
Nahik an ally of theirs from al»Hurqah of Juhainah, whom Usamah ibn 
Zaid and one of the Helpers slew.
Ibn Hisham: Al-Huraqah, according to what Abu ’Ubaidah related to me.
Ibn Ishaq: His story on the authority of Usamah ibn Zaid was (as
follows); He said: I and one of the Helpers overtook him and when
we drew our swords against him he said: "I testify that there is no 
god but Allah", but we did not withdraw from him till we had slain him. 
When we came to the Messenger of Allah we told him his story and he 
said: "0 Usamah, who gave you the right to kill one who says: 'There is 
no god but Allah?'". I said: "0 Messenger of Allah, he said it merely 
to escape from death". He said: "Who gave you this right, 0 Usamab ?" 
By Him who sent him with the truth he kept on repeating it to me till 
I could have wished that the time past of my having been a Muslim had 
never been, that I had accepted Islam that day, and that I had not
slain him. I said: "Grant me respite 0 Messenger of Allah. I swear
by Allah that I will "never slay a man who says there is no god but
Allah". He said: "You say: 'After my time' 0 Usamah ", I said:
"After your time".
The raid of 'Amr ibn al-’As on Dhât as-Salisil.
The raid of 'Amr ibn al-'As on Dhat as-Salasil in the country of the 
Beni 'Udhrah, The story of it is that the Messenger of Allah sent
: . '  ^. / ' . . - . . , .. _ -- - ,, / - 
- him to .convoke ' .the. : Arab s • to: v/ar, against . Syria because TJmm al- ’As: 
bin W a ’il was; a woman of Ball. The Messenger of Allah sent him -to 
gain their friendship) fox*; that’purpose', and when, he was at'a water» ' 
spot in the gd untry of Judham called aa-Galsal,- on account of which 
that raid was called the raid of Dhat as-Salasil, While he was ' ': /
there he 'was_ afraid: and sent word to the .Messenger of , Allah’ asking ' 
him: for help and the Messenger of Allah sent Abu 'Ubaidah .bin al- .
Jar rah to his assistance with the. original Migi’es amongst wh*m were
Abu Bakr and . *UÜîar‘. Ha sàld. to Abu * Ubaidah when he sent him out;
' y  - . ^ ^
"Do not.disagree". So Abu ’Ubaidah set out and when he came bo him
■ Vlmr said to' him; "You have come merely to "give me help" * ' Abu.
’Ubaidah said:. "Ra.y,. Î have fiiy position and you have.youra", Abu : .
’Ubaidah was an easy, gentle, pliable man for'whomtWorldly-thingsbf
had; no KimpGrtance;:; :!  ^! ^ ' *Amr said to him,: "Kay, you have / . |
brought reinforcements to rah". Abu ^U^aiclah said to him; "0 *Amr, ./ I
. the Messenger of ' Allah said to me: 'Do not disagree’ ) a^d if■ you , . ^
disobey me, I will obey-you"» ’ Ëe said; "Then I am the. commahder / " :
superior,- to you .and you are helping me" - Ke said: "As you will",
and 'Amr led the people in worship# :
Abu Eakr’s injunction to Rafi’ bin Abu Hafi**
He said: A story connected with this raid v/as that Rafi* bin Abu
Bafi’ the Tai*ite. who was Rafi* bin 'Amir,ah $ related on his own :
authority, according to what î heard* He said : I was a Christian ;
and .was called 8ar jis and I was thetb.est/guidé;:and the pney.whoikné.wethe 
desert. I used to bury .water in ostrich eggs In the region.of the 
sands In the Age of Barbarism then make a raid on the people’s camels, 
and when 1 got them into the sands I had the better of them, no one .
was able to follow me there. When X passed by the water 1 had hidden
.in the.ostrich eggs X took them, out and drank. When I islamized Î 
went on that raid on which the Messenger of Allah sent 'Amr bin a l - .  
*ÂB to Dhat as-Calasil, X said I would choose a companion f o r ■ 
iEyaeif and 1 became the companion of nbu :Bakr axid was with him in his .
tent. He' was wearing a thick cloak of Fadalc which belonged to him? .
when v/e dismounted he spread it out, and when wo mounted he put it on,
: and, made holes in it with .a piercing instrument which he had. That
 ^was why the people of Majd said to him when they apostatized and 
became unbelievers: ."We will av/ear allegiance to the possessor of the ! 
'cloak"« %hèn we drew hear.to Medina on pur re turn journey X said : '
' ' ' - 702 -  . /
"0 Abu Bakr, I had you fasAmy companion .©o.Lthmt ? A11 ah / wd uid Ibenefit : me
through you' , so-advise me and teach, me"» He said; "Even if, you
.had not asked me for it Ï would have done It- I command you .to
believe in the unity of Allah, and not to ,aasociate any thing wit h' iilm ;
to, observe the Prayer, pay the Tithe, and fast in Ramadan'; to :
perform the pilgrimage of the ïîoiiBe? to cleanse yourself .from
. impurity, and never to wield authority over two men of the Mualima"»:
■X said: "0 A.bu Hakr, , . 'Ai.!"' : v. x ...i.i;.!' ■ o,:-.,;- :ts-.'7./Pi hope
.1 shall never associate anyone with Him? as for the’Pray or, ‘I ehall
never abandon it, if Allah wills? iiB for the Tithe, if X posseoe. ... „
'property I wi3;l ■ epay.\;it.) e .it, if ■ Allah wills ; as for Ramadan, I .
. ' - ' • *  ' 
shall never abandon ,it, if Allah wills ; as for the Pilgrimage« if 1
.am' able .I will perform it .if Allah. willsas for impurity; • Xiwill
purify myself from it; if Allah wills ; as for wielding power, 1 have
observed, 0 = Abu Bakr,'.-that people art not noble in. the «^..tiuation of
the-Messenger ol Allah if .they .do not possess it, why then do you
/forbid it to me?". He,said: "Yoù have called me to make an effort
to make it plaxn.to you and I will inform you about it. Uerily Allah
sent Muhammad with this religion and in it ha has striven till the 
' ..... . . ; . 
the'people entered it ai.t her. willingly or unwillingly. When they .
entered they were the, ones who had sought refuge in Allah, His
neighbours, xand under;His protection, so beware lest you break with
All ah' wh ere .Hi a neighbours are concerned, and Allah follow you up-,
In connection with the breach of (His covenant) . If any of you
break his covenant where His neighbour is concerned, and His muscles
will remain.awolled in wrath on account of His neighbour because a
sheep or a camel of.his has been talc en, Allah is most violent In
wrath Oil account of His neighbour". So I parted from him and when.
the Messenger of Allah was taken and Abu Bakr was.appointed commander 
' -
of the people, I went to him and said: "0 Abu Bakr3. did you not 
forbid me to exercise authority over two of the Muslims"? He said; 
"Certainly and even now. X forbid you to do thatu« I said: "What 
then induced you, to accept command of the affair of the people?"*,
He said: "I could find no escape from It for I feared there would fee 
division in the nation of XluhammadV
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The affair of *Auf bin Halik in that mid*
Xbn Ishaq: Yaaid b±2i Abu Habib told me that it was related to him on 
the authority of ’Auf bin Malik tha. 'Aslija'ite. Hé said; I was in. 
the raid in which the Messenger of. Allah sent 'Amr bin al-’âs to 
Dhat as-HaXasils .and I was £i companion of Abu Bakr and 'Umar, I 
passed by a party beside a camel of theirs which they had slain and 
they were not able to divide it up. X was skilled in the art of 
slaughtering and I said: "Will you give me the tenth part of it on 
condition that I divide it amongst you"? They said: "Yes", Ho I 
took the two Halves and divided it there and then g took a part o.f 
it g carried it off to my friends^ and v/e cooked and ate it. Abu 
Bakr and, ’Umar said .to me: "Where ::did you get ,that meat , xO 'Auf?'". -
I told them the tale connected' with it and they said; "You .did not 
do right when you fed us with this"^ and they began to vomit all of 
it there was in their stomachs, When the people returned from that 
journey I was the first to approach the Messenger of Allah, 1 canie 
to him while he \va.s praying in his house and said: "Peace be upon 
you? 0. Messenger of Allahg_an.d the mercy of Allah, and Mia blessing". 
He said: "Is it *Auf bin Malik?". X said: "Yes, may I ransom you
with my father and motlierh* "Are you the man of the slaughtered 
camel?". The Messenger of Allah said no more to me than that nor did 
he return my greeting*
The raid of Ibn Abu Hadrad against a sub-tribe of Xdam and the 
killing of ’Amir bin al-Adbat.
Tile raid of Ibn Abu Hadxaad against a sub»tribe of Idam which, took ,
'  *  "
place before the Victory.
Ibn Ishaq: Yasid bin ’Abdallah bin Quoait related to me on the
authority of al-Qa’qa'biii ’Abdallah bin Abu Hadrad, from his father
’Abdallah bin Abu Hadrad. He said:. The Messenger Of Allah sent us
*
against Idam with a party of the Muslims amongst whom was Abu
C^atadah, al-Harith bin Rib’iyy and Muhallini bin Jaththaruah bin Q.ais,
We set out and when we reached, the sub»tribe of Idam? 'Amir bln al»
. ' - 
Adbat the Ashja’ite pdssed by us on a riding camel of his. He had
with him some provisions of his and a skin of mllke When he passed
by IS he gave us the salutation of Islam and we refrained from
(attacking) him. BuJ; Muhallim bin Jaththamah attacked a.nd killed
him oh account oi‘ ac îaething that Was. between them and took hla
camels and. proviélona. VIhen tee came to the'Messenger of Allah
and told him our tale, there came down about us;»
0 ye v/ho-have believed, v/hen yé go/about in the way of 
Allah, malce (things) clear to yourselves; do not say to 
one who gives you the peace»greeting, "Thou art not a 
believer", in desire of the chance gain of!this present 
life.,,. * *(Burah 4: 93) *
to the end of the verse. •
Ibn Hieham; Abii ’Aîar bin aX-’Alalrecitod!»
Do not say to one who gives you the peace-greetii g, "Thou 
art not a believer". ! '-
In connection with this story.
Ibn Ishaq;' Muhammad bin Ja’far. bin az-Zubair related to us. Ha saidV 
: *'/ ! . /- - - 
I heard Ziyad bin ad-Du$airah bin Ba^d the Sulainite relate on the
authority of ’Urwah bin az-Zubair from his father, from his grand­
father, who had both witnosaecl Hunain with the Messenger of Allah*/
He said; The Messenger of Allah prayed tW noon prayer with us and 
then betook himself to" the shade of a tree under which he squatted 
when he was in Huhain, and al-Aqra’ bin Habis and ’Hyaniah bin Hien 
bin End half ah hrought to him a dispute about ’Amir bin al-Adbat the
.  . .  7 ;  . . .  L  i ' . ’ - .  - ■  ■ %  ' ' ' ■ ■
Ashja ’ite^ ’tJyaijxah, who was at that time chief of the Qhatafan 
seeking compensation for the killing of ’Amir, al-Aqra* bin 
Habis!defending Muhallaim bin Jaththamah because he belonged to 
Khindif, . They took turns ,at disputing, their case in the presence of 
the Messenger of Allah while we listened and we heard ’Eyainah bln 
ilisn say; "I will not!desist from him till I hâve made his ! women \'' 
a heat similar to. that vAilch he made my women taste". The Messenger 
of Allah said; "lay| you shall receive the b&ood-wit, fifty on thie 
journey and fifty when he return". ! He refused (to accept) that and 
then bne of the Béni Laith called Mulcaithar, a short, thick-set man, 
rose and said; (Ibn Hisham;! Mukaxtal). "0 Messenger of Allah, I can 
find no comparison for this Amin man in the ea^ fly day© of Islam v 
except it b© that of sheep who have gone to the wator the foremost 
of v/hich are attacked and the ones behind scattered away, give a 
decision to-day!and arrange! the blood-wit to-morrow". The Messenger 
of Allah raised his hand and said; "Hay, you y/ill talee the blood- 
wit of fifty on this journey and fifty when wo return", and they 
accepted! the blood-wit . Then they! said; “ '‘'here is this friend of -'/!!.'!!
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yours for whom the Messenger of Allah will ask forgiveness?". So a 
brown, slight, tall man, wearing his robes in which he had been about 
to die, arose and squatted before the Messenger of Allah, and he said: 
to him: "What is your name?". He said: "I am Muhallim ibn 
Jaththamah". The Messenger of Allah raised his hand and said: "0 
Allah, do not grant forgiveness to Muhallaim ibn Jaththamah" three 
times, and he arose wiping his tears with the fringe of his cloak.
As for us, we said among ourselves: "We had hpped that the Messenger 
of Allah would ask forgiveness for him, and this is what the 
Messenger of Allah has done",
Ibn Ishaq: One who is above suspicion related to me on the authority
of al-Hasan of Basrah, He said; The Messenger of Allah said to him 
when he squatted down in front of him: "You guaranteed him safety in 
(the name of)Allah and then you slew him", and after that he said to 
him what he said, Muhallim ibn Jaththamah lived only seven days and 
then died, and by Him in #hose hand is the life of al-Hasan, the 
earth cast him forth; they put him back again and the earth cast him 
forth; they put him back yet again and the earth cast him forth. When 
his people were worsted, they went to two mountains, laid him out 
between them and cast stones over him till they covered him up. His 
case was reported to the Messenger of Allah and he said; "Verily the 
earth has received those who were more wicked than he but Allah 
willed to give you warning of the sacredness of what is among you 
by what he showed you in connection with him".
Ibn Ishaq: Salim,lAbu Nadr told me that it was related to him that 
when al-Aqra* ibn Habis was alone with 'Uyainah ibn Hisn and Qais 
he said to them: "0 People of <^ ais, you prevented the Messenger of 
Allah from slaying a man through whom he would have made peace with 
the people, are you safe from the curse of the Messenger of Allah in 
case Allah curses you with His curse, or from his wrath against you 
in case Allah be wroth with you? By Allah, in whose hand is the life 
of al-Aqra*, you shall indeed give him up to the Messenger of Allah 
that he may do with him as he wills, or I will bring fifty men of 
the Beni Tamim all of whom will testify by Allah that your friend 
was slain an unbeliever who had never prayed, and thus I will let 
his death go unavenged". When they heard that they accepted the 
blood-wit,
Ibn Hishaiiir , Mufealllni in the whole of this story is on the authority
; • ■ ’  ■ ,  ^  ■' - y  • , y ; . ;  ■ "  ■ ■ . , ‘ ;
of another! than Ibn Ishaq * / He was Muhallim b;lix Jatht hSaah bin gala, ;
the. laithite. .< ■ . / / ' "
Ibn Ishaqs Mula'jjaiii in v;hat Ziyad related to ub about, him*
The raid of Ibn Abu Haclrsid to sD.ay Bifa’ali bin Qaie the Jushamito®,
Ibn Xahaq; The raid of Ibn Abu Hajrad the Aslamite on al-Ghibah.
According to what I heard, its account is on the authority of one .
who ia above auspicion from Ibn Abu Hadrad. He ©aid; I married a 
woman of my people and gave : her two hundred dirhem© :a© dowry. . I "came 
to the Messenger of Allah eeeking hio assistcmce in connection with 
my marriage and he ©aids "How much dowry did you give?". I ©aids 
"Two hundred dirhems, C) Messenger of Allali". He said; "Allah be 
praised! Had you got the dirhem© from the bottom of a valley you 
would not have given more; Ï have nothing wherewith to help you".
I waited ©ome day© and a man of the Beni Juaham bin Mu’awiyah called 
Rifa’ah bin Qai© or Qaia bin Bifa’ah advanced with a large sub-tribe 
of the Beni Jueham and exlcampod ?/ith hi© people and those who were ; 
with id.m in al-Ghabah^ wishing to gather Qais to make war on the 
Messenger of Allah* He had a (good) name and was held in esteem 
by Jusham. So the.Meaaenger of called me and two others of the 
Muslims along with me and said; "Go out to thid man and bring back 
soma information. He presented us with an old emaciated she-eamel ! 
and one of us v/ae mounted on her and ©he could not rise with him for 
weakness till thé men helped her with their hand© from behind and 
she raised herself up, and she eGarcely made it* Then he ©aid; "Go 
there on her'and ridé her by turns" . l?è eet out , having with u© our 
arms which consisted of arrows and daggers and when we came near the 
settlement it waa evening at set ,of sUn. I hid myself in one part 
of the* settlement and ordered; my two companions to hide themselves in 
the other parte.and said to them; "When you hear me giving a Takbir 
and running in the direction of the camp, you give a Takbir and , 
run with meV Thu© we were expecting to take the people off their 
guard or inflict some (injury)oh them * The night enveloped ub and 
then the first darkhess t^ as past •/ They had a shepherd who pastured . 
his flocke© in that district and he delayed till they were afraid for
his safety. Bo their!friend Bifa'ah bin Qais, got up, took hi© !
' - ' ' ' . . - . - 7 0 7 » '  . .  '/y ^  --:. .
dagger, put it round his neokg and eaids "I will surely- follow the
steps of this shepherd of Oura for evil has befallen him"., Some of
those who.. Were with him said; "You shall not go, wa are surely, able
to do that for you". Ho said ;"Ho one but myself shall go". The^ ;
said; "Then we go with,you". He said; "Hone of you shall follov; Bio"#
Bo he set ■ out and- passed my .-Vi/ay .and. when it was possible f o r m e  I .
shot him with an arrow, placing it in his heart. He did not utter a
sound§ 30 X leapt, upon him and cut off hi© head, Then I ran in the
- ' ' ' ™ . 
direction of the camp, uttered a Takblr, and i%y two companions ran ,
out and uttered a Takhir# There was no thought of anything on the
part of those who were in it but escape with all their women and
children and the light effects they could take with them; a fact.
which was Indicated by their cries of; Look,out! Look out! Bo we
drove away, a large number of camels and many sheep v/hlch wo brought
to thé Messenger of Allah» . I also brought his head which 1 carried
with me. The Messenger of Allah helped me with my dowry with
thirteen of those casiels and X gatheredivmy . family to, me.
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Ibn Ishaq; One who is above suspicion related-to me on the authority 
of ’Ata^bin Abu libah. He said: I heard one of the inhabitants of,
Basrah aak ’Abdallah bin ’Umar bin al-Ehat:bab about the loosing of 
the ,turban hehixid othez/Bihn -when he bound it on. "Abdallah said; X , 
will tell you that if Allah wills, having had knowledge of it.
I was the tenth of à party of ten o f 'the friends of the Messenger.of 
Allah who were in his mosque; Abu Balo?, *Hmar, ’Uthma^g M i l ,  *Afed
^  ‘ ■ * 3  '  . 1 . , -  '  ^
ar-Rahman bln "Auf, Ibn Ifes’ud, Mu’adh bin JabaX, Hudhaifah bin 
al-Yaiaim, Abu B a ’ïd the IChudrite, .and I wore with the Messenger of 
Allah, when a young man of the Helpers came up, greeted the 
Messenger of Allah and squatted dovm. Then ho said: "0 Messenger of 
Allah, which of the believers is the most Gxcellentî'Hie said: "The 
best of them in character". He said;. "Which of the believers ia the 
/most intelligent?"He said: "The one v/ho is most middf L=1 of death 
and the on© who is best prepared for it before it comes upon him; 
they are the most Intelligent". The young man was silent and the 
Messenger of Allah; came"-|ip to us and said; "0 . people of the Emigres, 
there are five vice© which if they coiiie upon you - but; I take refuge 
in Allah lest you ;should live/ito .see them,l;yérily immorality idoes not
'  \  /
make its appearance among any people and they become notorious for it 
witiiout pestilonces and diééaseB also appearing amongst them which 
did not appear amongst their ancestors who 'are "passed away* 'They 
have : not .given- -short ■ measures and ' weights without ' being ' overtaken •/ 
by famine^ lack of sustenance and the tyranny of those in authority•: 
They have not withheld the Tithe on their property without being 
denied .’dew from-heavek,'and were it not for the - animals, ' they would 
receive no rain. They have not broken the covenant of Allah and Hi© 
messenger without a foreign enemy being given power over them, and 
he took a part of what they possessed. Their leaders did not give 
judgment accdrding to the Book of Allah, being in perplexity 
regarding what Allah had sent dd?m,.without Allah sending adversity 
among them*! Then he ordered ’Afodar-Rahman bin * Auf to prepare for 
the raid on which he was a ending him-, and he came in the morning 
attired in a turban of black cotton material. The Messenger of 
Allah drew him near to him, took it off, bound it on, and released ; 
behind him four, ilingere^s or tfernabouts* Then he said; "Thus shall 
you wear the turban for It la better and more recognisable". After 
that he ordered Bilal to hand the banner over to him, which he did.
He praised.Allah, asked a blessing for himself and said: "Take it,.
0 Ibn *Auf, go forth to battle all of you in the way of Allah; fight 
those vdxo disbelieve in Allah; do jxot practise deceit, perfidy of 
mutilation; do not élay a child, for this is the covenant of Allah . 
and the xmy of life of His prophet amongst you", and *Abd ar-Haliman 
bin ’Auf took the banner.
IbE iîlahams He set out to DuÈat al-Jandal.
The raid of Abu ’Hbaidah bin. al-»Jarrah on the sea-coast.
Ibn Ishaq; ’Hbadah bin al-Walid bin ’Ubadah bin as»0amit related to 
me on the authority of his father from his grandfather iUbadah bin 
.aa-Samlt® He said: The Messenger of Allah sent a raiding party, of
which Abu ’Ebaidah .bin al-Jarrah was in command, to the sea-coaet.;
He. provisioned them with a bag of dates which he supplied to them 
till he had to begin!to count them out to them by number and in the 
end the dates were 00 exhausted - that he was giving each man one date 
per day- One.day he divided them out amongst us and they were one 
date short, and its absence was a grief to ub that day; When /
y"':.
' hunger. ÊiBGailed us Allah, brought, a tbeastout \of the sea of whose \ 
flesh and fat. we ate and there v/e stayed twenty nights:-till v/e . 
v/axed. fat and had recovered féom our hunger. Then our commander 
took,one of its ribs, set It up on the road, ordered the biggest 
camel we.had,.mounted the biggest man amongst us on it* and he rode, 
through below It without it touching hla head. When v/e .returned to 
the Messenger of Allah we told him about it, and asked him about- 
what.we done In eating of it. He said? "A provision which Allah made 
for you".. ■  ^  ^ - - ..
.The sending of "Amr bin Umayyah the Damrite to fight Abu Bufyan
' ■, ' - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■  
bin Harb*
* .  • .  ■ .
Ibn Hisham; One of the missions and raidixig parties of the Messenger 
of Allah which Ibn Ishaq does not mention is the sending of "Amr 
bin Umayyah the Damrlte. According to what one, of the scholars in 
whom I have confidence related to mo, the Messenger of Allah sent 
him to Mecca, after the killing of llhufeaib bin "Adi and his friends, 
and ordered him to slay Abu Bufyan bin Barb. He sont'Jab tar bin : 
Bakhr the Helper along with him'' and they set out and went to Mecca./ 
They tied up their two camels in one of the concealed paths of Yajij 
and entered Mecca by night. Jafebar said to *^mri "Buppoee v/e 
circumambulate the House and perform two cycles of prayer"® "Amr 
said: "After the people have had their evening meal they ait in their 
courtyards". said: "By all means, if Allah wills". "Amr said:
"So. we circumambulated the House and prayed and then set out to look 
for ,Abu Bufyan and we were wallcLng through Mecca v/hen one of the 
inhabitants of Mecca looked closely at m%  and recognised me and said: 
"•Amr bin Umayyahî he has eomo hei'o merely on evil bent*. 1 said to : 
my friends "Let us escape" , and v/e set out at a run and climbed a 
hill. They set out in search of us but when we got up the mountain 
they gave up hope of finding us and we returned and went into a CEive 
in the mountain where we passed,the night, having taken.stones which 
we piled up as a barrier before us. When morning cam© a man of 
. Quraish went out leading his mare and collecting herbage for her and 
he came upon'usjinii the .cave. X said: * If he sees us he will give -, 
the alarm about us and we Shall be tal^ ien and slain*. I had a
V.' :-7io-'' . : . ‘
poniard \diioh I liad prepared f or, Abu Sufyan, so X v/ént out to him, 
àmoté him in the breast but once) and he gâvé a cry which the people 
of Mecca heard so.X.returned and went into my (hiding)-place. The 
people Came running' to him when 'he was- at the last gasp and, said;
"Who smote yoti?'** He said:"^Amr ’bin iJmayyah"§ and death overcame 
him and he died there and then .without having shown them our (hiding) 
place, and they carried him away.- When evening was come I said to
my friend: "Let us make'our eaeape^g and v/e sat out by night • from ;
Mecca to -go to Medina a ' Ifo passed the guards who: word guarding the 
corpse of îüiubalb bin, "Adi and one of them said: "What-1 saw to-night 
was very like the walk of "Amr bin Hmayyah; were it not that he is in 
Medina X would have ©aid it was 'Amr bin Umayyah". He said; "When 
he came up to the piece of wood he pulled it and carried it away 
and the pair of them Went away at a run and they set out in-pursuit 
of them but when he came to a banlc in the declivity of the water»
course of lajij he cast the wood into it and Allah hid him from their
eyes so that they, were not able to overtake him* . I said to my friend 
* Make your getaway? go to your camel amd mount it and I will draw the 
people away from you* - The Helper had no strength for walking and I 
went on till X emerged at Bajnan where I sought refuge on a mountain
and entered a cave. ‘ While Ï v;as there an old one-eyed man of the
Beni ®d»Bil came in to me with some little spoil of his? and said;
•Who is the man?". . I said: "From the Beni Baler? who are you?". He 
said: * From the Beni Boliir*. 1, said: * Welcome | and he reclined.
Then he raised his voice-in song and said:»
X will not be a JMusllm as long as 1 live
Nor will:1 profess the faith of the Muslims
Ï said to myself: *You shall find out*. I left him alone till he . 
fell asleep when X took my bow? put its end in hla whole eye, 
pressed heavily upon it till X touched the bone, set out to make my 
escape, and cam© to al“ *Arj.. Then 1 passed thr ough Hakubah and when 
I came down into an»Haqi* there were two men of.the polythéiste from 
Quraieh had sent as spiee to Medina - were looking around searching 
for information# I said: ’Give yourselves up*. They refused? so 
I shot one-of them with an arrow killing him, and the other gave 
himself up, so X bound him securely and brought him to Medina.
. / ;  ' '!V -711^ '\  ^ - /:.
Thé faiding party of Zaid bin 'Earithali againat-.'Midiàn».'. - ' -■ ' \
Thé raiding part of Zaid bin Harithah agaliist Midiân» ’Abdallah 
bln Husain bin Haéah mentioned it on the authority of his Amther 
Fatimah bint al-iiuaain bin "All(aaying) that the Messenger of 
Allah Bant: Zaid bln Harithah to Midian adcompanies by Dumairah, , 
client of "All bin Abu Taiib and a: brother of his» She said; He 
captured some prisoners of the inhabitants of the sea^shore'which is 
the coast? amomgst whom were communities of people whp were sold 
and separated* So the’ Messenger of Alleih weait out to them as they 
were weeping'and■aald: "What is the.matter with them?"? ahd someone 
said to him; "0 Messenger oï Allah? they have been separated". The 
Messenger of Allah said; "Do not sell them unless it be together".
Ibn Hishams He meant the mothers and children» : !
The raiding party of -Salim bin "Umair to slay Abu "Afak.
Ibn Ishaq: The raiding party of Balim bin "Hmair who was one of the
Weepers to slay Abu. "Afaîc? one of the Deni • A«ir bin "Auf, and from
the Gub-divlsloh of the Deni “Ubaidah. Hie hypocrisy appeared when
the Bfeesenger of Allah slew al»Harith bin Suwaid bin Baftiit and he
s a i d : -  - ■ / ' / '  - ' ! - .:’■■■
- X have lived a life-time and yet I have not seen a
. household or assembly of people
. . Who keep covenants and fulfil.engagements to those to 
¥/hom.they are bound when the call cornea
Some of the descendants of Qailah are amongst their number 
He will overthrow the mountains and will not submit 
A stranger who came to them divided them asunder '
. Things allowableiand things forbidden are all massed
\ - together.: ' ' / ■
If you believed in power or might you shpuld have
■ followed Tubba*. * ;
Bo the Messenger of Allah said: "Who will help me against this
pernicious fe3.1pw?" ? and Balim bin "Hmair ? brother of the Beni
•Amr bin "Auf ? who was one of the Weepers? v/ont out and killed him?
and Ümamaîi of Muzàirah said about that;™
Iyou call the religion of Allah and the man Ahmad false 
; IBy the life of him who made you forget; bad is that which
! ; 'he makes you forget :•
. ;A sih6êï*ê Muslim gave you a thrust in the latter part of 
the night
' Slake it? Abu 'Afak in spite of your advanced age.
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The raid of 'Umair ibn *Adi to slay 'Asrnâ* bint Marwan.
The raid of 'Umair ibn 'Adi the Khatmite to (slay) 'Asma* bint Marwag,
who was one of the Beni Umayyah ibn Zaid. When Abu 'Afak was slain
she turned hypocrite. 'Abdallah ibn al-Harith ibn al-Fudail mentioned
on the authority of his father. He said: She was the wife of a man 
of the Beni Khatmah called Yaaid ibn Zaid and she said, stigmatising 
Islam and its people:-
'Evil are ye, Beni Malik and an-Nabit 
And 'Auf; and evil are ye Beni 'l-Khagraj 
Ye obeyed an outsider who was no one of yourselves 
Nor was he from Murad or Mudhij
After the slaying of the chieftains you waited for him 
As the gravy of well-cooked meat is awaited 
Is he not self-conceited, wishing to get you off your guard 
So that he may cut off the hope of him who expects 
(something).
Hass'an ibn Thâbit answered her and said
The Beni Wa'il, the Beni Wâqif
And Khatmah are inferior to the Beni '1-Khazraj
Woe to her when she calls in levity
She brings only her shrill voice and death
She threatened a glorious young man whose origins
Were noble from beginning to end
So he smeared her with much blood
in the quietness of the night and (therein) committed no 
ctime.
When the Messenger of Allah heard that, he said; "Is there no one to
help me against the daughter of Marwin?". 'Umuir ibn 'Adi the
Khatmite heard what the Messenger of Allah said for he was beside him. 
When the evening of that night came he attacked and slew her in her 
house. . In the morning he came to the Messenger of Allah and said: "0 
Messenger of Allah, I have slain her". He said: "You have helped
Allah and His messengery.O 'U^air". He said: "Have I anything to fear
on her account?". He said: "Two goats would not butt each other over 
her". 'Uiftair went back to his people and the Beni Khatmah were 
considerably agitated that day over the business of Marwan's daughter. 
She had five grown sons, and when 'Umair came to them from the 
Messenger of Allah, he said: "0 Beni Khatmah, I slew Marwan's daughter; 
strive against me all of you and do not grant me respite. That day 
was the first occasion on which Islam established itself among the 
Beni Khatmah. Those who had accepted Islam amongst them had
-713-- ' ' :
been keeping it a secret»" The first of the Beni Khatmah to islaraize 
waa • Umair bin *Adi? and it was he v/ho called al-Q.ari% ‘Abdallkh bin 
Aus and Khuzâlïîïah bin Thabit» Borne men of the Beni Ehatmah lolamized ■
t ^  ■ V
the clay Marwan’s daughter was slain when they realised the strength 
of Islam. , '
The iffiprisonoient of Thumamah bin llthal the îîanaflté and his - ,
islamisation# '■ r ■ ' ' '
The raiding party which took Thmuamah bin Ethal prisoner* I heard
on the authority of Abu Sa*id al-Maqburi from Abu Huralrah that he
said; Some cavalry of the Messenger of Allah went out and captured a
man of the Beni Hanifah, not knowing v/ho he was, till they brought him
to the Messenger of Allah and he said: "Do you know whom you have 
' ' _ 
captured?" This is Thumamâh bin Ethal the Hanafite? treat him well in
• captivity"# The Messenger of Allah returned to his family and said;
"Collect what food you have and send it to him", and he ordered that
his milch camel should be taken to him morning and evening. In
whatever place thumamah happened to be? the Messenger of Allah would
come to him and say: "lalamize? 0 Thumamah". He would say: "Enough?
0 Muhaamnad, if you kill* you kill a man of blood, and if you wish
the ransom? ask what you will". Bo he remained as long as Allah"willed
he should remain? and the ^ ipopbet said one day: "Release Thumamah",
When they released him? he set.out and went to al«Baqï*? purified
himself and made good his purification». Then he came and gave his
pledge to the Prophet regarding Islmi and when evening came? they
brought him the food they had been wont to bring him, but he took
only a little of it# They brought also the milch-camel but he took
only a little of. her milk at which the Muslims were amazed# When .
, the Messenger of Allah heard that? he said: " are you amazed at?
Are you amazed at man who in- the early part of the'day eata with the
capacity of an unbeleiver? and at the end of the day with the
capacity of a\Muslim? The unbeliever eats (to aatiafy) seven
stomachs? the believer eatsCto satisfy)oneU.
Ibn Hisham: I heard that he set out on the Lesser Pilgrimage and 
: when ha .was in the heart of Mecca-he gave‘the call: "Here I come"? 
and he was the first to entwer.Mecca.- giving this call# Qureiisli,.seized■' 
him and said: "You are challenging us"? and when they brought him
\  - :  :  ' ' : , : - ; ;  ' : : .. : '  '  ^ . ' : ' ' ^ ; \  ':
forward to behead Miiig one of them Baid; ”Leaye hira alone for you ; 
stand in. need; ox ' aX^^araasiah "for your food supplies 9 and they set ; ' ■
him free» ;$he: Hanafite s a i d : , :
MXiious. US is he who has given the call:/ !*Kere I come" in :
Modbàg declaring hiiaself in the sacred months in spite
of Abu Bufyan» . .
It was related to me that he said to the Messenger of Allah vixen he
Islamized: "Your face was the most hateful to me of all faces^ but it
has become the beat loved of all faces to mie" = Hé said much the
same thing about religion and country* Then he set out on the
lesser Pilgrimage and when he reached Mecca they said: . "0 ihujtaard, 
you have become a 8ablanH- «^ ' He, said? "Hay9 I am. a follower of the 
best religion$ the religion of Muhammad^ and verily a single gmin- 
cannot come to you from' al*»Yam&nah till the Messenger of Allah gives 
his permission"* Then he v/ent'to al-famaimh and forbade them to ? 
transport anything to Mecca, and they wrote to thé M@sa©ng©r of ; 
•Allah (saying) ?■■ ■ ■ " ■ ' , ■  ^ v - p,,'. p , , ^
You command us not to preai: : with our kinsmen9 and novj you
have severed the relatlorishlpl ,
Bo the Messenger of Allah wrote (saying) that traxlsport between them 
would remain unhindered. ■ ■ •
The raiding party of *Alqamah bln Mujaasls who encountered no 
opposition* • ... • ■ ; - ■ . ' ; .' ;, •
Hé sent-out ♦Alqamah bin Mujaaslz when Waqqas bin .Hujasaia the 
Mudlljlte was slain on the day of Hhu Qard, 'Alqamah bin Mujasai^j 
asked the Messenger of Allah to sodd him out in pursuit of the party 
to take his revenge on them. *Abd al«“*AsIs3 bln Huhainmad stated on 
the authority of Muhaiamad bln *Amr bln *Alqm^iah from *Amr bln al- 
Hate bin Thauban from Abu Ba*id the Khudrlte: He said: The -
Messenger of Allah sent out iAlq.amah bin Mujaasla (Abu,Sa*id the , 
Khudrlte said: I was one of them)@ and when we reached the object of 
our raid or were in a certain part of the way, hè granted leave to 
a section of the army and placed ’Abdallah bin Hudhafah the Saliraite 
in command of them- He was one of the friends of the Messenger of ; 
Allah and - was'fond, of- a joke. When they vxere in a certain part of \ 
the way ho Itlndled a fire, and said to the party: "Is It not mine to 1
be heard and obeyed by you?"* They said: "Without doubt". Heaaidr 
"Bo then9 I have only to *order a certain thing and you will carry it 
out". They said: "Yes". He said: "Then I command you in virtue of my 
right to b.e obeyed to, leap into this fire"* So some of the party 
started to tighten their waist-bande so that he imagined they would 
jump into it* He said to themg "Squat down, I was only having a joke 
with you"* That was told to the Meaoenger of Allah after we returned 
to him and the Meseenger of Allah said: "Whoever of them orders you
to drebel,; i do not obey him* Muharmnad bin Talhahmentioned that , 
’Alqaaiah b; 
opposition
I  .  ■ ^
in Mujagsg'a» and his friends returned without encountering
The raiding party of Sura bin Jabir to slay the men of Bajilah who 
Blew lasar,* - , ' ,
One of the scholars related to me on the authority of whoever related 
it to him from Muhammad bin Taliiah from ’Bthmln bin.’âfod ar-Rahiian*
*  ■ a  »  ;  , , , *
He Balds The Messenger of Allah captured a slave called Yasir in a 
raid on Muharlb and the Beni Tha’labah, and the Messenger of Allah 
p'laeed him in charge of some milch camels belonging to him, which he 
was herding in the vicinity of al-Jamma®* A party of <%ais Eubbah of 
Bajilah came to the Messenger, of AH^li and they were smitten with 
plague and had. enlarged spleen© and the Messenger of Allah said to them: 
"If you go out to my milch camel© you may drinlc of their mille and 
urineV Bo they, went out to them but when they %?ero healed and their 
stomacha had gone down they attacked the shepherd of the Messenger of 
Allah ?fasar and maeeacred him, jabbing thorns into hla eyes, and drove 
away the milch camels. The'Messenger of Allah sent Kura bin Jablr in 
pursuit of them, and he overtook them ahd brought them to the 
Measenger of Allah when he returned from the raid of Dhu t^arad, so he 
cut off their hand© and feet and put aut their eyes.
The raid of 'All bin Abu Talib bn the Yemen.
The. raid of ’All bin Abu Tallfo on the Yemen , he made a raid on it
twice. Abu ’Amr of Medina aaids The Messenger of Allah sent *All bin
Abu Tallb to the Yemen and he sent out IChalid bin al-Walid with another 
» . ■ • ' 1 ■ 
army, and said; "If you meet, the commander is to be •All bin Abu Tallb.
Ibn Ishaq has mentioned the. despatch of Khalld bin al^WaXïd in his ,
account, biit has not mentioned it among the number of axeuesions and :
. : - ' .T \ ' ; ; ; \
: raiding parties ,.ao the number In his statement must be thirty-nine# .
. . The sending of Usamah bin Eaid to the country of Palestine vjixich was 
the last of the- missions. -
Ibn Ishaq:.The Messenger of Allah sent Usamah bin Eald bin Harithah 
to 6yria:.and Gommanded him to make hie cavalry march through the 
borders of al-Balqa’ and ad-Parum in the country of Palestine# So'
: the people made preparations and the original Emigres set.out with 
H s a m u h * , ' .  ■ V  - . ' . . V  _ '■
Ibii Hlsham: It was the; last mission the Messenger of Allah, sent out.
The beginning of the sickness of the Measengèr of Allah#
Iton Ishaq? While the people were thus occupied, the Messenger of 1 
Allah * s Illness, in which Allah took him away to the mercy and honour 
;He vjilled for. him, commenced in the, last nights of Safar or in the 
beginning of Rabi* X# According to what was told me, the first time 
it came over him was when, he went. out, to Baqi’ al-Gharqad in the 
. m i d d l e  of the nighty asked forgiveness for them and then returned to 
his family* Whoa the morning of that day■came his_pain started# .
Ibîi Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin *Amr related to me on the authority of *Pbaid 
bin .'Jübàir, client of al-Halda bin Abu ll-**As, from ’Abdallah bin ’Amr
bin al“-*As from Abu MUvîàihibah, client of thé Messenger of Allah. ■ 
He said? The MesseiigCr of Allah sent (for) me in the middle of the 
night and said: "0 Abu Muwaihibah, X have been commanded to ask 
forgivenesa for the people of .Baqi’y here, so go with ,me", and I went 
with him* When he stood in their midst he ©aids' "Peace be upon you,
0 . people of the graves; may that to which you have come be more 
enjoyable;for you than that to,which the people have come;trials com© 
liice portions of a dark night which follow each other, and the last 
of them is, more evil thah those that went before". Then he came to 
me and said; "0 Abu Muwaihibah, I have, been given the keys of the v 
treasur©© ,of this world with.eternity in it, and Paradise,;l have 
been given the cholc© between that and meeting my lord"#^ X aaid;
"May my father and mother be your,ransom, take the keys of the 
treasures of this world with eternity in it and Paradise". He said? 
"May, 0 Abu Muwaihibah, I have chosen the .meeting with my Lord and 
Paradise". Then he asked forgiveness for the people, of al-Baqi* and 
took his departure. Then the illness with which Allah took him away
; , ■ , : ; ;V::r?17~ . ' '
■began with. • him*; .. , . \ ,
Ibn Ishaq? Ya’qub bln ’Utbah.related to me on the authority of 
Muhammad bin Muslim, the ^uhrlte from ’lîbaicl Allah bin ’Abdallah bin 
’Utfoah bin Mas*ud from ’A^iohah, wife of the Prophet $ ' She eaids 
The Messenger of Allah returned from al-Baqi® and found me when I 
was suffering from .a headache and 1/was saying; "Oh, my headI", He 
said; "Hay indeed, 0 *A®ishah, 0 my head". Then he said; "It would - 
do you no Injury if you died before me, and I looked after.you, 
shrouded you, prayed over you, and burled you". 1 said: "It seems to 
me that If you did that, you would go back to my apartment and there' 
marry one of your women"* The Messenger of Allah smiled. Then his 
pain came to a head When he \was mailing the rounds of his wives till 
It overpowered him,when he was in the apartment of Maimunah, so he 
called his wives and asked leave to bs nursed in my apartment, which 
they granted hira* ^
Mention of the wives of the Messenger of Allah, thé mothers of the 
believers * ' -
Xbn Hishaai; They were nine in numbers ’A^ishah, bint Abu Bakr, 
liafsah bint ’Umar bin al-IChattab, Umra Hablbah bint Abu Sufyah bina . * # #
Harbg Uam Balamah bint Abu Umayyah bin al-Mughlrah, Saudah bint 
* ' ■ - . - .
0am’ah bin C^aie, 0ainab bint Jahsh bin Ri^ab, Maimunah bint al« . 
Harithah bin Baan,, Juwairiyah bint al-^'^arith bin Abu Dlrar, and .
p  =  -  *  a  .
Saffiyyah bin Huayy bin Alchtab, according to what more than one 
scholar related to lae* All the women whom the Messenger ,of Allah 
married were thirteen in number * Kliadljah bint Khuwailld, who , was 
the first woman he married, her .feather Ehuwailid bin Asad giving her 
in marriage to hifix,. but it is said it was her brother, .*Amr bin 
ïüiuwailid9.and the Messenger of Allah gave her a dowry of twenty 
camels « Hhe bore to the, Maaseiiger of All his children except 
Ibrahim* Before that she xms the xjlfe of Abh >Halah bin Malik, one of
dp r ' = ,
the Beni usald bin *Amr bin Taüîini, ally of the Beni *Abd qd-Dur, and 
she bore to him Hind bin Abu Halah,, and 0ainab bint Abu Halah. Before 
Abu Halah she was the wife of *Utayyiq bin ,’Abid bin ’Abdallah bin ' 
’Am" bin Makh©um and she bore to him ’Abdallah and Jariyah*
The Messenger of Allah also married ’l^lohah bint Abu ikiisr the -
■ ■  ^ -718-,, . '
Faithful in Mecca when eh© was a girl of seven years and he ivent in
to her in Medina when she was a, girl of nine or ten years. The
Messenger of Allah married no other'virgin#. Her father Abu Baler
gave her ai#y and the Hes'senger of Allah gave her a dowry of four
hundred dirhems. • ■ ■ , '
;  ■ . .  
The Messenger of Allah also married Saudah bint 0am’ah bin Qais bin
•Abd Shams bin ’Abd Wudd bin Easr bin Malik bin Hisl. bin *Amir bin
I,u®&i. Salit bin ;*Amr gave her in marriage to him, and it is said
it was AbS Hatlb .bin fAmr bln ’Abd Shams bin ’Abd Wudd bin Hasr' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
bin Malik bin Hlsl, and. the Messenger of Allah gave her a dowry, of : - 
four hundred dirhems. , ,
Ibn Hisham: Ibn Ishaq dieagreee with this account* He says that 
Salit and Abu Hatifo were away in Ethiopia at that time* Before him . 
she was the wife of as-^3akrin bin ’Amr bin *Abd Shmas bin ’Abd Wudd 
bin Nasr bin Malik bin Hisl. ■
The Messenger of A13ah .also married^0alnab bint Jahsh bin Hi,^ ab- of
Asads h e r ,brother Abu Ahmad bin Jahsh giving her in.marriage to him,- * »
and the Messenger of Allah gave her a dowry of four hundred dirhems * 
Before him she was the wife of 0aid bin Harithah, client of the 
Messenger of Allah.. Allah the Blessed the Exalted sent down in 
connection with her:- . ,
So when 0aid had had all that he wanted of her, We 
married her to thee * (Surah 33 * 3?)*
The Messenger of Allah also married IJmm Salamah bint Abu Umayyah bin 
al-Mughirah^a woman of Makhzium, -whose name \ms Hind. Salamah bin.
Abu Balamah her son gave her to him In marriage and the Messenger of 
Allah gave her as dowry a mattress stuffed with palm-filire, a 
drinising bowl,' a large dish, and a hand-mill. 33efore him she was the 
wife of Abu Balamah bin ’Abd al-Asad, whose name was ’Abdallah* She 
bore to’ him,Balamah, ’Umar, 0 ainab, and Kuqayyah*
The Messenger of Allah also married Mafsah bint ’Umar bin ,al-Khattab 
Her father *Hmar bln al-Khattib gave her to him in marriage, and the
Messenger of Allah'gave her a dowry of four hundred dirhems#..Before-
. . - - . • -  I . -  '  .  ,  . , '
him she was the wife of Khunaia bin Hiuihafah the Sahmito*
The Messenger of Allah also married Umm Habifoah, whose name was 
Bmnlah blmt Abu Sufyaa bin Hahb* Khalid bin Ba’id bin al***As gave
• ' ■ V -7X9“ ; :
her to him in mar]çiage when they were in Ethiopia,and the Hegue, on 
behalf of the .of, Allah, gave her a dowry of four hundred
dinars, and,it was he who betrothed her to the Messenger of Allah.
Before him she was the wife ,of ’Ubaid Allah bin Jahsh the Asadito.
■ ■ . ' .
The'Messenger of Allah also married Juwairiyah bint al«harith r : bln 
Abu Dlrar of Ehu^a’ah@ who was amongst the captives of the Beni /I- 
Mustaliq of Khusa’ah. She fell by lot to Thabit bin (^ als bin ash 
Shmmma the Helpers v;ho made out a bond for her. She came to the 
Messenger of Allah to. seek his help in the matter of .her bond and he
said: "Have, you any desire for something better than this?". She
said: "What is it?"* 'Ho said: "I will fulfil your bond for you and 
marry you"., He said; "Yes", and he married her. 0iyad bin 
’Abdallah related this story to its on the authority,of Muhammad bin 
Ishaq from Muhammad bin, Ja’far bin as-0ubair'from ’Urwah from 
’A ’ishah.
Xbn Hisham; It is said : When the Mesoengex* of. Allah went away after
the raid on the Beni ’l-Mustaliq, Juwairiyah bint al-Harith being
with him and he with the army, he handod her over in trust to one of,
the Helpers and commanded him to keep her safe. When the Messenger 
of Allah returned to Medina, her father, al-^ -^arith bin Abu Dirar 
brought the ransom for his daughter* When he was in al-’Aqiq he
examined the camels he had brought for the z'ansom, and he wished to
retain two of them so he hid them i.n one of - th.e, .. ravines'.:! - a/
of al-’Aqiq. Then he came to the Prophet and said: "0 Muhammad, you
. • . ' ' . - ' . ' , ■ ... 
have captured my daughter and hère is her ransom"* The Messenger of
Allah said: "But where are the two camels you have hidden in al-
’Aqiq in such and such a pathway". Al-Harith said: "X testify that
there is no god but Allah, and that thou art the Messenger of Allah,
for no one knows of that but Allah". Bo al-Harith islaraised and two
sons of his islamised along with him and some of his people. Then
he sent for the two camels, brought them, handed them.over to the
■ T
Messenger of Allah, and his daughter uwairiyah v/as handed over to 
him, and she{islamised, and her islamiaation was genuine* The . 
Messenger of Allah asked her father for, her in marriage, and he gavg 
her to him, and he gave her a dowry of four hundred dirhems. Before 
the Messenger of Allah she was the wife of a cousin of hers called 
’Abdallah 1 . ' ' - ' - -
. ; ' - : : ' : - ' ' - - . / . - :. . ' ; , 
3Iton-Hlsharàs It Is also said that the Messenger of Allah purchased her 
from Thabit bin Qaia, granted her her freedom9 married her, and gave • 
her a dowry of four.hundred dirhems #
The: Messenger of Allah also married Safljyah bint Huayj bin Alchtab
whom he captured at Khaibar and chose for hlmselg, and the Measenger
of Allah gave a banquet at which, there was neither fat nor meat,
only meal and dates. Before him she was the wife of Einanah bin
ar-Babi® bin Abu ’i-Huqalq* ,
;  -  - ' ,  ■ ■ .
The Messenger of Allah also married Maimunali bint al-Hax"lth bin
Hasn bin Bahir bin Husam bin Suwaibah bin ’Abdallah bin Hilal bin
*Imrr bin Sa’sa’ah. Al-^ ’Abbis bin ’Abd al-Muttallb gave her to him
in marriage, and al-’Abbas gave her a dowry of four hundred dirheme
on behalf of the Messenger of Allah* Before him she v/as the wife of
Abu Buhm bin ’Abd al-’U©Èa bin Abu Qais bin ’Abd Wudd bin Basr bin
I ' ■ ■ . - ' ' . ' .
Malik bin Hisl bin ’Amir bin Lu’ai. It is said that she gave herself 
* ' . 
to the Prophet and that was because (news of) her betrothal reached
her when; she was on her caaiel and she ©aid; "The camel and what is
on it belongs to Allah and Hi© meesenger"* So Allah, the Blessed, .
the Exalted sent down;- - _
and any believing woman. If she offer herself to the 
prophet. 9 (Surah 33* 30)•
It is ©aid that the one who gave herself to the Prophet was 0ainafo 
bint Jahsh, and it is also said it was lîmm Bharik, Ghasiyyah bint 
Jabir bin Wahb of the Beni Munqidh bin ’Amr bin Ma’is bin ’Amir bin 
Lu’ai, and it is also said that she was a woman of the Beni samah 
bin Lu’ai and the Messenger of Allah put her off. , :
The Messenger of Allah also married Sainab bint Khuzaimah.bin al-
Harith bin ’Abdallah bin ’Amr bln ’Abd Manhf bin Hilal bin ’Amir
bin Ba’sa’ah. Bhe was called ’The Mother of the Poor® because of
* * . . ■ „ ' ’ ' ^ ' 
her sympathy with and pity for them. Qabiaah bin ’Amr of Hilal
gave her to him in marriage, and the Messenger of Allah gave her a
dowry of four hundred dirfiems* Before him she was the wife of ; ,
’U^aidah bin al-Harith bin al-Muttalib bin ’Abd Manaf, and before
’Hbaidah she was the wife:of Jahm bin ’Amr bin ol^Harith who was her
- ■ • " ■ ' ' ' ' Ô  ■ *
cousin.
These are, the ones to whom the Messenger of Allah went in -eleven in; :
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nimiber. Two of them died before him - ïüiadijaîi bint Ehuwailid and 
0ainab bint Khuzaimah, and he died leaving nine (widows) whom wo 
,mentioned in the former part of this account. There were also two 
to whom he did not go in - Asma’ bint an-Nii*man of ILLndah,’ whom he 
married but found leprosy in\ her so hé gave her something useful^ And 
returned her to her people; and ’Amrah bint Yaaid of Kilab, who ha.d 
been lately in unbelief, and when she came to the Messenger of Allah 
she sought protection from him, and the Messenger of Allah said; 
"Ünapproochable is ^ the one who takes ,refuge in Allah", and he 
returned her to her people# It is said that the one who sought 
protection from the Messenger of Allah was a woman of Kindah, a 
cousin of Asma’ bint an-Nu’man. It is said that the Messenger of . 
Allah called her she said; "Vie are a people who.are brought; v/e do 
not come", and the Messenger of Allah returned her to her people.
The %uraishite women amongst them were six in number; IChadijah bint 
Khuwailid, •A’iahah bint Abu Mafsah bint ’Umar bin al-Khattab,
Umm Habibah bint Abu Bufyan bin Harb, Umm Salamah bint Abu Umayyah, 
and Baudah bint 0am’ah bin Qais.
The Arab women and the others were seven in number; 0ainab bint 
Jahsh, Maimunah bin al-Harithah, Eainab bint iOiuaaimah, Juwairlyali 
bint al-Harith, Asma bint an-Mu*m.an, and ’Amrah bint lazid. Besides 
the Arab women there was Baflyyah bint Huayy bin Aldxtab of the feeni 
an-Hadlr.
The nursing of the Messenger of Allah in the apartment of ’A’ishah.
Xbn Ishaq; Ya’qub bin ’Utbah related to me on the authority of 
" . ' .
Muhammad bin Muslim, the 0uhrite, from ’lïbald Allah bin ’Abdallah bin
’Utbah from ’A^ishah, wife of the Prophet. She said; The Messenger 
.of Allah went out walking betv/een tv/o of his people, one of v/hom was 
; al-Fadl .bin al-’Abbas and one other, .with turbaned head and dragg­
ing his. f eet I e till he entered my apartment. ’Ifbaid AlMh said; Ï 
x’ôlatGd this story to ’Abdallah bin al-’Abbas and ho said; "Bo you 
know who the other man was?"i I said: "Mo". Ho said; "’All bin 
Abu Tallb"» Then the Messenger of Ailali was overcome, his illness 
grew severe and he said;"Pour out over me seven slcins of v/ater 
(drawn) from various-wellèii^ A::, o r that I .may go out to^
 ^the people and lay a charge upon them.: Be we seated him in a
-722- î
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washing-trough belonging to Hafsah bint 'Umar and poured water over « 
him tille he said: "Hold, enough", .
■ Ibn Ishaq: Az-2uhri said: Ayub ibn Bashir related to me that the
• Î
Messenger of Allah went out with his turban on his head, seated himself - 
in the pulpit, and the first utterance he made was to pray for the men 
of Uhud and to ask forgiveness for them. He prayed much for them and 
then said: "Verily one of the servants of Allah to whom Allah has 
given the choice between this world and what He has, has chosen what 
Allah has", Abu Bakr understood him and realised that he meant himself, 
so he wept and said: "Nay, we will ransom thee with our lives and our 
sons". He said: "Gently, 0 Abu Bakr", Then he said: "See these doors 
which open into the mosque. Wall them all up except the house of Abu 
Bakr, for I know not any who was more generous with me in friendship 
than him",
Ibn Hishami It is also given as 'except the door of Abu Bakr*.
Ibn Ishaq: *Abd ar-Rahraan ibn 'Abdallah related to me on the authority
* * _  —
of one of the people of Abu Sa'id ibn al-Mu'alla that the Messenger
of Allah said that day in the course of his words: "If I were 
choosing a friend from amongst them I would choose Abu Bakr as my 
friend, but there is the friendship and brotherhood of the faith till 
Allah shall unite us in His presence".
His command to carry out the despatch of Usâmah,
Ibn Ishaq: Muhammad ibn Ja'far ibn az-Zubair related to me on the 
authority of 'Urwah ibn az-Zubair and other scholars that the 
Messenger of Allah thought the people dilatory in sending Usâmah ibn 
Zaid while he was ill, so he went out with his turban on his head and 
seated himself in the pulpit. Now.the people had been saying about 
the command of Usâmah; "He has appointed a mere youth to command the 
great men of the Emigres and the Helpers". He praised and blessed 
Allah as he is worthy to be praised and said: "Q: people, proceed with 
the despatch of Usâmah , for verily if you speak against his command 
you spoke against his father's command before him; if his father was 
worthy to receive the command so is he". Then the Messenger of Allah 
descended and the people were quick to fit themselves out, but his 
illness overcame the Messenger of Allah, So Usamah set out taking his 
army with him and encamped in al-Jurf, a league outside Medina, and 
the people all came to him. The
Messenger of Allah v/as-seriously 111 so Usâmah and the people v/aited 
to see what Allah had decreed With ragard to His-MeoBonger» .
The Messenger of Allah's injunction with regard to the Helpers.:
Ibn Ishaq: As-Suhri said; 'Abdallah bin Ka'b bin Malilî: related to 
me that the. Messenger of Allah said on the day he prayed and asked 
forgiveness for the men of Uhud, mentioning what he mentioned of 
their affair along with what he said that day: "0 people of the ;
lîmigres, doal kindly with the helpers, for the people are 
increasing, v/hile the Helpers ax*o as they were; they are not j
iaior easing g for they v;ere my comf idants to whom; I had recourse. : Treat I 
well him V;rho treats them well, and forgiv© him who works them illV 
Then the Messenger of Allah descended, entered his house, and his 
illness came to a head with hiisr so^  that he f aint éd r away ; with iÿ.
The affair of the draught* .
'Abdallah said: Borne of. his wives - Urmn Balamah, and Maimunah- and
some of the Muslim women amongst whom was Asma® bint VUmais oame . to 
him# His uncle al-'Abbae v/a.s with him and they decided to administer 
a draught thx^ ough the corner of his mouth* A1-*Abbas said: "I will 
certainly give him the draught". They gave it to him and when the 
Messenger of Allah came round he saids "Who did this to me?"* They 
said: "Your uncle, 0 Messenger of Allah". He said: "This is medicine
which certaih women have brought who came from the direction of this 
country" “ and he pointed in the direction of-Ethiopia. , He said:
"Why did you dp it?". His uncle al-*Abbas said: "0 Messenger of 
Allah, we were afraid that you had pleurisy". Ho. said: "That is a 
diseaBQ which Allah,to whom belong power and glory, will,not lay upon 
me. Ho one, shall be left in the apartment, wlvo has not been given , 
the draught except my uncle". Haimunah, who was fasting because of 
an oath of the Messenger of Allah, was given the draught as a 
punishment for them for what they did-
His blessing of Usamah bin Zaid by Bigns.
Ibn Ishaq: Ba'id bin 'Ubaid bin aa-Sabbaq related to me on the 
authority of Muhammad bin Usâmàh, from his father Usamah bin Zàid*
He said: When the Messenger of Allah became seriously ill, I, and
the people along with me, went down into Medina, ahd went in to the 
Hessengex» of Allah but he v/as silent and did not speak. Then he
. took to lif ting his :hand towarda keàveh ànd placing it oa.me whereby 
I knew ho was blessing m e , :, - = i- ' .,, /, -
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn Bliihab the : Zuhrite said : 'Ubaid Allah bin 'âbdàllah 
bin 'ntbah f elated to me bh the authority of 'A’lshah.: She saidi ^
I often heard the.Messenger of Allah say that, Allah did not take a 
prophet avmy till He had given him a choice* When the Messaenger ;
• of- Allah was hear hia end, the last Word I heard from him was as hè 
was sayings. "Nay, the most, exalted companion of Paradise". I said: 
"Then he does not choose us" 4 and,I realised that it was he who.had 
said to us: "A prophet is not taken till ho is given a choice"* ,
Abu Bakr leads, the people in the Pr^ert . . "
Az-»0uhri said:,, Hamzah bin ’Abdallah related to me that 'A^ishah 
.saidîWhen illness overcame the Messenger of Allah, he ©aid: I'Gomnand 
: Abu Bakr to lead the people in the Prayer". X said: "0 Messenger:of 
Allah, Abii Bakr is slight, weak of voice, and much given to weeping : 
when he récités the Q.ur’ail Hey said: "Command him to lead the
people in the Prayer". ; 1 repeated much the same as I had already 
said and he said: "Verily you are the. female cpmpahlons of: Joseph; 
command him to lead the people in the Prayer4-. I only said that 
because I. would have lilted to divert that from Abu Bain?, and. I.knev/. 
that the people, did not like anyone to taiie his place and that they 
would augur ill of him in; every deed hé did, eo I woi^ ld havo liked 
him to turn that av/ay from Abu Bakr# ; '
Ibn Ishaq: Ibn Bhilmb also said: 'Abd al-Malik bin Abu Baler bin
'Abd ar'-■Rahman bin al-Harith bin Hisham related to me on the 
authoi*ity of his father from 'Abdallah bin Zam'ah bin al-Aewad bin 
al'-Muttalib bin Asad. He said: When the. illness overcame the 1-
Messenger of Allah I was with him with a group of the. MiîfSXims .when 
Bilal called him to frayer and he.said: "Command someone to lead the 
people in the Prayer". I went out and there:was 'Umar with the.
people but Abu Bakr was absent and I said: "Rise 0 ’Umar hnd lead the
people in the,Prayer". He arose and'when he uttered the Takhir, the 
Messenger of Allah heard his' voicet for Umar spoke' with a high : ;
voice, and aaid: "Where is Abu Baler? Allah and the Muslims : reject ’
this * Allah and the. MusHç^ re ject this". So word rwas sent. to/A
.Bakr, and ho cam© and led the people in the Prayer; after ’Umar had: :
;led:.ia:thatAPrw4^*.':'^ ""i. r/')' '/ /.k<'
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He said: 'Abdallah bin 0am'ah said: 'Umar said to me: "Out upon
you! VIhat have you done to me 0 Ibn 0am’ah?" When you gave me the 
order I did not suppose otherwise than that the Messenger of Allah 
had commanded, ,you to do that A Had it not been for that 1 v/ould not 
have led the people in the Prayer"* Ï said: "The Messenger of 
Allah did not command me to do it, but when I did not see Abu Bakr 
-I thought you were the best entitled of those present to lead the 
people in the Prayer.
The day on which Allah took His Prophet#
Ibn Ishaq; Az-Zuhri said: Anas- bin Malik related to me that when the
Monday came on which Allah took His Messenger, he went out to the 
people whilst they were praying the morning prayer* The curtain was 
lifted, the door opened, and the Messenger of Allah came out and 
stood at the door of ’A ’ishali, and the Muslims wore almost distractod 
in their prayers by the Messenger of Allah when they saw him for joy., 
and, their grief v/as dispelled, but he signed to them to remain at their 
prayers. The Messenger of Allaii smiled with pleasure at their 
attitudes as he observed them in prayer, and I have not seen the !
Messenger of Allah in better case than he was in that. hour. Then he 
returned and the people departed thinking, that the Messenger.of Allah 
had cleared hiiüself of his sickness, and Abu Bakr returned to his 
family in as-Sunh.
Xbn Ishaq: Muhammad bin Ibrahim bin al-Harith related to me'on the 
authority of al-Qasim bin Muhammad that the Messenger of Allah said 
when he heard the Talcbir of ’Umar in the Prayer: "lUiere is Abu Baler? 
Allah and the Muslims reject tiiis"* Had it not been for a statement 
that ’Umar made at the time of his death, the Muslims had never 
doubted that the Messenger of Allah had appointed Abu Bakr as his
successor ; but he said at the time of his death; "If I appoint my 
successor one who is better than me appointed his successor, and if 
.1 leave them, one who is better than me left them". So the people 
realised that the Messenger of Allah did not appoint anyone as his 
successor, and 'Umar was not bringing an accusation against Abu Bakr.
Ibn Ishaq:' Abu Bal^ r bin 'Abdallah bin Abu Mulaikah related to mo. He 
said:' When Monday came he went out with his turban on his head to 
the morning prayer v/hen Abu Bal^ :r was leading the people in the Prayer.
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When the Messenger of Allah came out,,the-people made way for him, . 
and Abu Bate realised that the people did not do that.except for the 
Messenger of Allah, so he withdrow from hla prayer-stance, but the 
Messenger of Allah nudged him In the back and said: "Lead the people 
in the Prayer", and the Messenger of Allah squatted down beside him 
and prayed squatting to the right of Abu Bakr* When he finished the 
Prayer, he came tov/ards the people and. spoke to them, lifting up his
voice so that it emerged at the door of the mosque, saying: "0
' -
people9 the fire has been kindled and trials have come lilce. pieces 
of a dark.night * Verily you cannot lay hold of me in any thing; I 
have not made lawful anything but v/hat the Qur^an has made lawful, nor 
have X forbidden anything but what the %ur®an has forbidden"* When 
the Messenger of Allah had finished speaking Abil Bakr said to him:
"0 .Prophet of Allah, I perceive that by the grace ahd bountry of 
Allah you have recovered as we would wish;to-day is the day of bint , 
Kharijah, shall I go to her?"* He ©aid: "Yea"® Then the Mesaenger r 
of Allah y/ent; inside and Abu Bate went out to his family in as-Sunii. -
The affair of al-’Abba© and 'All.
Xbn Ishaq: As-0uhri ©aid: 'Abdallah bin Ka*fo bin ffelik related to
me on the authority of ’Abdallah bin ’Abbas* He ©aids ’All bin Abu 
Tallb went out that day from the Messenger of Allah to the people and 
they ©aid to him: "0 Abu Hasan , hmi is the Messenger of Allah?"*
He aaid: "Praise be to Allah, he has recovered". Al-*AbbS© took him 
by the hand and ©aid; "0 ’Ali, you v/ill be the servant of the 
sceptre after three days* I swear by Allah I recognised death in 
the face of the Messenger of Allah as I have recognised it in the 
faces of the Beni ’Abd al-Muttallb#. Let u #  betake ourselves them to 
the Messenger of Allah; if this affair concerns ua, v/e v;ill recognise 
it, if it concerns another we will enjoin that he may commit the 
people to our charge"«. ’All said to him: "I will not do it, for if 
he denies it to.us, ao one will give it to us after him".
The Messenger of Allah died vrhen the forenoon of that day was well 
advanced» :
The toothpick of the Meesenger of Allah a little while before his 
death* ' , . '
•UrMIt •
Xbn Ishaq: ¥a.*qub bin ’Utbah related to me on the authority of 
as-0uhri from VUrwah from ’A^ishah- She said : The Messenger of
Allah returned' to ine that daÿ when he came in from the moaque and 
lay down in my cbosom,-); b ^ and one of. the family of Àbû Bakr came in 
to me v/ith a green toothpick in hi© hand.  ^The Mesaenger oi Allah 
looked at it in his hand in such a v/ay that I realised he wanted it, :
and I said: Messenger of Allah, wou3-d you like me to give you this
toothpick?"» He said: "Yes". Ho; 1 .took it, chewed it 1 till f had 
softened it, and gave it to him* Ho he picked his teeth with it as ,
vigorously as 1 had ever seen him use a toothpick» Then he laid it
aside, and I found the Messenger of Allah growing seriously ill in ray/ 
\hQppmA;c''ït--anà I went to look at his face, and his eyes v/ere fixed 
and he was,saying.; "Nay, the most exalted companion of Paradise". I . 
said; "You, have been given the choice and you have made it by Him - . 
who sent you with the truth", and the Measenger of ,Allah v/as gone*
Ibn Ishaq; Yahya bin *Abbad bin *Abdallah bin az-Zubair related to 
me on the authority of hie father ’Abbâd. Hé said : I heard *A ®iehah
says The Messenger of Alla^ died.on my’breast* In my time with him 
he had wx’bnged ho one. It v/as because of my lack of judgment and - 
my youth that the Messenger, of . Allah v/ao taken while hé was in my 
apartment • Then I laid his head on a cushion and started to beat my
breast and also my face along with the women*.
The statement of ’Umar after the death of thé Messenger of Allah*
Ibn Ishaq; Az-Zwhri said; Ha’id bin al Mùsayyab related to me on 
the authority of Abu Hurairah. He said: When Uhe Messenger of 1
,Allah died^ *Umar bin al-Ehattab; arose and said: "Home of the . 
Hypocrites assert that the Msosenger of Allah has'died# the / ;
Messenger-of Allah ie not deadr he has but gone to his Lord, even as
Moses bin ’Imran went away and was absent £row his people forty'
nights, and then returned to them, after it had beén said that he 
was dead* The Messenger ©hall indeed return, as Mosee returned, and 
will out off thé hands and feet of the men who assert he is dead"#
Then Abu Bakr caine up and dismounted at the door of the mosque -when 
he heard the news - v/hile 'Umar v/£is:speaking to the people* He did 
not turn aside.to.anything but went in to the Messenger of Allah 
in the house of ’A*ishah, and the Messenger of A3,lah was lying in 
a corner of the house covered with a striped Yemenite cloth, lie 
came up9 uncovered= the face of the Messenger of Allah, bent down over 
him and kissed him * Then He said: "fey I rensom you with my father ;/
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and mother, you have tasted the death which Allah ordained for you, 
but no death shall ever befall you after it". Then he put the cloth 
back over the face of the Messenger of Allah and went out as ’Umar
was speaking to the people and said: "Gently 0 'Umar, keep silencel’,
but he refused to do anything but speak. When Abu Bakr saw that he 
would not keep silence, he went forward to the people and when the 
people heard his words they came towards him and left ’Umar. He 
praised ahd blessed Allah and then said: "0 people, whoever worships 
Muhammad (let/him know that) Muhammad is dead, but whoever worships 
Allah (let him know that) Allah liveth and dieth not". Then he 
recited this verse :-
Muhammad is only a messenger; before him the messengers 
have passed away. If then he dies or is killed will ye turn 
back upon,your heels. If anyone turns back upon his heels
he will not injure Allah at all; Allah will reward those
who show gratitude. (Surah 3: 144).
It seemed that the people did not know that this verse had come down 
till Abu Bakr recited it that day, and the people took it up from 
Abu Bakr so that it alone was on their tongues. Abu Hurairah said: 
'Umar said: "It was so that when I heard Abu. Bakr reciting it, I was 
stupefied with fear, and fell to the ground, my legs not being able 
to support me, and I realised that the Messenger of Allah was 
indeed dead.
The affair of the covered street of the ^eni Sa'idah.
Ibn Ishaq: When the Messenger of Allah was taken, the tribe of the
Helpers turned to Sa'd ibn ’Ubadah.(and had assembled) in a hovered 
street of the Beni Sa’idah. ’Ali ibn Abu Tallb, Az-Zubair ibn al- 
'Awwam, and Talhah ibn ’Ubaid Allah kept aloof in the house of Fatimah 
while the rest of the Emigres, in company with Usaid ibn Hudair and 
the Beni 'Abd al-Ashhal, turned to Abu Bakr, Then someone came to 
Abu Bakr and 'Umar and said: "The tribe of the Helpers is with Sa'd 
ibn ’Ubadah in a covered street of the Beni Sâ'idàh; they have turned 
to him, so if you want to have command of the people go to them before 
their affair becomes serious". The Messenger of Allah was in his house 
his affair had not been finished, and his people locked the door on 
hira, ’Umar said: "I said to Abu Bakr: 'Come with us to these 
brethren of ours, the -^elpers, and let us see what they are about".
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Ibn Ishâq: The account of the covered street when the Helpers
gathered in it was related to me by ’Abdallah ibn Abu Bakr on the 
authority of Ibn Shihab az-Zuhrï from ’Ubaid Allah ibn ’Abdallah ibn 
’Utbah ibn Mas'ud from ’Abdallah ibn ’Abbas. He said: ’Abd ar-Rahman
ibn ’Auf told me. He said: I was in his house in Mina awaiting him
while he was with ’Umar on the last pilgrimage ’Umar made, and 'Abd
ar-Rahman ibn ’Auf returned from ’Umar and found me awaiting him in 
his house in Mina for I was teaching him to recite the Qur’an. Ibn
'Abbas said: ’Abd ar-Rahman ibn 'Auf said to me: "Had you seen a man
who came to the commander of the believers and said: '0 commander of 
the believers, what do you thinlc of So-and-so who says: +If 'Umar ibn 
al-Khattab were dead, I would swear fealty to So-and-so, for the oath 
of fealty to Abu Bakr was only an inconsidered action which was 
carried into effects'? 'Umar was annoyed and said: 'Verily if
Allah wills, I will stand up before the people at the evening prayer 
and warn them against those who wish to snatch their affair out of 
their hands by force'". 'Abd ar-Rahman said: "I said: '0 commander 
of the believers, don’t do it for this season brings together the 
lowest elements of the people and the rabble, and they are the 
majority around you when you stand up before the people, and I am 
afraid you will get up and say something which will have the effect 
of making them flee away from you with all speed, for they will 
neither understand it nor put it in its true perspective. Let it 
alone then till you return to Medina for it is the home of religious 
law; there you will be in contact with the masters of jurisprudence 
and the nobility of the people. You can say what you want to say in 
Medina on secure ground, and the masters of jursiprudence will 
understand what you say and give it due consideration'". 'Umar said: 
"If Allah wills I shall do that on the first occasion I stand up (to 
speak) in Medina".
Ibn 'Abbas said: We returned to Medina at the end of Dhu ’1-Hijjah
and when Friday came, I hurried out in the evening when the sun was 
declining and found 8a’Id ibn Zaid ibn 'Amr ibn Naufal squatting 
against the column of the pulpit, and I squatted down opposite to 
him with ray knee touching his. I had not long to wait till 'Umar 
ibn al-Khattab came out, and when I saw him coming I said to 8a'id:
"He will make from the pulpit this evening a statement he has not 
made since his appointment". Sa'id ibn Zaid found fajilt with me for i ;i
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that and said: "It is not possible that he should say anything he
has not said before". ’Umar took his seat in the pulpit and when the 
Muezzins were silent, he rose, praised Allah as #e is worthy to be 
praised, and said: "Now I am saying to you to-day something which I 
have been destined to say, and I do not know, it may be that my fate 
is near. Whoever understands and comprehends it let him take it 
wherever his beast takes him, and whoever fears that he does not 
comprehend it, let him not make it possible for anyone to lie about 
me. Verily Allah sent Muhammad, and sent down to him the Book, and 
part of what was sent down to him was the verse of stoning. We 
recited it, knew it, comprehended it. The Messenger of Allah 
practised stoning, and we practised it after his time, but I fear that 
after the lapse of a considerable period of time someone will say:
’We do not find stoning ordained in the Book of Allah', so that they 
may fall into error by abandoning an ordinance which Allah hath sent 
down. Verily the stoning/in the Book of Allah is the right 
(punishment) for those who commit adultery after marriage, both men 
and women, if evidence be forthcoming, or there be pregnancy or 
confession. Then we read among the things we read in the Book of 
Allah: 'Do not turn away from your fathers, for it is unbelief for
you to turn away from your fathers*. But the Messenger of Allah said: 
'Qo not lavish praise on me as they lavished praise on Jesus, Son of 
Mary, but say: +The servant of Allah and His messenger+'. Then I have 
heard that So-and-so has said: 'If 'Umar ibn al-Khattab were dead I 
would, swear fealty to So-and-so*. Such an one will deceive no one by 
saying: 'The oath of fealty to Abu Bakr was merely an ill-considered 
act which is of no further consequence'. And indeed it was so, but 
Allah repaired the evil of it, and there is not one amongst you to 
whom the people are devoted in the way they are devoted to Abu Bakr. 
Whoever then swears fealty to any man without consulting the Muslims 
it is not an oath of fealty at all to him nor for him who makes it, 
both of whom are risking death. It was the news we had when Allah 
caused His ^rophet to die that the ^^ elpers disagreed with us, and 
assembled with their noble men in the covered street of the Beni 
Sa'idah. 'Ali ibn Abu Talib also, az-Zubair ibn al-’Awwam, and those 
who were with them remained aloof from us, while the Emigres agreed 
on Abu Bakr, I said to Abu Bakr: 'Let us go to
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these brethren of, ours, the Helpers*, and we set out to go to them, 
when two good men of theirs met us and told us what the people were 
planning to do. They said: 'Where are you going, 0 people of the 
Emigres?’. We said: *We are going to these brethren of ours the 
Helpers'. They said: 'There is no reason, why you should not go to
them, so make your decision*. I said: 'We will certainly go to them*, 
and we went on till we came to them in the covered street of the 
Beni Sa'idah. In their midst was a man wrapped up in clothes and I 
said: 'Who is this'? They said: 'Sa'd ibn 'Ubadah*. I said: 'What 
is the matter with him?'. They said: 'He is ill*. When we settled 
down their orator uttered the Testimony, praised and blessed Allah 
as He is worthy to be praised, and said: 'Now we are the Helpers of 
Allah, the brigade of Islam; you are a small party belonging to us
0 people of the Emigres, a party of migrating nomads from your people 
has arrived, and now they, want to separate us from our origin and 
take the affair out of our hands by force'. When he had finished I 
wanted to speak for I had prepared a statement which pleqsed me and 
which I wanted to place before Abu Bakr, while I tried to conceal my 
temper from him. Abu Bakr said: 'Gently, 0 'Ugar', and I hated to 
annoy him. So he spoke being more learned and graver than I was and 
he did not leave out a word of my prepared speech that pleased me
that he did not give in his extempore one, or something like it or
t
even better, till he had finished. He said: 'You are worthy of all 
you have said in your own praise, but the Arabs will never recognise 
this affair except in the tribe of Quraish who are the best of the 
Arabs in lineage and dwelling-place. I present for your approval 
one of these two men so swear fealty to whichever one of them you 
wish', and he took my hand and that of Abu 'Ubaidah ibn al-Jarrah 
who was seated between us. I took no exception to anything he said 
except this. That I should be brought forward and beheaded, provided 
it did not bring me into sin would have been more to my liking than 
that I should rule over a people amongst whom was Abu Bakr, One of the 
Helpers said: 'I am their much-rubbed stem and their fruit-laden palm 
propped up. 0 people of Quraish, (let there be) a commander from 
amongsÿ you and one from amongst us*. So the clamour increased and 
voices were raised till I was afraid there would be disagreement and
1 said: '0 Abu Bakr, stretch out your hand'. He stretched it out 
and I swore fealty to him, the Emigres
did likewise9 and the Helpers also foliowed salt 9 and v/e leaped upon j 
Sa'd bin 'Ubadah and one of them ©aid'; 'You have killed.Sa'd' bln -, 
'Ubadah'.#'; I said: 'Allah, hath killed Sa’d hln Ubadah ^
Xbn Ishaq £/ÂZ“0uhrï said I ;'Urwah.told me that • one of -the two men of. j 
the Helpers whom they met aa they, went to the covered streét :w a' Uwaim 
ibn Sa'idah and the other Ma* n bin * Adi, brother of the Beni ^1-Aajlan* / 
As for Üwàim bin S a ’idah, we heard that it wa© he ooncerning- whom : - 
someone asked the Messenger oi Allah:."Who are they about whom Allah, 1 
to whom belong.power, and glory», said;- ,
In it are men who love to purify themselves» and Allah , 
loveth those who.purify themselves? (Surah 9; 10$).
The Messenger of Allah said: ."Ho.w -excellent was'that,man of'.them ; \
' _* ’U\mim bin , Ba'idah# A© ,for Ma * n bln ' Adi » we heard thatjth e people % / 
wept for thé Messenger of Allah when Allah caused him to die, and j 
said; "We, would have liked to have died before him# we are afraid 
' we shall be seduced after ho is gone"» Ma'n bin *Adi said: "I, oh
the oontx’ary, do not wish X had died before him, so that I may 
'accept him, as genuine when dead .even 'as. I did when he was alive"* /
Ma 'n was slain a martyr , on the day of al«‘Yamaraah in the Caliphate 
of ,. Abu Bakr » the 'day - of ' Mueailamah . the ’Liar. ' ;
The speech of *Umar (delivered) before Abu Bakr (spoke) at the time 
of the general oath of fealty*
Xbn Ishaq: Aa-huhri related to me# He said: Anas 'bin Malik
related to me# He ©aids When Abu Bakr was given the oath of 
fealty in. the hall» and the next day came, Abu Bakr was seated in the
pulpit » and * Umar arose and spoke bef ore Abu Bakr , and praised and
blessed Allah as Ee is wo r thy to be prai sod» and said; "0 people,
I ©aid aotiething to you yesterday which Ï did not "find, in the Book 
of Allah» nor was it the covenant which the Mer^ iaexiger of Allah made 
with me. But X thought that the Messenger of Allah would (continue)
; to) manage, wisely our affaly»saying•he would be the last of us».but 
■■•Allah hath left amongst, you Hi© Book by which He guided Hie : .
. messenger*' If you hold fast by it Allah will guid.é you to that to
which He has guided him» Mow Allah has entrusted your affair to , :
the best rone ;ajaongst you» the. Companiqn of the i^ssengei- of Allah , 
the: second of two when they were in the cave* Arise then» andp 1 .
/
©wear fealty to himV 80 the people ©wore a general oath of fealty
■ to âbû Baler after the path of fealty in the covered street. .
The ©%)eeoh of Abu Bate.after that# . ' ' ' -  ^ ■
Then Abu Bate spoke# He pi'aiaed a^ id blessed Allah as He is worthy 
to be praised, and said;. "Hpw^ 0 people» I have become the ruler 
over you although I am not the best amongst you. If I do v/ell ». help 
me ; if I do wrong » correct me. Sincerity is faithfulness© and 
falsehood is perfidy. The wealt amongst you shall be strong in my
sight.; till X x'estore hi© right to him » if Allah will© ; the strong
amongst you shall be weak in my, sight, till I exact that which is 
right from him@ if Allah wills# When a people leaves off to fight 
in the way of Allah » He surely inflicts hinniliation upon them. Vice 
never becomes widespread nation but Allah visits them with '
ca lami ty « Qhey mes as . Ibngu a^ p l/oheyi Allah ; and His messenger ; if VIdisobèÿ 
Allah and His Messenger, obedience to me is no longer binding on you. 
Arise to prayers! and may Allah have mercy on you".
Ibn Ishaq: Husain bin ’Abdallah related to me on the authority of
$  e  "
• ’Ikrimah from Ibn ’Abbas. He said; I was w M k i n g  with ’Umar in the I
time of his Caliphate aa he was going to fulfil a necessity of his,. ;
He had a whip in his hand and there was ho one with him but myaeïf, 
and he was talking to himself, and switching the outside of his leg 
with the whip, when he turned to me and said: "0 Ibn ’Abbas, do you
know what induced me to say v/hat I said v/hen the Messenger of Allah
died?". I said: 0 commander of the believers, I do not know, you , ;
knox^ / better". He ©aid: "What madè me make that statement was that I 
ha.d be eh r editing i this veroe ; - =
And therefore We madè you an intermediaZte nation that ye 
might be witnessea to the people» and that the Messenger 
of Allah might be a-witness to you. (Burah 2: 143).
What I thought was that the Messenger of Allah would remain with his
■ nation to be a witness to it of its last deeds* That is what induced
* me to say what X said.
, The preparation of the of Allah (for burial) and his
. interment.
Ibn Ishaq: When the oath of fealty had been sword to Abu Bal^r the
.• -, ■ ' ■ . - _. ... / ; ■  ^  ^
1 people came to the preparation of the Messenger of Allah' on Tuesday. :
'Abdallah bln Abu Bate, Husain bin ’Abdallah and other friend© of
. . . - \ : ' . ' ; ' " : - - ' y ' . - ' /
our© related to me that ’All bin Abu Tallb^ al-’Abbad bin ’Abd al- 
Mut talib, al-Fa'dl‘b i n . al-’Ablmo ,■ Qutham bin-al-’Abbas, ïïsamah bin 
Zaid, and Bhuqran, client of/the Messenger, of A13-ah were the one© 
who had charge of washing him, and Aua bin. Ilhaula one of the BqjxI
*Auf bin,aX-Khazraj said to ’All bin Abu Talib; "I adjure you by .
. ’ ' ' ' . * .,
Allah ahd by our .share in the Messenger of Alleih". Aus was one of,
the friendB of the Messenger of Allah and one of. the men of Badr* Ho 
- . , . . 
said;' "Come.in"» and he came in, squatted doxvn, .and v/as present at
the washing of; the Messenger of Allah. * All bln Abu Talib propped .
him up against his chest; al-’Abbas, al-Fadl and Qutham turned him
over along with him, while ÏÏsamah bin Zaid and Bhuqran his client
poured the water over him, and ’All, v/ashed him. He propped him up
against his chest with his vest on and rubbed him from behind without
his hand touching the Messenger of Allah, saying thé while: "May I ,
ransom you with my father and mother! How good thou art both alive ,
and dead".. None of the things'that usually appear in.the dead were
■seen in the Messenger of A13.ah#
My father % h a q  said; Ia.hya bin ’Abdallah bin az-Zubair isolated to 
me on the authority of his father ’Abbad from ’A ’ishah# $he said: 
When they wanted to wash the Messenger of Allah they differed-about 
its sayings "We do not know whether we ought to strip the Messenger 
of Allah of. his clothes as we usually do with our dead» or wash him 
xïith his clothes on"* When they differed» Allah cast a sleep over
them, so that there was no one of them whose chin did not si nit upon*
.
his chest and then someone spoke to them from the direction of the 
House but they knew not xvho he was» (telling them) to wash the 
Prophet with his clotlies on* So they arose and washed the Messenger 
of A3.1ah xvith his vest on» pouring the water over the vest 9 and 
rubbing him with the vest under their hands*
Ibn Ishaq : When the washing of the Messenger of Allah was complet eel
he was shrouded in three cloaks, two fawn-coloured ones and one of 
striped Yemenite material in which he was x^/rapped » according to what 
Ja’far bin Muhammad bin ’Ali bin al-Husain related to me on the
authority of his father from his grsindfather ’All bin al-Husain and
' ' ' ' ' ■ . ' »
az-Zuhx**! bn the authority of ’ Ali bin al-Husaih.
Ibn Ishaq : Husain bin. ,’ Abdallah related to me on the authority of '
Xbn ’Abbas* / He- said: ,. When they wanted to dig the grave for the
-733- .
Messenger of Allah ( It was found that) AJbu ’Ubaidah bin al^Jarrah 
dug after the manner of the people of Mecca, and Ahu Talhah, Zaid bin 
Bahl was the one who dug graves for the people of Medina, and he was
ia the habit of malcing a niche in the side of the grave# Al-’Abbas
called two men and said to one of them ; "Go to Abu *D]^ aidah bln al- 
Jar rah"and to the other;, "Go to Abu Talhah, 0 Allah,, make _ the/choice ! 
foXj the Messenger of Allah". So the friend of Abu Talhah found him, 
brought hijn and he dug a grave with a niche in it for the Messenger |
of Allah* Vlhen they had finished preparing the Messenger of Allah on 1
Tuesday, he v/as placed on his bed in his house* The Muslims differed j 
about his interments One of them said: "We will bury him in his 
mosque", and another said: "We v/ill bury him with his friends". Abu 
Bate said; "1 heard the M^Gsenger of Allàîi say; ’No prophet ever was • 
takon v/ho has not been buried where he v/as taken'", so the bed on which
the Messenger of Allah died xvas lifted eind a grave dug for him
underneath. Then the people went in to the Messenger of A3.1ah; the 
men prayed over him in groups and when they had done the v/omen were j 
brought In, and when the v/omen had done the boys xvere brought in, and - 
no one acted as guide to the people. ^
The affair of the interment of the Messenger of Allah.
Then the Messenger of Allah was interred in the middle of the night 
on Wednesday.
Xbn Ishaq: ’Abdallah bin Abu Bate related to me on the aubhority of
his wife Fûtimah bint ’Umarah from * Amr all bint ’Abd ar-Rahman bin
Sa'd bin Zurarah from ’A ’ishah. Bhe said: We knew nothing of the
interment of the songer of Allah till we heard the sound of the 
mattocks in the night - the night of Wednesday.
Muhammad bin Ishaq; Fatimah related this story to me*
Muhammad bin Ishaq: Those v/ho v/ent dov/n into the grave of the
Messenger of Allah v/ere ’All bin Abu Tallb, al-Fadl bin ’Abbas,
Qutham bin ’Abbas, and Bhuqran, client of the MeGsenger of Allah.
Aus bin Khaula said to ’All bin Abu Talib: "0 ’All, I adjure you by 
A3,lah and by our share in the Messenger of Allah", and ho said to 
him : Come dov/n", and he cauie down with the party. When the Messenger 
of Allah was 3.aid in his. grave, and it xvasbullt up over him, his 
client Shuqran took a velvet coverlet which the Messenger of Allah had
' ' 'y ' / -, . ' ' ; ' :  ^ . . ' - ; y :  ^%" :
worn and naed on hi a bed, placed it in the grave with him and said i ; 
"Hone; shall:'ever wear' it after thoe" » and it wa©' '.buried .•with' the ' ■
Me88enger qf Allah, ' . - . ■■' ' ;/■
Al-Mughirah bln Bha’hah claimed that he was the last ox the people to 
ie with the Mess anger of Allah» saying: "I took off my ring .and t
threw it into the grave, and said:, *Hy ring has .fallen i n ’» but I =
threw it in on purpose in order to touch the Messenger of Allah, ;■ ; ,
and be the, last of. the people with him. .■
Ibn Ishaq ; father Ishaq bin Yasar re3.ated to me on the authox-ity of 
Miqsam, Abu Al-Qasim, client of ’Abdallah bin al-Harith bin Naufal 
. from his client ’Abdallah bin al-Harith* He said: X made the Lesser
Pilgrimage v/ith *Ali bin Abu Talib either in the time of ’Umar or that 
ofV’Uthiiian, and ’Ali went to stay with his sister Umm’HandJ bint ;
Abu Talibo When he had completed the Pilgrimage » he.returned, water
was put out for him» and he washed himself, I'Jhen he had finished
washing» a number of the people of Iraq came in to him and said: "0 j
Abu Hasan» we came to ask you about a matter concerning; which; x^/e would; 
like you to inform us"V He said s J’ I suppose al-Mughirah bin Bha * bah 
X‘e3.ates tp-you that he was the last of the people to be with the 
Messenger of Allah'!. They saidi "That is so; we have coma to ask you 
about that". . Hè ©aids ;"He lies; the last of the people to be with 
the Messeng'er. of A.llah xms Qutham bln ’Abbas* - ■
Ibn Ishaq I Salih bixi Éaisân relat ed to ine on the authority of as-* _ - p * ■ , ■ . ■ ■ ■ ,  ^ :
Zuhri from ’Ubaid Allah bin ’Abdallah bin ’Utbah that ®AM,shah 
related to him*;, Bhe said:; The Messenger of Allah v/ae wearing a bla.ok 
robe when his sickness grew severe. At one time he covered his face 
with it, then took it off and said: "May AÎloli fight against, a people ; 
who take the graves of their prophets as places of worship", warning 
his nation against that thing. . . <;
ibn Ishaqs Balih bin Kaisan related to me on the authority of as-Zuhri 
from ’Ubaid Allah bin ’Abdallah bin ’Utbah from ’A^ishàh* She .said; : 
'Biolast condition the Messenger of Allah laid clovm. was xviien; he said;
"Tvm religions Shall not, foe left in the Arabian peninsula". :
Ibn Ishaq; When the Messenger of Allah died the blow to the Muslims
-"7:57“ : ; » ; '
■ was great, According to what I heard ’A'ishah ©aids ' VIhen .the 
Messenger of- Allah died, ■ the Arabs-apostatised» Judaism and, - 
Christianity stretched out their necks, hypocrisy reared its head, 
and the Muslims were like sheep stampeded on a .winter night because 
of the loss of thé;i;r Prophet, till Allah gatheredjthem togèthérhto 
Abu.Bakr* ; r-
Ibn Bisham: Abu ’Ubaidah and other scholars related to me that when
the Hess.enger of Allah died, the majority of the people of Mecca 
were minded to secede frora■ IsJ.om# So ranch did they desire that, 
that'At tab bin A^zd was afraid of them and hid hiaisolf. Then .SuhaiX 
bin ’Amr arose, praised and blessed Allahgamèntlbhed the death of
the Messenger of . Allah, and said : "It has merely increased Islam in
. . -
ï)ov/er, so whoever disturbs us we will behead". Bo the people *- . 
gradually returned, desisted from y/hat they had intended, doing, and 
’Attab bin Asid came out of hiding. This was the position which the 
-Messenger of Allah envisaged when he said -to ’Umar■bin al-Khattab:
*  ' o
"Verily it is about to occupy a position v/ith v/hich you will not 
. find fault". - • ' . =' . '
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N 0 T K S.
‘I’he form * Ibrahim'does not seem to have been used prior to the
Qur^an, and is probably due to Muhammad himself, being vocalised on
the analogy of Isma*Il and Israeli. The name was doubltess well
known in Jewish circles in pre-Ialamic Arabia, but was utterly
unfamiliar to the northern Arabs* The initial vowel of *Isma®Il*
shows that it was taken from Greeks or Syrians, the Arabian
inscriptions write it with an initial consonant Y. Having got the
name 'lema'il, Muhammad formed the name 'Ibrahim on the same model.»
(Margoliouthg Hchweich Lectures p# 12: Jeffrey, Foreign Vocabulary 
of the Qur’an p* k3t*)*
For the designation of Abraham as 'Khalil ar-Kahman there are the 
following parallels; Gen.xviii; 17 as given by Philo in 80LIMI pu401 
reads; "Hhall I hide from Abraham my friend that which I do?"* Also 
ii Ghroiîé X3c; 7s Isa. xli: 6? James ii; 21; and Qur’an iv; 124*
The Jaffa Gate at Jerusalem is still known a s ’Bab al-Khalil'- "The 
Gate of the Friend", meaning Abraham. This gate opens on the road 
that leads through Bethlehem to Hebron and the cave of Machpelah 
where the Patriarch is buried. The Muslim religion in its-beginnings 
went behind Jesus Christ,as it weht behind the Moses of the Jews, 
to Abraham. (The relevance of this fact for future missionary work 
amomgst Muslims is emphasised In Dr Kenneth Gragg's thesis on "Islam 
in the Twentieth Century; the Relevance of Christian Theology and 
the Relation of the Christian Mission to its Problems". The.thesis 
is as yet unpublished).
Muhammad, apparently, had considerable hesitation about adopting the 
name 'Allah' for the God he proclaimed because Allah was in a.sense 
recognised as a supreme deity by the Meccans themselves, so he used 
for a time the designation *Ar-*Kahman, to which the Meccans objected. 
The.word evidently found its way into Arabic from the South Arabian 
inscriptions but it did not originate there. Its ultimate origin, 
however, is still uncertain. Sprenger (quoted by Jeffrey) favours 
a Christian origin, Hirehfield a Jewish, while Halevy cites instances
-2" '
where the word oocura in inscriptions pagan in origin where any 
allusion to Israel or the Jews would he highly improbable. This 
view has not found acoeptance amongst modern scholars. To do 
otherwise than to refer, it to .a Hebrevi? or Aramaic origin would be 
unsafe* (Echweich Lectures, p. 67; Bell, Origin of Islam pp*^2,ll6;. 
Jeffrey Foreign Vocabulary, pp. 140, l4l)#
2# Asar given here and in Qur’an viî 74 as the name of Abraham's father 
may possibly be due to confusion by Muhammad.of Abraham's father . 
with his servant Bleasar* (Frankel, referred to by Jeffrey in 
Foreign Vocabulary p* ,55)* •
it would have been exceedingly difficult for an author i n .Umayyad 
times to have written a biography of the Prophet without giving 
offence to the ruling house, if he told the truth about their 
ancestor, Abu Sufyin* This may be thé reason why no biography of
■ Muhammad is extant from those times. Two authors are mentioned by
■* ' . . . ■
Muir (I’ntrod.IxKvi) as having, written biographies of Muhammad early ‘
*
in the second century neither of which is extant.
One is tempted to think that some of the things which would cause 
• annoyance'to certain people, which Ibn liisham omits, may have,been 
disparaging references to 'Abbas,"the Prophet's uncle, who held 
aloof from him till success was certain# Perhaps Ibn Ishaq was 
able to write more freely than Ibn Hisham, and if so, is the more
■ reliable of the two# One wonders if Ibn Ishaq's original work was 
'suppressed'because it related facts unpleasant to 'Abbaéid ears.
Another matter which casts doubt on Ibn Hiaham's veracity as a 
historian is his suppression of the account of the Prophet's lapse 
temporarily into paganism. At-Tabari quotes the incident on the 
. authority of Ibn Ishaq, and al-Waqidi records the same incident 
from another source* Ibn Hisham doubtless omitted it because he 
.regarded it as discreditable to the Prophet.
4. Bioholson (Literary History, of'the Arabs pp. 4,5, quotes Muller 
to show that Baba'derived its prosperity mainly from the Indian
- trade, which from the tenth century B.C. had been relayed by the 
land route from Yemen to tke Mediterranean because of the difficulty 
of navigating the Red &ea, ^hen this trade was diverted along the 
coast by sea the power and'wealth of Baba’ declined, a great part 
of its population vjas forced to seek new homes in the north,' so that 
its cities were deserted and its aqueducts crumbled to pieces.
Arabian legend has gathered up this long process of decline and fall 
into a single fac& - the bursting of the Dam of Ma'rib. That the 
Dam was.in existence and working at a much later period is shown by
' the inscriptions on the existing ruins, some of vJhich have been
translated by Glaser.' The first flood took place about the middle, 
of the fifth century and on another occasion the Dam was partially 
restored byAbrahah, tlie Ethiopian viceroy of Yemen circa 543»
The inscription recording the first repair work, while definitely 
monotheistic in tone cannot be Jewish monotheism because the 
. expression .Baal is used for the Deity ~ an expression which would
. not commend itself to a Jew. This name for the Deity argues a
• monotheism which "had developed.out of paganism rather than, out of 
Judaism". (Margoliouth Bchweich Lectures p*63)» The inscription 
recording the second work of repair is definitely Christian, 
beginning with -the.Trinitarian formula* •
5 . Most authorities are agreed in believing that the story of this dream
• is directly borrowed from the-account of Bebuchadne8%ar*s dream
with which there are many points of similarity. (Daniel ii),
6# Batih is reminiscent of the medicine man of primitive peoples.
According to Guillaume he was "A monstrosity with à huge head and a 
feeble body; he used .to lie for the greater part of the day
■ prostrate on the ground and! rose to his feet only when stirred by
man tic frenzy. But whether these details were-invented, as an 
explanation of the name Batih, 'prostrate one*, or whether the name 
. was in fact given to him because of his affliction, it is difficult 
to.say", (Prophecy and Divination p.246).
.Bhiqq belonged to one of the minor orders of the Jinn who àolestéd
■ .  '
travellers, according to al-Qazv/ini, quoted by Lanè , Arabian Bights 
1;37 and referred to by Guillaume in footnote to p,246. , Guillaume 
also mentions Montgomery's 'Aramaic Incantation Texts, I85 - IS7 
where a charm is given against Bhiqqin in the plural from Which he 
infers that'they were a well-known class of. hobgoblins in (probably) 
pre-Xslamic days'* . . .
V  ' ' . . ■
7* . Eaj* was the earliest form of poetry among the Arabs. It was the • 
language of inspiration, curses; blessings, divination and sorcery.
. Its usual form was rhymed couplets. It v/Ould thus stick in the 
memory and.be handed, down practically as uttered.. Recitation of this 
type of verse was. supposed to indicate contact with the spirits.
When- the Wizards of the Old'Testament'muttered* they, vjere uttering 
their rhyming couplets (Isa. viii: 19). Guillaume^ Prophecy and 
Divination p* 245)* .
8 . Shakes and other noxious creeping things were connected with the Jinn, 
Eaek viiis 10 refers.to the superstitions connected with 'creeping ■ 
things * in vogue among the Israelites and other Semites, (Smith, 
Religion of Semites p, I30. n,).
9 . Parallels to these asseverations are to be found at the commencement ■
of Surah Ixxxix which deals with the legends,-connected with former 
inhabitants of South Arabia*. ' Similar .asseverations occur in Surahs 
xcl, xcii,. cxiii. .Swearing by the heavenly .bodies was customary 
amongst the Arabs. -
10, . Arabian legend says Jewish settlers arrived in the country In the
time of Moses (AghanI xix: 94)* That there were settlements'of them 
there at the beginning of the Christian era is indicated by Acts, ii: 11
and it has been suggested that the destructions of Jerusalem led 
many Jews to seek asylum in that area, thus increasing the strength 
of the communities already settled there. These communities must 
have had considerable influence on the life of the.southern part of 
thé.country in the century immediately preceding Islam, Most .accounts
*5^
tell of one Jewish king of Himyar although Ibn Hisham leaves on©
with the impression that there was a series of Jewish kings
which began with Abu Karib. Hartmann states that these kings
' could.not secure the despotic power at which they aimed without
the support of, a stromg party in the state* The old religion was
hostile, the adherents of Christianity were unworthy* and so the
kingë turned to the.Jews, who controlled the finances, and even went
■ ' so far as to embrace Judaism in order to secure the support ot[
these financial magnates* Muslim writers do not support this view.
According to Margoliouth (B.chweich Lectures p,o3) the monotheism
of these kings was not of the Jewish but thé pagan pattern and he
bases his argument on the use of the word 'Baal* for the Deity in
an inscription connected with the repair of the Dam of Ma’rib by
' the eon of Abu Karib, Ho points out furthermore that if this king .
had become a Jewish proselyte we would have expected to find a
. change of name as happened in the'case of-Dhu Huwas* Many of the
Jews in Arabia had Arab names, (exceptions being *üzair, Flnhas,» *
■ and. Ashya* mentioned later by Ibn Ishaq), and were organised in 
tribes on the Arab model, circumstances which have led some to 
thiiJc that- they were not real Jews but Arab proselytes;
(Margoliouth op*cit. 6l)^ Jeffrey, however, in view of the 
uncompromising attitude of the Qur’an towards them, considers they 
were Jews by race as well as religion,•who possessed, to the full.
- . the Jewish habit of assimilating themselves to the community in
which they dwelt* (Foreign Vocabulary, Introd* p. 25)* In passing, 
it ia worth remarking with reference to Hartmann's theory that a ■ 
financial crisis has been precipitated in the-modern Yemen by 
the withdrawal of the Jews of.the country, to join the new State 
of Israel* - . ‘ '
11. The story of Abu Karib and the Jewish Babbis would seem to suggest' 
that Abraham had been regarded.as the patron saint of Mecca for. a •
long time previous to Muhammad;through the good offices of the
Jews," This can hadly have been so since Muhammad coined the
■ ' .. ' * - 
Arabic form of 'Abraham*, and it was only when his hopes of the
-6-
JewG at Medina failed that he fell back upon Abraham because he was 
independent of both Jews and Christians, represents him as having 
been a Muslim, and associated him with the Ka'bah and the new 
faith. (Bell, Origin of Islam, 129,ff)*
12. The clothing of the Ka'bah is probably a relic of the time when 
the holy place was a tent which would require periodical renewal*
1 3 . Muhammad Muhiyiddïn 'Abdul Hamid gives the following explanation
• « *
of this rhymed prose in a footnote in his Edition (p*29)•
"We have no doubt that these expressions have been 'corrupted* and 
that the correct text is as given in al-Aghani where it ia said;- 
'Ihen the young man came out from Lakhni'ah after having disposed 
of him,they cut off the lips and tail of his she-camel and called 
out to him:**
Is he v/et or dry?
When Dhu Buwas came out from him and mounted a she-camel of his 
called as-Harab, they said;-
Dhu Nmvas, is ho wet or dry?
He saidî-
Time will tell
'MlWhether the hindquarters of Dhu Buwas 
Are wet or dry*
It is merely corruption of the manuscripts"*
For a similar use of the words 'Hath' and 'Yabis* cf. Lulce xxiii: 31 **'
Arab authors say that Dhu Muwas on his conversion to Judaism 
assumed the name Yusuf (Joseph), but Ethiopie sources call him 
Phineas•
14. Accounts of the introduction of Christianity into Arabia vary.
Much of the uncertainty is caused by the sense which Greek and 
Latin writers attach to the naine India. Bartholomew is said to 
have preached the gospel in India, and left there the Gospel of 
Matthew in Hebrew, but this India may have been South Arabia. 
Philostorgus (H.L. 3, 4) says Christianity was introduced into 
Arabia in the.time of Constantine II (334 - 3&1)* He may mean
■ ■  •  ■ .
that a Christian teacher went to Arabia such ae Phaimiun .who appears 
to have been a. Syrian ascetic. The story is also given by at-Tabari
Annales i; 923 — 929* .
Wright (Early Christianity in Arabia p# 28 ff.),argues, mainly on 
the authority of Iticephorous that Fruiaentius was largely 
instrumental in establishing Christianity among the Himyarites*
Other ecclesiastical historians such as Pagi, Ludolf. and Bruce 
assert that .Prwnentius laboured in. .Ethiopia* It was'Apud Xndos* 
that Frumeiitius was; first shipwrecked and later consecrated Bishop 
by Athanasius, and the,name India was given both to Ethiopia and 
South Arabia, perhaps being applied more frequently to Arabia. 
Bophronius states that the Indians to whom Bartholomew preached 
were the people of .Arabia Felix. According to what Hufinus says 
the India visited by Frumentius was the same aa that in which
Bartholomew preached the Gospel .(Hist* B e d *  Lib i) Also .Bell:
The Origin of Islam p* 29ff; O'Leary Arabia before Muhammad l4l ff).
1 5 * Tree worship amongst the Semites was older than idol worship.
Certain trees were regarded as the abode .of. spirits.. Such v/as the 
.sacred date-palm at B'ajran. A similar tree to which the people of
■ - w  ^
Mecca resorted annually is spoken of as'Bhat Anwat*, or 'tree to 
han^ things on* which would seem to be identical with the sacred 
acacia at Hakhlah identified with al-*Uzza* Buch too was the tree 
at Hudaibiyah mentioned in Qur’an xlyiiiî 18,""".which was visited by 
pilgrims till it was cut down by the .Ehalif * Bmar, Tree worship
survives to the present in spite of Islam. The story of the tree
at Hajran is given by Wahb bin Munabbih,. an^ authority not 
generally regarded as reliable* (Bmith^ Religion of Semites -185 ff. 
O'Leary, Arabia before Muhammad 195)*
1 6 . The strange thing is that although Phaimiun v/as a Christian he
converted 'Abdallah bin ath-Thamir to Islam! The distinction
was no;t as yet clear-cut and precise. In .the Qur’an there is a
statement which shows that at one. stage of his development;
, Muhammad.regarded Christianity as Islam s "The Apostles replied:.
. '  '  -
*Wq.’are the helpers of Allah, we have believed in Allah., do thou
-8-
testify that vve are Muslims- (Burah 3; 45).
1 7 - Rossini, quoted by Jeffrey's (F^^roign Vocabulary p. 231) thiniis 
that oral tradition among the Arabs confused the expedition under 
Abrahah with an earlier one under Afilas, whose name occurs on, 
coins as an Ethiopian conqueror of South Arabia. This is .extremely, 
doubtful, however, as he waè third century.
18 - Abrahah*s real aim .in his expedition against'Mecca xms not merely 
to revenge angf'act oa desecration committed in his church, but to 
conquer Mecca and gain control of her pilgrim, which greatly 
contributed to her commercial prosperity. Some authorities have 
thought that the expedition was directed,against Persia (Procopius). 
The Romans were anxious to. bring Arabia into their sphere of
influence against Persia. Later, Persia was to lend her aid to the
native.leaders, to drive out'thé hated blacks.
19. The word Rasi’ does not mean the intercalation of a month as 
required to keep the months in accord with the, seasons. It means 
the. transference of the observation of a sacred month to a profane 
month# Sometimes-the Arabs grew weary of being.at peace for three
.months together so they put off the‘observance of Huharram to. the 
following month Safar. In addition to this, the Arabs had learned
* . ' yea-i"
from the Jews to intercalate a month every second or third^thereby 
reducing their lunar years to solar years. Both practices are 
condemned in bhe Qur’an. ' « . .
20. The word means *a measure for grain*.
21. A careful distinction is made between *wathan’, the stone which was
the abode of the deity worshipped and sanam or carved image. Both 
these traditions agree in representing idolatry - thé worship of 
carved Images as distinct from nusub as of recent introduction into 
and of Syrian origin. The word 'sanam* itself is borrowed from
• Aramaic tsolem 'idol*. .(O'Leary, Arabia before Muhammad: Jeffrey
Foreign Vocabulary p. 199). . ,
22, Yladd was supposed to be the heaven and. was worshipped under the
' ' ' Ü  '■form of a man by Kalb in Dumat al-jandal. Wadd also means: 
friendship.
Buv/a* vvas worshipped in the guise of a woman by Hudhail ;
Yaguth was in the form of a lion)a deity of some of the Yemenites. 
Its name seems to be derived from 'ghatha' which means *'to help* 
la'uq was worshipped under the figure of a horse. The name probably 
comes from a word meaning 'to avert#,
Kasr was worshipped under the image of an eagle as the name suggests 
(Bale* Prelim, Disc# p* 15)» ' -
The task of the worshipper w.aa to nullify or avert the baleful 
’ , Influence of the deity, hence perhaps the kindly names; Of# Greek
Éumenides. The Arab did not so-much worship his gods as stand on ,
guard against them* (O’Leary, Arabia before Muhammad p* 195*
' - _■ - .
There were numerous household gods besides. ... •
23* Oaves and pits were primitive storehouses for the Semites and
attached to the sanctuary was-a pit called the SGhabghab*.' That 
the Arabian ' ghabghab ' was not a mere treaaure house 'is' shown by 
the fact that the..victim is said to be brought to it and the blood 
flows, into the pit. (Smith, Ral, of Semites p. I9O.) .
24. Accounts of these, camels and sheOp do not agree in certain
unimportant détails* A full account of them is given in Sncy.Islam
B»Vé "bahira", also in Bale’s FrelimiMsc* 100 « 161.
- /  /  ' • ' ' - ' ■ "  . 
2 5 * This is a word of opposite meanings depending, on the context and 
can mean either 'what.is allowable* or 'what is forbidden*.
2 6 ,. 0ince .Balclcah ia. mentioned in the Qur’an it was probably the 
, original name for Mecca;. The passage in the Qur’an (ill: 90) 
was *|3ont down* when the Jews said that their Temple at Jerusalem 
was, more ancient than the Iia*feah.= - BaidawZ observes that the Arabs 
use the -*M* and the *B * promiscuously in several ■ViTords; ’
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27* Bem^cent of Hannah Ci Sam* i),
28* The Ijazah was the right to give the signal for dismissal of the
worshippers and was vested in one tribe; it was the right to start
first. In the Meccan pilgrimage the standing at 'ârafah was 
terminated by the Ijazah and was the signal for a wild rush to the 
neighbouring sanctuary of Muzdalifah. Arafah Was the point of 
assemblage and that station' herO was a preparation for the vigil 
at Muz.dalifah* This rush was called Ifadat^nd may refer either to 
the dispersion of the people or to the distribution of the 
sacrificial victim* If the latter it helps to explain their hurry!
The 'standing', according to lellhauaen may be a relic of the time 
when the worshippers stood around the altar idol, at a respectful 
distance, gazing with rapt attention, while the slaughtered victims 
lie stretched on the ground. Perhaps the most solemn moment in the 
ritual was when the blood of the victims was applied to the head 
of the idol, or smeared over it* (Smith, Bel* of Semites 340 ff*). 
Abu Dharr says that al-Ghauth was called Sufah because his mother, 
when she devoted him to the service of the Ka'bah, either bound a 
tuft of wool on, Gone part of his clothing as a badge of his office, 
or clothed him in a woollen,garment. The former is the more likely.
29* The words Hijabah, Baqayah; Bifadah, Hidwa, and denote the
offices which Qusai concentrated in his own person being the custody 
of the keys of the Ka'bah, the administration of the water of the 
wells of Mecca, and the supply of water to the pilgrims $ this 
water was sometimes mixed with honey, milk, or wine), the supply 
of food to the pilgrims, convoking and presiding àt the council of 
the nation, bestowing the standard - the symbol of military 
corm'fland.
30, *Abd al-Muttalib has been described earlier to Abrahah as 'The
• •
Feeder of the Wild Beasts'. Among the Arabs one way of disposing
of sacrificial flesh was to leave it to be eaten by the animals.
In this case *Abd al-Muttalib offered the hundred camels to redeem
his vow, and so it ia intelligible that he reserves no part of the 
flesh for hie own use, but leaves it to anyone who chooses to
■ . -Il- ’
help himself; or even (according to Ibn Hishara's reading) leaves it 
■ free to man and beastv hsuaplly however, the principle that
worshippers must eat of the victim’s flesh was strictly .adhered to
31, The' name 'Yathrib* is found in two Minaean inscriptions which shows 
that it'was a pagan settlement sometime before-Christ# Yaqut says 
the. Jews of Yathrib were Arabs who had turned Jews, Some of them 
were settled on the land and others worked as smiths and jewellers.
As cultivators of the soil their presence would no doubt be resented 
for agriculture necessarily encroached on the pasture.lands of the 
Arabs. • (Bchweich Lectures p.6o) O'Leary, Arabia p.174)
Since the. prophecÿ concerning Ahmad is supposed to occur in the 
message, of Jestis to the Jews (Qur’an.Ixi: 6)whieh they rejected 
; it is rather strange to find a Jew making this announcement. The 
reference to the star no doubt cornea from Christian sources. .
32* . Muhammad’s first recorded contact with'Christians, probably .a contact 
, between him and a. Restoriaa missionary# At an^ rate the Bestorian • 
hermits vjore familiar figures with the Arabs as their early poetry 
- shows. (O'Leary? op, cit. 142). Borne give the hermit's name as 
Mestor while Mas'udi calls him Sergius. (Gf. Qur’an vs 85:"Home of .
. them are priests and monks"). The story as given by Ibn Hisham may 
be rejected. . . .
33. The reference to the Coptic carpenter suggests that there was an 
Egyptian colony in Mecca at this time. It is believed that there 
was one of those colonies.on the spot where Yathrib afterwards arose
34. A Jew is again introduced to read an inscription in Syriac I
33* Parallels are; Job iv; 8; Proy.xxii; 8; Jeremiah xii; 13I
Matt, vli.s 16; Luke vi: 44; ii Cor. ix; 6. It is noteworthy that 
the word 'Ijtana* occurs in Matthew and Luke.
36, There is a definite similarity between the conduct of this religious
community at Mecca and that of the priesthood in Jerusalem in the
-12 ' ' . .
time of our Lord when people who came to worship v/ere plundered 
for the enrichment of a luxurious and irreligious priesthood# It 
sometimes happened that a poor man's garment was arrested 
(Lightfoot .on Matt# xxi: 12), In Mecca, pilgrims either had to 
borrow the clothes in which to circumambulate the Ka'bah or else 
perform the ceremony naked. This usage was not peculiar to Mecca 
. for the custom appears in the worship of the Tyrian Baal
(ilKingB xs 22), A man whs not prevented from making the circuit
■ of the house in his own clothes, but if he did so he could not 
wear them again; they became taboo through contact with the holy 
place, (Bmith op»cit* 431)#
37# The Arabian Kahin was the equivalent og the G r e e k o r  the Latin 
'vatés* which give the meaning 'Beer* rather tha# 'Prophet*. While 
schofrs are not aggrêd on the origin of the word, the most likely 
explanation is that it came into use in Horth Arabia from some 
Aramaic source long before Islam* (Jeffrey, For. Voc. p. 247). The 
word is the Bemitic term for 'Priest *, (cf.. Hob, Kohen), and this 
seems to have been its.primitive sense in Arabia, the idea of 
soothsayer* being a later development. They derive their origin
■ from the medicine man. They gave their oracles under the inspiration
of a .daimonion who was called the Tabi*(follower), Eahib (companion)
. . _ * •
or Ra’i (seer), and expressed them in the r&&ming prose called 
-'Baj*. They were wont to give emphasis to their utterances by 
swearing by the earth and sky, sun and moon,and stars, light and 
darkness* ' ■ .
.in
The early appearance of Muhammad v/as strongly remiscent of the
■ • ■ 'i
, soothsayer. His Bahib was Gabriel, his earlie.ijrevel.ations were . 
convoked in rhyming prose, and his utterances, sometimes begin with 
obscure oaths ( Note 9) so it was not altogether surprising that 
the Meccans regarded him as a Kahin. Muhammad however, declared 
their knowledge to be stolen from heaven, falsified and confused, 
and so brought them into disrepute. (Bncy. Islam in loco.).
38. In order to gain the Jews over to his cause Muhamiad was willing to 
make any concession that did not involve abandonment of the claim
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to the prophetic office* His feasts, fasts, and ceremonies wore 
up to a certain time, all on the Jewish model, and his Qiblah was 
Jerusalem. His claims to be a prophet were based on the Jewish 
Scriptures and it was here that antagonism developed between 
Muhammad and the Jews. They recognised in him the promised prophet 
'even as they recognised their ovm sons*, yet out of wilful 
blindness they rejected himLas they had rejected their ovm Messiah. 
The Jews expected to find in Muhammad a supporter of their faith; 
he expected recognition from them as the Frophet foretold in their 
Book (Deut. xviiis 15)# In their eyes all his protestations of 
allegiance to their Scriptures were of no^lince he denied what to 
them was the most essential thing#
39- Salman is one of the most popular figures of Muslim legend. . His 
name is connected with the siege of Medina fcr he is said to have 
advised the digging, of the trench which seems to have been a, 
departure, from customary methods<of warfare in the Arabian 
peninsula. The earlier accounts we have of him make no mention of 
this, however* His fame is due to the fact that he was taken as 
the prototype of Persian Islam just as the Ethiopians are represented 
by Bilal and the Byzantines by Euhaib. Tradition asserts he was 
the Prophet's barber and is regarded as the patron of barbers# The 
Shi'ites place him Immediately after "All in the series of divine 
emanations* The Nusairiyah make him the third member of their
Trinity which is formed.by the three mystic letters.A (*Ali);
M (Muhammad); and B (Balman) of which he forms the Gate (Bab)*
(Ency# Islam in loco).
40* The meaning of thé word 'Hanif'is very difficult to determine. Bell
takes it as a genuine Arabic word meaning*to decline, to turn from*, i 
But as the suggestion here would be that of turning away from what 
is right to what is crooked it gives no help. According to Jeffrey, 
the pre-islamic use of the word means 'heathen*, while as used 
by Muhammad it is equivalent to 'Muslim*. (For. Voc. 112 ff). Buhl 
(Ency. Islam ii; 238 260) says that Muhammad simply too&over a
word which was well known in his day to denote "those people, who.
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although Influenced by Christianity, had refused both Christianity 
and Judaism in favour of a more simple!and primitive religion".
It is used in the Qur’an in some instances to refer to the faith of 
Abraham, and in other cases a phrase is added to explain that being
a Hanif means not being a polytheist. . This need for. explanation would
»  . '
seem to indicate that Muhammad was adapting to his own purposes a 
word already in use.and giving it a new meaning..
Opinions are alo varied as to the identity of the Hanifs#
Weilhausen, followed by Bell in his pamphlet 'The Hanifs,*) thought
the term referred to the Christian ascetics of Muhammad * s day and one 
■ - . ' * _ - 
of the Hanifs, Abu *Amr. is referred to in Ibn Hisham (p.4ll) as-
'The Monk*. Nicholson, (Lit. Hist. p.149) thinks the word.means
. 'Muslim'. Bell, (Origin of- Islam, p.58) thinks the terra was used
• ■ ■ to denote a class of religious men, of which there-were several.
The more modern view-however, is that the Hanifs were not % seat,
but merely a few isolated individuals. Nicholson thinlcs Muhammad may 
- ' . ■ ' ■ ■ . • ■ ■ 
have received his first stimulus from this quarter since he was
associated with Waraqah bin. Naufal, cousin of Khadijah.. (Lit. Hist.
p.150). Three of the four men mentioned by Ibn Hisham became
Christians, according to him^which may suggest a Christian origin.
Their emergence was no doubt due to the'interplay’of monotheistic
ideas on the old Arabian paganism but the traditions given about
these historical personages mentioned by.name are considered
unreliable by modern scholarship.‘ Jeffrey e.g. says(, For. Voc, in
loco) yet the tradition that has come down to us has been so
• obviously worked over in Islamic times? that so far from their
stories helping to explain the Qur’an , the,Qur’an is necessary to
explain them". . •
4l. This is remiscont of heathen practices in early Testament days
A
from w h i c h  C h r i s t i a n s  .with a Gentile background were asked to 
abstain. Of# Acts, xvî 20, 29, (A^ull discussion of the variant 
readings in these pasages is given by Professor P.H. Menoud in 
"Studiorum Novi Testam'enti iSocietas", Bulletin ii; page 22). The 
abandonment of idols would carry with it the abandonment of the
■ sacrifices offered thereat and this could have been brought about by
-15-
non-Ghriatian monotheistic influences. Professor Robson utters a. 
caveat against deciding too readily that a tradition has a New 
Testament source because its language sounds like that of. the New 
Testament, (Muslim World, Vol. xli; No 4, p,36o),
42, Apparently %aid consulted both Babbie and Monks, a further 
indication that Jews and Christians were considered to have one 
religion,
43, Al-Mimhamanna is a Syriac âword so that Ibn Hisham must have been 
in touch with some Syriac Gospel source, possibly the Palestinian 
Syrian version, which, according to essor Burkitt, is the only 
Syriac Ms where the word occurs. It would seem that neither Ibn 
Ishaq nor Ibn Hisham knew anything about the reading 'Perlklutos* 
for *Paraliletos'and its possible rendering- as Ahmad; they content 
themselves with the bare statement that al-Manhamanna means 
Muhammad which is out of the question. There is no mention of
Ahmad which would seem to have been an interpolation after the death
. . . . ■
of Muhammad . (Muslim World xli: 4: Tha Paraclete, al-Muhhamanna 
and Ahmad by E.I'.F. Bishop and A, Guthrie),
44, It seems, that on a certain month every year, which later became
the month of Ramadan, the Meccans practised certain religious
austérités called Tahannuth, It was in pursuance of this practice
•  ,
that Muhammad retired to the cave on Mount Hira,
* ' «
Some authorities regard the word as the Hebrew plural Tahannoth
’prayers'and thus see in it another proif of the influence of
Judaism, Muhammad Muhyiddin 'Abdul Hamii says(in a footnote,page
233)# "Abu Dharr says: 'Ibn Hisham explains it as if they meant
by it the Hanefite religion, and changed the Tha to Fa, The better
explanation is that Stahannuth' means avoidance of sin, just like
at-t&’aththum; this form may be used for the withdrawal from a thing,
and there is no need for the substitution which Ibn Hisham mentions".
This was probably what guided Muhammad in his choice of the month
of fasting.
-161'
45# For the employment of intermediate beings for, the conveyance of
■ Divine ralelations.of Debt, xxxiir 2 - the first mention of angels 
in connection with the giving of the law. Other allusions in the 
New Testament to the angels administering the law are Acts vis: 53s 
Gal iiiî 191 Heb* ill 2# Also Josephus, Antiquities- xv: 5» 3s 
Philo de‘Somn..pi642 M and the Book of Jubilees c, 1. The original 
meaning.of Namus is 'confidant*.
46, In all cases.where the word FurqSn occurs in the Qur’an it seems 
to mean illumination or revelation except in viii: 42 where the 
reference, is obviously to the battle of Badr* One explanation of 
the meaning of the word.is that Scripture is called Furqan because
by means of it God divided between the true and the false, and as
referring to Badr it means the day when God discriminated between 
the good and the evil men. It seems to be a word which Muhammad 
borrowed to whose meaning he gave his own interpretation. (Jeffrey 
For* Voc p,225 ff)# Bell, (Qur’an viii: 29) derives the word from 
the Syriac' 'purqana*, meaning salvation. In His 'Origin ll8 ff., 
he links up the Qura’nic use of the word with the story of î#ses.
In the case of Moses deliverance was accompanied by a revelation.
Calamity would, com© to the Meccans as it came to Pharaoh. The 
battle of Badr was the Calamity for the Meccans,"It was the Furcan 
the deliverance out of that Calamity for the believers^.
4?i There is at least à parallel between the accusation of madness here
and that in reference to. our Lord in-Jno:,iviii:4B; vii: 20; x; 20;
, Matt., 9! 34.- . . ' '
48. For the ohaogs that Islam was breaking up the olA ties of kindred
cf. Matt, x; 35; Luke xiiiî 531* '
49, The Jews of Medina are here .represented as. har Ing prepared the
minds of the Aus and KhazrUj to receive the Prophet, They had
considerable influence in this placé, prior, to the Hijrah but do not 
seem to have been disposed .at any time to accept the claims of
Muhammad, ■ . ■
,. ■ ■ ■ ■ ^17- • . ; ; , .
50. Commentators are' by no means agreed a© to the meaning of ar-Raqim , 
Most of them take it as a place name^ whether of a village, a 
valley or a mountain. Ibn Hisham say© it was a tablet. Still' 
others think it was thé name of, the dog who was with them* Torry, 
(Jewish foundations of Islam p. 120 ff) takes .it to be a misreading 
of the name.Decius in Hebrew characters. Decius is prominent in 
Oriental legends of the Beven Bleepers. Horovitz points out that 
this does not-explain thr^rtiele of the Arabic word? and notes also 
that all names except place-names are carefully avoided in the 
Qur’anic story. (Jeffrey For, Voc. p. 144).
51. Dhu ’l-Qarnain has very often been identified with Alexander.- the . 
■Great, A new theory, has been put forward by ai/Pakistani scholar? 
.Maulana Azid (Thaqafat al-Hind? March? September 1950? June 1951) -•
- ' ■ ■ . L .  ^  - 8
regarding the personality of Dhu *1-Qarnain in the Qur'an? in which 
■•hé identifies him with Cyrus the l^ersian, Cyrus was highly esteemed 
by the Jews and the mention of Cyrus in an early Medinan Burah would
be designed to winjbver the Jewish tribes v/ha had settled there,. The
appellation is. considered by this scholar to.refer to Daniel's vision 
of the ram with two horns (Dan viii),
5 2 . The: use .of ar-Rahman in connection with Musailamah of Yamamah would? 
according to.Jeffrey (For,Voc, p,i4l)"seem to point to^Christian . 
rather than a Jewish origin? though the matter is uncertain".
55" The ^abaniyyah were the guardians of Hell. The word is usually
derived, from . *zabaaa'Ito push, thrust* ,* Scholars.connect it with 
a Syriac word which means the guides who conduct departed soula to
. judgment, (Jeffrey, For, Voc, p* l48).
5 4 , The statement of the Negus about Jesus Bon of Mary indicates.Arian 
tendencies, Arianism declared that Jesus was not the essence of 
the Father but essentially a creature like other creatures, albeit 
unique, among them. Not only, did this system take away all traces 
of deitÿ from our Lord, but in its.later stages, it found a human.
. * spirit unnecessary, thus doing violence to his manhood* (Gwatkin,
. ' -I8-
Budie© of Arlaniam, pp, 24, 25)* It would seem that Frumentius was 
bishop in 358 A.D? for, Constantius is moving to have him recalled 
and Athanasius is protesting, The Emperor favoured the Arlans 
and wished to extend,their influence in those regions and Frumentius 
was on the side of Athanasius. This circumstance would help to 
explain the fact that for the next hundred years the history of 
Christianity in Ethiopia is obscure, Th real Christianising of 
the country took place about the year 480, and it was brought about
by Monophysite Christians sb that this’must have been the type of
Christianity in the country at the rise of Islam. This reference 
may indicate (a) thsCtthe Negus of the day still held Arian sentiments 
which apparently were repudiated by his bishops, or (b) Ibn Hisham 
writing with'some knowledge of Arianism, which was introduced into . 
the Arabian peninsula circa 334 or 333, makes, the Axumite king 
utter Arlan, sentiments. Arianism had X}£p:Jsf been propagated in 
■ Arabia before Muhammad's time, and Beryllus the Bishop of Bostra
denied the Godhead of tfesus. Arian influence can be detected in 
such passages as iv: l$9f v. 77, 79, II6; xliii: 39#
33* It is said that this Burah (cxi) came down on the day Allah ^
commanded, the Prophet to warn his people. Others say it came down
when he was commanded to proclaim the Qur’an openly. When he
gathered Quraish together and told them that^Abu Lahab said; "Mayst. 
thCu perish! Hast thou brought us together for this?". (Muhammad 
MUhyddin ’Abdul Hamid p.37.3 n).. .
36. Bell refer?' this passage to the early days ±xi Medina* (Qur’an p.493)
57* Bell thinks this passge ia probably Medinan but does not exclude the
possibility of a Meccan origin (Qur’an pi343).*
38. "Hsualiy said to be Muhammad himself; but that is hardly possible*
it is probably one of the rich Meccans, whose conduct towards the
• blind man brings home to Muhammad how ineffective his methods
hitherto have been". (Bell, Qur’an p*633 h).
59* These Christians who islaraizod were'probably Abyssinian© who had. '
, ' come to Mecca with* the returning exiles, .
60. A similar description of Jesus is given in 'Tradition, by Bukhari,
Muslim, Abu Baud, and Ibn Majâ. Cf. Prof, Hobson, Muslim World,
xli: 4; p. 257, 258.
61. Muhammad’s visit to heaven is strangely reminiscent of the visit
• . . ■ . ■ •
of Aeneas to. the .underworld in those parts which describe-the 
torments.of the wicked. Cf ileneid viî 11. 548. - 627. Prof. Asiix 
in*Islam and the Divine Comedy’ atte&pte to show that Dante was 
influenced by Islamic ideas.
62. The story of Moses sending Muhammad back to get the number of - 
■ , ■ ' ,
prayers reduced Is rèmijfnisoént, of Abfaham praying for Bodom. (Gen
xviiiï 23 - 33).* '
63. There seems a certain parallel between Jonah.sitting outside
Nineveh ’till he might see what would become, of the city’, and
Muhammad .sitting outside at^Taif in,his déjection, which working . . *
on the, mind of Muhammad,led him,when he afterwards.told the story? 
to state that ’Addas,the Christian slave,was a native of Nineveh? 
and also that Jonah was ’Hia brother prophet*. .
.  . ’  • . . ■  '  .
64. As the Jews expected the Messiah-to be a deliverer and wonder-worker 
it is not outside the bounds of‘ possibility that some such'threat 
was made against the Arabs of Medina. These threats are represented
, as having had the effect of making the people of Medixià. hasten to 
recognise the new Hrophet.
65* The terms of the First Pledge of al-’Aqabah reminds one of
. Commandments vi, vii? viii, ix as well as 1. . ■
66. . Ibn Qutaibah says that the Arabs made a similar oath when entering
into a treaty of protection. - .
-20-
67* An interesting Old Testament parallel to this story is; in Jt^ dgea 
Vi: 31» In ancient societies the penalty for violating the 
sanctity of holy things was outlawry or death; they did not wait for 
the god to vindicate himself. Since this deity was thus put to 
the proiSf, faith in his power must have been doubted. Monotheistic 
influences had already? to some extent? undermined belief in the 
idols, and thus prepared the way for Islam.'
68. Intimation of Muhamnad's arrival is made by a .Jew. Qailah was the 
name of the mother of the progenitors of the Beni Aus and Khazraj.
6$. Boriptural references to the shepherd and his sheep are'. Hum.xxvil: 
7s i Kings xxii; 17; ilChrdn.' xviiis l6; Ezek. 34: 6; Psalm xcv: 7î 
Hatt. ix: 36; Mark vi: ,34.
70. Muhammad? who had made every concession to Jewish sentiment short 
of abandoning his prophethood, nov/ desires to enter into a close 
and binding union with them, according to the terms of which they 
were confirmed in the practice of their religion and the.secure 
possession of their property. No date is given for the treaty but 
it must have been shortly after his arrival in Medina. Cordial 
relations were for a time sustained between Muhaintmd and the three 
Jewish tribes,
71. Apparently Muhammad hesitated some timejas- to whether to adopt the 
Jewish or Christian method of calling to worship. This does not 
argue that the breach with the Jews had already taken place, No 
religious antagonism is intended. He made a distinction between 
the Jewish Sabbath and the sacred day of Islam,, and probo.bly 
followed it up with the initiation of the call to prayer perhaps 
because he hoped that by the choice of another day some of the Jews 
would attend his services. It is not at all improbable that Jews 
did attend the mosque at first. The contrary opinion-has been 
maintained (e.g. by Wellhaasen) that the institution of  ^riday 
instead of Sabbath and Sunday, the call to prayer instead of 
trumpets and sounding-boards, Ramadan instead of Lent? were all 
intended to cut Islam off from Judaism and. Christianity.
72. The mention of individual Christiana for th© most part would lead one 
to suppose that Muslim contacts werejconfined to solitary ascetics.
Ho mention is made of any Christian community except that of Bajran 
which was destroyed by Dhu Huv/as, so that the faith seems to have 
expressed itself tfjpugh individuals rather than tlirough a community, 
Jewish communities, on the other hand, were fai&Èy strong and well 
organised. Pre-Islamlc poetry shows the Christian hermit as a 
familiar figure (Imru ’1-Qais, Mu’allaqat? 71 î 72). They are^Mo 
mentioned in the Qur’an (v: 85). The *masuh vms the black hairy 
garment worn by ascetics.
73. The * description’ of the Prophet in the Torah Is doubtless Beut.
xviiiî 15. Peter (Acts iiiî 22) and Stephen (Acts 7: 37) find the
fulfilment of this prophecy in Jesus. Muhammad is still hpping to 
win over the Jews but the time la now not far distant when he will 
discard Moses for Abraham.
74# The bottom of the grave was often strewn with Harmal? so the
implication would seem to be that all the rev/ard he got for his
pains was death.
75* Muhammad seems to have difficulty is getting access to knowledge.
This withholding of knowledge of which he accuses the Jews, formed
the basis of the charge that the '^ ews concealed and perverted
their Scriptures. The charge was originally directed against the
Jews, though Muhammad may not then have recognised that there was.
a distinction between them and Christians. (Bell, Origin of Islam, 
p. 126),
76. The Qur’an does not speak very highly of the intellectual
attainments of the Jews although we gather that they had copies 
of their Scriptures and could write (Eurah ii: 80, 73? I69)*
Th© Bait Midras was probably the school in which the Rabbis met 
for discussion, and would cither be the synagoge building itself 
ot a building adjacent to it* Paul disputed with the *^ ews in 
the synagogue at Ephesus till matters became impossible vAen he 
withdrew to the ’school* of Tyrannus with his followers. (Acts 
xix: 8, 9).
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77* Distinct refutation cf Christian claim that Jesus was more than man. 
Bell (Qur’an) thiniis this passage refers to the Jewish oral law. 
Baidaxvi places the saying in the same historical context as Ibn 
Hisham.
78. By claiming to be last of a. long line of prophets Muhammad doubtless 
hoped'to win oyer the Jews before he made his final break with them. 
Ho special superiority is ascribed to Abraham at this stage.
Another list of prophets is given iï» Surah vi: 84 ff.
79' Muhammad hopedjto appeal to Christians by accepting the prophethood 
of Jesus, which the Jews denied. There is favourable mention of 
the Christians about this time: ".,.,thou wilt find those of them 
who ai'o nearest in love to those who have believed to be those v/ho 
say 'We are Christians*". (Surah v: 85). Later hov/ever?, Muhammad’s 
attitude to the Christians began to cool as he came to realise that 
the Christians? in spite of his recognition of Jesus as a prophet, 
could not accept of him as the spokesman of God on earth, and render 
him obedience as such. He complains that neither Jews noi'
Christians will be satisfied till he accepts their type of religion, 
(ii: 114). Muhammad's idea in giving the list of prophets was not 
to establish the prophethood of Jesus but to ansvjer the Jewish 
objection that there had been nothing seat down to men after the 
time of Moses,
80. Hajraa seems to have had a more highly developed organisation thah
other Arabian towns. It v/as ruled by three men called Sayyid, *Aqib 
and Bishop. The sayyid was the equivalent of the Arab tribal chief, 
dealing with external affairs, making treaties, commanding the army, 
and acting as host at fairs. The *Aqib*s dealt only with internal 
matters of administration while the Bishop v/as the supreme 
ecclesiastical authority. "But the supreme government was in the 
hands of these three acting together". (O'Loaryys Arabia p. l44). 
They were envied for their groat wealth and their cathedral v/as a 
magnificent edifice adorned v/ith marb^los and mosaics given by the 
Byzantine emperor. They were regarded as the noblest of the Arabs
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at a date much earlier than the pretensions of Quraish whose claim 
to nobility rested mainly on kinship with the Frophet. Najran 
remained a Christian city till its inhabitants were expelled by 
'Omar*
81. After an apochryphal account of the birth of Jesus Muhammad proceeds 
to give am equally apochryphal accouht of His death, which is 
further elaborated in iSurah iv: 156 ff. There may be behind the 
assertion that Jesus was not crucified the influence of Hbionite or 
Gnostic sects who asserted that only a simulacrum of Jesus ivas 
crucified. Had Jesus been crucified He would have been the only 
Prophet who had not been delivered in crisis - Muhammad's prophets 
were always delivered before matters became too dangerous.
He would also know no doubt, that Christians believed in a living 
Christ. Thesej/lv/o ideas may be sufficient to account for the 
Qur’anic references to Jesus and especially to His crucifixion.
82* The vision cf 'Atikah bears Comparison with that of the Midianite 
who dreamt of a great loa# which came hurtling into the camp and 
knocked down the principal tent* k companion told him that his 
dream meant that God would deliver Midian into the hand of Israel. 
(Judges vii; 13 - 15)« Both prophesied disaster and both were 
fulfilled. Muir dismisses this dream as fictitious. Guillaume? on 
the other hand says; "Recent study and experiment have shown that 
it is impossible to,ignore the evidence that prophetic dreams are 
of common occurrence". A ful 1 discussion of the whole subject is 
given in his Prophecy and Divination ;pp. I85 - 232. There are 
also articles bearing on the subject in the’Jewish Encyclopaedia' 
and the’Encyclopaedia of Islam! The prgress of psychological 
research has demonstrated that dreams and visions cannot be 
dismissed as fictitious.
83* Hingle combats were the customary method of beginning battles not 
only amongst Arabs and îfev;s ( of. i 5am xvii: 4ff) but also 
amongst the ancient Greeks? e.g. Hector and Achilles? (Iliad xxii).
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84. The action of Huhammad in casting gravel at hi© enemies-was intended 
to be something more than mere symbol* It ia regarded by Muslim 
historians5 at any rate? as being full of portent and determining 
the future course of events. In the imagination of his followers he 
was using a power which Allah had put into his hands# Old Testament 
parallels of this action are to be found in similar acts of Moses 
prior to some of the Plagues. He throws ashes in the air and a 
plague of boils follows soon after (Exod# ix: B ff). He stretches 
out his. rod toward heaven and Yahweh send thunder and hail and fire 
runs along upon the ground (Exod ixî 23)* A similar action brings 
darkness from the heavens (Exod. x: 22). The Plagues were thus 
brought down by proclamation accompanied by energetic action. In 
ii Kings xiiiî l6, 19s Israel's failure to achieve a decisive 
victory is attributed to the feebleness of the acted sign# The 
king of Isarel smote the ground with the arrows only three times 
thereby showing a lack of determination which incurred the prophet’s 
displeasure. The act was regarded as an omen which determined, the 
future course of events,
A further illustration of the belief in the power of symbolic acts 
is provided by Moses at the battle of Rephidim. Victory apparently? 
depended on Hoses' hands being raised toward® heaven as well as his 
supplication. It is not necessary to assume that Muhammad, acted 
In conscious imitation of Moses or indeed that he was acquanted with 
the details of any of these stories. The Semitic belief in the 
potency of mimetic magic Is the background against which ?/e must 
view it.
83# The Meccans dislike the use 0^  ’arBRahmin* for God. Hmayyah
ialamized apparently in the early days of Muhammad's preaching 
becoming a convert to ’Hahmanism’# The change of name contains 
perhaps an illusion to Muhammad's adoption of the term 'Allah*.
86. Bell thinlis the meaning of the word *Furqan* in this context is 
’salvation’. (Qur’an? p* l64? n. i).
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8?. The Jewish eolonists of Medina were î^x’ouped together in three
tribes all of which bore Arabic names; the &eni Qainuqa*? the Beni 
an-Nadir? and the Beni Quralthah. The two latter called themselves 
'Kahlnin’ , preBtuna.bly becauae they claimed descent from the family 
of Aaron. The power and prostifee which Muhammad gained at Badr 
enabled him to talie a str&ng line with the Jews. In each case he 
found a very good reason for attacking them. In the case of the 
Beni Qainuqa’? he found an excuse to attack the whole tribe when an 
insult was proffered to a Muslim maiden in their quarter. That 
they were spared was- not due to.clemency on his part but simply 
because he was not yet strong enough to neglect 'Abdallah*s appeal 
for his clients.
8 8 . (Saliva was supposed to contain medicinal properties# The New
Testament records that it was used by our Lord to cure dumbness on 
one occasion. On another it was mixed with earth and used to anoint 
the eyes of a blind man. (Mark vii: 33î viii: 23, John ix: 6 ).
89* The reason for attacking and expelling the Beni an-Madlr was a
supposed plot on the life of Muhammad, however that may be? their 
lands were a great boon to Muhammad for he was able to settle the 
Anigrtf Meccans thereon so that they were no longer dependent on the 
people of Medina. The expulsion of this Jewish tribe was probably 
an economic necessity.
90.' The Jews had no reason to trust Muhammad. The assassination of 
individuals lilce Ka'b must have made them realise the insecurity 
of their position# It is not surprising that the•Beni Quraithah 
helped Quraish in the attack on Medina? as they naturally considered 
their treaty obligations to him to be lessened by these acts of 
violence. The Prophet chose to regard them as traitors and this 
largely accounts for hi© savage treatment of them. By removing the 
Jews he was removing the danger of another attack on Medina? which 
at that time waa not at all improbably; their extirpation v/as 
considered a political necessity. M o d e m  apologists of Muhammad 
treat the matter as 'a strict application of admitted customs of 
war in those days", (Bayed Ameer All? The Spirit of Islam p. 8I)
91é. 'Muhammad*a inability to enter Mecca may, ha^ 'e auggeated to, his mind 
the failure .of ' the Children of Israel to enter the Promised Laad.
In the ^aaaagea of the Qur'an where the word H.ittah occurs (ii: 55? 
vil: 1Ô1) the context suggests a.reminiscence of thé attempt to 
enter the Promised land at ^adeah, She exegetes are agreed that the
meaning of the word is 'forgiveness'. Ho satisfactory explanation
' ' ' ' ï' ' ■ ' ' ’ • ■ ■ "
of its origin has yet seen given. Some authorities would derive it
from the Hebrew Hot'meaning sin, (Jeffrey, For. Voc, p. 110).* f “.
( t
92. The Meccan aversion to the use of ar-Bahman again displays itself.
• ■ , . . ■*
• 9ÿ. . .The first time Muhammad uses thp word Bahinah in the %ur'ân (ii: 249),
it obviously refers to the Hebrew Hhekinah whereby the .Israélites 
■ ; were to recognise 6aul as their king. In the other passages it
means.assistance frOm heaven, (tîeffr.éy, For. Voo, p# 174)'
94,. In connection with the declaration that Muhammad is only a 'crUure'
it is interesting to compare the Kiisairiyah conception of 'All,
'All bin Abu Talib was not begotten; he is unique, 
immortal, and has existed before all time; his essence ie 
. ■ . the light; from him the stars shine; he is the light of
• ■  ^ . l i g h t s * . H e  ‘is hidden-not enveloped. That is to say ,
he is hidden by the nature of his divine essence, not by '
a covering. He is mind (Ma*na). (Kitib ai-Majmu, '
translated by Bassaud p. l62). .
Their formula is .copied from that of the Muslims: "I, testify that
there Is no god but*Ali bin Ahu Tallb". 'All created-Muhammad whom
. he called hie name (ism) and who is also his *veil* and «dwellings
place. Muhammad in his turn created Salman al-Fàrlsi , This triad
goes back to. the divine triads of the Syro-Phoenician.cults. (The
chief work on this sect is that of E. TJassaud: 'Histoire.et Religion
des Hosairls, Paris 1900). - ' "
' One would have expected the reference to .Muhhrnmadta creaturehood.to 
 ^ ' *
have occurred in a. Christian context. . ..
99. ' Some ..of the. #eni an^Hadir é ettl.ed at khaibar- and played a
considerable part in instigating t.he Hedawi tribes to harass the 
' Muslims, On the return from •'al-Hudaiblyah Muhammad promised * a '
speedy victory and s;^ils in abundance elsewhere* by which no doubt 
Khaibar was intended. The attack took place about six months later
9 6 . Muhammad again resorts to use of saliva as a cure for bad eyesight.
1
97* This Injunction may mean simply that Muhammad^© followers were
expected to see to it that Islam became the only religion in the
Arabian Peninsula, or it might contain a reference to the Jewish
faith which had proved his most inveterate opponent. It could also 
be inferred that the Christians were of little account politically,
9 8 . According to the testimony of both our authors the Arabs had the 
idea of Allah as The Supreme Being, exalted above their minor 
deities but this belief seems to have had little moral or religious 
significance, Muhammad would be acquainted with the Jewish Shema® 
recited morning and evening which begins with the declaration of 
God's unity, and his original declaration is very similar to it.
This would in all probability be the original form of the Muslim
Creed, Hew 'testament parallels are Luke v: 21; Mark 2i 7 1 Mk* 10:l8 
Luke 1 8 : I9 and Mark 12; 29 & ^2 in quotation from the Ghemà'.
In Mark 2s 7 the expression seems to mean 'God the One', The
9 v'. Palestinian Byriac Version supports Luke,
99* Or 'the three whose eases were deferred', for further consideration, 
(Bell (QurVn IB8 note 2),
100, In Arabia there were great tracts of sacred land one of which vj&b the 
forest of Wajj at at-Ta'if. In these lands it was forbidden to cut 
foddep fell trees, or hunt game. This did not however, apply to 
noxious creatures. Certain plants also might be cut for purposes of 
a religious or quasi-religious character, (Smith Bel. of Semites,
p. 142, 143),
101, Gf, Mattxix; 24 in Tatian's Diatessaron; Gospel to Hebrews; James, 
Apochryphal Hew Testament p* 6
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102. Similar charges were broughb by our Lord against the Scribes, 
Pharisees, and Lawyers of His.day. Mark xiiî 40^ Luke xi; 47,
. ^
103* Cf. MaMî xviii; 21; Testament of Q#d Chap vi, v* 3«
104* . Al-Ya'qubi*s list of the Twelve Apostles as given in the MacDonald
Presentation Volume p. 91, is as follows;-*
There were twelve apostles from the tribes of Ya'qub « 
Bhim'un bin JCin'an was from the tribe of and Ya'qub
bin &abda - - - and Yahya bin Habir bin Fall from the
tribe of îSablun, and Filifus from the tribe of Ashar, and 
Matta from- the tribe of Ashsgar bin Ya'qub,.and Bam'a from 
the tribe of Haram bin Ya'qub, and Yahuda from the fribe 
•of Yahida bin YaVqub, and Ya'qub from the tribe of Yusuf 
bin Ya'qub and'Manasa of the tribe of Rubil bih Ya'qub.
In addition to these there were seventy men. The four 
who wrote the Injil were Matta, Marqua, Luqa, and Yuhana - 
two of wliem were from the twelve and two others.
A D D ITIO N A L NOTE.
Below is a list of the most important traditions recounted by 
Ibn Ishaq and Ibn Hisham with the name of the ultimate authority 
from whom each tradition is derived, where such is mentioned. In 
many cases, however, especially in his accounts of pre-Islamic 
history, no chain of authorities is given; they merely commence 
with the phrase "(^ al Ibn IshaqV Others are attributed to an 
anonymous character described as "One in whom I have confidence", 
or "One v/ho is above suspicion".
Genealogies, with some omissions
Dam of Ma*rib - - -
Rabi* bin Nasr - « -
Abu Karib Tiban Asad
Hassan, his son - - -
Lakhni 'ah - --
Dhti Nuwas «
Christianity in Nàjran 
•Abdallah bin ath-Thâmit 
The Trench (in Najrân)
Excavation of ath-Thâmir's tomb
DauG and the beginning of Ethiopian rule 
Abrahah, the Posponers of the months, 
and the Elephant
The driver and groom begging in Mecca 
Saif Dhu Yazan, Kosroes, and Wahriz
End of Persian rule in Yemen 
Badhân - -
Al—Hadr — — —
•Amr bin Luhai (saying of Prophet)
His journey"to Syria
Stone worship
leaf and Ka’ilah - -
Bahirah, Sa'ibah, etc.
Samah, Lu*ai and the Basl 
Digging of Zamaam, Jurhum, etc
/Marriage of Qusai
^^^^Ghauth bin I’lurr
Ausai master of Mecca
^t/vatsh and the League of the
y Ones - - -
Thc^o:qDù>. « *  -
of Zamzam - -
V/e.llS of Quraish - -
Ibn Ishaq
Abu Zaid
Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Isiiaq
Ibn Isbaq
Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Ishaq
Wahb bin Munabbih
Muhammad bin Ka'b al-Qurathl
Ibh Ishaq
'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr 
quoting unnamed authority 
Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Ishaq 
'Â’ishâh
Ibn Ishaq,and Ibn Hisham 
on authority of Abu 'Ubaidah 
Ibn Ishaq 
az-Zuhri_
Ibn Hisham
Abu Bakr and Abu Hurairah 
Ibn Hisham from "one of the 
scholars"
Ibn Ishaq, introduced by 
^According to what they say 
•A’ishah
Ibn Ishaq and Ibn Hisham.
Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Hisham via al-Bakka*i 
from Ibn Ishaq,
Ibn Ishaq 
Ibn Ishaq 
Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Ishaq
Ibn Hisham via al-Bakka*i 
from Ibn Ishaq.
'Ali.
Ibn Hisham via al-Bakka’I 
from Ibn Ishaq
—2 —
•Abd al-Mut talib's. vow 
• •
The woman who offered herself to 
'Abdallah -
Birth of Muhammad * ■
His upbringing 
Death of Âminah .
Abu Talib's guardianship , 
and Bahirah the raonk 
Sacrilegious War ‘ ■
Muhammad *s ‘marriage
Mary the Copt , '
Muhammad as arbitrater in, 
the matter of the stone —
The Hums . -
The Soothsayers etc ' . -
Pagan ideas re shooting stars 
Jewish notices about Muhammad
Salman the Persian
The four who abandoned idols
Description of Muhammad «
*• '
Descent of Gabriel -
The Fatrah - :
Ordinance of Prayer - .
Islamizatioh of 'Ali 
Islamization of Zaid bin Harithah
Islamlzation of Abu Bakr . -
Persecution of Muslims by Quraish 
Islamisation of Hàaaah /-
Happenings between Muhammad and 
Quraishite leaders 
Quraish listen to recitations 
by Muhammad -
Ill-treatment of converts by 
Quraish
Emigration to Ethippia 
Mission to Ethiopia -
Ethiopian history- 
Boycott of Beni Hashim - ■
Ibn Ishaq .introduced by 
"according to what they say"
Ibn Ishaq, with a second 
version from his father.
QaiS bin Makhramah.and 
lahya bin 'Abdallah ,
♦Abdallah bin Ja^far 
'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr
Ibn Ishaq.
Abu 'Amr bin al-'Ali*
Abu 'Amr of Medina 
and Ibn Ishaq. . .
Ibh Lakhl'ah
Ibn.Ishaq 
Ibn Ishaq 
Ibn Ishaq 
Az-Zuhri
'Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah 
from unnamed authority, 
Salamah and a sjn ikh of the 
Béni Quraithah.■
Mahmud bin Labid with add­
itions' by Yazid bin Habib 
and 'Asim bin 'Umar-. '
Ibn Ishaq, with details by 
Muhammad bin Ja'far, Muhammad' 
bih 'All and Asma* bint"
Abu Bakr.
Ibn Ishaq, introduced by 
"according to what I heard". 
'Ubaid bin' 'Umair 
Ibn Ishaq
'A.'ishah and Nafi* bin Jubair 
Mujahid_bin Jabr 
Ibn Ishaq with addaitions by 
"_Ibn Hisham 
Ibn Ishaq . ■
Ibn Ishaq 
Ibn Ishaq
All Ibn Ishaq 
•
Az-Zuhrî. from unnamed 
authority.
'Urwah, 'Abdallah bin 'Abbas 
az-Zubair binEUkkashah.
Ibn Ishaq
Az-2uhrl from,Umm Salamah
'A’ishah
Ibn Ishaq '
—
Encounters with Abu Jahl, al-*As 
bin Wa’il, etc,
Abu Bakf’s acceptance of protection
Annulment of document
Abu Jahl and the camel
The Christian delegation which
islamized
The Night Journey
.Further persecution by Quraish after 
death of Abu Talib
Journey to at-Ta’if 
Meeting with’Bêlpers
First Prayer in Medina 
Islamisation of Sa'd bin Mu'adh
Becond 'Aqabah
Emigres to Medina 
Migration of *U^ar 
The consultations of Quraish 
Gathering at Prophet's house
Migration of Muhammad 
With Abu Bakr in cave 
Suraqah's pursuit 
The call to Prayer 
Accounts of various Jewish 
individuals
The Question about Stoning
The Najrani âepmtation 
Accounts of the Hypocrites
The Muslims who fell ill
Muhammad calls 'Ali 'Father of .Earth*
The raids
Badr
War between Quraish and Kinanah 
News of Badr reaches Mecca 
Siege of Beni Qainuqa'
Murder of Ka'b bin al-Ashraf,
Ibn Ishaq 
'Alishah 
Ibn Ishaq
*Abd al-Malik bin 'Abdallah 
Ibn Ishaq
'Abdallah bin Mas'ud, Abu 
Sa'id, Qatâdah, A ’ishah, 
Mu'awiyah bin Abu Sufyan, 
az-Zuhrl and Umm Hani all 
related parts of it to Ibn 
Ishaq,
A1-*Abbas from unnamed 
authority 
Muhammad bin Ka'b 
'Asim bin 'Umar from unnamed 
authority and 'Ubadah bin 
as-Samit*
*Abd ar-Rahman bin Ka'b 
'Ubaid Allah bin al-Mughîrah 
and 'Abdallah bin Abu D&kr 
Ka'b and 'Abdallah bin Abu 
Bakr 
Unmi Salamah 
' Umar
'Abdallah bin 'Abbas 
Muhammad bin Ka'b
'S’ishah
Al-Hasan bin Abu ’1-Hasan 
Suraqah
'Abdallah bin Zaid 
Ibn Ishaq.
Abu Hurairah, Ibn 'Abba$,
'Abdallah bin * Umar 
Muhammad bin Ja'far 
'Âêim bin 'Umar, Ja'far bin 
. 'Abdallah, Üsâmah bin Zaid 
'A’ishah
'Ammar bin Yasar 
Ibn Ishaq 
Ibn 'Abbas 
Muhammad bin Sa'id 
'Ikrimahg client of al-'Abbis 
'Asim bin 'Umar,Abu 'Aun 
'Ubadah bin al-Walid 
♦Abdallah bin al-Mughith, Ibn 
'Abbas, az-Zuhri, Muhammad, 
bin Yahy^, 'Asim bin"'Umar 
al-Husain’bin*'Abd^ar-kahman 
Abu'Hurairah otfters..
Ar-Raji*_ 
Bi’r Ma'ünah
Beni an-Nadir
Dliat ar-Riqa* and the Prayer 
of Fear
The Trench (Medina)
Beni Quraithah
Sallam bin "Abu *l-*Huqaiq
Beni ’1-Mustaliq
Juwâiriyah
Affair of 'A’ishah,
Al-Hudaibiyah
Khaibar 
Mu’tah
Conquest of Mecca 
Hatib's letter 
&tory of Abu Quhafah 
Entry by army
Muhammad circumambulates the 
’Ka * bah 
Safwan bin Umayyah 
Khalid and the Deni Jadhiraah 
Hunain
At-Ta’if -
The/property of Hawazin 
Tabuk
The Renunciation
Deputation of the Beni Sa'd
Pilgrimage of Farewell
Sickness of Prophet
Day of death
'Umax *s statement
'Umar's speech
Abu Bakr’s speech
Burial of Prophet
State of Islam following on
Prophet's death
'AEfîallah bin Abu 
Muhammad bin Yahya
'Asim bin 'Umar
AllMughlrah bin 'Abd ar-Rahmin 
and 'Abdallah bin AburBakrZ 
Ibn Ishaq, 'Abdallah bin Abu Bakr
Jabir bin 'Abdallah 
'Abdallah bin Ka'b, az-2uhrl,
Muhammad bin Ka'b, 'Asim bin 'U^ar 
Ibn Ishaq 
Az-Zuhri 
'Asim bin 'Umar,
Bakr,
'A’ishah 
'A’ishah
Miswar bin Makhramah, Marwan bin al- 
Hakm, Az-Zuhri, 'Abdallah bih Abu 
Bakr, 'Abdallah bin Abu Najih.
Anas bin Malik 
'Urwah bin az-Zubair 
Ibn Ishaq
'Urwah"bin az-Zubair 
Asma ’
'Abdallah bin Abu Kajlh, 'Abdallah bin 
Abu Bakr
Safiyyah
'Urwah bin az-Zubair 
Muhammad bin 'Ali 
Jabir bin 'Abdallah, al-'Abbas 
Ibn Ishaq
'Abdallah bin 'Amr
Az-Zuhri, Yazid bin Ruman, 'Abdallah 
bin Abu Bakr, 'Asim bin 'U^ar, and 
others 
Muhammad bin 'Ali 
Ibn 'Abbas, 'Abd Qais, al-Hasan 
'A’ishah *
'A’ishah 
Anas bin Malik 
Abu Hurairah 
Anas bin Malik 
Anas bin Malik 
'A’ishah
lA’ishah.
